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ADVERTISEMENT.

The scientific publications of the National Museum consist of two

series—the Bulletin and the Proceedings.

The Bulletin^ publication of which was begun in 1875, is a series of

more or less extensive works intended to illustrate the collections of the

United States ^"^ational Museum, and, with the exception noted below,

is issued separateh". These bulletins are monographic in scope and are

devoted principallj^ to the discussion of large zoological and botanical

groups, faunas and floras, contributions to anthropology, reports of

expeditions, etc. The}" are usual!}" of octavo size, although a quarto

form, known as the Special Bulletin, has been adopted in a few instances

in which a larger page was deemed indispensable.

This work forms No. 58 of the Bulletin series.

Since 1902 the volumes of the series known as " Contributions from
the JSational Iltrhariuni,''^ and containing papers relating to the botan-

ical collections of the Museum, have been published as bulletins.

The Proceedings., the first volume of which was issued in ISTS, are

intended as a medium of publication of brief original papers based on

the collections of the National Museum, and setting forth newly acquired

facts in biology, anthropology, and geology derived therefrom, or con-

taining descriptions of new forms and revisions of limited groups. A
volume is issued annually, or oftener, for distriljution to lil>raries and

scientific establishments, and in view of the importance of the more
prompt dissemination of new facts a limited edition of each paper is

printed in pamphlet form in advance.

Charles D. Walcott,

Secretary of the /Smithsonian Institution.

Washincjtox. U. 8. A., June 15, 1907.
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PREFACE.

The present work is the result of a critical study of more than 1,500

specimens from Japan and its dependencies, as well as from portions

of the adjacent territory on the mainland of eastern Asia. By far the

larger number are contained in the herpetological collection of the

United States National Museum, and in addition to these I have had
here in Washington for direct comparison the extensive collections of

the Science College Museum of the Imperial Universit}^ in Tokyo.

For this privilege I wish to express my sincere gratitude to the authori-

ties of the university, and most especially to Prof. Isao Ijima, in whose
immediate charge these collections are. Thanks to the kindness of

Prof. C. Ishikawa, I have also had some specimens belonging to the

Imperial Museum in Tokyo. Moreover, it was my good fortune dur-

ing two brief visits in Tokyo in 1896 and 1897 to be able to examine

there a number of specimens in the two institutions mentioned.

The American museums are not rich in material from the countries

covered b}^ this work, but several important specimens are preserved

in the museum of the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences, and the col-

lections made by Doctors Furness and Heller in the Riu Kiu Islands

are deposited in the Wistar Institute. Philadelphia. A few specimens

collected by Mr. dinger in Korea are in the museum of the State Uni-

versity of Michigan. For permission to study this material, I am
greatly indebted to the authorities of these institutions.

It would have been impossible to prepare the present volume with-

out an examination of the important material of types and other

specimens contained in the various nmseums of Europe. I need only

mention Leiden, where the material brought home by Buerger and Von
Siebold, and upon which Schlegel and Temminck based their account

of the reptiles and batrachians in the Fauna Japonica, is preserved,

and the British Museum with its vast material and immerous types.

It has beenmy privilege during three visits to Europe to study these and
numerous other collections in various cities, and it gives me particular

pleasure to acknowledge with sincere thanks the liberality of the

authorities of the Smithsonian Institutition and the National Museum
in enabling me to undertake these visits for that specific purjiose.

It was thus possible for me to study the collections in the Hamburg
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Museum of Natural History brought home by Lenz, Warburg, and

Dieekmami from the Riu Kiu Islands and Amurland; in the Museum

Sonc-k(>nl)ergianum, Frankfort on the Main, the depository of Bern-

hard Schmacker's collection from China and the Kiu Kiu Islands; in

Stockholm's Riksmuseum where are the Japanese collections made by

Dr. Osc. Nordquist during the Vega expedition; and in the museums

of Bergen and Christiania, some highly important collections from

Formosa. To the directors and curators of all these institutions I

wish to extend my thanks for facilities and assistance received.

The material in the United States National Museum consists of

some very important collections. Only a few specimens from the

Perry expedition which opened Japan to foreign intercourse are still

in existence; there were probably not very many to start wath. The

next expedition, the Rodgers North Pacific Exploring Expedition, of

which Dr. W. Stimpson was the naturalist, secured rather large col-

lections, and these were reported upon by Doctor Hallowell. Unfor-

tunately, he died before the printing of the report , the editing of which

was intrusted to Dr. E. D. Cope, then quite young and inexperi-

enced. Many new species were described, but the descrij^tions were

very deficient and the whole publication was marred by numerous

serious errors and lapses. A large number of the specimens are lost,

many were apparently never returned to the museum, while the few

that are left have suffered from neglect and most of them are in poor

c(mdition. With their aid, however, and that of Doctor Stimpson's

manuscript field catalogue, which is still in existence, I have been

enabled to straighten out many dubious questions. Of later note-

worthy collections made for the museum, or acquired by it , I may men-
tion the excellent material gathered by my late friend Pierre Louis

Jouy m Japan and Korea. Doctor Ferrebee also sent in some speci-

ijiens from the latter country. During my visit to Japan in 1896, as

one of the Fur Seal Commissioners, I was enabled to secure numerous
specimens of the conunoner species from the surroundings of Yoko-
hama. One of the most extensive and valuable collections of reptiles

and batrachians was made by Dr. Hugh M. Smith, United States

Deputy Fish Commissioner, in 1901, in southern Japan, especially in

the island of Shikoku, hitherto almost unknown herpetologically.

Dr. S. Nozawa, of the Agricultural College, Sapporo, has presented

to the museum an excellent collection of Yezo reptiles. In 1904 the

National Museum acquired from Mv. Alan Owston his splendid col-

lection of Japanese rei:>tiles embracing large series of species from
Hondo, the central and southern groups of the Riu Km Islands
and from Formosa. Finally, the Science College of the Inq:>erial

University in Tokyo has presented to the U. S. National Museum a
valuable set of duplicates of Japanese and Formosan reptiles.
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The territory embraced in the present work (see Plate I) consists

of what is known as Japan proper—i. e., the four main islands and

their immediately adjacent islets, the Riu Kiu Archipelago, Formosa,

the Bonin Islands, Korea, Sakhalin, Amiirland, and the Russian Coast

Province, as well as the Chinese provinces of Manchuria and Pechili.

A few species, mostly marine snakes, not hitherto recorded from

within this territory have been included because of the probability

of their occurrence; but these have been inclosed in brackets.

Analytical keys for the easy and sure identification of the groups

and species are provided. It must be understood, however, that

reptiles and batrachians are often subject to individual variation far

in excess of the true specific (or subspecific) and even generic limits.

In all cases, therefore, the specimens should be compared with the

detailed descriptions. These are not generalized diagnoses, however,

but minute descriptions of individuals, the deviations of other speci-

mens under observation being noted under the heading "Variation."

In selecting specimens for description or for illustration I have chosen

individuals collected inside the territorial limits of this work whenever

possible. Preferably the type-specimen has been described, or, if not

available, a specimen from the type-locality or from the nearest

locality to that of the type. If more than one specimen of this

character were avaliable, the one showing the species in its typical

and normal development has been selected.

Full synonymy of each genus and species has been given, with

references to nearly all the published records of the species within

the territorial limits. At the end a bibliography is provided, giving

full titles of publications specifically referring to the herpetological

fauna of the territory.

Special attention has been given to the geographical distribution

of the various forms. Unfortunately, a large number of specimens

in the old collections are credited to ''Japan,'' or "Loochoo," or

"Formosa," without further particulars, and a good many others

have wrong localities attached to them. Much critical work has been

done to clear the records in the latter cases. Nevertheless, the range

of very many species is as yet only very imperfectly known. Large
portions of the territory included are still unexplored, and many islands

are as yet unvisited by a scientific collector. With regard to the

vertical distribution, it is known only imperfectly in the great majority

of cases. To help resident and visiting naturalists remedy these

defects in our knowledge this work has been largely undertaken. It

was at first intended to accompany this account by a general tabula-

tion of the geographical distribution of the various forms and a full

discussion of their origin and dispersal, but tliis will be treated of

by the author in a separate paper.
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With regard to the nomenclature of famihes, genera, and species,

the author adheres strictly to the "'International Rules of Zoological

Nomenclature" adopted })y the International Congresses of Zoology."

Changes in nomenclature necessitated by these rules, therefore,

uuist not be laid to any desire of the author to alter names, but to

the necessity of conforming strictly to the laws now generally accepted

b}- the working zoologists of the world. As for my guiding principle

in selecting group names higher than families, see pages 48 to 49.

It has not been found expedient to accompany this work by a map
of the region giving the various localities mentioned, since good maps

of Japan and adjacent territory are nowadays easily available. The

different names employed in the literature and on the maps for the

same localities and the often radically different spellmg of the samQ

names have made necessary a synonymical and briefly descriptive

list of Japanese localities which will be found at the end of the book.

In the preparation of the present work the author has received

kind assistance from many friends and colleagues which he wishes

to acknowledge with gratitude. First of all, he must mention his

Japanese friends connected with the Imperial University in Tokyo,

Professor Mitsukuri, Professor Ijima, Professor Ishikawa, and Mr.

Namiye. To Dr. G. A. Boulenger, British Museum; Dr. O. Boettger,

Senckenberg Museum; Doctors Kraepelin and Pfeffer, Hamburg
Museum; Doctor Jentink, Leiden Museum; Dr. E. Loennberg, Stock-

holm Museum; Dr. R. Collett, Kristiania Museum; and Messrs. Wit-

mer Stone and Rehn, Philadelphia Academy of Sciences, he is in-

debted for loan of specimens, much information, and numerous
courtesies.

Most of the outline drawings illustrating the text have been pre-

pared by Mr. R. G. Paine.

The plates are mostly reproductions of important illustrations,

more or less inaccessible to those for whom this woi'k is chiefly

intended. Very often these illustrations represent type-specimens,

and in nearly every instance are based on specimens collected in the

region covered by this work. The expensive Fauna Japonica is

long since out of print, and the reproduction of the best figures from
this classic will be welcome to the majority of the students of Japanese
herpetology.

For the original drawings of two of the plates (Plates XXXI-
XXXII) I am under great obligations to Prof. Isao Ijima.

aRi>gles Internationales de la Nomenclature Zoologique adoptees par les Congres
Interuationaux de Zoologie. (Paris, F. R. de Rudeval, Editeur, 1905. S^-^. 64 pp.)



HERPETOLOGY OF JAPAN AND ADJACENT
TERRITORY.

By Leonhard Stejneger,

Curator, Division of Reptiles and Batrachians, U. S. National Museum.

INTRODUCTION.

Until a comparatively recent date reptiles and amphibians were

generally considered members of the same class, intermediate between

the old class Pisces and the birds. True, the Amphibia were elevated

to class rank early in the last century, but the proposition was not

generally accepted until the subdivision of the vertebrates into

Anamnia and Amniota had been gaining ground. It is now generally

conceded that the Amphibia, or Batrachia, as they are often called,

are more nearly allied to the fishes, and the reptiles more so to the

birds than the two classes are among themselves, some authors even

going so far, and not without good reasons, as to include the reptiles

with the birds in the same class, Monocotylia. Yet, chiefly for the

same reasons which cause the Lancelets and the Lampreys to be
embraced with the true fishes in the term "ichthyology," the old

name for the study of the compound class Amphibia or Reptilia,

'4ierpetology," is still in common use, and in faunistic works, like the

present, the two classes are usually treated of together.

Class AMPHIBIA.
1758. Amphibia Linn^us, Syst. Nat., 10 ed., I, p. 194.

1802. Batrachia Macartney, in Ross's Translat. Cuvier's Lect. Comp. Aiiat.,

I, tab. III.

1803. Batrachii Daudin, Hist. Nat. Rept., V, tab. p. 8.

1806. Batracii Dumeril, Zool. Anal., p. 90.

1807. Calamity Link, Bcsclir. Nat. Samml. Rostock, II, p. 53.

1813. Achelata Fischer, Zoognosia, 3 ed., I, p. 57.

1814. Ranacea Wilbrand, Classif. Thiere, p. 117.

1820. Nuda Hemprich, Grundr. Naturg., p. 111.

1821. Dipnoa Leuckart, Isis, 1821, Litt. Anz., p. 259.

1847. Malacopoda Mayer, Rheinl. und Westphal. Verhandl., VI (p. 177).

1855. Psilodcrma van der Hoeven, Handb. Diork., 2 ed., II, p.^: Ilandh.

Zool., II, p. 251.
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The tiinphibians, or batnicliians, as they are also called, are anam-

iiiote, archsecraniate, and stomatophysous vertebrates possessing a

well-developed skiUl ])rovided witli a lower jaw and articulating with

the vertebral colmnn by means of two occipital condyles; limbs, when

not atrophied, consisting of luimerus or femur followed by two projx)-

dials (radius and ulna, til)ia and fibula), metapodials (carpals and

metacarpals, tarsals and metatarsals'), and digits (phalanges); heart

with three chambers; internal nares; respiration, at least during part

of life, by means of gills; skin naked. Young, usually after leaving

egg, undergoes a metamorphosis.

The term "Batrachia," usually applied to this class, has to be

rejected and ''Amphibia" accepted, since it has been shown that the

former name originally applied only to the order of tailless frogs, and

that consequently it is a synonym pure and simple of the much older

term Salientia."

The class includes three recent orders, namely, the Csecilians

(Apoda), the Salamanders (C'audata), and the Frogs (Salienta). Of

these only the two latter orders are represented within our jjresent

limits.

Order CAUDATA.
1806. Caudcti Dumeril, Zool. Anal., p. 94.

1811. Caudata Opfel, Ordn. Kept., p. 72.

1813. Urodeli Fischer, Zoognosia, 3 ed., I, p. 58.

1820. Gradicntia Merrem, Syst. Amph., p. 166.

1825. Urodela Latreille, Fam. Nat. Regne Anini., p. 105.

1828. Cercopi Wagler, Isis, 1828, p. 859.

1833. Sozura van der Hoeven, Handb. Dierk., II, Pt. 2, p. 304.

1835. Homomorpha Fitzinger, Ann. Wien. Mus., I, p. 107.

1838. Urophora Hogg, Mag. Nat. Hist. (n. s.), Ill, p. 270.

1855. Saurohatrachi van der Hoeven, Handb. Dierk., 2 cd., II, p. 461.

1857, Delesura Jan, Cenni Mus. Milan., p. 54.

This order is often called Urodeles or Urodela, and Dumeril (Zoo-

logie Analytique, 1806) is quoted as authority. This is a mistake,

however, for Dumeril only uses the French term ''Urodeles," add-
ing in parentheses the Latin word by which he designates the

group, namely, Caudati. From an inspection of page 94 this is plain

enough, but to clinch the matter one needs only examine the two
indexes at the end of the book, the "Table Fran^aise" containing the
word "Urodeles" (p. 330), and the "Table Latine" the Caudati

(p. 333). The Latin forms "Urodela" and "Urodeles" have been
introduced much later by other authors.

This order may be divided into three suborders, viz, the Mudpup-
pices (Proteida), the Sirens (Meantes), and the true Salamanders
CMutabilia), only the latter being found in the territorv here included.

a See Stejneger, Science (n. s.), XX, Dec. 30, 1904, pp. 924-925.
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Suborder MUTABILIA.

1820. Mutabilia Mehrem, Syst. Amph., p. 166.

1820. Salamandrx Goldfusz, Handb. ZooL, II, p. 129.

1828. Morphuroviolgxi Ritgen, Nova Acta Acad. Leop. Carol., XIV, p. 277.

1828. Molgx Ritgen, Nova Acta Acad. Leop. Carol., XIV, p. 277.

1832. I)erotremaia-\-Salamandrina'M.VE'LL¥.n, Isis, 1832 (p. 504).

1831. Urodela Bonaparte, Saggio Distrib. Met., p. 77.

1840. Deiretremata-\-Aphanobranchiata Leuckart, Froriep's Neue Notizen, XIII,

p. 20.

1866. Sozura HAECKEh, Gen. Morphol., II, p. cxxxi.

1866. Cadudbranchiata Cope, Joiirn. Phila. Acad. Sci., VI, Pt. 1, p. 102.

1889. Pseudosauria Cope, Amer. Natxtral., XXIII, 1889, p. 861.

In the true salamanders we recognize two superfamilies, viz, the

Amphiumoideae and the Salamandroideae. For our present purpose it

is enough to separate them by the presence of well-developed eyelids

in the latter and the absence of eyelids in the former. It is stated that

the absence of eyelids is concurrent with the absence of a first epi-

branchial and with the connection of stapes with the quadrate arch in

the Amphiumoideaj, while in the Salamandroideae a first epibranchial

is present and stapes not connected with the quadrate arch in the

adult. The Amphiumoidese correspond to Cope's Trematodera and
Amphiumoidea, and to Boulenger's Amphiumidae, while the Sala-

mandroideae are the latter's Salamandridae and Cope's Pseudosauria

(1889, X. Am. Batr., p. 33; not of 1898, Syllabus, p. 48, where the

term corresponds strictly to our Mutabilia).

Both superfamilies occur within our limits. The genera which
belong to them may be referred to their respective groups as follows:

analytical key to families.

a' (Amphiumoide^e.) No eyelids Cryptobranchid,«, p. 3.

a- (Salamandroide^.) Eyelids developed.

6' Vomero-palatine teeth in two longitudinal series diverging backward; vertebrse

opisthocoelous Salamandrid.e, p. 11.

b- Vomero-palatine teeth in transverse series, or converging backward; vertebrae

amphiccelous Ambystomid^, p. 24.

Superfamily AMPHIUMOIDEiE.

Two families compose the superfamily Amphiumoideae, the Am-
phiumidae and the Cryptobranchidae, differing in many anatomical

characters, the former represented by the eel-like Amphiuma with at

most three digits on the rudimentary legs, the latter by the hellbender,

with its more salamander-like body, 4-5 digits and well-developed

limbs. The former occurs only in North America.

Family CRYPTOBRANCHID.E.

This family embraces three genera, Proteocordylus (Andrias) , known
only from the miocene of western Europe, Cryptohranchus, wliich only
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occurs in eastern North America, and Megalohatrachus , known from

Japan and China. They are so closely allied that osteologists and

paleontologists prefer to regard the two latter at least as congeneric,

but the closing of the branchial fissure in the adult Megalohatrachus

seems to be sufficient reason for adopting the latter genus. In the

American genus the fissure remains open throughout life.

Genus MEGALOBATRACHUS" Tschudi.

1837. Megnlobatrachus Tschudi, Neues Jahrb. Mineral. Geol. Palseont., (Stutt-

gart) 1837, Pt. 5, September, p. 547 (type, M. sicboldi).

1838. Sieboldia Bonaparte in Gray, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., May, 1838, p. 413

(same type).

1838. Sieboldtia Agassiz, in Anhang to Tschudi's Classif . Batr. (err. typogr.).

1840. Hydrosalaviandra Leuckart Froriep's Neue Notizen, XIII, No. 2, Jan.

1840, p. 20 (same type).

1854. Tritomegas Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., IX, p. 163 (same type).

1904. Sieboldiana Ishikawa, Proc. Nat. Hist. Tokyo Imp. Mus., I, No. 2, p. 21

(emendation).

Unless it can be shown that Bonaparte published his Sieholdia

before September, 1837, it will have to give way to Tschudi's Megalo-

hatrachus. Agassiz (1. c), on September 29, 1838, speaks of "the

established priority" of the former,'' but, like many later authors, he

evidently regarded Megalohatraclius as first proposed by Tschudi in

his " Classification der Batrachier, " which Agassiz himself published in

October, 1838. As will be seen from the above synonymy Tschudi

had already j^ublished it in September, 1837, a fact of which Agassiz

was apparently unaware.

Few animals can boast such an extensive literature as the Japanese

giant salamander. The bibliography attached to this work and the

synonymic list of quotations under the head of the species, greatly

defective as they are, give a fair indication of the interest this animal
and especially its anatomy has aroused among naturalists. It is

only recently, however, that accurate and detailed observations on
its habits and propagation have been made. A good account based
upon ample experience in the field has been published by Prof. C.

Sasaki ,'^ and recently Prof. C. Ishikawa has supplemented his notes by
xevy important observations on the eggs and newly hatched young.'^

Finally, Dr. C. Kerbert, in Amsterdam, has succeeded in making the

giant salamander breed in captivity, thus being able to follow the
process from the laying of the eggs to the hatcliing of the larvse and
their subsequent growth and change. A brief summary of their

observations may be included here. According to them the giant

« From/<£;?^d/\os=//fxas,great; ^Scrpaxo(i, frog, or, in this case, batrachian.
& "Die constatirte Prioritat seines Namens Sieboldtia."
c Joum. Coll. Sci. Tokyo, I, Pt. 3, 1887, pp. 269-274.
d Proc. Nat. Hist. Tokyo Imp. Mus., I, No. 2, 1904, pp. 19-37.
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salamander inhabits liigh mountain valleys, where it frequents the swift-

running brooks of clear cold water from the mountain springs. These
streams are quite shallow, have stony beds, seldom attain a width of

more than a few meters and are for the most part shaded with shrubs
and trees. The temperature of the water in the middle of August
was found to be between 17° and 23° C. Here they keep themselves
habitually in dark holes under rocks, along the banks or the middle
of the stream, and cavities inhabited by one of these animals may be
recognized by the bottom at the entrance being kept clean. They
feed on fishes, fi-ogs, crustaceans, earthworms, etc, and are easily cap-
tured by a baited fishhook thrust into the retreat of the sluggish

animal. The flesh, wliich is eaten by the Japanese, is said to be
delicious, and is also used for medicinal purposes. Another mode of

capturing the salamander during the breeding season is to throw into

the stream a strong-smelling mixture of various animal ingredients

made into small balls, thereby enticing the animals out of their holes.

As a result, the "hanzaki" is constantly becoming scarcer. Only the

smaller and medium-sized individuals stay in the small, shallow
streams, the big old monsters of 3 feet and more seek deeper water
lower down. The eggs are deposited in August and September in

the deep holes. They vary as to size and number according to the
size of the female, and consist of an outer gelatinous envelope or cap-
sule 16 to 20 mm. long, in which the spheroid egg floats in a clear

fluid. Each capsule is connected with the next by means of a com-
paratively short string about equaling the length of the larger axis

of the embryo, the whole dej)osit resembling a rosary in form.
Kerbert estimates the number of eggs deposited by the female in the
Amsterdam Aquarium at about 500. Ishikawa found 60 to 80 in the
various holes examined by him. The entire develoj^ment from the
deposition of the eggs to the escape of the larva from the capsule lasted

in captivity from fifty-two to sixty-eight days, the escaping larvse

measuring about 30 mm. in length. At this time they have external

gills; the anterior extremities show indications of two fingers and the
posterior limbs are indicated ; the mouth which is still plainly ventral
becomes gradually terminal. The gills seem to disappear when the

young are between 200 and 250 mm. in length. Both Ishikawa and
Kerbert maintain that the adult animal takes care of the eggs, wrap-
ping the egg string around itself and by its movements keeping the

mass in motion so as to facilitate the respiration process of the eggs
and embryos ; but they difl'er in opinion as to whether it is the male
or the female who thus undertakes the care of the offspring, Ishikawa
from observations in nature maintaining the latter, Kerbert from the

behavior of the animals in the aquarium the former.
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MEGALOBATRACHUS JAPONICUS" (Temminck).

HANZAKI (.Ishikawa).

1837. Triton japonicus Temminck, Fauna Japon., Pt. 3, Coup d'oeil, p. xxvi

(Japan).

—

Wagner, Muenchen Gelelirte Anzeiger, V, July 8, 1837, p. 55.

—

VAN DER HoEVEN, Tijclsclir. Natuurl. Geschied., IV, Feb. 1838, p. 375.

—

Cryptobranchusjaponicus van der Hoeven, Tijdschr. Natuurl. Geschied.,

IV, Feb. 1838, p. 384, pi. va, figs. 5-6 (Japan); Bull. Sci. Phys. Natur.

N^erlande (Leiden), 1838, p. 91; Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1838, p. 25;

Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., II, Nov. 1838, p. 2.30; Ann. Sci. Nat., (2) Zool., XI,

1839 (p. 63); Meai. Soc. Hist. Nat. Strasbourg, III, 1840, author's separate,

p. 11, pis. — ; Ann. Sci. Nat., (2) Zool., XV, 1841, p. 251 (151 by typogr.

en-.); Tijdschr. Natuurl. Geschied., VIII, 1841, p. 270 (blood corpuscles).

—Schmidt, Goddard, and van der Hoeven, Nat. Verb. Maatsch. Wet.

Haarlem, XIX, 1862, p. 3 (anatomy).

—

Hyrtl, De Cryptobr. Jap., 1865,

p. 9 (descr.; anat.).

—

Rein and von Roretz, Zool. Garten, XVII, 1876,

p. 33, pi. — (distrib. ; habits, etc.).—Boettger, Zool. Garten, XVII, 1876,

p. 432 (young).—Dambeck, Natur (Halle) (n. s.), Ill, 1877, (p. 685).—

WiEDERSHEiM, KopfsVel. Urodcl., 1877, p. 56, pi. ii, figs. 21-22 (skull).—

CoRNALiA, Atti. Soc. Ital. Sci., XXI, 1878, p. 207 (dimensions).—Hil-

GENDORF. Sitz. Ber. Naturf. Freunde, Berlin, 1880, p. 121.

—

Bieletski,

[Rem. Physiol. Sal. Gig., 1882] p. — pi.— .

—

Geerts, Nouv. Arch. Mus.

Paris, (2) V, 1883, p. 274, pi. xvii.—Rein, Japan, Engl, ed., 1884, p. 188

(Hida to Iwami).—Sasaki, Journ. Coll. Sci. Tokyo, I, Pt. 3, 1887, p. 269

(Iga; Ise; Yamato; habits, eggs, etc.).^

—

^Moesch, Neujalirsblatt Naturf.

Ges. Zuerich, 1887, p. 1, figs. 1-4 (full fig. and skel.).—Fritze, Mitth.

Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, V, 1891, p. 239 (absent in Yezo).

—

Meuron,
Bull. Soc. Sci. Nat. Neuchatel, XXI, 1893, p. 186.—Gadow, Cainbr. Nat.

Hist., VIII, 1901, p. 98 (fig.).—OsAWA, Mitth. Med. Fac. Univers. Tokio,

V, no. 4, 1902 (pp. 221-427+44 pis.) (anatomy).

—

Andrias japonicus Lap-

parent, Traite Geol., 4 ed., 1900, p. 1532.

—

Megalobatmchus japonicus

Beddard, Pro(;. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, II, Pt. 2 (publ. Apr. 1904) p. 298

(anatomy).

1837. Megalobatrachus sieboldi Tschudi, Neues Jahrb. Mineral. Geol. Palaeont.,

1837, Pt. 5, Sept., p. 547 (type-locality, Japan; type in Leiden Mus.;

Siebold collector); Classif. Batr., Oct. 1838, p. 96, pi. vi (Japan).—Mar-
tens, Preuss. Exped. Ost-Asien, Zool., 1, 1876, p. 384 (southern Japan).

—

Tritomegas sicboldii Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., IX, 1854,

p. 164.—Bleeker, Natuurl. Tijdschr. Nederland. Indie, XVI, 1858,

p. 205.

1837. Salamandra maxima Schlegel in Tschudi, Neues Jahrb. Mineral. Geol.

Palaeont., 1837, Pt. 5, Sept., p. 546 (not of Barton, 1808); Fauna Japon.

Rept., pp. 127, 139, Saur. et Batr., pis. vi, vii, viii (type-locality, "Suzu-
ga yama near Sakanosta",fcOkude mountains).

—

Siebold, Fauna Japon.,

Rept., 1838, p. XV.

—

Pompe van Meerdervoort, Natuurk. Tijdschr.

Nederland. Indie, XX, Pts. 4-6, 1860, p. SSG.—Sieboldiamaxivia Gray,
Cat. Batr. Grad. Brit. Mus., 1850, p. 52 (Japan).—Phisalix, Compt.
Rend. Acad. Sci. Paris, CXXV, 1897 (p. 121) (poisonous secretions); Bull.

Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, 1897 (p. 242).—Megalobatrachus maximus Bou-
LENOER, Cat. Batr. Grad. Brit. Mus., 1882, p. 80 (Japan).—Okada, Cat.

" Signifying Japanese.
'J Evidently Sud.saka Yama near Sakanoshita, of Hassenstein's Atlas of Japan, the

mountain where the Ijoundaries between the provinces of Iga, Ise, and Omi meet.
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Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 65 (Mimasaku; Ise; Iga; Hida; Mino; Ivami; Tamba;

Tajima).

—

Boettger, Kat. Batr. Mus. Senckenberg., 1892, p. 60 (Iga).

—

Andres, Atti Soc. Ital. Sci. Nat., XXXV, fasc. 3-4, 1896, p. 201, pi. i

(descr.; general).

—

Schnee, Natur und Haus, VIII, 1900 (p. 246) (notes

on living spec).

—

Ishikawa, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, IX, Pt. 1,

1902, p. 81 (Hondo from Mino to Suwo and Nagato; habits, propagation,

etc.); Proe. Nat. Hist. Tokyo Imp. Mus., I, No. 2, 1904, p. 19, pis, viii-xi

(general; distrib.; propag.; develop.).

—

Kerbert, Tijdschr. Nederland.

Dierk.Vereen. (2),VIII, 1903 (pp. xxviii-xxix)(eggs); Zool. Anz., XXVII,
1904, Feb. 23, p. 305 (propagation, etc.); Compt. Rend. Sixth Int. Zool.

Congr. Berne, 1904, (1905) p. 463 (propagation).

—

Cryptohmnchus maxi-

vms Chapman, Proe. Phila. Acad., 1893, p. 227 (anat.).

1840. Hydrosalamandra siholdi Leuckart, Froriep's Neue Notizen, XIII, p. 20

(err. typ.).

1854. Salamandra gigas "Schlegel" Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., IX,

p. 164 (lapsus.).

1854. Tritomegas sieboldtii Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., IX, p. 426 (err.

typ.).

1907. Cryptobranchas sicboldia Calmette, Les Venins, p. 330, fig. 123.

The above ((uotations refer to Japanese specimens. A Sieholdia

davidiana has ])een described by Blanchard " from China, which

Boidenger, however, regards as identical with the Japanese species.

I have no means of verifying this identification. P. Krefft (in Verh.

Ges. Deutsch. Naturf. Aerzte, 69 Vers. Braunschw., 1897, II, Pt. 1,

1898, p. 187) treats of specimens beheved to be from Amoy and

Canton, and refers them"auf Grund allerdings oberflachhcher Unter-

suchung" to Cryptohranchus japonicus. Gray, in 1873 (Ann. Mag.

Nat. Hist. (4), XII, 1873, p. 188) mentions a skin inchiding the

bones of head and feet sent by Swinhoe from Shanghai, which he

coidd not distinguish from a Japanese specimen.

There has been ahiiost as much confusion about the specific name
of the giant salamander as there has been with the generic term.

Tlie oldest name is Temminck's Triton japonicus, which was pub-

li.shed in his ''Coup d'oeil," the introductory chapter to the Fauna
flaponica, probably as early as March or April, 1837, and certainly

not later than June of that jesir (see Bibliography, p. 542). In that

paper which was penned as early as November, 1835, Temminck
described the giant salamander sufficiently to give the name Triton

japonicus a status in zoological nomenclature.''

Description.—Half grown: U.S.^.M. No. 11349; Japan; Prof. E. S.

Morse, collector. Vomerine teeth in an arched series between the

a Compt. Rend. Acad. Paris, LXXIII, 1871, p. 79.—Gray, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.

(4), XII, 1873, p. J88.

—

Sieboldia daridi David, Journ. Trois. Voy. Emp. Chinois, II,

1875, p. 20 (emendation) (S. W. Shensi).

^ La Salamandre gigantesqne, Triton japonicus porte des formes bizarres: une tete

extremement large et deprimee, un corps applati muni d'line queue en forme de large

aviron, le tout porte par des pieds tres-courts; cHe vit dans les eaux limpides des

torrens. Cou]) d'oeil, p. xxvi.
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choana?, parallel with the maxillary and j)remaxillary series; whole

body strongly depressed except terminal two-thirds of tail w^iich is

strongly compressed; head broad, fiat; nostrils anterior, near the

tip of the snout and the ni)s, their distance from each other less than

one-half the distance between the ejes, which are without eyelids and

very small, their diameter being less than one-tenth of the distance

between them; legs short, depressed; fore legs with four lingers

slightly webbed at base, the outer one wdth an outer dermal fold which

continues along tlie entire length of the arm; hind feet with five toes

w^ebbed at base, the two outer ones with a distinct dermal flap on the

outer side; a broad cutaneous expansion on the posterior aspect of

the leg; tail short, slightly more than one-third the length of head

and body, compressed, with a high dorsal fin beginning at the inser-

tion of the hind legs, and a much lower ventral fin; a strong lateral

fold on the neck from behind the angle of mouth to above the shoulder;

another prominent undulating lateral dermal fold from the axilla to

above the hind legs; skin rough, with numerous grooves, transverse

on underside of body and on the sides, longitudinal on the throat;

head above covered with closely set round tubercles which are some-

what smaller than the eyes, but not arranged with any degree of

regularity or symmetry; lips, tips of snout, and a limited area along

the median line of the top of head comparatively smooth; similar

tubercles, though more scattered on sides of throat and on upper side

of neck, a few occurring irregularly along the entire side of the body
above the lateral fold. Color (in alcohol) burnt umber in various

shades, paler below, irregularly blotched and marbled with dusky
spots, limbs similarly spotted, ti|)s of digits light orange brown.

JHDieyisio)^.

mm.
Total length 490
Tip of snout to vent 322

Anterior border of vent to tip of tail 168

Width of head 69

Distance between eyes 40
Fore legs 52

Hind legs 59

Greatest height of tail 48

Few^ salamanders have been oftener described in detail, or oftener
figured than the present species as will be seen from the synonymy
given above, where ample references are cited. A more detailed
description therefore seems superfluous. It may be added, however,
that there is no apparent external difference between the sexes, except
that during the breeding season the borders of the vent are swollen
in the male, but flat in the female. The young ones differ chiefly in
being less rough and lighter in color.
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Habikit.—The giant salamander of Japan seems to be restricted to

the higher altitudes of the island of Hondo west of longitude 137° 30'

east of Greenwich. Rein states that it lives in clear running moun-
tain streams in the granite and schist ranges, at a height of from 400 to

1,000 meters above the sea, while Geerts mentions 200 to 800 meters

as its true habitat. According to these two authorities the principal

localities where it is found are as follows:

1. The mountain streams and sources of the Yodogawa and Lake
Biwa drainage, especially the tributaries of the Kidzugawa in the

provinces of Iga, Yamato, and western Ise. The t}q3e-specimen

—

which von Siebold brought home alive to the Leiden Museum—was

taken in this district, namely, in one of the streams of Sudzaka Yama,
the mountain where the boundaries of the three provinces of Ise, Iga,

and Omi meet, and Mr. Sasaki, who, in 1880 and 1881, visited this

part of Japan in search of this species, obtained all his specimens (71)

in Iga, Ise, and Yamato.
2. The streams of the border mountains between Hida and Mino

provinces, especially the sources and tributaries of Rokagawa. Mr.

Geerts quotes Keisuke Ito (Nihon Sanbutu wSi, II, p. 39) as authority

for the statement that it occurs in the province of Owari, though

judging from the maps accessible to me it seems doubtful whether

there are any localities high enough in that province.

3. The streams on the watershed between the districts of Sanindo

and Sanyodo. Geerts mentions several streams b}^ name, such as

Miyadugawa and Itigawa, in the province of Tamba, Toyokagawa,
in Tazima, and Osakigawa in Mimasaku and Harima, while Rein
also mentions the province of Iwami. Okada likewise names the

province of Iwami, in addition to those of Mimasaku, Tamba, Tajima,

Ise, Iga, Mino, and Hida, but upon what authority I do not know.
Professor Ishikawa, in a lecture given before the German East

Asiatic Society in Tokyo, 1900," gives the distribution of the giant

salamander as follows: Mountain streams in the lower half of Hondo,
i. e., from Mino to Iwami, Nagato, and Suwo. The species is con-

sequently to be found in the mountain chain southwest from Mino to

Suwo and Nagato, and also in the mountains of Iga and Ise, a branch
of the main mountain chain. With regard to the provinces in

which it occurs, the following are to be mentioned: Mino, Omi, Iga,

Ise, Tamba, Tango, Tajima, Inaba, Mimasaku, Harima, Hoki, Bizen,

Bitchu, Bingo, Idzumo, Iwami, Aki, Suwo, and Nagato. It has not

been found as jei in Kii nor in Shikoku or Kiusiu. It occurs most
frequently, so far as now known, in the mountain streams which
come from the famous volcano Daisen, and in the streams on the

south side of the Hiruzen Mountains and their neighborhood, espe-

aMitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, IX, p. 79.
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cially in the sources of the rapid Asahigawa or river of the rising sun.

For many years he collected the"hanzaki" in this part of the island,

and he mentions the localities of Tsuyama, Onaru Valley, Kuginuki

Valley, Mikamo, Maniwagori, all apparently in western Mimasaku.

To his very interesting article, Contributions to the Kjiowledge of the

Giant Salamander, in the Proceedings of the Department of Natural

History, Tokyo Imperial Museum, I, 1904, he has added a colored map
(Plate VIII) showing the distribution of the species. In this map
the extension westward to the provinces of Nagato and Suwo is

shown, and it also includes a large portion of the province of Idzumo.

The text affords, however, no opportunity of judging upon what ma-

terial this is based. This is particularly unfortunate as the testi-

mony as to the occurrence of this species so far west is quite con-

flicting. According to a memorandum kindly furnished me by Dr.

Hugh M. Smith, he was informed by Dr. T. Kitahara, zoologist of

the Imperial Japanese Fisheries Bureau in Tokyo, that the western

limit is the province of Bingo. The main drainage of the provinces

of Tamba, Tazima, and Iwami is toward the Sea of Japan, the others

drain to the inland sea, or to the Pacific, but the maps accessible to

me are not accurate and detailed enough to decide whether some
of the upper valleys of Iwami and Tazima do not in reality drain

southward to the Inland Sea. At any rate it can not be taken for

granted that the giant salamander occurs north of the watershed

until its occurrence in streams of the Sea of Japan drainage is proven

beyond a shadow of a doubt by actual specimens.

In this connection it may be added that, according to Doctor

Smith's memorandum alluded to above, "Mr. I. Shishido, teacher of

zoology in the Third High School, Kyoto, states that the s})ecies is

reported from near Funatsa, province of Hida, in a river flowing into

the Japan Sea (Toyama Bay), but no specimens from that locality are

known to be in collections. The people in the vicinity of Funatsu, espe-

cially thewomen, eat this animal as a medicine." It is of the greatest

importance that this question, whether the giant salamander occurs

originally (not introduced) and regularly in the Japan Sea drainage,

should be definitely solved. The qualification "regularly" is added
because an isolated occurrence would not be convincing, since it might
be explained either as an accidental introduction, or as the result of a
Japan Sea stream having captured the sources of a Pacific Coast
stream.

The capture of specimens in the Takadagawa, province of Musashi,
and at Kyoto, in 1832, in the canal of the castle Nizyono siro, as

related by Ilandangensei (Keisuke Ito.") probably, refers to animals
escaped from captivity or deliberately transplanted.

aNihon Sanbutu, Sci. II, p. 39.
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List of specimens of Megalobatrachus japonicus.

Age.

Young

do

Half grown «.

Adult*

do

do

do

Localitv.

Japan

.

do.

Province Mino.

do

do

do

11

Whpneol- i

By whom collected

lected
o"" ^'o™ ^'''i""^

lectea.
received.

Colonel Taylor.

C. E. Smidt.

.do ' ' E. S. Morse.

A. Owston.

Do.

Do.

Do.

a Description, p. 7. 6 618 mm. long.

Superfamily SALAMANDROIDE^E.

The Salaniandroids fall into three families, namely, the Amby-
stomidge, Plethodontidse, and Salamandridae. The Plethodontidse are

characterized by the presence of parasphenoid teeth. They do not

occur within our area, being confined, with one exception, to the New
World.

The two families found in Japanese territory may be distinguished

as follows:

KEY TO FAMILIES.

a^ Vomero-palatines prolonged posteriorly over the parasphenoid as two long processes,

the teeth placed on the inner side of these forming two parallel or backward
diverging series S.\lamandrid.e, p. 11.

a- Vomero-palatines not prolonged Ijackward over the parasphenoid, the teeth placed

on the posterior margin in transverse or posteriorly converging series.

Ambystomid.e, p. 24.

Family SALAMANDRID.E.

The salamanders, with the vomero-palatine teeth extending far

backward in two parallel or posteriorly diverging series, are charac-

teristic of the palearctic region, especially the Mediterranean subdivi-

sion. Three genera only occur in eastern Asia, two of which have
been found witliin our territory. Of these, one, Diemictylus, extends

into North America.

The Japanese genera may be distinguished as follows:

KEY TO GENERA.

a' Vomero-palatine teeth commencing in front of the line of the choanise; series of

isolated, knob-like glands on sides of back, some of these warts pierced by the

extremity of the rib; ma.xillary bone reaching the (piadrate; tip of pterygoid in

contact with maxillary Tylototriton, p. 12.

a- Vomero-palatine teeth commencing on a line with, the choanse; no series of isolated

knob-like glands on the sides of the back; maxillary bone separated from quadrate

and from pterygoid by large intervals Diemictylus, p. 15.
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Genus TYLOTOTRITON " Anderson.

1871. Tylolotrilon Anderson, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1871, p. 423 (type,

T. verrucosus).

1885. Tylotriton Boettokr, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 24-25 Ber., p. 165 (emenda-

tion).

1889. Glossolega Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 34, p. 201 (in part).

Thus far only two species of this genus are known, namely, T. verru-

cosus, wliich is known from the eastern Himalayas to the mountains

of Yumian, and the present species, which has been found only in

Okmawa Shinui. Doctor Anderson has given a detailed description,

with illustrations, of the anatomy^ of the type species.

The nearest related genus appears to be Pleurodeles , the only

species of which, P. waltl, is confined to the southwestern portion of

the Pyrenean peninsula and the northern portion of Morocco. The

two genera agree not only in the singularly pointed ribs protruding

tlu-ough the sides of the body, sometimes even perforating the skin,

but also in the forward extension of the vomero-palatine teeth.

The present distribution of these forms—one in vSpain, one in the

Himalayan region, and one in the Riu Kiu Archipelago—is suggestive

of the antiquity of this type of urodeles.

TYLOTOTRITON ANDERSONI < Boulenger.

1892. TylototrUon andersoni Boulenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), X, Oct. 1892,

p. 304 (type-locality, Okinawa, Riu Kiu; type, Brit. Mus. No. 92. 9. 3. 30;

Hoist, collector).—Fritze, Zool. Jahrb. Syst., VII, 1894, p. 865; author's

separate p. 16.

—

Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk., 33-36 Ber., 1895,

p. 107 (Okinawa).

Description.—Adult; Sci. Coll. Tokyo, No. 67; Okinawa (figs. 1-6).

Vomero-palatine teeth in two longitudmal series, meetmg in front

and commencing some distance anterior to a line through the anterior

border of the choaniB, then proceeding backward nearly parallel, but

considerable distance apart, then at the beginning of the posterior

third sharply diverging; tongue nearly circular, its diameter more
than half the width of the mouth, extensively free on the sides, less

behind and least in front; nostrils near the tip of the snout, and half-

way between the top and the edge of the lip, their distance from each

oFrom "TvXooTOi, knobbed." "Along the body a lateral line of equidistant,

large, rounded, knob-like, porous, glandular tubercles, terminating at the root of the

tail. The second to fifth epipleural processes and the extremities of the remaining ribs

terminate in the knob-like lateral glands." Anderson, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
1871, p. 423.

^Zool. Res. Yvmnan, p. 848, pi. lxxvii.
c "Named after Dr. J. Anderson, to whom science is indebted for the discovery of

the remarkable newt on which he established the genus Tylototriton in 1871." John
Anderson was born in Edinburgh, October 4, 1833; superintendent of Indian Museum,
Calcutta, from 1865 to 1886; then occupied with the study of the fauna of Egypt till

his death on August 15, 1900. He visited Japan in 1884.
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other greater than their distance from the eye, but smaller than the

interorbital space; upper eyelid small, its width less than one-third

the interorbital space; top of head surrounded on the sides and ante-

riorly by a rather rough, bon}^ crest which covers the tip of the snout,

canthus rostralis, supraorbital edge, and fronto-squamosal arch;

parotoid gland scarcely as long as the width of the interorbital space,

narrow, rather prominent; distance from tip of snout to gular fold

contained less than three times in distance from gular fold to vent;

fingers and toes interdigitating when legs are pressed against the

sides of the body; a rough, bony ridge, similar to the one on the head,

along the middle of the back, from occiput to the tail and continuous

with the upper ridge of the latter: from the shoulder to the side of

Figs. 1-6.—Tylototriton andersoni. IJ v n.\t. size. 1, top of he.^d; 2, side of head; 3, open
mouth; 4, section of tail at end of basal third; .5, hand; 6, foot. No. 67, Sci. Coll., Tokyo.

the tail a dorso-lateral series of knob-like glands on the body termi-

nating the pointed end of the ribs, which protrude as hard spines,

though not perforating the skin; this series continues some distance on
the side of the tail, on which it gradually disappears ; between this series

and the median dorsal ridge another series of prominent, conical,

bony knobs, about eight on each side, each one located over a rib and
connected along the latter with the terminal rib knob by a series of

smaller, less conspicuous, tubercles; fingers and toes rather short,

depressed, with indication of a slight web at the base; fifth toe very

short, rudimentary on the right foot, entirely missing on the left: no

metacarpal or metatarsal tubercles; tail compressed, tapermg from
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the base, ending; in a l)hint point, upper and lower edge compressed,

ridge-like; vent a short longitudinal slit with transverse folds or

papilhr along the edges which are not raised or swollen; gular fold

a slight depression; the whole body, including throat and legs above

and below^ roughly granulated or tuberculated, the only smooth

places being the lips, underside of hands and feet, and the lower edge

of the tail. Color (in alcohol) above and below dark "mummy-
brown," the bony ridges on head and back, as well as the two series

of knobs on each side of the back, pale, like old ivory; underside of

hands and feet, as well as lower edge of tail, yellowish.

Dimensiorifi.

mm.

Total length 159

Tip of snout to gular fold -1

Gular fold to anterior angle of vent <il

Anterior angle of vent to tip of tail
~

"

Width of head -'1-5

Fore leg 25

Hind leg -7

Height of tail in the middle <i

Variation.—The specimen described above being only tlie second

one known, it is obviously impossible to indicate the extent of indi-

vidual variation in this species or even of sexual differences, as

both specimens appear to be females. There are several points in

which the two specimens differ, however. Thus, in the tj^De the

vomero-palatine series of teeth converge somewhat about the middle

before the final flaring divergence. In the proportions there is,

moreover, tliis difference, that in the type the tip of the toes reaches

the elbow of the fore leg when the legs are pressed against the side;

the length of the tail of the type is also proportionally greater.

That the type is said to have an oval tongue and to be of a black color

are differences of but slight consequence, but it is rather remarkable

that the type does not appear to have the inner row of dorsal knobs

differentiated to such a degree as to call for special mention in the

original description.

Habitat.—The type of this species was discovered by Mr. Hoist in

Okinawa Shima, in 1892, and is in the British Museum. A second

specimen, the one described above, belongs to the Science College

Museum in Tokyo, the only ones thus far on record. This latter

specimen is from the same locality as the type.

List of specimens of Tylototriton andersoni.

Museum.
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Genus DIEMICTYLUS " Rafinesque.

1820. Diemidj/lus Rafinesque, Annals of Nature. 1820, No. 1, p. 5 (type, T.

viridescens).

1820. Notophfhalmus Rafinesque, Annals of Nature, 1820, No. 1, p. 5 (type,

T. miniatus).

1838, Cynops Tschudi, Classif. Batr., p. 94 (type. C. suhcristatus).

1850. Taricha Gray, Cat. Batr. Grad. Brit. Mus., p. 25 (type, T. torosa).

1858. Diemydylus Hallowell, Journ. Phila. Acad. (2), III, p. 362 (emendation).

1878. Triturus Boulenger, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, III, p. 307 (type, T. viri-

descens) (not of Rafinesque, 1815).

1879. Pelonectes Lataste, Rev. Internat. Sci., Ill (p. 275), (type, P. boscai) (not

of Fitzinger, 1843).

Professor Cope (Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 34, p. 203) has raised

the question whether Rafinesque' s Diemictylus has the priority over

Merrem's Molge or not, both having been proposed in 1820. The

question is immaterial, however, since Molge is a strict synonym of

Triturus, Rafines([ue (1815), both the latter names being assuredly

only substitute names for Triton, preoccupied; hence they are in

every respect identical and can not be used independently for dif-

ferent sections of the original genus Triton. Molge can never be

used unless Triturus should become unavailable for some reason not

now apparent. To the latter belong the species without a bon}^

fronto-squamosal arch.

Two species of Diemictylus occur in Japan, one peculiar to Kiusiu,

Hondo, and Shikoku, the other confined to the northern and central

Riu Kius. The latter is a broader-lieaded form with shorter digits

and longer tail, and Boulenger also indicates certain differences in

the coloration of the live animals. The structural differences are

very difficult to express in definite terms on account of the sexual

and individual variability of these forms. It appears that the males

have relatively longer digits than the females; consequently, in the

female D. pyrrhogaster the digits are of about the same relative

length as in the male D. ensicauda. On the other hand, the length

of the tail—though undoubtedly averaging considerably longer in

D. ensicauda—varies to such an extent individually as to baffle all

my attempts at using it diagnostically. The head of the latter is

also decidedly larger, but the variability of the other proportions ren-

ders the use of it illusory as a unit for comparative measurements.

Nevertheless, the two forms are quite distinct, and it may be that a

larger series of D. ensicauda in good condition (many of my specimens

being rather hard and dry) will yield better results in the future.

« Derivation and meaning obscure. Two derivations suggest themselves, namely,

dia/ivKTOi, from dia/.nyvv/it, or Si-'^uiKorvAog, hwt the ajaplication of neither is

obvious.
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In the lueaiitinio the Tollow in^^ key must suffice:

KEY TO JAI'ANESK SPECIES OP DIEMICTYLL'S.

a ' Head smaller; digits longer; tail t^hortcr; color in life, underneath red, underside of

digits blackish ^'- pyrrhogaster, p. 16.

a^ Head larger; digits shorter; tail longer; color in life, underneath, including under-

side of^digits, yellowish Th ensicauda, p. 21.

DIEMICTYLUS PYRRHOGASTER" (Boiej.

IMORI.

Plate II.

1826. Molge pyrrhogaster Boie, Isis, 1826, p. 215 (type-locality, Japan; Blomhoff,

collector); Bijdr Natuurk. Wetensch., II, Pt. 1, 1827, p. 21.— Molge pyrrho-

gastra Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Grad. Brit. Mus., 1882, p. 19 (Nagasaki; Kiu-

kiang Mts. China).—Okada, Cat. Vert. Jap., 1891, p. 65 (Tokyo; Kyoto;

Kaga; Suwo).—Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Natiirk. 26-28 Ber., 1888, p.

101; Kat. Batr. Mus. Senckenberg. , 1892, p. 56 (Yokohama; Nagasaki).

—

ScLATER, List Batr. Indian Mus., 1892, p. 35 (Hakone; Lake Biwa).

—

Cynops pyrrhogaster Gray, Cat. Batr. Grad. Brit. Mus., 1850, p. 25

(Japan).

—

Boulenger, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, 1880, p. 39.

—

Hilgen-

DORF, Sitz. Ber. Naturf. Fr. Berlin. 1880, p. 120 (Tokyo; prov. Kazusa;

Hakone Mts.).— Triton pyrrhogaster Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St.

Petersb. (7), XVI, No. 4, 1870, p. 51 (Japan; China?).—Iwakaava, Quart.

Journ. Microsc. Sci., XXX, 1882, p. — ; Zool. Anz., V, 1882, p. Ift.—Sala-

mandra pyrrhogastra Geerts. Nouv. Arch. Mus. Paris, (2) V, 1881, p. 275

(Japan).

—

Diemyctylus pyrrhogaster Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 34,

1889, p. 201.

1838. Salamandra suhcristata Schlegel, Fauna Jap. Kept., pp. 125-139; Saur. et

Batr. pi. lY, figs. 1-3; & pi. v, figs. 7-8 (type-locality, Japan; types in Lei-

den Mus.; Siebold and Buerger, collectors); Abbild. Amph., 1844, p. 122,

pi. XL, figs. 1-3 (color from life).

—

Cynops suhcristatus Tschudi, Classif.

Batr., 1838, p. 94, pi. ii, figs. a-c.— Triton suhcristatus Dumeril and

Bibron, Erpet. Gen., IX, 1854, p. 140 (Japan).

—

Hallowell, Proc.

Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 494 (in part: "Japan").

—

Martens, Preuss. Exped.

Ost-Asien, Zool., I, 1866, pp. 109, 116; 1876, p. 384 (Yokohama).—
Fritze, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, V, 1891, p. 239 (Yezo?).

1898. Triton suhcristatus var. typica Krefft, Verh. Ges. Deutsch. Natiirf. Aerzte,

69 Vers. Braunschw., 1897, II, Pt. 1, p. 187 (Tokyo; Kyoto).

1898. Triton subtristatus var. imviaculiventris Krefft, Verh. Ges. Deutscli. Natui'f.

Aerzte, 69 Vers. Braunschw., 1897, II, Pt. 1, p. 187 (Kiusiu).

1906. Triton pyirhogaster subsp. typica Wolterstorff, Abh. Mus. Magdeburg,

1906, p. 162.

Description.—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 31796; Kyoto, Hondo,
Japan; April 20, 1903; Dr. Hugh M. Smith, collector. Vomero-
palatine teeth in two closely approximated longitudinal series begin-

ning between the choamTe and continued posteriorly to beyond a line

between the comers of the mouth, in the anterior half nearly parallel,

then strongly diverging; tongue small, its width about one-half that

of the mouth; nostrils anterior, barely visible from above, their dis-

tance from each other considerably less than their distance from the

aFrom itvppoi, fiery red; ya6n)p, belly, b Reproduced in this work, Plate II.
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eyes and only about two-thirds the \\-idth of the interorbital space,
which is nearly twice that of the upper eyelid; body moderate, the
distance from tip of snout to gular fold (fig. 7) being'contained three
times in the distance from gular fold to anterior border of vent ; legs
rather long, tip of longest finger reaching knee and tip of longest toe
reaching elbow when the limbs are adpressed to the sides of the body;
digits long, depressed, without webs, third fijiger longest, third and
fourth toes nearly equal and longest, first finger and first toe shortest,
shorter than fourth finger and fifth toe, respectively; tail strongly
compressed (fig. 8), with a fin above and below, the outline of the
fins bemg straight and nearly parallel, toward the tip

tapering to a fine point, which is dra\\Ti out as a soft
filament nearly 4 mm. long; skin strongly and mostly
transverse rugose, except on anterior portion of head,
on limbs, and tail; a low, smooth, vertebral ridge from
nape to tail, being contiguous with the upper fin of the U /jl^

latter and bifurcating on the occiput; parotoid gland \ //
large, prominent, compressed, flap-like, almost contui-
uous with a dorso-lateral glandular ridge cut by trans-
verse grooves into a series of bead-like glands; a
similar ventro-lateral ridge from axilla to groin; a s

large, smooth, globular gland on each side of the neck
at each end of the gular fold; a somewhat smaller and
flatter but well-defined circular gland above the inser-
tion of the fore leg between the latter and the dorso- figs. 7-8.-diemic-
lateral ridge; vent a longitudinal slit surrounded by a '^^'^'•^^- p^rho-

large, globular swelling, the surface of which is coarsely si^e"''''- 'r.ltl'
pustular, tlie pustules near the posterior end of the vent ^^^^ of head; s,

being drawn out into long, pointed, conical papilte. Z"^^^ olVJll
Color (in alcohol), above, uniform blackish brown* ™i^»- no. 6272,

below, including the edge of upper lip, ventro-lateral
^•^^^

ridge, and the anterior portion of the lower edge of the tail, yellowish
white, with a series of irregular blackish blotches on each side of the
belly and a few paler ones unsymmetrically on throat and fore neck;
underside of hands and feet, dusky.

Dim.('7isio7is.

Total length go
Tip of snout to gular fold ^2
Gular fold to anterior angle of vent 39
Anterior angle of vent to tip of tail exclusive of filament 47
Length of caudal filament

4
Width of head

^q
Foreleg

^g
Hind leg !!!!!"!'!'!!

^ 20
Longest toe

Height of tail in the middle
7

26485—No. 58—07 2
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The adult femah (U.S.N.M. No. 31894; Koclii, Shikoku; May 11,

1903, Dr. Hugh M. Smith, collector) is larger, total length being

123 mm., and differs from the breeding male in the lesser develop-

ment of the parotoid glands as well as the lateral glandidar ridges,

absence of the scapvdar gland, and the caudal filament. The body-

is also longer, the distance from tip of snout to gular fold being

contained more than three times in the distance from gular fold to

vent; so that the fingers and toes barely touch when the limbs are

pressed against the side, the toes themselves also being shorter

than in the male; finally, the vent is quite different, being a nearly

cu'cular opening with long radiating papillae forming an oval swelling

on a compressed elevated base.

The nonhreeding male and female (U.S.N.M. Nos. 30735, 30736;

Miyazaki, Kiusiu) differ from the breeding ones chiefly in the lesser

develo})ment of the glands and of the papillae surrounding the vent,

the male also by the absence of the caudal filamentous appendix.

Color of living specimens.—Dr. Hugh M. Smith has kindly fur-

nished the following note on the color of the living specimens collected

by him in Kiusiu and Shikoku during the breeding season. The
back is black or blackish green; the underside of head, body, legs,

and tail is blood red, with dark green mottling or streaks inclined

to be synnnetrical. In some specimens the back is lighter green and

the sides of the tail may be steel blue.

Variation.—The chief variation is in the amoimt of dusky or

blackish color on the underside. The normal markings seem to consist

of a series of irregular spots on each side of the belly sometimes
confluent to longitudinal streaks. These markings are often so

heavy as to make the sides nearly uniform black, but the center of

the belly is usually unspotted. On the other hand, some specimens

are nearly devoid of spots. These form Krefft's variety immacu-
liventris, but they are not confined to any particular locality and
represent only the extreme individual variation.

A male specimen taken in May, 1898, near Mount Fuji (U.S.N.M.,
No. 34308), is of a light grayish bro\v^l, almost inispotted underneath
and seems to be a sort "of albino.

Boulenger and Wolterstorff (Zool. Anz., XXX, 1906, p. 562) express
the opinion that a more detailed study of B. lyyrrliogaster might
show the desirability of breaking it up into several subspecies, and
the former mentions several breeding males and females from the
island of Iki as being very small, as well as some Kobe specimens
as having very weak parotoid glands. Wliether the former island

contains a particular dwarfed race it is impossible to say, as no^
measm-ements are given, but I do not believe it will be possible to
split the specimens inliabiting the various large islands into geo-
gi-aphical forms. The size and prominence of the parotoid glands
seem to be more or less dependent on the season.
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Habitat.—Widely distributed and common, inhabiting streams,

ponds, reservoii's, and roadside drains, but probably confined to the

lower altitudes.

Siebold" reported it from Hondo and Shikoku as well as from

Kiusin. Doctor Fritze has stated that he found no specimens in

Yezo, but that he saw some in the- Sapporo Museum. Doctor

Nozawa, however, has emphatically asserted (in letter dated Feb-

ruar}' 27, 1901) that this is a mistake, that "there is no record of

its presence [in Yezo] and, moreover, no specimen in the Sapporo

Museum."
There are numerous specimens from Nagasaki in the various

museums—for instance, in British Museum, the Hamburg Museum,
and Museum Senckenbergianum. The United States National Museum
has it from Miyazaki, province of Hiuga, Kiusiu, and Dr. Hugh M.
Smith reports having observed it in the province of Satsuma.

The latter gentleman collected a fine series at Kochi, province of

Tosa, Shikoku,

From Hondo we have numerous records. Thus, from Tokyo,
Kyoto, Kaga, and Suwa (Okada); from Yokohama (von Martens;

Mus. Senckenberg) , Hakone (Indian Mus,; Hilgendorf), Tokyo,
and province of Kazusa (Hilgendorf), Lake Biwa (Indian Museum).
Jouy collected it on the way between Yokohama and Kobe, and the

Challenger expedition brought home specimens fi*om the latter place.

In the Hamburg Museum there are specimens collected by T. Lenz in

Kawachi Province, and Prof. R. Hitchcock sent us a specimen from
Osaka. Dr. Hugh M. Smith collected tliree fine specimens in spring

ponds near Kyoto and observed the species in the provinces of Ise

and Shima, and from Mr. A. Owston we have a large series collected

at Mount Fuji. Finally, British Museum has two specimens from
"northern parts of Niphon."

There is no record of this species from Tsu-shima, but specimens

from Iki-shijna, between the latter and Kiusiu are in British Museum.^
It would be highly interesting to know how far north this species

goes in Hondo and also what its distribution is on the west coast.

It is also of the greatest importance that its vertical range in the

various provinces shoidd be ascertained and recorded.

Diemictylus yijrrhogaster is said to occur in China, but the alleged

Chinese specimens of this species are either of very dubious origin '^

«Introd. Kept. Fauna Japon., p. xvi.

&Boiilenger, Zool. Anz., XXX, 1906., p. 562.

c Thus the specimen in the museum in St. Petersburg referred to by Strauch (M^m.
Acad. Sci. St. Petersbourg, (7) XVI, No. 4, 1870, p. 51) and obtained from Doctor

Schaufuss, the Dresden dealer, who was unable, however, to guarantee the correctness

of the locality. The habitat "China" is the more suspicious in this case, as the

museum in question also has a specimen of Hynobius nievius from the same source

and same alleged locality. (See Strauch, same reference as above, p. 55.)
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or else belong to the Chinese representative, Diemictylus orientalis

David « recently redescribed by WoltersdorfF.

Another nearly related species, Diemictylus sinensis (Gray) is also

a native of China, the type having been collected "inland of Ningpo."

Boettger mentions four specimens from Hongkong in Museum

Senckenbergianum. For difference from D. pi/rrliogastei' consult

Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 26-28 Ber., 18S8, p. 100.

Irately a third species has been discovered at Yunnan fu, province

of Yunnan, at an elevation of about 6,000 feet, namely, Molge wol-

terstorjfi Boulengcr.''

List of specimens of Diemictylus pijrrhogaster.

U.S.N.M.
No.
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List of specimens of DicmictyJus pynhogaster—Continued.

U.S.N.M.
No.

34298

34299

34300

34301

34302

34303

34304

34305

34306

34307

34308

Sex.

Female

.

do..

Male . .

.

-...do..

Locality.

Mount Fuji, Hondo.

....do

....do

....do

When col-
lected.

By whom collected or ' Total
from whom rece ved. length.

May

.do.

.do.

.do.
Male Mount Fuji, Hondo

\
May

do.

....do..

Female

.

Male

....do..

doa.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

A. Owston

-...do

....do

....do

A. Owston
,

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

mm.

103

100

95.3

93.5

93

95.5

97

118

94

92

110

"Albino?

DIEMICTYLUS ENSICAUDAa (Hallowell).

1860. Triton subcristatus Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 18()0 p 494 (in part- not
ofSchlegel). ^'

'

I860. Triton ensicaudallAi.i.owFA.L, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 494 (type-localities-
Amakarima I. and "Ralousima . . . the northern half of Ousiim
proper; " types nos. 7410 and 7456, U.S.N.M.; Stimpson, collector)

1887. Molge pyrrhogaster var. ensicauda Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887,
p. 150 (Riu Kill).—BoETTGER, Offenbach. Vcr. Naturk. 33-36 Ber

'

1895'
p. 106 (Okinawa).

.,
lo.w,

1891. Molge pyrrhogastra var. ensicaudatus Okada, Cat. Vert Japan p 65
(Okinawa shima).—Fritze, Zool. Jahrb. Syst., VII, 1894 p 865- author's
separate, p. 16 (Okinawa).

1902. MolgepynhogastraensicmtdaBRow^,Froc. Phi\a. Acad. ,1902, SuneU p 186
(" Loo Choo Islands," probably Okinawa shima; Furniss and Hiller coll. ).

Description-Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 7410a; cotype; O-sliima,Km Km Archipelago
; William Stimpson, collector (figs! 9-15) Very

similar to the male of D. pyrrhogaster, but proportions different, the
head bemg larger, toes shorter, and tail longer; distance ft-om tip of
snout to gular fold contained less than three times in distance from
gular fold to vent; fingers and toes interdigitate when limbs are
pressed agamst the side; glands and glandular ridges much less
developed. Color (in alcohol) underneath uniform yellowish; under-
side of digits also yellowish.

iJiinensions.

Total length
'^nTip of snout to gular fold

'
'

..

Gular fold to anterior angle of vent oc
Anterior angle of vent to tip of tail -n
Width of head "\^

Fore leg .

.

° Of)

Hind leg
-^

T ^ 20
Longest toe

Height of tail in the middle ^
, 6

« From the Latin words, ensis, sword; cauda, tail.
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This specimen is apparently not taken in the breeding season.

Another adult male (U.S.N.M. No. 36554) appears to be in the breeding-

stage, however, as there ig a distinct indication of a terminal caudal

appendix and the glol)ular swelling around the vent is very great wdth

higlily develo])ed papilhc. Notwithstanding these signs the glands

and glandular ridges are very poorly developed; the parotoids are

9

10

13

Figs. 9-15.—DIEMICTYLUS ENSICAUDA. 2 X NAT. SIZE. 9, TOP OF HEAD; 10, SIDE OF HEAD; 11, UNDER-
SIDE OF HEAD; 12, OPEN mouth; i;:!, hand; 11, foot; I.'), section of tail at end of ba.sal third No
7410W, U.S.N.M.

small, the gular spherical gland, the scapular circular gland, and tlie

ventro-lateral ridge are not indicated.

The fe?nales appear to dilTer from the males much as do the D.
yyrrli ogaster females.

Color of living specimens.—It is stated that this species is yellow or
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orange underneath and not blood-red, as D. injrrhogaster . (See

Stimpson's notes as given in the footnote/')

Variation.—Our 0-shima specimens seem to be browner, though
this may be due to fading, and are unspotted underneath. On the

other hand, the Okinawa specimens are blotched with blackish after

the fashion of D. pyrrliogaster. Whether there is any constant differ-

ence in the coloration of the specimens from the tw^o islands can not be
decided from the specimens at hand, nor whether any structural

difference exists between them. Large series of fresh material repre-

senting both species in the corresj^onding stages would be required

for the purpose.

Hahitat.—This salamander was first collected during Commodore
Perry's expedition in JMay, 1853, by ;Mr. W. Heine, in the Loo Choo
Islands, but it was first recorded from specimens brought home by
the Rodgers North Pacific Surveying and Exploring Expedition. Ac-

cording to Ilallowell's account of the herpetology of this expedition,

specimens were collected by Messrs. Squires and Macomb in April,

1855, on Amakarima Isle (Kerama sliima), while others were from
the northern half of Oushima—i. e., Amami-o-shima. The latter

were collected by W. Stimpson, but, as shown below^, they proba-

bly came from Kakeroma shima. Since then various collectors

have obtained it in the Riu Kius. Thus the U. S. National Museum
has received two specimens (48a) from the Science College Museum,
and there are three in the British Museum—one from one of Pryer's

collectors, the two others from Hoist. It has not been recorded

a Hallowell's statements and Stimpson's manuscript notes are at variance, and it is

impossible now to straighten out the tangle. Only one set of si^ecimens liroughthome

l)y the expedition has been preserved, viz, three specimens numbered 7410 U.S.N.M.,

which are uniform underneath without black blotches.

These, according to Ilallowell (p. 494), should ]je I he No. 53 of the (original) catalogue

and come from " Ralousima" •''the northern half of Ousima proper." Besides these he

mentions "specimens marked No. 5, found in the paddy fields at the Amakarima Isle

Loo Choo, April, 1855, liy Mr. Squires and Mr. Macomb."
Now, turning to Doctor Stimpson's manuscript catalogue we find the following

entries:

"Ou. 53. Salamander? found in muddy pond holes among the mountains, and in

damp places in thickets [Ousima scratched out by W. S.j April [and substituted] Kato-

nasima I. (the S. half of Ousima) (Wright) [here follows a sketch of the two islands—the

northern inscribed Ousima, the southern Katonasima]. Above black, below deep ver-

milion with black spots and patches."

" Am.-5. Salamander? found in the paddy fields at the Amakirrima Isles (Loo Choo)

April, 1855 (Mr. Squires and Mr. Macomb)."

In the first place, I can find on no map and in no gazetteer sucli a name as "Ralou-

sima," and one wonders if Hallowell's manuscript can have had "real Ousima." In the

second place, Stimpson's "Katonasima " is plainly Kakeroma shima. It then seems

probabl(> that Ilallowell got mixed up and wrote northern where he should have

written southern.
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from the Yaeyama group, and conse(|uentlT appears to be confined

to the central group of the Eiu Kins.

List of specimens of JJinnictylus cnsicauda.

U.S.N.M.
No.
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6'. Vomero-palatine series continuous; digits (except of nonbreeding females) with

black claws Onychodactylus
, p. 42.

h'-. Vomero-palatine series interrupted in the middle; no claws Geomolge, p. 47.

Genus HYNOBIUS" Tschudi.

1838. Fseudosalamandra Tschudi, Classif. Batr., pp. 56, 91 (type, H. nxvius).

1838. Hynobius Tschudi, Classif. Batr., pp. GO, 94 (type, H. nehulosus).

1839. Molge Bonaparte, Icon. Fauna Ital., II, fasc. xxvi, fol. 131** (type, M.

nmvia) (not of Merrem).

1848. Hydroscopes Gistel, Naturg. Thierr., p. xi (substitute for Fseudosala-

mandra).

1854. ElUpsoglossa Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., IX, p. 97 (same type).

As will be seen from the above synonymy, Psevdosalamandra of

Tschudi has a few pages precedence of his Hynobius. As E. D. Cope,

the first author to formally combine the two genera under one of

Tschudi's names, selected Hynobius for the greater group, the name
so selected by him must stand, according to International Code of

Zoological Nomenclature, art. 28.

The genus Hynobius, although far from peculiar to Japan, is never-

theless quite characteristic. Of the seven known species, four have

not been found outside of the islands of Hondo, Shikoku, Kiusiu,

and Tsu-shima ; one has been found in Korea ; and one is of uncertain

locality, it being doubtful whether the only specimen known came
from Japan or China. Thus far only one species is known with cer-

tainty from the latter country, namely, //. chinensis Guenther.^

KEY TO THE .JAPANESE AND KOREAN SPECIES OF HYNOBIUS.

a' Tail subcylindrical for more than the l)asal half, more or less compressed toward the

tip, not keeled.

6' Fifth toe well developed,

f ' "Body more than four times the length of the head ; length of the [vomero] pala-

tine series [of teeth] from anterior border to posterior angle, equals two-thirds

or three-fourths the width of the tongue " H. naevius, p. 26.

^- "Body thrice and two-thirds the length of the head;" length of vomero-pala-

tine series "from anterior to posterior angle equals one-half of the width of the

tongue. " H. leechii, p. 29.

b'^ Fifth toe rudimentary //. peropus, p. 32.

o2 Tail compressed behind the vent, keeled.

6' Thirteen costal grooves //. nebvlosus, p. 30.

b- Eleven costal grooves.

r} Fifth toe well developed; vomero-palatines with the median angle extending

backward a considerable distance beyond the lateral amis.

H. nigrescens, p. 34.

c^ Fifth toe rudimentary; vomero-palatines with the median angle not extending

backward beyond the lateral arms H. lichenatus, p. 36.

" From vvi^, a ploughshare
;
/3io5, life.

b Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), TV, 1889, p. 222, from Ichang.
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HYNOBIUS N^VIUSo (Schlegel).

Plate III, figs. 1-3.

ISSS.—Salawandra nu'vin Schlegel, Fauna Jap., Kept., pp. 122, 129, Saur. et

Balr., pi. IV, figs. 4-6 ;& pi. v, figs. 9-10 (type-locality, Hondo and

Shikoku; types in Rijksniuseiun, Leiden; Siebokl, collector); Abbild.

Amphib., 1844, p. 122, pi. xxxrx, fig. 4 (color from life).

—

Geerts,

Nouv. Arch. Mus. Paris, (2)V, 1883, p. 275.

—

Ellipsoglossa naevia Dumeril

and BiBRON, Erp6t. Gen., IX, 1854, p. 99, pi. ci, fig. 5 (Japan, Siebold

coll.).—Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Petersb. (7), XVI, 1870, p. 55

(Japan; China?).

—

Fritze, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asions, V, 1891,

p. 239 (absent in Yezo).

—

Hynobius nsevius Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad.,

1859, p. 125.—Martens, Preuss. Exped. Ost-Asien, Zool., I, 1870, p. 384

(Nagasaki).

—

Okada, Cat. Vert. Jap., 1891, p. 65 (Kyoto).

1850.

—

Molge striata Gray, Cat. Batr. Grad. Brit. Mus., p. 31 (not of Merrem 1820).

Description (figs. 17-22).—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 23901;

Kumamoto, province Higo, Kiiisiu; Nakagawa, collector. Yomero-

20

18

Figs. 17-22.—Hynobius n^vius. 2 x nat. size. 17, top of head; 18, side of head; 19, open mouth;
20, section of tail at end of uasal third (IJ NAT. SIZE); 21, hand; 22, foot. Sci. Coll., Tokyo.

palatine series long, forming a very acute angle posteriorly, length of

inner principal branch about equaling three-fourths the width of the

tongue, the outer, short, recurring branch forming an acute angle; head
rounded anteriorly, flat, somewhat concave behind the eyes; nostrils

situated halfvyay between eye and tip of snout, their distance from
each other equaling the interorbital space; eyes large, prominent,
their longest diameter nearly equaling the interorbital space, which is

" Latin, signifying spotted.

^ Reproduced in this work on Plate III, tigs. 1-3.
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less than twice the width of tlie upper eyelid; distance from tip of

snout to gular fold contained three times in distance from gular fold

to anterior border of vent; limbs rather short, fingers and toes when
laid against the body not meeting by about two costal folds; fingers

and toes motlerate, somewhat depressed, without webs; fifth toe well

developed, about size of thud finger, but slightly shorter than first

toe; tail very short, its length from anterior end of vent only one-half

the distance from the same point to tip of snout, subcylindcical,

becoming compressed only a short distance from the tip, no keel

above or below; skm everywhere smooth and glossy with numerous
minute pits all over; fourteen distinct costal grooves including the

axillar and inguinal ones; a median dorsal groove
;
parotoid gland fiat,

large, distinct, with a sharp, rounded upper edg?; a distinct groove

from eye to parotoid; gular fold strong; vent (female) a single longi-

turdinal slit, borders not swollen. Color (in alcohol) pale cinnamon-

rufous above, on sides and underneath gradually fading to pale pink-

ish buff, everywhere densely marbled and clouded with dusky, the

markmgs being larger and coarse on the upper surface.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 80

Tip of snout to anterior border of vent 57

Anterior l)order of vent to tip of tail. . . : 29

Tip of snout to gular fold 14

"Width of head 10

Long diameter of eye 3

Fore leg 12

Hind leg 15

Width of tail at middle 5

Height of tail at middle G

The 7nale is said to have the vent consisting of a longitudinal slit

"with a small papilla and a short transverse slit anteriorl3^"

Variation.—The length of the tail in the specimens measured by me
varies to such an extent that I am not quite sure we here have to deal

with only one species. The coloration also is very different in differ-

ent specimens, and gives rise to similar doubts. But, unfortunately,

the variation in the ratio between the length of the tail and that of the

head and body is so gradual, as shown in the table below, that I do not
see my way clear to draw^ a line, while on the other hand the two
specimens with the greatest difference in tail proportion agree in color

and differ from the specimens with intermediate proportions. The
relative wddth and height of the tail is similarly varied, and is equally

unsuited to furnish a demarcation line. One of the specimens, the one
in the Science College, Tokyo, collection, has thirteen costal grooves,

the others have fourteen.
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The difference in the coloration is considerable. The Science Col-

lege specimen is paler (more faded ?) with less coarse marblings than

the one described above, and the underside nearly uniform pale

brownish. The three specimens in the Copenhagen Museum, how-

ever, are uniformly brown above, with large pale spots and coarse

marblings on sides only. These specimens were probably received

from the Leiden Museum, and thus verify Schlegel's remarks in the

original description as follows: The system of coloration in this

species seems to us to be rather constant in the large number of speci-

mens which wg have examined. This salamander is of a slaty

or plumbeous color, uniform above, but varied with large whitish

spots confluent like marblings on the flanks and on the lower parts,

which often are paler or tending to yellowish. Finally, the colored

figure reproduced in Schlegel's " Abbildungen," pi. xxxix, fig. 4,

from a sketch from a living specimen, is black above with very distinct

irregular whitish blotches on sides of head, body, and tail, and upper

side of limbs. Boulenger's description of specimens in British Museum
having the same origin as the above is similar, ''blackish gray, lighter

beneath; sides variegated with light gray."

In view of this uniformity it is difficult to understand the variation

in the two specimens before me, and, I may add, in a third one in

Science College from the same locality as ours described above.

Habitat.—Judgmg from Siebold's preface to the reptile volume of

Fauna Japonica (p. xvi) he obtained the present species only in

Hondo and Shikoku, but not in Kiusiu. It should be noted, how-
ever, that von Martens (/. c.) records it as obtained at Nagasaki by
Doctor Pompe, and that the specimen in our museum (No. 23901) is

from Kumamoto, province Higo, Kiusiu. These are the only definite

records of locality which I have been able to find except Kyoto, as

given by Okada. It seems certain, however, that it is absent in Yezo.

List of specimens of Hynobius naevius.

Museum.

U.S.N. M.

Coponh .

.

Do...

Do...

Sci. Coll

.

No.

23i)0J

34

35

36

Sex and
age.

Fern.ad .a

....do.

....do.

....do.

....do.fc

Locality.
When
col-

lected.

Kumamoto, Kiu.siu

"Japan"

do

do

1884

By whom
collected.

Nakagavva.

.

1
>
o
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HYNOBIUS LEECHII« Boulenger.

Plate IV, fig. 8.

1887. Hynobius leechii Boulenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5). XIX, p. 67 (type-

locality, Gensan, Korea; type in Brit. Mus.; Leech, collector); Proc.

Zool. Soc. London, 1890, p. 326.

Hynobius leechii is undoubtedly closely allietl to H. nsevius. Bou-

lenger hints at a difference in the proportion between head and body

which I have been unable to appreciate while examining the type

with the kind permission of the authorities of the British Museum.

The chief difference is perhaps in the shorter vomero-palatine

series. It should be noted, however, that one of the British Museum
specimens of H. nxvius approaches the H. leechii very closely in this

respect. Boulenger's original description is herewith appended.

Original description of type specimen.-—British Museum No. 86. 12.

8. 14; Gensan, Korea; J. H. Leech, collector. Palatine teeth form-

ing a V-shaped figure, which is broader than long; the length of one

of the series, from anterior to posterior angle, equals one-half of the

width of the tongue; head depressed, a little longer than broad;

snout short, rounded; body thrice and two-thirds the length of tha

head ; the distance from snout to gular fold contained nearly thrice in

the distance from latter to cloaca; limbs not meeting when adpressed;

fifth toe well developed; tail nearly as long as the distance between

gular fold and vent, thick, compressed, not heeled, with vertical

grooves, obtusely pointed posteriorly; skin smooth; thirteen costal

grooves; a vertebral groove. Blackish brown, above speckled with

pale brownish; upper surface of tail pale brownish, with a few black

dots.

Dimensions.

mm.
Total length 83

From snout to cloaca 47

Head 10

Width of head 8.5

Fore limb 12

Hind limb H
Tail 36 6

Habitat.—A single specimen only has thus far l)een obtained. It

formed part of a collection made by Mr. J. H. Leech at Gensan,

Korea, and by him presented to British Museum in 1886.*^

1 For J. H. Leech, esq., who collected the type.

6 Boulenger, Ann. Mag. N. H. (5), XIX, 1887, p. 67.

f While there is nothing intrinsically improbable in this species being Korean, it

may be well (until the find is corroborated) to refer to what is said about a specimen of

Elaphc niindnviiyata alleged to have been collected by Mr. Leech at Gensan (see ji. 331).
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limbs moderate, fingers and toes when laid against the body over-

hipj)ing; fingers and toes rather long, depressed, without webs; fifth

toe well developed, nearly e((iialing first toe, though not as long as

third finger; tail long, equaling the length of head and body, com-

pressed from the base, tapering, pointed at end, with a dorsal fin

beginning at the basal first third and a lower ventral fin in the ter-

nnnal fourth; 13 distinct costal grooves including the axillar and

inguinal ones; a median dorsal groove; parotoid gland indistinct;

postocular groove indistinct; gular fold well marked; vent (male) a

longitudinal slit bifurcating anteriorly, with a papilla in the fork,

borders swollen. Color (in alcohol) above dull isabella-color, the

upper surface with indistinct paler marblings; imderneath pale drab-

gray; the entire surface above and l^elow dusted over with minute

dusky specks visible under the magnifying glass.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 135

Tip of snout to anterior border of vent 68

Anterior border of vent to tip of tail 67

Tip of snout to gular fold 16

Width of head 12

Long diameter of eye 3

Fore leg 22

Hind leg 20

Width of tail one head-length from vent 4

Height of tail one head-length from vent 6

Variation.—An adult specimen in British Museum (No. 92. 1. 11.

18) collected by Hoist in Tsu-shima, October 6, 1891, has a somewhat
longer series of vomero-palatines, inasnuich as the length from angle

to angle is about two-thirds the width of the tongue. The propor-

tions of head and body are nearly the same—viz, snout to gular fold

16 mm. and gidar fold to vent 52 mm., or the latter distance three

and one-fourth times the former. The tail, however, is much shorter,

being less than the body without head. The color (in alcohol) is

also difl'erent, being above yellowish brown with numerous obscure

dusky spots; underneath uniform pale brownish, this pale effect

being produced by a uniform dusting of minute, round, yellowish

specks on a dark brownish gray ground. The coloration of this

species is usually described as more strongly marbled and variegated

than the above individuals, in fact much more like the two speci-

mens descril^ed above as //. nsevius. It should he noted, however,

that the colored reproduction of the drawing from a living specimen

in Schlegel's "Abbildungen," pi. xl, figs. 7 and 8, shows an animal

uniforndy dark brown above, more grayish and ])aler underneath.

KcinarlxS.—Tliis s])ecies dilTers chiefly from //. na:vius in the shorter

body with longer limbs, so that the fingers and toes overlap on the

side, and in the more pointed tail, which is compressed all the wa}"

from the ])ase and keeled and finned above and below toward the tip.
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Aberration?.—A sirig;le specimen (No. 33) in the Zoological Museum
in Copenhagen, which I had the opportunity to examine in 1905

owing to the kindness of Inspector Jensen, was received in 1847,

probably from Schlegel in Leiden, and is labeled "Japan." It is in

every respect a ty})ical //. nehulosus, except that it has only 4 well-

developed toes, the ruchment of the fifth toe being scarcely noticea-

ble. It consequently holds the same relation to H. nehulosus, as H.

peropus to //. nxvius; in fact, the rudiment of the fifth toe is even

smaller than in Boulenger's figure of H. peropus."- It has the vomero-

palatine series very long and 13 costal grooves.

The lack of the toe being the only character, I do not regard tliis

specimen as representing a distinct form or species.

Hahitat.—This species was originally described from specimens col-

lected by von Siebold at Mits yama, near Nagasaki. A specimen

from the latter jilace is also in the Senckenberg Museum. Siebold

also indicates its occurrence in Hondo and wShikoku, though some-

what indirectly.^ A young specimen collected by C. Maries at Nikko,

Hondo, is in British IVIuseum, and Nikko specimens are also in the

Science College Museum in Tokyo (No. 51).

Sclater records three specimens in the Indian Museum as collected

by Dr. J. Anderson in Yezo, but this is probably an error for Yedo,

as there is no corroboration of its occurrence in the northern island.

British Museum has specimens (No. 92. 1. 11. 18; female and

larva*) collected by Hoist in Tsu-shima, the female on October 6, 1891,

the larvjie on August 7.

List of speciTnens of Hynobins nehulosus.
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I From Boulenger.)
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The exact locality of the type-specimen is unknown, but a specimen

in the Hamburo; Museum (No. 1020), collected by T. Lenz in 1896 in

Yamato, shows that the species is Japanese. Thanks to the kindness

of the authorities of the British Museum, I have had the opportunity

to examine the type. As stated by Boulenger, the fifth toe is quite

rudimentary, even more so than in H. licJienatus. It has nothing to

do with the latter species, however, as it has thirteen costal grooves,

longer series of vomerine teeth, and a cylindric tail. This latter charac-

ter places it near to //. nsevius. The chief difference from the latter in

the shape of the tail consists in its being slightly longer, and the ter-

minal portion more compressed and pointed. The vomerine dental

series is also shorter, and in //. nsevius the fifth toe is well developed.

Having nothing further to add to Boulenger's original description,

it is here reproduced.

Original description of type specimen.—Adult male; British Museum;
China or Japan; A. Adams, collector. The length of the palatine

series, from anterior border to posterior angle, equals half the width
of tongue; head depressed, longer than broad; snout short, rounded;
eyes rather large, prominent; no labial lobes; body cylindrical,

slightly depressed, nearly four times the length of the head; the

distance from snout to gular fold three times in the distance from
latter to cloaca; limbs moderate, not meeting when adpressed; fin-

gers and toes more elongate than in the preceding species; fifth toe

rudimentar}", tubercle -like; carpal and tarsal tubercles indistinct;

tail shorter than head and body, strongly compressed and keeled in

its posterior half, ending in a point; vent (of male) three slits meet-
ing in front, the median longitudinal and longest, the two others

obliquely directed forward, forming an angle; the borders not swol-

len; skin smooth; thirteen costal grooves; a median dorsal groove;

parotoids indistinct; gular fold distinct; no fold from eye to gular

fold. Reddish brown above, speckled and minutely marbled with
dark brown; tail dark brown, with lichen -like gray variegation;

yellowish brown beneath; belly speckled with lighter.

Di7r}ensions.

mm.
Total length 109

From snout to rl( )aca 59

Head '__ 12

Width of head 9

Fore limb 15

Hind limb 17

Tail 50 "

Habitat.—As already stated, the exact locality where Mr. Adams
collected the unique specimen which Boulenger described and figured

oBoulenger, Cat. Batr. Grad. Brit. Mus., 1882, p. 33.

26485 No. 58—07 3
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is not known, and as he collected both in China and Japan it may have

come from either of these countries. The probability is, however, that

it really came from Japan, since a sjiecimen in the Hamburg Museum
was collected in the province of Yamato, Hondo.

List of speeiinens of Hynohius peropus.

Museum.
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the posterior branches but shghtly convergmg, the posterior end of each
making a sudden bend to meet its fellow on the other side ; the extreme
length of the series equals four-sevenths the width of the tongue ; head
large, depressed, as broad as long; eyes rather large, prominent; body
medium, distance from snout to gular fold contained less than three

times m distance from gular fold to anterior end of vent; limbs well

developed, fingers and toes interlocking when laid against the body;

fingers and toes moderate, depressed, fifth toe well developed; tail

long, the distance from tip to anterior end of vent exceeding that

from the latter point to end of snout, strongly compressed, pointed,

keeled above and below, the upper keel originating almost opposite

the posterior end of the vent ; skin smooth, except on the tail, where

it is rather strongly rugose; sides with eleven very distinct costal

grooves; a medium dorsal groove; parotoids indistinct; gular fold

strongly marked underneath, but not on the sides; no groove from

eye to gular fold; no groove behind angle of the jaws; vent (of male)

a longitudinal slit meeting two short, lateral, converging slits anteri-

orly ; a large papilla at the anterior end ; a distinct transverse groove

at the posterior end; borders greatly swollen. Color uniform

blackish above, the whole surface finely dusted over with minute

pale specks, below consideraldy paler, the specks predominating over

the black ground; tail uniformly dark, including the keels.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 150

From snout to gular fold 20

From gular fold to vent 54

Vent to tip of tail '.

76

Width of head 14

Fore limb 25

Hind limb 25

An adult female in the Science College Museum (No. 52a) agrees

with this species in many points especially m the number of costal

folds, which are only eleven. It differs, however, in lacking the fin on
the tail. This maybe seasonal, and in the absence of precise informa-
tion as to the seasonal changes of the various species of Hynohius,
I am inclined to regard it as belonging to the present species. It

measures, total length, 108 mm. ; snout to vent, 59; vent to tip of tail,

49; tip of tail to gular fold, 15.5; axilla to groin, 28 ; width of head, 11.

Habitat.—The only locality where this species has been found
thus far is Sendai, Hondo, whence came the type and four other

specimens in the Science College Museum. A specimen doubtfully

referred to this species is from Nikko.

Remarks.—In its compressed tail and only eleven costal grooves
this new species approaches H. lichenatus. The latter has a very
short vomerine series and the fifth toe rudimentary.
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List of specimens of Hynobius idqrescens.

Muscmn.

Sci. Coll. Tokyo..

Do

No.

57a

52a

Sex.

Male a ...

Female 6.

Locality.

Sendai, Hondo.

Nikko, Hondo.

When
collected.

By whom
collected.

ri
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above, lighter beneath, with Uchen-like grayish variegation; whitish
(lots on the sides of the body.

IHniensions.
mm.

Total length 74

From snout to cloaca 38

Head 9

A\'idth of head 8. 5

Fore limlj I3

Hind limb 14

Tail 3(]a

Habitat.—Thus far only a single specimen has been collected at

Aomori, near the northern extremity of Hondo.

List of specimens of Hynobius lichenatus.

Brit.
Mus.
No.
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BouLENGER, Cat. Batr. Grad. Brit. Mus., 1882, p. 34 (Shilka; Baikal);

Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), V, Feb. ]890, p. 144 (Khabarovka, Doorries

oolk'ctor).—MuELLEK, Vcrh. Naturf. Ges. Basel, VIII, Pt. 2, p. 250

(Ivliabarovka).

—

Bedriaga, Wiss. Result. Przewalski Zentralasiat. Reise,

Zool., Ill, Pt. 1, lief. 1, Amph., 1898 (p. 8) (Ksernzo, Prov. Sze-Chuan,

China).

—

Nikolski, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S. Peterburg, (8) XVII,

No. 1, 1905, p. 436 (Yekaterinburg to Kamchatka).

—

Salamandrella keyser-

lingi Wolterstorpf, Verh. _V Internat. Zool. Congress, Berlin, 1901

(1902), p. 585 (Verkhoyansk).

1870. Isodactylium schrenkii Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Petersbourg (7), XVI,

No. 4, 1870, pp. 56, 110, pi. ii, fig. 1 (t>'pe-locality, osist Siberia: Ussuri,

Shilka, and Lake Baikal; types in St. Petersburg Mus.; Schrenck, col-

lector).—Sabaneef, Bull. Soc. Nat. Moscou, XLIV, Pt. 2, 1872, p. 275

(Yekaterinburg, Ural).—/. schrenki Shitkov, Zool. Anz., XVIII, May 6,

1895, p. 165 (Yekaterinburg, Ural Mts.; reproduction and development).

1870. Isodactylium wosnessenskyi Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Petersbourg (7),

XVI, No. 4, 1870, p. 58, pi. ii, figs. 2a-da (type-locality, Javina, south-

ern Kamchatka; types in St. Petersburg Mus.; I. G. Wosnessensky, col-

lector).

—

Salamandrella wosnessenskyi Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Grad.

Brit. Mus., 1882, p. 34 (Kamchatka).

1896. Salamandrella uralensis Nikolski, Annuaire Mus. Zool. St. Petersbourg,

I, p. 13 {nomen nudum).

1905. Salamandrella keyserlingii var. tridactyla Nikolski, Zap. Imp. Acad. Nauk,

S. Peterburg (8), XVII, No. 1, p. 491 (type-locality, Vladivostok; type

Mus. Acad. St. Petersburg, No. 2279; Palchevski, collector).

Until recently S. Jceyserlingii and S. wosnessenskyi have been con-

sidered distinct species. According to Strauch the main differences

between them as recognized by him are as follows:

Tail at most seven times as long as its height at the middle; the outer branch of each

vomerine row of teeth bent straight backward S. keyserlingii

Tail at least nine times, or even ten times, as long as its height at~the middle; the

outer branch of each vomerine row of teeth not bent liackward but directed out-

ward 1 S. wosnessenskyi

Neither of these characters holds in a large series of specimens.

In seven, mostly well preserved, Kamchatkan specimens which con-

sequently represent S. wosnessenskyi I find both extremes of palatine

dentition as described above and figured by Strauch. It ntay even be

stated that the extreme obtuseness of the lateral angles as shown in his

figure of the skull '' of the Kamchatkan species is not equaled by any
of the specimens at hand, while one, at least (U.S.N.M. No. 31716), has

an open median angle and acute anterior angles in excess even of

Strauch's figure of S. keyserlingii. ^

The distinction derived from the alleged lesser elevation of the tail

in S. tvosnessenskyi also falls to the ground, as an inspection of the sub-

joined table of dimensions (p. 41) shows. None of my seven speci-

mens has the tail more than nine times as long as high, and only two

o Reproduced in this work on Plate V, figs. 7-8.

bM6m. Acad. Sci. St. P^ersbourg (7), XVI, No. 4, pi. ii, fig. 2d.

cidem,, fig. 1,
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reach this proportion; in two it is hetween seven and eiiz;ht times, while

in three it is only seven, the proportion given ])v Strauch for S. keyser-

I'mgii.

Strauch, in the description of S. wosnessensJcyi, mentions several

other slight characters such as can only be appreciated with specimens

of both species for actual comparison. Thus the snout is said to be

shorter and much more bluntly rounded; the tongue somewliat shorter

in proportion to its width; the lateral and ventral folds to be better

developed. The alleged difference in their number, viz, 12 in S. Icey-

serlingii and 13 in S. wosnessensJcyi he admits is inconstant, and as a

matter of fact I find the latter number to be the exception in my series.

Strauch also intimates that the Kamchatkan form has longer extremi-

ties inasmuch as the fore limbs when bent forward and pressed to the

side of the body reach beyond the anterior border of the eye, but this

proportion is reached by only one of my specimens (No. 31716) ; in the

others it falls considerably short of this point, and in one (No. 31713)

it reaches barely beyond the posterior border of the eye.

Finally, the coloration seems to be identical in both forms, as I have
found nothing in the description of true *S'. Jceyserlingii which would
separate it from the Kamchatkan form as far as color is concerned.

Wliile thus unable to distinguish the two species from the descrip-

tions, I was unwilling to unite them, as I have only specimens of

one of them. I now learn, however, from Professor Nikolski that he

has convinced himself not only that S. uralensis, which was published

by him as a nomen nudum but also S. wosnessensJcyi are identical with

S. Jceyserlingii, and that he has so considered them in his new work
"Herpetologia Rossica" (1905). Under these circumstances I can see

no reason for maintaining two distinct headings for this species.

Prof. B. Shitkov has also informed me (letter of May 18, 1906) that he

regards the S. wosnessensJcyi at most as a variety.

Description.—Adult; U.S.N.M. No. 22594; Rakovaya Bukhta,
Avatcha Bay, Kamchatka; L. Stejneger, collector (figs. 33-38).

Vomero-palatine teeth in an angular series, the median angle being

directed backward about 45°, and its arms about as long as half the

width of the tongue, the lateral retroverted angles much more obtuse,

or about 60°; head flat; nostrils about halfway between eye and tip

of snout, their distance from each other more than the interorbital

width; eye large, upper eyelid longer than interorbital width and
slightly wider than one-half the same; body elongate, the head from
tip of snout to gular fold being contained three and one-half times in

the distance from gular fold to anterior border of vent ; fingers and
toes of adpressed limbs do not meet by a chstance of four costal folds;

limbs rather slender, digits short, four on each foot, scarcely webbed
at base; tail less than distance from tip of snout to vent, compressed
from behind the vent, not keeled, the upper outline straight to the
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tip, the lower one parallel with the upper until near the tip, toward

which it ascends rapidty; thirteen very distinct costal grooves which

are continuous across the belly; median dorsal groove not distinct;

parotoid gland large, flat, distinct; a distinct groove from posterior

angle of eye to the groove in front of the parotoid, continuing over

the gland antl behind the latter, joining the gular fold; vent a longi-

tudinal slit with several lateral folds posteriorly, borders swollen.

Color (in alcohol), top of head and a broad dorsal band extending the

wliole length of the tail, as well as the legs above, tawny-olive; sides

and entire under surface dirty pale olive-buff ; an irregular blackish

streak bordering the dorsal band from behind the eye to the tip of the

tail ; sides of body and tail below this streak blotched and variegated

34
36

Figs. 3:J-38.— Salamandrella keyserlingii. 2 x nat. size. 33, top of head; 34, side of head; 3.5,

OPEN mouth; 36, section of tail at end of basal third; 37, hand; 38, foot. No. 22594 U.S.N.M.

with blackish; on the middle line of the back a more or less contin-

uous series of blackish dots bifurcating on the nape; on the head

numerous similar dots; underside irregularly mottled with dusky.

THviensinns.
mm.

Total length 124

Tip of snout to gular fold 15

Gular fold to anterior angle of vent 54

Anterior angle of vent to t ip of tail 55

Width of h(>ad 10

Fore leg 16

Hind leg 18

Height of tail a head-length from vent 6

Width of tail a head-length from vent 4
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Variation.—The differences in dentition and proportions of the tail

have been alluded to above (pp. 38-39). The coloration is fairly

uniform throughout the series, except that in the lot received from

Dr. Vladimir Tiishoff" the median dorsal area is of a frosted silvery

gray rather than tawn^^

Habitat.—Extends from the Ural Mountains in the west to the Ussuri

country and Kamchatka in the east, north to Verkhoyansk, Siberia,

and south into the Chinese province of Sze-chuan.

Dybowski collected the types at the southwest corner of Lake
Baikal, while von Schrenck brought home specimens from the Shilka,

from Ussuri, and also from Lake Baikal. Boulenger has recorded

specimens collected by Mr. Doerries at Khabarovka. Dieckmann, in

1894, also obtained it at the latter place and near Vladivostok, the

specimens being in the Hamburg Museum (Nos. 865-866). Sabaneef,

in 1872, recorded it from Yekaterinburg, on the east slope of the L^ral

Mountains, where he found it to be common, and Shitkov, in 1895,

studied its reproduction and development there.

The Kamchatkan specimens were at one time considered a distinct

species. The types were collected by Wossnessensky at the Javina

River, on the west coast, not far from Cape Lopatka, the southern end

of the peninsula. I myself obtained specimens from the neighbor-

hood of Petropaulski, on the eastern shore, while von Ditmar records

the species from the interior, from the valley of Kamchatka, near

Tolbatcha, and also from the Uson volcano, near Lake Kronotskoi.*^

According to Nikolski (1905) this salamander has been collected in

Sakhalin by Doctor wSaprunenko in 1890, the specimen being in the

St. Petersburg Museum (No. 1941).

List of spccwiens of Salamandrella keyserlingii.

Miisenm.
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List of specimens of SakunandnUa keyseiiinciii—Continued.

Museum.
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Onychodadylus japonicus Bonaparte, Icon. Fauna Ital., II, fasc. xx\i,

183!), fol. 131**, 2.—Gray, Cat. Batr. Grad. Brit. Mus., 1850, p. 33, pi.

ui, fig. 15 (Japan).

—

Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Petersboiu'g (7),

XVI, No. 4, 1870, p. 60 (Japan).—Troschel, Arch. Naturg., 1877, I,

p. 199, pi. XV (elaborate descriptions of adult and larva).

—

Hilgendorf,

Sitz. Ber. Naturf. Freunde Berlin, 1880, p. 121 (Hatta village, Hakone

Mts.; Oyama, SW. from Yokohama).

—

Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Grad.

Brit. Mils., 1882, p. 35 -(Oyama, near Tokyo; Hakone).

—

Rein, Japan,

Engl, ed., 1884, p. 188 (Hakone Mts.).—Fritze, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges.

Ost-Asiens, V (1891), p. 239.—Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 65

(Iwaki; vicinity of Oyama; Hakone).

—

Sclater, List. Batr. Indian

Mus. (1892), p. 37 (Hakone).

—

Boettger, Kat. Batr. Mus. Sencken-

berg. (1892), p. 58 (Yokohama).

1798. Lacerta thunbergii Donndorf, Zool. Beytr., Ill, p. 132 (based on Thun-

berg, 1787).

1820. Molge striata Merrem, Tent. Syst. Amph., p. 185 (Japan; based on Hout-

tuyn and Thunberg).

1838. Salamandra unguiculata Schlegel, Fauna Japon., Kept., pp. 123, 139,

Saur. et Batr., pi. v, figs. 1-6 « (Hondo and Shikoku).

—

Geerts, Nouv.

Arch. Mus. Paris, (2) V, 1883, p. 275 (Prov. Iga; Mountains of Hakone

and Hata).

1838. Onychodactylus schlegeUTscnvDi, Class. Batr., p. 92 (based on Fauna Japon-

ica).—DuMERiL and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., IX (1854), p. 114; Atlas, pi.

xciii, fig. 1.

1841. Onycopus sieboldii Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., VIII, p. 4 (lapsus).

Dumeril and Bibron b assert that Schlegel's identification of Hout-

tU3"n's Salamandra japonica as the present species is erroneous, but

to anyone who examines the original description and figures it must

be perfectly plain that Schlegel was correct. There can be abso-

lutely no doubt as to the identity of Houttuyn's species, and the

mistake of the authors of the Erpetologie Generale can only be

explained by their having confounded figures 2 and 3 on Houttuyn's

plate. The latter states that his specimen was collected by Thun-

berg in Japan. Thunberg himself described and figured the same

species under the same name, though apparently without knowing

Houttuyn's description, and he expressly gives the Hakone Moun-

tains (Fakonieberget) as the tj^e-locality, consequenth^ it is in all

probability also the locality where he obtained the specimen Houttuyn

described.

Description.—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 34240; Hakone Lake,

Sagami, Hondo; July, 1898; A. Owston, collector. Yomero-palatine

teeth m a doubly arched series behind the choanse, the two arches

extending forward to a line through the anterior edge of the choanoe;

head flat, rounded anteriorly; nostrils nearer the eye than the tip of

the snout, much wider apart than the width of the interorbital space,

which is greater than the the upper eyelids; eyes greatly protruding;

body elongate, the head from tip of snout to gular fold being con-

a Reproduced in this work on Plates V-VI. & Erpet. Gen., IX, p. 116.
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taincd {\uvc and ono-third times in the distance from gular fold to

anterior angle of vent; adpressed limbs do not meet by a distance of

two costal folds; fore legs slender, the four fingers short, but well

developed, each with a raised, compressed, brownish black claw;

fourth finger slightly longer than first, third longest; hind legs strong

and stout; toes depressed, widened at base, each with a black claw

like the fingers; first finger very short, fourth longest, fifth equaling

third; a thick dermal expansion from the outer side of fifth finger

along the outer side of the foot and tibia, giving the foot a very wide

under surface; no tubercles; tail long, longer than head and body,

nearly cylindrical in the basal half, then gradually more and more
compressed to the end, which is rounded; 13 costal grooves wdiich are

rather indistinct ; a flat parotoid gland on the side of the neck, bordered

above and behind by a groove which begins behind the eye and joins

the strong gular fold behind the parotoid ; a shallow groove along the

median line of upper neck and anterior half of back; vent arrow-

shaped, the lips of the obli,que anterior slits forming the arrows' head

distinctly swollen. Color (in alcohol) : top of head, the whole median
portion of upper neck and back, as well as the upper edge of the tail,

''wood brown," sprinkled more or less with blackish brown, most

densely on the head; sides of neck, body, and tail blackish brown,

the upper outline agamst the pale band of the back irregular, but

very distinct, the lower outline gradually merging into the pale color

of the under surface; legs above dark brown, like the lower portion of

the flanks, and, like these, with irregular roundish spots of pale wood-

brown.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 161

Tip of snout to gular fold 16

Gular fold to anterior angle of vent 53

Anterior angle of vent to tip of tail 02

Width of head 10

Fore leg 18

Hind leg 21

Height of tail a head-length from vent 8

Width of tail a liead-length from vent 7

The adult breeding female (U.S.N.M. No. 34245; Hakone Lake;

July, 1898; Owston, collector) differs from the male chiefly in the

shorter tail and the slenderer hind legs, which, moreover, are devoid

of the lateral tarso-tibial enlargement. The vent is also of a some-

what different aspect, inasmuch as the lateral oblique folds, which in

the male converge at the anterior end, in the female meet at the mid-

dle of the median cleft; the lips of the vent anterior to the lateral folds

are much swollen; all the toes provided w^ith black nails.
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Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 141

Tip of snout to gular fold 15

Gular fold to anterior border of vent 54

Anterior border of vent to tip of tail 72

Width of head 11

Fore leg 18

Hind leg 23

Height of tail one head-length from vent 7. 5

The nonbreeding female is apparently distinguished by the absence

of nails, and the vent is a simple longitudinal slit.

The larvse are characterized by the presence of strong, hooked,

black claws.

Variation.—The variation in structural characters is unimportant

and presents no difficulties with regard to the identification of this

species, being chiefly confined to slight deviations in the position of

the vomero-palatine teeth relative to the choanse, and to the number
of costal folds, which varies between 12 and 14. The coloration is

also rather uniform, the chief difference consisting in the varymg
degree of fineness of the dark sprinkling in the dorsal pale area,

where these minute dots often congregate near the median line so as

to form an irregular dusky stripe.

Hahitat.—In the Fauna Japonica (p. 125) it is stated that this sala-

mander is found in abundance in the mountainous parts of Hondo
and Shikoku, particularly in the provinces of Sagami, Shmano,

Tamba, Tazima, and Tosa, and Siebold himself (p. xvi) clearly inti-

mates that he did not obtain it in Kiusiu. Nor am I aware of any

record of its having been taken in the latter island. Doctor Fritze

states that it is absent in Yezo. Doctor Nozawa, however, in a letter

to me enumerates it among the species found there, though as yet he

has been unable to secure specimens for me.

To the provinces specifically enumerated above Geerts adds Iga,

and Okada adds Iwaki. Most of the specimens in the museums are

from Hakone, the type-locality of the species and the locality from

which it also takes its Japanese name. Another specific locality

from which there are specimens in the British and Berlin museums
is Oyama in Sagami province.

The species does not occur outside of Japan proper. It is unknown
in the Riu Kiu islands.
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List of specimens oj Onychodaciylus japo7iicus.

U. S. N. M.
No.

34218

34219

34220

34221

34222

34223

34224

34225

34226

34227

34228

34229

34230

34231

34232

34233

34234

34235

34236

34237

34238

34239

34240

34241

34242

34243

34244

34245

34246

34247

34248

34249

34250

34251

34252

34253

34254

34255

34256

34257

34258

to

34287

Sex and age.

Male.

Locality.

Ilakone Lake, Hondo ....... .Tnl_v,

do do.

Female do.

Male <lo.

do do.

Female do.

Male do.

Female do.

do do.

do ' do.

do
'

do.

Male do.

do..

....do..

Female

.

do..

do..

Male . .

.

do..

do..

do..

Female

.

Male a. .

do .

do.

do..

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

Female ' do.

do^ I do.

.'.do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

do..

....do..

Male . -

.

do..

Female

.

Male . .

.

Female

.

Male...

Female

.

Male . .

.

do..

do..

Larvffi.

When By whom collected or i Total
collected. from whom received, length.

.do.

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do..

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.dob.

.do .

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

.do.,

-do.,

.do.,

.do..

A. Owston.

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do.....

....do

....do

....do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

.do.

mm.
162

155

159

168

167

144

149

141

146

128

144

144

158

151

137

130

151

151

155

149

140

161

148

141

131

147

141

150

141

153

144

145

154

141

155

138

152

137

155

a Description p. 43. b Description p. 44.
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Genus GEOMOLGE" Boulenger.

1886. Geomolge Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, p. 41G (type, G.fischen).

Geomolge appears to be very closely allied to Onychodactylus, the

chief differences beinj^ that in the former the vomero-palatine series

of teeth is interrupted in the middle and that it lacks the black,

horny claws.

GEOMOLGE FISCHERI 6 Boulenger.

Plate V, fig. 5-0.

1886. Geomolge fischeri Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1886, p. 416, pi.

XXXIX, fig. 2 c (type-locality, Khabarovka, I'ssuri; types in Brit. Mus.
no. 86. 5. 15. 11-12; Doerries, collector); Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), V,

Feb., 1890, p. 144.

—

Nikolski, Annuaire Mus. Zool. St. Petersbourg, I,

1896, p. 77 (Valley of Sutchan River, Ussuri district: St. Petersb. Mus.,

No. 1904; Busse, collector); Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S. Peterbiirg (8),

XVII, no. 1, 1905, p. 440 (Ussuri^.

There being no specimen of this species in the U. S. National

Museum, an abstract of Boulenger's original description is given:

Physiognomy that of Onychodactylus japonicus: limbs in

every respect similar to those of Onychodactylus japonicus save the

absence of claws ; the male likewise with tibio-tarsal dilatation ;

anal opening subcruciform, as in Onychodactylus; skin smooth; 14 or

15 costal grooves; parotoids and gular fold as in Onychodactylus.

Brown above, with blackish variegations, most crowded on the sides,

which also bear some whitish spots; lower surface brownish white.

Male. Female.

mm. mm.
From snout to vent " 70 80

Head 12 14

Tail 93 d

Habitat.—This species was collected by Mr. Doerries near Khaba-
rovka, in the Ussuri. Nikolski has since recorded a specimen from
the valley of Sutchan River, also in the Ussuri district. Beyond
this nothing is laiown of the distribution of this species.

Order SALIENTIA.

1768. Salientia Laurenti, Syn. Kept., p. 24.

1777. Ecaudata Scopoli, Introd. Hist. Nat., p. 464.

1788. Batrachi Batsch, Anleit. Kenntn. Thiere Mineral.. I (p. 437).

1802. Ranse Shaw, Gen. Zool., Ill, Pt. 1, p. 5.

1806. Ecaudati Dumeril, Zool. Anal., p. 92.

"From yi}, the earth, land, and the generic term Molge Merrem, a synonym of

Triturus Rafinesque, derived from the German word Molcli, a salamander.

b Named in honor of Dr. Johann Gustav Fischer, the well-known Hamburg herpet-

ologist. Born on March 1, 1819; died on January 27, 1889.

c Reproduced in this work on Plate V.
<i Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1886, p. 416.
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1813. Anuri Fischer, Zoognosia, 3 ed., I, p. 58.

1825. Anonra I.,atreille, Fam. Nat. Regne Anim., p. 104.

1828. Pygomolgn'i Ritgen, Nova Acta Acad. Leop. Carol., XIV, p. 278.

1828. Arcrci Wagler, Isis, 1828, p. 859.

1832. Batradiia Mueller, Isis, 1832 (p. 504).

1833. Miura van der Hoeven, Handb. Dierk., II, Pt. 2. p. 307

1835. Heteromorpha Fitzinger, Ann. WienMus., I, p. 107.

1839. Raniformia Hogg, Mag. Nat. Hist. (n. s.). Ill, p. 271.

1855. Batrachii van der Hoeven, Handb. Dierk., 2 ed., II, p. 468.

1866. Anura Haeckbl, Gen. MorphoL, II, p. cxxxii

1878. Acaudata Knauer, Naturg. Lurche, p. 100.

The name adopted for this order varies greatly with the various

authors. Thus Salientia, Anura, and Ecaudata are used ahnost indis-

criminately. Of these Salientia is the oldest.

It is perfectly true that the various rules for zoological nomencla-

ture do not compel a strict application of the law of priority to groups

higher than genera, and that the A. O. U. code specifically proclaims

this, but the principle underlying the modern way of fastening a name
to a genus is very different from that involved in naming an order or a

class. The ends in view are different, and the modus operandi must

also be different. Nobody nowadays in ap])lying a generic term

cares the least whether the name, as originally proposed, covers the

same aggregate of species, even approximately, as the genus to whicii

he attaches it, or not. It is enough that a single species, the type

species, is included in the original group and in the one adopted.

This, however, is a comparatively modern view. In the early days,

when generic terms were few, and long before the term " type-species"

or " genotype "( !) was invented, it happened quite frequently that

authors selected a new generic name for a group which contained the

essential elements of one previously named, simply because his group-

ing was not coextensive with that of his predecessor's. But as new
discoveries and closer studies multiplied the genera, and the views

as to their compass became more and more divergent, it was found

impossible to adhere to such a principle as far as generic terms were

concerned.

Not so with the terms for orders and classes. It has always been

the recognized custom to employ a name embracing, at least approxi-

mately, an assembly of genera, or orders, coextensive with it when
first proposed. The inconvenience caused by the coining of nevv

names of groups higher than genera has been small com})ared to the

convenience of knowing approximately the extent of a group by the

name applied to it. A good reason why it is inconvenient and

mexpedient to apply strictly the law of priority to such higher groups

IS the fact that we know no such thing as a " type genus " or a '' type

order" by the aid of whicli the name of the order or the class can be

arbitrarily fixed, even if it were desirable to do so.
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As a general proposition it may be stated that there is but little

divergence among authors with regard to the names of classes and
orders. Common usage has in most cases been too strong for the

extremists, who have either tried to apply names according to priority

or who have inflicted new ones every time the '^-ank" of the group
was changed or a trifling component part shifted from one group to

another, or whose fine linguistic sensitiveness compelled them to

improve the name and render its form ''classic." There are names
which it has been impossible to dislodge, which are employed almost

unanimously. These it would be folly to attempt to disturb.

The principle which has guided me in selecting the names of orders

and classes may be stated briefly as follows: In cases where a term
has not received a practically universal acceptance the oldest known
group name (above a generic name and later than 1758) is applied,

wliich covers approximately the same aggregate of genera, irrespec-

tive of the comparative rank assigned to the group by the original

namer, provided its form is not the plural of a current genus in the

same class, nor that now universally adopted for superfamilies, fami-

lies, and subfamilies.

The application of this principle may be shown by a few examples.

Thus Salientia is adopted as being the oldest known group name for

the present order, because when originally proposed it covered the

same aggregate of genera as now, and none of the later names of the

same compass have received universal acceptance. On the other

hand, Gradientia has been rejected, although it is older than Caudata,

and the latter adopted, because the term Gradientia, as originally

proposed, embraced the saurian reptiles as well. Oppel's Squamata
has been accepted for the reptilian order containing the lizards and

snakes, although it included the crocodiles, a discrepancy too slight to

affect the general applicability of the term. Again, Testudinata,

although proposed four years later than Link's Cataphractae, has been

accepted in preference to the latter (after the elimination of the

older terms Testudines and Chelonia as conflicting with the earlier

or synchronous generic names Testudo and Chelonia) because of the

comparative currency of that term, as against the almost total

obscurity of the one coined by Link. Finally, the suborder contam-

ing the soft-shelled turtles is called Chilotse in spite of the fact that the

term Trionychoidea is both earlier and commonly adopted, the reason

for the rejection of the latter name being that its form is identical

\vith that of the superfamily.

The Salientia may be divided into thi-ee suborders, viz, Aglossa,

Linguata, and Costata, of which the ftrst one is distinguished by having

the eustachian tubes united into a single pharyngeal opening and

no tongue, while the last one is amply characterized by the presence

26485—No 58—07 i
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of ribs. The Aglossa are onh' found in Africa and South America;

the other two suborders are represented within our area.

Suborder COSTATA.

1879. Costati Lataste, Act. Soc. Linn. Bordeaux, XXXIII, 1879, p. 339.

Sahentia having a tongue; eustachian tubes, when present, with

two pharyngeal openings; ribs present and a pair of transverse proc-

esses near the proximal end of the coccyx. Larvse with one spiracu-

luni in the middle of the thoracic region.

The Costata, wliich embrace only one family, the ])iscoglossid3e,

have a veiy wide and disconnected distribution showing their great

antiquity and fully bearing out the verdict of Professor Howes, based

upon anatomical investigations, that they are "by far the least

modified of living anura." "

The principal center of distribution at present is central and south-

ern Europe, where three genera together with five species are at

home, one of these species extending its range into northwestern

Africa and another into central Russia. At the other extreme of

the Palearctic region another species of one of the European genera

maintains its isolated existence, namely, the species to be treated of

in this work, while in the Yunnan region another one has recently

been discovered. Two more genera belong to this family, both

widely removed from the above, namely, Liopelma, the single species

of which is the only batrachian occurring in New Zealand to which

antipodal island group it is peculiar and where it seems to be very

rare, and Ascaphus, represented thus far by two specimens only, of

a single species, A. truei, which has recently been discovered in the

State of Washington, not far from the Pacific coast. The extreme

rarity of the last two species would seem to indicate that they are

nearing extinction.''

Family DISCOGLOSSID.E.

Only this family is included in the suborder.

Genus BOMBINA'' Oken.

1816. Bombina Oken, Lehrb. Zool., II. \). 207 (type, Rana bombina).

1820. Bovibinator Merrem, Tent. Syst. Amph., p. 178 (same type).

1830. Bombitator Wagler, Nat. Syst. Amph.. p. 206 (emendation).

aProc. Zool. Soc. London, 1888, pp. 178, 506.

6 See Stejneger, A Resume of the Geographical Distribution of the Discoglossoid

Toads in the Light of Ancient Land Connections, in Bull. Amor. Geogr. Soc,

XXXVII, No. 2, Feb. 1905, pp. 91-93; and The Geographical Distrilnition of the Bell-

Toads, in Science (n. s.), XXII, Oct. 20, 1905, p. 502.

cFrom the medieval Latin verb bombinair, to utter a bontbiis, a loud hollow .^ound,

euch as the stroke of a bell.
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The genus Bombina has a very curious distribution. Two species,

Bombina homhina (Linnaeus) and Bomhina salsa " (Schrank), occur

in Europe, the former in northern and eastern central Europe. The
hitter, which seems to embrace several local forms, such as B. salsa

pachypus { = Bojnbinator apenninicus Gistel and Bronne, 1850), in

Italy, B. salsa nigriventris (Dueringen) in Bosnia and Montenegro,

B. salsa Tcolomhatovici (Bedriaga) in Dalmatia, etc., occupies France,

parts of southern central Europe, Italy, and the Balkan peninsula.

None of these species extends eastward beyond the Volga. A third

species of the genus occurs in eastern Asia, though probably not to

the west of a line through Lake Baikal. A fourth species, Bomhina
maxima, has recently been described from Yunnan at an altitude of

6,000 feet.

BOMBINA ORIENTALISE' (Boulenger).

Plate VII.

1878. Bombinalor igneus Martens, Preuss. Expod. Ost-Asien, Zool., I, p. 384

(not of Laurenti) (Cliefu, N. China).

—

Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit.

Mils., 1882, p. 447 (part: Chefu, China).—Boettger, Offenbach. Ver.

Naturk. 24-25 Ber., 1885, p. 164 (Chefu).

1890. Bombinalor orientalis Boulenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), V, Feb. 1890,

p. 143, pi. IX, fig. 2c (type-localities, N. China, Korea, Khabarovka;

types in Brit. Mus.); Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1890, p. 326 (Chefu; Korea;

Ussuri).

—

Werner, Abh. Bayer. Akad. Wiss., (Muenchen) II Klasse,

XXII, Pt. 2, 1904, p. 359 (Tsingtau, China).—Nikolski, Zap. Imp.

Akad. Nauk, S. Peterburg, (8) XVII, No. 1 (1905) p. 415 (Vladivostok;

Korea, etc.).

Description (^gs. 39-4:3)

.

—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 17522; Fusan,

Korea; 1885; P. L. Jouy, collector. Vomerine teeth in two

o In his Tailless Batrachians of Europe, p. 322, footnote, Doctor Boulenger, in

adopting the sixteen years younger name Rana agilis in preference to the older R.

dahnatina, as required by "the strict application of the law of priority," pleads that

"this is one of those cases in which, it appears to me, conservatism is desirable,"

and he continues: "Similar considerations have guided me in the naming of the two

species of the genus Eombinator, and I hope, in the interest of stability of nomenclature

they will commend themselves to future workers." It is indeed not uncommon to

hear the breaking of this law termed "conservatism," and certainly the conserva-

tives ought to know if that is a correct definition, but we radicals prefer to submit

.

to the law as the only means of obtaining the desired "stability of nomenclature."

If Boulenger, in the two cases cited, had followed the law we would by this time

have reached stability in their cases, while now it has been postponed probably for

a generation. Who is to decide in which cases it is allowable to break the law and

substitute "conservatism?" A simple "it appears to me" applied here and there

by a dozen herpetologists would cause a fine "stability!"

b Eastern.

c Reproduced in this work on Plate VII.
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small transverse oval groups behind the level of the choanas;

tongue oval, truncate behind, large, adherent all around; snout flat,

rounded, without canthus rostralis; nostrils on top of snout about

halfway between eye and tip of snout, distance from each other

equaling the interorbital space, which is narrower than the upper

eyelids; no t^inpanum; parotoid gland long, narrow, indistinct; no

gularsac; a very faintly indicated gular fold; fore leg well developed,

longer than half the length of head and bod}^; fingers short, depressed,

first shortest, third longest, second and fourth of about equal length;

no subarticular tubercles, but a large and distinct inner palmar pad

and a smaller indistinct outer one; a large patch of horny nuptial

excrescences on the inner side of the fore arm, and smaller patclies

on the inner side of the large palmar pad, and of first, second, and third

toes ; when hind leg is carried forward along the side, the heel reaches

Figs. 39-43.—Bombina orientalis. IJ X nat. size. 39, top of head; 40, side of head; 41, open
mouth; 42, underside of right hand showing nuptial excrescences; 43, foot. No. 17522,

u.s.n.m.

the corner of the mouth and tarso-metatarsal joint slightly beyond
the tip of the snout; 'tibia equals distance from base of inner meta-

tarsal tubercle to tip of longest toe; heels just meet when the femurs

arc placed at right angles to the axis of the body; toes short, wel)bed

nearly to their tips, webs deeply excised, third toe longer than fifth;

no subarticular tubercles; inner metatarsal tubercle small and weakly
developed, no outer tubercle; no nuptial excrescences on toes; upper

surface covered with closely set and irregularly arranged prominent

tubercles of varying size, all sprinkled over with minute, dark brownish

points and each surmounted by one or more horny spines, the base

of which is pale and the tip blackish brown; underside smooth, with

the posterior part of the belly and j^roximal parts of femurs somewhat
rugose; outer side of sole of feet and underside of base of fifth toe

with spines like the upper side. Color (in alcohol) above dark drab-
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gray, with irregular obscure dusky spots and dusky cross-markings

on the Hmbs; a pale sage-green spot of irregular outlines across the

back between the fore legs and two smaller ones, still more indefinite

on each side of the back about the middle; a pale longitudinal stripe

on the tip of the snout from the level of the nostrils to the lip ; lips

dusky; underside pale buff (red in life), with numerous blackish,

sharply defined, irregular spots; palms buff (red), separated from the

similarly colored under surface of the fore arm by a black wristband;

a large buff (red) spot on the inner side of the plantar surface, involving

the entire first toe, below and above, and continuous with the sim-

ilarly colored patch on the inner side of the tarsus; tips of all the

digits abruptly and bright buff (red) above and below.

Dimensions.
mm.

Tip of snout to vent 44

Tip of snout to gular fold 16

Width of head 16

Width of interorbital space 3

Fore \i'g 25

Hind h'g, from vent 62

Foot from hase of inner metatarsal tubercle to tip of longest toe 18

Sexual variation.—The males of this species during the breeding

season possess groups of blackish horny excrescences on the inner

side of fore arm, palmar tubercle and first, second, and third fingers

exactly as in Bombina salsa; but, unlike the latter, there are none on
the posterior extremities. In the female the fingers are longer and
slenderer, especially the outer one. The dorsal spines and asperities

are smaller.

Color variation.—In the series before me there is very little devia-

tion from the coloration of the underside as described above. In two
specimens, Nos. 17527 and 17530, the blackish markings are larger,

especially in the latter, in which the underside may be described as

black with buff (red) spots; in both, the plantar light patch is sepa-

rated from the tarsal patch by a narrow black bridge, in No. 17530

only on one foot, however. The upper surface is considerably more
olive in some specimens and the dusky spots and markings above
much better defined and darker.

Ilahitat.—The eastern bell-toad is confined to northeastern China,

Korea, and the Ussuri country. Specimens from all of these localities

are in the British jMuseum. The U. S. National Museum possesses

nine specimens collected in 1885 by P. L. Jouy near Fusan, Korea.

Pleske's specimens from Vladivostok are in the Academy Museum in

St. Petersburg, and the Hamburg JMuseum also has it from the same
locality (No. 862), collected by Dieckmann in 1894. In the St.

Petersburg Museum there are also specimens collected by Poljakow
at the Novgorodski Port, Possiet Bay,
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List of specimens of Bovihina orientalis.

U.S.
N.M.
No.
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As the employment of the systematic arrangement given above for

purposes of identification would necessitate dissection of the speci-

mens, I add the following artificial Key, by which the Salientia

occurring within our limits may be referred to their respective

families by external characters alone:

KEY TO THE JAPANESE FAMILIES OF TAILLESS BATRACHIANS.

fli Digits without subarticular tubercles; pupil triangular (Suborder Costata)

DiSCOGLOSSID.E, p. 50

a- Digits with subarticular tubercles; pupil round or horizontal (Suborder Linguata).
¥ A parotoid gland Bufoxid.e, p. 55

b^ No parotoid gland,

ci Tongue without posterior prolongations or "horns."
rfi Upper jaw toothed Hylid^, p. 75

d^ Upper jaw toothless Engystomid.e, p. 87

c2 Tongue with two posterior horn-shaped prolongations Ranid.e, p. 92

Family BUFONID.E.

A large family having no maxillary teeth, a large parotoid gland

behind the head, shoulder-girdle arciferous, and lateral sacral pro-

cesses dilated. Distributed over the entire globe, except the polar

regions, New Zealand, and Polynesia. Some forms are aquatic, some
arboreal, some burrowing in their habits, but most are terrestrial.

They feed largely on insects, and are among the best friends of the

farmer and gardener, by w^hom they ought to be protected instead

of persecuted and exterminated, as they usually are, on account of

tlieir often unattractive appearance.

Only one genus is represented within the territory covered by this

work.

Genus BUFO" Laurenti.

1768. Bnfo Laurenti, Syn. Rept., p. 25 (type, B. vulgaris).

1788. Buffo Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Quadr. Ovip., I, Syn. Meth. (emendation) .

1814. Batrachus Rafinesque, Specchio Sci., (Palermo), II, fasc. 7 (substitute

iorBu/o).

1815. Bufotes Rafinesque, Analyse Nat., p. 78 (substitute for Bnfo).

1816. Calamita Oken, Lehrb. Zool., II, p. 209 (type, B. calamita; not of Schneider

1799).

1828. Chascax Ritgen, Nova Acta Acad. Carol. Leop., XIV, p. 278 (type, Bomhi-

nator strumosus).

1843. Phryne Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 32 (type, B. vulgaris).

1843. Phrynoidis Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 32 (type, B. asper).

18()4. Epidalea Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1864, p. 181 (type, B. calamita).

The above synonyms are based upon species occurring within our

limits or are additional to those found in previously published syn-

onymies. The other synonyms of Bufo are too numerous to be

reproduced here.

The status of the Japanese toads is still very unsatisfactor3\

" The Latin word for toad.
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It will be remembered that Sclilegel, in Fauna Japanica, described

the toad of Japan as a variety of the European toad, to which he

attached the name Bufo vulgaris jaj^onicus, suppressing Boie's name

B. prsetextatus, as he says, "because of the great affinity which this

toad has to that of Europe, of which it is the representative in Japan."

The differences indicated by him are chiefly those of coloration.

Camerano, in 1879, found the differences to be of such a character

as to induce him to regard the Japanese toad as a species, Bufo

japonicus, his principle being that any well-defined local form should

be so considered. His material consisted of 18 specimens in the

Zoological ]\Iuseum at Turin, nearly all being from Tokyo and Yoko-

hama.

In the following year, 1880, we fuid both Lataste and Boulenger

treating of the subject. The former, who examined fourteen speci-

mens from Peking and two specimens from Japan (lent him by Cam-
erano), expresses himself in favor of recognizing a Bufo vulgaris

japonicus, while the latter, with sixteen specimens from various

Chinese localities and five Japanese, pronounced in favor of an undi-

vided Bufo vulgaris. The chief characters, he stated, are the more

prominent and spinous w^arts and the black horny layer on various

parts of the body, the rather larger head, and the blackish stripe on

the flanks. None of these characters appears to him to be constant,

and he adds that if the Japanese form should be separated from the

European it should certainly also be separated from the Chinese:

"But I' do not think that distinction necessary." This conclusion

he adhered to in his Catalogue of Batrachia Salientia, issued two

years later. It should be noted, however, that in the description of

the species he was obliged repeatedly to make excejitions for Chinese

or Japanese s])ecimens.

Additional material did not alter his view, for, in 1890, in a paper

on the reptiles and batrachians of Amurland, he treats of Bufo vul-

garis in the following language:

Its eastern range extends over nearly the whole of China and Amoorhind and Japan.

The differences between European and Japanese specimens, which consist chiefly in

the greater size and perfect distinctness of the tympanum, the black lateral stripe,

and the deep black spots or marl)lings of the lower parts in tlie latter, are comphH(4y

bridged over by the Chinese and Manehurian specimens. Specimens from Ichang,

on the Yangtse Kiang, and Ningpo come nearest the Japanese, from which they do

not differ in coloration; but the tympanum*, although as distinct, is not so large. Spec-

imens from Shanghai, Chefoo, Peking, and Korea are intermediate between the latter

and the European; the tympanum is always very distinct, but varies considerately in

size; the dark lateral stripe is usually ill-defined or absent, and the belly may be

either largely spotted with black or almost immaculate. Judging from the two speci-

mens collected at Chabarowka by Ilr. Dorries, the northe^rnmost form is still nearer the

European; the tympanum is rather small, but perfectly distinct, the belly is immac-
ulate, and the coloration might be said to be identical with that of European speci-

mens, biit for the presence of traces of a light vertebral line, as is often found in s{)eci-

mens from Japan, Korea, and Northern China.
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This statement is almost literally repeated in his latest work on the

Tailless Batracliians of Europe (1898).

In the meantime (1883) he had described and figured a Bnfo for-

mosus from two specimens collected by the Challenger Expedition at

Yokohama, which "in its general characters agrees with Bufo vul-

garis, especially the Japanese form." The main distinctions relied on
are the large size of the tympanum, the greater length of the hind leg,

the more elongate digits, more excised webs of the hind foot, and the

shortness of the first finger.

Notliing more is heard of this species. In the subsequent discus-

sions of the "Japanese form " of Bufo vulgaris there is not the slightest

reference to it. The fact, however, that the name is not included in

Boulenger's synonymy of Bufo vulgaris in liis Tailless Batracliians

of Europe, nor the types in the list of specimens appended, seems to

indicate that he still maintains its distinctness, although some doubt
arose in ni}^ mind upon seeing that in the aj)pendix to the latter work
he enumerates a specimen from Dagosliima," collected by Doctor
Anderson in May, 1884, under Bufo vulgaris. To me this specimen,

which the authorities of the British Museum kindly allowed me to

examine in 1898, is a strongly marked Bufoformasus with the t}^es

of which I compared it.

Much of the uncertainty is probabl}' due to the confusion of these

two toads in Japan. Thus, on examining the large series in the

Leiden Museum upon which Schlegel founded his Bufo vulgaris

juponicuSjl discovered that he had both forms before him. I tliink it

is also certain that Camerano based his conclusion of the specific dis-

tinctness of Bufo japonicus, or B. prsetextatus, as he called it in his

elaborate paper of 1901, upon true Bufoformosus.
The status of the Japanese toad resolves itself into three queries:

(1) Is there more than one species of Bufo in Japan?

(2) Is one of these identical with the species on the mainland?

(3) In case of different forms being recognized, what names are to be

employed ?

First, then, are there more than one species of Bufo in Japan proper?

In the material which I have had an opportunity to examine, viz, 13

specimens in the Leiden Museum, 9 specimens in the British Museum,
and 36 in our owai National Museum, there appear to be tln-ee forms.

One has larger tympanum, longer limbs, slenderer digits, much more
deepl}" excised webs, longer and narrower parotoids, and, as a rule,

the fu'st finger shorter than the second. This is the so-called B.for-
mosus. That w^e have not to do with sexual or seasonal differences

seems ])lain. Thus the males with the nuptial asperities on their

fingers, wliich under tliis assumption would have the greatest extent

o Probably Dogashima, near Miyanoshta.
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of web, on the contrary show a minimum size of the interdi(2;ital

membranes.

A very similar form, possibly confined to Shikoku, having the

deeply excised webs, long parotoids, long limbs, and slender digits, is

very near to B.formosus, but has a much smaller tympanum and first

and second fuigers subequal.

The third form is characterized by small tympanum, stouter and

shorter limbs, much larger webs, the true B. ja'ponicus.

In spite of the general similarity in coloration and otherwise it is

difficult to escape the conclusion that the Japanese toads represent

three more or less distinct forms, and as it is at present impossible to

establish their interrelationship clearly it is thought best to designate

them by binominal appellations. The great difficulty arises in

ascribing definite geographical limits to them. Unfortunately, a

large number of the specimens examined are without indication of

their exact origin. Thus all the specimens in the Leiden Museum
collected by Buerger and von Siebold are only labeled '' Japon." Sev-

eral in the British Museum are similarly deficient. The only true

B. japonicus with a definite locality attached seems to be one from

Kobe in the British Museum and one from Miyakoshima in Science

College Museum. On the other hand, it would almost appear as if all

the B.formosus of which the exact locality are known came from near

Tok3"o and Yokohama (Camerano's specimens; types in British

Museum; specimens in United States National Museum) and

Dagoshima, wherever that locality may be. <^ We have thus an indi-

cation of the B.formosus being eastern and northern, while the one

with the larger webs, etc., may be more western.

Finall}', the only authentic locality from which I have seen speci-

mens of the new form, further on described as B. sniithi, is the island

of Shikoku. There is a specimen in the Imperial Museum in Ueno
Park, Tokyo, apparently belonging to this form, which w^as in a bottle

with the type specimen of Polypedates isliihawse and said' to have come
from Okinawa shima, Riu Kiu. As no toad has been recorded by any
collector from that archipelago, the locality given becomes very

doubtful.

The next question then is whether any one of the forms wliich we
thus recognize as occurring in Japan is identical with the toads occur-

ring on the mamland. I have already quoted Boulenger to the effect

that there are several forms, though he does not recognize them by
name because they intergrade. Let it be understood at once that the

form m Japan most remote from the mainland forms is B. formosus.

It is consequently the so-called B. vulgaris japonicus, i. e., the one

with the greater webs, shorter parotoids, shorter legs, etc., which

a If Dogashiraa is meant, as surmised by me. the locality agrees well with the

others.
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comes nearest to the mainland forms. -Bonlenger then mamtains
that this form approaches the Chinese specimens from Ningpo and
Yangtse-Kiang:, while the Shanghai, Chefu, Manclmrian, Korean, and
Ussuri specimens are intermediate between the Japanese form and
the true European Bufo vulgaris. The differences are chiefly those

of color, and the relative size and distinctness of the ^ tympanum

.

Thus Boulenger, in discussing the characters of Bufo formosus

asserts that a black line bordering the lower lip ''is constant in the

Japanese specimens of B. vulgaris, absent in the continental speci-

mens. " On the whole, my own observations corroborate those of

Boulenger; yet while it is admitted that the separating characters

are somewhat vague and uncertain, it is considered best to recognize

the various local forms for the present at least until more abundant

and more reliably la]:)eled material shall have been accumulated. It

may then be expedient to recognize three oriental forms of the

connnon European toad, one from eastern South China, one from
northeastern China, Korea and Amurland, and one from Japan. The
status of a fourth one, B. sacJialinensis, is more uncertain yet.

The third and final question now arises as to the names to be

applied to these forms. As for the Japanese form, the question

is somewhat intricate because of the occurrence of several forms or

species in the islands. Unfortunately there is nothing in Boie's

description of Bufo prsetextatus by which it can be decided which of

these he had before him, and as the type is not in existence, his

name may be left out as unidentifiable. Schlegel's material upon
which he based his Bufo vulgaris japonicus, as has been shown, was
composed of specimens of both forms. The illustrations m Fauna
Japonica, although very good, fail to throw much light on the ques-

tion, for while the full figure apparently represents the short-webbed

form (B. formosus), the profile of the head seems to be taken from a

specimen with a smaller tympanum, possibly from a .B. smithi. The
illustrations as well as the description and the type-material conse-

quently are composite. It would then seem that Boulenger's action

in describing the short-webbed form as Bifo formosus and relegating

B. vulgaris japonicus to B. vulgaris should not now be undone, and

that the names must stand as he restricted them.

The South China form must stand as Bufo hufo gargarizansiCsmtor)"

while the North China form probably is properly named Bufo hufo

asiaticus (Stemd&chneT) , as Boulenger refers the Shanghai specimens

to the same category as the Chefu and Manchurian ones.

al842. Bufo gargarlzans Cantor, Ann. Nat. Hist., IX, Aug. 1842, p. 483 (type-

locality, Chusan, China; types in Brit. Mus.).

1860. ? Bufo griseus Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 506 (type-locality,

marshes of Whampoa, Hongkong; Stinipson, collector).
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The Japanese and North China forms and species may be distin-

guished as follows :

"

KKY TO THE SPECIES OF BUFG IN JAPAN, FORMOSA, KOUEA, AND SIBERIAN COAST

PROVINCE.

" ' Tup of head \yith()ut liony ridges.

b ' Inner edge of tarsus rounded, tubercular, with no sharp cutaneous fold.

f ' Web between toes extending only as far as first basal phalanx o. third toe and

one-half the first basal phalanx of fourth (fig. 48).

d ' Diameter of tympanum al^out twice as large as its distance from 1 he eye

Bufofonnosus, p. GO

d- Diameter of tympanum about equals the distance from the eye

Bnfo smithi, p. 64

c- Web between toes extends as far as end of the two liasal phalanges of third toe

and first basal phalanx of fourth.

d^ Underside uniform pale, or with small l)lack spots

B)tfo buff) asiaticus, p. 66

d- Underside marked with large black blotches BkJo bufo japoniais, p. 69

b - Iimer edge of tarsus with a sharp cutaneous fold Bufo raddei, p. 70

« - Top of head with bony ridges Bi(fo melanostictus, p. 72

BUFO FORMOSUS6 Boulenger.

Plate VIII.

1838. Bufo Titlgaris japoniais Schlegel, Fauna Jap., Rept., pp. 106, 139 (Japan;

specimens in Leiden Mus.; part only); Sauri et Batr., pi. ii, fig. 6.

1876. Bufo vulgaris var. prsetextatus Martens, Preuss. Exped. Ost-Asien, I, p. 384

(Yokohama) (not of Boie?).

—

Hilgenporf, Sitz. Ber. Ges. Naturf. Fr.

Berlin, 1880, p. 120.

1879. Bufo japonicus Camerano, Atti Accad. Torino, XIV, Pt. 5, Apr., 1879, p.

884 (Yokohama; Tokyo; Mus. Zool. Turin; Aimonin and Fontanesi,

collectors).

1883. Bufoformosiis Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1883, p. 140, pi. xxiii.c

(type-locality, Yokohama; types in British Museum; Challenger Exped.

collect.)—Okada, Cat. Vert. Jap., 1891, p. 66.—Boettger, Kat. Batr.

Mus. Senckenberg., 1892, p. 37 (Nikko; Nippon; Japan).

1900. Bufo prsetextatiis Camerano, Mem. Accad. Torino, (2) L, p. 113; author's

separate, p. 33, pis. i-ii (not of Boie?).

Bufoformosus is most easily distinguished from B. japonicus by its

longer fore limbs, longer and slenderer digits, and much shorter webs
between the toes. The alleged difference in the relative size of first

and second finger, does not hold in every instance, for I have two
specimens of luidoubtedly the same species, from Gensan, Korea, in

which the relation is reversed, but as a rule it may be said that in B.

formosus the first fmger is shorter than the second, while in B. japoni-

cus it is equal to or longer than the second. In B. formosus, more-
over, the interorbital space appears to be proportionally narrower.

aBufo sachalinensis is not given a place in this key, as the characters utilized in the
latter are not indicated in the only description of this form thus far pul)lished.

b Signifying Handsome,
c Reproduced ill this work on Plate VOL
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Description (figs. 44-48).—.4f/w7^mrt/f; U.S.N.M. No. 23540; Yoko-
hama; September, 1896; L. Stejneger, collector. Snout somewhat
pointed, rising steepl}^ from the labial edge, the canthus rostralis

fairly well marked and the loreal region slightly concave; nostrils

about halfway between eyes and tip of snout, their distance from each

Figs. 44-4S.— Bufo formosus. Nat. size. 14, top of head; 45, side of head; 40, underside of hand:
47, underside of foot; 48, upper side of foot, to show extent of web. No. 23540, U.S.N.M.

other greater than their distance from the eyes, but less than their dis-

tance from the labial edge or than the upper eyelids, and only two-

thirds the width of the interorbital space; interorbital space very

slightly concave, considerably wider than the upper eyelid; tym-
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panum very distinct, circular, nearly as large as the diameter of the

eye, its distance from the latter less than half its own diameter, its

distance from the labial edge slightly less than the diameter; paro-

toid glands rather long and narrow, more than two and a half times

as long as wide; fore legs long and stout; fingers with slight webs at

the base, tips rounded, third longest, second shortest, and consider-

abl}^ shorter than first; two large palmar tubercles, the inner one

particularly prominent with a cutting edge, resembling the inner

metatarsal tubercle; nuptial asperities on the inner side of this

tubercle, on the inner and upper sides of first and second fingers and

on the inner side of the third finger; heels not meeting when folded

hind legs are placed perpendicular to the axis of the body; toes one-

third webbed, the web extending only as far as the first basal joint of

the third toe and one-half the first basal joint of the fourth toe; inner

metatarsal tubercle large, with prominent cutting edge, longer than

the first toe; outer metatarsal tubercle smaller, rounded, prominent,

but less so than the imfer one; no tarsal fold; some of the subarticu-

lar tubercles double both under fingers and toes; back covered by

numerous round tubercles of various sizes, none as large as the tym-

panum, all rather smooth and not arranged symmetrically, though

the larger ones are more numerous toward the sides of the back;

under side divided up into small areas by innumerable transverse

furrows, each area having one or more small granules or tubercles

with a small brown horny tip, these tips becoming larger and almost

spiny on the hind legs. Color (in alcohol) on upper side of body

nearly uniform sepia; from the posterior corner of the eye backward,

margining the lower edge of the parotoid and along the sides of the

body to the groin a wide, sharply contrasted, black band; above the

latter on the side a smoke-gray border fading into the sepia of the

back; a narrow black streak on the lower jaw along its whole length;

underside of body and limbs dirty whitish with large strongly defined

vermiculations and anastomizing black spots, contiguous with similar

though less sharply defined spots on the upper surface of hands and

feet; palmar and metatarsal tubercles as well as tips of fingers and toes

raw umber.
Dimensions.

mm.

Tip of snout to vent 110

Tip of snout to anterior jjorder of tympanum 24

Nostril to tympanum , 18

Internaral width 6

Interorbital width 10

Diameter of tympanum 8

Distance of tympanum from eye 3

Width of head 46

Fore leg 66

Hind leg from vent to tip of longest toe 147
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mm.
Tibia 42

Hind iooi from base of inner nnetatarsal tuljercle to tip of longest toe. 52

Length of parotoid 21

Width of parotoid 8

Variation.—The variation of this and allied species has been men-
tioned above under the general discussion of their status. It may
be repeated here that the relative length of the first and second fingers

is not constant. Thus, in the type, " the first finger being laid against

the second does not extend quite so far as the latter." The same rela-

tion holds in over No. 11348, but in my two topotypes these propor-

tions are reversed. The second of these has the whole underside

almost uniform whitish with a few scattered dusky spots.

The females differ from the males in this and allied forms in the

less-developed fore legs and somewhat larger webs between the toes.

They also lack the nuptial pads of asperities on the fingers described

above which characterize the males not only during the breeding sea-

son but for a long time after, as shown by my specimens which were

taken in September.

Habitat.—xis indicated above, the only positive locality whence we
have undoubted specimens of this species is the neighborhood of

Tokyo and Yokohama, to which must be reckoned ''Mount Fuji."

The locality "Dagoshima" attached to a specimen in British Museum
which was collected by Doctor Anderson on May 24, 1884, I have

failed to find on any map.'* A great amount of carefid collecting

and critical identification will be necessary before the range of this

and allied forms in Japan can be determined.

List of specimens of Bujoformosus.

Museum.
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List of specinicns of Bufoformosus—Contiiuicd.

Museum.
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mm.
Hind leg from vent to tip of longest toe 154

Tibia 44
Hind foot from base of inner metatarsal tubercle to tip of longest toe 54

Length of parotoid 25

Width of parotoid 8

Habitat.—The only definite locality whence we have specimens of

this form is Kochi, in the island of Shikoku, where Dr. Hugh M,
Smith collected a fine series of specimens in the spring of 1903.

List of specimens of Biifo smithi.
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than to the former. This, from a zoogeographical standpoint, is rather

unexpected, and a comparison of specimens from central Hondo,

Yezo, and Sakhahn sliould be highly instructive.

Habitat.—Described from, and thus far recorded only from, the

island of Sakhalin, where it was collected by Doctor Suprunenko in

1890.

BUFO BUFO'J ASIATICUS6 (Steindachner).

1869. Bufo vulgaris var. asiatica Steindachner, Novara Exped., Zool., I, Amph.,

p. 39 (Shanghai; Vienna Mus. ; Zc4ebor and Frauenfeld, collectors).

1880. Bufo vulgaris japonicus Lataste, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, V, 1880, p. 506

(Peking, China; de Plancy, collector) (not of Schlegel).

1880. Bvfo vulgaris Boulbnger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1880, p. 569 (part,

Peking); Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), V, Feb., 1890, p. 141 (Khabarovka,

Ussuri; Korea); Taill. Batr. Europe, Pt. 2, 1898, pp. 213, 347 (part:

Khabarovka; Seoul, Chemulpo, Gensan, Korea; Chefoo, Shanghai,

China).

—

Boettger, Ber. Senckenberg. Naturf. Ges., 1894, p. 145

(Shanghai).

—

Werner, Abh. Bayer. Akad. Wiss. (Muenchen), II Klasse,

XXII, Pt. 2, 1904, p. 358 (Tsingtau, Shanghai).—Nikolski, Zap. Imp.

Akad. Nauk, S. Peterburg (8), XVII, No. 1, 1905, p. 387 (part: Amur.

Ussuri, etc.).

1892. Bufo vulgaris var. japonica Boettger, Kat. Batr. Mus. Senckenberg., p. 37

(part: Shanghai).

1899. Bufo japonicus Stone, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1899, p. 183 (Tore River, Eastern

Mongolia).

Description (figs. 49-52).

—

Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 17516; Gensan,

Korea; July, 1886; P. L. Jouy, collector. Head wide, snout rather

rounded with well-marked canthal angle, loreal region scarcely concave

;

nostrils slightly nearer the eye than the tip of the snout, their distance

from each other greater than their distance from the eye, equaling

that from the labial edge and the upper eyelid, and somewhat greater

than one-half the width of the interorbital space, which is rather con-

cave; tympanum very distinct, nearly circular, about one-half the

diameter of the eye, its distance from the latter nearly equaling its

own diameter, and its distance from the labial border twice its diam-

ter; parotoid glands large, their width more than one-half the length;

fore legs long; fingers free at base, third longest, second shortest,

slightly shorter than first and fourth, which are equal; two very

distinct palmar tubercles, the outer more than twice as large as the

inner, the latter with nuptial asperities; similar but larger pads on

upper and inner side of first and second fingers, and a narrow band on

inner side of third; heels not meeting when folded hind legs are placed

perpendicular to the axis of the body; toes nearly fully webbed, the

web extending as far as the end of the two basal phalanges of the third

toe and the first basal phalanx of the fourth, but slightly excised;

inner metatarsal tubercle moderate, with prominent cutting edge,

considerably shorter than first toe; outer metatarsal tubercle

o-Rana bufo Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., 10 ed., 1758, I, p. 210. b Signifying Asiatic.
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slightly smaller, less prominent; no tarsal fold; double subarticiilar

tubercles under all the fingers and under third and fourth toes ; upper
surface covered with numerous rounded tubercles of various sizes,

which show a tendency to a symmetrical arrangement, one longitudi-

nal series extending obliquely backward from the parotoid, while on
the back between the parotoids there is a chevron-shaped figure

pointing forward and a similar one on the lower back; the tubercles,

many of which are larger than the tympanum, are surmounted by a

conical brown point, becoming spiny on lower back and upper surface

of legs; underside strongly granular or tubercular, with similar,

i-j- J.J- -^ V^y"^

Figs. 49-52.—BuFo Buro AsiATicus. Nat. size. 49, top of head; 50, side or head; 51, underside
OF hand; 52, underside of foot. No. 17517, U.S.N.M.

though less developed, pointed asperities. Color (in alcohol) above
pale grayish olive, with some ill-defined longitudinal vermiculating
markings of an olive-buff color on both sides of back; a light band
similarly colored from parotoids obliquely backward to groin and
upper surface of limbs, with cross bands of the same tint; a dark
slate-colored band from posterior angle of eye curving down over
anterior lower portion of parotoid to insertion of arm, and a similarly

colored spot on the posterior outer aspect of the gland, continuing
backward below the lateral pale band and fading gradually into the
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.eneral grayish olive; tubercles on upper surface topped with umber

brown, and the upper surface of the parotoids vermicula ed with the

same color; underside uniform, unspotted pale ochre yellow, palmar

and metatarsal tubercles, as well as nuptial pads, bro^^^l; edge of

upper lip and lower edge of mandible slightly tmged with the same

brown color, but no dusky line on the lower jaw.

Dimensions. ^^
84

Tip of snout to vent ^f^

Tip of snout to anterior liordcr of tympanum
^^

Nostril to tympanum ^
Internaral width ,j

Interorbital width
3

Diameter of tympanum 2.5
Distance of tympanum from eye ^^'

Width of head 52
Fore leg hq
Hind leg from vent to tip of longest toe

^^

Si^ fo^'from l^sJ of inner'im^tatarsal tubercle to tip of longest toe -.-.-.- 39

Length of parotoid
g

Width of parotoid

The adult female (U.S.N.M. No. 17517; same locality date and

collector) (figs. 49-52) is larger; total length from snout to vent 96

mm differs otherwise from the male chiefly in the somewhat shorter

legs and in the tubercles of the skin being more pomted and more

extensively pigmented, even on the underside all the tubercles ben.g

tipped with brown; that she lacks the nuj>t,al excrescences on the

fingers is a matter of course. „ , t- v r

Another adult femde (U.S.N.M. No. 21214; Seoul, Korea; P K

Jouy, collector) is darker, the ground color above bemg trowmsh,and

the pale markings clay color ; the lower edge of the parotoids mvolved

n a narrow blacS. band, which conthmes for some distance backw^ds

on the side, and a crescent-shaped branch descending from the mid-

dle of the parotoid to in front of the msertion of the arm; on the sides

of the belfy there are a number of small, black, isolated spots, none

-^^li::;'51nr« -.nm. long, akso from Korea (Cli^mulpo;

Jony, collector; U.S.N.M. No. 21215) is uniformly puik.sh brown

above and unspotted below, except a few b ackish specks on throat

and chest; there is a dusky bar descending from the O- « «ie dge

of the lip and some indication of dusky markings on the upper l.p

and below the nostrils.
, j- „f n,„ Fnrn

HaUtat.-Tbe northeastern continental representative of the Kuro

pean common toad {Bufo info) is found in eastern Mongoha Ma -

Ihuria, Amurland at least as far north as Khabarovka, Korea, north-

eastern China from Peking and Chefu to Shanghai, beyond which is

found the southeastern representative, B. bufo garganzans.
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In Korea it has been found at Gensan, as well as at Chemulpo and
Seoul. From Fusan we have thus far no records.
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BUFO RADDEI'/Strauch.

1859. ? Bvfo rariabilis var. amurends Maack, Putesh. na Amur (p. 153) (Amur-

land).

1859. Bitfo calamita Maack, Putesh. na Amur, (p. 153) (Amur Valley), (not of

Laurent!)

.

1876. Bufn raddei Strauch in Przewalski's Mongoliya i Strana Tungutov, II, Pt.

3, p. 53 (Chinese province of Ordos, and Alashan Desert).

—

Lataste,

Rev. Intern. Sci. (Paris), I, 1878 (p. 437); Bull. Soc. Zool. France, V,

1880, p. 69 (Peking; Chefu).

—

Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

1880, p. 551 (Chefu; Amur).

—

Przewalski, Reisen in Tibet, 1884 (pp.

254, 257) (Gobi Desert, eastern part).-7-BoETTGER, Offenbach. Ver.

Naturk. 24-25 Ber., 1885, p. 163.—Mueller, Verb. Naturf. Ges. Basel,

VIII, Pt. 2, 1887, p. 258 (Khabarovka).—Stone, Proc. Phila. Acad.,

1899, p. 183 (east. Mongolia).

—

Bedriaga, Przewalski Reise, Zool., Ill,

Pt. 1, 1899 (p. 42, pi. 1, figs. 1, la, 6).—Mehely, Zichy's Dritte Asiat.

Forschungsr. , II, 1901, p. 67 (North China between Daba and Khalgan;

Peking).— NiKOLSKi, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S. Peterburg, (8) XVII, No.

1, 1905, p. 372 (Eastern Siberia, Tibet, Ordos, Amur province, etc.).

1882. Bnfo raddii Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., p. 294 (Sungatchi;

Chefu); Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), V, Feb. 1890, p. 141 (Valley of the

Amur; Dauria; Peking; Chefu).

—

Werner, Al)h. Bayer. Akad. Wiss.,

(Muenchen) II KL, XXII, Pt. 2, 1904, p. 359 (Tsingtau, China).

Description.—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 21394; Zagan Olui,

Eastern Siberia (figs. 53-57).—Snout rounded, with indistinct

canthus rostralis; loreal region but very slightly concave; nostrils

nearly equidistant l)etween eyes and tip of snout, their distance from

each other slightly less than the width of the interorbital space;

upper eyelid slightly wider than interorbital space; tympanum dis-

tinct, circular, its diameter about one-half that of the eye, distant

from the eye about two-thirds its diameter; parotoid glands large,

flat, of somewhat irregular outline, about twice as long as broad;

fingers rather short, first and second subequal, fourth very short,

not extending beyond the distal end of the basal phalanx of the

third; two large palmar tubercles, the outer one especially very

large and with, a conspicuous central prominence; inner palmar

tubercle as well as the first, second, and third fingers with pads of

dark brown nuptial asperities; subarticular tubercles single, except

one under first finger, which is semidivided; hind legs rather short;

heels scarcely meeting when folded legs are placed at right angles

to axis of body; toes about half webbed; subarticular tubercles

single; inner metatarsal tubercle very prominent, much shorter

than its distance from tip of first toe; outer metatarsal tubercle

small but very distinct, prominent; a sharp cutaneous fold along

the inner side of the tarsus from the inner metatarsal tubercle to

the heel ; a long prominent oval gland covering nearly the whole upper

a For Dr. Gustav Ferdinand Richard Radde, late director of the museum in Tifiis,

who in 1855-60 explored southeastern Siberia. Born in Dantzig, November 27,

1831; died in Tifiis, March 15, 1903.
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aspect of the tibia; skin coarsely granular above and below with

numerous irregular glands of varying size on the back, those on
either side of the median line and on the sides being rather elongate;

an interior gular sac with one large opening on each side of the

rather narrow tongue. Color (in alcohol) above brown with a paler

median stripe; upper surface of legs with large dusky spots having

narrow whitish margins; upper tip with a whitish line continued

backwards to the glands back of the corner of the mouth; a con-

spicuous, sharply defined, longitudinal, oval blackish spot on the

underside of the forearm: imderside uniform pale.

56

Figs. 53-57.—Bufo r.\ddei. IJ x nat. size. 53, top of head; 54, side of head; 55, open mouth; ,56,

UNDERSIDE of HAND' 57, UNDERSIDE OF FOOT. No. 21394, U.S.N.M.

Dimensions.

mm.
Tip of snout to vent 55

Tip of snout to anterior border of tympanum 14

Nostril to tympanum 11

Internaral width 3.5

Interorbital width 4

Diameter of tympanum 3

Distance of tympanum from eye 2

Width of head 20

Fore leg 32

Hind leg from vent to tip of longest toe 66

Tibia 19 '

Hind foot from base of inner metatarsal tubercle to tip of longest toe 22

Length of parotoid 12

Width of parotoid 6
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A young specimen, 27 mm. long, from Lake Khanka, Ussnri

(U.S.N.M. No. 14343) also received from the St. Petersburg Acad-

emy, has the interorbital space much narrower, scarcely more than

two-thirds the width of the upper eyelid, and the tympanum is much
smaller, its diameter scarcely more than one-third the diameter of

the eye. The color is very bright and the pattern very distinct; a

brown line runs from nostril over canthus rostralis and the extreme

outer edge of the uppper eyelid, bordered above by a pale olive line

which on the tip of the snout joins a similar one occupying the entire

median line of head and body above; a similarly pale line crosses the

middle of the eyelids, and another one the occiput from tympanum
to tympanum; parotoids pale olive with an irregular brownish figure

in the outer posterior portion; all the larger glands on the back pale

olive with a brownish outer edge forming ocelli; underside uniform

pale with a few dusky spots on the belly.

The females lack the subgular sac and the nuptial asperities on

the fingers. These excrescences persist in the male some time after

the end of the breeding season.

Habitat.—This species which seems to occur from the eastern part

of the desert Gobi, Alashan, and Ordos in Mongolia to Peking and

Chefu in the south and north to Dauria, the valley of the Amur and

the Ussuri country, is regarded by Boulenger as representing the

European Bufo calamita in eastern Asia, and as a form intermediate

between the latter and Bufo viridis. In the Hambiu'g Museum
there is a specimen collected by Dieckmann in 1894 at Khabarovka,

Amurland, and another from the same locality is in the Basel Mu-
seum. Stone has recorded it from a lake near Lama-mio and various

other localities in eastern Mongolia.

List of specimens of Bufo raddei.

U.S.
N.M.
No.

Sex and age. Localitv.
When col-

lected.

By whom collected or from
whom received.

14343

21.'?94

Young o.

Male 6...

Lake Khanka, Ussuri

.

Zagan, East Siberia. .

,

Acad. Sci. St. I'l'tersburg.

Do.

a P. 72. b Description, p. 70: figs. 53-.57.

BUFO MELANOSTICTUSc Schneider.

1799. Bufo melanostictus Schneider, Hist. Amph., I, p. 216 (India orientalis).

—

BouLENGEU, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., 1882, p. 306 (South China; East

Indies); Fauna Brit. India, Rept., 1890, p. 505, fig. p. 506.

—

Boettger,

Offenl)ach. Ver. Nattirk. 24-25 Ber., 1885, p. 131 (Canton; Prov. Quang-

ttmg, China).

—

Flower, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1896, p. 911, pi. xliv,

fig. 3 (tadpole).—Stejneger, Journ. Sci. Coll. Tokyo, XII, Pt. 3, 1898,

p. 216 {mcranostictus err. typ.) (Taipa and Giilan, Formosa.)

« From /<£Aa5, black; driKro^, spotted.
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The numerous synonyms based upon Indian and Malayan speci-

mens are omitted here.

Description (figs. 58-61).—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 36498;

Sic. Coll. Mus., Tokyo, No. 26«; Taipa, Formosa; September, 1896;

Tsunasuke Tada, collector. Head with strongly developed bony crests,

involving the upper lip, a rostral ridge on end of snout from lip to

between nostrils, there bifurcating and continuing on canthus ros-

tralis, along supraorbital border to above the tympanum, forming

there a knob-like prominence and sending a branch downward along

the anterior border of the tympanum; a slight parietal spur indicated,

also a short anteorbital spur or crest; nostrils nearer the tip of the

59

Figs. 58-Gl.—BuFo MELANOSTicTus. Nat. SIZE. .'iS, top or head; 59, side of heap; 00, underside of
hand; 01, UNDERSIDE OF FOOT. No. 36498, U.S.N.M.

snout than the eye; interorbital space deeply concave, much wider

than upper eyelid, which is strongly tubercular and with thickened

glandular edges; t3^mpanum vertical, oval or almost pear-shaped,

separated from the orbit by a very narrow space, its longest diameter

about three-fourths the diameter of the eye; parotoids large, swollen,

kidney -shaped; first finger reaches considerably beyond second

which does not quite reach as far as fourth; an elongate inner and a

much larger outer palmar tubercle; subarticular tubercles single,

prominent; palm, underside, and edges of fingers with numerous
pointed tubercles, which, like all the other digital tubercles j^ind the
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horny tip of the fingers, are ])lackish brown; heels just meeting when
hind legs are placed at right angles to axis of body; metatarsal tuber-

cles reaching posterior corner of eye when hind legs are placed forward

along the sides of the body; toes less than one-half webbed, the webs

being greatly excised and their edges sharply denticulate; inner meta-

tarsal tubercle prominent, oval, shorter than first toe, outer one large,

rounded, less prominent; the single subarticular tubercles, plantar

tubercular asperities, and tip of toes like those on the fore foot; skin

strongly tubercular, the tubercles on the back larger, more distant,

glandular, rounded, those on sides and limbs more prominent, almost

conical, all with a horny dark-brown tip, which on sides and limbs

becomes spinous. Color (in alcohol) , clay-colored above, more pure

pale ocher-yellow underneath, all the crests and nearly all the tips of

the tubercles dark brown, as are also the elevated fine vermiculations

on the surface of the parotoids; indistinct dusky spots and coarse

vermiculations on limbs, sides, throat, and breast.

Dime7isions.
mm.

Tip of snout to vent 84

Tip of snout to anterior l)order of t yinpanum 20

Nostril to tympanum 16

Internaral width 5

Interorbital width 8. 5

Longest diameter of tympanum '.
.

.

5. 5

Width of head 31

Fore leg 50

Hind leg from vent to tip of longest toe 99

Tibia 26

Hind foot from base of inner metatarsal tubercle to tip of longest toe. 30

Length of parotoid 20

Width of parotoid 8

The adult male appears to be smaller, U.S.N.M. No. 36499, measur-

ing only 61 mm. from snout to vent, but in proportions and otherwise

similar to the female, except that the webs between the toes are con-

siderably smaller, and the outer metatarsal tubercle is smaller than the

inner. It has also distinct traces of nuptial asperities on top of the

first finger, probably only remnants from the breeding season, during

which such excrescences are present on first and second fingers. A
small internal subgular sac, entrance slits to which are seen on each

side of the tongue. The dark color markings are somewhat more
distinct.

A Jialfgrown specimen (Sci. Coll. No. 2Qe) measuring 46 mm. is very

similar, but the skin is much less rough except on hands and feet; the

interorbital space is flat, but all the cranial crests are plainly devel-

oped except the preauricular; the tips of the fingers are pale, and the

dusky brown spots and vermiculations on throat, chest, and anterior

portion of abdomen very strong and well defined; lips similarly

blotched with dark brown.
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Habitat.—Widely distributed tlirough India, Ceylon, Burma, the

Malayan peninsula and archipelago to southern China and Formosa.

Boulenger states that in the Sikhim Himalayas it ascends to about

10,000 feet and in the Nilgiris to 7,000 feet.

In Formosa it seems to be common, as Mr. Tada collected many spec-

imens at Taipa and Giilan during September and October, 1896.

There are two specimens in the British Museum from Taiwan fu, col-

lected by Hoist.

List of spenmens of Bufo melanostictus.

Museum.
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1814. Hylaria Rafinesqtie, Specchio Sci. (Palermo), II, fasc. 7 (substitute for

Ilyla).

1825. Boana Gray, Ann. Philos. (n. s.), X, p. 214 (type, Rana boans).

1826. Calamita Fitzinger, Neue Classif. Rept., p. 38 (type, Rana caervlca White).

1827. Rhacophorus "Kuhl" Schlegel, Isis, 1827, p. 294 (tyj^e, //. pabnata; not of

Tschudi, 1838).

1830. Calamites Wagler, »Syst. Amph., p. 200 (emendation of Fitzinger's Cala-

vvila).

1830. Aulctris Wagler, Syst. Auipli., p. 201 (type, II. boans).

1830. Hyas Wagler, Syst. Amph., p. 201 (type, II. arborea; not of Leach, 1815).

1830. Scinar Wagler, Syst. Amph., p. 201 (type, II. aurata).

1830. Dendrohyas Wagler, Syst. Amph., p. 342 (substitute name for Ilyas, pre-

occupied).

1843. Lobipes Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 80 (type, II. palmaia).

1843. Dryophytes Fitzincjer, Syst. Rept., p. 31 (type, //. versicolor).

1885. Epedaphus Cope, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soe., 1885, p. 383 (type, //. gratiosa).

1899. Ilyliola Mocquard, Nouv. Arch. Mus. Paris (4), I, p. 337 (type, II. rcgilla).

Tlie list of synonyms is considerably larger than the above, which

includes mostly such names only as are based upon species occurring

within the faunal area here treated of, or constitute corrections or

additions to the synonymy as commonly given.

The tropical genus Hyla, as now understood, is American and Aus-

tralian in its distribution, and embraces consideral^ly over 200 species,

less than 3 per cent of which occur in the Old World. The species,

or forms, which are found in the mainland of Eurasia, viz, //. annec-

tens and H. simplex, with the ones treated of in this work, constitute a

closely related group °- extending from Great Britain to Japan, south

to northeastern India and Annam.
The forms which are to occupy us in this connection may be distin-

guished as follows:

KEY TO THE JAPANESE, KOREAN, AND FORMOSAN SPECIES OF HYLA.

o' No deep l)lack spots on sides or legs.

fe' Digital disks equaling inner metatarsal tubercle,

c' A distinct l)lackish stripe between nostril and eye.

//. arborea japonica, p. 70

c- No blackish stripe between nostril and eye II. arborea immacnlata, p. 82

b~ Digital disks much smaller than inner metatarsal tul)erck' //. stepheni, p. 84

a^ Sides of body and posterior aspect of hind limbs with deep Idack spots.

//. chinensis, p. 8(5

HYLA ARBOREA
?'
JAPONICA c Guenther.

Plate IX, figs. 1-3.

1838. Ilyla arborea Schlegel, Fauna Jap. Rept., pp. 112, 136, 139; Saur. etBatr.,

pi. Ill, figs. 5d, 6 (not of liinnseus) (Japan).

—

Hilgendorf, Sitz. Ber. Ber-

lin Ges. Naturf. Fr., 1880, no. 8, p. 120 (Hondo; Yezo).—Fritze, Mitth.

Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, V, 1891, p. 239 (Yezo).

a In turn related to Hyla eximia of Mexico.
t Signifying arbor(>al.

—

Rana arborea Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 10 ed., I, 1758, p. 213.

I Signifying Japanese.

d Reproduced in this W(irk on Plate IX, fig. 3.
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Figs. 1-3, Hyla arborea japonica; Fig. 4, H. chinensis.
SCHLEGEL, AND GUENTHER. I

For explanation of plate see page 554.

:From Boulenger,
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1858. Hyla riridis \-m\ japonica Guenther, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., p. 81.

1858. Hyla arborea var. japonica Guenther, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., p. 109

(type-locality, Japan; types in Brit. Mus.).—Boettger, Offenbach. Ver.

Naturk., 17-18 Ber., 1878, p. 8 (Japan); Kat. Batr. Mus. Senckenberg.,

1892, p. 43 (Hakone; Goto Isl.); Ber. Senckenberg. Naturf. Ges.,

1894, p. 141.—BouLENGER,Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., 1882, p. 381 (Japan);

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887, p. 578, pi. li, fig. 2 (Port Hamilton,
Korea).

—

Bedriaga, Bull. Soc. Natural. Moscou (n. s.). Ill, no. 3, 1889,

pp. 475, 487 (Tokyo; Yezo).—Okada, Cat. Vert. Jap., 1891, p. 6G

(Tokyo).—Sclater, Batr. Ind. Mus., 1892, p. 32.

1860. Hyla viridis? Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 500 (Simoda).

1878. Hyla arborea m&v. meridionalis Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 17-18

Ber., p. 8 (Japan) (not of 1874).

1879. Hyla japonica Camerano, Atti Accad. Torino, XIV, Pt. 5, Apr. 1879, p.

895 (Tokyo).

1887. Hyla arborea var. savignyi Boulenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIX,
1887, p. 67 (Gensan, Korea) (not of Audouin); Taill. Batr. Europe, Pt.

2, 1898, p. 250 (part), pi. xv, fig. 5 (Tsu-shima), fig. 6 (Daibutsu).^

1905. Hyla stepheni Nikolski, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S. Peterburg (8), XVII,
no. 1, p. 401 (part: Yezo) (not of Boulenger?).

Schlegersfig. 5 on Plate III'' of the Saurii and Batrachii of Fauna
Japonica is usually referred to Polypedates scMegelii, but I think

erroneously. The webbing between the digits and the shape of the

snout, as well as the coloration, indicate Hyla arhorea. Moreover,

an examination of the specimen in I^eiden Museum shows that this

view is correct.

In his catalogue of the tailless batrachians in the British Museum
(18S2) Boulenger recognized four varieties of Hyla arborea, of which
H. arborea savignyi was credited to various islands in the Mediter-

ranean, parts of western Asia, and to the island of Hainan, South
China (a single half-grown specimen), while //. arborea jayonica

was represented as being confined to Japan. In 1887 (July) he re-

corded '^ a specimen of the latter from Port Hamilton, a small island

at the south end of Korea, opposite Kiusiu, found together with

another specimen which he described as Hyla stepheni. Shortly

before (January, 1887) he had referred a specimen from Gensan,

Korea, to H. arborea var. savignyi,'^ a reference, by the way, which
appears to have escaped Doctor von Bedriaga.* 'While the latter

author, as well as Boettger-^ still recognize //. arborea japonica,

Boulenger in his latest important work^ after the study of a large

series of specimens (34 from the Mediterranean and western Asia

as far as the Persian Gulf and 18 from Japan, Korea, and China)

a Reproduced in this work on Plate IX, figs. 2, 1.

b Reproduced in this work on Plate IX, fig. 3.

cProc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887, p. 578.

<^Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIX, Jan. 1887, p. 67.

cBull. Soc. Nat. Moscou, (n. s.) Ill, 1889.

/Kat. Batr. Mus. Senckenb., 1892, and Ber. Seuckenb. Naturf. Ges., 1894.

</ Taill. Batr. Europe, II, 1897.
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pronounce them all //. arhorea savignyi. From the text (pp. 250-

251) it is evident that his reason for this is that there are spotted

specimens found in the western series as well as unspotted ones among
those from eastern Asia. It is quite possible that the unspotted

specimens may be somewhat difficult to distinguish, but in the spot-

ted ones the angular shoulder spots of the Japanese and Korean

specimens seem to be almost diagnostic. In our plain-colored speci-

mens, moreover, I can always detect dusky bars across the tarsus,

and I would also call attention to the .dark spot on the upper lip

under the anterior portion of the eye which is found in many of the

eastern specimens. Under these circumstances I think it prefer-

able to follow Boettger in maintaining the old status of //. arhorea

japonica as a distinguishable form.'*

Figs. 62-67.—IIyla arborea japonica. IJ X nat. size. 62, top of head; 63, side of head; 64, open
mouth; 65, underside of hand; 66, top of finger, side view; 67, underside of foot. No. 23542,

U.S.N.M.

Description (figs. 62-67) .—Adult feinale; U.S.N.M., No. 31926;

Kochi,'Province of Tosa, Shikoku; May 11, 1903; Dr. Hugh M. Smith,

collector. Vomerine teeth in two nearly straight, short series between

the choanse; tongue large, broadly oval, somewhat truncate behind,

with a slight median incision; nostrils somewhat nearer the tip of

the snout than the eye, their distance from each other shorter than

their distance from the labial edge, and still shorter than the inter-

a What is Hyla cyanea Hallowell, Proc. Phil. Acad. , 1860, p. 494, from ' 'Loo Choo " ?

All he says is: " Hyla cyanea Daudin (young). One specimen." There is great confu-

sion in this paper of Hallowell's (for instance, Polypedates vindis and hurgerii. p. 501,

under Japan instead of Loo-Choo; Ophthalmidium tenue, p. 497, from Hongkong, China,

under Japan), and it is quite possible that this reference to a young IIyla cyanea is

only a duplication of the Australian record, p. 490: "Hyla cyanea Daud. One
specimen. Sidney (young). Taken Dec, 1853," which got misplaced. I may add
that Boulenger refers it with a query to Rhacophorus viridis (Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

1887, p. 149).
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orbital width, which is considerably greater than the upper eyelid

;

tympanum nearly circular, its diameter about one-half that of the

eye, its distance from the latter greater than from the corner of mouth

;

fingers distinctly webbed at base, first shortest, fourth longer than

second, third longest; disks of fingers slightly larger than those of toes,

nearly as large as tympanum; hind feet rather long, tarso-metatar-

sal joint reaching considerably beyond tip of snout and heel joint

reaching to middle of eye when legs are carried forward along the side

of the body; heels just touch when folded legs are placed vertical to the

axis of the body; toes webbed slightly more than one-half; third toe

as long as fifth; inner metatarsal tubercle oval, prominent, about the

size of the disk of the longest toe; no outer metatarsal tubercle; sub-

articular tubercles under fingers and toes prominent; skin above

smooth; below granular, except on inner side of tibia; a strong

glandular fold from eye, curving downward behind the tympanum
to the insertion of the fore leg; a strong dermal fold across the chest

from axilla to axilla. Color (in alcohol) about smoke gray (in life

bright green), with dusky markings as follows: A Y-shaped rostral

stripe on the end of the snout, connected below with an undulating

blackish line, forming the edge of the upper jaw, the diverging upper

branches reaching the nostrils and continuing behind these through

the eye and over the tympanum as a dark stripe, edged above with

whitish; on the tympanum it widens so as to embrace the whole of

this organ, and continues backw^ard over the shoulder along the flanks

as an irregular broad band, which in the groin is replaced by coarse

vermiculation of blackish and white; a dusky spot between lower

anterior portion of eye to edge of lip; a pair of dusky spots, one on
each upper eyelid, converging, though not meeting, backward; a

large angular, L-shaped mark on each shoulder, and a smaller, more
irregular spot on each side of the lower back, descending toward the

groin, but not connected wdth the dusky band of the flanks; on the

coccyx several smaller irregular blotches; a spot in front of the upper
end of humerus, a narrow dusky line along the posterior outline of the

arm; posterior aspect of femur brownish gray with distinct rounded
wdiite spots; upper aspect of fore leg and hind legs, including tarsus,

with distinct dusky crossbars; lower lip whitish, with a series of

dark spots; underside whitish, with numerous small dusky spots on
throat.

Dimensions.
mm.

Tip of snout to vent 37

Tip of snout to anterior border of tympanum 9.5

Nostril to anterior border of tympanum 8

Internaral width 3

Interorbital width 4

Diameter of tympanum 2
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Width of head.

Fore leg.

mm.

12

23

Hind leg from vent to i\\) of longest toe 57

Tibia 16. 5

Foot from base of inner metatarsal tubercle to tip of longest toe 18

Inner metatarsal tubercle 2

The adult male has a hirge external, dark-pigmented, vocal sac

under the throat, folding up with longitudinal folds when not inflated.

The males of U.S.N.M. No. 7428, which were collected by Dr. Wm.
Stimpson, at Simoda, in May, 1855, consequently during the breed-

ing season, have a large and distinct pad of nuptial asperities on the

upper side of the base of the first finger, but they are not distinguished

from the adj acent skin by any different coloration. The color of these

specimens, which have the back unspotted, is described from life by
Stimpson as being ''bright light green above; a golden band along

each side of the head, including the eye; sides minutely sprinkled

with copper color; belly white."

Variation.—In the series before me the structural and proportional

characters, such as the size and shape

of the vomerine series of teeth, the

size of tympanum, digital disks, and

metatarsal tubercle, vary within cer-

tain limits. The length of the foot

is found to vary considerably in a

few specimens, apparently without

being correlated with any other

difference. It is in the coloration,

however, that we meet with the

greatest amount of variation. Not
only are many of the specunens

entirely uniform above, but the lat-

eral stripe is scarcely indicated in a

large number, and the mark on the

tip of the snout is absent in most.

The dusky spot beneath the eye is present in a majority, and the

crossbars on the tarsus are visible in all the specimens which are not

so faded from age as to have lost nearly all trace of markings. In

the specimens with dorsal spots the angular shoulder mark is usually

present^ but in No. 23542, at least, there is a longitudinal stripe on

each side of the back, caused by a fusion of the two dorsal spots

a,nd the obliteration of the transverse branch of the anterior mark.

Habitat.—The tree-toad, a name probably preferal^le to tliat of

tree-frog, which may properly be restricted to the genus Polypedates

(or RTiacophoims of many authors), occurs all over Japan proper in

suitable stations. It is hardly necessary to enumerate specific locali-

FiGS. 68-70.—Hyla arborea japonica. 1^ X
NAT. SIZE. 68, TOP OF HEAD; 69, SIDE OF
head; 70, UNDERSIDE OF FOOT. No. 212U,

U.S.N.M.
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ties, thou,2:li the following are represented by specimens in various

museums: In Kiusiu: Yamagawa and Miyazaki (U.S.N.M.), Mount
Onsen in Shimabara (Brit. Mus.); in Shikoku: Kochi (U.S.N.M.); in

Hondo: Nara, Koriyama, Simoda, Mount Fuji, and Yokohama
(U.S.N.M.), Kobe, Kiga, Daibutsu (Brit. Mus.), Setsu (Hamburg
jNIus.), Hakone (Senckenberg Mus.) : in Yezo: Hakodate and Sapporo
(IT.S.N.M.). There are also in British IMuseum specimens from
Tsu-shima collected by Hoist, and in Museum Senckenbergianum one

specimen from Goto Island, near Nagasaki.

There is no record of the species in any of the Riu Kiu Islands or

Formosa.

Outside of Japan it occurs in Korea, whence specimens are in the

United States National Museum (Fusan) and in the British Museum
(Gensan and Seoul) ; the Hamburg Museum also has specimens from
southern Korea, collected by Doctor Warburg. One specimen was
brought from Port Hamilton by ]\Ir. G. Stephen, together with the

type of" Hijla stepheni.

The status of the Chinese specimens which have been referred to

this form is too uncertain to detain us here. It may be sufficient to

refer to w^hat is said under the heading of Hijla arhorea immaculata,

with the additional remark that the Hainan specimen belongs to the

recently described Hyla simjylex^ as suggested by Doctor Boettger.

List of specwiens of Hyla arhorea japonica.

u. s.

N.M.
No.

Sex and age. Locality. When col-
lected.

By whom collected
or from whom re-
ceived.

7428a

7428?)

7428c

7428ci

7428e

7492(7

74921)

11345

Male"

do

do

do

Female

Young

do

^

do

11346
I

do

17511
i

Female

21211
I

do''

21212
I

Young
23441 ' do

23442
I

do

23443 do

23444 I do

23445
[

do

23542 Female c
.

.

23588 I do,

23907
! do

23908
i

Ilalfgrown

Simoda, Tzu, Hondo
do

do

do

do

Hakodate, Yezo

....do

Japan

....do

Fusan, Korea

(Seoul?) , Korea

....do

Sapporo, Yezo

....do

....do

....do

....do

Yokohama, Hondo .

.

....do

Onogami, Gunba

....do

May, 1855

do

....do

do

....do

1878

1878

188.5

1883

1883

1896

1896

Sept.,

....do.

a Description, p. 80. fc Figs, 68-70; see also p. 85. ' Figs. 62-

\\ ni. Stimpson.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

E. S. Morse.

Do.

P. L. Jouy.

Do.

Do.

Nozawa.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

L. Stejneger.

Do.

I. Ijima.

Do.

67; see also p. 85.

c Hyla chinensis var. simplex Boettger, Ber. Senckenberg. Naturf. Ges., 1901, Abh.,

p. 53.

26485—No. 58—07- G
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List of specimens of Hyla arborea japonica—Continued.

U.S.
N.M.
No.
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from which "it may be easily separated by the following characters:

No web between -the outer fingers; toes one-third webbed; no dark

loreal stripe," while //. arborea japonica has "one-fourth web between

third and fourth finger; toes one-half webbed, and an always dis-

tinct dark loreal stripe. In the proportion betw^een the length of

the tibia to that of the femur there may also be a slight difference.

In var. immaculata the tibia appears to be somewhat longer than the

femur; in var. japonica, on the contrary, the femur is longer than the

tibia."

I have not seen any specimens of this form from the type locality

and therefore can not express any opinion as to its validity, but if

the three specimens from Mongolia, which ]\Ir. Witmer Stone some-

what doubtfully referred to this form, really belong to it, it would

appear that the characters assigned to it are somewhat unstable and

unreliable.

Thanks to the kindness of the authorities of the Philadelphia

Academy, I was recently permitted to examine the three specimens

alluded to above, namely, Nos. 4943-4945, collected by Doctors Smith

and Furness at Tore River, ^longolia.

No. 4945, whicli is adult, differs from a German specimen, with

which I could compare it, by being entirely immaculate, with no

trace of canthal or postocular streaks or dusky crossbars on the legs.

The foot is somewhat shorter and the webs slightly larger; the heels

tlo not meet by a space of 2 mm. when the folded hind legs are placed

vertical to the axis of the body, and they do not reach the axilla

when the leg is extended along the side of the body.

No. 4944, also adidt, has relatively longer hind legs, as the heel

reaches the posterior border of the eye. A canthal and postocular

line can be distinctly traced, also some spots on the upper lip, and
apparently faint cross markings on the legs.

No. 4943, which is quite young, is nearly unspotted like No. 4945,

but with trace of a subocular spot on one side and of cross markings

on legs.

The following measurements were taken of the two atlidts to show
the difl'erence in the relative length of the hind legs

:

No. 4945. No. 4944.

mm.
Snout to vpnt

Vent to tip of longest toe.

Heel to tip of longest toe.

mm.
40

j

39

49 59

25 27

The status of the tree-toad of northern China is consecjuently still

doubtful. It seems to be fairly distinct from the Japanese form,

however, in the relatively immaculate coloration.
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Ilahitat.—Boettger originally recorded this form from Shanp;liai

and later from tlie Lueshan Mountains near Kiukiang on the Yang-

tse-kiang, where it occurs together with Hyla cliinensis. Three Mon-
golian specimens, from the Tore River, have been referred to this

form doubtfully, as detailed above.

List of specinums of Hyla immaculata.

Phila.
Acad.
No.
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A single specimen in the United States National Aluseum (No. 21211,

Figs. 68-70), collected by Jouy in Korea in 1883, probably in Seoul, has

a somewhat larger inner metatarsal tubercle than the other specimens

from Korea and Japan, and while the snout is possibly a trifle shorter^

the hind legs are not short, the tibio-tarsal articulation reaching the

front of the eye; finally, the ventral granulation is exactly as in the

typical Hyla japonica. At first I thought that the hind foot of this

individual might afl^ord a good character, it being considerably larger

than in most of my Japanese specimens, but one collected by myself at

Yokohama, in 1896, is so nearly like it that I do not venture to sepa-

rate them.

Altogether I am not assured of the distinctness of H. stepheni, my
faith in it having been considerably^ shaken by the last-mentioned

specimen (U.S.N.M. No. 23542, figs. 62-67). However, having been

favorably impressed by the examination of the Ussuri specimens,

and not now having an opportunity to reexamine them in connection

with my own material, I do not feel warranted in disturbing the status

given them by Boulenger.

Nikolski, in 1905, has referred the tree-toads in the St. Petersburg

Museum from Yezo, collected by Albrecht in 1865 and by Maximo-
vitch, to H. stepheni, apparently as distinct from the tree-toads of

southern Japan. I have not been able to accept this view, as I have

been unable to discover any tangible difference between the Hylas
on both sides of Tsugaru Strait, but Nikolski' s action goes to show
how unsatisfactory the whole question is as yet. Much more mate-

rial will be necessary before it can be settled.

There being no undoubted specimen of this form in our museum,
I reproduce herewith Boulenger's original description, and his meas-

urements of the two Ussuri specimens.

Original description of type-speciinen.—Brit. Mus. No. 89. 11.8.5; Port

Hamilton, Korea; G. Stephen, collector.—Near H. arhorea. Tongue
subcircular, slightly nicked, and free behind; vomerine teeth in two
slightly oblicjue series between the choanse; head a little larger than

that of H. arhorea, broader than long; snout rounded, shorter than the

diameter of the orbit; canthus rostralis distinct; loreal region

slightly concave; interorbital space as broad as the upper eyelid;

tympanum distinct, half the diameter of the eye; fingers with

a short web at the base; no projecting rudiment of pollex; toes

hardly two-thirds webbed; disks a little smaller than the tympanum;
subarticular tubercles moderate; inner inetatarsal tubercle large and

very prominent, oval, about two-thirds the length of the inner toe;

a fold along the inner edge of the tarsus; the tibio-tarsal articulation

reaches the tympanum; tibia not half the length of the head and

body; skin smooth above; lower surfaces, throat of male included,

granular. Color varying from grayish or brownish to green, with
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darker, blackish-edged permanent symmetrical insuliform spots on

the body and cross bands on the limbs; a dark brown streak from

nostril to eye; lower parts whitish; lower belly and limbs carneous;

sides oi thighs carneous; iris dark bronzy brown. Male with an

external subgular vocal sac.

From snout to vent 35 mm.

«

Dirnensions.—British Museum, No. 89.12.16.197.7; middle Ussuri;

Doerries, collector.

Female.

From snout to vent

Length of head

Width of head

Diameter of the tympanum
Fore limb

Hind limb

Tibia

Inner toe

Inner metatarsal tubercle

iBoulenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), V, Feb. 1890, p. 142.

Habitat.—The only specimens until recently recorded as belonging

to this form are the ones mentioned above, one from Port Hamilton,

off the south end of Korea, and two from the middle Ussuri. In the

Hamburg Museum there are specimens from Khabarovka (No. 863)

as well as from Vladivostok (No. 864), collected by Dieckmann, which

are there referred to this species. Nikolski, in 1905, refers tree-toads

from as far west as Nertshinsk and the river Shilka, as well as the

Yezo specimens in the St. Petersburg Museum to this species.

List of specimens of Hyla stepheni.

Brit. Mas. No.
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1864. Ilijla rMnensis Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, p. 436 (southern China and

Formosa).

—

Steindachner, Novara Exped., Zool., I, Amph., 1867, p. 59

(Amoy).

—

Camerano, Atti Accad. Sci., Torino, XIV, Pt. 5, Apr. 1879,

p. 894 (China).—Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., 1882, p. 381

(China; Formosa).

—

Boettger, Kat. Batr. Mus. Senckenberg., 1892, p. 43

(Dalanshan and Lueshan Mts., China); Ber. Senckenberg. Naturf.

Ges., 1894, p. 141 (Lueshan Mts. near Kiukiang); p. 149 (Dalanshan and

Chinhai, near*Ningpo).

This species is closely allied to Hyla arhorea, but the vomerine teeth

are more posterior. The coloration is also peculiar and easily recog-

nizable, the color above being uniform and immaculate bright green,

the sides beautifully sulphur yellow (according to Boettger) , white in

alcohol, with round spots of a deep black, and extensive markings of

the same color on the posterior aspect of the thighs.

Habitat.—This species occurs in southern and eastern China at least

as far north as Shanghai, and as far west as the Tsin Ling Mountains,

Shensi, whence the U. S. National Museum has specimens (Cat. nos.

19230 and 35529).

Swinhoe obtained it in Formosa and sent specimens to the British

Museum, which also has a specimen from Taiwan fu, received from the

Formosa Museum, and several other specimens (males, females, and

young) collected by Mr. Hoist in West Taiwan fu.

List of specimens of Hyla chinensis.

Museum.
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]848. Dendromanes Gistel, Naturg. Thierr., p. xi (substituto for Mia'ohyln).

1858. Diplopelma Guenther, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Miis., p. 50 (type, Engystoma

ornatum).

1861. Scaptophryne Fitzinger, Sitz. Ber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, XLII (p. 146) (type,

<?. labyrint}iica=Engystoma pulchrum).

1872. Ranina David, Nouv. Arch. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, VII, fasc. 4, Bull., p. 76

(type, R. symelnca^^E. pulchrum) (not of Lamarck, 1801).

The oreniis Microhyla, though belonging to an entirely different

family, agrees with Bujo in having no teeth, but is easily distinguish-

able by the smooth skin, roundish pupil, and absence of parotoid

glands.

This genus embraces at least nine species peculiar to China and

various parts of the East Indies, including Ceylon and some of the

islands in the Malay Archipelago, such as Sumatra, Java, and Borneo.

Two forms allied to the widely distributed MicroJiyla ornata, which

also occurs in China, are found within our territory, namely, one in

Formosa and the other in the Riukiu Archipelago.

They may be distinguished as follows

:

a^ Toes entirely free; metatarsal tubercles rather small M. fissipes, p. 88.

a^ Toes with a distinct rudiment of web at base; metatarsal tubercles rather large.

if. okinavensis, p. 89.

MICROHYLA FISSIPES a Boulenger.

1884. Microhyla fissipesBovh^NGER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIII, p. 397 (type-

locality, Taiwan fu, southern Formosa; type in British Museum).

The original description by Boulenger is reproduced herewith. For

further notes see the remarks under MicroJiyla okinavensis further on

(pp. 89-90).

Original description of type-specimen.—British Museum ; Taiwan fu,

south Formosa; R. Swinhoe, collector. Habit slender; snout trun-

cate, slightly longer than the orbital diameter; interorbital space

broader than the upper eyelid; fingers slender, first much shorter

than second; toes long and slender, free, with a slight lateral fringe;

tips of fingers and toes not swollen; subarticular tubercles distinct;

two rather small, obtuse, metatarsal tubercles; the liind limb being

carried forward along the body, the tibio-tarsal articulation reaches

the eye; skin nearly smooth above, with small warts on the sides.

Olive-brown above, the small warts tinged with red; a darker lateral

band from the tip of the snout, passing through the eye down to the

middle of the side; an elongate X-shaped darker marking commenc-
ing between the eyes, and another, V-shaped, on sacral region; limbs

with dark crossbars. From snout to vent 26 mm. (Boulenger, Ann.

Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XHI, 1884, pp. 397-398.)

Hahitat.—This species seems to be restricted to Formosa. There

are three specimens in British Museum, viz, the type collected by

« From Fisssu, split; pes, foct.
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Swinhoe at Taiwan fu and two specimens secured by Hoist in central

Formosa. The United States National Museum has recently ob-

tained a small specimen from ''Daipe or Daihoku," north Formosa,

through Mr. A. Owston.

List of specimens of Microhyla fissipes

.

Museum.
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How unreliable a character is furnished by the comparative length of

the hind legs is shown by Hoist's Riukiu specimens. In the smallest

of these the tibio-tarsal joint just reaches the snout; in the medium-

sized specimens it goes considerably beyond the snout, and in the

largest one only to the front of the eye.

The United States National Museum has now a large series from

Ishigakishima, the first record from this group. They agree dis-

tinctly with the Okinawa type and not with the Formosa specimen,

which we also now possess.

Brown's Microhyla undulata is the same as the present species and

is published six months later. It is stated in the original description

that the toes are "half-webbed," but that is a mistake, as an examina-

tion of the types in the Wistar Institute in Philadelphia showed me.

The web in these specimens, as in the others, is between the metatar-

sals, while only a small portion of it extends beyond the base of the

toes.

Description of type.—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 36553. Oki-

nawa shima; Sci. Coll. Mus. Tokyo No. 25a (figs. 71-75).—Snout

71 73 75 rather pointed, slightly longer

than diameter of orbit; inter-

orbital space broader than up-

per eyelid; first finger much
shorter than second ; toes with

a distinct though slight web at

base and a mere indication of

a fringe along the toes ; tips of

fingers and toes not widened

;

subarticular tubercles very dis-

tinct; metatarsal tubercles
rather large, the inner measur-

ing more than one-half the

orbital diameter; the hind

limb being carried forward along the body, the tibio-tarsal joint

barely reaches the eye; skin smooth above and on sides. Color

(in alcohol) of a purplish gray above, with a light, very narrow median

line from tip of snout to above anus; a spear-shaped dark brownish

mark on occiput, from between the eyes, with the tip pointing back-

ward and widening into two wavy dark bands which diverge toward

the groins, contracting again on the sacrum, ending on the upper

side of the thighs and embracing a space on the back somewhat
darker than the ground color; outside of these bands and parallel

with them are several faint, wavy lines of a dusky color; a dark

brownish band of considerable width starts at the tip of the snout,

covering the sides of face and neck, runs backward above the arm,

is lost on the groin but reappears on the anterior aspect of the thigh;

72 74

Figs. 71-75.—MiCEOHYLAOKINAVENSIS. \i XNAT.
SIZE. 71, TOP OF head; 72, SIDE OF HEAD; 73,

OPEN mouth; 74, UNDERSIDE OF HAND; 75, tTN-

DEESIDE OF FOOT. No. 3655.3, U.S.N.M.
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the opposite edges of the dorsal and lateral dark bands are very

sharply defined and emphasized by a very narrow light line; a dark

band on the posterior aspect of the thighs, joining in an arch over

the arms; a pale band from eye to the insertion of the fore leg;

limbs with dark crossbars; underside whitish, heavily marbled with

dark brownish gray on chin and throat, less so on anterior and

lateral parts of belly; only a small portion of the latter posteriorly is

immaculate.
Dimensions.

mm.

Total length from snout to vent 28

Greatest width of body 20

Width of head at posterior angle of eye 8

Fore limb 13

Hind limb 43

Tibia 14

The adult male is somewhat smaller than the female, with slightly

longer hind legs; throat distinctly blackish.

Variation.—The pale line down the middle of the back is often

lacking and the faint wavy lines between the broad, heavj^ dorsal

and lateral bands are often very faint or absent.

Habitat.—This species inhabits the islands between Japan and

Formosa, from Okinawa shima southward, as shown by numerous
specimens collected in the latter island and Ishigaki shima, of the

Yaeyama subgroup.

Whether the species also occur on Miyako shima is not known.

List of specimens of Microhyla ohinavensis.

Museum.
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List of specimens of Microhyla okinavensis—Continued.

Museum.
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KEY TO THE GENERA OF JAPANESE FROGS.

a' Distal and j^eiiultiniate phalanges of digits continuous, withoiit any kink separating

them, there being no bone intercalated between them;« (species occurring in

Japan proper have tips of digits simple, without regular disks) Rana, }:>. 95

a^ A well-defined kink, or transverse notch, on uj^per surface of digits between the

distal and penultimate phalanges, due to an intercalated small bone;« (tips of

digits with large disks) Polypedates, p. 143

Genus RANA'> Linnaeus.

1758. Rana Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., 10 ed., I, p. 210 (type, R. temporaria); 12 ed.,

1706, I, p. 354.

1814. Ranaria Rafinesque, Specchio Sci. (Palermo), II, fasc. 7 (substitute name
for Rana).

1843. Pelophylax Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 31 (type, Rana escuknta).

1891. Crotaphitis Schulze, Jahresber. Naturw. Ver. Magdeburg, 1890, p. 176

(type, Rana temporana).

1891. Baliopygus Schulze, Jahresber. Naturw. Ver. Magdebiu-g, 1890, p. 177

(type, Rana escuknta).

Only such synonyms are here enumerated as refer directly to

Japanese species or are additional to those quoted in recent syno-

nymies.

The numerous species may be identified by the following

:

synopsis of the species of rana' recorded from japan and adjacent territory.

a' A distinct dorso-lateral fold.

6' Heels not overlapping.

d Vomerine teeth between choanse.

(/' Dorso-lateral fold narrower than interorbital space; numerous distinct longi-

tudinal ridges between folds R. nigromaculata, p. 94

d~ Dorso-lateral fold as broad as interorbital space; no longitudinal glandular

ridges between dorso-lateral folds R. plancyi, p. 101

c^ Vomerine teeth behind choanae R. oHnavana, p. 102

b" Heels overlapping.

c'- Tips of digits without regular disks.

(/' Hind legs twice as long as head and body R. longicrus, p. 104

(P Hind legs much less than twice as long as head and Ijody.

e^ A very prominent knob, rudiment of pollex, on inner side of first finger.

R. holsti, p. 105

e^ No prominent knob (not to be confounded with copulary excrescences) on
inner side of first finger.

/^ Snout long, pointed, distance from orbit to tip of snout longer than width
between black stripes at anterior border of orbit R. japonica, p. 107

/- Snout short, blunt; distance from orbit to tip of snout not longer than

width between black stripes at anterior border of orbit.

g^ Vomerine teeth between choana?, only their posterior end projecting

backwards beyond them; webs large R. temporaria, p. 113
g'^ Vomerine teeth behind level of choanse, or nearly so; webs between

toes small.

h^ Inner metatarsal tubercle rather large R. tsushimensis, p. 116

h^ Inner metatarsal tubercle small R. amurends, p. 119

c- Tips of digits dilated into distinct disks R. ijimx, p. 121

olt is well not to rely upon the "kink," but to ascertain the presence or absence of

the intercalated phalanx by dissection.

b Latin name for frog.
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d~ No dorso-lateral fold.

6' No tooth-like protuberance in lower jaw.

c' Distance of nostril from eye much less than twice that from edge of lip.

<i' Tips of digits not dilated into disks.

e^ Width of head two and a half times in length of head and body; heels

scarcely overlapping; forehead concave; two terminal joints of fourth

toe free R. rugosa, p. 123

e^ Width of head about three times in length of head and body; heels over-

lapping considerably; forehead not concave; three terminal joints of

fourth toe free R. limnocharis, p. 127

d^ Tips of fingers dilated into distinct disks.

e^ Skin above smooth R. swinhoana, p. 132

e- Skin above very rough, with warts in circular clusters of smaller surroiuid-

ing larger ones R. ishikawse, p. 132

c^ Distance of nostril from eye twice that from edge of lip R. narina, p. 134

h- Two large tooth-like protuberances in lower jaw.

c' Interorbital width much greater than width of upper eyelid. .R. namujei, p. 136

(? Interorbital width less than upper eyelid R. tigerina, p. 139

RANA NIGROMACULATA't Hallowell.

Plate X, fig. 1.

1765. IRana chinensis Osbeck, Reise Ostind. China, I (p. 244); Voy. China (Engl,

ed.), I, 1771, p. 299 (Canton, China).

1838. Rana esculenta Schlegel, Fauna Japon., Ilept., pp. 109, 139, Saur. et Batr.,

pi. Ill, fig. 1 b (Japan) (not of Linnaeus).

—

Martens, Preuss. Exped. Ost-

Asien, Zool., I, 1866, p. Ill (Yokohama); 1876, p. 384 (Yokohama and

Nagasaki).

—

Hilgendorf, Sitz. Ber. Berlin. Naturf. Fr., 1880, p. 119

(Tokyo).—Fritze, Mitt. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, V, 1891, p. 239

(Yezo).—NiKOLSKi, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S. Peterburg, (8), XVII,

No. 1, 1905, p. 337 (part: Tokyo, Amurland, etc.).

1858. Rana rilidis Bleeker, Natuurk. Tijdschr. Nederland. Indie, XVI, p. 204

(Japan) (not of Linnaeus).

1859. Rana esculenta v&r. japonica Maack, Putesh. na Amur (p. 153) (not R. tem-

porana var. japomcaGuENTHER, 1858).

—

Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit.

Mus., 1882, p. 40 (Japan; Chefu; Chusan; Shanghai; Ningpo).

—

Giglioli

.
and Salvadori, Proc. ZooL Soc. London, 1887, p. 595 (Fusan, Korea).

—

Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 26-28 Ber., 1888, p. 93 (Peking;

Shanghai).

—

Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 67 (Suwo; Yamaguchi;

Tokyo; Mino; Gifu; Awaji).

1860. Rana marmorata Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 500 (type-locality,

Simoda, Japan; type, U.S.N.M. No. 12159; Dr. Morrow, collector) (not of

Massalongo, 1854).

—

Camerano, Atti Accad. Sci. Torino, XIV, Pt. 5, Apr.,

1879, p. 871 (Tokyo; Yokohama).—Fox, Science (n. s.), XII, Nov. 9, 1900,

p. 717.

1860. Rana nigromaculata Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 500 (type-

locality, Japan; Dr. Morrow, collector).

1860. Rana rugosa Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 499 (part only:

specimens from Simoda) (not of Schlegel).

1867. Iloplobatrachus reinhardtii Peters, Mon. Ber. Berlin Akad. Wiss., 1867,

p. 711 (type-locality, Malacca or China).

—

Rana rcinhardti Moellen-

DORFF, Journ. N. China, Br. R. Asiat. Soc. (n. s.), XI, 1877, p. 105

(Peking).

« From the Latin, signifying black-spotted.

b Reproduced in this work on Plate X, fig. 1.
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1868. Tomoptcrna purusa Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1868, p. 139 (typt'-loeality,

Kanagawa; type in Mus. Comp. Zool. Cambr. No. 305; Dr. Gulick, collec-

tor).

—

Rana porosa Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., 1882, p. 40.

1880. Rana esculenta viarmorata Lataste, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, V, 1880, p. 61

(Peking); Le Natural., 1880 (p. 210) (not of Massalongo, 1854).

1891. Rana esculenta var. nigromaculata Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

1891, pp. 376, 377, 383. (Yokohama; Hakone Lake; Okinawa shima,

Riu Kiu).—BoETTGER, Kat. Batr. Mus. Senckenberg, 1892, p. 6 (China

and Japan).—Bedriaga, Przewalski Reise, Zool., Ill, Pt. 1, 1899 (p. 11).—

Werner, Abh. Bayer. Akad. Wiss. (Muenchen), II, Klasse, Pt. 2, 1904,

p. 358 (Shanghai and Hankow, China).

1897. Rana esculenta var. chinensis Boulenger, Tailless Batr. Eur., II, p. 272;

fig. D, p. 273 (Korea and Japan to southern China and Siani).

—

Mehely,

Zichy's Dritte Asiat. Forschungsr., II, 1901, p. 62 (Peking).

1899. Rana chinensis Stone, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1899, p. 183 (Khingan moun-
tains and Lama-mio, eastern Mongolia).

In an article on "The names of animals, published by Osbeck in

1765,"°^ Mr. W. J. Fox states that Osbeck's Rana chinensis is "with-

out doubt a Bitfo," and that "Boulenger has erred in referring it to

Rana, as Osbeck says in his description, 'the body above warty/

which sufficiently indicates that the species is not a Rana." Now,
if Mr. Fox had known R. tigerina and R. rugosa, he would not have

said this, since they are a great deal more warty than many a Bufo.

There are points in Osbeck's description which show that the animal

was "without doubt" a Rana and that Boulenger did not err in so

referring it.

Wliether Boulenger was right, however, in referring Rana chi-

nensis Osbeck to the eastern representative of R. esculenta is another

question, and as I have grave doubts as to the correctness of this

view I prefer to leave the name with a ? as unidentifiable. The
expression "the body is warty at the top" (to use the English trans-

lation of 1771) might be applied to the frog in question, but it applies

much better to Rana tigerina, which is also sold in the markets of

Hongkong and Canton. With this agrees also the character:

"The throat is white, speckled with black." On the other hand,

Osbeck's allusion to the "sixth or innermost" finger seems to fit

better the larger metatarsal tubercle of R. nigromaculata. As the

name can not therefore be applied with absolute certainty to either

of these species I think it is better to dispense with it altogether.

Mr. Fox's plea for Rana marmorata Hallowell, 1860, as the proper

name for the eastern frog can not be entertained either, as that

name was disposed of by Massalongo six years earlier '' for one of

the European forms of Ranxi esculenta.

a Science (n. s.), XII, Nov. 9, 1900, pp. 716-718.

b Rana esculenta var. marmorata Massalongo, Saggio di un' erpetol. popol. Verones.,

1854 (p. 47).
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There seems to be no good reason for applyino; a trinominal to

this eastern representative of Rami esculenta. The character of the

niinierous short dermal ridges on the back between the dorso-lateral

folds seems absolutely diagnostic. Moreover, in proportions it

differs more from its nearest neighbor, Rana ridihunda, than from

the more remote forms of R. esculenta inasmuch as the heels do

not overlap. Finally, it has not been shown as yet that the range

of our species meets that of any of the western forms.

The types of R. riigromaculata of Ilallowell (collected by Doctor

Morrow) are not in the National Museum, but the description fits our

species fairly well. The types of his R. tnarmorata, however, are still

Figs. 76-80.—Rana NiGROMACULATA. Nat. size. 76, head from above; 77, head from side; 78, open

mouth; 79, UNDERSIDE OF HAND; 80, UNDERSIDE OF FOOT. NO. 7415, U.S.N.M. •

in good state of preservation (U.S.N.M. No. 12159), being apparently

two females very much like the specimen figured by Schlegel (],. c.) as

R. esculenta. « Hallowell's measurements were apparently taken (in a

rather careless manner) from the smaller specimen. It is worthy of

note that Hallowell referred several other specimens, males with large

vocal vesicles (U.S.N.M. No. 7415, figs. 76-80), to Rana rugosa, thus

enumerating the specimens of the same species, and practically from

the same locality, under three different specific names.

A young specimen in the collection of the Philadelphia Academy of

Sciences (No. 15256) collected by Dr. W. H. Jones, at Chemulpo,

o Plate IX, fig. 1 of this work.
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Fig. 1, Rana nigromaculata: Figs. 2-4, R. rugosa. (From Schlegel.

For EXPLANATiON OF PLATE SEE PAGE 554.
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Korea, August, 1890, is almost without spots on the back and has an
obHque black line behind the tympanum suggesting the ear spot of

R. japonica. Such a specimen is superficially much like the latter

species, but the much shorter tarsus and femur, the much larger inner

metatarsal tubercle, and the longitudinal dermal ridges on the back
between the dorso-lateral ridges at once indicate B. nigr-omaculata.

Description.—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 23579; Yokohama; Sep-

tember, 1896; L. Stejneger, collector. Vomerine teeth in two

slightly oblique groups between the choanae, their posterior end

extending somewhat behind the latter; nostrils somewhat nearer

the eye than the tip of the snout; distance between nostrils equals

their distance from orbits; interorbital space narrow, scarcely more
than half the width of upper eyelid; tympanum slightly longer

than high, its longest diameter four-fifths that of the eye, ^and more
than twice its distance from the latter; first finger considerably

longer than second, its basal phalanx and the metacarpal on the inner

side provided with a large swollen pad very minutely granulated;

tips of digits tapering, obtusely pointed, the terminal phalanx being

set off from the rest of the digit by a fold across the joint which is

markedly more distinct than on the other joints; toes about three-

fourths webbed, the deepest incision of the webs on both sides of

fourth toe scarcely reacliing the end of its basal phalanx; subarticular

tubercles small but distinct; inner metatarsal tubercle large, project-

ing, sharp, its length nearly four-fifths the length of the first toe from

the anterior end of the tubercle a distinct outer metatarsal tubercle;

no tarsal fold; hind limb being carried forward along the side of the

body the tibio-tarsal joint reaches the anterior border of the eye ; heels

do not meet when hind limbs are bent at right angles to axis of body;

a strongly marked dorso-lateral fold from posterior border of eye to

insertion of hind limb ; between these folds about four series of some-

what irregular but sharply marked longitudinal dorsal folds, the

longest about as long as upper eyelid; skin above indistinctly

shagreened, more coarsely granular on the sides and on the posterior

aspect of the femur, transversely rugose on the belly, nearly smooth
on chest and throat ; a large external vocal sac on each side below the

angle of the mouth. Color (in alcohol) above brownish olive with

longitudinal blackish spots, one surrounding each dorsal glandular

fold; dorso-lateral folds paler brownish; a narrow pale bluish line

from the snout down the median line of the back ; sides with irregular

blackish spots which encroach upon the lower edge of the dorso-

lateral fold; upper surface of limbs with dusky spots which form

crossbars on femur; upper lip with a few small dusky spots; under-

side uniform whitish.

26485—No. 58—07 7
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Dimensions.
mm.

Total length, tip of snout to vent 60

Width of head 22

Length of fore leg 34

Length of hind leg, tip of longest toe to vent 92

Length of tibia 25

Diameter of tympanum 5

Length of inner metatarsal tubercle 5

The adnlt,iemale (U.S.N.M. No. 23576) lacks the vocal sacs and the

swollen pad at the base of the first finger, but agrees in other respects

closely with the description of the male given above.

Variation.—My September specimens from Yokohama are all

essentially like the ones described above. The specimens collected by
Doctor Smith in Shikokii on May 11, as well as Owston's from Mount
Fuji, also collected in May, differ chiefly in coloration, the black pig-

ment being much more concentrated, the pale areas consequently

lighter, and the whole appearance brighter and with greater contrasts.

Thus the pale median dorsal line is greatly widened and the ground

color between it and the dorso-lateral fokls so darkened as to entirely

obscure the dorsal spots; a black line runs from tip of snout through

nostril and eye bending down sharply behind the tympanum ; the dark

blotches on the hind legs form distinct and strongly contrasted cross-

bars. With the elongation of the blackish coloration on the back

there is associated a distinct lengthening of the dorsal glandular folds

so that they run together into long irregular ridges. Jouy's speci-

mens from near Seoul, wliich were taken in June, are very much like

the ones from Shikoku, and so are Hallowell's types of R. marmorata.

The difference is evidently seasonal.

Habitat.—Widely distributed in eastern Asia from Vladivostok

(Hamburg Mus., No. 871, collected by Dieckmann) in the North to

Bangkok, Siam (Brit. Mus.), in the South. Maack collected it on the

Amur and Ussuri rivers and Radde in the Khingan Mountains. It

is recorded from numerous localities in Cliina, such as Peking (Moel-

lendorff and Lataste); Shanghai, Kiukiang, Chapu, Hankow (Boett-

ger); Chefu, Chusan, Ningpo (Boulenger) ; Ordos (Przewalski). There

are specimens in British Museum from Broughton Bay and Gensan,

Korea; in the Philadelpliia Academy from Chemidpo (No. 15256),

and others in the U. S. National Museum from Seoul and Fusan.

Stone records it from the Khingan Mountains and Lama-mio in east-

ern Mongolia.

On the map in Boulenger's Tailless Batrachia of Europe (at p. 263),

showing the distribution of the Bana esculenta group, the present

species is also indicated as inhabiting Formosa, though I am unable

to state upon what evidence this is done.

In Japan proper B. nigromacuJata is recorded from the provinces

of Suwo and Mino and on the island of Awaji (Okada); from Naga-
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saki and Yokohama (von Martens) ; Tokyo (Okada and Hilgendorf
)

;

Mivazaki on Kiusiu, Sumiyoshi, near Osaka, Koriyama Province,

Yamato, Yokohama and Simoda in Hondo (U.S.N.M.) ; Hakone Lake
(Brit. Mus.). The United States National Museum also has speci-

mens collected in Shikoku by Dr. H. M. Smith. Buerger's and von

Siebold's numerous specimens in the Leiden Museum (Nos. 1946-

1947) are only labeled "Japon." The museum in Stockholm has

specimens brought home by the Vega Expedition from Biwa, Yoko-

hama, and Hirosami.

The only record of its occurrence in Yezo is by Doctor Fritze,

who states that it is "common in every pond." I am not aware

that authentic specimens were identified, and the statement needs

corroboration.

There is a specimen (male) in British Museum, received from G. E.

Mason, said to be from "Great Loo Choo Island," but this locality

is also open to ({uestion. Wliether the specimens from Oo-shima

(Amami-o-shima) recorded by Hallowell as R. rugosa realh' belong

to this species must remain unsettled until that island can be thor-

oughly explored.

List of specivficns of Rana nigromacidata.

Museum.
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List of specimens of Rana nigrmnaculata- Coniinned.

Museum.

U.S.N.M '

Do
I

Do
j

Do
Do 1

Do
j

Do

Do

Do
Do

;

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

I

Do
]

Do '

Do
I

Do
Do

j

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Phila. Acad...

U.S.N.M

Do
Do
Do :

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

No.
Sex and

age.
Locality.

31902 j

Female..

31903 1
Male

31927 Halfgrown do

31928 I

do do

31933 1

Female

31934
j

do.

31935 Male...

31936
I

Female

31937
I

do.

31938 ' do.

31939 i Halfgrown

Kochl, Shikoku.

....do

31940
I

do

31941

34413

34414

34415

34416

34417

Male

Halfgrown

....do

....do

do

do

34418
I

do

34419

34420

34421

34422

34423

34424

34425

34426

21195

21196

21197

21198

21199

21200

21201

21202

21203

...do

...do

...do.....

...do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

Mount Fuji, Hondo..

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do
I

do

....do do

Young do

Halfgrown do

do

do

do -

do

do

.do

.do

.do

....do
I

do

....do do

Halfgrown Yokohama, Hondo

.

(a) Simoda, Hondo

Young Fusan, Korea

Seoul, Korea

....do

....do

....do

do

do

do

do

do

....do.

Young
Halfgrown

....do.

34427
I

do.

34428 Young

34429 do.

34430 do

34431

34432

34468

14421

17512

Female

.

....do

....do

....do

....do

do

do

Halfgrown

do

21204
1

do ' do.

21205 do do.

Do
j

21206-10 do....] do.

Phila. Acad....! 15256 | |

Chemulpo, Korea.

Hamburg

, By whom collected
When col- or from whom rc-
lectcd.

I ceived.

H. M. Smith.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

A. Owston.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Dr. Morrow.

P. L. Jouy.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

May 11,1903

....do

....do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

....do

....do

May, 1898

....do

....do

....do

....do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

Apr. 2,1901

1855

1885

May, 1883

....do

....do

do

1883

do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

Aug.. 1890

871 1

Vladivostok .

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

W. H Jones.

1894
I

Dieckmann.

a Cotype of R. marmorata.
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RANA PLANCYI« Lataste.

1880. Ranaplancyi Lataste, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, V, 1880, p. 64 Ctj'pe-locality,

Peking, China); Le Naturaliste, 1880 (p. 210).

—

Boulenger, Cat. Batr.

Sal. Brit. Mus., 1882, p. 37 (Shanghai; Chiisan; Ningpo; Formosa).

Description.—British Museum (one of Nos. 84. 3. 11. 1-5); Taiwan
fu, Formosa; presented by Formosa Museum. Vomerine teeth in

two shghtly oblique groups, their posterior edge barely extending

beyond the hinder edge of the choanse; snout rather long, the dis-

tance from the tip to eye longer than that from the latter point to

tympanum; lores concave; tympanum nearly as large as the eye;

interorbital space narrower than upper eyelid; first finger extending

slightly beyond second ; toes fully webbed ; inner metatarsal tubercle

rather large and strong; hind leg being carried forward the tibio-

tarsal joint reaches the anterior corner of the eye; heels not overlap-

ping; dorso-lateral glandular fold prominent, scarcely as wide as the

interorbital space; no longitudinal glandular ridges between the

dorso-lateral folds. Color (in alcohol): Upper parts with indistinct

blackish spots; underside distincth' mottled with dusky, especially

on throat, chest, and thighs; marblings on posterior aspect of thigh

confluent into an ill-defined band; a fairly distinct dusk^^^ band from
axilla to groin.

Dimensions. mm.
Snout to vent 44

Snout to posterior edge of tympanum 18

Width of head 16

Diameter of eye 5.5

Width of upper eyelid 4

Interorbital width 2.5

Snout to eye 8

Diameter of tympanum 5

Fore leg 25

Tibia 20. 5

Width of dorso-lateral fold 1.75

Variation.—Formosa specimens in British Museum do not have the

dorso-lateral fold as broad as specimens from Shanghai (Brit. Mus.),

in which it is fully as broad as the eyelid, while in the Formosan ones

it barely reaches the width of the interorbital space
;
yet it is consid-

erably wider than in R. nigromaculata. There are no distinct glandu-

lar ridges between the folds. The vomerine teeth are between the

choana?, fully as far forward as in R. nigromaculata, while in the Shan-

hai specimens their position is somewhat more posterior. Boulenger ^

o For Mr.V. Collin de Plancy , attache at the French legation in Peking, who collected

the types. He is author of a Catalogue des Reptiles et Batraciens du Departement

de I'Aube et Etude sur la Distribution Geographique des Reptiles et Batraciens de Test

de la France, 1877, and other herpetological papers.

i'Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., p. 37.
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says, ''Seldom a light vertebral line," but of the 5 specimens from

Taiwan fu, since received, 4 have a ver}^ distinct broad whitish

Ime down the middle of the back. Inner metatarsal tubercle varia-

ole; in most specimens it is strong and large, while in a female from

Formosa (by Dickinson ) it is comparatively small.

Hahitat.—Plancy's frog was originally described from Peking, and

specimens from Shanghai, Chusan, and Ningpo are in British IMuseum.

The specimens recorded from Formosa are all in British Museum,

the only ones with a definite locality being from Taiwan fu.

List of specimens of Rana plancyi.

Museum.
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long, first longer than second; toes three-fifths webbed and in addition
with narrow dermal margins to the last phalanx; tips of digits trun-

cate but without distinct disks; subarticular tubercles well developed;
inner metatarsal tubercle oval, prominent, but less than half the

length of the inner toe; no outer metatarsal tubercle; the adpressed

hind leg reaches between anterior border of eye and nostril; skin on
back and underside rather smooth, on the sides with large flat warts;

a narrow, high, strongly swollen dorso-lateral glandular fold; a
second fold beginning beneath the eye and ending above the shoulder

in two round or oval glandular aggregations. Tapper side gray, fre-

quentl}^ with a fine, somewhat lighter median dorsal line; a black
wedge-shaped spot from nostril through eye extending over the tem-
poral region; a blackish line bordering the upper lip and separated
from the freno-temporal spot by a pure white band which ends on the

glandular protuberances above the insertion of the arm; tympanum
brown; dorso-lateral fold externalljT^ edged with black, the sides being
often entirely blackish; posterior extremities with dark cross bands;
posterior aspect of femur whitish yellow with black spots and mar-
blings; underside whitish yellow, spotted and dotted all over very
densely with blackish brown, the underside of the head, however,
being mostly uniform blackish gray.

Dimensions.

Length of head and body

Length of head

Width of head

Diameter of tyinpaninn .

.

Fore legs

Hind legs

Tibia

Female.
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RANA LONGICRUSa Stejneger.

1898. Rana longicrus Stejneoek, .Touni. Sci. Coll. Tokyo, XII, Pt. 3, 1898, p.

216 (type-locality, Taipa, Formosa; type, Sci-'Coll. Mvis. Tokyo, No. 26;

T. Tada, collector).

The head and body of this species resembles greatly R. japonica,

the snout being fully as pointetl and elongated, but the most remark-

able character is the excessively lengthened hind legs which are

actually more than twice as long as the head and body together.

Even the fore legs partake of this elongation, though less markedly.

The coloration is that characteristic of the group.

Description of type- specimen.—Adult; Science College Museum,
Tokyo, No. 26;

lector (figs. 81

Taipa, Formosa:

-S3). Vomerine

September, 1896; T. Tada, col-

teeth in two oblique groups

behind a line through the center

of the choanse, and projecting

backward beyond the latter;

snout long, pointed, distance from

tip to eye much greater than hori-

zontal diameter of orbit; nostril

nearer the tip of the snout than

the eye; interorbital space much
wider than upper ej^elid; t}Tii-

panum two-thirds the diameter

of the eye ; first fmger not extend-

ing beyond second; no knob-like

protuberance on inner side of

thuml); tip of digits not tapering,

o])tusely rounded; webs of feet

deeply excised, the incision of the

web on both sides of fourth toe

reaching the middle of the basal

phalanx; subarticular tubercles well developed; inner metatarsal

tubercle strongly developed, outer one barely indicated; hind legs

extremely elongate, the distance from anus to tip of longest toe

twice as great as length of head and body; tibio-tarsal joint ot

extended hind leg reaching beyond the tip of the snout by the width

of the head at the center of the eye; kneejoint of adpressed limb

reaches the axilla; heels overlap by the length of the forearm;

skin smooth, back and sides indistinctly shagreened with a few

irregidar tubercles on the sacrum
;
posterior aspect of femurs coarsely

granulated; a narrow, but very distinct dorso-lateral fold on each

side from posterior border of eye to insertion of hind leg, the nearest

approximation of the two folds being equal to the distance between

Figs. 81-83.—Rana longicrus. Nat. size; 81,

TOP OF head; 82, side of head; 83, under side

OF FOOT. No. 26, Sci. Coll. Tokio.

o Signifying long-leg.
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the anterior corners of the eyes. Color (in alcohol) above pale

drab/ with a few distinct and irregular small dusky spots between
eyes, on the middle of the back and along the outer edge of the

dorso-lateral fold; a distinct dark brown line from tip of snout

through nostril to eye, the upper edge being sharply defined, the

lower fading' gradually into the loreal region; from eye to shoulder a

large, sharply defined ol^long spot of dark brown covering the tym-
panum; upper and lower lips marbled brown and whitish; pale

indications of the usual mark on the upper arm as well as cross-

bars on fore and hind limbs; an ill-defined brown line along outer

aspect of femur and tibia, underside of tarsus, and fifth toe.

DimensioJis.
mm.

From snout to vent 52

From snout to posterior edge of tympanum 17

From snout to corner of mouth 16.5

Width of head 15

Diameter of eye 4.

5

Width of upper eyelid 3

Interorbital width 4

From eye to nostril 4.7

From eye to end of snout 8

Diameter of tympanum 3

From eye to tympanum 2

Fore limb ., 34

Elbow to tip of longest finger 24

Hind limb 105

Thigh 29

Tibia 30

Metatarsal tubercle 1.5

Habitat.—This species is only known from Formosa, Mr. T. Tada
having collected a single specimen at Taipa, September, 1S96.

List of specimens of Rana longicrns.

Museum.
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As stated by Boiilenger, this species, which is one of the largest of

the group, is particularly well characterized by the knob on the inner

side of the first finger, and by the elongate inner metatarsal tubercle.

The nostrils are considerably nearer the end of the snout than the

eye, and there is no outer metatarsal tubercle. The interorbital

width is also rather unusual. I have had the privilege of examining

the unic(ue type specimen, but I have nothing to add to Boulenger's

original description, which is therefore reproduced herewith.

Original description of type specimen.—Adult female; British Mu-
seum No. 92.9.3.19; Okinawa shima, Riukiu; Hoist, collector (fig. 84).

Ne-ar R. temporaria; vomerine teeth in two well-developed oblique

groups behind the level of the choanae; head broader than long;

snout rounded, slightly prominent, as long as the diameter of the

orbit; loreal region nearly vertical, slightly con-

cave ; nostrils a little nearer the end of the snout

than to the eye, the distance between them equal

to the interorbital \\adth, which ec^uals the width

of the upper eyelid ; tympanum very distinct, cir-

cular, measuring two-thirds diameter of eye and

about once and a half Its distance from orbit; fore

limb longer than tibia ; first finger extending con-

siderably beyond second; tips of fingers blunt,

FIG.84.-RANAHOLST1. NaT. subarticular tubercles strong; a very prominent
SIZE. Underside of lett knob (rudiment of pollex) on inner side of first
HAND. No. 92.9.3.19, Brit. ex iJl • i l i.- l i* 1 • a1

j^yg
finger; wbio-tarsal articulation reachmg the eye;

tiMa slightly longer than foot, half length of

head and body; toes three-fourths webbed, the two distal phalanges

of fourth toe free, but with the membrane prolonged as a narrow fringe

on each side; subarticular tubercles strong; inner metatarsal tubercle

blunt, elliptical, not very prominent, three-fifths length of inner toe;

no outer metatarsal tubercle ; no tarsal fold ; back with a few scattered

small warts, sides and hind limbs with numerous warts; body and

limbs, with whitish pearl-like excrescences; glandular lateral folds

prominent, broken up into warts behind, nearly parallel, the distance

between them on the scai)ular region two-ninths length of head and

body. Oiive-brown above, sides with blackish spots; a blackish

temporal spat; tympanum reddish brown; a light streak from below

the eye to the angle of the mouth; Mmbs with dark crossbars; hinder

side of thighs marbled with black; throat spotted with brown; belly

with a few brown dots.
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Diniensions.

mm.
From snout to vent 120

Length of head
_ 37

Width of head 43

Diameter of eye 12

Interorbital width 11

From eye to nostril 9

From eye to end of snout 17

Tympanum 8

From eye to tympanum 5

Fore limb 70

Hind limb 170

Tibia 58

Foot 55

Inner toe 14

Inner metatarsal tubercle ga

Hahitat.—Only the type-specimen having been obtained thus far,

we kno^^ nothing of the (Hstribution of this species beyond the fact

tliat it was collected by Hoist in Okinawa shima.

List of specimens of Rana holsti.

Museum.
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shima or Okinawa).

—

Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 67 (Tokyo; Awaji;

Suwo).

—

Werner, Abh. Bayer. Akad. Wiss. (Muenchen), II Klasse,

XXII, Pt. 2. 1904, p. 358 (Shanghai).

J886. Rana martensi Boulenger, Proc. Zool. See. London, 1886, p. 414 (type-

locality, Tokyo; types, Berlin Mus. Nos. 4410-4411; Martens, collector).

—

BoETTGER, Kat. Batr. Mus. Senckenberg., 1892, p. 10 (Ekingami, near

Yokohama).

1886. Rana martcnsii Boulenger, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, 1886, p. 599; author's

separate (p. 5).

1904. Rana japonica var. ornativentris Werner, Al)h. Bayer. Akad. Wiss.

(Muenchen), II Klasse, XXII, Pt. 2, p. 383 (type-locality, Nikko, Hondo,

Japan; type in Zool. Mus. Akad. Wiss. Munich; Doctor Haberer,

collector).

R. japonica seems chiefly characterized by the pointed snout.

This character is seconded by rather long legs, the tibio-tarsal joint

as a rule reaching beyond the snout, though in several specimens

falling short of it. The inner metatarsal tubercle is rather strong.

From this I can not separate R. martensi, based by Boulenger

upon Yedo (now Tokyo) specimens. I have examined the cotype in

the British Museum, a rather short-legged female, but I can find no
character, neither in the position of nostrils, metatarsal tubercle,

fingers, nor coloration, which will separate this specimen from a

large series of true R. japomca; it has also the pointed snout of the

latter."

Description.—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 23549; Yokohama, Hondo;
Sep. 1896; L. Stejneger, collector (figs. 85-89). Vomerine teeth in

two oblique patches on a line \vith the center of the choanae and
extending slightly behind the latter; snout long, pointed, the dis-

tance from orbit to tip of snout longer than width between black

stripes at the anterior border of orbit; nostrils nearer the tip of snout

than the eyes; interorbital space equals the width of upper eyelid;

tympanum about two-thirds the diameter of eye, and slightly more

a The frogs of the Rana temporaria group present some of the most difficult problems

to the student, even with authentic specimens of all the forms at hand, and nowhere

do the perplexities seem greater than with the species inhabiting the area of which we
treat. The principal difficulty consists in the fact that several of the described species

are said to occur in the same localities, and are based upon characters which seem van-

ishing in a large series. Thus R. japonica and R. martensi are presumably botii from

central Japan, yet in no publication have I been able to find their characters contrasted.

In a vague way it is intimated that the former is more nearly related to R. dalmatina

(=agilis Thomas), the latter to R. temporaria, but that is in itself but scant consolation

inasmuch as both R. japonica and martensi agree with R. temporaria in the character in

which it is stated that the latter differs from R. dalmatina. That I am not the only

herpetologist disconcerted by this state of affairs is plain from Dr. O. Boettger's remarks

upon a number of specimens from Chinhai, northeast of Ningpo, China (Ber.

Senckenberg. Natiu-f. Ges., 1894, pp. 146-147), which he refers to the three species R.

amurensis, martensi, and japonica in spite of a number of discrepancies between the

specimensandthedescriptions, which, it seems to me, break down the barriers between
them.
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Fig. 1, Rana japonica; Figs. 2, 3, R. amurensis. iFrom Schlegel and
BOULENGER. t

For explanation of plate see page 554.
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than twice its distance from the latter; fingers obtuse, first extending

beyond second, and provided with a large double swelling on the inner

side, the surface of which is minutely granulated; tip of toes taper-

ing; webs considerably excised, the incision on both sides of fourth

toe extending to the distal third of the basal phalanx; subarticular

tubercles rather weak; inner metatarsal tubercle rounded, pro-

jecting; no outer metatarsal tubercle; tibio-tarsal joint of extended
hind leg reaches the snout; total length more than one and three-

fourths times tile length of tibia; heels overlapping; skin above
obscurely shagreened with numerous small rounded tubercles on the

back mostly irregularly placed, except those on the shoulder, which
form a V-shaped figure ^vith the apex pointing forward; a narrow

Figs. 85-89.—Rana JAPONICA. 1^ X nat. size. 85, top of head; 8G, side of head; 87, open mouth:

88, UNDERSIDE OF HAND; 89, UNDERSIDE OF FOOT. NO. 23549, U.S.N.M.

dorso-lateral glandular ridge on each side from eye to insertion of hind

leg, the shortest distance between the two being considerably greater

than the distance between the anterior angles of the eyes; underside

smooth, except posterior aspect of femurs, which is coarsely granular;

a small vocal sac below each corner of the mouth. Color (in alcohol)

pale clay-color (Ridgway, Nomencl. Col., pi. v, fig. 8) the dorso-lateral

ridge but slightly paler ; the latter is marked on the outside by a series of

black spots almost forming a continuous line; all the tub( ;cles on the

back and sides including the interscapular V marked wdth a ^ack spot;

a blackish brown line from tip of snout through nostril to t^ 3, and a

large patch of the same color behind the eye descending OLuquel}^

toward the insertion of the fore limb and covering the tympanum: a
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blackish line on the anterior face of the upper arm and dusky cross-

bars on the hind legs with roinid blackish spots on the light interspaces;

underside uniform whitish.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length, tij) ul' snout to vent 60

Width of head 19

Foreleg ;^2

Hind leg, t ip of longest toe to vent 107

Tibia 34

The adultfemale (U.S.N.M. No. 23548, same locality, date, and col-

lector) is essentially like the male described above, except that the

botly is broader and the dorso-lateral ritlges conse(iuently farther

apart, the fore legs less robust, and the swelling on the first finger,

which is characteristic of the male sex, absent ; the web between the

toes is also somewhat more excised. The color is more reddish brown,

with scarcely any black spots on the back except those marking the

inverted V on the shoulder. Both upper and lower lips are blotched

with dark brown.

The young specimens are mostly perfectly smooth above, ^\dthout

any tubercles between the dorso-lateral folds.

Variation.—This species offers a great amount of individual varia-

tion. The most variable character is the length of the hind legs, for,

while in most specimens the tibio-tarsal articulation reaches just

beyond the snout, in a few it falls short, while in others it extends

considerably farther. The longest hind legs in our collection are pos-

sessed by an adult female (No. 31828) collected by Dr. Hugh M. Smith

at Yamagawa, Satsuma, Kiusiu, but other specimens in the same lot

(for instance. No. 31829) can be exactly matched in every respect by
the general run of specimens of corresponding size from central Japan

(for instance, No. 34465). The situation of the nostrils relative to the

tip of the snout and the correlated length and pointedness of the snout

also vary considerably, but in no case have I been able to trace any

correlation with length of hind legs or geographic distri))ution. The
color varies greatly ; the ground color with regard to the amount and

tinge of the brownish or yellowisli admixture, the dark spots and

bands with regard to intensity and number. Spots are fre([uently

absent, and the male described is rather unusually dotted with black

above. The underside is not always uniform white; in many speci-

mens there are brown spots and mottlings on throat or even on chest,

but no connection with distribution or structural characters can be

discovered.

There is a young specimen in the collection of the Philadelphia

Academy of Sciences (No. 15257), collected by Dr. W. H. Jones at

Chemulpo, Korea, August, 1890, which appears even more slender

and long-snouted than the Japanese specimens, but this niay be due
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to its somewhat dried-up condition. The web between the toes is

very deeply excised, however, more so than in any Japanese speci-

men examined by me.

Habitat.—Rana japonica, besides inhabitinj^ Japan, is said to occur

also in eastern China. Specimens are on record from Szechuen,

Ningpo, the neio;hborhood of Pekino;, Kiukiang, and Shanghai, and I

have already referred to the specimen from Chenudpo, Korea, in the

Philadelphia Academy.
The specimens in the Leiden Museum collected by von Siebold and

Buero;er (No. 1930) are only labeled as from ''Japan." In Museum
Senckenbergianum there are specimens from Nikko and Yokohama,
in Berlin from Tokyo, in Hamburg from Yamato and Kawachi. In

the ITnited States National Museum there are numerous specimens

from Yamagawa, Province of Satsuma, Kiusiu; from Shikoku, Yoko-
hama, and from Mount Fuji. Okada has recorded it from the island

of Awaji and from the Province of Suwo, Hondo.
The Senckenberg^ Museum, in Frankfurt on the Main, in 1889

received from the late Mr. B. Schmacker, of vShanghai, several speci-

mens said to have come from Yezo. One of these is now in British

Museum (No. 91. 8. 26. 16), where I have had the opportunity of

examining it. It is identical with Yokohama specimens and, if the

locality is correct, then both R. japonica and R. tempofaria occur in

Yezo. It would be very important to have this question thoroughly

investigated. The species has not been found there by others and,

as it is not claimed that Mr. Schmacker collected the specimens in

Yezo personally, confirmation is necessary.'*

Doctor Boettger has referred two half-grown specimens which were

collected by Mr. Schmacker's Japanese collector, either in "Ohoshima
or Okinawa," to this species, the only record for the Riu Kins. One
might be tempted to regard these as possibly young Rana holsti were

it not for certain discrepancies in the description, Boettger's speci-

mens having a distinct outer metatarsal tubercle and the tibio-tarsal

articulation extending far beyond the tip of the snout. Under these

circumstances they are not likely to be from Okinawa or Ohoshima

List of specimens of Rana japonica.

Museum.

U.S.N.M.

Do...

Do...

Do...

Do...

No.

1133G

n341

n342

11343

11344

Sex and
Locality.

Halfgr.. Japan.

do do.

Young.. do.

do... do.

do. . .' do.

When col-
lected.

1878

1878

1878

1878

1878

By whom collected
or from whom re-

ceived.

E. S. Morse.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

c It is to be noted that several other species from the same source are under similar

suspicion, as, for instance, Eumeces latiscutatus (p. 199) and Natrix tigrina (p. 139).
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List of specimens of Rana japonica^Continued.

Museum.
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Various synonyms referable only to some European form or phase

are here omitted.

Rana temporaria, as compared with R. japonica, is a much more
short-legged and short-snouted species with the dorso-lateral folds

apparently wider. Altogether it is larger and stouter, the body
especially between head and pelvis being relatively longer. Thus in

my specimens of R. temporaria from Yezo, the length of the foot,

measured from inner metatarsal tubercle to tip of longest toes, exactly

equals one-half the distance from anterior border of eye to vent,

while in R. japonica the length of the foot, similarly measured, is

about two-thirds the same distance.

I have compared our three Japanese specimens from Yezo with

specimens of corresponding sex and size from Norway (for instance,

No. 25339, Bergen) and find no tangible differences. The web

Figs. 90-93. -Rana TEMPORARIA. IJ X NAT. SIZE. 90, TOP OF HEAD; 91, SIDE OF HE AD: C?, OPEN MOUTH;
93, UNDERSIDE OF FOOT. No. 23440, U.S.N.M.

between the toes is perhaps a trifle more excised, and the inner meta-

tarsal tubercle a trifle stronger, but these differences are clearly

within the range of individual variation.

Description.—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 23440; Sapporo, Yezo;

S. Nozawa, collector (figs. 90-93). Vomerine teeth in two slightly

oblique groups, the anterior border of which extends forward slightly

beyond a line through the posterior border of the choanse; snout

short, rounded, the distance from orbit to tip of snout equaling the

distance between black stripes at anterior border of orbit; nostrils

nearer the tip of snout than the eye; interorbital space as wide as the

upper eyelid and a little narrower than distance between the nostrils;

tympanum vertically oval, its greatest diameter about three-fourths

the diameter of the eye; distance of tympanum from eye less than
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one-half the former's greatest diameter; fingers bhmt, first finger

extending sUghtly beyond second; incision of web on both sides of

fourth toe a trifle deeper than the distal end of the basal phalanx;

inner metatarsal tubercle slightly compressed, its length equaling its

distance from subarticular tubercle of first toe; no outer metatarsal

tubercle; tibio-tarsal joint of extended hind limb reaches center of

eye; tibia less than half the length of head and body; heels overlap-

ping by less than interorbital width; skin above and below' smooth,

except posterior aspect of femur, which is coarsely granulated; the

dorso-lateral glandular folds but slightly raised, their shortest distance

contained five times in total length. Color (in alcohol) above brown-

ish gray, slightly grayer on snout, wdth obscure and ill-defined dark-

brown mottlings, which on the back and sides occasionally surround

a light s])ot so as to form ocelli; dorso-lateral folds lighter, externally

margined by an ill-defined brown line; indications of a dusky band
across the top of the head through the center of the upper eyelids;

upper lip mottled with browai; a brown line from tip of snout through

nostril to eye expanding behind the latter to form the usual dark-

brown ear-patch; brown stripe on anterior face of over arm long and
parallel with the axis; limbs cross-barred; underside whitish, the

whole surface coarsely marbled with brown.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length, tip of snout to vent 56

Width of head 17

Fore limb 31

Hind limb, vent to tip of longest toe 87

Tibia 27

Males difi^er from females in the stronger, more muscular fore

limbs, which acquire an extraordinary development during the pair-

ing season; in the pad-like sw elling of the inner side of the first finger,

which becomes covered with black horny spinules during the same
season; in the greater development of the wel) between the toes; and

in the presence of a pair of internal vocal sacs, situated at the sides of

the throat. "

Variation.—Apparently this species is much less variable than

R. japonica, especially if we consider its great geographical distribu-

tion. The presence of more or less numerous glandular warts on the

upper surface and sides, so conspicuously absent in the specimen

described above, depends on the season, they being best developed

during the breeding time, in museum specimens also to some extent

on the state of preservation and the preserving fluid employed. The
color, however, varies greatly both as to the tint of the ground color

and as to the amount and distinctness of the dark markings, some

oBoulenger, Tailless Batrach. Europe, p. 305.
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specimens being nearly nniforin above, others densely blotched with

blackish.

Habitat.—The typical R. temporaria occurs in the more northern

portions of the Palearctic region, from the British Islands and Scan-

dinavia in the west, to Japan in the east.

In the St. Petersburg Museum there are numerous specimens from

the Amur and Ussuri valleys. The Berlin Museum has a specimen

from Kasakevitcha near the junction of the Ussuri and Amur rivers,

and British Museum has another from Abrek Bay not far from Vladi-

vostok, the type of li. dyhowsMi. In the Hamburg Museum there

are specimens from Khabarovka, Poprovka and Nikolayesk, Amurland,

collected in 1894 b}^ Dieckmann. Nikolski reports that this frog is

not common in Sakhalin, where he found it in the river Duiki and

Dobrotvorski in the southern part of the island.

The occurrence of this species in Yezo, therefore, is only what

might be expected. British Museum has five specimens from this

island, collected by Dr. John Anderson, and our museum has also three

Hokkaido specimens collected by Dr. S. Nozawa near Sapporo. In

the St. Petersburg Museum there is a specimen from Nemuro, collected

by Grigoriew.

For the possible occurence of R. japonica in Yezo see under the

latter species. Here I may emphasize only the fact that the speci-

mens there alluded to certainly belong to this species and not to

R. temporaria, and the only question is whether the locality is correctly

given or not.

List of specimens of Rana temporaria.

Museum,
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length from snout to vent; inner metatarsal tubercle oval, less than
one-half its distance from tip of irmer toe; first finger extending

beyond second; tibia sliorter than fore limb; tympanum about one-

lialf the diameter of eye, from which it is separated by about one-half

its own diameter; distance between nostrils considerably greater

than interorbital width; webs between toes deeply excised, three

terminal phalanges of fourth toe being free.

Type.—U.S.^M. No. 17519; Tsushima; May, 1885; P. L. Jouy,

collector.

Habitat.—Tsushima, Japan.

This new species is probably nearest related to Rana amurensis.

It shares with it the short, rounded snout, and the deeply excised webs,

but the inner metatarsal tu])ercle is considerably stronger and larger.

95

<^^
Figs. 94-98.—Rana tsushimensis. IJ X nat. size. 94, top of head; 95, side of head: 96, open

mouth; 97, UNDERSIDE OF HAND; 98, underside of foot. No. 17519, U.S.N.M.

In this respect it agrees with R. fem/poraria, but has more deeply

excised webs, narrower interorbital space, narrower dorso-lateral

folds, and slightly longer legs, being on the whole of slenderer build.

From R. japonica it differs by its short, rounded snout and its much
shorter hind foot. The vomerine teeth are decidedly further back

than in R. temporaria and japonica though not quite so far as in

R. amurensis.

Description of type-specimen (figs. 94-98).—Youierine teeth in

two obli(jue groups their anterior border on a line with the posterior

border of the choanaB; snout short, the distance from orbit to tip of

snout equals the widtli between the black stripes at anterior border of

orbit; nostrils half-way between eye and tip of snout, their mutual
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distance being niiicli greater tlian their distance from the eye or than

the interorbital space, which is narrower than upper eyehd; vertical

diameter of tympanum greater than horizontal, a trifle more than one-

half the diameter of eye, and more than twice the distance of tym-
panum from eye; first finger slightly extending beyond second ; webs
of toes deeply excised, barely reaching the middle of basal phalanx of

fourth toe; inner metatarsal tubercle oval, projecting, slightly shorter

than its distance from subarticular tubercle of first toe; a strong

conical outer metatarsal tubercle; subarticular tubercles stronglj^

developed; tibio-tarsal articulation of extended hind leg reaches

almost to the nostril; tibia one-lialf the total length; heels overlap-

ping by the width of the interorbital space; skin above with numer-
ous small scattered granules, those on the sides larger; dorso-lateral

glandular folds very narrow and sharply defined, their shortest dis-

tance being contained about five times in the total lengtli; lower

surface smooth except the proximal half of the posterior aspect of the

femur which is granular. Color (in alchol) above uniform pale drab,

with a few minute dusky spots on the back; the brown stripe from

tip of snout to eye, very narrow, and tlie tympanic dark patch rather

pale and ill-defined between eye and tympanum; humeral stripe

and crossbars on limbs obscure; underside uniform whitish.

Dwiensio7is.
mm.

Total length, snout to vent 52

Width of head 16. 5

Fore limb 30

Hind limb, tip of longest toe to vent. ., 83

Tibia 20

ThemcrZf(U.S.N.M. No. 17520; Tsushima; May, 1885; P. L. Jouy,

collector) is smaller (total length 37 mm.), with relatively longer tibia

(20 mm.). The snout is somewhat shorter^ with the nostrils nearer

to the tip than to the eye; tym})anum slightly larger and nearer the

eye; first finger has the swollen pad set with asperities, character-

istic of the breeding male; webs less excised, reaching to the anterior

third of the basal phalanx of fourth toe; outer metatarsal tid)ercle

barely indicated; tibio-tarsal articidation reaching tip of snout, over-

lapping by more than interorbital space; shortest distance between

dorso-lateral folds one-sixth the total length; lower ])ack and sides

with numerous small, white-tipped, pointed tubercles, and in addition

on sides large glandular warts. Color like the female, but canthal

stripe and ear-patch darker and better defined; underside densely

sprinkled w^ith minute brown dots.

Remarks.—Most of the dilTerences between the two specimens as

pointed out here are sexual, the relative shorter body, the pad on the

first finger, the greater extent of the webs indicating the male. The
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most notable difference, however, is the presence of the strongly

developed outer metatarsal tubercle in the female specimen.

There are a number of specimens from Tsushima, in British Museum,
collected by Hoist, and in 1S98 I was given the privilege of examining

them, but I fmd no reference to the presence of an outer metatarsal

tubercle, which may therefore be regarded as problematical. These

specimens were referred partly to R. japonica and partly to R. 7nar-

tensi. My own examination led me to the conclusion that they

belong to one species only, as I could not correlate any two of the

various differences. They were all short-snouted, with deeply incised

webs and narrow dorso-lateral folds.

Habitat.—Only known from Tsushima, in the channel between

Japan and Corea, where specimens were collected by P. L. Jouy, in

May, 1885, and later by P. A. Hoist.

List of specimens of Rana tsushimensis.

Museum.
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ish Museum, I print herewith a translation of Boulenfrer's ()rio;inal

description.

Original description of type specimen.—Adult male: Berhn Museum,

No. 9864; Kazakevitch, Amur Province. Vomerine teeth in two oval

groups forming a chevron behind the opening of the inner nares ; head

rather depressed, as long as broad, or a little longer than broad; snout

long and rounded, projecting but little beyond the lip; loreal region

rather abruptly bent; nostril halfway between the end of the snout

and the anterior corner of the eye; width of interorbital space equal-

ing that of the upper eyelid; tympanum measuring two-thirds the

diameter of the eye, separated from the latter by a space equal to one-

half of its diameter; first finger not extending beyond the second

when placed alongside of it; tibio-tarsal articulation reaching eye

when the hind limb is carried forward; tibia much shorter than the

fore limb; inner metatarsal tubercle small, oval, blunt; no outer

tubercle; subarticular digital tubercles small; toes scarcely two-thirds

webbed; back smooth; flanks, lower abdomen, and posterior aspect

of the femurs with very large granulations; dorso-lateral folds nar-

row and but little prominent. Grayish browTi above with the ordi-

nary black spots; a blackish band bordered below by whitish along

the lip, as in R. arvalis; a pale vertebral band rather indistinct;

humeral spot very elongated; lower parts spotted with grayish. ^lale

\vithout vocal sacs.

Diviendnva.
mm.

From snout to vent 55

Length of head 18

Width of head 17

Diameter of eye 5.5

Interorbital space 3

Anterior corner of t-ye to nostril 3.5

Anterior corner of eye to tip of snout 7. 5

Diameter of tympanum 3.

5

Posterior border of eye to anterior IxH'der of tyinpanuni 1.5

Fore limb - 34

Hind limb 90

Tibia 28

Inner toe 7

Inner metatarsal tul^ercle "1.5

The changes in the description made by him upon the examination

of nine specimens from Lake Khanka, are chiefly verbal and quali-

fying, the most important being the "interorbital space a little nar-

rower than the upper eyelid," an observation which I can corroborate

from my own inspection of the same material in 1898. He also adds

that the male is provided with black nuptial excrescenses on the

thumb.

aBoulenger, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, 1886, p. 598.
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Habitat.—Originally described from two specimens collected at

Kazakevitch,not far from Khabarovka, a little above the junction of

the Ussuri River with the Amur, this species has since been recorded

from Lake Khanka and from Chemulpo, Korea. In the IIaml)urg

Museum there are two sjDecimens from Nikolayevsk, Amurland, col-

lected by Dieckmann in 1894 (Nos. 873, 875).

Whether the grown specimens which Boettger (Ber. Senckenberg.

Naturf. Ges., 1894, pp. 146-147) records from Chinhai, near Ningpo,

China, under the name Rana amurensis really belong here is rather

doubtful, as he himself does not seem to be quite satisfied with their

identity.

Nikolski has recently (1905) identified seven specimens in the St.

Petersburg Museum collected at Lake Kuku-Nor, northeastern Tibet,

by Przevalski and Grum-Grzymailo as belonging to this species.

List of specimens of Rana amurensis.

Museum. | No.
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slightly narrower than the upper eyelids; canthiis rostralis rather

abruptly bent; lores concave; tympanum one-half the diameter of

the eye; fingers free, first extending slightly beyond second; disks

distinct, but small, on third and fourth finger largest, less than half

the diameter of tympanum; toes moderately webbed, the two ter-

minal phalanges of fourth toe being free and the excision reaching

to the terminal third of the basal phalanx of that toe; disks well

developed but small, slightly smaller than those of the fingers; sub-

articular tubercles very prominent; inner metatarsal tubercle oval,

not prominent, small, contained about two and a half times in length

100

Figs. 99-103.—Rana ijim.^. Nat. size. 99, top of head; 100, side of head; 101, open mouth; 102,

UNDERSIDE of hand; 103, underside of foot. No. 19 (914) Sci. Coll. Tokyo.

of first toe, measured from the anterior border of the tubercle; a

distinct outer metatarsal tubercle at the base of fourth toe; no outer

dermal fringe on fifth toe, nor a tarsal fold; tibio-tarsal articulations

r<iach considerably beyond tip of snout when hind legs are stretched

forward, and overlap by as much as the length of the snout when
folded legs are placed at right angles to axis of body; tibia more than

one-half the total length of head and body; skin above obscurely

shagreened, with a few scattered pustules (m the back and numerous

ones on the flanks; sides of face and neck and upper side of tibia

with numerous white-tipped, pointed asperities, which also stud the
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tympanum like a string of pearls, as well as three large glandular
warts behind the corner of the mouth; from the posterior angle of

the eye a somewhat indistinct dorso-lateral fold, which on the shoulder

seems broken up into a series of shorter longitudinal glands; under-
side smooth, except posterior aspect of femur, which is granular.

Color (in alcohol) dark chocolate brown, apparently nearly uniform,

the dorso-lateral ft)lds and upper side of limbs paler, more ciima-

mon; a whitish line under eye and on posterior part of upper lip,

which is mottled with brown along the edge; flanks pale brownish,

with irregular blackish spots; legs cross-barred with dark brown and
upper posterior aspect of femur mottled with the same color; under-

side whitish, with very faint brown mottlings on throat, chest, and
hind legs.

Dimensions.

mm.
Total length , tip of snout to vent 68

Width of head 23

Distance between nostrils 7

Distance between nostril and eye 5

Diameter of eye 9

Diameter of tympanum 4.5

Interor-bital space 5

Fore leg 44

Largest finger disk 2

Hind leg, vent to tip of longest toe 118

Tibia 38

Inner metatarsal tubercle 2. 25

Habitaf.—Thus far this species is only known from Okinawa shima,

where the type specimen was collected.

List of specimens of Rana ijimsc.

Museum.

Sei. Coll. Tokyo.

No. Age.

Adult 1

Locality

Tanahiniura, Okinawa slii-

When col-

lected.
By whom collected.

oType; description, p. 121; figs. 99-103.

RANA RUGOSA" Schlegel.

Plate X, figs. 2-4.

1838. Rana nigosa Schlegel, Fauna .Tapon., Rept., p. 110, Sauri et Batr., pi. in,

figs. 3, 4b (type-locality, Japan, probably Nagasaki; types, Leiden Mu-
seum No. 2064; von Siebold, collector).

—

Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet.

Gen., VIII, 1841, p. 368 (Japan).—Guenther, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus.,

1858, p. 11 (Japan).

—

Bleeker, Natuurk. Tijdschr. Nederland Indie, XVI,

1858, p. 204 (Japan).—Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 499 (part:

Simoda).

—

Martens, Preuss. Exped. Ost-Asien, Zool.,I, 1866, p. Ill (Yo-

kohama); 1876, p. 384 (Nagasaki).

—

Camerano, Atti. Accad. Torino, XIV,

o Latin, signifying wrinkled. b Reproduced in this work on Plate X, figs. 2-4.
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Pt. 5, Apr. 1879, p. 868 (Tokyo, Yokohama).

—

Hilgendorf, Sitz. Ber. Ges,

Naturf. Fr. Berlin, 1880, p. 119 (Yokohama; HakoneMts.).

—

Boulenger,

Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., 1882, p. 35 (Japan).—Okada, Cat. Vert. Jap.,

1891, p. 67 (Tokyo; Suwo).—Fritze, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, V-,

1891, p. 239 (Yezo).—BoETTGER, Kat. Batr. Mus. Senckenberg., 1892, p. 4

(Hakone Lake; Nikko; Yokohama).

—

Ikada, Annot. Zool. Japon., I,

Pt. 3, Aug. 1897, p. 114 (breeding season).

Hallowell's R. rugosa " belongs only partly to this species, being

evidently composed of two species. The small ones "marked 13

in the catalogue . . . found along the mountain streams at

Simoda, Japan, May, 1855," which he describes as "presenting the

conical pustulations upon the longitudinal elevations upon the back,"

are in all probability true R. rugosa/' but the others from "Ousima,"

and the two larger ones from Simoda, of which the last-mentioned

ones are in our collection (U.S.N.M. No. 7415) belong to R. nigro-

maculata. This blunder of TTallowell's is the more remarkable, as

R. rugosa is one of the most easily recognized species, because of its

106

Figs. 104-10C.—RANA RUGOSA. l^ X nat. size. 104, top of head; 105, side of head; lOd, open mouth.

No. 2354.3, U.S.N.M.

excessive roughness, which makes it appear more like a toad than a

frog. The hollow snout is also quite characteristic.

Description.—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 23543; Yokohama,
Hondo; September, 1896; L. Stejneger, collector (figs. 104-106).

Vomerine teeth in two small groups, their anterior l)order on a line

through the center of the choana^ and more distant from the latter

than from each other; nostrils much nearer the tip of snout than the

eye; snout and lores concave, the canthus rostralis forming a ridge

separating the two concavities; interorbital space less than width of

upper eyelid; tympanum nearly circular, fully three-fourths the

diameter of the eye distant from the latter less than one-half its own
diameter; fingers not tapering, roimded at end, first somewhat
opposable and longer than second, with a small swollen pad at the

base; webs of toes fidl, the excision opposite the distal end of the first

phalanx of fourth toe; inner metatarsal tubercle small and rather

«Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 499.

b They are not in the U. S. National Museum.
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weak; a weak outer metatarsal tubercle; subarticular tubercles

rather weak, the distal one triangular, with the base iorward; a

decided tarsal fold; tibio-tarsal articulations reach center of tym-
panum when hind legs are carried forward, and do not overlap when
legs are bent at right angles to axis of body; tibia less than one-half

the total length; skin above and on sides densely granular, with

prominent tubercles in addition to a number of irregular series of

short longitudinal ridges, which are largest on the middle of the back,

smallest on the head, all these ridges tubercular like the rest of the

skin; upper eyelids coarsely tubercular, as also the loreal region;

even the tympanum is studded with smaller tubercles; no dorso-

lateral fold; a number of prominent tubercular glands behind tym-
panum; underside smooth, but transversely creased, throat and

posterior aspect of femurs very coarsely granular. Color (in alcohol)

dark brownish olive, with obscure dusk}' spots and dark cross bands

on legs; underneath pale, uniformly and densely mottled with dusky.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length, tip of .snout to vent 56

Width of head 22. 5

Fore leg 30

Hind leg, vent to tip of longest toe 83

Tibia 25

The adult male in the breeding season (U.S.N.M. No. 34436; Mount
Fuji, Hondo; May, 1898) is smaller, with relatively shorter bod}',

somewhat fuller webs, and a large swelling at the base of the first

finger covered with asperities, though not so large as in the species

previously described.

There are no vocal sacs, internal or external. Boulenger'* says:

"Male with external vocal vesicles," but as there were then no male

specimens in the British Museum he probably had this information

from Hallowell, who attributes large vocal vesicles to this species. As
I have already shown, the specimens with such, which Hallowell took

for R. rugosa, were in reality R. nigroinaculata.

Variation.—On the whole, this species is very uniform, the greater

or lesser distinctness of the blackish markings mostly due to a vary-

ing shade of the ground color being the chief source of variation.

Hilgendorf mentions that one of his specimens (Berlin Mus. No. 4312)

lacks the vomerine teeth.

Hahitat.—This very distinct species appears to be confined to Japan

proper,'' i. e., to the islands of Hondo, Kiusiu, and Shikoku. Doctor

a Oat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., p. 35.

& Von Martens (Preuss. Exped. Ost-Asien, Zool., I, 187(3, p. 384) has recorded it from

Hongkong, China. The identification, which seems to be by Peters, is probably c-orrect,

but the locality is most likely erroneous. Hallowell records two specimens from

Ooshinia, but they were probalily Nana nigromaculata, like the male specimens from

Simoda, which he also identified as R. rugosa.
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Fritze is responsible for the statement that it is coniinon in Yezo, but

as he is the only writer who records it from that island itmay be

well to await the arrival of undoubted Yezo specimens. I am not

aware that it has been found on Tsushima nor in Korea or any of the

Riukiu islands.

The following defuiite localities from where we have reliable records or

have seen specimens may be mentioned : Mountain streams at Simoda
(Hallowell); mountains of Hakone (Hilgendorf

) ; Hakone Lake and

Nikko (Boettger); Yokohama (von Martens; Hilgendorf; Camerano;

Boettger; Stejneger); Tokyo (Camerano); Mount Fuji (Owston);

Kobe and' Enoshima (Brit. Mus.); Seta, near south end of Lake
Biwa, Province of Omi, collected by Dr. T. Lenz (Hamburg Mus.

No. 1052); Province of Suwo, Hondo (Okada); Nagasaki (Dr. E. A.

Mearns; von Martens). Dr. Hugh M. Smith obtained specimens at

Koriyama, Kiusiu, and Kochi, Shikoku; also at Nara, Province of

Yamato, Hondo.

The types in the Leiden Museum, which were collected by von
Siebold, are only inscribed " Japon."

List uf specimens of Rana rugosa.

U.S.
N.M.
No.
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List of specimens of Rana rugosa—Continued.
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U.S.
N.M.
No.

34442

34443

34444

34445

34446

34447

35275

35276

35277

35278

35279

35280

35281

35282

35283

35284

35285

35286

Sex and age.

Female ....

do

do

Male

Female

Halfgrown

Adult

do

do

do.....

....do.....

....do

....do

....do

do

Halfgrown

Young

....do

Locality.

Mount Fuji, Hondo.

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

Nagasaki, Kiusiu.

....do

....do

....do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

When
collected.

By whom collected.

May,

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

A. Owston.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

E. A. Mearns.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

RANA LIMNOCHARIS« Wiegmann.

1835. Rana Zmmoc/jam Weigmann, Nova Acta Acad. Leop. Cai-oL, XVII, Pt. 1,

p. 255 (no type-locality; apparently basM on specimens in tne Leiden

Museum from Java, collected and named by H. Boie).

—

Boulenger,
Fauna Brit. India, Rept., 1890, p. 450 (China and southern Japan to India

and Malay Archipelago).

—

Fritze, Zool. Jahrb. Syst., VII, 1894, p. 865;

author's separate, p. 16 (Okinawa shima).

—

Boettger, Offenbach. Ver.

Naturk. 33-36 Ber., 1895, p. 103 ("Ohoshima or Okinawa").

—

Stejneger,

Journ. Sci. Coll. Tokyo, XII, Pt. 3, 1898, p. 217 (Taipa and Giilan, For-

mosa; Botel Tobago II.; Pescadores lis.

1835. Rana gracilis Wiegmann, Nova Acta Acad. Leop. Carol., XVII, Pt. 1,

p. 257 (type-locality, Cape Syng-more, China; Meyen, collector) (not

of Gravenhorst, 1829).

—

Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 505

(Whajnpoa, China).

—

Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, 1864, p. 409 (Ningpo;

Hongkong; Riu Kin; Himalayas; Siam; Madras).

—

Martens, Preuss.

Exped. Ost-Asien, Zool., I, 1876, p. 383 (Tamsui, Formosa).

—

Boulenger,
Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., 1882, p. 28 (East Indies; Chusan, Ningpo,

Shanghai, Szechuen, Hongkong, Hainan, China; Formosa; Riu Kiu); Proc.

Zool. Soc. London, 1887, p. 149 (Riu Kiu, Pryer, coll.).

—

Boettger, Offen-

bach. Ver. Naturk. 24-25 Ber., 1885, p. 159 (Japan).—Okada, Cat. Vert.

Japan, 1891, p. 67 (Okinawa shima).

—

Brown, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1902,

June 11, p. 185 (Riu Kiu, probably Okinawa shima, Furness and Hiller,

coll., 1896).

1858. Raiia vittigera Guenther, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., p. 9 (Ningpo; Hongkong;

Riu Kiu; Ceylon; India; Java) (not of Wiegmann, 1835).

—

Martens,

Preuss. Exped. Ost-Asien, Zool., I, 1866, p. 163 (Tamsui, Formosa).

Several names based on Indian specimens and usually referred to

this species are omitted from this synonymy.

"From Xi/Livrj, swamp, pond; ^«/3r?, grace, one of the Graces.
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Boulenger'* regards this species as closely allied to R. tigerina,

differing in smaller size, half-webbed toes, slight development of the

fringe on the fifth toe and usually in the presence of a small outer

metatarsal tubercle. One of the chief differences I fuid, however, is

in the situation of the vomerine teeth. In R. tigerina they are ante-

rior, approximated very closely to the choanse, while in R. limnocharis

they are posterior and c^uite distant from the choanne, their distance

from the latter being twice as great as their distance from each other.

Description (figs. \Q1-Hi)).—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 31798;

Onomichi, Prov. Aki, Hondo; June 4, 1903; Dr. H. M. Smith, col-

lector. Vomerine teeth in two oblique groups, the anterior border

of which is on a lino with the posterior border of the choanae, their

distance from the latter twice as great as their distance from each

other posteriorly ; nostrils a little nearer the tip of .the snout than the

eyes; interorbital space about two-thirds the width of upper eyelid;

snout convex in cross-section, canthus rostralis rounded ; tympanum

108 109 * 110

F:GS. 107-110.—RaNA LIMNOCHARIS. NAT. SIZE. 107, TOP OF HEAD; 108, SIDE OF HEAD; U)„, UNDi_R;IDE

OF hand; no, UNDERSIDE OF FOOT. No. 36501, U.S.N.M.

circular about one-half the diameter of the eye, its distance from the

latter more than half of its own diameter; fingers slightly tapering,

rounded, first extending much beyond second, and even beyond

fourth; a small smooth swelling at base of first finger; web between

toes deeply excised to the middle of the basal phalanx of the fourth

toe; inner metatarsal tubercle strong, oval, longer than one-half the

first toe; a strong conical outer metatarsal tubercle; a narrow dermal

fold along the outer side of fifth toe; a fold from inner metatarsal

tubercle halfway up the tarsus; tibio-tarsal articulations reach the

tympanum when hind legs are stretched forward, and only touch,

without overlapping when legs are bent at right angles to axis of body

;

skin above finely shagreened, with numerous narrow, elongated

glandular ridges which become shorter on the sides; no dorso-lateral

fold; a deep crease on the chest in fi'ont of each arm joining another

crease which runs from axilla to axilla across the chest ; skin under-

a Oat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., p. 28, and Fauna Brit. India, Rept., p. 450.
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iieath nearl}^ smooth becoming coarsely gramilar posteriorly on the

sides, lower belly and posterior half of femurs. Color (in alcohol)

above dark reddish gray, with numerous irregular, light-edged dusky
blotches; a dark chevron across the head at the center of the upper
eyelids, the angle pointing backwards, and a straight dark line across

the head at the anterior corner of the eyes ; a narrow dark line over

canthus rostralis and upper part of tympanum; several broad dark
vertical marks on the upper lip and crossing to the lower, one near

the tip of the snout, one below the nostrils, two below the eye; some
irregular black marks on white ground in the grom; upper poste-

rior aspect of femur marbled black and white in strong contrast ; legs

cross-barred; underside whitish, throat and chest densely sprinkled

with dark gray.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length of snout to vent 51

Width of head 18

Fore leg 22

Hind leg, vent to tip of longest toe 68

Tibia 22

The adult male (U.S.N.M. No. 23902; Kumamoto, province of

Higo, Kiusiu) is smaller (38 mm.), but does not seem to differ mate-

rially m proportions; the fii'st finger is provided with copulatory

asperities which cover two separate, slightly swollen pads, one basally

on the side and below, the other distally and on the upper side of the

metacarpal, no asperities on the phalanges; the excision of the web
is not quite so deep as in the female; a pau" of external vocal sacs on

the side of the throat, the openings being behind the tongue near the

corner of the mouth. A broad gray band across the tliroat involving

the vocal sacs. A very narrow white line on the upper side along the

whole median line is also shown in this specunen, but this character

is not sexual.

Variation.—No remarkable variation is found among the Japanese

specimens as regards structural characters or proportions. There is

some difference in the amount of roughness of the skm on the upper

surface, but this is probably due to some extent, at least, to the

different state of preservation; one young specimen (No. 30744) from

Miyazaki, Kiusiu, is so rough, however, even to the inclusion of the

upper eyelids, that it might easily be mistaken for R. rugosa were it

not for the convex snout, the narrow interorbital space, deeply

excised webs, etc. In color there is greater divergence, though in the

specimens from Japan proper this is- chiefly confined to the presence

of a narrow median white line on the back in a few specimens; none

of them have the wide pale median line found in some Formosan

specimens. This narrow white line is present in all the Ishigaki

26485—No. 58—07 9
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Island specimens before me, and in two it is almost as broad as in

those from Formosa. In the latter all three styles of coloration are

present, irrespective of locality or sex.

Habitat.—This species is distributed over a wide area in southeast-

ern Asia from Japan and China, and according to Boidenger extend-

ing tlu'oiighoiit India, Ceylon, and Burma to the Malay peninsula

and archipelago, ascending to an altitude of 7,000 feet in the Hima-
layas. Over this range it is probably represented by several sub-

species.

It is the commonest species of frog in Formosa and adjacent

islands. Von Martens reported it from Tamsui, long ago, and I

have recently recorded it from Taipa and Giilan, where this species

was collected by Mr. Tada in September and October, 1896. Numer-
ous species collected by him in the Pescadores and in Botel Tobago,

April and May, 1897, were reported upon at the same time.

Its occurrence in the Riu Kius was first known tlu"ough a specimen

in British Museum presented by Mr. A. Collie. It was obtamed later

by Fryer's collectors, and Doctor Fritze found it very common on

Okinawa shima. From this island our museum also possesses a speci-

men (No. 36552) obtained from the Science College Museum in

Tokyo. In the Hamburg Museum there are specimens (Nos. 530-531)

collected by Doctor Warburg in Mj^ako shima and Iriomote shima,

while the U. S. National Museum has a large series from Ishigaki

shima, all of the Saki shima group.

It was unknown to the authors of Fauna Japonica, but has since

been attributed to Japan in a general way, though with no authentic

specimens or definite locality to prove it. We have now in the U. S.

National Museum numerous specimens from Kiusiu, two collected at

Kumamolo, Province of Higo, on the west side, and one from Miyazaki,

Province of Hiuga, on the east side. Doctor Smith brought us two

specimens from Yamagawa, Satsuma, and five from Hondo, viz, one

from Onomichi, in Aki, and four from Koriyama, in Yamato. Dr. E. A.

Mearns obtained several young specimens above Nagasaki. Dr. O.

Nordquist, of the Vega Expedition, also obtained it in Nagasaki during

October, 1879, and at Ilirosami on the 19th of the same month (Mus.

Stockholm, Nos. 1034-1035 and 158-165). It almost looks as if this

species is extending its range in Japan rapidly, and the inquiry seems

legitimate whether it may not owe its presence in Japan proper to a

comparatively recent introduction. It seems almost increcible that

von Siebold should have missed this species at Nagasaki, if it hpd

really existed there during the time of his residence near that city.
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List of specimens of Rana limnocharis

.
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Museum.
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RANA SWINHOANA" Boulenger.

1903. Rana swinhoana Boulencer, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7), XII, Nov., 1903,

p. 556 (type-locality, Bangkimtsing, Formosa; types, Brit. Mus. Nos. 99.

4. 24. 104-105; J. D. La Touche, collector).

Description of types.— FeTnale. Vomerine teeth in two oblique series

between the choanse; head much depressed, sH^litly broader than

long; snout as long as the diameter of the orbit, rounded; canthus

rostralis obtuse; loreal region not very oblique, concave; nostril

equally distant from the end of the snout and from the eye ; interor-

bital space as broad as the upper eyelid ; tympanum distinct, one-half

to three-fifths the diameter of the eye; fingers moderate, first not

extending beyond second; toes entirely webbed; tips of fingers and

toes dilated into well-developed disks, which are much smaller than

the tympanum; subarticular tubercles rather small; a small, oval

inner metatarsal tubercle ; the tibio-tarsal articulation reaches the tip

of the snout; skin smooth, granular on the side; no dorso-lateral fold.

Brown above, with small darker spots; a dark canthal streak and a

dark temporal blotch; a wdiitish streak on the upper lip; limbs with

rather indistinct dark crossbars; lower parts white.

Dimensions.—From snout to vent 80 mm. (Boulenger's original

description).

Remarks.—Doctor Boulenger states that the nearest ally to this

species is Rana livida Blyth { =R cMoronota Guenther) , the range of

which extends from Darjeeling, in the Himalayas, through the moun-

tains of Assam and Tenasserim to Hongkong.

Habitat.—Thus far only recorded from Bangkimtsing, Formosa,

where the types were collected by J. D. La Touche.

RANA ISHIKAWiE/> Stejneger.

1901. Bvergeriaishikawsc Stejneger, Pioc. Biol. Soc. Washington, XIV, Dec. 12,

1901, p. 190 (type-locality, Okinawa shima; type, Tokyo Imp. Mus.

No. 30).

The outward appearance of the last joint of fingers and toes together

with the large disks misled me into believing that this species had an

interpolated phalanx between the regular ultimate and the penidti-

mate ones, but dissection has failed to discover such a bone, so that

it appears safest to refer it to the genus Rana.

Description.—Adult; Tokyo Imperial Museum, No. 30; Okinawa

shima. (Figs. 111-116.) Vomerine teeth in two short series behind

the level of the choan»; fiat above, blunt, descending vertically at the

tip; nostril much nearer the tip of snout than eye; canthus rostralis

a " Named in memory of the late Robert Swinhoe, the first explorer of the reptile

fauna of Formosa." See p. 184.

b Named in honor of Prof. C. Ishikawa, Inii)crial University, Tokyo, director of the

Department of Natural History of the Tokyo Imperial Museum.
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well marked; lores concave; interorbital space slightly wider than

upper eyelid; tympanum one-half the diameter of eye and scarcely

more than its distance from the latter; fingers free, first extending

beyond second almost the length of the disk, and with smooth swelling

at base; disks large, about two-thirds the diameter of tympanum,
rounded anteriorly; toes moderately webbed, two distal phalanges of

fourth toe being free and the excision of the web reaching to the distal

third of the basal phalanx of the same toe; subarticular tubercles

prominent; a flat, weak, inner metatarsal tubercle, less than one-half

the length of the first toe measured from the tubercle; no outer

tubercle; a tarsal fold; specimen too hardened to be unbent or legs

stretched out, but tibio-tarsal articulation would probably reach

Figs. lll-llO.—Rana ishikaw^. § X nat. size. ill. top of head; 112, side of head; 113, open
mouth; 114, underside of hand; 115, underside of foot (1^ X NAT. size), 1; 116, tip of digit.

No. 30, Imp. Mus. Tokyo.

between eye and tip of snout; tibio-tarsal articulations of bent

hind legs overlapping slightly; skin of upper surface exceedingly

rough, even on upper eyelids and sides of face, the tubercles assuming

a very extraordinary pattern caused by the smaller tubercles sur-

rounding concentrically a number of large round pustules which are

wrinkled radially from the central prominence; sides very roughly

studded with closely set, large, wrinkled tubercles; underside finely

granular, except posterior aspect of femur, which is coarsely so.

Color (in alcohol) above brownish, a network of chocolate brown

surrounding the large insular tubercles, which are ochraceous-buff,

with the central prominence darker brown; lips pale, blotched with
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dark brown; limbs crossbarred with dark brown and drab; upper
posterior aspect of femur mottled with the same colors; underside

pale russet, with a network of obscure whitish mottlin<^s.

Vi I)tensions.

mm.
Total length, tip of snout to vent (approximately a) 115

Width of head 40

Distance between nostrils 10

Distance between nostril and eye 8. 5

Diameter of eye 12

Diameter of tympanum 6

Interorbital space fil

Width of upper eyelid 9

Fore leg a Gl

Largest finger disk 4

Hind leg, vent to tip of longest toe a 178

Tibia 53

Inner metatarsal tubercle 5.5

Remarks.—This large species is easily recognized by its very peculiar

pattern of glandular pustules on the back, which is still more enhanced

by the coloration, emphasizing the odd arrangement which suggests

a map of the moon, only that there are no craters visible on the top

of the volcanoes.

Habitat.—The only specimen thus far known is the type in the

Imperial Museum, Uyeno Park, Tokyo, which is said to have come
from Okinawa shima.

List of specimens of Rana ishikawx.

Museum.

Imp. Mus. Tokyo.

Sex
No. and Locality.

(o) Okinawa shima

.

When col-
lected.

Bywhom collectpd

.

oType; description, p. 132; figs. 111-116.

RANA NARINA b Stejneger.

1901. Rana narina Stejneger, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, XIV, Dec. 12, 1901,

p. 189 (type-locality, Okinawa shima, Riu Kiu; type, Sci. Coll. Mus.

Tokyo, No. 19a).

Description of type specimen.—Adult; >Science College Museuni,

Tokyo, No. 19a; Okinawa shima (figs. 117-121). Vomerine teeth in

two distinct, nearly transverse series, which do not extend beyond a

line between the posterior margin of the choan^e; the distance between

the series a little less than between the latter and the choana?, which

are very large; head longer than wide; snout long, nearly squarish
! \ ^ .

a The specimen has the back very much bent and is so hardened that it can not be

stretched out to its normal length. For the same reason the legs can not be unbent

and their measurements are, therefore, also approximate only.

6 Having reference to the nostrils, nares, on account of their extreme forward posi-

tion in this species.
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truncate, vertical, the nostrils being situated near the outer extremity,

their distance from edge of lip being about one-half their tlistance

from the eyes; lores subvertical, very concave; eyes large; inter-

orbital space narrower than upper eyelids; tympanum very distinct,

its diameter about one-half the diameter of the orbit, its distance from
the orbit being more than one-half its diameter; several large gland-

ular warts behind the angle of the mouth; fingers rather long, first

extending beyond second; terminal disks distinct, but small, much
smaller than tympanum; subarticular tubercles large; toes broadly

webbed, reaching to the disks of the third and fifth toes; disks about

the size of those of the fingers; subarticular tubercles strong; um.er

ng

US

Figs. 117-121.—Rana narina. Nat. size. 117, top of uead; 118, side of head; 119, open mouth;

120, underside of hand; 121, underside of foot. xo. loct, sci. coll.. tokyo.

metatarsal tubercle but slightly prominent, narrow, less than one-

half the length of the inner toe ; no outer metatarsal tubercle ; fore

limbs longer than tibia; tibio-tarsal joint extends considerably beyond

the snout; heels overlap considerably when thighs are bent at right

angles to the axis of the body ; no dorsal or dorso-lateral folds ; no tar-

sal fold; both surfaces smooth. Color (in alcohol) above brownish,

below whitish; a narrow whitish Ime from under the eye to and

including the postoral glands; sides and posterior surface of thighs

coarsely marbled with dark brown; chin and throat clouded with

dusky. The specimen appears to have faded considerably, so that

the description of the coloration is probably very defective.
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Di))U'7isio7is.

mm.

From snotit to vent 66

From snout to corner of month .- 22

Length of head 22

Width of head •. 21

Diameter of eye 7

Width of upper eyelid 6

Interorbital width 5

From eye to nostril 7

From nostril to edge of lip 3.5

From eye to end of snout 8

Diameter of tympaninn 4

From -eye to tympanum 2.7

From snout to fore limb 23

Fore limb 43

Hind limb 120

Tibia 38

Foot 51

RemarJcs.—I know of no species to which the present one is par-

ticularly closely allied. In some respects it appears to resemble R.

everetti Boulenger, from the Philippines, particularly in the position of

the nostrils, but in detail there are more differences than similarities.

The forward position of the nostrils in R. everetti is even exceeded in

our sf)ecies, and the vomerine teeth, digital disks, length of hind

limb, etc., are totally different.

Hahitat.—Only laiown from the unic[ue type specimen which

hails from Okinawa shima, Riu Kin.

List of specimens of liana narina.

Museum.
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its width at the angle of mouth equals the distance frojn snout to

insertion of fore limb; snout short, truncate, without canthus ros-

FlGS. 122-125.—RANA NAMIYEI. § NAT. SIZE. 122, TOP OF HEAD; 123, SIDE OF HEAD; 124, UNDERSIDE OF
hand; 125, UNDERSIDE OF FOOT. NO. 3lA, SCI. COLL. TOKYO.

tralis ; nostril situated half way between eye and median point of upper

lip ; e^^es directed upward ; interorbital space one and one-half times

as wide as upper eyelid; tym-

panum hidden; fingers short,

slightly dilated at tip, the sec-

ond one more so than the

others, subarticular tubercles

well developed; second finger

extending considerably l)eyond

first, and falling a trifle short

of fourth, which reaches to the

penultimate phalanx of third;

toes broadly webbed to the

tip of the toes, which are some-

what dilated ; fourth toe about

one-third longer than fifth,

which extends only to the mid-

dle of third phalanx from the

tip of the former, third reach-

ing to the base of the penulti-

mate phalanx; subarticular tubercles well developed, single; inner

metatarsal tubercle prominent, with a free outer edge, the width

Fig. 126.—Rana namiyei. Nat. size. Open mouth.

No. 3lA, Sci. Coll. Tokyo.
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contained two and one-lialf times in the leniith, whicli about equals

the diameter of the eye; no outer tubercle; a well-developed mem-
branaceous fold alono- the outer edge of the fifth toe ; a tarsal fold ; the

tibio-tarsal joint does not reach the eye; the heels do not meet by

a distance greater tlian the diameter of the eye when the hind limbs

are bent at right angles to the axis of the body; skin above nearly

smooth, very loose, and apparently transversely wrmkled; a well-

marked fold from posterior corner of eye to above fore limb and

another less distinct from under the eye backward parallel with the

former. Color above brown, with a broad dark band between and

including the posterior half of the upper eyelids, with the faintest

trace of a lighter band in front of it; lower surface whitish, clouded

with dusky, especially on the throat and chin.

Dimensions.
mm.

From snout to vent 116

From snout to corner of moiith 40

Width of head 53

Diameter of eye 9

Width of upper eyelid 8

Interorbital width 12

From eye to nostril 9

From eye to end of snout 18

From snout to fore limb 48

Fore limb 62

Hind limb • 138

Tibia 45

Foot 60

Inner toe 12

Inner metatarsal tubercle 9

Variation.—Another large specimen is in the Science College

Museum, collected by Mr. S. Ungawa in.Okinawa shima. It has nu-

merous longitudinal tubercular ridges, and the skin is transversely

wrinkled on the posterior part of the back only. The interocular

light band is very pronounced.

A much smaller specimen in the same museum (No. 18), also from

Okinawa shima, and collected by Mr. Nakagawa, differs chiefly in hav-

ing the head proportionally less broad, the bony tubercles on the

mandible less developed, vomerines placed a little more forward,

tympanum pretty well defined, and first finger slightly extending

beyond second. The skin of the back, eyelids, and thighs is strongly

rugose with warts more or less connected by longitudinal ridges; no

transverse plaiting. Upper lips with large blackish spots; trans-

verse dark band between eyes very distinct, the light one less so.

At this age it resembles distantly some specimens of R. tigerina,

from which it differs, however, in most essential points. Thus the nos-

trils are placed more forward; the interorbital space is much broader;
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the vomerine series iiuicli shorter and more anterior; shorter tibia;

larger inner metatarsal tubercle, etc., not to mention the difTerent

coloration.

Remarks.—This species is evidently most nearly related to R. cor-

rugata, from Ceylon, and R. kuUii, from southern Cliina and the
Malay archipelago, l)ut it shows marked differences from both.
From R. IcuJilii it is easily distinguished by the much longer fifth toe,

while it differs from R. corrugata in the much larger metatarsal
tubercle and the large and prominent groups of vomerine teeth.

Habitat.—Thus far only known from Okinawa sliima, Riu Kiu, from
which island I have examined three specimens.

List of specimens of Rana namiyei.

Museum.
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halfway between eye and tip of snout; interorbital space much nar-

rower than upper eyehd; tympanum distinct, about three-fourths

the diameter of the eye; fingers tapering, not chhited at tips; second

finger shorter than first, about ec[uahng fourth; toes nearly entirely

webbed, not dilated at tips; a rather wide flap of skin bordering the

outer side of the fifth toe, the flap being particularly wide along the

metatarsal bone; subarticular tubercles moderate; inner metatarsal

tubercle small, its length scarcely one-half the diameter of the eye;

no outer tubercle; a tarsal fold; tibio-tarsal joints reach eyes when

Figs. 127-131.—Rana tigerina. Nat. size. 127, top of head; 128, side of head; 129, open mouth;

1.30, underside of hand; 1,31, underside of foot. No. 7435, U.S.N.M.

hind legs are stretched forward along the side and meet when bent

at right angles to the axis of the body; skin above with numer-

ous, very distinct, longitudinal, short, glandular ridges, but no trans-

verse fold, and no dorso-lateral fold; a well-marked fold from pos-

terior corner of eye around upper edge of tympanum to above fore

leg. Color brown above with numerous roundish dark spots; no

vertebral light line; lower surface whitish, with brownish marblings

on throat and chest; thighs strongly marbled with dark brownish.
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TJimensions.

mn.
Total length, tip of snout to vent 88

Width of head 32
Snout to comer of ni( mth 30
Diameter of eye 8

Diameter of tympanum 6

Width of upper eyelid 8

Width of interorbital space 5

Eye to nostril 8

Eye to tip of snout 14.

5

Snout to fore leg 34

Fore leg 46

Tibia 39

Inner metatarsal tubercle 4

The adult male (U.S.N.M. No. 34392; northern Formosa) differs

chiefly in the presence of copulatory excrescences on the side of the

first fino;er, which is somewhat swollen at base, and by the two lare^e

external vocal sacs, located one on each side of the throat.

The tadpoles of this species have been described and figured by
Mr. Stanley S. Flower from Siamese specimens.'^ His description,

drawn up from specimens obtained in June, 1897, at Ayuthia, Siam,

is herewith given in fidl.

Length of body once and a half its width, rather more than half

length of tail; nostrils a little nearer to the eyes than to the end

of the snout ; eyes on the upper surface of the body, nearer the end of

the snout than the spiraculum, the distance between the eyes twice

the distance between the nostrils, and about equal to the width

of the mouth; spiraculum on the left side, directed backward and

upward, a little nearer the anus than the end of the snout, visible

from above and from below; anus opening on the right side. Tail

from three and one-half to four ti^mes as long as deep; acutely pointed;

upper erest convex, a little deeper than the lower, not extending on

to the back; depth of the muscular portion at its base about half

tlie greatest total depth. Mouth: the large powerful beak is entirely

black ; the upper mandible terminates in front in a long sharp tooth-

like prominence; the lower mandible is bicuspid, each "tooth" being

long and sharp; the lips are bordered with \evy short fleshy papillae;

inside the upper lip are five series of fine, black teeth; the first series

is uninterrupted by the individual teeth being "grouped with inter-

vals" al)out the center of the line; the remaining series are ])roadly

interrupted, the fifth being very short and diflicidt to distinguish;

the lower lip has also five series of teeth; the first is short ami unin-

terrupted, the second long and uninterrupted, the remainder broadly

interrupted and very short. Color (in life), above yellowish brown,

mottled with darker brown, a very distinct dark brown crescent-

aProc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, pp. 892-893, pi. lix, figs. 2-2a.
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shaped mark above each nostril; below white, purplish gray about

the chin and throat; tail yellow, mottled with brown, a horizontal

dark line along the median line of the basal third of the muscular

portion; iris golden. Total length 52 mm.; length of body 18.5;

width of body 12.5; length of tail 33.5; depth of tail 9.

Variation.—This is the largest species of frog in that part of the

world which is included in the present work. The female described

above is small. Ariother Formosan specimen in our collection

(U.S.N.M. No. 34390), measures 131 mm. from snout to vent, and

specimens from other localities as large as 165 mm. are on record.

The males are smaller, our largest from Formosa (U.S.N.M. No.

34392) measuring only 94 nun. in total length. The hind legs appear

also to be shorter, inasmuch as the tibio-tarsal articulation does not

reach even the tympanum. The ground color in our specimens is

not brownish but olive, and the color in life is probably some shade

of the latter tint.

Remarks.—Specimens from Borneo, w^hich I had the privilege of

examining in British Museum, have the vomerine groups of teeth more

oblique and separated from the choanal by a space fadly equal to

that between the two patches. I can not, therefore, agree in regard-

ing Rana scMueteri Werner as a synonym. Chinese specimens in our

museum (U.S.N.M. No. 7435; Hongkong; W. Stimpson, collector)

agree with the Formosan specimens as described.

Hahitat.—Widely distrilnited from India and Ceylon through Burma
and Pegu to the Malay peninsula and archipelago," Celebes, and the

Philippine Islands; eastward it extends into southern China, where

it occurs as far as Ningpo and Shanghai.

Its occurrence in Formosa is attested by four female specimens in

British Museum, collected at various times by Sw^nhoe, Dickson, and

Collingwood, and by three specimens, male and female, in the United

States National Museum from northern Formosa, obtained through

Mr. A. Owston.

List of specimens of Rana tiyerinn.

Museum.
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Genus POLYPEDATES" Tschudi.

1838. Rhacophorus Tschudi, Olassif. Ratr.. pp. 32, 73 (type, R. reinwardtn; not of

Schlegel 1827) .

1838. Theloderma Tschudi, Olassif. Batr., pp. 32, 73 (type, T. leprosa).

1838. Buergeria Tschudi, Classif. Batr., pp. 34, 75 (type, Hyla buergen Schlegel).

1838. Polypedotes Tschudi, Classif. Batr., p. 34 (type, P. leucomystax).

1838. Polypedates Tschudi, Classif. Batr., p. 75 (correction).

1843. Trachyhyas Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 31 (type, Polypedates ntgosiis=P.

leucomystaoc).

1848. Dendricus Gistel, Naturg. Thierr., p. viii (substitute ior Buergeri").

1890. Polypedetes Coues, Century Dictionary, IV, p. 4606 (emendation).

Authors who reject Fitzinger's generic names of 1843 as nomina
nuda, in spite of the fact that they are accompanied by an exphcit state-

ment of type, are not always consistent, as for instance m the present

case.

In Oken's Isis for 1827 Schlegel made a number of perfunctory

remarks about various herpetological matters, in which he mentioned

several manuscript names of genera instituted by Kuhl or H. Boie.

Among these is also Rhacophorus, which is introduced (p. 294) in the!*

following words:
" Nach Hyla reiht Kuhl sein neues Geschlecht: Racophorus ein. Sp.

:

Rac. reinwardtii Kuhl n. sp., palmatus KuTil {Hyla Daud.), moschatus

Kuhl n. sp., und noch zwey unbenannte Species vom Herrn Professor

Reinwardt mitgebracht."

That is all. A generic name without the slightest trace of a defini-

tion or description accompanied by three specific names, two of which

are nomina nuda, as one {R. reinwardtii) was only described many
years after, the other {R. moscliatus) apparently never. Only one of

the species mentioned could be recognized when the generic name
vv^as published, viz, Daudin's Hyla paljnata, which of necessity must
l)e the type. And as this species is a typical Hyla, Racophorus of 1827

l:)ecomes a synonym of this genus. Any other result is preposterous,

for certainly a generic name without diagnosis to be tenable can not

well have for type an undescribed species.'' And yet Rhacophorus is

accepted by those who even refuse to quote Fitzinger's genera in the

synonymy. Even the rehabilitated Rhacophorus of Tschudi (1838)

is not in a nuich better position, since the species assigned to it were

not described even then, as the part of Schlegel's " Abbildungen

"

containing the first description of Rhacophorus reinwardtii was pub-

lished after Tschudi's work '' appeared, but it is plainly untenable in

view of the difl^erent application of the name in 1827.

« From TtoAi), much; TtySdoo, I jump.
b That the genus Rhacophorus was understood in this sense by herpetologists before

Tschudi's time is shown by van der Hoeven's use of Racophorus in 1833 (Handb.

Dierk., II, Pt. 2, p. 311) for Hyla pahnata, faber and crepitans.

<^ Tschudi, Classif. Batr., p. 32.
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I have not alluded to Kiihl's own application of RhacopJiorus in

1822," because it was certainly unidentifiable at the time. He refers,

it is true, to the dermal flap at the heel,'' but in so uncertain a way that

the genus without reference to a described or figured species (and no

species was described until twenty-five years afterwards) must have

been completely unintelligible. The fact that we know now what he

meant is not sufficient.

Polypedates, or Polypedotes, Buergeria, and Theloderma were proposed

by Tschudi simultaneously for two different species of the same genus,

Theloderma being mentioned first. Dumeril and Bibroii, however, in

184f , in combining the first two genera, selected Polypedates for the

greater group, and Guenther, in 1887, merged Theloderma in Poly-

pedates, hence this name must be adopted according to article 28 of the

International Zoological Code of Nomenclature.

The genus Polypedates, as here understood, differs from the genus

Rana chiefly in the presence of a small bone intercalated between

the last phalanx of the digit and the normally penultimate one.

T^xternall}^ this arrangement is marked on the upper surface by a

kink or notch just before the widening of the disk, thus rendering

dissection in most cases unnecessary. However^ it is much safer to

dissect, as shown by the erroneous reference of Rana ijimse and Rana
ishikawse to the present genus.

KEY TO THE JAPANESE AND FORMOSAN SPECIES OF POLYPEDATES.

a^ Fingers considerably webbed; color above green (blue or purj)lish in alcohol),

immaculate.

h^ A distinct outer metatarsal tubercle; dermal margin of fingers much nari'ower

than the bone P. schlegelii, p. 145.

b- No outer metatarsal tubercle; dermal margin of fingers equaling the bone in

width,

c ' Distance from tip of coccyx to end of sacral diapophysis equals the width of

the head P. viridis, p. 147.

c^ Distance from tip of coccyx to end of sacral diapophysis much less than width

of head P. oicstoni, p. 149.

a^ Fingers free, or with only a rudiment of web at base; color above brownish, more

or less marked with darker.

h ^ Tibia about one-half the length of head and body,

c ^ Vomerine teeth in two long straight series between the choanse, each series

considerably longer than interval between them P. buergeri, p. 150.

c ^ Vomerine teeth in two small oval series, each series considerably shorter than

the interval between them P. eiffingeri, p. 153.

b " Tibia more than one-half the length of head and body.

c' Interorbital space narrower than upper eyelid; tympanum less than one-half

the diameter of the eye P. japonicus, p. 155.

c^ Interorbital space wider than upper eyelid; tympanum more than one-half

the diameter of the eye P. leuconiystax, p. 157.

a Isis, 1822, p. 476.

^This dermal heel flap is also found in Hyla palviata, and consequently is not

diagnostic. As a matter of fact, the latter species being the only one known at the

time, the genus was at first restricted to it, as shown above.
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POLYPEDATES SCHLEGELII" Guenther.

1858. Polypedates schlegelii Guenther, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus., p. 81, pi. vi,

fig. c (type-locality, Japan; types in Brit. Mus.).

—

Martens, Preuss.

Exped. Ost-Asien, Zool., I, 1866, p. Ill; 1876, p. 383 (Yokohama).—
HiLGENDORK, Sitz. Ber. Ges. Naturf. Fr. Berlin, 1880, p. 120 (Tokyo;
Tsukuba Mt., Hitatchi Prov.).

—

Rhacophorus schlegelii Boulenger, Cat.

Batr. Sal. Brit. Miis., 1882, p. 86, pi. ix, fig. 1 (Japan).—Okada, Cat.

Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 67 (Aizu, prov. Iwashiro; Tadam; Tokyo).—
Racophorns schlegelii Ikeda, Annot. Zool. Jap., I, Pt. 3, Aug. 1897, p. 113

(Aizu, prov. Iwashiro; Tokyo; breeding habits).

1892. Rhacophorus schlegeli Boettger, Kat. Batr. Mus. Senckenberg., p. 16

(HakoneMts.; Yokohama).

Description.—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 23589; Yokohama,
Hondo; September, 1896; L. Stejneger, collector (figs. 132-136).

132

135

133

Figs. 132-136.—Polypedates schlegelh. IJ X nat. size. 132, top of head; 133, side of head; 134,

OPEN mouth; 135, underside of hand; 136, underside of foot. No. 23589, U.S.N.M.

Vomerine teeth in two nearly straight series between and close to the

choanae, each series shorter than the distance between them; snout

declivous; nostrils slightly nearer the eye than the tip of snout;

interorbital space more than one and a half times the width of upper

eyelid; tympanum circular, about two-thirds the diameter of the eye;

fingers webbed, between third and fourth to distal end of basal phalanx,

the others at base only ; first finger much shorter than second, not even

reaching the disk of the latter; disks of second, third, and fourth fin-

gers large, about three-fourth the diameter of the tympanum, that of

a Named in honor of Dr. Hermann Schlegel, director of the Rijksmuseum at Leiden,

and the chief author of the herpetological portion of "Fauna Japonica. " Born, Janu-

ary 19, 1804, in Altenburg, Germany; died in Leiden, January 17, 1884.

26485—No. 58—07 10
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the first small, all slightly rounded anteriorly; toes nearly entirely

webbed; disks large, but smaller than those of fingers, gradually

decreasing in size from fourth toe; a pear-shaped inner metatarsal

tubercle, as large as one-half the first toe, rounded; a large, but not

prominent outer one ; tibio-tarsal articulations reach posterior border

of eye, and do not meet when hind legs are placed vertical to the axis

of the body; skin above very finely shagreened; no dorso-lateral

folds; a strong fold from posterior border of e3"e over tympanum to

shoulder; skin on underside granulated, the granulation increasing

in coarseness from the throat backward. Color above in life green, in

alcohol dull marine blue; beneath yellowish, as are also the upper

surface of the two inner fingers, the three inner toes, and tlisks of all

the digits; a few dusky spots on posterior aspect of femur; no cross-

bars on legs.

IHinensions.
mm.

Total length, tip of snout to vent 49

AN'idth of head 18

Interorbital space 6

Upper eyelid 3.

5

Diameter of eye 5

Diameter of tympanum 3.3

Diameter of largest finger dii^k 3

Fore It^g- ; 29

Hinc[,^Ieg, vent to tip of largest toe 68

Tibia 20

Variation.—There is apparently very little external difference

between the sexes. The male is said to have an internal vocal sac,

and No. 34373, a May specimen, has the throat suffused with dark

gray, which the others collected in the same locality and at the same
time do not.

There is some variation in the length of the vomerine series, so that

the internal is not often so great as in the specimen, described. The
'•^tympanum is often smaller and the declivity of the snout is not always

eqiially great.

'Habitat.—This species is apparently confined to Japan. Thus far

it is only recorded from Kiusiu (Miyazaki, U. S. Nat. Mus.) and Hondo
as far north as 37° N. L. (Aizu, prov. Iwashiro, according to Okada).

ft ^s not uncommon in the woods near Yokohama (von Martens,

Boetf|;er, Stejneger) and Tokyo (Hilgendorf, Okada). Hilgendorf

also records it from the Tsukuba Mountain, northeast of Tokyo in the

province of Hitatchi, while Boettger has it from the mountains near

Hakone. We also have four specimens from Mount Fuji, and in the

Stockholm Museum therejis one specimen collected by Dr. O. Nord-

quist at Enoshima. It is not found in Yezo, and is replaced in the

Riu Kius by the next form.
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List of specimens of Polypedates schlegelii.

147

U.S.N.M 23589

Do 23500

Do
I

23591

Do '

30741

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Leidon

.

34370

34371

34372

34373

c ] 694

Sex and
age.

Locality.

Female « .

.

do

do....

Halfgrown

Male

do....

dob...

......do....

When col-
lected.

Yokohama, Hondo Sept.,

do do.

do do.

Miyazaki, Kiusiu

Mount Fuji, Hondo

do

do

do

By whom collected
or from whom re-
ceived.

May, 1898

.do.

.do.

.do.

h. Stejneger.

Do.

Do.

C. A. Clark.

A. Owston.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Japan v. Siebold.

o Description, p. 145 ; figs. 132-136. ft P. 146. c About 10 specimens.

POLYPEDATES VIRIDIS « Hallowell.

1860. Polypedates viridis Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 500 (type-local-

ity, Okinawa shima, Riu Kiu; type, U.S.N.M. No. 25397; W. Stimpson,

collector). Rhacophorus viridis Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

1887, p. 149 (" Loo Choo Islands; " Pryer collection).

—

Fritze, Zool. Jahrb.

Syst., VII, 1894, p. 865; author's separate, p. 16 (Okinawa shima).

—

BoETTGER, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 33-36 Ber., 1895, p. 106 (Okinawa

shima).

—

Brown, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1902, June 11, p. 185 ("Loo Choo
Islands," probably Okinawa shima; Furness and Hiller, collectors).

The relationship of this form to P. schlegelii is very close indeed, so

close that all my attempts to draw a hard and fast line based upon

differences in proportion betw een hind legs and total length, distance

of nostrils from 63^6, relative size of tympanum and large finger disks,

etc., have failed in a large series. It seems, however, that the narrow-

ness of the dermal margin of the digits in the northern form is a fairly

good characteristic, inasmuch as the fingers appear slenderer and the

disks consequently more differentiated, though in reality they are

relatively smaller than in the southern forms. It is also possible that

a larger series of the Okinawa form would show it to have slightly

longer hind limbs, although in the only specimen before me the tibia

is less than half the total length, notwithstanding the fact that the

specimen is very much hardened, with the back bent at nearly 60 de-

grees. This specimen has also a very weak inner metatarsal tubercle,

and the outer one is scarcely noticeable, and as Boulenger has also

commented upon the smallness and flatness of the former in the speci-

men examined by him, it may be that we here have an additional

character.

Under these circumstances it is unnecessary to submit a detailed

description of this form, but a set of measurements of Science College

a Latin word, signifying green.
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Miiseuin, No. 27 (figs. 137-141) from Okinawa shiina is here sub-

mitted for comparison with those of a, P. schlegeliigixen on page 146.

HI

I38

Figs. 137-141.—Polypedates viridis. nat. size. 137, top of head; 138, side of head; 139, open
mouth; 140, underside of hand; 141, underside of foot. No. 27, Sn. Coll. Tokyo.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length (back strongly bent) 67

Width of head. , 25

Interorbital space 8. 5

Upper eyelid 5.5

Diameter of eye 8

Diameter of tympanum 5

Diameter of largest finger disk 5

Fore leg 44

Hind leg (approximate) 110

Tibia 31

According to the manuscript notes of Doctor Stimpson the color

during Hfe (of specimens taken in December) is "grass green'* above,

below pale red; no dark line of separation between these colors."

Habitat.—Originally described from Okinawa shima, this species

has been collected there by nearly all the travelers who have visited

that island, where, according to Doctor Fritze, it is not rare.

a Not ' pale green" as rendered by Hallowell.
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List of specimens of Polypedates viridis.

149

Museum.
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Dimensioji^.
mm.

Total length, tip of snout to vent 65

Width of head 23

Interorbital space 7. 5

Upper eyelid 5

Diameter of eye 6.5

Diameter of tympanum 4

Diameter of largest finger disk 5

Fore leg 38

Hind leg, vent to tip of longest toe 90

Tibia ! 27

Habitat.—Thus far found only on the southern group of the Riu

Kius. The United States National Museum has a fine series from

Ishigaki shima. The specimen collected by Doctor Warburg, in

1891, in Miyako shima, and now in the Hamburg Museum (No. 534)

belongs probably to the present form.

List of specimens of Polypedates owstoni.

U.S.
N. M.
No.
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original sent by Buerger).

—

Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 17-18

Ber., 1878, p. 8 (Japan).

—

Polypedates buergeri Dumeril and Bibron,
Erpet. G^n., VIII, 1841, p. 521 (Japan).—Guenther, Oat. Batr. Sal.

Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 80 (Japan).

—

Rana buergeri Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal.

Brit. Mus., 1882, p. 73 (Japan); Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1886, p. 412

(Japan).

—

Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 67 (Hakone, Musashi, Nikko,

etc.).

—

Boettger, Kat. Batr. Mus. Senckenberg. , 1892, p. 13 (Japan).

—

Krefft, Verh. Ges. Deutsch. Naturf. Aerzte, 69 Vers., Braunschw., 1897,

II, Pt. 1, 1898, p. 187 (habits).

—

Rhacophorus buergeri Boulenger, Proc.

Zool. Soc. London, 1888, p. 205.

1838. Buergeria subversicolor Tschudi, Classif. Batr., pp. 34, 75 (Japan; substitute

name for buergeri).

Description (figs. \^2-\4:&).—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 31904;

Koclii, Tosa, Shikoku: May 11, 1903; Dr. H. M. Smith, collector.

143

Figs. 142-146.—Polypedates buergeri. IJ X nat. size: 142, top of head; 143, side of head; 144,

OPEN mouth; 145, UNDERSIDE OF HAND; 14fi, UNDERSIDE OF FOOT. NO. 2.TO04, IT.S.N.M.

Vomerine teeth in two long, nearly straight series between the choanae,

starting at the inner front corner of the latter, and separated from
each other by an interspace less than the length of a series; nostril

nearer the tip of snout than the eye; interorbital space about equaling

the width of the eye ; t^nnpanum about one-half the diameter of the

eye ; fingers prefectly free ; first finger much shorter than second, which

falls considerably short of fourth; disks of third and fourth finger

large, as large as tympanum, of second and first successively smaller;

toes fully webbed; largest disks of toes ecpialing in size disk of second

finger; subarticular tubercles strong; inner metatarsal tubercle small,

weak, slightly projecting; no outer tubercle ; tibio-tarsal articulations

reach center of eye and overlap slightly when hind legs are ]:)laced at

right angles to axis of body; skin above, including eyelids, snout,

sides of face, and u])per surface of limbs warty; uuderside nearly
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smooth except lower belly and basal portion of posterior aspect of

femur granular. Color (in alcohol) above dull bro\\Tiish gray with

obscure dark spots which become sharply defined and blackish on

the sides and hind legs ; a chevron mark of dusky on the upper eyelids

and interorbital space, the convexity pointing backward, and two
longitudinal curved lines between the shoulders with their convexity

toward the median line; legs crossbarred and marbled with blackish;

ujDper posterior aspect of femur marbled with black; underside

whitish, lower lips and adjacent portions of throat, as w^ell as lower

portions of the thigh and the tibia, A\dth numerous small black spots.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length, tip of snout to vent 70

Width of head 24

Fore leg 42

Hind leg, vent to tip of longest toe 115

Tibia : 33

The adult male is apparently much smaller, U.S.N.M. No. 31906,

same locality, date, and collector, measuring only 45 mm. in total

length. The hind legs are much longer, as the tibio-tarsal joint

reaches the nostril, and the tibia is slightly longer than half the total

length, viz. 23.5 mm. There is a large swelling at the base of the first

finger, with a pad of copulatory asperities, as in the Ranas, covering

the side of the metacarpal and the basal phalanx. There is also an

internal vocal sac with an opening in the mouth on either side of the

tongue. The coloration is essentially as in the female, only the dusky

spots on the throat are much smaller and much more numerous.

Variation.—Our series is rather uniform, showing but little varia-

tion, except that there is a great deal of difference in the amount of

dark markings on the underside, the above descriptions representing

the maximum.
Habitat.—None of the records thus far published, except Okada's

Catalogue, gives any definite localities for this strictly Japanese species.

The original types collected by Buerger have only "Japan" for habi-

tat, presumably southern Japan, or more strictly Kiusiu. However,

in the United States National Museum we have specimens from Aiiya-

zaki, in Kiusiu, collected by Rev. C. A. Clark, and from the province

of Iga, in Hondo, about 30 miles east of Osaka, through Professor

Ijima. Dr. T. Lenz, in 1896, also collected it in the same general

region, specimens from the provinces of Yamashiro, Setsu, and

Yamato, surroiniding Kioto and Osaka, being in the Hamburg
Museum (Nos. 1000, 1009, 1011). Osaka, besides recording it from

the provinces of Mino, Hida, and Yamashiro, mentions Hayakawa,

near Hakone, Chicliibu in Musaslii, and Yumoto and Chuzenji Lake,

at Nikko, as places where Buerger's tree-frog occurs. United States
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National Museum also has a large number of specimens from Mount
Fuji. Whether tliis species goes farther north than Nikko I do not

know. In Sliikoku it has been collected by Dr. H. M. Smith. In the

Riu Kius it is replaced by the next species.

List of sprrimcns of Polypcdates buergeri.

U.S.
N.M.
No.

23904

23905

30745

31904

31905

31906

34350

34351

34352

34353

34354

34355

34356

34357

34358

34359

34360

34,361

34362

34363

34364

1^365

34366

34367

34368

34369

Sex.

Male a...

do...

Female .

.

do. !>,

Male

do.'-,

do...

do...

do...

do..

do..

do..

do..

do..

do..

do..

do..

do..

do..

do..

do..

do..

do..

do..

do..

do..

Locality.

Provhice of Iga, Hondo

do

Miyazaki, Kinsiu

Kochi, Tosa, Shikolcu. .

.

do

do

Mount Fuji, Hondo

do

When col-
lected.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

-do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

May 11,1903

do

do

May, 1898

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do ,

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

By whom col-
lected.

I. Ijima.

Do.

C. A. Clark.

II. M. Smith.

Do.

Do.

A. Owston.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

a Figs. 142-146 p. 151. h Description, p. 151. c Description, p. 152.

POLYPEDATES EIFFINGERI« (Boettger).

1860. Polypedates biirgerii Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 501 ("Loo

Ghoo Islands") (not of Schlegel).

1895. Rana eiffingeri Boettger, Zool. Anz., XVIII, July 8, 1895, p. 267 (type-

locality, "either, and probably, from Okinawa, of the middle group, or

from Ohoshima, of the northern group;" type, Mus. Senckenberg., No.

1074a); Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 33-36 Ber., 1895, p. 104.

As I have no specimen of P. eiffingeri, 1 give below a translation of

Doctor Boettger's original description of the type (fig. 147) which,

thanks to his courtesy, I had the pleasure of examining in 1898. Like

P. huergeri, the specimen in question has the first finger much shorter

than second and the tibia about one-half the total length of head and

body.

a Named for Mr. Georg Eiffinger, of Frankfort on the Main.
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Fig. 147.—Polype-
da t e s EIFFIN-

GERi. About IJ

X NAT. SIZE. Vo-
merine TEETH.
Sketch by au-

thor from
TYPE IN SENCK-
ENBERG Museum.

Original description of type> specimen.—Adult female: Museum
Senckenbero^ianum, No. 1074a; Riu Kiu Islands.—Vomerine series

between the choana?, feebly developed, small, oval, separated b}^ a

very wide interval; head broader than body, short,

very broad; snout short triangular, anteriorly trun-

cated; eye larger and more protruding than in P.

huergeri (Schlegel) ; all other characters as in the latter,

but the back less warty, a small white tubercle on the

tibio-tarsal joint and a series of smaller, isolated white

tubercles along the posterior edge of the lower arm and

the tarsus, and the posterior legs shorter; the adpressed

hind leg reaches with the tibio-tarsal joint to the ante-

rior border of the eye (in P. huergeri to the nostril or to

the tip of the snout) ; the digital disks somewhat smaller than the

tympanum. Color ([uite similar, but the posterior aspect of the femur

lighter, brownish yellow, with large blackish spots and marblings.

Dimensions.
mm.

Length of head and body 35

Length of head 12. 5

Width of head 14

Tympanum 2. 25

Fore leg 22

Hind leg 57

Tibia 18

Largest digital disk 2«

Habitat.—-Thus far only known as occurring in the Riu Kiu Archi-

pelago at large. Ilallowell reports Polypedates hurgerii from ''Ou-

sima" and the "Loo Choo Islands," a record probably referable to the

present species. The origin of the type is not known exactly, as Mr.

Schmacker's Japanese collector visited all three groups in the Riu

Kius, but Doctor Boettger regards it as certain that the specimen in

(|uestion came either from the northern or the middle group, with the

probability in favor of the latter.

List of spemnens of Polypedates eiffingeri.

Museum.
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POLYPEDATES JAPONICUS (Hallowell;.

1860. I.ralus japonicus Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 501 (type-locality,

Oshima, northern Riu Kius; type, U.S.N.M. No. 7313; Stimpson, col-

lector).—Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 66 (Okinawa shima).

—

Fritze, Zool. Jahrb. Syst., VII, 1894, p. 865; author's separate, p. 16.

1886. Rana macro-pus Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc, London, 188G, p. 414 (su'osti-

tute name; "Oho shima"); Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), X, Oct., 1892,

p. 302 (Okinawa; Hoist, collector).—Fritze, Zool. Jahrb. Syst., Vll,

1894, p. 865; author's separate, p. 16.

—

Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk.

33-36 Ber., 1895, p. 103 ("Ohoshima or Okinawa.")

I have convinced myself by a careful dissection of the fingers of oive

of Hallowell's cotypes of Ixalus japonicus that there is an intercalated

bone between the penultimate and the ultimate phalanges, and th.at

this species, therefore, belongs to the genus Polypedates and not to

Rana. This arrangement of tlie tip of the digits is also quite easily

148 150

151

149

153

Figs. 148-153.—Polypedates JAPONICUS. IJ X NAT. size. 148, top of head; 149, side of head; 150,

OPEN mouth; 151, underside of hand; 152, underside of foot; 1.51?, tip of digit. No. 7313,

U.S.N.M.

discernible from the outside, the peculiar notch between the disk and

the penultimate phalanx being very conspicuous.

The vomerine teeth are so insignificant that at a first inspection

they seem to be absent. Under a very powerful lens, however, a

transverse series of very minute teeth is discovered close to the ante-

rior border of the choanse. This justifies the reference of this species

to Polypedates rather than to Ixalus, or PMlautus^ Gistel, as the name
should stand, Ixalus Dumeril and Bibron, 1841, being preoccupied by

Ixalus Ogilby, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1836, p. 119.

Description.—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 7313 a; Amami-o-shima,

Riu Kiu; May, 1855; W. Stimpson, collector (figs. 148-153). Vome-
rine teeth in two oblique, very indistinct series between and ver}"

"Philautus Gistel, Naturg.Thierr., 1848, p. x (substitute name for Orchestes Tschudi,

1838, which is al.'^o preoccupied by Illiger, 1807). See Stejneger, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., XXVllI, 1905, p. 346.
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close to the inner border of the choanse; nostril nearer the tip of

snout than the eye; interorbital space narrower than upper eyelid;

horizontal diameter of tympanum less than one-half the diameter of

the eye; fingers free, first much shorter than second; disks of third

fingers largest, less than half the diameter of tympanum; webs of toes

excised to distal end of first phalanx of fourth toe; subarticular

tubercles not very prominent; inner metatarsal tubercle small, oval;

no outer tubercle; tibio-tarsal articulations reach beyond the tip of

the snout more than half the width of the head when hind legs are

extended forward along the body, and when bent at right angles to

the axis of the body the same joints overlap more than the width of

the interorbital space; skin above smooth with scattered tubercles,

which are more numerous on the sides, and various very narrow and

not conspicuous longitudinal folds which anastomose more or less

and form two shallow crescents on the shoulders, with the convexity

toward the median line; throat and chest smooth; rest of underside

of body, as well as posterior aspect of the femur near the base, coarsely

granular; a fold from posterior border of eye over tympanum to

above insertion of fore leg. Color (in alcohol), above pale drab with

brown markings; a chevron mark on top of head across the middle of

upper eyelids with the angle pointing backward ; on the shoulders two

angular marks corresponding to the glandular folds, a dark vertical

band from front of eye to edge of lip, and a longitudinal one from eye

over upper part of tympanum to shoulder along the lower edge of the

glandular fold; legs and feet cross-barred; lower lip with some dark

brown spots; a dark brown longitudinal line in front of upper part

of overarm; underside otherwise white.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length, tip of snout to vent 33

Width of head 11

Fore leg 19

Hind leg, vent to tip of longest toe 62

Tibia 21

The adult male is smaller; U.S.N.M. No. 7313 d, same locality, date,

and collector, measures only 26 mm.; a copulatory pad of minute

asperities forms a swelling on top and side of the metacarpal of first

finger; there is apparently an internal vocal sac with openings on both

sides of the mouth back of the tongue.

Variation.—In structure and proportions there is very little varia-

tion observable. The coloration is also on the whole very uniform,

though the extent and intensity of the dark markings vary some-

what; thus there is often a dark line connecting the angles of the

scapular marks, and in some there is an elongated lozenge-shajx'd

mark on the lower back.
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Habitat.—Although originally recorded by Halhnvell as from
"Japan," this species is confined to the Riu Kins, for the original
label, with the locality '^Ousima, Japan," is still in the bottle with
Hallowell's types of Ixalus japonicus. Boulenger, in referring the
species to Rana, redescribed and renamed it (as there was already
another Rana japonica) from a specimen in the British Museum,
obtained by Lieut. Alfred Carpenter, R. N., at "Oho Shima," and
he has since recorded its occurrence in Okinawa shima.« Two speci-
mens in the Science College Museum (Nos. 24 A and (i) p 2) from the
latter locality have been examined by me and compared with Hal-
lowell's types.

List of specimens of Polypedates japonicus.

Museum.
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rows between the choanse, contiguous with the latter and separated

from each other by a space as wide as the choanae; nostrils nearer

tip of snout than eyes; upper eyelids only two-thirds the interorbital

space; diameter of tympanum about three-fourths that of the eye;

fingers with barely a rudiment of web; first finger shorter than

second by half the diameter of the disk, which is more than half that

of the tympanum; toes about half webbed, inner metatarsal tubercle

much smaller than digital disks; no outer tubercle; tibio-tarsal

joint extends beyond the tip of the snout; skin nearly smooth above

and on throat and chest, strongly granular on belly and underside

of thighs; a sharp, narrow fold from posterior corner of eye in a

straight line over tympanum, ending rather abruptly some distance

past the insertion oiF the fore limb. Color (in alcohol), pale brownish

gray above, with four obscure longitudinal brownish bands, the

lateral ones broader and originating on the anterior portion of the

upper eyelids, the median ones narrower, originating on the snout

and apparently confluent on the sacrum; a narrow blackish line

runs from the tip of snout through the nostrils, middle of eyes, and

over the tympanum just underneath the postocular fold; on the flanks

a few distinct blackish reticulations; edge of jaws whitish, accentuated

by a very narrow line of dark brownish.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length, tip of snout to vent 58

Snout to eye 11

Snout to posterior boixler of tympanum 22

Nostril to eye 8

Diameter of eye 7

Diameter of tympanum 5

Interorbital width : 7

Fore leg -. - 36

Tibia
*

32

Digital disks 2. 75

Habitat

.

—Polypedates leucomystax is said to inhabit ''Southern

China and Eastern Himalayas to the Malay peninsula and archi-

pelago." The striped form, supposed to be only a color variety,''

has been found in Java, Sumatra, Singapore, the Philippines, and in

Formosa, a specimen from the latter island, collected by Mr. Matthew

Dickson, being in the British Museum.

«Mr. S. S. Flower, who studied Polypedates leucomystax alive in the Malay penin-

sula, says that the striped specimens do not represent "even a true variety, as the

dark lines appear conspicuously and disappear entirely in' the same individual. If

killed with or without the lines visible they remain so in spirit. In Singapore at

different times I noticed many young frogs which had just left the water, all of which

had the dark lines visible; these disappear as the animal grows, only to reappear

temporarily in the adult." (Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1896, p, 906.)
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List of specimens of Polypedates leucomystax.
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Museum.
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sp-

an:

being lower labial. These are described as first, second, third, etc.,

proceeding from the outer border toward the beak in both the upper
and lower sections of the Hp. The first series, either in the upper or

155 loG lower section, may be mar-

ginal or may be within the

border, which is then occu-

pied b}^ fleshy papillae. The
arrangement of the series is

expressed by a formula: §,

for instance, mdicating the

number in the upper and

lower sections, the line cor-

respondmg to the beak.

By spiraculum (figs. 155-

156) is understood the open-

ing or tube by which the

water is expelled from the

bronchial chambers. In our

species it is located either on

the left side or in the me-
dian line on the breast.

The anal opening (figs.

155-156) is also a tube situ-

ated at the beginning of

the tail either in the middle

line or laterally beside the

origin of the lower caudal

crest.

The openings of numerous

sensory ducts form more or less complicated systems of lines on head

and body, and are of some systematic value. A glandular streak

extending from the nostril toward the eye is the lachrymal canal.

Figs. 155-156.—Lower view of tadpoles, showing lo-

cation OF SPIEACULUM AND ANAL OPENING. 155, DiS-

COGLOSSOID (COSTATE) TOAD; 156, HyLA. Sp, SPIRACU-

LUM; an, ANxrs. (From Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc

London, 1891, p. 596.)

Figs. 157-159.—Mouth of tadpoles. 10 X nat. size. 157, Bombina salsa; 15S, Hyla arborea.

15 X NAT. SIZE. 1.59. BUFO BUFO. (FrOM BoULENGER, PROC. ZOOL. SOC. LONDON, 1891, PL. XLVII,

FIG. 5a; PL. XLVI, FIGS. lA AND 4A.)
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PRELIMINARY KEY TO THE TADPOLES.

a' Mouth with horny beak; series of horny teeth, more or less surrounded by papilla;.

¥ Spiraculum in the mid-ventral line (fig. 155); labial teeth in two or more rows in
nearly every series Bombina {bombina, salsa, fig. 157)

6^ Spiraculum on the left side of the body (fig. 156); labial teeth in one row in each
series,

ci Anus median (fig. 155); spiraculum directed l)ackward; lower lip only
papillose at the corners.

Bufo (bi(fo, fig. 159; viridis; ralainita; tiifJanostirtus [Flower, Proc. Zool.

Soc, 1896, pi. XLiv, fig. 3])

c- Anus dextral, fig. 156; spiraculum directed backward and upward; papilla

continuous along lower lip or only narrowly interrupted in the middle.
d ' Anus opening above the lower edge of the tail ; upper caudal crest extending

far forward on the back almost to between the eyes . Hyla (arborea. fig. 158)

rf- Anus opening close to the lower edge of the tail; upper caudal crest not

extending forward beyond the vertical of the spiraculum.

e^ Papillose series bordering lower lip uninterrupted in the middle. .Rana.
/' Upper lip not bordered l)y papillse; beak white, more or less broadly

bordered with black.

fl' Series of labial teeth '^-^
3

i?. macrodon [Flower P. Z. S., 1899, pi. lix, fig. 1]; esculenta; arvalis.

g^ Series of labial teeth
"

R. temporaria, fig. 154; agilis.

P Upper lip bordered by papillae like lower one; beak entirely black.

R. tigerina [Flower, P. Z. S., 1899, pi. lix, fig. 2]

e^ Papillose border of lower lip narrowly interrupted in the middle.

Polypedntes leacomystax [Flower, P. Z. S., 1896, pi. xliv, fig. 2; 1899,

pi. lix, fig. 3J

a- Mouth without hard l)eak, labial teeth, or papillae, consisting of a simple upper

lip and a contractile lower one Microhyla ornata [Flower P. Z. S., 1899, pi.

LX, fig. 1]

Class REPTILIA.
1768. Replilia Laurenti, Synops. Kept., p. 19 (compare p. 6).

1820. Pholidota Merrem, Tent. Syst. Amph., p. 5.

1826. Monopnoa Fitzinger, Neue Classif. Rept., p. 3.

1841. Haplopnoa Leuckart, Zool. Bruchst., II, p. 31.

The existing reptiles are divided by Dr. H. F. Osborn into two sub-

classes, Diapsida and Synapsida. To the latter belongs onl}' one

existing order, viz, the turtles (Testudinata), which are characterized

by having the scapular arch internal to the ribs, while in the three

existing orders of the Diapsida it is external. These orders are: Cro-

codilini (also called Loricata or Emydosauria) , characterized by two-

headed ribs; RhyncJiocejjhalia, represented by a single surviving genus

in New Zealand (SpJienodon), superficisiWy resembling a lizard, but

distinguished from the next order by having, among other characters,

the quadrate bone immovably fixed to the adjacent cranial elements

26485—No. 58—07 11
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by suture, while in the Squamata, embracing snakes and hzards, it is

loosely articulated with the cranium at the proximal end; the last

two orders have one-headed ribs.

As stated, recent Rhynchoceplialia occur only in New Zealand, and

the crocodiles are not known with certainty to enter our territory, in

which consequently only the Squamata and the Testudinata are found.

These two orders are always easily distinguished by their external ap-

pearance alone, the solid encasement of the turtles in their bony shell,

covered by horny plates or a soft skin, being a character quite sufficient.

Moreover, the presence of teeth in the squamate order contrasts

easily with the toothless horn-sheathed jaws of the turtles.

Sul3cleiss DIAPSID^.

1903. Diapsidaa. F. Osborx, Science (n. p.), XVII. Feb. 10, 1903, p. 276.

Order SQUAMATA.
1811. Squamata Opvel, Ordn. Rept., p. 14.

1825. Squamosa Latreille, Fam. Nat. Regne Anim., p. 93.

1831. Ophidosaurii Eichw.\ld, Zool. Specialis, III, p. 168.

1854. Streptostylica Stannius, Handb. Zootom., II, Wirbelth., Pt. 2, Ampli., p. 5.

1866. Lepidosauria Haeckel, Gen. Morphol., II, p. cx.xxvi.

1898. Sauria Gadow, Classif. Vertebr., p. 24.

Besides the chameleons, which form a suborder by themselves (Pren-

dentia, or Rhi'ptoglossi) , but do not occur east of India, the order

Squainata consists of two suborders—the lizards {Sauria) and the

snakes (Serpentes). The anatomatical characters which distinguish

them consist chiefly in the separate condition of the rami of the lower

jaw in the snakes, while they are solidly united in the lizards; in the

total absence even of vestiges of a pectoral arch in the snakes; and in

the closing of the brain case anteriorly in the latter. There are no

external characters which will in all cases separate a snake from a

limbless lizard, except that in the latter the tongue is not retractile

into a basal sheath, while in most cases they possess distinct eyelids

and ear-openings, both wanting in the snakes. All the lizards within

the region here treated of have four limbs and are thus easily distin-

guished from the snakes.

Suborder SAURIA.

1788. Lacertpe Batsch, Anleit. Kenntn. Thiere Mineral., I (p. 437).

1802. Sauria Macartney, in Ross' Transl. Cuvier's Lect. Comp. Anat., I, tab. iii.

1803. Sauri Daudin, Hist. Nat. Rept., V, tabl., p. 8.

1804. Saurii Latreille, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., XXIV, tabl. meth., p. 61.

1828. PneumahiTomolgaci Ritgen, Nova Acta Acad. Leop. Carol., XIV, p. 274.

1828. Saiirai Wagler, Isis, 1828, p. 860.

1831. LacerHna Mueller, Tiedem. et Trevir. Zeitschr. Phys., IV, p. —

.
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1839. Saurcs Swainson, Nat. Hist. Class. Fish. Aniph. Rc])!., II ( Lardnrr's Cab.
Encyd.), p. 148.

1842. LacertiUa Owen, Rep. Brit. Ass. Adv. Sci. Plyinouih Meet., 1841 (p. 144).

1845. Saura Gray, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., p. 3.

1849. Porpopoda Mayer, Rheinlaend. und Weslphal. Vdliandl., VI (p. 177).

1857. LepidfltaJAN, Cenni Mus. MilaiKi, p. 37.

1886. Englnssa Gihh, Rep. Sraithson. Inst., 1885, p. 801.

1898. Aiitosauri Haeckel, in Gadow, Classif. Vertebr., 1898, p. 24.

The saurian fauna of Japan is very fragmentary, containing at

most 30 species belonging to only 4 families. It is very suggestive that

the bulk of this number belongs to the two families GekJconidse and
Scincidse, which are nearly cosmopolitan in their distribution. Mem-
bers of these families, moreover, seem to be more easily transported

to distant islands than almost any other lizards. Thus, among the

species occurring in Japanese territory, Hemidactylus frenatus occurs

throughout the islands and along the shores of the western Pacific,

from Korea to Australia, the entire Indian Ocean, and even in St.

Helena, in the Atlantic Ocean, while the CryptohlepJiarus pcecilopleurus

has a distribution even more extended. The most remarkable range,

however, is that of Leiolopisma laterale, which furnishes one of the

most extraordinary instances of disconnected distribution, as the

specimens of the East Asiatic colony seem to be practically indis-

tinguishable from those occurring in North America east of the

Rocky Mountains.

The herpetological fauna of Formosa is as yet too little known to

allow us to make any generalization as to the route b}^ which the

Indo-Malayan species have reached the Riu Kiu Islands

Of the rather numerous superfamilies into which the lizards may
be divided, only three are represented in Japan and neighboring

countries, viz, the Geklconoidese, the Agamoidese, and the Lacertoidese,

the first two with one family each, the latter with two, the Lacertidx

and the Scincidse. Some of their main characters are included in

the following

:

TABLE OF S.\URIAN FAMILIES IN JAPAN, ETC.

a' Tongue smooth, or with villose papilla*.

6' (Gekkonoide.e). No postorbital or postfronto-squainosal arches; claA'icle dilated

proximally Gekkonid^, p. 164

b^ (Agamoide.e). Postorbital and postfronto-squamosal arches present; clavicle not

dilated proximally Acamid.e, p. 182

a^ (Lacertoide.e). Tongue covered with imbricate scale-like papillie or with oblique

papillose folds.

fc' Premaxillary double; body with osteodernial plates Scincid.e, p. 193

b^ Premaxillary single; no osteodernial plates Lacertid.e, p. 228

Taking cognizance of external, easily verified characters only, the

species occurring within our area may be referred to their respective

families by the following:
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ARTIFICIAL KEY TO THE FAMILIES OF LIZARDS OCCURRING IN JAPAN AND ADJACENT

TERRITORY.^

a' No large symmetrical shields on top of head.

6' Digits dilated; no movable eyelids; tympanum exposed Gekkonid^, p. 164

b' Digits compressed; movable eyelids; tympanum concealed ...Agamid.e, p. 182

a- Top of head with large symmetrical shields.

6' Ventral scales cycloid, arranged quincuncially Scincid^, p. 193

b- Ventral scales squarish, in longitudinal and transverse series. . . Lacertid.e, p. 228

Family GEKKONID.'E.

The Geckos are lizards with smooth or papillose tongue, dilateH

clavicles and biconcave vertebrae; mostly without movable eyelids

and with vertical pupil; toes variously modified or dilated into more

or less adhesive organs.

A large family they are represented in all the hotter portions of the

globe, but are most numerous in the Indian and Australian regions.

In the area covered by this work only four or five genera have been

found. Owing to the ease with which the geckos may be accidentally

transported from place to place, they are often introduced uninten-

tionally into new localities by human agency.

Probably most of the species are nocturnal, and owing to the con-

struction of the toes are enabled to run with ease on smooth perpen-

dicular surfaces. Some species emit a chuckling sound resembhng

the word "gecko," hence their name. They lay round eggs with a hard,

white shell.

Swinhoe has given a spirited account of the habits of the common
Japanese house gecko as observed by him in Formosa, which deserves

to be reproduced here.''

In running over the perpendicular face of the wall they keep so close and their

movements are made so quickly with one leg in advance of the other that they have

the appearance at a distance of gliding rather than running. The tail is somewhat

writhed as the body is jerked along, and much so when the animal is alarmed and

doing its utmost to escape; but its progress even then is in short runs, stopping at

intervals and raising the head to look about it. If a fly perch on the wall it cau-

tiously approaches to within a short distance, then suddenly darts forward, and

with its quickly protruded glutinous tongue fixes it. Apart from watching its curious

maneuvers after its insect food, the attention of the most listless would be attracted

by the singular series of loud notes these creatures utter at all hours of the day and

night, more especially during cloudy and rainy weather. These notes resemble the

syllables "chuck-chuck''' several times repeated, and, from their more frequent

occurrence during July and August, are, I think, the call notes of the male to the

female. During the greater part of the day the little creature lies quiescent in some

cranny among the beams of the roof or in the wall of the house where, however, it is

ever watchful for the incautious fly that approaches its den, upon whom it darts forth

a For nomenclature of head-shields of lizards, see p. 194, figs. 176-178.

6 Swinhoe, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (3), XII, 1863, pp. 222-223.
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with but little notice. But it is by no means confined to the habitations of men.
Every old wall and almost every tree possesses a tenant or two of this species. It is

excessively lively, and even when found quietly ensconced in a hole, generally man-
ages to escape—its glittering little eyes (black, with yellow ocher iris) appearing to

know no sleep; and an attempt to capture the runaway seldom results in more than
the seizure of an animated tail, wrenched off with a jerk by the little fellow as it slips

away, without loss of blood. The younger individuals are much darker than the

larger and older animals, which are sometimes almost albinos. * * *

I have found the eggs of this gecko in holes in walls or among mortar rubbish.

They usually lie several together, are round, and did not seem to me to offer any
appearance other than those of ordinary lizards. The young, when first hatched,

keep much to themselves under stones in dark cellars, where they live until they
attain two-thirds the size of the adults. At this stage they begin to show out in con-

spicuous places, but always evince alarm at the approach of their older brethren;

for what reason, I could not make out.

KEY TO THE GENERA OF GEKKONID.E INHABITING JAPAN AND ADJACENT TERRITORY.

a' Infradigital plates in a single series; the free distal joint at the extremity of the

digital expansion.

b^ Digits with but a slight rudiment of web at base; no lateral parachute-like expan-

sion Gekko, p. 165

62 Digits entirely webbed; wide lateral parachute-like dermal expansion to body,

limbs, and tail
'. Ptychozoon, p. 170

a? Infradigital plates in a double series, the distal joint rising from within the extrem-

ity of the digital expajision.

6^ Inner digit with a compressed clawed phalanx.

c^ Digits free; body without lateral dermal expansion Hemidactylus, p. 172

c^ Digits half webbed; body with a much developed lateral dermal expansion.

Cosymbotus, p. 178

fe2 Inner digit clawless Peropus, p. 180

Genus GEKKO a Laurenti.

1768. Gekko Laurenti, Synops. Rept., p. 43 (type, G. verticillatus)

.

1800. Gecko Cuvier, Legons d'Anat. Comp., I, tabl. iii (emendation).

1810. Gecus Rafinesque, Caratteri, p. 9 (emendation).

1826. Platydactylus Fitzinger, Neue Classif. Rept., p. 13 (same type) (not of

Oken 1817).

1833. Lomatodactylus van der Hoeven, Handb. Dierk., II, Pt. 2, p. 342 (type, L.

vittatus).

1843. Scelotretus Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 101 (type, (f. vittatus).

GEKKO JAPONICUS (Dumeril and Bibron).

YAMORI.

Plate XIII.

1836. Platydactylus japoniciis Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., Ill, p. 337

(type-locality, Japan; types in Paris Mus.).

—

Dumeril, Cat. Meth. Rept.

Mus. Paris, I, 1851, p. 37.

—

Gecko japonicus Guenther, Rept. Brit.

India, 1864, p. 103 (southern Japan; Chusan, China; Formosa).

—

Hilgen-

DORF, Sitz. Bet. Ges. Naturf. Fr. Berlin, 1880, p. 113.

—

Boulenger, Cat.

« A name derived from the sound made by several species.
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Liz. Brit. Mus., I, 1885, p. 188 (Japan; Kiukiang Mts., Chefu, Shanghai,

Szechuen, Ningpo, Hongkong, China; Formosa).

—

Okada, Cat. Vert. Jap.,

1891, p. 71 (Tokyo; Chukuzen, etc., Okinawa).

—

Boettger, Kat. Rept.

Mus. Senckenberg. , I, 1893, p. 34 (Japan; Hongkong, Canton, Shanghai,

Prov. Guan-dung, China).—Fritze, Zool. Jahrb. Syst., VII, 1894, p. 860;

author's separate, p. 11 (Tokyo; Okinawa).

—

Gekko japonicus Stejneger,

Journ. Sci. Coll. Tokyo, XII, Pt. 3, 1898, p. 218 (Taipa, Formosa).

1838. Flatydactylus jamori Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Japon., Rept., p.

103 (type-locality, southern Japan; types in Leiden Mus.; Siebold, col-

lector).

—

Bleeker, Natuurk. Tijdschr. Nederland. Indie, XVI, 1858, p.

204 (name only).

—

Martens, Preuss. Exped. Ost-Asien, Zool., I, 186G,

pp. 109, 112 (Nagasaki).

—

Gecko {Flatydactylus) jamori Temminck and

Schlegel, Fauna Japon., Rept., 1838, pp. 136, 139, Saur. Batr., pi. ii,

figs. 1-4. a

1842. Gecko chinensis Gray, Zool. Misc., p. 57 (type-locality, China; type in Brit.

Mus.; J. Reeves, collector).

—

Platydactylus chinensis Martens, Preuss.

Exped. Ost-Asien, Zool., I, 1876, p. 374 (Nagasaki).

1842. Hemidactylus nanus Cantor, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., IX, Aug. 1842, p. 482

(type-locality, Chusan, China; types in Brit. Mus.; Cantor, collector).

1863. Gecko swinhonis Swinhoe, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (3), XII, p. 222 (Taiwan fu,

Formosa; habits) {nomen midum, not of Guenther 1864).

1891. Platydactylus yamori Fritze, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, V, p. 239

(Tokyo; not in Yezo).

1902. (hhyra intermedia Brown, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1902, June 11, p. 183 (type-

locality, probably Okinawa shima; type in Wistar Inst. Phila. No. 572,

orig. No. 46; Furness and Hiller, collectors).

The specimens from Tsushima and Fusan, Korea, are identical

with the Japanese specimens, showing no tendency toward GeJcko

swinhonis'' from Northern China. The hitter differs in having very

few dorsal tubercles, median pair of chin-sliields smaller, and scarcely

any trace of web between the toes.

Description (figs. IQ0-16S).~-Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 31821;

Yamagawa, Province of Satsuma, Kiusiu; June 14, 1903; Hugh M.

Smith, collector.—Rostral squarish, about twice as wide as high,

bounded above by two large internasals and two small scales

between the latter, the superior angles entering the nostrils; nostril

between first supralabial, rostral, large internasal, and three smaller

shields above and behind; distance between nostril and eye equals

distance between eye and ear-opening; diameter of eye a little more

« Reproduced in this work on Plate XIII.
b 1864. Gecko swinhonis Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, p. 104, pi. xii, fig. A (type-

locality, Peking; type in Brit. Mus.; Swinhoe, collector).

—

Boulenger,

Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., I, 1885, p. 189 (Peking).—Mueller, Verh. Naturf.

Ges. Basel, VII, Pt. 3, 1885 (Tien-tsin).

18V/. GeckoJaponicus Moellendorpp, Journ. N. China, Br. R. Asiat. Soc. (n. s.),

XI, p. 104 (Prov. Chili, China) (not of Dumeril and Bibron).

—

Mehely,
Zichy's Dritte Asiat. Forschungsr., II, 1901, p. 44. pi. vi, figs. 1-2 (Peking).

1885. Gecko sunnhoei Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 24-25 Ber., p. 139;

26-28 Ber. 1888, p. 61 (Miau-feng-shan, near Peking); Kat. Rept. Mus-

Senckenberg., I, 1893, p. 35.
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than half the distance between eye and tip of snout; ear-opening

small, oval, less than one-half the diameter of the eye; eleven upper

labials; mental pentagonal, scarcely larger than the adjacent lower

labials; nine lower labials; behind mental a pair of median, some-

what elongated cliin-shields, on either side of which another similar

shield of about the same size ; beliind these several polygonal smaller

shields; whole upper surface covered with granules, those on the

snout considerably larger; among the granules, from the eyes back-

ward to the root of the tail, numerous small, rounded tubercles, their

mutual distance averaging about one-half the diameter of the eye,

not arranged in regular longitudinal series, though about twelve

tubercles can be counted in a line across the back; upper surface of

162

Figs. lRO-163.—Gekko japonicus. 2 X nat. size. 160, top of head; 161, side of head; 102, chin;

163, UNDERSIDE OF FOOT. No. 17521, U.S.N.M.

limbs covered with granules like the back ; lower surface of body and

limbs covered with imbricate scales except on the tlu"oat and anterior

portion of neck, which are covered with granules of the size of those

on the back; first toe with 9 lamellae, fourth with 15 underneath;

second, tliird, and fourth toes connected by a basal web; an angular

series of six preanal pores (by an anomaly two inner pores on left side

not developed) ; base of tail swollen, with a single large tubercular

scale on each side; tail suddenly tapering from the basal swelling,

slightly depressed, oval in section, covered above with small scales,

the annular arrangement of which is chiefly marked b}^ the straight

posterior outline of every ninth row, and a pair of median tubercles
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on the latter; underneath scales larger with a median series of wide

•plates, .every third of which is a little wider, its posterior edge corre-

sponding to the posterior outline of the annulus. Color (in alcohol)

drab gray above with a double series of obscure dusky spots on back

and crossbars on limbs and tail; an obscure dusky band from nostril

through eye to occiput meeting its fellow from the other side on the

latter; a similar band from eye to ear-opening, and ill-defined dusky

spots on both upper and lower labials.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 106

Snout to vent 60

Vent to tip of tail 46

Snout to ear-opening 16

Greatest width of head 13

Fore leg, from axilla 18

Hind leg, from groin 26

The adult female (U.S.N.M. No. 31822; same locahty and col-

lector) differs cliiefiy in the absence of the preanal pores and of ,the

basal swelling of the tail; the spur-like tubercle on each side of the

base of the latter is present, but is smaller than in the male; the tail

itself is slightly broader and more depressed.

Variation.—Besides slight differences in the number of labials, in

the relative size and shape of the chin-shields, and in the number of

tubercles on the occiput, it may be mentioned that some specimens,

for instance, U.S.N.M. No. 13563, from Nagasaki, have plainly devel-

oped tubercles among the granules on the upper side of forearm and

tibia, especially on the latter. The number of preanal pores in the

males varies somewhat. In some specimens the series is narrowly

interrupted on the middle line by a single poreless scale, in others the

series is continuous. Thus, No. 13563, from Nagasaki, and No.

13751, from Yokohama, have three pores on each side of the median

line; Sci. Coll. No. 30, from Formosa, has 9 pores in a continuous line;

No. 14866, from Osaka, has 7 altogether, like a specimen from Shi-

koku, No. 31895.'* The spur-like tubercle on each side of the base

is very variable. Often there is a group of three large tubercles,

and in No. 13563 these are supplemented by two additional large

scales at their base.

When the tail is broken off, the new tail grown, as in No. 13563,

approximates the old one in size and shape, but the scales are larger

somewhat imbricate, and not arranged in transverse series; neither

is there any trace of annuli nor of tubercles; a few of the scales on

the under side are widened, but there is no median series of regular

shields.

«Boulenger's statement (Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., I, 1885, p. 188), that there are " six to

sixteen on each side " is due to a lapse.

I
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Habitat.—The center of its distribution seems to be south-central

and eastern China. On the coast it occurs from Hongkong to Chefu.

To the north it is replaced by G. swinhonis. Outside of China it is

found in Formosa, the Riu Kjus, Korea, Tsushima, and southern
Japan.

In Formosa it is said to be "common everywhere," though the

only localities from which specimens have been recorded are Taipa
and Taiwan fu. Doctor Fritze reports it equally common in Okinawa.
I have before me specimens from Miyako sliima, Tsushima, and from
Fusan, Korea, collected by Jouy. They are probably a recent intro-

duction in the latter place.

In Japan proper it occurs at least as far north as Tokyo, and speci-

mens from Yokohama, Nagasaki, and Osaka are in the various

museums, while Okada enumerates it from the province of Kawa-
chi, Suwo, and Nagato, in Hondo, and Chikuzen, in Kiusiu. Dr.

Hugh M. Smith collected it in Satsuma and Shikoku. It does not
seem to be found in the mountain districts, and Fritze specificall}-

denies its occurrence in Yezo. Doctor Nozawa writes me that he
has ''heard of its presence in south Yezo," but if specimens have
been taken there they have probably only been introduced in car-

goes from farther south. In this connection I may cite Mr. E.

Klocke's experience, who once observed a Gelcko on the walls of a

hut in the Chitose forests near Lake Sliikotko, which he suggests

might have been unintentionalh^ introduced from Hondo.''

List of specimens of Gekko japonicus.

Museum.

U.S.N.M

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do.;

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Sci. Coll. Tokyo

Wistar Inst

No.

13563

13751

14866

17513

17514

17515

17521

21362

31821

31822

31895

31896

34186

34187

34189

34190

36528

30

572

Sex and
age.

Male . .

.

...do.o

Locality.

Female b
.

Young. .

.

Malec

Female a.

Male a ...

Young. .

.

...do....

...do

Female .

.

...do....

Male

...do

Yokohama (?)

Osaka

Fusan, Korea

do

....do

Tsushima

Fusan, Korea

Yamagawa, Kiusiu

do

Kochi, Shikoku

do

Kanagawa. Yokohama.

do

do

do !

Mlyakoshima, Riu Kiu .

Taipa. Formosa

Riu Kiu

When col-
lected.

By whom collected
or from whom
received.

May —,1881

1885

1885

1885

May —,1885

May 28,1886

June 14,1903

do

May 11,1903

do

Dec. 14,1898

do

May 14,1902

do

Sept. —,1896

Jouy and Dale.

P. L. Jouy

R. Hitchcock.

P. L. Jouy.

.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

H. M. Smith.

Do.

Do.

Do.

A. Owston.

Do.

Do.

Do.

T. Tada.

FurnessandHiller

b Figs. 160-163. Description, p. 166. <i Type of Gehyra intermedia.

"Annot. Zool. Japon., V., Pt. 2, 1904, p. 85.
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"Genus PTYCHOZOON" Kuhl.

1822. Ptychozoon Kuhl, Isis, 1822, p. 475 {nomen nudum).

1826. Ptychozoon Fitzinger, Neue Classif. Rept., p. 13 (type, P. homalocephalum)

.

1827. Pteropleura Gray, Philos. Mag. (2), II, p. 56 (type, P. horsfieldii)

.

1893. Ptychozoum Boettger, Kat. Rept. Miis. Senckenberg., I, p. 35 (emenda-

tion).

There are two species of Ptychozoon, namely, P. JtuJili '' and P. hors-

fieldii, which differ considerably. The more essential characters

consist in the absence of enlarged tubercles among the dorsal gran-

ules in P. horsfieldii, the shorter series of preanal pores and the pres-

ence of a distinct series of femoral pores in the males of this species.

Also in the much feebler segmentation of the tail, as well as the

much smaller development of the caudal lobes, which do not join

to form a terminal large flap as in P. huhli.

PTYCHOZOON HORSFIELDII c (Gray).

1827. Pteropleura horsfieldii Gray, Philos. Mag. (2), II, July, 1827, p. 56 (type-

locality, India: Singapore; type in Brit. Mus.; Hardwicke, collector).

—

Platydactylus horsfieldii Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., 1843, p. 101.

—

Ptycho-

zoon horsfieldii Mueller, Verh. Naturf. Ges. Basel, X, 1892, p. 209, pi. iv

( Penang)

.

1845. Ptychozoon homalocephala Gray, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., p. 164 (part: Singa-

pore) (not of Creveld).—P. homalocephalum Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Brit.

Mus., I, 1885, p. 190 (part: Singapore); Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887,

p. 146 (Riu Kiu Islands).—Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 71 (Oki-

nawa).

—

Fritze, Zool. Jahrb. Syst., VII, 1894, p. 860; author's separate,

p. 11.

Thanks to the courtesy of the authorities of British Museum, I

have been able to compare Fryer's specimen, said to have come from

"Loo-Choo," with the type of Gray's P. horsfieldii (which is a female

and consequently lacks the pores) from Singapore, and found them
to agree completely. A male from Mount Dulit, Borneo; in the same
museum, differs only in having three more preanal pores.

Descrij)tion (figs. 164-166).

—

Adult male; British Museum, No. 87.

1. 31. 5; "Loo-Choo Islands;" presented by Mr. Pryer. Rostral

almost quadrangular, large, at upper corners entering nostrils;

the latter surrounded by rostral, first labial, one postnasal, and

two supranasals; between the anterior supranasals a large nearly

quadrangular shield separating them entirely and joining the rostral;

twelve supralabials; mental small triangular, followed by a pair of

a From Ttrv^, a fold; Zooov, an animaL
& Ptychozoon huhli is Creveld 's Lacerta homalocephala, the name of which is pre-

occupied. See Stejneger, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, XV, March 5, 1902, p. 37.

c Named for Dr. Thomas Horsfield. Born May 12, 1773, at Bethlehem, Pennsyl-

vania; died in London, July 14, 1859. Lived a long time in Java. Author of Zoolog-

ical Researches in Java, etc. (1821-1824), and Plantae Javanicae, 3 vols. (1838-1852).
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elongated median postmentals; top of head, back, and throat covered

with uniform granules, without tubercles, belly with scales several

timies larger than the dorsal granules; parachute covered above with

larger quadrangular scales in horizontal rows alternating like bricks

in a wall, below apparently entirely without scales ; an angular series of

eight preanal pores, and a series of about twelve smaller pores near the

distal end of the femur; the whole animal is strongly depressed and

laterally surrounded by a series of dermal expansions or flaps, the one

on the body between axilla and groin assuming the character of a para-

chute, being more than one-half the width of the whole body ; a small Hsip

behind angle of mouth
underneath the ear-open-

^^

ing, one m the angle be- ^^^s « fism^^^\

tween upper and lower a^'^s^-.s^,....,^^^^^^^ _
•

arms, and a small one on

the posterior side of each

of these; similar flap m
angle between femur and

tibia behind, and a small i^e

one on the outer side of les

the tibia, but none on the

femur; tail with a lateral

series of small rounded ^5^

lobes, gradually decreas- ^^-^

ing in size toward the tip
<^rt^i:^<st -^^i^x . \i \

which is not expanded; *t^i^^. ^I'V

the segments thus indi-

cated by each pair of ^^^/^-'f-^--

lobes are further marked
by a couple of slightly

. ^ n , 1
Figs. 164-166.—Ptychozoon horsfieldii. IJ X nat. size.

enlarged Hat scales on i64, side of head; i65, underside of right hind leg and

the upper surface of the foot; lee, underside of tail, middle and terminal por-

., ,. ,. 1. TIONS. No. 24030, U.S.N.M.
tail near the median Ime;

hands and feet webbed to the tips of the digits. Color (in alcohol)

light drab gray above with four narrow, wavy, dusky cross bands on

the back and six wider bars on the tail; a line of ill-defined circular

spots of same color from eye to shoidder; underneath whitish.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 130

Snout to vent 68

Vent to tip of tail 62

Snout to eye 8

Snout to ear-opening 18

Width of head 15

Fore limb 32

Hind limb 62
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The female lacks preanal and femoral pores.

Habitat.—This remarkable species is an inhabitant of the Malayan
peninsula, the Natuna Islands, and Borneo.

A single specimen presented by Mr. Pryer to the British Museum as

having been obtained by his Japanese collector in the Riu Kiu Islands,

is the only one thus far recorded east and north of the region indicated

above. As no other collectors have found it in the Riu Kius or the

intervening regions, I may perhaps be justified in expressing a doubt

as to the correctness of the locality. It may be remembered that

Prj^er himself did some collecting in Borneo in 1880, and it is possible

that the specimen in question may have become mixed up with the

Riu Kiu collection.

List of specimens of Ptychozoon horsfeldii.

Museum.
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Description (figs. IQ7-\QS).—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 34202;

Ishigaki shima, Kill Krii Archipelago; June, 1899; A. Owston, col-

lector. Rostral squarish, broader than high, upper outer corner enter-

ing nostril, a median cleft behind; nostril between first supralabial,

rostral, and three nasals, of which the upper and the lower are larger

than the one between; distance from nostril to eye scarcely longer than

from eye to ear-oj^ening; diameter of eye a little more than half its

distance from tip of snout ; ear-opening small, oval ; 1 1 supralabials

;

mental large, triangular followed by a median pair of large oblique

cliin-shields broadly in contact ; an outer pair of equally large shields

extends a short distance back of the median pair, in contact with first

and second lower labials
;
granules of throat extending close up to the

cliin-shields ; upper surface covered with small granules, those on

occiput, supraocular and interorbital region smallest, those on lores,

rostral canthus, and anterior portion of snout largest; among the

granules a few isolated rounded tubercles on lower back; first digit

very small, the terminal compound joint scarcely free and with a very

minute claw; six pairs
j,.^ jgg

of lamellae, one termi-

nal and two basal single /i^^^K. f

lamellae under fourth

toe ; under surface cov-

ered with small flat FiGs.iey-lGS.—Hemidactylusfrenatus (type ori/. ^nor7^a<Ms).

, , . , .' ' 2 X NAT. SIZE. 167, SIDE OF head; 168, CHIN. No. 7419, U.S.N.M.
slightly imbricate
scales except on throat, where the scales are reduced to small

granules; a continuous series of 31 femoral pores meeting at an

angle in front of anus; tail gradually tapering, cylindric toward the

tip, more flattened toward the base, covered above with small

scales with indication of annulation, the posterior outline of the

annuli being marked by three large pointed tubercles on each side

and forming longitudinal series; underside of tail with a median

series of wide plates. Color (in alcohol) above pale drab gra}^, with

faint indications of dusky mottlings and cross marks; a pale broad

band from nostril through eye and over temporal region, bordered

above and below by an obscure narrow dusky line; labials mottled

with dusky brown ; underside whitish.

Dimensions. mm.

Total length 99

Snout to vent 45

Vent to tip of tail 54

Snout to ear-opening 13

Greatest width of head 9.5

Fore limb 15

Hind limb 18
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The adult female (No. 34196, same locality and collector) differs

chiefly in the absence of femoral pores.

Variation.—The o^reatest amount of individual variation is seen in

the number of tubercles on the back. In most specimens the tuber-

cles are confined to the posterior half of the back, but in some examples

scattered tubercles are found as far forward as the shoulder, while

in others, as in the specimens described above, they are nearly absent.

Sex does not seem to have anything to do with it, for we have males

and females with numerous tubercles, as, for instance, Nos. ,34206

and 34200, and likewise males and females almost devoid of tubercles,

as Nos. 34199 and 34196.

The number of femoral pores in the males varies in the series before

me between 28 and 35.

The size and mutual arrangement of the postnasals, and also of

the cliin-sliields, are subject to some variation from what is described

above; thus the outer pair of cliin-sliields are often excluded from

contact with the first lower labial.

The reproduced tail is somewhat shorter and stouter at the base

than the original one, the scales are somewjiat larger and less regu-

larly arranged, and there are no tubercles. The transverse plates on

the underside are well developed, however.

Habitat.—One of the most widely distributed species of geckos,

which has been carried in cargoes to many distant localities. It has

recently been found in western Mexico, and it occurs also in St.

Helena, in the South Atlantic. From South Africa and Madagascar

it extends through the various groups of islands, India, Malayan

Peninsula and Arcliipelago, northern Australia, Pliilippine Islands,

Hainan, southern and eastern coast of China, to Formosa, Riu Kiu
Islands, and Korea.

From the latter country there is a specimen in the British Museum
presented by Sir E. Belcher, and in the same museum several from

Taiwan fu, southern Formosa. Another specimen from Formosa is

in the museum at Bergen, collected by Capt. von der Ohe. It has

been collected in the "Loochoo Islands," as recorded by Dr. A. E.

Brown, and specimens similarly labeled are in the Hamburg Museum
from Doctor Warburg (No. 1152). Doctor Lenz, March 13, 1897, col-

lected four specimens on Iriomote Island, of the Yaeyama group

(Hamb. Mus., No. 1899), and the United States National Museum
has 22 specimens from Ishigaki Island, of the same group. Finally,

the Science College Museum, in Tokyo, has a number of specimens

(No. 40) from Miyako sliima, in the same group, and a single one

(No. 41) from Naha, Okinawa shima, all collected by Tashiro.
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series of unequal scales, larger than those upon the throat;* eleven

supra-labials on each side; rostral^ plate pentangular, much broade

than high, presenting an angle posteriorly; scales upon the muzzle

and in front of the orbits, nearly equal, small; head covered with

small granulations; five rows of very small circular tubercles on each

side of the back above; a row of seven pores in front of the anus.

Color grayish, marked all over with black; abdomen white; chin and

throat white, marked with brown.

Dimensions.—Length of head 7 lines; greatest breadth 4^ lines;

length of head and body 1 inch 8 lines.

Habitat.—Loo Choo. One specimen.

It is just possible that Hallowell had before him a (reld'o japonicus

so shriveled or mutilated that the subdigital lamellae appeared to be

divided.
HEMIDACTYLUS BOWRINGII c (Gray).

1845. Doryura bowringii Gray, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., p, 156 (type-locality unknown;

types in Brit. Mus.).

—

Hemidactylus howringii Boulenger, Cat. Liz.

Brit. Mus., I, 1885, p. 139, pi. xii, fig. 2 (Burma; Northern and Central

India); Fauna Brit. India, Rept., 1890, p. 93 (Eastern India, Burma, and

Tenasserim).

1853. Leiurus berdmorei Blyth, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, XXII (p. 646) (type-

locality, —).

1860. Hemidactylus pumilus Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 502 (type-

locality, Hongkong).

1872. Hemidactylus coctxi Guenther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), IX, Jan. 1872, p.

86 (part; not of Dumeril and Bibron).

—

Mueller, Kat. Amph. Rept.

Mus. Basel, 1878 (p. 637) (Lilongand other localities in province of Can-

ton).—Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 24-25 Ber., 1885, p. 138.

Description.—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 34188; northern Formosa;

June 23, 1903; A. Owston, collector (figs. 169-170). Rostral squarish,

broader than high, with a

median cleft behind, the

upper corners entering the

nostrils ; a pair of internasals

separated by a small scale;

nostril surrounded by first

supralabial, rostral, inter-

nasal and two small scales

;

FiGs.i69-i7o.-nEMiDACTYLusBowRiNGn. 3XNAT.SIZE.
equldlstaut from nos-

1()9, chin; 170, UNDERSIDE OF FOOT. No. 34188, U.S.N.M. -J

_

1

tril and ear-opening; supra-

labials 12 on left side, 10 on right; mental large, triangular, or

rather subpentagonal, followed by a median pair of large chin-shields,

on the side of which a lateral pair of much smaller shields which

oThe last paragraph in the odginal text follows immediately after the first sentence

describing the mental plate; it is evidently misplaced and must be inserted in the posi-

tion here given to it.

b The original text has "ventral," evidently a slip for rostral.

c Named after Charles Bowring, esq., who presented the types to British Museum.
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do not extend backward beyond the median pair; granules on throat

immediately join the chin-shields; upper surface covered with uniform

granules (without trace of interspersed tubercles) those on vertex and
on supraocular region smaller, those on snout and lores larger; first

digit well-developed with a well-developed, free, and raised terminal

joint provided with a full-sized claw; six lamellae, of which three in

pairs, under first toe; ten lamellfe, of which six in pairs, under fourth

toe; throat covered with uniform granules, rest of under surface with

small, rounded, imbricate scales; a well-developed series of 13 pores

on each femur, not meeting on the middle of the abdomen, nor reach-

ing the knee joint; tail subcylindric, more depressed near base, taper-

ing, covered with uniform small scales of about the same size as the

large granules on the snout ; imderside of tail covered with a median
series of wide transversal plates. Color (in alcohol) above dark drab

gray a with obscure brown marblings ; scarcely discernible dark band
from lores through eyes, above ear-opening to side of neck, and a

similar one on parietal region ; underside whitish.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 88

Snout to vent 50

Vent to tip of tail (reproduced) 38

Snout to ear-opening 13

Greatest width of head 10

Fore limb 15

Hind limb 20

The adult female (U.S.N.M. No. 34211; Ishigaki Island, Riu Kiu;

Owston collection) differs in the absence of femoral pores.

The most marked deviation, due to individual variation, from the

specimen described above is the presence of a second lateral pair of

chin-shields, smaller than the others, but well differentiated.

Bemarks.—The specimens here recorded from Formosa and Riu Kiu
have not been compared with Indian specimens, but they agree so

completely with the published descriptions that I have no doubt
that they are correctly identified. The well-developed inner toe with

long terminal free phalanx and large claw, the series of 13 to 14 fem-

oral pores on each side interrupted on the middle of the abdomen,
and the tail devoid of tubercles indicate H. howringii beyond a doubt.

The fact that this species has hitherto been recorded only from
India, Burma, and Tenasserim is of no weight now, since Dr. Jean Roux,
curator of the herpetological collection in the Basel Museum, informs

me that the //. coctsei recorded by Mueller in the catalogue of that

museum as from "Liolong and other localities in the province of

Canton," China, is in reality H. howringii, a fact of which he has

assured himself by repeated and careful examinations and com-
parisons with allied species.

26485—No. 58—07 12
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Habitat.—This species is known to inhabit the mainland of India,

Burma, and Tenasserim, and as shown above, it is now recorded

from the province of Canton in China. A single specimen collected in

June, 1899, in "northern Formosa" and obtained from Mr. Alan

Owston, is now m the United States National Museum. It is the

first record of this species m the island.

Another specimen, a female, from Ishigaki shima, of the Yaeyama
group, Riu Kiu Archipelago, w^as found among a lot of 22 specimens

of H.frenatus. This species is probably much rarer than H. frenatuSf

or has different habits which result in its being more rarely caught.

List of specimens of Hemidactylus bowringii.

U.S.
N.M.
No.

34188
342U

Sec. Locality.

Male " North Formosa
Female Ishigaki shinia, Riu Kiu.

When col-
lected.

June 23,1903
June —.189^

By whom collected
or from whom re-

ceived.

A. Owston.
do

Femoral
pores.

a Description, p. 176; flgs. 169-170.

Genus COSYMBOTUS" Fitzinger.

1836. Plntyuriis Oken, Allgera. Naturgesch., VI, p. Ml (not Flaturiis Latreille,

1802).

1843. Cosymbotus Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 104 (type, H. platyurus).

1858. Crossitrus GiRKKT), Herpet. U. S. Expl. Exped., p. 281 (same type; not of

Wagler 1830).

1864. iVyttotV/i»»( GuENTHER, Rept. Brit. India, ]). Ill (same type).

COSYMBOTUS PLATYURUS 6 (Schneider).

1792. Slellio platyurus Schneider, Amph. Physiol., II, p. 30 (no type-locality

given; type^ in coll. Rebelt).

—

Hemidactylus platyurus Boulenger, Cat.

Liz. Brit. Mus., I, 1885, p. 143 (India, Soutli China, Malay Peninsula

and Archipelago; Philippines).

1798. Lacerta platyuros Donndorf, Zool. Beytr., Ill, p. 133 (emendation).

1802. Lacerta schneideriana Shaw, Gen. Zool., Ill, Pt. 1, p. 1278 (substitute name).

1829. Gecko marginatus Cuvier, Regne Anim., 2 ed., II, p. 54.

1864. Nycteridium schneideri Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, p. Ill (emendation).

Description.—Adult male; Bergen Museum ; Formosa; vonderOhe,

collector. Rostral broader than high, in contact beliind with

twH:> supranasals and a small scale between the latter; first supra-

labial in contact with a postnasal and reaching nostril; nostril

between rostral, fu-st supralabial and three smaller scales behind and

above; 10 supralabials bordered above by a series of enlarged granules;

scales on top of head granular, somewhat larger on snout, still larger

on the loreal region; eye nearer ear-opening than nostril; large, about

two-thirds the distance from ear-opening, which is small, about the

size of one of the larger supralabials; mental shield large, penta-

o Prom Ko6v/j./3Gor6i, fringed, tasseled. b From TtXarvi, flat; dvpd, tail.
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gonal, in contact behind with first lower hibials and one pair of large

postmentals, wliich are followed by another pair of equal size not in

contact with each other ; 7 larger lower labials which are bordered by
a series of enlarged granules; bod}^ and legs above covered with small

uniform granules; body and extremities below, as well as upper
surface of feet, covered with larger imbricate scales, those, on throat

and untlerside of lateral fold, however, smaller, scarcely larger than

the dorsal granules; from axilla to groin a thin skin flap about 2 mm.
wide, and a similar fold along the posterior edge of thigh and tibia;

five pairs of plates under shortest toe and eight pairs under longest;

four toes nearly half webbed, hallux free; tail flat, with sharp, almost

fin-like, and serrated edges, and a strong basal constriction; it is

'covered with somewhat pointed imbricate scales and underneath

with a median series of about 40 wide subcaudal plates; at the basal

origin of the flap-like lateral expansion of the tail a number of well-

differentiated elongated spines; femoral pores continuous from knee

across the belly, 20 on each side. Color (in alcohol) above <lrab with

indistinct marblings of darker and lighter color; a distinct dark

band from loreal region through lower part of eye and above ear to

shoulder; below whitish.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 88

Snout to vent 46

Vent to tip of tail 42

Snout to ear-opening 13

Greatest width of head , 9.5

Fore leg, from axilla 16

Hind leg, from groin 23

Remarlcs.—From the above description it will be seen that the For-

mosan specimen agrees m all essential points w^ith those fi'om other

localities. The second pau* of postmentals is unusually large, but I

have before me (m Bergen Museum) a specimen from Luzon, in the

Pliilippmes, which is halfway in this respect between normal speci-

mens and the Formosan specimen.

Habitat.—Tliis gecko is widely distributed from India and the East

Indian Archipelago to southern China and the Philippines. So far as

I know it is here recorded from Formosa for the first time. It was
collected in the early sixties b}^ Captain von der Ohe, from Bergen,

who during his eastern cruises collected extensively for the museum in

liis native city.

List of specimens of Cosymbotus platyums.

Museum.
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Genus PEROPUSa Wiegmann.
1835. Peropus Wiegmann, Nova Ada Acad. Leop. Carol.. XVII. Tt. 1, p. 238

(type, H. 7nutilatus).

1843. Dactyloperus Fitzinger, Syst. Kept., p. 103 (type, M. rarirgatus).

1845. Peripia Gray, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., p. 158 (type, H. peronii=mutilatus).

1883. Chalinocnemis Duces, La Naturaleza, VI, p. 312 (type, H. navarri—muti-

latus) .

1883. Spasmocncmis Duge.s, La Naturaleza, VI, p. 312 (same type).

Wiegmann's genus Peropus of 1S35 antedates that of Lay and
Bennett for a genus of fishes, as the Zoology of the Blossom, in which
the latter occurs for the first time, was not published until LS39.''

PEROPUS MUTIlATUSc (Wiegmann).

1834.

1857.

Hemidactylus viutilatus Wiegmann, Herpet. ilex., I, p. 54 (type-locality,

Manila) (corrected for H. prisiinrus, op. cit., p. 20).

—

Hemidactylus

{Peropi(s) m^;/^Za^^ts Wiegmann, Nova Acta Acad. Leop. Carol., XVII,
Pt. 1, 1835, p. 238.

—

Gehyra mutilata Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., I,

1885, p. 148 (Mascarene Islands to Mexico).

—

Peropvs vmt Hat us Gikard,

Herp. U. S. Expl. Exped., 1858, p. 277 (Philippines).

—

Stejneger,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXI, no. 1174, 1899, p. 796 (Hawaiian Islands).

Dactyloperus insxdensis Girard, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1857, p. 195; author's

separate, ji. 5 (type-locality. Sandwich Islands).

1883. Hemidactylus navarri Duge.s, La Naturaleza, VI, p. 311, pi. viia (type-

locality, Tangancicuara, Michoacan, Mexico).

For complete synonymy see Stejneger, Land lleptiles of the

Hawaiian Islands.''

Description (figs. 171-173).

—

Adult female; Bergen Museum; For-

mosa; von der Ohe, collector. Rostral broader than high, with a

median cleft above, in contact with

two supranasals and a minute gramde

between the latter; first supralabial

in contact with the lower postnasal

and reaching nostril; nostril between

rostral, first supralabial and three

scales behind and above, the upper

one of which is large and in contact

bellind the rostral wdth the corre-

sponding scale of the other side; 9

supralabials ; scales on top of head
Figs. 171-173.—Peropus mutilatus. 2 X ^ tit \
NAT.sizE. i7i,sideofhead; i72,chin; 173, finely granular, slightly larger on
UNDERSIDE OF FOOT. No. 26395, u.s.N.M.

gj^Q^^. '^y^ equidistant 'from ^nostril

and ear-opening, large, more than two-thirds its distance from ear-open-

ing which is moderate, somewhat larger than one of the largest

"From Ttrjpbi;, mutilated; and icoxxi, foot.

& Liter. Gaz. and Journ. Belle Lett., London, no. 1179, p. 542, Aug. 24, 1839, where,

according to T. S. Palmer, Index Gen. Mamm., p. 16, it is first mentioned in tlie list

of new books. A review printed in Mag. Nat. Hist., London, March, 1840, begins

thus: "The long-looked for and long-despaired of zoology of Beechey's Voyage is at

last before us."

c Signifying mutilated. d Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXL, 1899, p. 796.
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supralabials ; mental shield rather small, triangular, followed by six

chin-sMelds in one transverse series, their posterior outline forming
together a straight line, the median pair being large, elongate

pentagonal, the others gradually smaller toward the sides, the

largest pair longer than diameter of eye; 9 large lower labials; body
and legs above covered with small uniform granules like those on
head; throat wath granular scales of same size as those on back,
those on rest of under surfaces, including those of the legs, larger,

distinctly imbricate, and rounded behind; on the flanks a barely

indicated longitudinal fold, and a somewhat better developed fold

along the posterior edge of thigh and tibia; toes slightly webbed
at base; about S pairs of lamellae under longest toe and 6 under
the shortest; tail (reproduced) rather flat, with sharp, finely ser-

rated lateral edge, covered, with small, somewhat pointed, imbri-

cate scales above and with a median series of wide plates bordered
on each side by a somewhat irregular series of enlarged scales;

about 5 mm. fi'om the base the tail has a distinct lateral indenta-

tion; no femoral pores. Color (in alcohol) above browinish drab
with faint indications of darker marblings, below w^hitish.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 60

Snout to vent 33

Vent to tip of tail 27

Snout to ear-opening 8.5

Greatest width of head 7

Hind leg, from groin 12

Remarlcs.—The specimen agrees in most ])articulars with other

specimens of this species.

The 7nales have femoral pores in a continuous angular series

across the abdomen, 14 to 19 on each side.

For further remarks as to variation, etc., see Proceedings United
States National Museum, XXI, 1899, p. 798.

Habitat.—Irregularly distributed over various islands and coasts

in the Indian Ocean, from the Mascarenes and wSeychelles to the

Philippines. This species seems very easily transported in ships, as

evidenced by an apparently recent colony in western Mexico, and
another in Hawaii. Its occurrence in Formosa and the Riu Kius is

therefore not surprising. It was collected in Formosa during the

early sixties by Capt. von der Ohe, who brought a single specimen to

the museum at Bergen, Norway. This is the only record of its hav-

ing been taken in Formosa.

Another specimen is in the Hamburg Museum (Saur., No. 1151),

collected by Doctor Warburg in the Riu Kius, without further data.
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List of specimens of Peropus mutihitus.

Museum. No. Sex. Locality.
When col-
lected.

By whom collected.

U.S.N.M 26395
i

(o) Manila, P. I G.C.Lewis.

Bergen ' Female'' ' Formosa '

! Capt. von der Ohe.

Hamburg
|

1151
|

Riu Kiu Islands
j

Dr. O. Warburg.

oFigs. 171-17.3. b Description, p. 180.

Family AGAMID.E.

Lizards with a thick villose tongue and acrodont teetli; no large

symmetrical plates on head or abdomen.
Distributed over the tropical and subtropical regions of the Old

World, principally the Indian region; they are absent in Madagascar.

The family contains both terrestrial and arboreal species, the former

usually with a depressed body, the latter of a compressed shape.

Some are insectivorous, others again herbivorous.

Only one genus occurs in Japanese territory.

Genus JAPALURA" Gray.

185.3. Japal lira Gray. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (2}, XII, p. 387 (tyije, ./. varicgata).

1853. Biancia Gr.\y, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (2), XII, p. 387 (type, B. nige)-=J.

rariegata).

1860. THploderma H.\llowell, Pror. Phila. Acad., I860, p. 490 (type, />. /)o/(/r/o-

nnhim).

1863. lapahtra Swinhoe, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (3), XII, p. 225 (emendation?).

1890. Pelturagonia Moqu.yrd, Le Natnraliste, XII (p. 144) (type, P. cephalum).

Species of this genus occur from the ITimalayas and eastern Bengal

through Assam to western China. One s])ecies each is known from

Borneo, Formosa, Botel Tobago, and the Riu Kiu Archipelago.

KEY TO THE JAP.VNESE SPECIE.S OF J.VP.\LUU.'\..

a' Width between outer superciliary edges at center of eye exceeding length of third

toe, without claw,

fe' Fourth toe, without claw and measured from base of lhird. longer than distance

from center of eye to tip of snout; throat dark wifh numerous roundish white

(in alcohol) spots ./. swinhonis, p. 184.

b"^ Fourth toe, without claw and measured from base of third, iisually not longer than

distance from center of eye to tip of snout; throat light colored, uniform or

with converging dark lines ./. polygonata, p. 188.

a^ "Width Ijetween outer superciliary edges at center of eye not exceeding length of

third toe, without claw ./. mitsuhirii, p. 190.

As already indicated by Boulenger, Japalura swinhonis, from For-

mosa, and J . polygonata, from the Riu Kius, are very closely related,

but the recent acquisition of a large series of specimens from Ishi-

gaki shima shows a relationship even more close than was supposed

o Derivation obsctire; po.ssibly the j is a misprint (?) for h, from iX7caX6<;, fine,

and ovpa, tail.
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by him. Not that the two forms are not (hstiiict. On the contrar}',

there are quite a number of distinctive characters, but it is exceedingly

difficult to express them in words and it is doubtful whether there is

any single character whicli will separate the two forms in all cases.

'Boulenger found the difl'erence to be chiefly one of proportions

and coloration. He stated" that J. polygonata "differs in having

the tibia constantly shorter than the skull, fewer labials as a rule,

and in coloration," the inference being that in J. swinTionis the tibia

is constantly at least as long as the skull. Unfortunately, however,

the inference is not borne out by our material, since in several of the

Formosa specimens of J. swinhonis, thus inU.vS.N.M. Nos. 34084 and

34089, both old males, the tibia is decidedly shorter than the skull,

as much so as in several Ishigaki shima specimens. It is true, never-

theless, that the Formosan form has the hind limbs longer as a rule,

and this is more especially marked when we examine specimens of

the male sex, since the females as a rule are somewhat more short-

legged. /. swinhonis has a relatively longer fourth toe, the latter

extending farther beyond the third than in J . polygonata, but the

difference is so small that it defies a definite expression which would

make it possible to use it as a critericni in a " key " for identification.

A better result is obtained if we compare the length of the fourth toe

(without claw) from the base of the third with the distance from the

center of the eye to the tip of the snout. In most cases /. sivinhonis

has the fourth toe decidedly longer than this distance, while in J.

2)olygonata it is usually equal or smaller.

The number of supralabials offers no tangible diagnosis. There

are 7 or 8 labials in about e([ual proportion among over 20 Ishigaki

shima specimens, not one with six.

The coloration furnishes possibly the best distinction, at least

among the adults. While there are several of the adult males of the

Ishigaki specimens which show a whitish lateral band quite distiiictly

and thus differ from the uniform green color of some of the Okinawa

adult males, there is one color character in which all the old Formosan

specimens agree, viz, in having the throat dark with large distinct

white spots. This pattern is not found in au}^ of our Riu Kiu speci-

mens in which the throat is whitish more or less sufl'used with rust-

red, uniform in the males but in the females marked with irregular longi-

tudinal dusky lines converging posteriorly. In the latter there is also

a more or less conspicuous longitudinal ])ale line under the eyes

parallel with the upper lip, while in the Formosan s])e('imens there are

distinct blackish lines running from the eye to the lip.

There are several other minor ciuiracters oi more or less constancy

which are real enougli though hard to express. Thus, the outline of

the head is somewhat different especially when viewed from below,

"Proc. ZdoI. Soc. London, 1887, p. 146.
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inasmuch as in J. swinJionis the rami of the jaw are more convex
than in J. polygonata in which they are more straight. In the latter

the ventral scales are possibly a trifle larger, but I have ]:)een unable to

establish a ratio. It also seems as if the spines of the nuchal crest

were more conical and pointed, while in J. swinhonis they are wider

and more rounded toward the apex.

When establisliing J. mitsukurii, I had only one Formosan specimen

for comparison. The latter was then unhesitatingly taken for a

typical /. swinhonis, but the 17 specimens from Formosa since

received put a somewhat different aspect on the whole question. The
single specimen referred to shows such aberrant characters that I have

become dubious as to its Formosan origin, or if it really comes from

that island whether it may not represent a difl"erent species, questions

which will be discussed farther on under the head of J. swinhonis. An
examination of the large series of typical specimens of the latter now
shows that the principal character upon which I relied for the diag-

nosing of the Botel Tobago form, viz, the absence of a specially

differentiated series of larger scales between the eye and the upper

labials, does not hold. But there are other differences separating

it from both the other forms. In coloration /. mitsuJcurii agrees

most with J. swinhonis, but the throat is much ])aler and the white

markings on it, instead of being isolated roundish spots, form more

or less distinct bands across the throat. In some of its proportions

it also comes close to J. swinhonis. Thus, for instance, the distance

from center of eye to tip of snout is very much less than the length

of the fourth toe from the base of the third. Both feet and tail are

longer. On the other hand, the head is much narrower and its lateral

outline much straighter, in this respect resembling -/. polygonata, only

exceeding it. This narrowness of the head compared with the elon-

gation of the toes furnishes a good character for distinguishing J.

mitsuJcurii.

JAPALURA SWINHONIS" Guenther.

1864. Japahira swinhonis Guenther, Kept. Brit. India, p. 133, pi. xiv, fig. B
(type-locality, Tamsui, Formosa; type in Brit. Mus. ; Swinhoe collector;

see Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (3), XII, 1863, p. 225).—Boulenger, Cat. Liz.

Brit. Mus., I, 1885, p. 309 (Formosa); Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887, p.

146.—Mueller, Verb. Naturf. Ges. Basel, VIII, Pt. 2, 1887, p. 294

(southern Formosa).—? Stejneger, Journ. Sci. Coll. Tokyo, XII, Pt. 3,

1898, p. 218 (Taipa, Formosa).

1885. Japalura sirinhoci Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 24-25 Ber., 1885,

p. 140 (emendation).

« Named for Robert Swinhoe, then British consul in Formosa, known from his investi-

gation of the Chinese and Formosan faunas. He was born in Calcutta, September 1,

1836, and died in London, October 28, 1877. He was in the British consular service

in China from 1854 to 1873.
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A single adult female specimen (Sci. Coll. Mus. No. 22) said to

have been collected by Mr. Tada at Taipa, Formosa, during July,

1896, has been recorded by me as JajKihtra swinhonis"' with the

statement that "it agrees well with the published description." At
that time I had no other Formosan specimens for comparison, and
only three from Okinawa. The fine series of typical J. swinhonis

from Formosa, and of J. 'polygonata from Ishigaki shima, now at

hand, make the specimen in question appear in a somewhat different

light. In fact, it presents so many peculiarities differing from all

the three forms known from our territory that I do not know whether

to regard it as an individual freak or a new species, in which case one

might be tempted to question the correctness of the alleged habitat.

It has the dark dorsal cross-bars of the Formosan J. swinhonis as

well as the white lateral longitudinal band, only the latter is unusually

wide, but the throat is entirely uniform white, showing none of the

characteristic pattern found in all our adult specimens of the latter.

In addition it has the uninterrupted white longitudinal streak found in

the J. polygonata of the Yaeyama group.

The proportions are very different from those of the normal For-

mosan specimens, and would even be considered extreme among the

J. polygonata. The hind legs are exceedingl}^ short, particularly the

tibia, which is not longer than the distance from tip of snout to the

posterior edge of the orbit, consequently very much shorter than

the skull. The third toe, without claw, equals only three-fourths of

the width between the outer superciliary edges. The distance from

center of eye to tip of snout is much greater than the fourth toe

measured from the base of the third. If the hind leg be carried for-

ward along the side, the tip of the longest toe does not reach farther

than the posterior edge of the (concealed) tympanum. It has seven

supralabials. In addition to the above characters it has a row of

enlarged scales from under the eye to the nasal, separated from the

labials by a row of very narrow ones. Some of these enlarged scales

are as large as some of the supralabials and three times as large as

the other scales below and in front of the eye. Finally there is a very

distinct row of enlarged submalar scales along the entire length of the

lower edge of the mandible. In the other specimens, especially those

from Formosa, only the two or three scales on each side of the

mental are thus enlarged. In some of the Ishigaki shima specimens,

however, a tendency to such a submalar series may be traced, but

the full development as shown in the Taipa specimen seems to be

unique.

It does not seem probable that the above deviations from the

typical Formosan form can be due to individual variation of the

ojourn. Sci. Coll. Tokyo, XII, Ft. 2, 1898, p. 218.
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orcliiiaiy kind. It inay represent a freak or a sport, but in view of the

many points in which it differs, this explanation does not appear

plausible. That two separate species so closely related should occur

in the same locality in Formosa would scarcely be accepted by
herpetologists without incontrovertible proof. The question then

naturally suggests itself whether by some accident a wrong locality

may not have been assigned to it. To the neck of the sj)ecimen a

large paper tag is firmly tied bearing the following inscription in

Latin letters: ''No. 22, Taipa, Formosa. 7-96," but there are good

reasons for believing that this is not the original collector's field label.

However, if not from Formosa proper, where could it have come
from? The s])ecimen, as we have seen, is not identical with any
from the middle or southern groups of the Riukius. On the other

hand, that it was part of the collection made by Mr. Tsunasuke Tada
seems unquestionable. He collected in Formosa, Botel Tobago, and

the Pescadores Islands. Our specimen agrees even less with J.

mitsukurii, from Botel Tobago, than with the other two forms.

Could it, then, possibly have come from the Pescadores or any other

outlying island ?

The question can not be decided now, and is thus left for future

explorers in that region.

Descri'ption.—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 34082; northern Formosa;

June 23, 1903; Owston collection. Rostral low, separated from

nasal by one scale; nostril round, in a single, somewhat swollen nasal,

wliich is in contact with first supralabial; canthus rostralis very

sharp, covered with about five scales; superciliary ridge interrupted

by a deep notch at the posterior end of the orbit, followed by a

single low spine; various isolated spines on occiput and temporals;

eight supralabials, eighth very long and narrow; all head scales

wrinkled and keeled; back covered by imbricated keeled scales of at

least tliree different sizes; a low nuchal and dorsal crest of pointed

scales, those of the former slightly higher, seven in number, flattened,

conical, the latter triangular, 33 in number; a similar crest on the

base of the tail, the three crests being continuous, the spines over

the shoulder and between the hind legs, however, bemg lower than

the others; scales on flanks not much different from dorsals, except

those back of the axilla and near the groin which are much smaller;

scales on underside strongly imbricate and keeled, pointed but not

mucronate; digits underneath with a double series of spiny keels;

tliird and fourth finger nearly equal; fourth toe, without claw, from
base of third considerably longer than distance from center of eye to

tip of snout; third toe, without claw, from base of fourth, shorter

than distance between superciliary edges at center of eye; distance

from upper side of knee of hind leg, bent at right angles, to tip of
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longest toe without claw, longer than distance from tip of snout to

inner angle of elbow; tail slightly compressed, swollen at base, cov-

ered above and below with imbricate, keeled and pointed scales.

Color (in alcohol) above brownish, with a broad irregular, black-

edged, pale gray band on each side of back, connected across the

back by several indistinct pale chevron bands pointing backward,

these chevrons occupying corresponding series of enlarged scales;

head with numerous black spots, which on temples and under eye

form interrupted lines radiating from the latter; throat and chest

dark slate gray, the former with large, rounded, white spots; rest of

underside pale gray; tail with alternating broad bands of pale gray

and dark brown.
Di.mensio7is.

mm.
Total length 236

Snout to vent .-

.

70

Vent to tip of tail 166

Snout to center of eye 12

Greatest width of head 15.5

Fore leg 35

Hind leg 62

The females differ chiefly in lacking the basal swelling of the tail

underneath, in the less development of the nuchal and dorsal crests,

and in having the throat brown with white spots instead of dark slate

gray.

The young have the throat uniform whitish or with faint gray

marblings.

Variation.—The variation in the size and relative position of the

head scales is considerable but has no immediate significance in so

far as the identification of the species is concerned. The extent of

individual variation of proportions and coloration has been alluded

to above under the general discussion of the related forms (p. 183).

Habitat.—This species, which is restricted to the main island of

Formosa, was first discovered at Tamsiii by Robert Swinhoe, whose

name it bears. It has since been obtained by most collectors in various

parts of the island, and judging from the large number received by
Mr. Owston it does not seem to be rare even in the northern part as

formerly supposed. It is replaced by closely allied forms in the adja-

cent islands, thus by J. pohjgonata in the Riu Kius and J. mitsukurii

in Botel Tobago.

On the Chinese mainland there is a nearly related species, Japalura

yunnanensis, which occurs from western Yunnan to Ichang, on the

Yangtse Kiang, and north into the province of Shen-si, whence we
have a specimen from the Chin-ling Mountains collected by Dr. E.

Blackwelder (U.S.N.M. No. 35524).
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List of specimens of Jaj^abira suinhonis.

Museum.
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Japalura polygonata. (From Boulenger.

For explanation of plate see page 554.
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In the specimens from Ishigaki shima there are indistinct dark

cross bands on the back. The males have the throat more or less

uniform pale brownish gray, but in the females it is more whitish with

irregular though distinct reddish brown lines running obliquely from

the sides backward toward the median line. The coloring of the

throat is therefore very different from what it is in J. swinhonis.

Dimensions.—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 12203; Kerama shima,

Riu Kiu; type (figs. 174-175).

175

Figs. 174-175.—Japalura polygonata. 2 X nat. size. 174, top of head; 175, side of head.

No. 12203, U.S.N.M.

mrti'

Total length (tail defective) 189

Snout to vent 66

Vent to tip of tail (defective) 123

Snout to center of eye 11

Greatest width of head 15

Fore leg 32

Hind leg 55

A full-grown male, with perfect tail, U.S.N.M. No. 34102, from

Ishigaki shima measures 61 mm. from snout to vent, and 152 mm.
from vent to tip of tail; total length 213 mm.

Habitat.—Originally described from a single specimen collected by

the North Pacific Exploring Expedition on "Amakarima" Island,

i, e. Kerama shima, opposite Okinawa shima, this species has since

been found common on the latter island by Doctor Fritze and by

Mr. Tashiro. The Science College in Tokyo has several specimens

(No. 26) collected there by the latter, two of which have been pre-

sented to the United States National Museum. Mr. Fryer's speci-

mens, now in the British Museum, reported upon by Boulenger

probably also came from Okinawa.

Doctor Boettger records a specimen presented to the Senckenberg

Museum by Maj. H. von Schoenfeldt as from 0-shima.
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From the Yaeyama group the United States National ^luseiim

has a fine series collected on Ishigaki shima by one of Mr. Owston's

men, and the Science College ISIiiseum in Tokyo has three specimens

from Miyakoshima (No. 27) and one from Iriomote shima (No. 32),

all collected by Tasliiro in 1887.

List of specimens of Japalura poJygonata.

u. s.

N.M.
No.
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is marked by about seven dark bars across the back separated by-

narrow pale cross stripes, which combine with the strono;l3r defined

Hght dorso-lateral band into a ladder pattern ; the throat in the males

is pale bluish (in alcohol) with large whitish spots, which form about

three broad bars across the throat; the sides below the dorso-lateral

band are dark with numerous whitish spots; the white longitudinal

stripe under the eye is conspicuous, but mostly crossed by narrow

black lines radiating from the eye.

For further discussion of this form see previous remarks under the

genus (p. 184). I may also refer to the remarks accompanying my
original diagnosis of the species, but it should be noted that the

comparison there made was chiefly with the abnormal female specimen

alleged to have come from Taipa and described above, p. 185.

Dimensions.—Adult male: type, l^.S.X.M., No. 36505; Botel Tobago

Island, May, 1899; T. Tada, collector.

mm.

Total length 289

Snout to vent 76

Vent to tip of tail 213

Snout to center of eye 14

Greatest width of head 15

Fore leg 39

Hind leg 70

Habitat

.

—This form is only known from the island of Botel Tobago,

where, according to ^Ir. Tada, it is abundant.

List of specimens of Japalura viUsukurii.

Museum.
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of the cliaracters noted hj liini are now obliterated. Yet, what is left

seems to show that the specimen does not belong to any now recog-

nized genus and species, and also that Hallowell's description, which

I reproduce verbatim below, is fairly good.

The dentition is now the most prominent feature, the compara-

tively enormous tricuspid molars standing out in bold relief. They are

eight in number on each side in both jaws, gradually increasing in

size backward; in the upper jaw there are, besides, three "incisors,"

the median largest, and a small hardly differentiated "canine" on

each side of these; in the lower jaw there are three conical "incisors"

on each side in front of the molars, the middle tooth on each side

being largest. The dental formula consequentl}^ looks like this:

8+1+3+1+8
8+3+3+8

For comparison I append that of the type of Japalura polygonata:

14 + 2 + 5 + 2 + 14

14 + 3 + 3 + 14

The small number of molars in both jaws is probably due to the

youth of the specimen, as Siebenrock has shown that in some Agami-

dx the number varies between 8 and 21, according to age,'^ but the

difference in the number of incisors is not so easily explained, for it

seems, according to the same authority,*^ as if the young animals have

even more incisors than the adult, a condition reversed in the Japa-

lura and the uncertain young Agamoid before us.

A young specimen of Japalura sivinlionis (U.S.N.M. No. 34097),

from Formosa, though more than once and a half as large as Hallo-

well's specimen, corroborates the above. In the upper jaw it has nine

"molars," two "canines," and four "incisors," consequently essen-

tially like the adult, only fewer molars.

Hallowell's description is as follows

:

OTOCRYPTIS Weig.

Among the saurians in the Loo-Choo collection is a very small Aerodont Igiianian,

no doubt a young animal, which appears to belong to a genus very near if not identical

with the Otocryptus of Weigmann. The form of the head, however, is different from

that of Otocrj^tus, as described by Dumeril &. Bibron, and the number of molar

teeth is less, viz.'.—eight instead of twelve. The specimen, small as it is, is much
mutilated, and otherwise injured, but the following characters can be distinctly made

out.

Gen. char. Head rounded, and high posteriorly, the anterior slope more gradual

than the posterior, the front and vertex being nearly on a line; snout covered with

polygonal scales; supraorbitar ridges distinct; eyelids covered with carinated scales

of nearly equal size; occiput covered with polygonal scales, partly smooth, partly

carinate; temples covered with carinated scales; eyelids covered with small scales.

oSitz. Ber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, Math.-Naturw. CI., CIV, Pt. 1, p. 1116 (Nov., 1895.)

6 Idem, p. 112L
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The incisor teeth on each side separate, a conical canine and eight tricuspid, the

first three the smallest, the last two the largest; the same number in the lower

jaw; ears concealed by the integument; body covered with scales arranged in trans-

verse rows; five fingers without serratures, the fourth finger a little the longest, all

armed with recurved nails; tail slender.

Dimensions. Length of head 4 lines; of neck and l)ody 62 lines; of tail (mutilated)

10 lines,;- length of anterior extremities 6 lines; of posterior

Habitat. Loo-Choo. One specimen. Caught Nov. 1854, by McKnight.

In addition to HalloweH's description, I note that the scales on the

sides of the neck and body appear to be very small, almost granular.

No lizard corresponding to the above description has been brought

from the Riu Kius by later travelers, and the possibility is, therefore,

that a most interesting novelty may yet be fomid in those islands.

Family SCINCID^.

Lizards with scaly tongue and lower surface covered with rounded)

imbricate scales.

Distributed over all the warmer and temperate regions of the globe.

Many species have an enormous geograpliic range owing to the ease

with which they may be accidentally transported.

Throughout the family there is a strong tendency toward the sup-

pression of the limbs, and although in the higher forms they are v/ell

developed, there are numerous genera in which they become rudi-

mentary or even disappear entirely. None of these occur in Japa-

nese or neighboring territory, all the species here represented belong-

ing to six genera, having the normal number of digits.

KEY TO THE GENERA OF SKINK.S UCCURRINO IN JAPAN AND ADJACENT TERRITORY.

a^ Movalile lower eyelid; fronto-parietaLs and inlcrinvrietaly distinct.

¥ Supranasals present.

c' Palatine bones separated on the median line Etnncccs, p. 193.

c"'- Palatine bones in contact on the median line Mabuya, p. 213.

b" Supranasals absent.

f' Fronto-parietals in contact; dorsals smooth or weakly l)icarinate; claws net

retractile.

d\ Lower eyelid scaly Sphcnomorphus, p. 216.

</- Lower eyelid with an undivided transparent dit^k. . . .Lciolopisvia, j). 218.

c- Fronto-parietals not in contact; dorsals tricarinate; claws retractile.

Lygosaunis, p. 221.

a'^ No moval)le lower eyelid; fronto-parietals and intcriiarietal united into a single

shield . Cryptoblepharus, p. 225.

Genus EUMECES" Wiegmann.

1834. Eumccfs Wiegmann, Herpet. Mex., p. 36 (type, Scinciis pavtnimfatiis = E.

schneidcrii).

1839. Plestiodon Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., V, p. ()97 (same tyix'j.

« From svjiir}Kr/i, elongated.

26485—No. 58—07 13
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1852. Lamprosaurus Hallowell, Proc. Pliila. Acad., t]852 (j). 206) (type, L.

guttulatus).

1871. Plistodon Cope, Sec. and Third Ann. Rep. Peabody Acad., 1871 (p. 82)

(emendation).

The characters reUed upon in the genus Eumeces for the proper sep-

aration and identification of the species are unfortunately subject to a

wide range of variation, at least in some of the species. Such crite-

rions as the absence or presence of a postnasal, of one or two post-

mentals, the number of scales around the body, etc., are apt to fail

when most needed. Yet they are the only ones which the systema-

tist has to rely on, and though he may be convinced that he has to deal

with separate forms, nevertheless he may occasionally have to fall back

on locality. Take, for instance, Eumsces elegans of Boulenger, from

China. The only character ])y which I can distinguish it from E. Inti-

scutatud, from Japan, is by the absence of a postnasal. Yet, among

177 ^'^

FiG.s. 17(>-178.—Head shielub of Siincid lizards. 176, side view of head of Leiolopisma; 177,

UPI'ER VIEW OF HEAD OF LEIOLOPISMA; 178, UPPER VIEW OF HEAD OF EMOIA. M, CHIN-SHIELDS; cl,

DISK ON LOWER EYELID; C, EAR-OPENING; /. FRONTAL; fn, FRONTO-NASAL; fp. FRONTO-PARIETAL;

/.interparietal; i7, lower labials; /, loreals; /6, upper labials; /n, mental: n, nasal; nc,

NUCHALs; p, parietals; /;/, prefrontal; pn, postnasal; r, rostral; sc, supraciliaries; mi,

supranasal; so, supraocular; t, temporal. (All figures enlarged.)

sixt}—two Japanese specimens examined 1>3' me, five lack the post-

nasal on both sides ami two on one sitle. It does not seem to be to the

best interest of science to make E. elegans a synon^an of E. latiscuta-

tus. Much less would it do to call the five Japanese specimens E. ele-

gans and enumerate botli species as occurring together in the island of

Hondo. Very likely some of these specimens without postnasals are

brothers or sisters of the others- which have this shield. Moreover,

what are we to do with those which have it on one side but not on the

other? It would probal)ly be a fit case for trinominals were we to find

a similar proj^ortion of postnasals ])resent in Chinese E. elegans, but

unfortunately we have not sufficient material of the latter to deter-

mine the point. The most conservative proceeding therefore is to

leave the two forms their binominal nomenclature at least until we
shall know the Chinese form better.
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The use of the following key in determining the skinks within the

territory covered by this work must then be subject to the above

remarks. The stability of the various characters employed may
best be understood by a perusal of the remarks on variation following

the descriptions of each species.

KEY TO THE JAPANESE SPECIES OF EUMECES.

a^ One unpaired postmental only (normally); upper temporal of the second row

largest, wedge-shaped ; soles of hind feet granular with only a few large tubercles

on heel.

¥ Posterior loreal nearly as high as long, normally in contact with two supralabials.

c^ Postnasal present (normally).

d^ 24 to 26 (except ionally 28) scales round the middle of the body.

E. latiscutatus, p. 195.

d- 28 to 32 scales round the middle of the body . . .E. latiscutatus okadse, p. 200.

c- No postnasal E. elegans, p. 202.

6' Posterior loreal much longer than high, in contact with three supralabials.

E. margmatiis, p. 205.

a" Two unpaired postmentals; lower temporal of the second row largest, wedge-

shaped; solesof hind feet with two series of enlarged tubercles between heel and

base of third and fourth toes.

fei No postnasal; normally two pairs of nuchals E. chirunsis, p. 208.

h^ Normally a postnasal and three pairs of nuchals E. kishinouyti, p. 210.

EUMECES LATISCUTATUS" (Hallowell).

TOKAGE.

Plate XV.

1838. Scincus qm'nqiirliacattis Schlegel, Fauna Japon., Rept., pp. 99, 139; Sauri

etBatr., pi. i, figs. 1-ib (Leiden Mus.; Siebold and Buerger, collectors)

(not of Linnaeus).

—

Plcstiodon quinquclineatum Bleeker, Natuurk.

Tijdschr. Nederland. Indie, XVI, 1858, p. 204 (Japan).

—

Eumeces quinque-

lineatus HilCxENdorf, Sitz. Ber. Ges. Naturf. Fr. Berlin, 1880, p. 113.

—

Fritze, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost.-Asiens, V, 1891, p. 239 (Yezo).

1860. Plcstiodon latiscutatus Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 496 (type-

locality, Simoda, Japan; collected by the Rodger Exped.).

1864. Eumeces (Plcstiodon) quinquelineatus var. japonicus Peters, Mon. Ber.

Berlin Akad. Wiss., 1864, p. 57 (type-locality, Nagasaki; type in Berlin

Mus.; von Martens, collector).

—

Martens, Preuss. Exped. Ost-Asien,

Zool., I, 1876, p. 376 (Nagasaki).

1878. Eumeces {Plcstiodon) japonicus Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 17-18

Ber., Mitth., p. 4 (Japan).

1879. Eumeces japonicus Bocourt, Miss. Sci. Mexique, Rept., livr. 6, p. 423.

1887. Eumeces marginatus Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., Ill, p. 371 (part:

Miyanoshta; Nikko) (not of Hallowell).

—

Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891,

p. 70 (part: Tokyo; Hakone; Nikko; Awaji; Suwa).

—

Boettger, Kat.

Rept. Mus. Senckenberg., I, 1893, p. Ill ("part: Nikko; Yezo).

—

Fritze,

Zool. Jahrb. Syst., VII, 1894, p. 860; author's separate, p. ]1 (part: Hon-
do; Yezo).

a Signifying with broad shields.

& Figs. 1, 3, 4, reproduced in this work on Plate XV.
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As the name E. marginatus belongs to the Riu Kiu species, Eumeces

lafiscutatus of Hallowell must be taken for that of Japan proper.

The t^^pe appears to be lost, but there can be no doubt as to the per-

tmency of the name in spite of the fact that Hallowell apparently

overlooked the presence of a postnasal. He describes his specimen

as having ''a plate above the anterior frenal," which, however, he

considers an individual abnormality. The fact is that the plate

alluded to is the real anterior frenal, or first loreal, while the scale,he

so designates is only the abnormally enlarged postnasal crowding the

loreal out of contact with the supralabial. In s])ecimens from the

main islands of Japan this state of affairs is not uncommon (14 out

of 47 specimens), and in extreme cases it looks at a first glance as if

the postnasal were missing.

Doctor Hallowell does not state the locality in Japan where the

type specimen of E. latiscutatus was collected, but the only entry in

Dr. W. Stimpson's manuscript catalogue which can have reference to

this specimen is his "Sm.—15. Lizard found on hillsides at Simoda,

Japan, May, 1855. Black above, lineate with light blue. Below
pale blue." Simoda may therefore be regarded as the type locality.

One may still occasionally see this species quoted as E. quinque-

lineatus, it being asserted upon Schlegel's authority that there is no

difference between the Japanese and the North American species. A
careful comparison will show that there exist material differences in

the number of scale rows, size, and shape of rostral and nasals, size of

median dorsal scales, shape of claws, etc., as already pointed out by
Hallowell, Peters, and Boulenger. To their statements I may add

that the two species can be very readily distinguished by the differ-

ences shown in the relative size and shape of the large temporal shields

between the parietals and the seventh lal)ial, the North American

species having an arrangement very much like that of the Yaeyama
species E. hishinouyei as distinguished from E. marginatus, E. latiscu-

tatus, and their immediate allies and illustrated on figs. 179, 182, 184.

Description (figs. l7^J-\80).—Adult male; IT.S.'NM. No. 12715; Yoko-
hama; April, 1881; P. L. Jouy, collector. Rostral high, bent over

on the snout, the portion visible from above being nearly as largo

as the fronto-nasal ; supranasals in contact behind rostral; nostril in

the anterior portion of a single nasal, which is higher anteriorly than

posteriorly; a small postnasal in contact with supranasal, nasal, first

and second labials (on left side with first labial only) and anterior

loreal; fronto-nasal broader than long, not in contact with rostral

nor with frontal
;

])refrontals nearly as large as fronto-nasal in contact

behind the fronto-nasal, also in contact with both loreals and with

upper preocular and anterior supraocular; anterior loreal high and

narrow, in contact with second supralabial (on left side also with first)

;

posterior loreal pentagonal, nearly as high as wide, in contact with
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second and third supralabials ; frontal as long as parietals, longer than
its distance, from tip of snout, anteriorly a little wider than behind, in

contact with three supraoculars; four supraoculars, second largest;

seven superciliaries ; fronto-parietals somewhat smaller than inter-

parietal; parietals large, in contact behind interparietal; one pair of

nuchals; seven supralabials, seventh largest, fifth under the eye; two
temporals in the first row, low;er much the larger; upper temporal in

the second row very large, much larger than lower one, wedge-sliaped

with the apex pointing forward; lower temporal of the second row
elongate squarish, with upper and lower edges nearly parallel ; a single

large scale between seventh supralabial and ear-opening whicli is bor-

dered anteriorly by a few projecting granules; mental small, followed

by a single pentagonal, unpaired postmental; seven, lower labials, the

sixth being band-like, long and narrow; body covered above and
below with cycloid scales in 26 rows around the middle, those on the

Figs. 170-180.—Kumeces latiscutatus. 2 X nat.size. 179, side of head, normal postnasal; (25 X
NAT. SIZE) 180, UNDERSIDE OF HIND FOOT. NO. OlOfi, U.S.N.M.

middle of the hack slightly wider than the others, laterals not essen-

tially smaller than ventrals; a pair of large preanal plates; length of

hind leg contained twice and a half times in the distance from snout

to vent; the adpressed limbs overlap by the length of the fingers; sole

of hind foot gramdar with a single larger tubercle and a few others at

the heel; a specialized scale with a claw-like pointed keel behind the

vent at each corner; tail cylindric, tapering, slightly swollen under-

neath at base, with a series of wide transverse plates on the underside.

Color (in alcohol), above pale olive gray with a dorso-lateral whitish

band about one scale wide, bordered below by a broad dark-brown

band from the eye over the ear-opening, above the legs and continued

on the tail nearly to the tip; head nearly uniform oUve clay color;

whole underside, including lower half of flanks, whitish, cliin and
throat suffused with clay color, the rest with bluish gray.
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Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 186

Snout to vent 64

Vent to tip of tail 122

Snout to ear-opening 15

Greatest width of head 12

Axilla to groin 34

Foreleg 18

Hind leg 25

The female difTers in lackins; the swellino; at the ])ase of the tail and

apparent!}' also the dift'erentiated keeled scale l:)ehind each corner ol

the vent.

The younger individuals differ in not havin<j!; the temporal region

swollen and also differ greatly in color. As exemplified by a large

series from Mount Fuji, they are (in alcohol) nearly blackish brown
above, becoming dark brownish slate on the terminal half of the tail,

with five pale longitudinal stripes, viz, one median; one on each side

proceeding from the outer edge of the supraoculars down the sides of

the back, two scale widths from the median stripes ; finally, a lateral

stripe on each side originating on the supralabials, through the ear and

above both fore and hind legs; all continued on the tail where they

gradually disappear; the median stripe bifurcates on the interpa-

rietal, each branch following the outer edge of the frontal to the

snout, which is pale brownish; underside bluish gray, except chin,

throat, limbs underneath, anal plate, and the subcaudal transverse

plates, which are pale buff'. According to Stimpson they are black

in life with light blue stripes and pale blue" underside.

Variation.—There is considerable variability in the head scales anil

their various relations, but as it would be of little use to note all the

deviations from the specimen described above, it will be sufficient to

call attention to those which are of systematic value.

Out of 62 specimens examined by me only one (No. 34123) has the

azygous postmental divided, and the abnormality of the specimen is

further shown by a small portion of the side of the posterior post-

mental being also separated by a suture.

In 3 specimens (Nos. 34120, 34130, 34138) the posterior loreal

is in contact with three supralabials on both sides; in one (No. 30734)

on one side only, and in one (No. 34126) it barely touches the third

labial on one side.

Five specimens (Nos. 34119, 34121, 34126, 34127, 34133) have no

postnasal at all; two lack it on one side only (Nos. 34128, 34139),

while in 37 specimens it is present on both sides.

Curiously enough the variation in the postnasal is most pronounced

in a single series of specimens collected near Mount Fuji in September

,

1898. Out of the 21 specimens five have no postnasals at all, two on
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one side only, and of the fourteen others which have it on both sides,

no less than nine have the postnasal so large as to crowd the anterior

loreal away from the supralabials, so that onl}^ in five does 't come in

contact with the supralabials behind the postnasal and that not even
alwa3^s on both sides.

Of 39 specimens, the only ones examined for this character, the

scale rows around the middle of the bod}^ are 28 in two only, 26 in

twenty-four, and 24 in tiiirteen.

Habitat.—Apparentl}' confined to the large islands of Japan proper.

The types came from the hills back of Simoda, and the species is

apparently quite common in that part of Hondo. We have a large

number from around Mount Fuji and from Yokohama; British

Museum has it from Miyanoshta and Nikko, whence specimens are

also in the Senckenberg Museum, and Okada records -it from Tokyo
and Hakone. From farther south the latter also indicates the prov-
inces of Awaji and Suwa; the Hamburg Museum has it from Kiyotaki
toge in the province of Kawachi (No. 1833), and the United States

National Museum from Koriyama, province of Yamato. From north-

ern Hondo there are no records. From Yezo, however, there is said

to be a specimen in the Senckenberg Museum received from Mr. B.
Schmacker,« and Doctor Fritze also indicates it from that island, with-
out giving his authority, however. If occurring there, it must be rare

or local. Dr. Hugh M. Smith brought us a fine series from Kochi, on
Shikoku, the onl}^ record from that island. He also collected it in the
extreme southern end of Kausiu at Yamagawa, province of Satsuma.
Our museum also has it from ]\Iiyazaki, and von Martens obtained it at

Nagasaki, from which locality the Riksmuseum in Stockholm also has
a specimen (No. 2319), collected by Dr. Oscar Nordquist in October,
1879, during the Vega expedition.

List of specimens of Euvieces latiscutatus

.

U.S.
N.M.
No.
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Li.'<t of spccivicns of Eiivwrcs lafiscvlat^is—C'nntinued.

U.S.
N.M.
No,
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supranasals broadly in contact, larger than prefrontals; frontonasal

longer than wide, behind broadly in contact with frontal; anterior

loreal formuig a suture with frontonasal; four supraoculars, the three

anterior in contact with frontal; six superciliaries ; one pair of

nuchals in contact with posterior border of ]:>arietals and interparietal

;

seven supralabials, fifth bordering the orbit, seventh largest; one

unpaired postmental ; ear-opening slightly larger than largest dorsal

scales and bordered anteriorly by about 5 distinct obtuse tubercles;

30 scale rows round the middle of the body, the laterals very much
smaller than either ventrals or dorsals, the two

median rows of the latter slightly larger than

the others ; two very large preanal scales ; length

of hind limb (from groin to tip of fourth toe)

contained twice in the distance from snout to

vent; limbs overlap consideral>ly when pressed

against the body; no continuous row of tuber- fig. isi.—eumeces lati-

cles on soles from heel to base of fourth toe; scutatus okad^. 2x
. „ . , , , , , NAT. SIZE. Side OF FACE.

median series or subcaudals transversely enlarged no. 23895, u.s.n.m.

anteriorly. Color (in alcohol) above uniform dark

olive; an obscure brownish band proceeds from eye backward above

the limbs disappearing at the base of tail; this band is bordered above

by an ecpally obscure pale band, these bands so obscure as to be

imperceptible in the specimen when taken out of the alcohol ; under-

side bluisli, chin and throat whitish.

Dimensions. mm.

Total length 130

Snout to vent 56

Snout to ear-opening 13

Greatest width of head 9

Axilla to groin 29

Fore limb 20

Hind limb ' 28

Remarks.—The present species is most nearly related to E. lati-

scutatus from the main island opposite, and is probably a direct off-

spring of the latter. It differs chiefly in the greater number of scale

rows round the middle of the body and apparently also in a some-

what different coloration, inasmuch as even young specimens of

the island form are of a more or less uniform olive color without the

strongly marked pale lines so characteristic of the main island speci-

mens of corresponding size. They are only plainly marked in the

smallest specimen from Niishima, measuring 40 mm. from snout to

vent, and even in this specimen the median line does not reach the

head.

The additional number of scale rows makes the diagnosis of the

new species read even more like that of E. fasciatus of the United
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States of North America than E. latiscutatus , but aside from the sino;le

unpaired postmental common to both the Japanese species, the shape

of the rostral as well as the position of the nostril in the nasal in the

latter are characters in themselves sufficient to distinguish them from

their North American relative, not to speak of the difference in the

temporal scales as mentioned above.

The segregation of the present form from that of the main island

is no more remarkable than that of the very distinct thrush, Turdus

celsenojJS, of the same island, from T. clirysolaus of the mainland,

as well as Acanthopneuste ijimse from A. coronata, and Parus owstoni

from P. iKirius.

Doctor Ijima informs me that he has five more specimens of the

same form "all of the same or similar coloration."

Habitat.—This form probably occurs on all the islands of the Seven

Islands Archipelago of Idzu, but I have only seen specimens from

Miyakeshima and Niishima.

Lhl of specimrns of Eumecrs okadse.

Museum

.
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No. 36507 (Science

northern Formosa

;

183

A direct comparison of typical Eumeces elegans from China (which

our museum owes to the kmdness of Dr. O. Boettger) with E. latiscu-

iatus, from Japan, and E. marginatus, from the Riukius, shows that

it is more nearly related to the former than to the latter, the second

loreal being as high and short as in the most tjq^ical E. latiscutatus.

In fact, the onl}^^ difference I can see consists in the presence of a post-

nasal in the latter, in this respect agreeing with E. 'marginatus. The
latter I regard as less closely related to the other tw^o than these are

among themselves. For further remarks on this subject see above

(p. 194).

Description (figs. 182-183).— 1/«7<'; U.S.N.:M

College Museum, Tokyo, No. 20a); Taipa,

October, 1896; T. Tada, collector. Rostral

high, rather narrow, the portion visible from

above slightly smaller than fi'onto-nasal;

supranasals broadly in. contact behind ros-

tral; nostril in the anterior portion of a single

nasal w^hich is nmcli higher in front than

behind; no postnasal; fronto-nasal much
broader than long, not in contact with ros-

tral, but with frontal; prefrontals smaller

than fronto-nasal, not in contact with each

other, but with both loreals, upper preocular

and anterior supraocular; anterior loreal

higher than the posterior, in contact with

supranasal, nasal, first and second suprala-

bials; posterior loreal pentagonal, as high as

wide, in contact with second and third supra-

labials(on left side also barely toucliing fourth)

;

frontal longer than parietals, longer than its

distance from tip of snout, anteriorly a little

wider than behind, in contact wdth three

supraoculars; four supraoculars, second largest; six or seven super-

ciliaries; fronto-parietals smaller than interparietal, w^hich is as long

as the parietals and broadly in contact behind with the nuchals;

parietals not in contact behind the interparietal; one pair of nuchals;

seven supralabials, seventh largest, fifth under the eye; two tem-

porals in first row^, lower many times larger than the upper; upper

temporal in the second row very large, much larger than the lower

one, wedge-shaped, or conical, with the apex forward; lower tem-

poral of the second row long and narrow wdth nearly parallel upper

and lower edges; a single scale row between seventh supralabial and

ear-opening, which is bordered anteriorly by several projecting lob-

ules; mental followed by a single pentagonal, unpaired postmental;

seven lower labials, sixth longest; 28 scale rows around the middle

Figs. 182-183.—Eumeces ele-

gans. 2X NAT. SIZE. 182, SIDE

OF head; 183, CHIN. No. 20b,

Sci. Col., Tokyo.
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of the body, those on the sides apparently smaller than those on back

and abdomen; a pair of large preanal plates; length of hind leg con-

tained nearly two and a half times in the distance from snout to vent;

the adpressed limbs overlap by the length of the fuigers; soles of hind

foot granular with a single larger tubercle and several others at the

heel; a small keeled scale behind the vent at each corner; tail

cylindric, tapering, with a series of wide transverse plates under-

neath. Color (in alcohol) above dark olive brown on the middle of

the back, dark brown on the sides, becoming slaty toward the ter-

minal half of the tail, with five pale greenish, longitudinal stripes,

viz., one median, somewhat broader than the others; one on each

side proceeding from the outer edge of the supraoculars down the

sides of the back two scale widths from the median stripe; finally,

a lateral stripe on each side originating on the upper lip proceeding

backward through the ear-opening and above both fore and hind

legs, all continued on the tail, where they gradually disappear; the

median stripe bifurcates on the interparietal, each branch following

the outer edge of the frontal to the snout which is pale buff; underside

pale, suffused with buff on throat, lower neck, limbs, and tail, but

with pale bluish on abdomen and flanks.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length. 179

Snout to vent 68

Vent to tip of tail Ill

Snout to ear-opening 13.

5

Greatest width of head 10

Axilla to groin 35

Fore leg 19

Hind leg 28

Variation.—In younger specimens the ground color is darker,

brownish black, and the median dorsal stripe narrower; otherwise as

the specimen described above. In older specimens the back becomes
more olive and the median stripe disappears altogether, the head

swells greatly in the temporal region and becomes red. A male from

the Pescadores Islands, collected by Mr. Tada in January, 1897, has

this coloration of the fully adult specimens, the brown longitudinal

band on the flanks even being quite pale, notwithstanding the fact

that it is of the same size (snout to vent, 68 mm.) as the adolescent

specimen described above.

The scutellation of the head in these specimens is fairly constant.

Thus all foin- have the parietals widely separated by the interparietal.

In three the frontal is in contact with the fronto-nasal, but in the

fourth, the largest specimen, the prefrontals are in contact behind the

fronto-nasal, thus separating it from the frontal. The number of

scale rows seems to be ver}^ variable, as two have 26, one 24, and one 28.
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Hahitat.—Swinlioe collected two lialf-grown specimens in Formosa,

which are in the British Museum. The Science College, Tokyo, has

several striped specimens from Taipa, Formosa (No. 20), collected in

October, 1896, and one nearly uniform specimen (No. 19) from the

Pescadores Islands, January, 1897.

The species is known from the mainland of China between Shanghai

and the province of Fokien as far inland as Kiukiang, on the Yangtse
River.

List of specimens of Eumeccs elegans.

Museum.

U.S.N.M

ScI. Coll. Tokyo .

.

Do
Do

No.

36507

20

20

]9

Sex
and

(a)

C^)

Locality.

Taipa, Formosa

do

do ,

Pescadores Islands

.

When
collected.

Oct.,

do.

do.

Jan., 1897

By whom col-

lected.

T. Tada

.

do...

....do...

....do...
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rior and tlie posterior borders, and is in contact with three suprala-

bials, viz, the second, third, and fourth. In all specimens from

Jaj^an proper I have found the second loreal much shorter and higher,

with the anterior border much higher than the posterior one, and

except in a few cases mentioned above, only in contact with two

supralabials, viz, the second and third (if there are seven suprala-

bials in all, but with the third and fourth in exceptional cases of

eight supralabials).

Description.—Adult male; U. S. N. M. No. 11713; "Loo Choc

Island " = Okinawa shima; April, 1855; W. Stimpson, collector; type

(fig. 184).—Rostral pentagonal, the portion

visible from above much smaller than fronto-

nasal; supranasals in contact behind rostral;

nostril in the anterior portion of a single

nasal which is somewhat higher in front than

behind; no postnasal; fronto-nasal somewhat
broader than long, not in contact with ros-

FlG. 184.—EUMECES' MARGINATUS. 11,1 n --IP 1 ^ j- j ^

2 X NAT. SIZE. SIDE OF HEAD, trai, Dut Droadly SO With rrontal
;
prefrontals

No. 11713, u.s.N.M. much Smaller than fronto-nasal, m contact

with both loreals, upper preocular and ante-

rior supraocular, but not with each other; anterior loreal high and

narrow, in contact with nasal, first and second supralabials; poste-

rior loreal ])entagonal, much wider than high, in contact with second,

third, and fourth supralabials; frontal longer than parietals and much
longer than its distance from tip of snout, anteriorly wider than

behind, m contact with three supraoculars; four supraoculars, none

unusually developed ; fronto-parietals scarcel}^ more than half as large

as interparietal; interparietal as long as parietals, broadly in contact

behind with nuchals; parietals rather small, not in contact; one pair of

nuchals; seven supralabials, seventh largest, fifth under the eye; two

temporals in first row, lower one several times larger than upper one

;

two temporals in second row, the upper one largest, wedge-shaped with

the apex forward, the lower narrower with nearly parallel upper and

lower edges ; a single large scale between seventh supralabial and ear-

opening which is bordered anteriorly by several projecting lobules;

mental followed by a single narrow, pentangular, unpaired post-

mental; seven lower labials, sixth very long and narrow; 26 scales

around the middle of the body, the lateral but very slightly smaller

than the others; a pair of large preanal plates; length of hind leg

contained two and a half times in the distance from snout to vent;

the adpressed limbs overlap by the length of the longest toe; sole of

hind foot with small scales or granules, but no enlarged tubercles

except a few at heel; a strongly keeled scale beliind the vent at each

corner; tail cylindric, swollen at base underneath, with a series of wide
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transverse plates on the underside. Color (in alcohol) above pale

olive gray with faint indications of a median and two dorso-lateral

pale stripes as well as of a darker brownish band on upper half of

flanks ; head yellowish buff (probably red in life) ; underside pale

buffy white, abdomen and flanks grayish.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 138

Snout to vent 65

Vent to tip of tail 74

Snout to ear-opening 14

Greatest width of head 11

Axilla to groin : 35

Fore leg 19

Hind leg 26

The female and younger stages are exactly like the corresponding

ones in Eumeces latiscutatus and E. elegans.

Variation.—In the series of nine specimens before me the variation

is very slight. All lack the postnasal; all have one postmental only,

supranasals in contact behind rostral; fronto-nasal in contact with

rostral, parietals separated by interparietal, and in all the second

loreal is in contact with three supralabials. All have 26 scale rows,

except No. 34185 which has 28.

No. 23894 presents a very unusual abnormality in the scutellation

of the upper parts of the head, in as much as the fronto-parietals have
been fused in such a way with the surrounding scutes that the

frontal has come into contact with the fourth supraocular, parietals,

and interparietal, the latter shield separating the parietals in their

entire length.

Ilahitat.—This skink as far as laiown is confined to the Riu Kiu
islands, and if our surmise as to Hallowell's second specimen is correct,

it occurs in all three groups of the archipelago." In Okinawa it

appears from all accounts to be common, and in the Yaeyama group

it has been collected both by Doctor Warburg and by Doctor Lcnz on
Iriomoto Island (Hamburg Mus. Nos. 1182 and 1900). IMoreovcr, the

United States National Museum has a specimen from Ishigaki shima

(No. 34185).

oBoettger also refers to Euvieccs viarginal us from 0-shima. but as hv did not distin-

guish between E. iiKirginatus and E. Jatiscutatus no conclusion can be drawn fmni that

record without a reexamination of the specimen.
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List of specimens of Eumeces viarginatus.

Museum.
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anterior, nearly twice as wide as liigh, in contact with second, tliird,

and foiirtli supralal)ials (on left side only with second and third),

anterior loreal, and npper preocular, but not with prefrontal; upper
preocular greatly elongated, extending along the entire upper edge

of the posterior loreal so as to enter into broad contact with the

anterior loreal; frontal much longer than parietals, longer than its

distance from tip of snout, anteriorly somewhat wider than behind,

in contact with three supraoculars, the sutures with first and third

being very small ; four supraocidars, first smallest, third very narrow,

second unusually large; fronto-parietals larger than interparietal,

slightly larger than prefrontals; interparietal pointed, behind sepa-

rating the parietals which are ct)inparatively short, much shorter

than frontal; 2 pairs of nuchals; seven supralabials, fifth under the

eye, seventh longest, but very low behind; two temporals in first

row, lower much the larger j two temporals in second row, the upper

rather narrow and elongated with parallel edges, the lower much
larger, wedge-shaped with the apex forward; two scales between

seventh supralabial and ear-opening, which is bordered anteriorly by
three small lobules; mental small, followed by two unpaired post-

mentals, the anterior narrow, with parallel edges, the posterior

larger, pentagonal; 7 lower labials; 24 smooth scales around the

middle of the body, laterals not appreciably smaller; a pair of large

preanal })lates; lengtli of hind leg contained two and two-thirds times

in distance from snout to vent; the adpressetl limbs overlap by about

the length of the fingers; sole of hind foot granular, with two series of

enlarged tubercles from heel to base of third and fourth toes; tail

with a median series of transverse plates underneath. Color (in alco-

hol) above pale clay-color, with a network of brownish black color,

each scale being marked with the dark and the light color in sucli a

way as to bring out a median dorsal and on each side a dorso-lateral

pale black-edged stripe; flanks and sides of neck similar!}'' colored,

but with about three irregidar series of whitish spots instead of

stripes; head above pale clay-color, with traces of tlie pale dorso-

lateral stripe from supraoculars backwards, each shield outlined pos-

teriorly or superiorly with blackish brown; underside uniform whitish.

Uinimsions.^

mm.

Snout to vent '^-

Snout to ear-opening 14. 5

Greatest width of h(>a(l 10.5

Axilla to groin -58

Fore leg ,.
18. 5

Hind leg 27

— -J
" Tail mi8>sing.

26485—No. 58—07 14
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Variation.—The specimen described above is probably abnormal in

the exclusion of the anterior loreal from the nasal. In the descrip-

tions of Chinese specimens 26 scale rows are sometimes indicated. In

adult specimens the adpressed limbs are described as not overlapping.

The young are described as "dark brown above, mth three longi-

tudinal light bands on the back, the median broadest and not bifur-

cating anteriorly."

Habitat.—Eastern Cliina from the island of Hainan northw^ards to

Shanghai. It has also been recorded fi'om Formosa. Swinhoe found

it at Tamsui, and an apparently somewhat abnormal specimen col-

lected by j\Ir. Tada at Tai]:)a has been described and conunented upon

above.

List of speciniens of Eumen's chinensis.

Sci. Coll. Tokyo.

Afro.

Adolesc. «.

Locality.
Whon

ccillectLMl.

By whom
collofled.

TaipM , Formosa Oct. — , 1896 T. Tada

.
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with anterior three supraoculars, the suture with third supraocular

very small; four supraoculars, second largest; fronto-parietals some-

what smaller than interparietal, about the same size as prefrontals;

interparietal obtusely pointed behind, separating the parietals, which

are comparatively small, much shorter than frontal; three 2:>airs of

nuchals; seven supralabials, fifth under the eye, seventh very large,

but low behind ; two temporals in first row, lower many times larger

than upper; two temporals in second row, the upper rather narrow,

187

Figs. 186-189.—Eumeces kishtnouyei. l.\ X nat. size. 18r>, top of head; 187, side of head; 188

UNDERSIDE OF HEAD (2 X NAT. SIZE); 189, UNDERSIDE OF FOOT. No. 22, Stl. COLL. TOKYO.

with slightly diverging upper and lower edges, the lower much larger,

wedge-shaped, with the apex forward; a single, rather long scale

between seventh supralabial and ear-opening, which is bordered ante-

riorly by three small lobules; mental small, followed by two unpaired

postmentals, the anterior very narrow, band-like, the posterior pen-

tagonal; 24 'scales round the middle of the body, nearly subequal,

each dorsal scale with about four distinct strife; a pair of large

preanal plates; length of liind leg contained about two and two-
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thirds times in distance from snout to vent; the adpressed Hmbs
overlap by about half the length of the fingers; sole of hind foot with

two somewhat irregular series of enlarged tubercles from heel to base

of third and fourth toes; tail with a series of transversely enlarged

plates underneath. Color (in alcohol) above nearly uniform olive,

head more clay color (in life probably red), underneath whitish.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total k'ligth ( t ip of tail reproduced) 259

Snout to vent 148

Snout to tip of tail (tip reproduced) Ill

Vent to ear-opening 31.5

Greatest widtli of head 24

Axilla to groin 71

Fore leg 38

Hind leg 55

The type described above is in very poor state of preservation and

is probably a female. A fully adult male in excellent condition

(U.S.N.M. No. 34080) from Ishigaki shima agrees in all essential

details with the type, except that the head is considerably more

swollen at the temples. This specimen measures: Total length,

357 mm.; snout to vent, 159 mm.; vent to tip of tail, 198 mm.

;

snout to ear, 39 mm.
;
greatest width of head, 34 mm.

I find in none of these specimens any specially differentiated, keeled

scale behind the vent near each corner as in Eumneces latiscutatus and

its allies.

The half-grown specimens have a median dorsal pale band bordered

with dark-brown lines, a dorso-lateral whitish stripe on each side

similarly bordered above, and with a broad brown lateral band,

below which again a whitish line.

A young specimen (Science College Museum, Tokyo, No. 35), from

Iriomote shima, measuring 60 mm. from tip of snout to vent, differs

in having the frontal shield somewhat broader in front than behind.

The stria> on the dorsals show almost as plainly as in the adult. It

has three pairs of nuchals, but is abnormal in lacking a postnasal.

The coloration is indicated below.

Variation.—I have six very large adult and adolescent specimens

before me, two from Ishigaki shima, two from Iriomote shima, and

two from Miyakoshima. In scutellation they are practically identical,

and the postnasal is present and well developed in all. Its presence

may therefore be regarded as normal in this species. Five of them in

addition have three nuchals, three specimens have them on both sides,

two on one side, while the sixth has two only on both sides (No. 34081)

;

there is conse([uently reason to l^elieve that three ])airs is the normal

number. In addition to these fidl-grown and nearly full-grown speci-

mens, there is a seventn, quite young, black with yellowish stripes. It
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agrees in every structural character with them, except in possessing

no postnasal, thus closel}" approaching E. cJiinensis. As it comes from

Iriomote shima I have but little doubt that it is an abnormal speci-

men of E. Jcishinouyei, especially as it has the dorsal scales striated

and three pairs of nuchals, while E. chinensis normally has but two.

Moreover, it seems to differ somewhat in coloration from true E. chi-

nensis, at least as it is described by Boulenger.'* He states that the

young is "dark brown above, with three longitudinal light bands on

the back, the median broadest and not bifurcating anteriorly; sides

with light spots," while in the Yaeyama specimen the spots on the

sides have united to form two additional longitudinal bands on each

side, thus making seven in all, the median not broader than the others

and distinctly bifurcating.

Remarks.—This form, which assumes gigantic proportions, our speci-

men (No. 34080) measuring 159 mm. from snout to vent, is very closely

allied to Eumeces chinensis, from which it differs chiefly in the pres-

ence of a postnasal, three pairs of nuchals, and possibly in the colora-

tion of the young.

Habitat.—Apparently confined to the southern group of the Riu Kiu

chain of islands. I have examined specimens from all the principal

islands, namely Miyakoshima, Ishigaki shima, and Iriomote or Nishio-

mote shima.

List of sprcimens of Eumeces kishinoiiyei.

Museum.
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1834. Euprepes Wi'EGMA'Nyi, Hcrpet. Mex., p. 36 (emendation).

1845. Mabouya Gray, Cat. Liz. Bi-it. Mus., p. 93 (emendation).

18G2. Mnbuia Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1862, p. 185 (emendation).

With reference to the names cited in the above synonymy it is true

that Spondylurus occurs before Mahuya, but of two names having

the same date that one selected by the reviser is to be retained.

Mahuya has been so selected, not only by the first reviser, but by all

subsequent authors. This rule is a direct application of article 28 of

the International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature.

MABUYA LONGICAUDATA" (Hallowell).

Plate XVI.

1856. Euprepis longicaitdata Hallowell, Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc. (2), XI, p. 77,

pi. IV, fig. 1 {Euprepcs on plate] (type-locality, Siam; type in Mus. Phila.

Acad.; Doctor Ruschenberger, collector).

—

Mabuia longicaudata Bou-
LENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1887, p. 189.

1864. Eumeces siamcnsis Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, p. 91 (type-locality, Siam;

type in Brit. Mus.).

—

Mabuia siarnensis Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus.,

Ill, 1887, p. 188 (Siam; Hainan).

1867. Euprepes
(
Tiliqua) bicarinatus Peters, Mon. Ber. Berlin Akad. Wiss., 1867,

p. 22 (type-locality, Hongkong; type in Berlin Mus.; Jagor, collector).

—

Tiliqua bicarinata Mueller, Verb. Naturf. Ges. Basel, VIII, Pt. 2, 1887,

p. 287 (South Formosa).

1886. Euprepes ( Tiliqua) ruhstrati Fischer, Alih. Naturw. Ver. Haml)urg, IX, no. 6,

p. 7, pi. I, figs. 2a-db (type-locality. South Formosa; type in Oldenburg

Mus.; Ruhstraht, collector).

It turns out, as has long been suspected, that Guenther's Eumeces

siamensis is the same as Hallowell' s Euprepis longicaudata, described

eight years earlier, both from Siam. The separation of the two

was undoubtedly due to Hallowell's description, which states that

the lower eyelid is "scaly with a transparent disc." Mr. James A. G.

Rehn, of the Philadelphia Academy Museum, whom I requested to

examine the type for me, WTites to the contrary: "The lower eyelid

of the type of Euprepis longicaudata appears to have a series of four

subquadrate scales of rather large size, surrounded by much smaller

scales." This removes any doubt concerning the identity of the

alleged two species.

There being no specimens of this species accessible to me, I have

translated and condensed Doctor Fischer's original description of the

t^^pe of Tiliqua ruhstrati from Formosa. The identity of the latter

with the Siamese species is on the authority of Doctor Boidenger.

Description of type specimen.—Adult; Oldenburg Museiun; South

Formosa; Ruhstrat, collector.—Lower eyelid with a row of four to five

large quadrangular scales in the middle; the azygos internasal some-

what broader than long, barely touching the rostral and widely sepa-

" Signifying Long-tailed. & Reproduced in this work as Plate XVI.
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Mabuya longicaudata. I From Fischer.)

For explanation of plate see page 554.
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rated from the frontal by the prefrontals, which are broadly in con-

tact; frontal shield half as wide as long; two fronto-parietals broadly

in contact medially; interj^arietal of same length as fronto-parietals,

separating the parietals completely; one pair of nuchals; supraorbi-

tals four, the second in contact with the entire outer edge of the

frontal, as large as third and fourth together; nasal elongate, with a

semicircular groove behind the nostril; supranasals narrow, barely

separated by the internasal; anterior loreal c[uadrangular, slightly

longer than high, in contact with second and third supralabial;

second loreal in contact with third supralabial only; seven suprala-

bials, third twice as long as second, fourth largest with parallel verti-

cal edges, situated under the eye; seventh small, scale-like; a single

unpaired postmental; ear-opening moderate, with projecting scales

overhanging the anterior border; scales in 28 rows around the body,

and 26 in a line between axilla and groin, dorsals with two faint keels;

a series of j^reanal scales about twice as large as the preceding series;

adpressed limbs overlap with their palms and soles, tip of fourth toe

falling considerably short of the axilla. Color above chestnut brown
with seven black ^ longitudinal lines extending down the back along

the edges of the scales; a broad black lateral band, sprinkled with a

few white spots, from the loreal region, through eye and over ear and

shoulder to the beginning of the tail, above narrowly edged with

white; below the lateral band scattered black spots; underside

greenish yellow.

Dimcnsio7is.
mm.

Tip of snout to vent 100

Tip of snout (o posterior edge of ear-opening 23

Fore leg 31

Hind leg 43&

RemarlxS.—Boulenger gives the following measurements of one of

the specimens in British Museum : Total length, 340 mm. ; tail, 225 mm.
His description, apparently leased on Siamese and Hainan speci-

mens, agrees in most essentials with Fischer's as given above, the

main discrepancy being that the ear-opening is "without projecting

lobules," while Fischer repeatedly states the opposite (" Ohroeffnung

maessig, ihr Vorderrand von vorragenden Schuppen ueberragt").

Mr. R,ehn kindly informs me that in the type of Hallowell's E.

longicaudata he found "that no projecting scales are present on

the anterior border of the ear-opening." The question then arises

whether the Formosan specimens may not represent a distinct species

after all. The next c[uestion, then, is to which Peters' E. hicariiiatus

from Hongkong belongs. The original description of Peters contains

no reference to the scales surrounding the ear-opening.

oin the diagnosis "brown."
& Fischer, Abh. Naturw. Ver. IIaml)urg, IX, no. (J, pp. 7-8.
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Habitat.—Southeastern Asia, from Siam to southern China, at

least as far as Hongkong, inchiding the islands of Hainan and

Formosa.

From the latter it is known through the type specimen of Euprepes

ruhstrati, which was collected by Herr liuhstrat in the southern part

of the island, a specimen in the Basel Museum recorded by F. Mueller,

and a specimen in the British Museum, collected by Mr. La Touche at

Bangkimtsing.

Genus SPHENOMORPH US « Fitzinger.

1843. Sphcnomorphus FiTziNciEK, Syst. Kept., \). 23 (type, Lygosoma mrlannpngnn

Dumeril and Bibron.)

1845. Hinnlia Gray, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., p. 74 (type, //. n.vvia=L. melanopogon).

1845. Otosauriis Gray, Gat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 93 (type, 0. cnmimin).

Only one species of this genus has hitherto been loiuid in the ter-

ritory included in this work.

SPHENOMORPHUS INDICUS^l^Gray).

Plate XVII, figs. 1-2.

1853. Ilinulia indica Gray, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (2), XII, Dec, 1853, p. 388

(type-locality, Sikkim, Himalayas; types in Brit. Mus.; Sir J. Hooker,

collector).-

—

Lygosoma indicum Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., Ill,

1887, p. 241, pi. XVI, figs. 1-lc (Eastern Himalayas, Assam, Burma);

Fauna Brit. India, Kept., 1890, p. 195; Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899,

p. 1G2 (Kuatun, prov. of Fokien).

—

Guenther, Ann. Mus. Zool. St.

Petersbourg, I, 189G, p. 203 (Sungpan, Lun-ngan-fu, prov. of Sze-Chuen,

China).

1893. Lygosoma (Liolcpisvia) laterale var. reevcsi Boettger, Kat. Rept. Mus.

Senckenberg., I, p. 104 (part: Dalanshan, near Ningpo) (not of Gray).

1894. Lygosoma {Hinulia) indicum Boettger, Ber. Senckenberg. Naturf. Ges.,

1894, p. 145 (Dalanshan).

Description.— Young; British Museum No. 99. 4. 24. 101 ; Bangkimt-

sing, Formosa; J. D. La Touche, collector. Rostral large, broadly in

contact with fronto-nasal, which is in contact with anterior loreal, pre-

fontals, and broadly with the frontal; no supranasals; frontal long,

tapering backward almost to a point, in contact with the anterior two

large supraoculars; four supraoculars; fronto-parietals and interparie-

tal distinct, the former in contact with second, third, and fourth supra-

oculars; parietals short, with a short suture behind interparietal; no

nuchals; nostril in a single nasal, no postnasal; anterior loreal high,

in contact with internasal; 7 supralabials, fifth and sixth largest;

oFrom dcprfv, a wedge; i.iop<l»), shape.

& Signifying from India.

c Reproduced in this work on ])lale XVII, figs. 1-2.
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upper large temporal of second row larger tlian lower; lower eyelid

scaly; ear-opening large, though smaller than eye, without lohuies;

one azygous postmental, or chin-shield; 38 scale rows round the body;

scales smooth; 4 preanal scales, median pair largest; longest toe of

hind limb reaches elbow of arm stretched backward; soles nearly

uniformly granular. Color (in alcohol) above pale olive brown, with

numerous small blackish spots arranged in a median series and a

lateral row on each side, the spots of the latter being wider and bor-

dering the upper dorso-lateral white band; from eye to above hind

legs a broad blackish band with zigzag edges, and a median series

of small white dots; above this black band a narrower whitish band
and below it a broader white band from snout through ear-opening

to groin; below this again a dark-brown band wdth median larger

white spots; underside whitish; tail buff, darker above and with pale

brownish spots in continuation of the dorsal and lateral bands; legs

above brown with rounded pale spots; sutures of labials marked with

tlark brown spots.

Dimensions."
mm.

Tip of snout to vent 37

Snout to ear 9

Fore leg 12

Hind leg 19

In an adult Chinese specimen (U.S.N.M. No. 35527) before me,

with perfect tail, the latter measures 97 mm. from vent to tip, while

the distance from tip of snout to vent is 75 mm. The tail of the latter

is covered underneath with cycloid scales, the median series of which
is irregularly widened transversely some distance behind the vent.

Variation.—Judging from Boulenger's description this species has

sometimes a postnasal, while the number of scale rows round the

middle of the body varies between 38 and 34, the latter number
occiuTing in our Chinese specimen. The specimen described may be

abnormal in having the frontal in contact only with first and second

supraocular and consequently the fronto-parietal in contact with

second supraocular, since Boulenger describes the species as having

the frontal in contact with three supraoculars, a condition also found

in our Chinese specimen (No. 35527).

Habitat.—Tliis is a characteristic Himalayo-Chinese species which
extends from the eastern Himalayas, where according to Boidenger it

is common in Darjeeling, tlirough the hills of Assam and Burma to

China and Tonkin. Unitetl States National Museum has it from the

province of Shensi, collected by Dr. Eliot Blackwelder, in 1904. It

reaches its extreme eastern limit in Formosa where a specunen, now in

the British Museum, was collected at Bangkimtsing by Mr. J. D. La

« Tail V)r()ken.
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Touche. I owe the op])(n-tunitY to examine and describe this addition

to the Formosan fauna, to the kinchiess of Dr. G. A. Boulenger.

List of specimens of Sphmomoriyhus i)i(Kcus.

Museum.
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1893. Lygosoma (Liolepisma) laterale var. reevesi Boettger, Kat. Kept. Mus.
Senckenberg., I, p. 104 (Peking; Chapu; Napier Island; Hongkong;
Canton); Ber. Senckenljerg. Naturf. Ges., 1901, p. 41 (Tsushima).

Boulenger « failed to find any distinctive characters by which to

separate Chinese specimens (tlie so-called L. reevesii) from North
American ones. In the same manner I have been unable, upon the

most searching comparison, to discover any difference between the

Riu Kiu specimens and tyjjical L. laterale.

Description.—Adult: Science College Museum, Tokyo, No. 37;

Miyakoshima, Riu Kiu Archipelago (figs. 190-192.) Rostral l)roadly

in contact with fronto-nasal, the portion visible from above much
smaller than the latter sliield ; no supranasals ; nostril in the center of a

single shield ; no postnasal ; fronto-nasal , in contact with frontal, broader

than long; ])refrentals not in contact; anterior loreal in touch with first

supralabial, in contact with second supralabial, fronto-parietal and pre-

frontals; frontal much longer than its distance from tip of snout,

shorter than length of

fronto-parietals and in-
'

ter])arietal together, very

\vide in fixmt, tapering

nearly to a point behind,

in contact with first and

second supraoculars;

four supraoculars, sec-

ond largest; fronto-pari- figs. 190-192.—Leiolopisma laterale. 2 X NAT. size. 190, top

etals louo" and narrow of head; 191, side of head; 192, underside of head. No.
^

. .
' 37, Sci. Coll. Tokyo.

longer than mterparietal,

wliich is shaped like the frontal but not so long; parietals long and

narrow, as long as frontal, in contact behind interparietal ; four pairs of

nuchals, first not in contact; lower eyelid granular with a small, trans-

parent disk; seven supralabials, fifth under the eye, sixth largest; a

very large upper temporal, fan-shaped with the apex forward, in contact

\vith the entire outer edge of the parietal; ear-opening large, as large as

eye, ^^^thout lobules along the anterior border; a single unpaired pen-

tagonal shield l)ehind the mental ; 28 smooth scales around the middle

of the body, those on the sides but slightly smaller; two large preanal

plates with a small one on each side ; hind leg contained about three

times in distance from snout to vent ; fore and hind legs fail to meet

when pressed along the side; 16 lamellae under longest toe; tail cylin-

dric, pointed, with transversely widened plates underneath only

towards the tip (in reproduced part). Color (in alcohol) above uni-

form olive brown; a blackish-brown line from nostril through eye,

widening on tympanic region and extending above the ear-opening

a Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1887, p. 264.
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backward along sides above fore and hind legs to side of tail as a

l)road dark-brown band above and below narrowly and indistinctly

edged with whitish; on the flanks below tliis edge a paler brown, more

indistinct band; underside pale.

Dimnisions.
mm.

Total length (fail reprodurpd) 74

Snout to vent 44

Vent to tip of tail (reproduced) : 30

Snout to ear-opening S. 5

Greatest width i )f head 5

Axilla to groin i 25

Fore leg 10

Hind leg 15

In specimens with unbroken tail, the length of the latter greatly

exceeds the distance from snout to vent; thus in a North American

specimen (U.S.N.M. No. 18012; St. Louis, Mo.) measuring 43 mm.
from snout to vent, the distance from vent to tip of tail is 61 mm.;
hind leg 14.5 mm.

Variation.—Considering the extent of the range of this species the

amount of variation is small. The number of scales around the body

is said to vary between 26 and 32. In the Asiatic specimens 28 seems

to be normal, two specimens recorded by Boettger and two examined

by myself having this number. Boulenger records one from Fokien

having 26. The most usual color variation is the presence of minute

dark-brown spots on the back in more or less regular longitudinal

rows.

Habitat.—On the supposition that the American and Asiatic speci-

mens really are identical, the present species has a very unique

distribution. In North America it is known to inhabit the lower

Austral life zone east of the Rocky Mountains, and is not found west

of the latter at all. In Asia it occurs over a large area in China

along the coast fTom near Ningpo to Canton, in the interior to the

province of Szechuen, or (if Anderson's Mocoa exigua,"- from Momien
really is the same species, which seems quite likely) to the extreme

west end of the province of Yunnan, while northward it extends its

range to the neighborhood of Peking, if the locality which attaches

to a specimen in the Museum Senckenbergianum, purchased from

the late Dr. Otto Herz in St. Petersburg, really be correct, wliich I

doubt.

From the territory covered by the present work it has been

recorded by Doctor Boettger as occurring in Tsushima. A single

specimen (No. 37) in the Science College Museum, in Tokyo, is from

Miyakoshima, southern group of the Riu Kius, and one in the Ham-

oZool. West. Yunnan, I, 1879, p. 797.
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burg Museum (Xo. 1195) was collected by Doctor Warburg in

Okinawa shinia.

List of specimens of Lciolupisnia latcrule.

Museum.
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parieto-fronto-parietal " is the interparietal; and his fronto-parietals

are the true pariotals."

The digits also show peculiarities which make it inadmissible to

incorporate this genus with the typical Lygosoma. The claws appear

to be retractile, as in the genus RisteUa, though not within a single

shield as in the latter, but between a large upper and a lower shield.^

The digits, moreover, are not covered above with plates, but with

imbricate alternating scales on each side of the middle line.

Lygosaurus, so far as recorded, is a genus peculiar to the Riukiu

Archipelago, and does not seem to possess any known near relative.

Among the skinks reported from the adjacent countries it stands

quite isolated. At present one can only suggest that possibly in the

future Formosa may prove to possess some related form. It should

be noted, however, that Lygosaurus does not seem to belong to the

Himalayo-Chinese fauna. Various points in its structure recall

south Indian forms rather than any genus or species pecuhar to the

northern mountains.

LYGOSAURUS PELLOPLEURUS <• Hallowell.

Plate XVII, fig. 3.

1860. Lygosaurus pclloplcurus Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 18G0, p. 496 (type-

localities, Amami-o-sliima and Okinawa, Riu Kiu Archipelago).—iyi/(/o-

soma pellopleurum Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1887, pp. 319,

512 ("Loo Choo Islands"); Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887, p. 147, pi.

XVIII, fig. 2d ("Loo Choo Islands," Pryer collection).

—

Okada, Cat.

Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 70 (Amami-o-sbima; Okinawa shima).

—

Fritze,

Zool. Jahrb. Syst., VII, 1894, p. 860; authors' separate, p. 11 (Okinawa).—

Brown, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1902, June 11, p. 185 ("Loo Choo Islands").—

Lygosoma (Homolepida) pellopleurum Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Nat-

urk. 33-36 Ber., 1895; p. 107 (Okinawa shima).

« Boulenger offers a homology of the cephalic shields somewhat different from the

above (Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887, p. 148, footnote), inasmuch as he regards the

posterior frontal as an azygous fronto-parietal, and the parietals as split up into an

anterior (my fronto-parietals) and a posterior pair. I can not follow him in this.

In Science College Museum No. 4 (the one here figured, fig. 193) the suture between the

anterior and posterior frontals is obliterated, and so it is in our No. 36527. A single

shield formed by a combination of these two would have a striking analogy in the

frontal of Chalcidoceps , from Ceylon (Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1887, p. 423, pi.

xxxvii, fig. la) in which it is "angularly emarginate on each side by the first supraocu-

lar." In the nearly related Sepophis, from southern India, (Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Brit.

Mus., XII, p. 423, pi. xxxvn, fig. 2a), the frontal is actually split much in the same

way as in Lygosaurus, and Boulenger himself in the diagnosis of the genus speaks of

"two frontals." In this genus "fronto-parietals," much in the same relative position

as in Lygosaurus, are "present," while the interparietal is nearly identical in shape

and relation.

bl have no specimen of Ristclla. The arrangement of Ihe claws is described by

Boulenger (Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., Ill, p. 357) as follows: "Claws <'ompletely retractile

in a large compressed sheath formed of one large scale cleft inferiorly." Stoliczka

first called attention to this character (Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal. XLI, Pt. 2, 1872,

p. 129), but indicates "retractile claws lying between two terminal enlarged shields."

cFrom tteAAos, blackish; itXEvpd, side.

d Reproduced in this work on Plate XVII.
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Description.—Adult; Science College Museum, Tokyo, No. 4; Shuri,

Okinawa sliima; July, 1895, Shiraishi, collector (figs. 193-195).

Rostral very broadly in contact with fronto-nasal; no supranasals;

nostril in a single nasal; no postnasal; fronto-nasal broader than long,

broadly in contact with frontal; prefrontals ver}^ small, smaller than
posterior supraocular and interj)arietal, widely separated; frontal

undivided, very long, twice as long as its distance from tip of snout,

angularly emarginate laterally by the anterior supraocular; the ante-

rior portion (corresponding to the anterior frontal in such specimens

in wliich there is a transverse suture between the lateral emargi-

nations) with the longer sides converging posteriorly and in con-

tact with first supraocular, the posterior portion (corresponding to the

posterior frontal) with the longer sides diverging posteriorly and in

contact with first and second supraoculars, also in contact beliind

with interparietal; four supraoculars, anterior largest, first and second

in contact with frontal (anterior and posterior frontals); fronto-

parietals not in contact with each other, about as large as tliird super-

ocular; interparietal about as wide as long, slightly larger than
fronto-parietals, in contact with (posterior) frontal; parietals very
short, not larger than fronto-nasal, in contact behind interparietal;

no nuchals ; loreals
„ ,1 . 11>3 194 195

small, narrow, tneir

lower edge coexten-

sive with the upper

edge of second supra-

labial ; lower eyelid

scaly; six suprala-

bials, fifth longest 'P'^GS. 193-195.—LyGOSAURUS PELLOPLEUKUS. 2 X NAT. SIZE. 193, TOI

between fourth and
"^h-^^^^i^^- «i- «- head; 195, ukdeks^^^ no.4,sci.

fifth a large subocu-

lar, the lower angle of which nearly reaches the edge of the lip; tem-
porals small, scale-like; ear-opening rather large, as large as both loreals

together, horizontally oval, without projecting lobules; a single nar-

row, quadrangular shield, with nearly parallel anterior and posterior

edges, behind the mental; submandibulars small, scarcely differenti-

ated; 26 scale rows around the middle of the body, the scales of nearly
equal size, those on back strongly tricariiiate, the median ones even
with two more though fainter keels; preanal scales not enlarged;

legs short, hind leg being contained about three and tliree-fourtlis

times in distance from snout to vent, while fore and hind legs fail to
meet by the length of the fore leg; digits very short, first especially so,

covered above with imbricate, alternating scales, one on each side of

the median line and terminating above in a large nail-shaped scale,

under which the claw^ can be retracted (in the present specimen nearly
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concealed, only the extreme point being visible) ; tail cylindric, taper-

ing to a point ; the caudal scales alcove with four decreasing posteriorly

to two keels, no transversely enlarged plates underneath. Color (in

alcohol) above pale brown, with a series of narrow elongate dark

spots on each of the two median scale rows; a dark brown band from

nostril through eye, high above the ear-opening and along the upper

part of the sides, disappearing on the sides of the tail ; top of head

irregularly spotted with dark brown, with larger spots of similar color

on upper and lower labials; whole inider surface whitish.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 98

Snout to vent 52

Vent to tip of tail 46

Snout to ear-opening 7.5

Greatest width of head G

Axilla to groin 30

Fore leg 9

Hind leg 14'

Variation.—The most noteworthy variation seems to be the pres-

ence or absence of a suture dividing the frontal into two distinct

shields. In Ilallowell's specimen as well as in that described by

Boulenger and one in our museum (U.S.N.M. No. 36526) the suture is

present, while in the other (No. 36527), as well as the one in Science

College Museum, Tokyo (No. 4), the suture is absent. It is conse-

<|uently not possible at the present to say which condition is the

normal one. Otherwise there is not much difference in the head-

shields of the specimens before me, except that in No. 36526 the parietals

fail to meet behind the interparietal. The size of the ear-opening is

variable, probably due to the state of preservation of the specimen.

Two of the specimens before me have 26 scale rows, and one 28 around

the body, while Boulenger gives 24 for his specimen, the same number
as recorded by Hallowell.

Habitat.—Apparently confined to the middle and northern groups

of the Riu Kiu Archipelago, from both of which the Rodgers expedi-

tion brought home specimens which now are lost. Later collectors

have obtained it in Okinawa shinui. Curioush^ enough it has not been

recorded from the southern group.

List of spcviincns (if Liji/osdiinis jxUophnriis.

Museum.
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Genus CRYPTOBLEPHARUS " Wiegmann.

1834. Cryptoblepharus Wiegmann, Herpet. Mex., p. 12 (tyi)e, Ablepharus poecilo-

pleurus).

Having recently obtained specimens of the type species of the

genus Ablepharus, I have convinced myself that it is not congeneric

with the type of Cryptohlepharns.^ The arrangement of the supra-

oculars in the former is so radically different from that of the latter

that even if there were no other distinction I should hesitate to place

them in the same genus.

In the key to the genera (p. 193) this genus is said to have "no mov-
able lower eyelid." This expression does not mean that the lower eyelid

is absent. On the contrary , it is there,but not movable,having coalesced

with the rudimentary upper lid. What appears to be the exposed eye

itself is only the very large transparent disk of the lower eyelid.

CRYPTOBLEPHARUS BOUTONII ' NIGROPUNCTATUS^ (Hallowell).

1860. Ablepharus mgropwiictatus Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 489

(type-locality, Port Lloyd, Bonin Islands; Rodgers, collector).

With the number of scale rows of a large series of Hawaiian "snake-

eyed skinks" varying between 28 and 30, 1 can not well refer the ten

Bonin Island specimens with 24 and 26 scale rows to the same sub-

species, notwithstanding the fact that I find them to agree sub-

stantially as to coloration. With the present material insufficient

to work out an intelligent and comprehensive review of the various

forms clustering around C. boutonii, it is safer to keep the groups

separate nomenclaturally. How essential it is to follow this rule is

shown by Boulenger's recent notes under Ablepharus boutonii.^ It is

even a question with me whether the Bonin Island form should not

be designated binominally on account of the apparently constant

presence of a distinct postnasal. The occasional occurrence of such a

shield in Hawaiian specimens,^ however, makes it safer to adhere to

the provisionally accepted nomenclature of trinominals for this group

of forms.

Hallowell's type of Ablepharus nigropunctatus appears to be lost.

It was obtained at Port Lloyd, on Peel Island (Chichishima), of the

middle or Beechey Group, Bonin Archipelago, consequentl}^ from the

same locaHty from which came U.S.N.M. Nos. 23897-8 and 23900,

"From KpvTtro^, hidden; fiXecpapov, eyelid.

& See Stejneger, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXI, no. 1174, 1899, p. 810.

C1831. Scinciis boutonii Desjardin, Ann. Sci. Nat. (1), XXII (p. 298) (tj-pe-local-

ity. Island of Mauritius; types in Paris Mus.). Named for liouis Bouton, a French

botanist.

d Spotted with black.

e Ann. Mus. Civ. Geneva (2), XVIII, 1898, pp. 702 and 719.

/See Stejneger, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXI, No. 1174, 1899, p. 811.

26485—No. 58—07 15
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and the three specimens in the Science College Museum, in Tokyo. I

have also before me three specimens from Haha shima, in the southern,

or Coffin Group, U.S.N.M. Nos. 23899, 33857, and Sci. Coll. Mus.

Tokyo No. 48, essentially like the ones from the middle group. These

agree pretty well with Hallowell's description, ° except that he does not

mention a pale dorso-lateral line which is more or less apparent in all

the specimens mentioned above. A single large specimen (Sci. Coll.

Mus. No. 50), probably from Chichi shima, is considerably darker,

with scarcely a trace of the lateral line, but the duskiness of this speci-

men may be due to defective preservation. Of the ten specimens

mentioned, six have 24 scale rows around the middle of the body,

while four have 26.

Description (figs. 196-198).—^^?//^; U.S.N.M. No. 33857; Haha
shima^ Bonin Archipelago; March, 1904; Owston collection. Ros-

tral in contact with fronto-nasal ; nostril round, in the lower portion

of a rather large, pentagonal nasal; a small triangular postnasal.

107

Figs. 196-198.—Cryptoblepharus boutonii nigropunctatus. 2 x nat. size. 196, top of head;

197, SIDE or head; 198, underside of head. No. 50, Sci. Coll. Tokyo.

in contact with nasal, anterior loreal and first supralabial; no supra-

nasal; fronto-nasal slightly broader than long, not in contact with

frontal
;
prefrontals rather large, in contact with each other, with both

loreals, and with anterior supraocular; frontal small, considerably

smaller than fronto-parietal, in contact with first and second supra-

oculars; four supraoculars, second largest ; four superciliaries ; fronto-

parietal (consisting of the fused fronto-parietals and interparietal)

quadrangular, in contact with frontal and three supraoculars, verj^

large; parietals long and narrow, broadly in contact behind fronto-

parietal; one pair of large nuchals, in contact behind parietals, and

followed by a double series of short, but very wide plates, or scales,

which gradually decrease in width backward, merging into the two

median dorsal scale rows; first loreal very high and narrow, in touch

with first supralabial behind postnasal; second loreal much lower,

pentagonal, in contact with two preoculars; the upper suture of the

a In Hallowell's description "fronto-parietals" is evidently a misprint for fronto-

parietal.
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supralabials from the rostral to the anterior border of the subociilar

siiprahibial deeply depressed, forming a slightly arched groove;

eight supralabials, seventh very high, sixth longest, forming a long and
low subocular; eye surrounded by granules and above by three elon-

gate narrow scales; a large upper temporal adjoining parietal; ear-

opening round, smaller than eye, without projecting lobules; mental

small; a large, pentagonal postmental followed by three pairs of

large submandibidars, the last of which is very long; 24 row^s of

scales around the middle of the back, laterals smallest, and the two
median dorsals largest, the dorsals faintly multicarinate

;
preanal

scales somewhat enlarged ; hind leg about two and a half times in dis-

tance from snout to vent ; fore and hind legs when pressed against the

sides overlap by more than. length of longest toe; tail cylindrical, w^ith

a median series of transversely enlarged scales underneath. Color (in

alcohol) above pale olive brown, with numerous irregular blackish

brown elongated spots, many of which are edged with paler spots;

flanks dark brown, with similar pale spots which at the upper edge col-

lect so as to form a somewhat irregular pale dorso-lateral line; legs

above like the flanks; lower surface bluish white with scattered dark

spots on legs and tail.

Dilltensions.
mm.

Total length 143

Snout to vent 54

Vent to tips of tail 89

Snout to ear-opening 10.5

Greatest width of h^ad 8

Axilla to groin 28

Fore leg .^ 17

Hind leg 23

Variation.—There is a great deal of variation in the size and relation

of the head shields. Thus in about one-half of the specimens before

me the fronto-nasal and the frontal are in touch ; on the other hand,

the suture between the prefrontals in No. 23897 is so wide as to nearly

equal the length of the fronto-nasal, while the frontal is so reduced in

size as to equal the anterior supraocular and to lose contact with the

frontal parietal, the second supraoculars being in contact behind it.

All have a distinct postnasal, but none show signs of a supranasal.

The number of supralabials is also slightly variable. In most speci-

mens there are four supralabials in front of the subocular, but in the

specimen described above as well as in one of the Chichi shima speci-

mens in the Science College Museum, Tokyo, there are five on both

sides. In our No. 23897, from the latter island, there are foiu' on one

side and five on the other. The coloration is very variabl(>, not only

the ground color, which varies from pale clay color to dark brown, but

also in the amount of spotting, some specimens being nearly unspotted,
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while in others the numerous dots are reddish brown instead of black-

ish. No. 23897 is densely spotted with blackish underneath, especially

under the tail and throat.

Habitat.—The s])ecies, of which I consider the Bonin Island speci-

mens to represent a separable form, is now distri})iitcd in several

slightly deviating varieties or subspecies over nearly the entire tropical

island world in the Indian and Pacific oceans, including Australia. It

is also foimd locally on both the eastern and western coasts of Africa.

Whether the present form is found outside the Bonin Archipelago

it is impossible to say at present. The one found in the Hawaiian

Islands is characterized by a greater number of scale rows, normally

28 to 30.

In the Bonins it has been collected in the largest island of each of

the two southern groups.

List of spccivwns of Cryptoblrpharus iiiyropKnckitus.

Museum.
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Genus TAKYDROMUS « Daudin.

1803. Tuhjdromus Daudin, Hist. Nat. Kept.. Ill, p. 251 (type, T. quadnlimalus

Dai id ill).

1804. Tachidromus Latreille, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., XNIV, tahl. iiu'tli.,

p. 63 (emendation).

180(i. Tackydromus Frokiep, Duiucrirs Anal. Zcjol. ((iernian IransL), p. 83

(emendation).

1845. rachysai(rvs Gray, Cat. Liz. I'.rit. Mas., p. 52 (type, T. japonicvs).

KEY TO JAPANESE, KOREAN, AND FORMOSAN SPECIES OP TAKYDROMUS.

a' Dorsal scales small, not arranged in longitudinal series T. dorsalis, p. 229.

a- Dorsal scales Ir.rge, arranged in longitudinal series.

6' Three pairs of submental shields.

c^ Width of head more than half the length of shielded part of head.

d^ One inguinal pore on each side T. septentrionaUs, p. 232.

d'~ Two inguinal pores on each side - T. formosanus, p. 235.

c- Width of head one-half the length of shielded part of head.

T. sinaragdinvs, p. 236.

b'^ Four pairs of submental shields.

c^ More than one inguinal pore on each side.

d' Two (very rarely three) inguinal pores on each side; not more than six rows

of enlarged dorsals; posterior enlarged throat scales pointed.

T. tachynromoides, p. 238.

d- Three inguinal pores on each side; eight rows of enlarged dorsals; posterior

enlarged throat scales scarcely pointed T. amurensis, p. 245.

c- One inguinal pore on each side T. wolteri, p. 247.

TAKYDROMUS DORSALIS b Stejneger.

1904. Tahjdromus dorsalis Stejneger, Smithson. Quarterly (Misc. Coll., XLVII),

Nov. 9, 1904, p. 294 (type-locality, Ishigaki shima, Yaeyama Archi-

pelago, Riu Kiu Islands, Japan; type U.S-N.M. No. 34162).

Description.^Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 34162; Ishigaki shima,

Riu Kiu; April-June, 1899; A. Owston collection (figs. 199-202).

Rostral not in contact with internasal, its upper lateral corner, formed

by the suture with the first supralabial, barely entering the nostril;

nostril rounded, between two nasals, the anterior being in contact

with that of tlie other side behind the rostral, the posterior in contact

with only one supralabial, the first; two loreals, of which the posterior

very large ; internasal much longer than broad, about three-fourths the

length of the prefrontals, which are nearly as long as the frontal ;
two

large supraoculars in contact with frontal; a very small third one

behintl, which is barely touchuig the outer corner of the front o-parietals

;

supraoculars separated from the superciliaries by a single row of gran-

ules, the anterior of which is somewhat enlarged and separates the first

supraocular from the posterior loreal; fronto-parietals sHghtly longer

than the internasal; parietals longer than frontal; interparietal small,

narrow; occipital slightly smaller, triangular; six supralabials, the fifth

a Careless transliteration for Tachydromus, from raxv?, swift, and Spouoi, running.

b Signifying dorsal; referring to the unitpie arrangement of the scales on the back.
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very long and under the eye; temporals small, strongly keeled; a long,

narrow shield along the anterior half of the outer edge of the jiarietal;

lower labials very long and narrow; four pairs of su))nnindihulars, or

chin-shields, increasing in size posteriorly, anterior two pairs entirely in

contact with each other, the. third pair ])osteriorly separated by a small,

elongated scale; upper surface of body covered with strongly carinated

scales, 28-30 across the middle of the body, those on the back larger,

about five corresponding to three ventral plates, gradually merging into

the laterals, of wliich seven to

eight corresjxmd to three ven-

trals; scales on upper neck

about the size of smallest lat-

erals ; scales on upper surface

of limbs large, keeled, larger

than largest dorsals, those on

forearm being smooth and
forming broad transverse

plates
;
gular scales large gran-

ules posteriorly, gradually be-

coming larger and keeled to-

ward the collar, 26 in a series

on the median line between

third pair of chin-shields and

collar; scales on collar large,

]:>ointed, keeled, the median

pair largest; six rows of ven-

tral plates, median famtl}^

keeled, outer row strongly so,

24 on the median line from col-

lar to preanal plate; preanal

])late large, with two minute

plates on each side ; two ingui-

nal pores on each side ; limbs

very long and slender, with

very long digits, the longest

toe of hind leg stretched for-

ward, reaching the shoulder

joint; tail more than three and

a third times as long as head and body together, swollen at base,

covered above and below with strongly keeled scales, which are twice

as long as the largest dorsals. Color (in alcohol) bluish slate (prob-

ably greenish m life), throat paler; a black line from nostril through

middle of eye to center of ear-opening; a pale (probably yellowish)

line, below this from nostril through lower eyelid to lower edge of ear-

opening, and a dusky line, less distinct, bordering the pale line below

from middle of subocular labial to under ear.

Figs. 199-202.—Takydeomus dorsalis. 2 x nat. size.

199, TOP OF head; 200, UNDERSIDE OF HEAD; 201, MID-

DLE OF back; 202, inguinal region. No. 341ti2,

U.S.'N.M.
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Dimensions.
mm.

Total length
2^"*

Snout to vent

Vent to tip of tail
220

Snout to edge of collar 22.

5

Snout to posterior edge of occipital 16

Width of head ^

Fore limb 25

Hind limb ^^

The adult female (U.S.N.M. No. 34166; same locality and col-

lector) differs chiefly in having the tail tapering from the beginning

without the basal swelling and in somewhat shorter legs, the adpre.ssed

hind leg not reaching beyond the axilla.

The ^young (No. 34169, measurhig 38 mm. from snout to vent)

is like the female; occipital is not proportionally larger.

Variation.—In the ten specimens which are in the National Museum

very little individual varia-tion is observed. All have four pairs of

chin-shields; all have two mguinal pores on each side, except No.

34163, which has three. All have the nasals in contact behind the

rostral There is some difference in the distinctness of the keels on

the ventral plates, due apparently to age, since the larger specimens

mens are more distinctly keeled, while in the smaller ones the four

median plates are smooth or. nearly so.

Remarlcs.—This exceedingly distinct species does not show any

near aflnnity to the other known species of the genus. It is absolutely

unique in the arrangement and size of the dorsal scales.
_

Another character unexpected in so southern a species is the num-

ber of submandibular shields. Four chm-shields are found normally

only in the northern forms, namely, T. tachydromoides and its allies.

The discovery of this novelty in the southern group of the Riu Kiu

Archipelago is the more startling, since we have T. smaragdinus from

Miyakoshtma in the same group, a species which conforms in all

respects to the general type of the genus. On the other hand, the fact

that we have ten specimens of the present species from Ishigaki shima

and none of the regular type seems to indicate that the latter may not

occur in that island at all.
i

• •
i

Ha&itot—Apparently confined to the island of Ishigaki, m the

southern group of the Riu Kiu Archipelago, where Mr. A. Owston's

collector obtained it during the summer of 1899.
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List nf specimens of Tal-ydroin ns dorsalis.

U.S.
N. M.
No.
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the anterior, very long, superciliary l^eing in contact with the anterior

supraocular throiiohoiit its whole length; .a small shield in front of

first supraocular separating it from the posterior loreal; fronto-

parietals longer than internasal
;
parietals slightly longer than fiontal

;

interparietal moderate, about as large as anterior supraocular; occip-

ital much smaller, about the size of third supraocular; seven supra-

labials, fifth yery large, under the eye; temporals moderate, keeled,

about 7 in a row between orbit and ear-opening; an elongated shield

along the anterior half of the outer edge of the parietal; lower labials

long and narrow; three pairs of chin-shields, increasing in size poste-

riorly, only first pair in contact throughout, second pair posteriorly-

separated by a wedge of elongated granules; back covered by six

series of large keeled scales, three on each side, and two median ones

slightly smaller, the keels forming continuous ridges, six of the

large scales corresponding in length to five ventral plates; laterals

granular, forming a broad longitudinal band on the sides; scales on
upper surface of limbs large, keeled, not larger than large dorsals, a

series on the forearm being rather widened transverely and smooth;

gulars large, granules gradually merging into large, pointed, keeled

scales on neck and collar, about 23 granules and scales on the median
line between second pair of chin shields and collar; scales on collar

long, pointed, and keeled like those on neck and chest; eight rows

of ventral plates, which on the posterior part of the abdomen are

flanked by two series of larger keeled scales having a row of similar

but smaller scales between them; ventral plates all pointed behind

and strongly keeled, 29 on the median line from collar to preanal

plate; preanal plate large, smooth, with two smaller plates on each

side; a single inguinal pore on each side; limbs moderate, the out-

stretched hind leg reaching the axilla; tail three and one-third times

as long as head and body together, swollen at base, covered above and
below with strongly keeled scales, which are as large as the largest

dorsals. Color (in alcohol) above olive, becoming light tawny-olive

on the tail; two narrow blackish brown lines on back along the keels

of the first row of larger dorsals on each side of the median line, these

lines continuing some distance on the tail; granular area of the sides

of the body dark brownish gray, continued on the sides of the tail as a

narrow dusky line, which almost disappears halfway from the tip; a

black line from nostril through center of eye, behind the latter two
blackish lines, one above along the parietals, the other below through

the ear-opening, inclosing between them a lighter brown area poste-

riorly connected with the lateral dark band; an elongated whitish

spot on upper eyelid; a narrow whitish line from below nostril

through the lower eyelid, over the lower temporal region, through

the lower edge of ear-opening, to the shoulder, where it disappears; a

black line on the posterior aspect of the femur and indicated on the

tibia; lower surface whitish, sufl'used with tawn3--()live on tail.
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Dimensions.
mm.

Total length - 211

Snout to vent 49

Vent to tip oi tail - 162

Snout to collar - - - 18

Snout to posterior edge of occipital 12

Greatest width of head 7

Fore leg 17

Hind leg 2G

The female (U.S.N.M. No. 34174, same locality and collector)

differs in the tail gradually tapering- front the base, and in the shorter

hind leg, the tips of the fourtn toe scarcely reaching beyond the elbow.

The young (U.S.N.M. No. 34178; snout to vent 31 mm.) is essen-

tially like the female. In this specimen the interparietal is com-

paratively larger, but the occipital is nearly obsolete. In a Chinese

specimen of same size (U.S.N.M. No. 35526) both of these shields

are uncommonly large, with a small square shield between them.

Variation.—In the Formosan series of nine specimens there is but

little individual variation. All have one inguinal pore; three pairs

of chin-shields; six rows of enlarged dorsals; and the nasals broadly

in contact or at least totiching behind the rostral. None of the speci-

mens, including the Chinese, has any outer accessory dorsal scale row.

The color is also essentially alike, except that in several specimens a

distinct whitish line on the inner half of the otiter dorsal row of scales

forms the upper edge of the lateral dark band, while the dorsal

median black lines are often absent or obscure.

Habitat.—Widely distributed over eastern China in the mountains,

on the coast from Fokien to Ningpo, west to the provinces of Kansu,

where it was collected by Berezowski in 1892, and Shensi, where

Dr. E. Blackwelder obtained it in 1904.

In Formosa it was taken during March, 1903, by Mr. Owston's

collector at Taipe, the specimens being in the Iinited States National

Museum.
List, of spcchnens of Takydromus septentrionalis.

U.S.
N. M.
No.
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TAKYDROMUS FORMOSANUS <' Boulenger.

1894. Tachydrovmsforviosamis Boulengeb, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), XIV, Dec.

1894, p. 402 (type-locality, Taiwan fii, Formosa; types in British Museum;

Hoist, collector).

There being no specimens of tliis species in the collections now

accessible to me, I reproduce the original description.

Original description.—Re&d moderately elongate; nasals in con-

tact behind the nostral; a series of granules between the supraocu-

lars and the superciliaries; a small shield separates the large anterior

supraocular from the loreal; temporal scales very small and keeled;

three pairs of chin-shields; six longitudinal series of large strongly

keeled sliields, separated on the vertebral line by one or two series of

smaller shields; eight or ten series of strongly keeled ventral shields,

with two or three series of smaller shields on each side; two inguinal

pores on each side. Olive brown above; a dark brown or blackish

lateral band from the end of the snout to the base of the tail, passing

through the eye, edged below, and- usually also above by a whitish

streak; the upper light streak, if present, originates above the tym-

panum and runs along the outer series of dorsal shields; the lower

extends from the end of the snout to the thigh, passing through the

tympanum and following the upper series of ventrolateral shields;

a whitish, black-edged streak along the hinder side of the. hind hmb;

lower parts whitish.
Dimensions.

mm.

Total length ^^^

Head
Width of head

• 44
Body - ^^

Fore limb

Hind limb _," ^
12'2 b

Tail •

Remarks.—The Formosan grass lizard seems closely related to Tahj-

dromus septentrionalis Guenther, if indeed distinct, the chief differ-

ence being in the latter having only one ingtdnal pore. This char-

acter may or may not be constant, but as Boulenger had "several''

specimens with two pores, while, on the other hand, I have nine with

one pore only, it may be better to retain T. formosanus separate tor

the present until examination of a large number of specimens from

the type-locality can be made.
i tj

•

HaUtat.—^ecoTdeA only from Formosa, specimens now m the Brit-

ish Museum having been collected by IVIr. Hoist at Taiwan fu and m
the central portion of the island.

a Signifying belonging to Formosa.

6 Boulenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (,6), XIV, 1894, pp. 462-463.
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TAKYDROMUS SMARAGDINUS" Boulenger.

I84S.

1887

Tnchysaiints japonicus Adams, Narml. Voy. Satnaraiui, II, j). ."^05 ("Miaro-

sliimas") (not of Duuieril and liihron, 18:i9).

Tarhjdromus sinurdgdinus BovLKNfeiEK, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mu!^., Ill, p. 509

(type-lucality. "Loochoo Islands;" types in Brit. Mus.; Fryer collection);

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887, p. 147, pi. xvii, fig. 2; pi. xviii, fig. 1

(Loochoo).—GuENTHER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (G), I, Mar. 1888, p. 168

(Loochoo lis.).

—

Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 70 (Okinawa).

—

Fritze, Zool. Jahrb. Syst., VII, 1894, p. 859; author's separate, p. 10

(Okinawa).—BoETTGER, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 33-30 Ber., 1895, p.

107 (Okinawa shima).—Brown, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1902, June 11, p. 184

(0-shima or Okinawa shima).

—

Schenkel, Verh. Naturf. Ges. Basel,

XIII, Pt. 1, p. 180 (Okinawa).

Description (figs. 203-204) .—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 16361 ; Great-

Loo Choo Island; May, 1853; W. Heme, collector. Rostral not in

203
contact with internasal, the anterior nasals being in

contact behind the rostral; posterior loreal twice

as large as anterior; internasal longer than broad,

shorter than prefrontals which are more than three-

fifths and less than three-fourths the length of the

frontal; two large supraoculars in contact with

frontal; a small posterior supraocular in contact

with fronto-parietals ; supraoculars separated from

the posterior superciliaries by a single row of gran-

ules, the anterior superciliary, which is very long,

being in contact with the anterior supraocular

throughout its whole length; a small shield in front

of first supraocular, separating it from the poste-

rior loreal; fi'onto-parietals longer than internasal,

as long as prefrontals
;
parietals longer than fron-

tal; interparietal small, very much smaller than

Figs. 203-204.—takydro- anterior supraocular ; occipital small, scarcely larger
Mus SMARAGDINUS. 2 X tlian postcHor supraocular; nine supralabials, of
NAT. SIZE. 203, UNDER- 1 • 1 • . 1 / • W • 1 nt4.l 1 ti.

•
1 x

•

SIDE OF head; 204, IN- which sixth (ou right side, ntth on left side) is

GuiNAL REGION. No.
^;n(^ei' thc cvc, aiid much longer and higher than

36521, U.S.N.M.
, , V .

.'^ i-^iii-i
the others, its anterior portion overlying the labial

anterior to it; temporals small, slightly keeled, about 12 in a row

between orbit and ear-opening; an elongated narrow shield along the

anterior portion of the outer edge of parietals; three pairs of chin-

shields, increasing in size posteriorly, only first pair in contact through-

out, second pair posteriorly separated by a single elongated scale;

dorsal scales in eight longitudinal series of larger scales, four on each

side, and two median rows of smaller scales, all keeled, the keels of the

larger scales forming continuous, nearly parallel ridges, five of the large

dorsals corresponding in length to four ventral plates ; laterals granu-

« From djLiapdySivoi, emerald green.
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lar, forming a broad band ; gulars large granules posteriorly, merging
into large, pointed, keeled scales, covering the hnver neck and collar,

about 26 granules and scales on the median line between second pair of

chin-shields and collar; six rows of ventral plates, each strongly keeled

and somewdiat pointed, especially those in front and behind, 26 on the

median line between collar and preanal ])late; a series of somewhat
enlarged, keeled scales on each side of the abdoinen, separated from
the outer row of ventral plates by two or three rows of smaller keeled

scales or granules; preanal plate large, with two keels, with a small

keeled scale on each side; a single inguinal pore on each side; legs long,

extended foreleg reaching the shoulder; tail three and a third times

as long as head and body together, swollen at base, tapering nearly

to a point, and covered above and below with strongly keeled scales,

larger than the largest dorsals, about four of the former corresponding

to six of the latter. Color (in alcohol) above greenish slate (in life

said to be ''emerald-green"); a narrow black line from middle of lores

tlu'ough eye and over low^er temporal region, through ear to shoulder,

bordering above a bright yellow stripe on the upper labials, through

lower part of ear over shoulder and on the sides to the anterior side of

the femur, following the enlarged series of scales on the flanks; yellow

stripe continued behind femur on sides of basal portion of tail ; under
side greenish yellow, the green occupying lower half of subocular and
labial behind it.

Dimensiuiis.
mm.

Total length 150

Snout to vent 45

Yent to tip of tail 105

Snout to collar 16

Snout to posterior edge of occipital 12

Greatest width of head 5. 5

Fore leg 17

Hind leg 23

The female (U.S.N.M. No. 16360; same locality and collector) dif-

fers in having the preanal shield divided so that each half forms a

large, strongly keeled scale, which is pointed behind; the base of the

tail tapering, not swollen.

Variation.—The characters of this species are fairly constant.

Thus far three pairs of chin-shields and one inguinal pore have been
found in all the specimens examined. The small shield between the

first supraocular and th-e loreal is not always present, and judging

from Boidenger's original descrii)tion the series of graiudes sei)arating

the supraoculars from (he superciliaries is not always com}>lete. The
number of longit^idinal dorsal scale rows is rather variable. In two
of the specimens examined by me (male from Okinawa and female

from Miyakoshima) there were four large rows on each side with two
small ones between, while one (female from Okinawa) has three large
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ones and the intervening two rows rather hirger than in the other two

specimens. Boiilenger also describes the species as having only three

enlarged dorsal rows on each side. He furthermore describes it as

having eight rows of large A^entrals, while the three specimens exam-
ined by me only have six. From his description it also appears that

some of the females have the preanal plate undivided.

In the two females examined by me there are three row^s of small,

siibequal, keeled scales on each side of the outer row of large ventrals

instead of the one enlarged row and intervening small scales or gran-

ules as described in the male. Whether this difference is sexual or

individual I am unable to say.

Bemarks.—The present species, b}^ having only three pairs of sub-

mental shields or chin-shields, clearly belongs to the southern group

of species constituting this genus, such as T. formosanus, T. septen-

trionalis, etc., as distinguished from the forms with four chin-sliields

inhabiting more northern localities, such as T. tacliydromoides m
Japan and T. amurensis in Korea. It is also probably most nearl}^

related to the former, its chief distinction from T. septentrionalis

being its much more slender and elongated build.

Hahitat.—^Although first collected by W. Heine in May, 1853, dur-

ing Perry's visit to Okinawa shima, this species was not made Iviiown

until 1887, when Boulenger described and figured specimens obtained

by Pryer in the Riu Kins. In point of fact it was observed even

earlier, for Doctor Adams mentions having seen it on the Sakishima

group when surveying there m 1845. From the latter islands we
have a specimen collected in Miyakoshima obtained from the Science

College Museum in Tokyo.
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Miyanoshta).

—

Guenther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), I, Mar., 1888, p. 169

(Japan).

—

Okada, Cat. Vert. Jap., 1891, p. 70 (Tokyo; Oshima; Hakone
Mts.).—^BoETTGER, Kat. Rept. Mus. Senckenberg., I, 1893, p. 79 (Naga-

saki; Yokohama; Yezo).

1839. Tachydromus japonicus Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., V, p. 161

(type-locality, Japan; types in Mus. Paris; Siebold, collector).

—

Du-
meril, Cat. Met. Rept. Mus. Paris, I, 1851, p. 118 (Japan).

—

Hallowell,
Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 495 (Oshima, Idzu).

—

Hilgendorf, Sitz.

Ber. Berlin. Naturf. Fr., 1880, p. 112 (Tokyo; Hakodate).— Tac^sawriis
japonicus Gray, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 52 (Japan).

—

Martens,
Preuss. Exped. Ost-Asien, ZooL, I, 1866, p. Ill (Yokohama).

1860. Tachydrovius sexlineatus Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 495 (not

of Daudin) (Simoda).

1895. Tachydromus holsti Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1894, p. 733,

pi. XLix, figs. 1-16 (type-locality, Mt. Onsen, near Shimabara, Prov.

Hizen, Kiusiu; types in Brit. Mus. No. 94. 1. 25. 8. 32; Hoist, collector).

Takydromus sexlineatus Daudiii is sometimes doubtfully attributed

to Japan, apparently on Hallowell's authority « who among his Japa-

nese specimens distinguished some as T. sexlineatus and others as

T. japonicus. Only the former are now m the National Museum (No.

7310, five specimens from Simoda), and I can affirm that they are

nothing but the regular T. tachydromoides. They have the median
dorsal scales rather small and the ventral scales are well carinated;

hence probably Hallowell's identification.

Description(figs. 205-208) .^Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 31844 ; Yama-
gawa, Prov. of Satsuma, Kiusiu; June 14, 1904; Dr. Hugh. M. Smith,

collector. Rostral scarcelv in touciiwith internasahnot enterino; nos-

tril; first supralabial enters nostril; anterior nasals barely in touch

behind rostral; posterior loreal not much larger than anterior; inter-

nasal shorter than prefrontals which are nearh^ three-fifths the length

of the frontal ; two large supraoculars, the anterior separated by a small

scute from the posterior loreal, the second followed by a small third

supraocular; anterior superciliary in contact with first large supra-

ocular, the others separated from the supraoculars by a single series

of granules; frontoparietals in contact with posterior supraoculars,

slightly longer than the prefrontals; parietals shorter tlian frontal;

interparietal about one-fourth the size of anterior supraocular;

occipital small, about the size of third supraocular; eight supralabials,

fifth (on right side, sixth on left side) under the eye, its upper, or

orbital edge nearlv three times as long as its lower, or labial, edo:e;

temporals rather large, keeled, about six in a row between orbit and
ear-opening; an elongated shield, followed by two smaller ones along

the outer half of the parietal; four pairs of chin-shields, increasing in

size posteriorly, first two pairs in contact throughout, llu^ third only

in contact anteriorly, separatetl posteriorly by a wedge of granules;

six series of large keeled dorsal scales, three on each side of median
line, with a small interrupted median series consisting of keeled scales

oProc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 495.
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less than one-sixth the size of the others; keels of large scales forming

continuous ridges, four of the large dorsals corresponding in length

to about four and a half ventral plates; sides covered with minute

keeled scales or large granules; scales on upper surface of limbs like

dorsals, those on fore legs smaller, on hind legs of the same size;

gulars granular, merging gradually into the pointed and keeled scales

which cover low^er neck and collar, al)out 23 granules and scales on

the median line between third pair of chin-shields and collar; eight

rows of ventral plates, the outer rows on each side smaller, the anterior

ones somewhat keeled and pointed posteriorly, 27 on the median line

from collar to preanal plate; adjoining the ventral plates on each

side of the middle portion of the body three rows of small keeled scales

which anteriorly and posteriorly grade into the lateral granules;

preanal plate large, smooth, with two smaller plates on each side;

two inguinal pores on each side; limbs moderate, the outstretched

hind leg reaching the axilla; tail less than three times (about two and

Figs. 205-208.—Taktdromus t.4.chydromoides. 2 x nat. size. 205, tof of head; 206, side of head;

207, UNDERSIDE OF HEAD; IJOS, INGUINAL REGION. No. 7310, U.S.N.M.

two-thirds times) as long as head and body together, swollen at base,

covered with strongly keeled scales which are about as long as the

largest dorsals. Color (in alcohol)® on back olive brown with black

tips to the scales forming two interrupted dorsal bands continued on

the tail, a median series of ill-defined blotches and a dorso-lateral

stripe on each side on the outer half of the outer row of large dorsals;

in the inner half of this row a poorly defined pale stripe; a narrow

black stripe from nostril through e^'e, narrowly rimming both e^'elids,

bifurcating behind the eye, the upper branch continuing backward

and joining the d-orso-lateral stripe, the lower proceeding obliquely

through the ear-o])ening, over the shoulder and along the sides to the

groin; the continuation of this stripe visil)le beliind the femur on the

side of tlie base of the tail as a series of l)lack spots; below this black

stripe a somewhat wider wdiite stripe which becomes irregular on the

"In Stimpson's MS. catalogue the Shnoda specimens (May, 1855) are described in

life as "above dark coi)pery-brown, below white (like white lead)."
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Takydromus tachydromoides. iFrom Schlegel.)

For explanation of plate see page 555.
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flanks and stops at the i,a"i)in, and below tins another black stripe

from the upper edge of the subocular ; upper side of limbs with blackish

reticulations; supralabials obscurely marked with dusky; lower side

whitish.

THvicnsinns.
mm.

Total length 207

Snout to vent 57

Vent to tip of tail 150

Snout to collar 20

Snout to posterior edge of occipital 13. 5

Snout to ear-opening 13.

5

Greatest width of head 8.5

Fore leg 21

Hind leg 31

The female (U.S.N.M. No. 31841, same locality and collector) differs

in the tail tai)erin<i:; from the base which is not swollen; the hind legs

are also shorter, the tip of the longest toe of extended hind leg barely

reaches beyond the elbow.

In the young (U.S.N.M. Nos. 13748, 13749, from snout to vent,

respectively, 20 and 24 mm.) the interparietal is relatively very large,

being as large as or larger than the internasal.

Variation.—The numl^er of chin-shields, or submandibulars, seems

to be subject to less variation than almost an}^ other character, there

being four pairs in all the 66 specimens examined by me, except No.

31842, which has five irregular pairs, and No. 31889, which has only

three, but showing indication of fusion between the two anterior

pairs.**

The number of inguinal pores is also very constant, all the 66 speci-

mens having two on each side. Only two specimens (Nos. 12714 and

31886) show indication of a third pore on one side, the scale next to

the outer pore on one side having a minute dusky spot. Doctor Guen-

ther states, however, that he has seen a specimen with three pores,

and if the figure of this species in Fauna Japonica '' is correct we have

aBoulenger (Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, pp. 161-162) lays stress upon an alleged

exception to the rule that T. septenlrionalis has three chin-shields only, as "not due to

fusion or accidental division, as shown by the figure (p. 162)." The figure quoted

shows a specimen with three chin-shields on one side and four on the other. The

reason why the abnormality is considered not due to fusion or division is evidently the

assymmefric arrangement, inasmuch as the suture between the second shield from

behind and the shield anterior to it on each side are not on a line with each other, the

assumption being that these sutures always correspond in normal specimens having

three or four pairs, respectively. Such is not always the case, however, as will he seen

from the accompanying figure from a specimen (No. 23530) Ijiouglil honH> by me from

Yokohama (fig. 212). If in this specimen the first two shields ou the left side were

fused the result would Ije exactly like the one figured by Bouleiiger (only reversed).

The abnormality in his specimen, therefore, may easily be due to division.

'' Reproduced on Plate XVIII (fig. 2) of this work.

26485—No. 58—07 16
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another to record. The carination of the ventrals, gulars, and tem-

porals is quite variable, but seems to be strongest in the younger speci-

mens; in the one from Sapporo, Yezo (No. 23437), a very large male,

even the gulars are smooth. This specimen also has one or two of the

central temporals greatly enlarged and smooth. The number of lon-

gitudinal rows of dorsals is also subject to considerable variation, the

common arrangement being three enlarged series on each side with a

single or sometimes double series of very small keeled scales between

the two median rows ; these scales in case of a smgle series alternating

on the right and left side of the middle line ; in a number of specimens,

however, there are only two series of very large scales on each side

with a double series of smaller ones between them, but in this case the

median scales are considerably larger than where there are three large

series on each side. There is also considerable variation in the way

the rostral, fronto-nasal, and nasals meet (though in most cases the

Figs. 209-212.—Takydromus tachydromoides. 2 x nat. size. 209, top of head; 210, middle of

back; (No. 23437, U.S.N.M.) 211, top of head; (No. 13753, U.S.N.M.) 212, chin-shields. No.

23539, U.S.N.M.

rostral and fronto-nasal are broadly in contact), as well as in the rela-

tion between the fronto-nasal and the frontal, there being sometimes

a small unpaired squarish shield interpolated between these two

shields and the prefrontals. Finally we may note that the granules

between the supraoculars and the superciliaries are subject to con-

siderable variation. AVhile in most specimens the anterior elongate

superciliary is followed by a continuous series of granules which sepa-

rate the second supraocular from the superciliaries, this series is often

broken. In one specimen (No. 13753, fig. 211) it is reduced to such

an extent that the second supraocular is entirely in contact with the

superciliaries, the two granules left only separating the posterior end

of the first supraocular from the latter, and in another (No. 34143,

one out of a lot of 20 from Mount Fuji) both supraoculars are in con-

tact throughout with the superciliaries, being a perfect T. hoJsti in this

respect. On the other hand, in one specimen (No. 23437) the one
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from Yezo, and in many of the specimens from Kiiisiu and Shikoku,

the granules are so much developed as to entirely separate both the

first and the second supraoculars from the outer series of elongated

superciliaries (fig. 209). In the majority of the specimens from the

southern lowland localities I also find several granules bordering the

anterior end of the first large supraocular. In the Hondo specimens

there is a greater uniformity inasmuch as in nearly every one of these

the first large supraocular is broadly in contact with the long supra-

ciliary. There is not enough constancy in these characters to base a

separation upon them, and it should be noted that the relation of these

shields in the southern specimens tends in a direction away from
T. holsti rather than toward it.*^

The coloration varies considerably; the male described above shows
almost a maximum of dark and light markings, the female has the

markings nearly obsolete except on the sides of fhe head; between

these extremes there are all transitional stages, though the females

are less heavily marked than the males; in many specimens the pale

dorso-lateral Ime is more definitely marked than in the one described

;

in others it is more or less broken up b}^ dark spots from the adjoining

dorso-lateral black line; the sides are often solidly dark brown, in

other specimens again more or less marked with pale or whitish spots.

Habitat.—The present form of grass lizard is apparently restricted

to Ja]ian proper. The range was formerly thought to include the

adjacent portions of the mainland, but these are inhabited by other

species, such as T. septentrionalis and T. wolteri, with which it was at

one time confounded.

The tA'pes came from the neighborhood of Nagasaki, and it is a

curious fact that von Siebold and Buerger failed to get specimens

outside of Kiusiu. It is, nevertheless, rather common in Hondo; thus

specimens are recorded from Yokohama, Tokyo, Simoda, Oshima,

and the region around Hakone Lake. Yezo specimens are also in

various museums, and our National Museum has a fine one from
Sapporo, Yezo, thanks to the kindness of Doctor Nozawa.

Dr. Hugh M. Smith collected a fine series of specimens both at

Yamagawa, at the entrance of the Bay of Kagoshima, Kiusiu, as well

as near Kochi, on the southern coast of Shikoku, the first record from
this island.

Four specimens (U.S.N.M. Nos. 34179 to 341S3), absolutely indis-

tinguishable from those collected near Yokohama, are labeled by
Mr. Owston, from whom the National Museum recent!}" acquired

o Since wi'iling the above I have had an opportunity to examine the type specimens
of T. holsti, thanks to the kindness of Doctor Boulenger. This examination substan-

tiates what is said above, and Doctor Boulenger agrees now with me that the speci-

mens do not represent a separable form.
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them, as coming from "Northern Formosa, June 23, 1903." Need-

less to say some mistake has been made in labehng and that they

never were collected in Formosa. In all probability they became

confused with a specimen of Natrix piscator credited to "Mount Fiji,"

and the lizards were really collected near or on this mountain during

August, 1898. (See under Natrix piscator, p. 290.)

List of specwicns of Takydromus tachydrovioidcs.

Museum.
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List of specimens of Takydromus tachydromoides—Continued.

Museum.
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third, for instance, is not longer than the width of the head; the

larger scales on fore neck, as well as those forming the collar, are

wider, rounded at the end and smooth; no row of granules between

supraoculars and superciliaries, only one or two isolated gramdes on

the right side; on one side 1 scale between first supraocular and

loreal, on the other 2; 4 pairs of submentals; 4 keels on upper surface

of tail; color above brownish olive with black spots, below whitish,

but with no trace of an}" white band between eye and ear and beyond.

The only difference between Boulenger's descriptions of the type

from Kossakewitcha, on the Amur, and four specimens from Kha-
barovka, which expressly state that the temporals are "perfectly

smooth," consists in these scales being obtusely keeled in our

specimen.

On the other hand, were it not for the 3 inguinal pores, our speci-

mens might with equal propriety be referred to T. wolteri, originally

described from Korea (Chemulpo). The latter has only one inguinal

pore on each side. Fischer, in the original description, does not

Figs. 213-216.—Takydromus amurensis. 2 x nat. size. 213, top of head; 214, side of head; 215,

MIDDLE OF back; 216, INGUINAL REGION. No. 2118.'), U.S.N.M.

mention whether the temporals are keeled or smooth, but from the

fact that Boulenger, with the type before him, refers it to T. tachy-

dromoides, I feel justified in inferring that it has keeled temporals.

However, as I find a great difference in the amount of carination

of the temporals in typical Japanese T. tachydromoides, I am inclined

to place but little faith in this character.

The question then arises whether in reality T. wolteri is distinct

from T. amurensis. The material is as yet too scant (3 specimens

in British Museum, viz, the type from Chemulpo, one specimen from

Kiukiang, China, and one from an unknown locality; Guenther,

Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), I, 1888, p. 168) to permit any authoritative

decision, and I therefore abide provisionally by that of Doctor Guen-

ther and recognize it as distinct, although with considerable doubt.

A detailed description seems superfluous after the above remarks.

Habitat.— T. amurensis has been recorded so far only from the

Amur district. In addition to the speciijiens from Kossakewitcha
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and Khabarovka, it has been collected by Maximowitch in 1864 at the

rivers Olakha (Ussuri) and Dadsoshu, and by Pleske at Vladivostok

in 1883.

Its occurrence in Korea is mentioned here for tli* first time.

List of specimens of Takydromus amurensis,

U.S.
NT.M.

No.
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EREMIAS ARGUS a Peters.

1859. ? Eremias veloxMAACK, Putesdi. iia Amur (p. 152) (Amurland) (notof Pallas).

18(i9. Erevdas argus Peters, Mon. Per. Berlin Akad. Wiss., 1869. p. 61, pi. — , fig.

3 (type-locality, Chefu, China; types, Berlin Miis. No. 4532; Scholtniueller,

collector).

—

Steindachneu, Sitz. Ber. Wien Akad. Wiss., Math.-Naturw.

CI., LXII, Pt. 1, 1870, p. 336; author's separate, p. 11, pi. ii, figs. 1, 2

(Peking).—Martens, Preuss. Exped. Ost-Asien, ZooL, I, 1876, p. 375

(Chefu).—MoELLENDORFF^ Joum. N. China, Br. R. Asiat. Soc. (n. s.), 1877,

p. 103 (Peking).—Mueller, Verh. Naturi. Ges. Basel, VIII, Pt. 2, 1887, p.

286 (Chemulpo, Korea).—Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1887,

p. 102 (part: Chefu; Peking; Manchuria ?); Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), V,

Feb., 1890, p. 138 (Manchuria).

—

Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Natiu'k.

26-28 Ber., 1888, pp. 63, 122 (Miau-feng-shan, Peking; Herz, collector);

Kat. Kept. Mus. Senckenberg., I, 1893, p. 94.

—

Fischer, Jahrb. Hamburg
Wiss. Anst., V, 1888, p. 46 (eastern Mongolia).

—

Stone, Proc. Phila.

Acad., 1899, p. 184 (Khingan Mts., eastern Mongolia).

—

Werner, Abh.

Bayer. Akad. Wiss. Muenchen, II Klasse, XXII, Pt. 2, 1904, p. 354

(Tsingtau and Kiautschou, China).

—

Nikolski; Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk,

S. Peterburg, (8) XVII, No. 1, 1905, p. 167 (Mongolia, Manchuria,

Korea).

—

Podarces {Eremias) argus Strauch, in Przevalski's Mongoliya

i Strana Tangutov, III, 1876, p. 30 (Ordos).

Whatever opinion one may hold about the status of Eremias

hrencJileyi '' there can be but little doubt that our specimens from

Korea are typical E. argus, as the subocular rests on several supra-

labials without reaching the lip; fronto-parietals are larger than

second supraocular; the lower nasal does not reach the rostral, except

in No. 21184; the number of scales or granules in a row between

parietals and lip is about 10; the number of granules and ventrals in

a row around the middle of the body between 65 and 7 1 . Moreover,

the coloration is typically that of E. argus, with two well developed

median dorsal rows of ocelli and no lateral dark band. The scutella-

tion on top of the head is exactly as figured by Peters, except that the

smallest specimen has a second scale between the prefrontals, but it

is so small as to scarcely be more than a granule. Our specimens also

agree closely with Steindachner's figures of a specimen from Peking.

"From "Apyo';, the many-eyed Argus, slain by Hermes; refeiTing to the many
ocellated spots of this species.

&1872. Eremias brenchleyi Guenther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), X, 1872, p. 419

(type-locality, Land of Grass, Mongolia; type in Brit. Mus.; Brenchley,

collector); Brenchley 's Cruise 'Curasao,' 1873, p. 396. pi. xxii, fig. A.

—

Fischer, Jahrb. Hamburg Wiss. Anst., V, 1888, p. 46, pi. iv, fig. 9

(Tchikiang; Oldenburg Mus.).

—

Mehely, Zichy's Dritte Asiat.

Forschungsr., II, 1901, p. 56 (Khalgan, Chinese Wall, 760 m. alt.; Nan-

kou Pass).

—

Podarces {Eremias) brenchleyi Strauch, in Przevalski's

Mongoliya i Strana Tangutov, III, 1876, p. 32 (Ordos; eastern Mongolia).

1887. Eremias argus Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., Ill, p. 102 (part: Mon-
golia).

Eremias argus var. brenchleyi Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 26-28

Ber., pp. 63, 122 (Miau-feng-shan, Peking; Herz, collector); Kat. Rept.

Mus. Senckenberg.. I, 1893, p. 94.
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Thanks to the kindness of Mr. Witmer Stone, curator of the Phila-

delphia Academy Museum, I have been enabled to examine two speci-

mens recorded by him from eastern Mongolia. One of them is a

typical K. argus in every respect. The other has only a very small,

single median fronto-nasal and a })air of very long prefrontals. It

consequently approaches E. arguta, though a close inspection seems

to show that the prefrontals have become so long by fusion with a

pair of fronto-nasals, the shield which now appears in that role being

probably only the ordinary azygous interprefrontal pushed forward

so as to touch the supranasals. In these specimens the light centers

of the outer rows of ocelli are nearly confluent, so as to form longi-

tudinal light lines.

Description.—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 21182; Seoul, Korea;

June, 1883; P. L. Jouy, collector (figs. 217-219). Rostral pentag-

onal, in contact with first supralabials and supranasals; nostril a

round hole between three bulging nasals, of w^hich the supranasals are

more than twice as large as the other two together and broadly in

218

Figs. 217-219.—Eremias argus. 2xnat. size. 217, top of head; 218, side of head; 219, femoral
roRES and anal region. No. 21182, U.S.N.M.

contact behind the rostral; postnasal small, in contact with inter-

parietal and first loreal; subnasal long and narrow, in contact with

first and second labials, first loreal, and the two other nasals; a pair

of internasals behind the supranasals and smaller than the latter; a

pair of pentagonal prefrontals separated by a small median azygous

spear-shaped prefrontal, the former in contact externall}' b}^ second

loreal and first superciliary; frontal long, slightly longer than its

distance from rostral, twice as wide anteriorly as posteriorly, in con-

tact posteriorly with the first supraocular; three supraoculars, the

first two large, the third very small, separated from the superciliaries,

the first by a single row and the second by a double row of granules;

the space in front of first supraocular, between that, frontal, pre-

frontal, and first superciliary filled with granules, the row nearest

frontal and prefrontals being somewhat larger than the others; five

superciliaries, the first longest and in contact with prefrontal ; fronto-

parietals larger than second supraoculars, almost as long as parietals,
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in coniact with third supraocular; parietals shorter than frontal, in

contact lichind interparietal, which is small, only, little larger than

third supraocular; a lon«^ and narrow shield along the outer edge of

each parietal; two loreals, the anterior rather small, triangular, and

in contact with internasal; a long subocidar in contact with four

supralabials, not reaching the edge of the lip ; nine supralabials, fifth

longest, sixth directly under the subocular, smaller than seventh; over

the seventh labial a large lower postocular; lower temporals large,

smooth, upper ones granular, about ten granules and scales in a row

between parietals and supralabials; six pairs of enlarged subman-

dibulars, or chin-shields, third pair largest, sixth smallest, first three

pairs in contact; upper surface covered with small, uniform granules,

about 58 in a row across the middle of the back between the ventrals;

gulars large flat granules followed by a few rows of smaller ones

gradually merging into the flat scales of the lower neck; collar con-

sisting of about nine large, smooth scales, of which the median one is

the largest; fold behind collar covered with small granules; ventral

plates subequal, twelve in a row across the abdomen, and not forming

longitudinal series, smooth, about 30 shields 'in a row on the median

line between collar fold and groin; anterior aspect of arm with large

smooth scales, which on the forearm assume the shape of transverse

plates ; anterior aspect of femur and lower side of tibia with a series of

broad transverse plates; scales on underside of digits sharply keeled

;

a large median preanal plate with a deep cleft behind; a series of 11

femoral pores on each side ; tail covered with elongate, squarish, keeled

scales arranged in verticels, about 24 in a verticel, a head length from

the vent. Color (in alcohol) dull clay-colored above with about eight

longitudinal rows of yellowish spots surrounded by a black ring on the

back, these ocelli being continued on the base of the tail; underside

whitish.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 110

Snout to vent 51

Vent to tip of tail 59

Snout to collar 17

Snout to ear-opening 12.5

Snout to posterior edge of parietals 11.5

Greatest width of head 8

Fore leg 18

Hind leg 26

Variation.—The two other specimens (same locality and collector)

before me are rather young. Both differ in having the paired pre-

frontals touch behind the azygous shield and in having a longer suture

between the parietals behind the interparietal. No. 21183 lacks the

posterior pair of submentals and in No. 21184 the lower nasal dis-

tinctly reaches the rostral; the former has about 65 granules and
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plates around the middle of the body and 10 femoral pores, the latter 70

granules and plates around the body and 1 1 femoral pores on each leg.

Habitat.—Owing to the doubt whether certain references to FJ.

argus may not in reality belong to E. hrenclileyi, it is at present impos-

sible to define the habitats of these two forms exactly. The diffi-

culty is increased by the fact that both seem to occur together, in

" some localities, at least.

As far as can be made out at present E. argus occurs in northeastern

China; thus at Chefu, whence came the types; at Kiautshou and

Tsingtau, recorded by Werner; and at Peking, from the neighbor-

hood of which city Moellendorff, Steindachner, and Boettger, have

recorded several specimens. Fischer, wdio also distinguishes between

the two forms, mentions specimens of true E. argus from "eastern

Mongolia." During Count Zichy's third Asiatic voyage it was col-

lected in the same general region, viz, at Shara-murun, in eastern

Mongolia, and farther east on the road to Peking between Daba and

Khalgan.

It was fu'st recorded from Korea by F. Mueller, wdio presented a

specimen from Chemulpo to the Basel Museum, and four other speci-

mens are in the St. Petersburg Museum from the same locality, col-

lected by Bunge in 1889 and 1891. The late P. L. Jouy, during

June and August, 1883, obtained three specimens at Seoul, wdiich

are now in the United States National Museum.

List of specimens of Eremias argus.

U.S.
N.M.
No.
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(Stanovoi Mts. ; Niklayevsk, Amur; Sakhalin); Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6),

V, Feb., 1890, p. 138 (Amuiiand).

—

Nikolski, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk,

S. Peterburg, LX, Prilozh., No. 5, 1889, p. 291 (Sakhalin); Zap. Imp.

Akad. Nauk, S. Peterburg (8), XVII, no. 1, 1905, p. 115 (Europ. and Asiat.

Russia; Sakhalin).

—

Lacerla (Zootoca) vivipara Middendorpf, Sibir.

Reise, II, ii, Pt. 1, 1853, p. 247 (Stanovoi Mts.; Aldan Riv.).

—

Zootoca

vivipara Maack, Putesh. na Amur, 1859 (p. 152) (Amurland); Putesh. na

Ussuri, 1801, (p. 189) (Ussuri Valley).

The numerous synonyms based npon European specimens are here

omitted.

Description.—Adtdt femnle;'U.S.'NM. No. 14.385; Sakhahn Island;

St. Petersburg- Academy (figs. 220-222). Rostral pentagonal, not

entering nostril, not in contact with internasal ; nostril round, between

two nasals; siipranasals in contact behind rostral, also in contact with

first siipralabial, and anterior loreal
;
postnasal not in contact with sec-

ond siipralabial; anterior loreal high and narrow, in contact with sup-

ranasal, internasal, and prefrontal
;
posterior loreal twice as large as

anterior; internasal much wider than long, not in contact with poste-

221

Figs. 320-222.—Lacerta vivipara. 2xnat. size. 220, top of head; 221, side of head; 222, femoral
PORES and anal region. No. 14385, U.S.N.M.

rior loreal, prefrontals smaller than fronto-parietals, in contact with
first and second supraoculars; frontal hexagonal, with parallel sides,

slightly longer than its distance from rostral, and equaling the length

of the parietals; four supraoculars, anterior and posterior very small,

all in contact throughout with superciliaries ; first supraocular in con-

tact with posterior loreal, second with prefrontal, third with frontal,

and fourth with fronto-parietal; four superciliaries on one side, six

on the other; fronto-parietals larger than prefrontals; interparietal

pentagonal, twice as large as posterior supraocular, broadly in contact

behind with occipital, which is slightly larger than posterior supra-

ocular, hexagonal, and slightly protruding behind parietals; pari-

etals not in contact, their external edge bordered by three small scutes

not speciall}^ differentiated from the temporals; seven supralabials on
left side, six on right, fifth or fourth, respectively, longer and higher

than the others directly under the eye; temporals large, flat irregularh*

polygonal scutes, about four in a row between orbit and ear-opening,
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the one at the upper anterior edge of the latter (the so-called tympanic)

larger than the others; six lower lal)ials on left side, five on right;

six pairs of submandibulars, or chin-shields, the last pair very small;

first two pairs of chin-shields in contact throughout, third ])air sepa-

rated posteriorly by a wedge of gular scales; back covered with

bluntly keeled, slightly imbricated scales, the length of six from the

middle of the back corresponding to the length of four ventral jjlates,

these dorsals becoming gradually smaller and nearly smooth on upper

neck and sides, al)out 30 in a row across the middle of the back be-

tween the ventrals; gular scales smooth, irregularly^ polygonal with

rounded corners, increasing in size backward toward the collar, which

consists of 10 large, smooth shields; fold behind collar covered with

granules and small scales; ventral plates in six longitudinal rows, the

two naedian rows narrower and the next row on each wider than the

outer series, which is bordered externally by a series of large flat

scales only slightly smaller than the median series of plates; plates

between the arms not in regular longitudinal rows, the series next to

the collar fold being oblique, lengthened, more or less pointed behind;

29 transverse rows of plates between collar and preanal plate; preanal

plate very large, smooth; arm with a series of large smooth plates

above the elbow and two below ; anterior and lower surface of femur

and tibia also covered with large smooth plates; eight pores on right

thigh, ten on left; scales covering underside of digits smooth; tip of

longest toe reaching wrist of fore leg; tail covered with squarish,

elongated scales, as long as the ventral plates, those on the upper

surface keeled, those on the basal half of the lower surface smooth.

Color (in alcohol) olive clay-color above with two dorsal series of small

whitish dots, each about covering one scale, edged on each side by
a dark brown dot of similar size; a lateral series is also indicated as

well as a few brown dots on the middle portion of the back; these

marks, rather better defined, continued on the tail; underside paler

olive gray, jjosterior ventrals obscurely marked with ])lackish, hind

legs and tail underneath more heavily marked with dusky.

IHinensinns.
mm.

Total length (tail regenerated ) 106

Snout to vent
_.

57

Snout to collar 17

Snout to ear-opening 10

Snout to posterior edge of oeciinlal 10

Greatest width of head 8

Fore leg 17

Hind leg 24

The adult male has relatively longer legs, especially hind legs, and

tail, the latter being nearly twice as long as the head and body in the

male, and only about one and a half times as long in the female.
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Variation.—The present species is not very variable as far as scu-

tellation is concerned. Usually the fifth supralabial is the subocnlar;

the number of scales on the collar varies between 6 and 10; there are

sometimes 8 regular longitudinal series of ventrals; femoral pores

vary between 7 and 13.

The coloration is much more variable, at least in European speci-

mens. The underside of the male is in Europe usually more or less

orange colored, and in moist localities and higher altitudes melanistic

specimens are not uncommon.
The young, as a rule, are much darker than the adults, nearly black

with yellowish dots.

Hahitat.—This is one of the most widely distributed species of

lizards, inasmuch as it occurs in Europe from the Pyrenees and the

Alps to the Arctic Ocean in East Finmark, Norway, and from the

Atlantic in the west to the Okhotsk Sea and the Sea of Japan in

the east. It is recorded from Nikolayevsk on the Amur River, from

the valley of the Ussuri, as well as from the island of Sakhalin. The

U. S. National Museum possesses a specimen from the latter locality,

thanks to the liberality of the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences.

Nikolski reports that he met it not infrequently in the middle part of

Sakhalin, that Pol j akof collected two specimens near the mouth of the

river Tim, and that Dobrotvorski observed it in the southern part of

the island. He also enumerates numerous specimens collected by

Maack, von Schrenck, and others, among them a specimen from

Decastries Bav collected bv P. Semenow.
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The characters separating the snakes from the hzards have been
pointed out under the head of the latter, and it is only necessary here

to recall the fact that all the reptiles occurring within the boundaries

of this work, which have no external limbs are snakes. In southern

China, ranging w^est to the Himalayas, there occurs a genus of legless

lizards, Ophisaurus, of the family Anguidse, but the species have an

external ear-opening which at once distinguishes them from the

snakes.

Several families of snakes are not represented in the fauna here

treated of. The most important of these is that of the Boidse, which
contains the largest snakes, the boas and the pythons," the most
remarkable external character of which is the rudiment of pos-

terior limbs in the shape of a small claw-like spur on each side near

the vent. They are found chiefly in the tropical regions of both the

Old and the New World. The Aniliidse, a small family' with one repre-

sentative in America and less than half a dozen species in south-

eastern Asia, have also rudiments of hind legs. The Leptotyplilopidx,

which have a very great external resemblance to the Typldopidse, but

with teeth only in the lower jaw, are confined to America and Africa,

a few species only entering Asia in the southwestern part. The JJro-

peltidx and Xenopeltidse are two small families, the former occupying

Ceylon and the mountains of southern India, the latter consisting of

a single species inhabiting the Malayan Archipelago and peninsula as

well as the adjacent portions of the mainland. Finally, the family

AmhlycepJialidse is a very interesting one, because of certain well-

marked characters in the anatomy of the skull, together with the

absence of the groove under the chin, so characteristic of the bulk

of the snakes which the Amblycephalidse resemble in most other exter-

nal characters. The members of this family belong mosth' to Central

and South America, but two genera inhabit southeastern Asia, from

the Himalayas to Hongkoilg south to the Malayan Archipelago and

the Philippines.

The following table of the superfamilies, families, and subfamilies

of snakes ascertained to occur within our limits gives the essential

characters by which these divisions have been separated. There is

still considerable divergence in the opinions of authors concerning the

relative value of some of these divisions, but in breaking up of the

aglyph and opistoglyph "series" I believe that a better recognition of

the true relationships of their component parts can be obtained.

° Ptjthon molitrus is sometimes included in the fauna of Formosa, on the strength

of 3 specimen (skin) sent by Swinhoe. Doctor Guenther (Rept. Brit. India, p. 331),

however, states that according to a communication from Swinhoe himself, the speci-

men had been imported into Formosa from China.
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SYNOPSIS OP SUPERFAMILIES, FAMILIES, AND SUBFAMILIES.

«' (Tyi'iiloi'oide.e). No ecluptorygoid ((ranspalal.int'); teeth in upper jaw only.

Typhlopid.e, p. 259.

a- An ectopterygoid (Iranspalatine); leelli in huili jaws.

V (Natricoide.e). Maxillary Ijone horizontal.

c^ None of the anterior maxillary teeth grooved or perforated. Natricid.e, p. 262.

(? Hypapophyses present throughout the verte})ral column (figs. 223-225).

e^ All Hiaxillary teeth solid Natricin.^i:. p. 263.

C" Posterior maxillary teeth grooved Homalopsin.e, ]i. 200.

(P Hypapophyses absent in posterior dorsal vertelirte (figs. 226-228).

e^ All maxillary teeth solid Coronellin.^, p. 306.

e^ Posterior maxillary teeth grooved Boigin.e, p. 381.

(? Anterior maxillary teeth grooved (}i- perforat(>d Elapid.e, p. 386.

d^ Tail cylindric Elapin/e, p. 386.

d^ Tail compressed Hydrin.e, p. 400.

b^ (Crotaloide.e). Maxillary l)one vertical.

c^ No loreal })it Cobrid.e, p. 442.

c" A deep loreal pit Orotalid.e, p. 448.

The above synopsis is chiefly based upon characters which either

require more or less dissection or examination of the posterior maxil-

223 • 224 225

<^..

N

226 227 228

Figs. 223-228.—Posteriop. dorsal vertebr.e of snakes. 223, back view; 221, lower view; 225;

SIDE VIEW OF vertebra WITH HYPAropmsis; 22fi, back view; 227, lower view; 228, SIDE view

OF vertebra ^VIXnOUT HYPAPOPHYSIS (COPIED FROM BOULENGER, CAT. SNAKES BRIT. MUS., I

1893, P. 171.)

lary teeth. The latter often presents difhculties, and while in some

cases it must be resorted to in order to obtain absolutely reliable iden-

liflcation, a handy artificial key to the genera of snakes occurring

within our territors^ may be useful in determining the greater majority

of specimens.
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ARTIFICIAL KEY TO THE GENERA OF SNAKES OCCURRING IN JAPAN AND ADJACENT
TERRITORY.

(In two instances reference is only had to the family or subfamily names, in which
cases the genera may be found in the key or synopsis on the page quoted.)

«' Tail laterally compressed Hydrinse, p. 400.

a^ Tail cylindric.

6' Body covered with nearly uniform cycloid scales, above and below,

Typhlops. p. 260.

b^ Body covered above with scales, below with transverse plates.

c' A deep hole or pit between nostril and eye Crotalidse, p. 448.

(? No hole between nostril and eye.

d^ Snout covered with small scales Coluber, p. 443.

dr Snout covered with regular shields.

e^ No internasal shields Calamaria. p. 375.

e'^ Internasal shield or shields present.

/' Parietals broken up into minor shields Hurria, p. 304.

f^ Parietals normal.

g^ A single internasal shield Enhydris, p. 300.

g^ Two or more internasal shields.

h^ No postocular shield, temporals joining eye Achalinus, p. 294.

K^ One or more postocular shields separating temporals from eye.

i^ Subcaudals undivided Bunqarus, p. 397.

i^ Subcaudals in pairs.
CalHophis, p. 391.

y Scale rows 13
\Hemibungarus, ^y. 387.

j- More than 13 scale rows.

Ic^ Neck dilatable; more scale rows around neck than around

middle of body Naja, p. 394.

¥• Neck not dilatable; scale rows around neck not more numer-

ous than around middle of body.

l^ Vertebral scale row enlarged Boiga, p. 381.

P Vertebral scale row not enlarged.

tn^ Pupil vertically elliptic.

n^ Nostril in a single nasal; three pairs of chin-shields,

Psammodynastes
, p. 383.

n^ Nostril between two scales; two pairs of chin-shields,

Dinodon, p. 356.

m- Pupil round.

n' More than one loreal Ptyas. p. 345.

n^ Not more than one loreal.

o' Portion of rostral Aisible from above as great as its

distance from frontal Holarchus, p. 353.

o- Portion of rostral visible from above less than its dis-

tance from frontal.

p^ Posterior chin-shields considerably longer than

anterior Natrix, p. 263.

p- Posterior chin-shields equal to or shorter than

anterior.

9' No scale pores Liopfltis. p. 337.

q^ Scale pores present.

/' Tail more than one-fourth of total length,

Zamenis, p. 349.

r'^ Tail less than one-fourth of total length,

Elaphe, p. 307.

26485—No. 58—07 17
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This key is not satisfactory for the determination of the last four

genera, and gi-eat care should be exercised in their identification.

Specimens referred to any of these should be tested by the other keys

and by comparison with the descriptions. There is no reliable external

character by which to distinguish our species belonging to Natrix from

those of Elaphe. However, a specimen with smooth or nearly

smooth scales (with pores) is usually an Elaphe, and when more
strongly keeled, if it has a small scale below the preocular (a sub-

preocular), it also belongs to the latter. Natrix never has this sub-

preocular. Zamenis has it, but can be recognized by the very long

and narrow shields on top of the head.

The land snakes occurring in the four large islands of Japan can be

easily determined by the following artificial key:

ARTIFICIAL KEY FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE SNAKES OF JAPAN PROPER.

a' A deep hole or pit between nostril and eye Agkistrodon blomhoffii, p. 457.

a^ No hole between nostril and eye.

¥ Subcaudals entire; no postoculars, temporals joining eye.

Achalinus spinalis, p. 297.

b' Subcaudals in pairs; postoculars, separating temporals from eye.

c' Pupil vertically elliptic.

d' Anal entire; a preocular Dinodon sem.icarinatum.,c- p. 366.

(P Anal divided; no preocular Dinodon orientalc, p. 372.

c^ Pupil round,

d' Scale rows 19.

e^ Ventrals less than 170.

f^ Parietals equaling the distance from eye to tip of snout.

Natrix tigrina, p. 272.

/- Parietals longer than distance from eye to tip of snout.

Natrix vibakari, p. 266.

e^ Ventrals more than 190 Elaphe quadrivirgata, p. 327.

d? Scale rows more than 19.

e^ Scale rows 21 Elaphe conspicillata, p. 334.

e^ Scale rows 23-25 Elaphe climacophora, p. 324.

The examination of the dentition must be made very carefully m
order to avoid mistakes. The safest way is probably to dissect out

one of the maxillary bones. This can be done very easily by running

the point of a sharp knife between the supralabials and the under-

lying bone, cutting the tissue along the whole length of the latter. By
forcing the point of the knife over the upper edge of the bone in the

region of the eye the bone can be easily lifted up and the connecting

ligaments severed. The adherent tissue may be carefully removed,

though in most cases it is sufficient to let it dry. The teeth can now
be examined conveniently. Care must be had not to mistake the

space left by a lost tooth for a natural interval; if a tooth has fallen

out, a distinct pit or depression is left on the alveolar edge of the max-

« Occurrence in Japan very doubtful.
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ilia. In counting the teeth the second mner row of loose teeth which
are only the reserve teeth must not be taken into consideration. If

the specimen is so hardened that it is difficult to open the mouth it

should not be forced open by prjong, a procedure apt to ruin the

teeth and break the lower jaw, but the thick muscle at the corner of

the mouth closing the jaws should be cut tlu-ough on both sides. If

properly done the specimen need show no outward sign of mutilation.

The maxilla after being dissected out and cleaned should be placed in

a small glass tube or vial and, provided with the same number as the

snake, kept in the same bottle, or separately together with other

preparations of the same kind.

The apical scale pits are usually distinctly visible under a fairly

good magnifying glass. In some cases, however, they are rather

difficult to discern, thus, for instance, in EJaphe rufodorsata. When
the pits are not discovered at once the skin should be allowed to dry
and then viewed at different angles to the light. The epidermis of

Figs. 229-231.—Head-shields of typhlops. /, frontal; ip, interparietal; /, supralabials; n,

nasal; 0, ocular; p, p.^rietals; pf, prefrontal; pro, preocular; pto, postocular; r, rostral;
so, supraocular.

scales of different parts of the body should be examined. In very

doubtful cases it may even become necessary to remove some of the

epidermis and examine it under a more powerful lens.«

Family TYPHLOPID.E.

The blind-snakes are small cylindric snakes of even thickness, head
and tail not distinct, the latter extremely short and terminating sud-

denly. The body is covered with smooth scales somewhat resembling

fish scales, above and below, and the eye is only dimly visible under

the semitransparent head shields. They are very worm-like in appear-

ance and burrow in the ground.

The family is distributed over the warmer portions of both hemi-

spheres. Only one genus is represented in our territory.

" For the nomenclature of head shiekls of Typhlopid snakes, see figs. 229-231 on
the present page, and for that of the Natricid snakes, figs. 236-238, on page 262.
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Genus TYPHLOPS" Oppel.

1811. Typhlops Oppel, Ordn. Rept., p. 54 (type, T. lumbricalis )

.

1843. AspidorJiynchus Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 24 (type, Typhlops eschrichtii

Schlegel).

1843. Pseudotyphlops FiTziNdER, Syst. Rept., p. 24 (type, Typhlops polygrannni-

cus Schlegel).

1843. RamphotypMops Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 24 (type, Typhlops multilineatus

Schlegel)

1844. Ophthalmidium Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., VI, p. 262 (type, 0.

longissimum)

.

1844. Onychocephalus Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., VI, p. 272 (type, 0.

delalandii).

1845. ArgyropMs Gray, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., p. 136 (type, A. bicolor).

1845. Anilios Gray, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., p. 135 (type, A. australis) (not Anilius

Oken, 1816).

1845. Meditoria Gray, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., p. 139 (type, Typhlops nasutus).

1845. Onychophis Gray, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., p. 132 (type, O.franklinii).

The genus Typhlops, of which only one species of wide distribution

enters our territorial limits in the extreme south, is a large one widely

distributed over the tropical and subtropical countries of both the

eastern and the western hemisphere. Only a few species, however,

occur in America.

TYPHLOPS BRAMINUS ^ (Daudin).

AMAGAKXJ OR MEKU HABTJ.

1803. Eryx hraminus Daudin, Hist. Nat. Rept., VII, p. 279 (based on Russell's Ind.

Serp., I, pi. XLiii; type-locality,Vizagapatam, India).— Typhlops hraminus

CuviER, Regne An'im., 2 ed., II, 1829 (p. 73).—Jan, Icon. Ophid. (p. 12),

livr. 3, 1864, pis. iv and v, fig. 16 c (East Indies).

—

Boulenger, Cat. Sn.

Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 16 (South Asia; Indian Ocean islands; Africa S.

of equator).

—

^Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 85 (Formosa;

Hongkong)

.

1820. Tortrix russelii Merrem, Tent. Syst. Amph., p. 84 (based on Russell).

1845. Argyrophis tnmcahis Gray, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus.. p. 138 (type-locality,

Philippines; tj^jes in Brit. Mus. ; Cuming, collector).

1845. Argyrophis bramicus Gray , Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., p. 138 {lapsus for hraminus).

1845. Onychocephalus capensis Smith, IUus., Zool. S. Afr., Rep. (pi. li, fig. 3; pi.

Liv, figs. 9-16) (type-locality. Cape of Good Hope; types in Brit. Mus.).

1860. ? Ophthalmidium tenue Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 497 (type-

locality, Hongkong, China).

1863. Typhlops inconspicuiis Jan. Elenco Sist. Ofid., p. 11 {nomen nudum ; Mada-

gascar).

1882. Typhlops (Typhlops) euproctus Boettger, Zool. Anz., 1882, p. 479 (type-

locality, Nossi-Be; type in Mus. Senckenberg. ; A. Stumpff, collector).

1891. ? Typhlops sp. Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, p. 68 (Miyakoshima).

Description (figs. 232-235).—Science College Museum, Tokyo;

Okinawa shima, Riukiu; Nishi, collector. Snout rounded, moder-

aFrom ru^Ao?, blind; co^, eye.

b Signifying Brahmin, a Hindu priest.

c See this work, figs. 232-235.
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ately projecting; nostrils lateral, the nasal cleft proceeding from the

preocular; preocular as large as ocular, in contact with second and
third supralabials and with anterior (lower nasal) ; rostral very nar-

row, scarcely one-third the width of the head, in contact with pre-

frontal, not extending as far back as the eyes; anterior nasal extends

to the upper surface of the head; posterior (upper) nasals separated

by the prefrontal; prefrontal about same size as supraoculars,

slightly larger than frontal, all considerably larger than the body
scales; 4 supralabials; eyes distinct; 20 scales round the body; tail

ending in a spine and shorter than greatest diameter of body which is

contained 38 times in total length. Color (in alcohol) dark brown

Figs. 232-235.—Typhlops braminus. Enlarged. 232, top of head; 2.33, side of head: 234, under-
side OF head; 235, tail. From Jan, Icon. Ophid., liv. 3, pl. v, fig. 16.

above, each scale being brown with a pale base; snout and tail

whitish; lower surface paler, the base of the scales being dark, the

terminal two-thirds pale brown.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 152

Snout to vent 149

Vent to tip of tail 3

Greatest diameter of body 4

Habitat.—A species of very wide distribution in the tropics of the

Old World, rivaling some of the geckos. It is found fi-om South
Africa and Madagascar through India and the Malayan archipelago

to South China, the Philippines, and Guam", extending as far north

as Okinawa.

There are specimens from Formosa in the British Museum collected

by Swinhoe and Dickson, and in 1894 the museum in Christiania

received a number of specimens collected by Mr. Novara in the same
island, one of which is now in the United States National Museum.

a Originally found there by Quoy and Guaymard (Dum^ril and Bibron, Erp^t. G^n.,

VI, p. 312). Dr. J. C. Thompson, U. S. N., recently captured a specimen on that

island according to letter of September 17, 1906.
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I have examined three specimens from the Riii Kius in the museums
in Tokyo, viz, two in the Science College Museum, from Okinawa
shima, and one in the Imperial Museum, Ueno Park, from Yaeyama
Island, southern group. There is also a specimen in the Hamburg
Museum (No. 1479) collected by Doctor Warburg in the "Liukius."

List of specimens of Typhlops bmminus.

Museimi.
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to the studies of Cope and Boulenger, though much is to be learned

yet before a natural classification can be expected.

This family is usually known as the Coluhridse., but, as will be shown
further on, the generic name Coluber belongs to the typical genus of

the so-called Viperidse.

The distinctive characters of the four subfamilies recognized among
the natricid snakes occurring in Japan and adjacent territory have

been tabulated as follows:

a^ Hypapophyses present throughout the vertebral cohimn (figs. 223-225).

6' All maxillary teeth solid Natricin.e, p. 263.

b'^ Posterior maxillary teeth grooved Homalopsin.e, p. 299.

d^ Hypapophyses absent in posterior dorsal vertebrae (figs. 226-228).

¥ All maxillary teeth solid Coronellin.e, p. 306.

b'^ Posterior maxillary teeth grooved Boigin^, p. 381.

Boulenger has shown that the question whether the haBmal proc-

esses are present on the posterior vertebrae or not can be easily

ascertained by making an incision along the belly in the posterior

fifth of the body, pushing aside the viscera, and disarticulating the

backbone by bending the body dorsally. The two styles of vertebrae,

with or without the lower median process, are shown in the accom-

panying figures. It should be remarked, however, that recently con-

siderable doubt has been thrown on this character as to whether it

is of the fimdamental importance usually attributed to it, or not.

Subfamily ]Sr^^TRICI]Sr^S:.

The Natricinae are without grooved teeth in the posterior part of

the upper jaw.

Our species, although sometimes with the nostrils placed rather

high, never have them on top of the snout, and the internasal shields,

though often small and narrowed anteriorly, are in pairs and join the

rostral. The scales are strongly keeled.

Only two genera are known from our territory, which may be dis-

tinguished as follows

:

a' Subcaudals divided; postoculars well developed, separating temporals from orbit.

Natrix, p. 263.

a^ Subcaudals single; postoculars rutUmentary. the temporals apparently entering the

orbit Achalimts. p. 294.

Genus NATRIX" Laurenti.

1768. Natrix Laurenti, Syn. Kept., p. 73 (type, N. vulgaris^ Coluber natrix).

1822. Tropinotus Kuhl, Isis, 1822, p. 473 {nomen nudum).

1826. Tropidonotus H. Boie, Isis, 1826, p. 205 (type, T. natnx).

1843. Rhabdophis YiTziNGEU, Syst. Rept., p. 27 (type, T. subininiatus, Schlegel).

1843. Steirophis Fitzixger, Syst. Rept., p. 27 (type, T. chrysarcpts Kuhl).

1852. Hydrophilophis Schmidt, Abh. Naturw. Ver. Hamburg, II, Pt. 2 (substitute

for Tropidonotus).

° Signifying a water snake; literally, a swimmer.
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1853. Ncrodia Baird and Girakd, Serp. N. Am., p. 38 (type, N. sipedon).

1853. Regina Baird and Girard, Serp. N. Am., p. 45 (type, R. leberis).

1854. Amphiesma Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., VII, p. 724 (type, A.

stolatiiw).

188(). Bothrodytcs Cope, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc, XXIII, 1880 (p. 495) (type,

Amphirsma subminiatum).

1893. Ccratophallns Cope, Amer. Natural., XXVII, May, 1893, p. 483 (type,

Natrix vittata).

1893. Diplophallus Cope, Amer. Natural., XXVII, May, 1893, p. 483 (type, N.

piscator )

.

This genus is quite commonly known as Tropidonotus Kuhl, but

the above synonymy shows how poor the status of that name is.

Natrix was estabhshed by Laurenti as early as 1768, and no difficulty

is encountered as to the type, since Flemino;, in 1822, before the name

Tropiclo7iotus was invented, designated iV. torquatus (Coluber natrix

Linnieus, or Natrix vulgaris Laurenti) specifically as the type.

The genus Natrix, as here understood, has been variously sub-

divided into genera based upon the syncranterian or diacranterian

character of the dentition, the presence, or absence of scale pores,

and, lately, upon the structure of the intromittent organ, whether

simple or bifurcate, and whether provided with a papilla at the apex

or not. These structural characters are only known in a few of the

numerous species contained in the present genus, and any rational

attempt at subdivision must be postponed until they are investigated

in all the species.

That the dentition in itself alone is not a satisfactory guide to the

proper segregation of the species into natural groups is shown by

Natrix vihalcari. By Boulenger this species is retained in the first sec-

tion of the genus, which he restricts as Tropidonotus proper, because

having the hinder maxillary teeth "gradually enlarged," against the

section Ampliiesrria having the "last two or three abruptly enlarged."

I have dissected out the maxilla of three specimens of this species and

would designate the last two teeth as "abruptly enlarged" in every

case. It is therefore impracticable to base a primary subdivision of

the group upon this character.

On the other hand, the scale pores have only been recorded in the

case of very few species. Thus I can find no record as to whether

Natrix svnnhonis possesses them or not, and inclined as I am to regard

this character as indicating natural genera among these snakes, I am
unable to employ it at present.

This leads to an inquiry into the closer relationship of the Japanese

species of this complex genus. As will be shown further on, Natrix

tigrinus is only subspecifically distinct from the mainland form N.

lateralis, which extends westward to the confines of Tibet. Natrix

vihal^ari belongs to another group of species which also extend

over China to the eastern Himalayas. It is not difficult to point

out Natrix khasiensis, from Assam, and Natrix craspedogaster, from
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the province of Fokien, opposite Formosa, as the nearest relatives

known. Bearing in' mind that the relative size of the posterior

maxillary teeth is of little practical importance, I thmk we may also

safely add to this group Natrix cJirysarga, a species which extends

from the eastern Himalayas to southern China, the Indo-China penin-

sula, and the Malay Ai'chipelago. As will be shown further on, Natrix

pryeri is a specialized member of this group. From what w^e now
know of the distribution and relationship of the other reptiles in

these regions, it is pretty safe to predict that a Natrix of the same
group, either N. craspedogaster, or N. cJirysarga, or a form intermediate

between one of these and N. pryeri, will be found to occur in Formosa
when the herpetological fauna of this island shall have become thor-

oughly known."

The other species enter our territory only in Formosa and as such

their Himalayo-Chinese relationships are easily traced. Both N.

stolata and TV. piscator occur from the Himalayas and India to

southern China, Indo-China, and the Malayan Islands. N. annularis

also mhabits the Yangtse drainage and N. stvinhonis has its nearest

relative, N. nuchalis, located on the upper Yangtse Kiang.

KEY TO THE JAPANESE, KOREAN, AND FORMOSAN SPECIES OF NATRIX.

a' Scale rows, 19; supralabials, 7, 8, or 9.

¥ Subcaudals less than 105 pairs.

c' Suture between rostral and internasal not shorter than between rostral and first

supralabial (fig. 241).

d} Parietals longer than distance from eye to tip of snout N. vibakari, p. 266.

<P Parietals equaling the distance from eye to tip of snout.

e^ Ventrals plus subcaudals more than 226; subcaudals more than 65.

N. tigrina, p. 272.

e- Ventrals plus suljcaudals less than 226; subcaudals less than 65.

N. tigrina lateralis, p. 278.

a NATRIX CHRYSARGA (Schlegel).

1837. Tropidonotits chrysargos Schlegel, Phys. Serp., II, p. 312 (type-locality,

Java; types in Leiden Mus.; Kuhl and Reinwardt, collectors).

1847. Tropidonotus junceus Cantor, Cat. Mai. Rept. (p. 93) (type-locality, Pinang;

type in Brit. Mus.; Cantor, collector).

1868. Ainpkiesma platyceps jAti, Icon. Ophid., livr. 29, pi. ii, fig. 1 (type-locality,

Sikkim; type in Milano Mus.) (not Tropidonotus platyceps Blyth, 1854).

Scale rows, 19, all strongly keeled; 9 or 8 supralabials; 60-93 pairs of subcaudals;

suture between rostral and internasal not shorter than between rostral and first supra-

labial; parietal longer than distance from eye to tip of snout; 2 anterior temporals.

NATRIX CRASPEDOGASTER (Boulenger).

1899. Tropidonotus craspedogaster Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p.

163, pi. XVII, fig. 1 (type-locality, Kuatun, prov. Fokien China; types in

Brit. Mus.; La Touche, collector).

Scale rows, 19, outer faintly keeled; 8 supralabials; 87-97 pairs of subcaudals;

anterior temporals 1 or 2 (from original description).
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c^ Suture between rostral and internasal considerably shorter than between rostral

and first supralabial (fig. 255).

d' One outer scale row smooth, or none.

e^ Second row of temporals consisting of 1 or 2 scales; 3 supralabials entering

eye N. stolata, p. 280.

e^ Second row of temporals consisting of 3 scales; normally only 1 supralabial

(rarely 2) entering "eye N. annularis, p. 291.

cP Two or three outer scale rows smooth ]V. piscator, p. 288.

b^ Subcaudals more than 105 pairs jV. pryeri, p. 284.

a^ Scale rows, 15; supralabials, 6 N. sioinhonis, p. 293.

NATRIX VIBAKARI" (Boie).

EIBAKARI.

1826. Tropidorotus vibahari Boie, Isis, 1826, p. 207 (type-locality, Japan; Blom-

hoff, collector); Bijdr. Natuurk. Wetensch., II, Pt. 1, 1827, p. 254.—

Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Jap., Rept., 1837, p. 87, Ophid., pi. v

(Japan, Decima).

—

Schlegel, Phys. Serp., II, 1837, p. 316.

—

Dumeril
and BiBRON, Erpet. Gen., VII, Pt. 1, 1854, p. 595 (Japan).

—

Bleeker,

Natuurk. Tijdschr. Nederland. Indie, XVI, 1858, p. 204 (Japan).—Mar-

tens, Preuss. Exped. Ost- :\sien, Zool., 1, 1866, p. Ill (Yokohama), 1876, p.

379.—Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Petersb. (7), XXI, No. 4, 1873,

pp. 174, 277 (Possiet Bay; Baranovski Post, Suifun River, Amurland).

—

Boulenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), V, Feb. 1890, p. 139 (Khabarovka,

Ussuri); Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 221 (Ussuri; Yokohama;

Kobe; Formosa).

—

Boettger, Kat. Schl. Mus. Senckenberg., 1898, p. 21

(Hondo).—Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 99 (Nagasaki; Mt.

Fuji); 1905, II, p. 513 (Hondo).—Nikolski, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S.

Peterburg (8), XVII, No. 1, 1905, p. 214 (Possiet Bay).

1827. Tropidonotus vibikari F. Boie, Isis, 1827, p. 535 (err. typ).

1876. Tropidonotus martensii Hiloendorf, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, I,

heft 10, pp. 30, 31 (substitute name) (Yokohama); Sitz Ber. Ges. Naturf.

Fr. Berlin, 1880, p. 115.—Fritze, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, V,

1891, p. 239 (not in Yezo).

Doctor Hilgendorf changed the well-known specific name of this

species into T. martensii because the name Hibakari by its significance,

as indicating a deadly snake, is undesirable. This change, of course,

is wholly inadmissible under all recognized nomenclatural codes.

The principle involved wovdd cause endless confusion and set the law

of priority at naught.

Description.—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 23335; Yokohama; Sep-

tember, 1896; L. Stejneger, collector (figs. 239-241). Rostral

much broader than high, just visible from above; internasals rather

large, truncate anteriorly, their suture with the rostral longer than

half their width and longer than suture between rostral and first

supralabial; prefrontals considerably larger than internasals, broadly

in contact with supraocular; frontal slightly longer than its distance

a Vibakai'i, or more correctly hibakari, is the name given by the Japanese to this snake,

under the impression that it is so poisonous that its victim will live only through the

day. Needless to say, it is perfectly harmless.
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from tip of snout, nearly equaling the interparietal suture; parietals

as long as frontal and prefrontals together, much longer than distance

from eye to tip of snout; nostril lateral, between two subequal

nasals; loreal somewhat longer than high, its upper edge much
shorter than the lower; one preocular, Avadely separated from frontal;

three postoculars; temporals 1 + 2 (normal) on right side, the two of

the second row being fused on the left side; 7 supralabials, third and
fourth entering eye, sixth largest (normal), on right side, 8 on left

side, an additional labial being interjDolated in front of the eye; 4

lower labials in contact with anterior chin-shields, which are shorter

than the posterior; 19 rows of scales, outer row smooth, the others

distinctly keeled, with obscure apical pits best observable on the

lateral scales; 146 ventrals; anal divided; 73 pairs of subcaudals.

Color (in alcohol) uniform smoke-gray above, top of head darker,

also darker along the middle of the back; upper lip whitish, the labi-

als posteriorly edged with blackish ; a black postocular band descend-

240

Figs. 239-241.—Natrix vibakari. 2 X nat. size. 239, top of head; 240, side of head; (3§ X NAT.

SIZE). 241, ROSTRAL FROM FRONT. NO. 23335, U.S.N.M.

ing on the upper half of the penultimate supralabial and crossing

obliquely the suture between it and the last supralabial to the angle

of the mouth, cutting off the latter labial from the others and associa-

ting it with a whitish postoral band which curves slightly upward
from it toward the nape without crossing it; a few blackish spots

along the edges of the postoral band; on the middle line of the nape,

from the parietal suture a short distance backward a narrow whitish

dark-edged line ; two pale dots on the parietals near the middle of the

interparietal suture; underside imiform whitish, with a series of

small dusky spots—or rather, dashes—one near the outer end of each

ventral and subcaudal.

Dintensions.
tnm.

Total length 426

Snout to vent 308

Vent to tip of tail 1 18

This is a small snake, which probably seldom exceeds 600 mm. m
total length.
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Life colors, according to Dr. H. M. Smith, "light browTi above;

belly cream color."

The young, as shown by a specimen in our collection from Shikoku

(U.SiN.M. No. 31850) only 155 mm. in total length, is essentially as

the adult; the ground color, however, is darker and there are two

distinct series of numerous roundish, pale, dark-edged dots, located

on the fifth and sixth scale-row\s on each side.

Variation.—A noteworthy variation in this species is the occasional

joinmg of the parietal to one of the supralabials, noteworthy particu-

larly because it was the condition found in Boie's type. In two of

our specimens (No. 30730, from Kuisiu, and No. 34028, from Mount

Fuji) the contact is between the parietal and the sixth supralabial

behind the first temporal, and in another specimen (No. 34029) there

is such a contact on one side. The number of preoculars varies to

some extent, but one is the normal number, not a single specimen of

the 22 before me having more. Strauch, on the other hand, found

two out of four specimens. Altogether, his series was extraordinarily

variable, as their postoculars varied between two, three, and two and

three, while the supralabials showed the unusual variation of coa-

lescing to the extent of being reduced to six, or even five. We have

12 with three postoculars, 4 with two and 3, and 3 with two,

while all have 7 supralabials except three, which have 8 on one side,

and one (No. 34034fl) which has 8 on both sides. This additional

labial is interpolated in front of the eye, and in one of the specimens

the interpolation occurs on both sides, but the normal number of 7

is restored on one side by the coalescing of two labials behind the eye.*^

Remarlcs.—The relationship of this species to Natrix Idiasiensis

,

from Assam, and A^. craspedogaster , from Fokien, has been alluded to

above (p. 264). It is not only shown in the unmistakable pattern of

the upper lip and its continuation in the nuchal crescent, but also in

the postparietal median light streak and in the series of white spots

on the body of N. craspedogaster and the young N. vihakari described

above (p. 268). About the relationships with N. pryeri, see under the

latter species (p. 286).

Hahitat.—Common thoughout Japan from Kiusiu to Yezo. Doctor

Nozawa has informed me that it occurs in the latter island, ])ut he

has sent no specimen as yet. Numerous specimens from the neigh-

borhood of Tokyo, Yokohama, and Nagasaki are in the various

museums, as well as some from Kobe, Miyazaki, and other places.

Outside of Japan it has been found in the Russian Coast Province

from Possiet Bay, on the Korean frontier (Mus. St. Petersburg), to

Vladivostok (Hamburg Mus. No. 2170) and Khabarovka, at the

junction of the IJssuri with the Amur (Brit. Mus.). In 1885 Jouy

a For further variations see Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London. 1905, II, p. 513.
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obtained a specimen at Fusan, southern extremity of Korea (U, S.

Nat. Mus. No. 17510), the first record from that country.

A specimen in British Museum is said to have been collected by
Swinhoe in Formosa. It has the extraordinary low number of 127

ventrals, and altogether either its identity or its locality seeems open

to doubt.''

It has not been recorded from the Riu Kius.

"See also Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1905, II, p. 513.
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NATRIX TIGRINAo (Boie).

YAMA GAMISHI.

Plate XIX.

1826. Tropidonotus tigrinus Boie, Isis, 1826, p. 205 (tyjie - locality , Japan;

Blomhoff, collector); Bijdr. Natuurk. Wetensch., II, Pt. 1, 1827,p. 250.—Tem-
MiNCK and ScHLEGEL, Fauna Japon., Rept., 1837, pp. 85, 139; Ophid., pi. iv&

(Japan.)

—

Schlegel, Phys. Serp., II, 1837, p. 315 (Japan).

—

Guenther, Cat.

Colubr. Sn. Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 71 (part: Japan); Rept. Brit. India, 1864, p. 271

(part: Japan).

—

Martens, Preuss. Exped. Ost-Asien, Zool., I, 1866, p. 110

(Yokohama); 1876, p. 379 (Tokyo, Nagasaki).

—

Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci.

St. Petersb. (7), XXI, no. 4, 1873, pp. 176, 277 (part: Japan).

—

Hilgendorf,

Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, I, heft 10, 1876, p. 30 (Tokyo); Sitz. Ber.

Naturf. Fr. Berlin, 1880, p. 115 (Tokyo).—Boulenger, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus.,

I, 1893, p. 249 (part: Kobe), III, 1896, p. 607 (Shimabara).—Fritze, Mitth.

Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, V., 189i; p. 239 (not in Yezo).—Okada, Cat. Vert.

Jap., 1891, p. 68 (Tokyo; Nikko; Osaka; Suwo; Awachi; etc.).

—

Boettger,

Kat. Schl. Mus. Senckenberg, 1898, p. 25 (part: Nikko; Yokohama; Yezo).

—

Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 99 (Japan); 1905, II, p. 513 (Yaku I.,

Tanega I.).

—

Nikolski, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S. Peterburg (8), XVII, no.

1, 1905, p. 222 (Nagasaki; Unzen).

—

Amphiesma tigrinum Dumeril and Bib-

RON, Erpet. Gen., VII, Pt. 1, 1854, p. 732 (Japan.)—Bleeker, Natuurk.

Tijdschr. Nederland. Indie, XVI, 1858, p. 204 (Japan).

—

Hallowell, Proc.

Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 499 ([Simoda] Hondo).

Description (figs. 242-243).—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 31846;

Sendai, province of Satsuma, Kiusiu; June 4, 1903; Dr. H. M. Smith,

collector. Rostral much broader than high, well visible from above;

internasals somewhat smaller than prefontals, truncate in front, the

suture with rostral slightly longer than the suture of rostral with

first supralabial; prefrontals in contact with supraoculars; frontal

much broader than supraoculars, about as long as its distance from

tip of snout and as interparietal suture; parietals about as long as

distance of eye from tip of snout; nostril lateral, large, between two

nasals, of which the posterior is higher than the anterior; loreal

pentagonal, as high as long; two preoculars, the upper not in contact

with frontal; three postoculars; temporals 1 + 2, those of the second

row being abnormally fused oh the left side; 7 supralabials, fifth and

sixth largest, fourth and fifth entering eye; 5 lower labials in con-

tact with anterior chin-shields, which are considerably shorter than

posterior; 19 rows of long, narrow, strongly keeled scales, each with

two large oval apical pits same distance from the tip; 161 ventrals;

anal divided ; 83 pairs of subcaudals. Color (in alcohol)"^ above tawny-

o Signifying tiger-like, probably with reference to the red and black spots on the sides.

According to von Siebold this species is in Japan also called Torano Kuchinaha, and

according to von Martens, Torasuhebi, both meaning tiger snake.

& Reproduced in this work on Plate XIX.
cin life, according to Dr. H. M. Smith, these snakes are "greenish above, with

black and orange blotches intermingled; head greenish above; belly slate color."
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olive (light bluish gray where the epidermis has come off), with broad

black crossbars on the anterior part of the back, soon breaking up
into four series of large squarish and alternating black spots; the

outlines of the dark and light colors is very ragged and the keels light

colored, even in the black patches as if the light color pattern had
been produced by scraping off the black color with a knife from an

uneven surface; temporal region dark, with a black line crossing ob-

liquely from upper postocular across anterior temporal, upper portion

of sixth supralabial, and middle of seventh to angle of mouth; supra-

labials yellowish, narrowly edged with black along the posterior

suture, the one below the eye on the fourth being heaviest; throat

yellowish, a broad band of similar color curving up behind the tem-

poral region so as to form a collar; lower neck yellowish, the under-

243

Figs. 242-243.—Natrix tigrina. IJ X nat. size. 242, top of heap; 24.S, side of head. No. 7385

U.S.N .M.

side gradually becoming darker posteriorly, each ventral being marked
basally with an increasing amount of dark slate color until the under-

side posteriorly is nearly uniform slaty black.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 682

Snout to vent 507

Vent to tip of tail 175

The young do not differ materially from the adults.

Our largest specimen (No. 12711) measures about 935 mm. in total

length, and probably few grow to be more than 1 meter in length.

Variation.—The scale formula of this species is fairly constant.

All the specimens examined and on record have 19 scale rows, a

divided anal (except No. 33988), and seven supralabials (two of our

specimens have only six on one side). Hilgendorf in a series of 40

found only one in which the two preoculars were fused into one, and all

26485—No. 58—07 18
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the 53 specimens examined by me for this character have two, except

one, in which they are fused on one side, and two which have three

preoculars on one side.*^ The temporals are almost always 1 + 2,

though one of our specimens (No. 7386a) has 2 + 2 on one side.^ On
the other hand, the postoculars vary between 3 and 4 and sometimes

only 2 ; in our large series there are only three specimens which have

4 postoculars on both sides, and eight which have 4 on one side, but

Hilgendorf " found 3 and 4 in about even proportion, viz, 23 with 3

and 28 with 4 on both sides, and 7 with 3 and 4 unsymmetrically

(unless his statement involves some misprint, for instance, 8 instead

of 28).

The coloration and markings, however, are very variable, espe-

cially the size and arrangement of the black spots and the amount of

black on the underside. In the latter respect specimens vary without

regard to locality between almost solid black and uniformly greenish

white. The upper surface is often so dark that the dorsal blotches

can be made out only with difficulty, but in most cases the orange-'

colored spots occupying the second, third, and fourth scale rows on

each side are very conspicuous. The orange color is confined to the

base and lateral margins of the scales, the median portion and tip

being blackish, forming linear spots within the bright area.

The few Korean specimens examined by me have the dorsal

blotches less differentiated and scarcely alternating with the lateral

ones, thus forming more or less continuous crossbars and approaching

what appears to be the common coloration of northern specimens of

Natrix lateralis.

Hahitat.—This species, as here restricted, is confined to Japan and

southern Korea, being represented in the coast regions of the main-

land by a closely allied form described hereafter.

The only definite locality of this species in Korea is Fusan, wiience

we have a specimen collected by Jouy. Two other specimens from

Korea have also been examined by me, but their exact locality is

uncertain, though probably either Fusan or Seoul.

The tiger snake seems to be common in Kiusiu and Hondo. Blom-
hoff, Siebold, and Buerger collected numerous specimens in the

neighborhood of Nagasaki; von Martens obtained it for the Berlin

Museum in Nagasaki, Yokohama, and Tokyo; British Museum has

specimens from Kobe collected by the Challenger expedition and from

" One specimen (No. 33994) has the h:iwer preocular on both sides fused with the

loreal which thus enters the eye. Dr. Wall has examined three specimens with the

loreal conflnent with the postnasal on both sides, and one similarly abnormal on one

side.

b No. 33999 has a small at)normal scale-like shield separated off from the upper

anterior edge of the first temporal and not reachine; the second.

cSitz. Ber. Natur* Fr. Berlin, 1880, p. 115.
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Shimabara by Hoist. Museum Senckenbergianum also has a speci-

men from Nikko, and finally the U. S. National Museum possesses

specimens from Satsuma and Miyazaki, Kiusiu, as well as from Osaka,
Oide, Simoda, Suruga, Mori, Yokohama, and Tokyo. Dr. H. M.
Smith collected numerous specimens in Shikoku. Dr. Wall has
recently recorded it from the islands of Yaku and Tanega, south of

Kiusiu.

Its occurrence in Yezo is doubted by Fritze whose collectors failed

to obtain it in that island, and Nozawa does not include it in his list

of Yezo reptiles communicated to me, so there is apparently no
specimen in the Sapporo Museum. Boettger, however, records two
adult specimens which the Senckenberg Museum obtained from
Schmacker in 1889 as having been collected in Yezo. I must here

recall the fact, however, that specimens of Bona joponica and Eumeces
latiscutatus (see pp. Ill and 199) from the same locality and source are

not above suspicion. Altogether Schmacker' s Yezo records require

confirmation.

It is not recorded from the Riu Kiu Islands. There is in the Impe-
rial Museum at Ueno Park, Tokyo, a specimen (No. 20) which is said

to have been collected at Naha, Okinawa shima. Beyond a some-
what unusual low number of ventrals plus subcaudals this specimen
is exactly like Tokyo specimens, and most likely some error has

occurred in labeling.
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NATRIX TIGRINA LATERALIS « (Berthold).

1858. Tropidonotus iigrinus Guenther, Cat. Colubr. Sn. Brit. Mus., p. 71 (part:

Ningpo, China); Rept. Brit. India, 1864, p. 271 (part: northern China);

Ann. Mus. Zool. St. Petersbourg, I, 1896, p. 205 (Huihsien, prov. Kansu,

China).—Strauch, Mem. Acad. St. Petersbourg (7), XXI, no. 4, 1873, p.

176 (part: Strelok, Bay of Peter the Great, Amurland).

—

Giglioli and

Salvadori, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887, p. 594 (Olga Bay; Gensan).—
BouLENGER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), V, Feb., 1890, p. 139 (Gensan,

Korea); Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 249 (part: Gensan; Chefu;

Peking; Ningpo; Kiukiang; Hainan); III, 1896, p. 607 (part: Chefu);

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 164 (Fokien).

—

Boettger, Ber. Senck-

enberg. Naturf. Ges., 1894, p. 139 (Lueshan Mts., Kiukiang, China); p. 146

(Delanshan, near Ningpo); p. 149 (Weihaiwei and Chefu); Kat. Schl.Mus.

Senckenberg., 1898, p. 25 (part: northern China).

—

Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1903, p. 86 (Yangtse Valley).

—

Werner, Abh. Bayer. Akad.

Wiss. (Muenchen), II Klasse, XXII, Pt. 2, 1904, p. 354 (Hankow).—Nikol-
SKi, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S. Peterburg (8), XVII, No. 1, 1905, p. 222

(part: Hongkong; Possiet Bay; etc.).

—

Amphiesma tigrinum8TON-E,'Proc.

Phila. Acad., 1899, p. 184 (Peking; northern Pechili).

1859. Tropidonotus lateralis Berthold, Nachrichten Ges. Wiss. Goettingen, 1859,

p. 180 (type-locality, China; type in Goettingen Mus.).

—

Jan, Icon. Ophid.,

livr. 25, 1867, pi. v, fig. 1 (Bangkok, Siam).

1862. Tropidonotus orientalis Guenther, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1861, p. 391

(type-locality, Peking; types in Brit. Mus.; Swinhoe, collector); Ann.

Mag. Nat. Hist. (3), IX, Jan., 1862, p. 59, pi. ix, fig. 3.—Strauch, in

Przewalski's Mongoliya i Strana Tangutov, III, 1876, p. 48 (Ordos;

Peking).

A glance at the list of specimens and their scale formulas under

N. tigrina (p. 276) and the present form (p. 280) is sufficient to show

that the latter is separable from the former by the lower number of

scutes covering; the underside of the body. There is not a very great

difference in the number of ventrals (average 160.5 ventrals in 62

N. tigrina, and 155.6 in 20 N. lateralis) but the subcaudals are much
more numerous in the Japanese form than in the Chinese. Thus in

54 specimens of the former they range between 66 and 85, while in

18 specimens of the latter between 53 and 64, thus leaving a percep-

tible gap between these two series. The sum of ventrals and sub-

caudals in doubtful cases will assist in identifying these specimens,

for I find that in the above series the total number of scutes in N. tigrina

varies between 227 and 248, and in N. lateralis between 206 and 224,

the difference between the extremes in the former being 21 and in the

latter 18. The average between thesp two series, 236.1 for N. tigrina

and 215.2 for N. lateralis, therefore, is probably very nearly exact.

While there is thus a small gap in the formulas available, it can

hardly be doubted that larger series would bridge it, and in view of

the exceedingly close relationship of the two forms and their ranges

unc{uestionably meeting in Korea, it is thought best to use a trinomi-

nal appellation for one of them. According to present usage and

a Signifying Lateral, referring to the spots on the sides.
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the various codes of nomenclature, the last-named form receives the

trinominal; tlius in this case the Chinese form hecomes Natrix tigrina

lateralis.

In the above discussion I have made no reference to a specimen in

the Imperial Museum, Ueno Park, Tokyo (No. 20), alleged to have

been collected at Naha, Okinawa Shima. As already mentioned

under N. tigrina, this locality is so unsupported by other evidence

that one is justified in suspecting a mistake in labelins;. This speci-

men, according to the count which I made while in Tokyo in 1895, has

163 ventrals and 64 subcaudals—showing the minimum in the above-

mentioned series of Japanese specimens. It is otherwise identical

with specimens of the tiger snake collected around Tokyo, and I have

but little doubt that it is a Japanese specimen of N. tigrina, with a

minimum number of scutes, if my count was really correct.

There is no specimen of this form in the United States National

Museum, but as the chief difference from N. tigrina consists in the

lower number of ventrals and subcaudals, as indicated above, a

detailed description is not necessary. In all other respects the scale

formula agrees with that of the Japanese form. The color appears to

differ in the absence of alternation of the dorsal and lateral spots.

Doctor Guenther describes the color of the types of his Tropidonotus

orientalis as follows:

"Greenish olive, with three series of black spots anteriorly, becom-

ing very indistinct on the middle of the trunk ; a black subcrescentic

spot on each side of the neck, without yellow; posterior margins of the

upper labials and a spot on the temple black. Belly more or less

blackish."

Hahitat.—The mainland form of the tiger snake is distributed along

the eastern coast of Asia from Olga Bay in the Russian Coast Prov-

ince to Hainan and, if Jan's localities are correct, to Cochin China

and Siam." Boettger even seems to think that the specimen in

British Museum credited to Hainan may have come from some

other locality, or at least from the mountainous interior of that

island. Possibly the Siamese origin also refers to specimens obtained

in the mountains of the interior. It is not recorded from Formosa.

Westward it has been found by Berezowski as far as southern Kansu,

the province next to Thibet.

Both Mr. Leech and Doctor Giglioli obtained specimens in Gen-

san, northern Korea, and the Warshaw Museum has it from Strelok,

a military post on the Bay of Peter the Great. Giglioli even obtained

o It may not be out of place to remark here that in Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899,

p. 661, Mr. Stanley S. Flower gives a table of 21 specimens from Penang, Kedah, and

Bangkok, which has the appearance of belonging to Tropidonotus tigrinus. This is

due to a mistake in the typography, as the table, which is not self-explanatory, was

apparently meant to follow the account of Tropidonotus piscutor.
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it as far north as Olga Bay, also the west side of the Sea of Japan.

The types of Guenther's T. orientalis were collected by Swinhoe at

Peking and the Philadelphia Academy has it from the same locality.

List of specimens of Nalrix lateralis.

Museum.

Cioettiugen . . .

Drit. Mus
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Senckenberg .

.

Do
Do
Do
Do

Munich

St. Peters!)

Do
Brit. Mus

No.

7249 c

7249 c

7249 d

7249 i

7249 /.-

Sex and
age.

(a)

Male b
.

.

Youngft

Male

...do ..

,...do---

Female .

Young -

Young*^

Female
...do.d..

do.d.

.

Ilalfg.e .

...do.e.

.

Adult/..

do.«

. ..do.<7..

Male h .

.

(0

(0

Male <* .

.

Locality.

China

Peking, China

...do

Chefu, China.

do

do

do

do

do

Ningpo, China

Kiukiang, China

Hainan Island, China.

Chefu, China

do

Dalanshan, China

Weihaiwei, China

Lueshan Mts., Chin." .

Hankow, China '.

Ordos, China

Peking, China

(jensan, Korea

^^^len
col-

lected.

By whom col-
lected or from
wuom received.

K. Swinhoe..

do

do

do

do

do

.\. E. Pratt....

J. Neumann . .

.

B. Schmackcr .

do

do

do

do

Doctor Ilaberer

Przewalski

do

..J. H. Leech..

10

2
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Description (figs. 244-246) .^Adult male: U.S.N.M. No. 34036;

Taipa, Formosa; March, 1903; A. Owston collection. Rostral much
broader than high, well visible from above; internasals slightly

shorter than the prefrontals, very narrow in front, their suture with

rostral considerably shorter than suture between rostral and first

labial; prefrontals in contact with supraoculars; frontal longer than

its distance from tip of snout and interparietal suture; parietals

equaling the distance of eye from tip of snout ; nostril large, between

two subequal nasals; loreal somewhat longer than high, upper edge

shorter than and parallel with lower; one preocular, not in contact

with frontal; 3 postoculars; temporals 1+2; supralabials 8, third,

fourth, and fifth entering eye, sixth and seventh largest; 5 lower

labials in contact with anterior chin-shields which are shorter than the

posterior; 19 rows of scales, strongly keeled except outer row, and

without apical pores; 149 ventrals; anal divided; 81 pairs of sub-

caudals. Color (in alcohol) above bro\\Tiish gray with numerous

245

Figs. 244-246.—Natrix stolata. 2 X nat. size. 244, top of head; 245, side of head; 246, under-
side OF HEAD. No. 36.510, U.S.N.M.

narrow black crossbars alternating on each side of the median line

anteriorly but continuous farther back ; across tliis pattern two longi-

tudinal, dorso-lateral pale bands occupying the whole of sixth scale

row and the adjacent halves of fifth and seventh rows; posteriorly

these bands are nearly uniformly pale, but anteriorly they exhibit a

kind of chain pattern, inasmuch as the outer edges of the middle

scale row are black except where the band intersects as black cross-

bar; below the lateral band many small irregularly alternating black

spots; top of head with obscure dusky edges to the shields; no

nuchal collar; supralabials whitish, the light color extendmg upward
on the preocular and the lower postoculars, the vertical edges of the

labials heavily margined with black as are also the preocular m front

and the postoculars behind, the vertical, black edged, white bar in

front of the eye being very characteristic; underside uniform whitish,

each ventral with a black mark near the outer edge.
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Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 522

Snout to vent 382

Vent to tip of tail 140

This snake is not a large one, and a length of 700 mm. is probably

seldom exceeded.

Variation.—Comparatively little variation is noted in the head

shields of this species. The ninth supralabial noted in one of the

Taipa specimens is merely a narrow wedge interpolated between the

second and third supralabials, as shown in fig. 245. The range of

ventrals and siibcaudals is also restricted in the Formosan series, as

shown in the table given below, but in specimens from all over the

wide area inhabited by this species they vary between 120 and 161

and between 50 and 89, respectively. It seems, however, as if this

wide range is more or less correlated with various geographical

subdivisions.

Habitat.—From India to Philippine Islands and China. One of

the most widely distributed species in southeastern Asia.

There are five species in the British Museum, collected by R. Swin-

hoe in Formosa, and I have recorded four specimens from Taipa,

Formosa, collected by Mr. Tada. Our museum has since received

three more from the same locality through Mr. Owston. In the Ham-
burg Museum there is also a specimen (No. 1563) collected by Doctor

Warburg at Kelung, northern Formosa.
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NATRIX PRYERI« (Boulenger).

GARASU HEBTT (Okada).

Plate XX.

1887. Tropidonotus pryeri Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887, p. 149, pi.

XVIII, fig. 3 b (type-locality " Loo Choo Islands;" types in Brit. Mus.).

—

Boulenger, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus, I, (1893), p. 250 (Great Loo Choo I.).—

Fritze, Zool. Jahrb. Syst., VII, 1894, p. 862; author's separate p. 13

(Nafa, Okinawa shima).

—

Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 33-36

Ber., 1895, p. 107 (Okinawa shima; Miyakoshima group); Kat. Schlangen

Mus. Senckenberg., (1898), p. 26 (Okinawa shima and Miyakoshima);

Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 100("Nawa, LooChoos"); 1905,

II, p. 515 (Okinawa; Amami; Irimote).

Description.—Adultfemale; Science College Museum, Tokyo, No. 6;

Iriomote shima, southern group, Riu Kin Archipelago; Tashiro, col-

FiGS. 247-249.—Natrix pryeri. ]§ X NAT. SIZE. 247, TOP OF head; 24S, side of head; 249, underside

OF head. No. 6, Sci. Coll. Tokyo.

lector (figs. 247-249). Rostral nearly twice as broad as high, just

visible from above; internasals fully as long as prefrontals, rather

truncate anteriorly, their suture with rostral equaling that of the

latter with first supralabial; prefrontals in contact with supra-

oculars; frontal longer than its distance from tip of snout, wdder in

front than behind, wider than supraoculars; parietals longer than

distance of eye from tip of snout; nostril between two subequal

nasals; loreal longer than high; one preocular, not in contact with

frontal; three postoculars (normal), four on right side; 2 + 1 tem-

porals, the lower one of the second row on both sides abnormally

a For Henry James Stovin Pryer, a well-known naturalist and collector, who lived,

as a merchant in Yokohama for many years. He was at one time connected with the

Museum of the Educational Department Museum in Tokyo. Bora in London, June

10, 1850; died in Yokohama, February 17, 1888.

b Reproduced in this work on Plate XX.
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fused with seventh supralabial ; eight supralabials, fourth and fifth

entering eye, sixth and seventh largest; five lower labials in contact

with anterior chin-shields which are shorter than the posterior; 19

rows of scales, with two apical pits, all keeled; 170 ventrals; anal

divided; (tail broken). Color (in alcohol) pale clay-color, with

long, dark, dorso-lateral, slightly alternating blotches anteriorly

separated by whitish, black-edged, vertical bars on the sides, this

pattern shortening up posteriorly and resolving itself into smaller

dusky spots on the back and a series of whitish spots on the

sides; supralabials whitish, the anterior five with black posterior

margin ; an oblique black line from the middle postocular, across lower

portion of lower anterior temporal, sending a short branch downward
along upper third of posterior edge of sixth supralabial, crossing the

seventh labial nearly diagonally and the lower anterior corner of the

eighth labial to the angle of the mouth; the lower, anterior and upper

margins of the latter black, isolating a sharply-defined whitish spot;

behind the angle of the mouth a round whitish black-edged spot

continued backward and upward to the middle of the neck as a

similarly edged but slightly narrower whitish band forming a crescent,

or rather a chevron, on the nape; underside uniform pale, with a

series of small dusky spots on each side near the outer angle of the

ventrals and subcaudals.

Dimensions.
mm.

Snout to vent 675

Tail defective.

The tail in this species is nearly one-third the total length. A
specimen in British Museum measuring 930 mm. has a tail 300 mm.
long. A similar proportion would give a total length for the specimen

described above of about 1 meter, probably near the maximum
length of this species.

Variation.—Scale formula fairly constant. Temporals are said

rarely to be 1 + 2 ; the specimen described above has 2 + 1 instead of

2+2; it has also four postoculars on one side instead of three, the

normal number. Dr. Wall has recorded a specimen with two post-

oculars on one side. Ventrals range between 170 and 181 in thirteen

specimens, and subcaudals between 114 and 128 in seven specimens.

Remarks.—The color pattern of head and nape of this species is

an enlarged copy of that of Natrix vahakari, craspedogaster, and

Ichasiensis: the black margin to the anterior supralabials; the oblique,

black postocular band crossing the upper half of the penultimate

labial and the lower margin of the last one, thereby separating it from

the others; the dark upper edge to the last thus isolating a well

circumscribed whitish spot on the latter; the subsequent postoral

light spot and temporo-nuchal crescent edged with dusky; each one
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of these features is more or less plainly indicated in all these species.

The median nuchal light streak described in A\ vibakari is not visible

in the specimen of N. pryeri before me, but it is very distinct in the

figure accompanying the original description of the species " here-

with reproduced (Plate XX, fig. 2); the lateral spots on theventrals

are common to all these species, though not by any means confined

to them. The white dorso-lateral spots of the young of N. vihakari

are very marked in N. craspedogaster and also on the posterior part

of N. pryeri. The sudden increase in the size of the posterior maxil-

lary teeth of the latter is no real obstacle, for as I have shown above

(p. 264) N. vibalcari may with propriety be said also to have suddenly

enlarged posterior maxillaries. Moreover, Natrix chrysarga, which

all authors agree in referring to the so-called "Amphiesma" group,

appears also to belong to the assembly of species here discussed, in

spite of the fact that the posterior labials are not quite typically

marked, though judging from Jan's figure of his AmpMesma platyceps,

the Himalayan specimens at least may come pretty close to the

characteristic pattern.

Habitat.—This species has now been recorded from all the groups

of the Riu Kiu chain. The types were from the "Loo Choos," with-

out further locality, but both Hoist and Fritze obtained it in Okinawa
shima, from which island specimens also are in the National Museum
in Tokyo (no. 8) and in Museum Senckenbergianum. The latter also

has a specimen from Miyakoshima in the Saki shima group, both

obtained through Mr. Schmacker. Finally, a specimen from Nishi-

omote shima, also called Iriomote shima, of the same group, is in the

Science College Museum, Tokyo. Dr. Wall has recently recorded a

specimen from the latter island and three from Amami-o-shima, of

the northern group.

« Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887, pL xviii, fig. 3.
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NATRIX PISCATOR" (Schneider).

1799. Hydrus piscator Schneidku, lli.st. Amphib., I, p. 247 (type-locality, East

Indies).

—

Matrix piscator Merrem, Syst. Amphib., 1820, p. 122.

—

Stej-

NEGER, Journ. Sci. Coll. Tokyo, XII, Pt. 3, 1898, p. 221 (Taipa, Formosa).

—

Tropidonotus piscatorBoiE, Isis, 1827, p. 535.

—

Boulenger, Cat. Sn. Brit.

Mus., I, 1893, ]). 230 (India to southern China and Malay Archipelago);

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 163 (Kuatun, Prov. Fokien, China).—

BoETTGER, Ber. Senckenberg. Naturf. Ges., 1894, p. 132 (Hainan); Kat.

Schl. Mus. Senckenberg., 1898, p. 22 (India, China, and Japan).

—

Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 86 (Hongkong).

1837. Tropidonotus quincunciatus Schlegel, Phys. Serp., II, p. 307, pi. xii, figs.

4-5 (part; type-locality, Java).

—

Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 27, 1868, pi. i,

figs. 1-2 (Bengal).—BoETTGER, Offenbach. Ver. Natnrk. 24-25 Ber., 1885,

p. 150. (China); 26-28 Ber., 1888 (p. 76).

1860. Amphiesma fiavipunctatuvi Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 503

(type-locality. Canton River, China; type in Phila. Acad.; cotype U. S.

Nat. Mus. No. 7387; Hongkong; Brooke, collector).

A large number of synonyms, many based on the various plates in

Russell's "Indian Serpents/' are here purposely omitted.

Description (fios. 250-252) .—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 36511;

Sci. Coll. Tokyo, No. 13; Taipa, Formosa; September, 1897; T.

251

Figs. 250-252.—Natrix i-iscator. IJ X nat. size. 25(), top of head; 231, side of head; 252, under-

side OF HEAD. No. 9/>, Sci. Coll. Tokyo.

Tada, collector. Rostral much broader than high, visible from

above; internasals much narrowed anteriorly, their sutures with the

rostral scarcely more than one-half the suture of the latter with the

first supralabial; prefrontals broadly in contact with su]>raoculars;

frontal, with almost parallel sides, longer than its distance from tip of

snout, and slightly longer than the interparietal suture; parietals

longer than the distance of eye from tip of snout; nostril small, semi-

lunar, in the upper posterior corner of the anterior nasal; loreal higher

a Signifying a fisherman. The masculine form is retained notwithstanding the fact

that Natrix is of the feminine gender, in analogy with the usage of Linnaeus himself

in writing Coluber natrix, a usage followed by all subsequent writers ( Tropidonotus

natrix). A similar case is Agkistrodon contortrix.
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than long, upper edge considerably shorter than lower ; one preocular
widely separated from frontal; eye rather small; three postoculars;

2 + 2 temporals, the upper one of the second row fusing with the one
behind it so as to form a large irregular shield bordering the parietal

laterally; 9 supralabials, fourth and fifth entering eye, seventh and
eighth largest ; five lower labials in contact with anterior pair of chin-

shields, which are much shorter than posterior; 19 rows of scales,

without pores, rather feebly keeled, the two outer rows smooth; 140
ventrals; anal divided; 74 pairs of subcaudals. Color (in alcohol)

pale tawTiy-olive, with numerous small black spots in four, alternat-

ing, longitudinal rows, the lower ones on the third and fourth

scale rows largest and most distinct anteriorly; head nearly uniform
above, with a pale black-edged oval spot on the posterior end of the

interparietal suture and the scale immediately behind ; a similar but
smaller dot on each side of the interparietal suture near the frontal;

sides of head pale, the anterior supralabials without black margins; a

sharply defined narrow black line from the lower edge of the eye

obliquely backward following the suture between sixth and seventh

supralabials to the commissure ; a similar line from the upper postoc-

ular parallel with the other across temporals and eight supralabials to

the lip, which it crosses where the suture between eighth and ninth

supralabials join the commissure; the broad band between these

black lines lighter and somewhat yellower than the rest of the head;

back of the angle of mouth a similarly colored crescentic nuchal band
interruptedly outlined by black; lower side pale, ventrals and sub-

caudals narrowly margined with blackish.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 673

Snout to vent 497

Vent to tip of tail 176

Specimens of this species measuring 1,200 mm. are on record.

The young (U.S.N.M. No. 34051) slightly more than 150 mm. long,

is colored essentially as the adult described above, only the pattern is

more definite, the spots larger, especially those on the sides wliich

descend to the ventrals and join their blackish margins; there is also

a median dorsal row of spots which has become obsolete in the adult,

so that the back is regularly checkered; the contrast between the

light color of the postocular band and the rest of the sides of the

head is very marked.

Variation.—The six Formosan specimens examined by me show

great constancy in the scale formula, as all have 19 scale rows, 9

supralabials, 2 + 2 temporals (one has 3 + 2 on one side), and one pre-

ocular. Four have 3 postoculars on both sides, one has 3 on one

26485—No. 58—07 19
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side and 4 on the other, and one has 4 on both sides ; the ventrals vary

between 139 and 144, the subcaudals between 72 and 77 pairs.

Boulenger notes the occurrence of 2 + 3 temporals, rarely 1 + 2 ; ven-

trals, 125-150; and subcaudals, 70-90. I may add here that Hallo-

well's cotype of Amijfiiesma jiavipunctatum, from Hongkong (U.S.

N.M. No. 7387) has the following scale formula:

sc. 19; V. 126; a 2; c. 85; 1. 9; t. 2+2; oc. 1-3.

Doctor Wall, also in Hongkong specimens, found 5 postoculars

on one side in one, and four on both sides in another; one had 8

supralabials on both sides, fourth only touching the eye.

The range of variation in coloration is very considerable, viz, from

nearly uniform dark with small white spots, due to the great size of

the blackish spots, to nearly uniform pale drab without any black

markings whatsoever. Two specimens from Formosa (No. 16 a,

Sci. Coll. and No. 36512 U.S.N.M.) show the latter peculiarity and in

every respect agree with the Himalayan specimens, which have been

called Tropidonotus sanctijohannis."-

Habitat.—The known range of this species embraces the whole of

southeastern Asia from India to the Malay peninsula and archipelago,

as w^ell as Hainan and southern China as far north as Fokien.

Its occurrence in Formosa was first discovered by Mr. Tada, who
collected five specimens at Taipa in November, 1897, as previously

recorded by me.

In the collection recently acquired by the U. S. National Museum
from Mr. A. Owston, there is a very young N. piscator (U.S.N.M. No.

34051) the label of which indicated that it has been collected at

Mount Fuji. Here is undoubtedly a mistake, and it appears quite

certain that the specimen in c^uestion has become confused with

the four specimens of Talnjdromus tachydromoides (U.S.N.M. Nos.

34179-34183) said to have come from northern Formosa. This

suggestion is corroborated by the fact that the latter, although said

to have been collected on June 23, 1903, look as if they had been

preserved for a much longer period, while the Natrix, wliich is alleged

to date from August, 1898, is quite fresh. I therefore conclude that

the latter was collected in northern Formosa June 23, 1903.

(See p. 243.)

a Boulenger, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, p. 230, pi. xv, fig. 1.
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cially in front, their suture with the rostral being shorter than that of

the latter with first supralabial
;
prefrontals broadly in contact with

supraoculars; frontal shorter than its distance from tip of snout,

scarcely ecjualino; the interprefrontal suture, with nearly parallel sides;

supraoculars narrow, scarcely more than half as wide as frontal
;
pari-

etals much longer than distance of eye from tip of snout, as long as

frontal and prefrontals together; nostril small, round beliind the mid-

dle and near the upper edge of the nasal Avhich is only divided into two

unequal parts below the nostril; loreal nearly rectangular, slightly

longer than high; one preocular, widely separated from frontal; eye

small; three postoculars, the lower one almost horizontal; temporal

2 + 3, those of the first row ver^^ long and the upper especially very nar-

row; eight supralabials, fourth entering eye; five lower labials in

contact with anterior pair of cliin-shields, which are considerably

255

Figs. 253-255.—Natrix annularis. 2 x nat. size. 253, top of head: 254, side of head (.^Hx nat
SIZE); 255, rostral from front. No. 34044, U.S.N.M.

shorter than posterior, chin-shields and labials studded with numer-

ous small, rounded tubercles; 19 rows of scales, with two somewhat
obscure apical pits, striated and strongly keeled, except outer row,

which is feebly keeled; 163 ventrals; anal divided; 61 pairs of sub-

caudals. Color (in alcohol) on back dark grayish drab with ill-defined

black reticulations or series of small ill-defined, alternating ])lack

spots ; sides gradually much paler toward the ventrals, with numerous

vertical black bars about two scales wide and two scales apart, the bars

continued on the ventrals joining the corresponding ones of the other

side as half-rings or alternating with them ; scales included in black

lateral bars with pale centers; shields on head obscurely outlined with

dusky; labials whitish, with blackish sutures both on upper and lower

lip, except on suture between fifth and sixth supralabials ; an obscure,

oblique blackish postocular streak; lower parts pale vinaceous-cinna-

mon, with black half-rings.
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Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 517

Snout to vent 415

Vent to tip of tail 102

Boiilenger records a specimen of this species measuring 820 mm. in

total length.

The young (U.S.N.M. No. 34049; Formosa), total length 212 mm.,
tail 42 mm., is quite like the adult, only darker with more sharply

defined pattern on sides and abdomen; four outer scale rows on each

side as light as underside.

Variation.—The number of supralabials varies between 8 and 9,

and the one entering the eye is the fourth or the fifth accordingly.

Boulenger states that two supralabials rarely enter the eye. There is

occasionally only a single anterior temporal. Ventrals vary between

145 and 163 (in twelve specimens), subcaudals between 53 and 69

pairs (in 8 specimens).

Habitat.—-Restricted apparently to Formosa and southeastern

China, where it has been found as far north as Ningpo and in the

Yangtse Valley as far west as Kiukiang.

In Formosa it has been collected by Swinhoe, whose specimens are

in British Museum. The United States National Museum also has

two specimens from northern Formosa obtained recently from Mr. A.

Owston.
List of specimens of Natriv annularis.
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Only the type specimen of this species hem<r known, the description

by Boulenger is here reproduced.

Description of type specimen.

—

Adult female; British Museum;

Formosa; R. Swinhoe, collector (fig. 256) . Head narrow and elongate

;

eye moderate ; rostral broader than deep, just visible from above ; inter-

nasals a little broader than long, shorter than the prefrontals; frontal

once and a half as long as broad, as long as its distance from the end

of the snout, shorter than the parie-

tals; loreal as long as deep; one pre-

ocular and three postoculars; tempo-

rals 1 + 2 ; 6 supralabials, third and

Fig. 25fi.—natrix swinhonis. Enlarged, fourth entering eye, fifth very long; 4
SIDE OF HEAD COPY FROM GI7ENTHER,

^ kblals iu coutact wlth thc autC"
Ann. Mag. N.vt. Hist., (4), 1, 1868, pl.

_ . i •
i i ^ • ^

XIX, FIG. F. rior chm-smelds which are shorter

than the posterior; scales strongly keeled, of outer row faintly keeled,

in 15 rows; ventrals 150; anal divided; subcaudals circa 50. Brown

above, anteriorly with irregular blackish spots; occiput and nape

reddish, with abroad black collar; a black spot below the eye, and

an oblique black band on the temporal region; lower parts yellowish,

powdered with brown on the sides.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 580

Tail [defective] about 100

Habitat.—This species is described from Formosa. Only a single

specimen is known, the t}^e, collected by R. Swinhoe, being in the

British Museum.
Remarks.—The nearest relative of this species appears to be Natrix

nuclialis described in 1891 '^ by Boulenger from specimens in the Brit-

ish Museum, collected by A. E. Pratt at Ichang, on the upper Yangtse.

The scale formxula is the same, but N. nuchalis has the scales very

feebly keeled, a, shorter head, and a very distinct groove along the

middle of the back.

Genus ACHALINUS«> Peters.

1869. Achalinus Peters, Men. Ber. Berlin Akad. Wiss., 1869, p. 436 (type, A.

spinalis).

1877. Ophielaps SauvaCxE, Bull. Soc. Pliilom. Paris (7), I, p. 108 (type, 0. bra-

connieri).

The statement that this genus has no postoculars is scarcely quite

correct. It is true that in some of the young specimens no such

shield can be detected, but in our large specimen, No. 34046, there is

«Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), VII, p. 281.

b From a, without; ;<;aAzr65, poison fang.
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plainly a small triangular, or rather semilunar, scute behind the eye

fitting into the blunt angle between the anterior temporals. A
similar scute is also discernible in the young specimen No. 34047.

Thus far the genus has only been recorded from southern China and

Japan. Its nearest relatives seem to be found in Ceylon and the

Malay islands. However, specimens are as yet rare and it has been

but recently discovered, so that it is not safe to draw any conclusions

from its distribution and relationship as known at present.

Boulenger recognizes three species of tliis curious genus, viz, A.

rufescens"' and A. hraconnieri^ , from southern China, and A. spinalis,

from ''Japan (?)." Of these, the first and the last were only known
from one specimen each at the time the first volume of his catalogue

was published (1893), while of A. hraconnieT'i he had four specimens.

A. rufescens, with its very long internasal suture and partly tricarinate

scales'^ niay be regarded as unquestionably distinct. Additional

specimens from Japan, however, show so much deviation from the

type of A. spinalis and so much variability in the direction of A.

hraconnieri that it may become difficult to maintain the latter as a

distinct species. The characters which are supposed to distinguish

the two species break down one by one. A. hraconnieri was charac-

terized as having 23 to 25 scale rows as against 21 in the type of A.

spinalis, but five additional specimens from Japan seem to indicate

that 23 is the normal number in the latter. Furthermore, in A. hra-

connieri the suture between the internasals is said to be shorter than

that between the prefrontals, while in the type of A. spinalis these

sutures are described as of equal length.^ This is also approximately

the case in our specimen from Kiusiu (U.S.N.M. No. 30731), but

in the specimen in the Science College Museum, in Tokyo, also from

Kiusiu, the interprefrontal suture is much longer, the one between

the internasals being only 0.3 the length of the one between the pre-

frontals. In the two specimens from Mount Fuji (U.S.N.M. Nos.

34046-7) the relations are 0.4 and 0.6. Finally, A. hraconnieri has

aBouLENGER, Anil. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), II, 1888, p. 43, (type-locality, Hongkong);

Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 308, pi. xx, fig. 2; III, 1896, p. 612.

b Ophielaps braconnieriSAvvage. Bull. Soc. Philom. Paris, (7), 1, 1877, p. 109 (type-

locality, eastern Kiangsi, China).

—

Achalinus hraconnieri Boulenger, Cat. Sn.

Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 309; III, 1896, p. 613.

c The ventrals of the type are given as 136, subcaudals 82, and Boulenger (Cat.

Snakes Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 612) in another male specimen from Hongkong coimts

137 ventrals and 76 caudals. This is greatly at variance with the number of scutes

given by Doctor Wall for four Hongkong specimens, namely, 150+56, 158+58, 158+61,

and 154+58, respectively. In view of the apparent narrow limits of variation in this

series as well as in A. spinalis, I am at a loss how to explain the above discrepancy.

d Peters says: "Die Praefrontalia sind nicht lilnger als die Internasalia. "" In the

figure (fig. la), however, the prefrontal suture is considerably longer than the inter-

nasal suture. Which is correct?
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two pairs of chin-shields, while the type of A. spinalis has three.

But here, again, our specimen No. 30731 from Kiusiu steps in between

as having only two, while the specimen in Tokyo and our two spec-

imens from Fuji have three like the type." The slight difl'erence in

the number of ventrals and subcaudals is completely bridged over

by the additional specimens. The coloration, on the other hand, is

the only feature which thus far offers a character by which to distin-

guish the two forms. A. hraconnieri is described by Boulenger as

being uniform l)lackish, the ventrals having a narrow whitish edge.

Tlie Japanese specimens all seem to have the median black dorsal

line and often a blackish longitudinal median stripe on the underside

of the tail, the latter being absent in No. 34047 and very obscure in

No. 30731, which also shows trace of a dorso-lateral dusky line.

It may be that an actual comparison of specimens from Japan and

China may demonstrate further differences,'' but it is c[uite clear

that the Japanese species is very closely allied to the Ichang speci-

mens collected hj Mr. Pratt and described by Boidenger.

Recently Doctor Wall '^ has come to a similar conclusion as to the

probable identity of the two species. He examined tlu^ee Japanese

specimens, which all had 23 scale row^s, viz, the two specimens now
in the U. S. National Museum alluded to above (Nos. 34046, 34047),

and a third one from the same locality. Unfortunately he does not

mention the coloration nor the number of chin-shields in the third

specimen. It is also impossible to make out which of the scale for-

mulas given belong to the the third Japanese specimen.''

Whether, on the other hand, the Ichang specimens are identical

with Sauvage's originals of A. hraconnieri from eastern Kiangsi is

another question. His description is certainh?" very different from

Boulenger's. Thus he speaks of the temporals as being numerous; of

the prefrontals as small; his specimens have a small lower postocular,

and the number of labials he states to be eight; the color, moreover,

is a ''brun ardoise uniforme."

« I may here call attention to the fact that in Boulenger's figure of A. rufescens (Cat.

Sn. Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 308, pi. xx, fig. 2) there is only indicated two pairs of chin-

shields, while the description speaks of three. This figure also shows only five supra-

labials as against six in the description.

b It may be well to point out a difference in the dental formula of the genus and the

dentition as I find it in the specimen in the Science College specimen, Tokyo, and in

our No. 3404G. In these I count 14-16 maxillary teeth, which are subequal, the first

three and the last three slightly smaller, while Boulenger for the genus says: "Max-
illary teeth 22 to 25, small, equal." Is this character derived from Ichang specimens,

and have we here a possible difference in the two forms?
e Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 88.

d I presume that his scale formulas 165-|-44 and lG5-f48 are meant for our specimens

No. 34047 and 34046, respectively. Repeated counts of these specimens give 163+45
and 165+49.
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ACHALINUS SPINALIS^ Peters.

1869. Achalimis spinalis Peters, Mon. Ber. Berlin Akad. Wiss., 1869, p. 436,

pi. — , fig. 1 (type-locality unknown).

—

Boulenger, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus.,

I, p. 309 (Japan?).—NAMIYE, Annot. Zool. Japon., II, Pt. 1, 1898, p. 29,

fig. (Kiusiu).—BoETTGER, Kat. Schl. Mus. Senckenberg. , 1898, p. 33

(Hakone Mts.).—Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, pp. 88, 100 (Mt.

Fuji).

'' Description (figs. 257-259).

—

Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 34046;

Mount Fuji, Hondo; August, 1898; A. Owston, collector. Rostral

scarcely visible from above, wider than high, and so much hollowed

out below that the surface laterally is represented as a ridge only;

internasals very small, narrow anteriorly, the suture with rostral less

than half that of the latter with anterior nasal; prefrontals very large,

the suture between them twice as long as the one between the inter-

nasals, broadly in contact with supraoculars, and with second supra-

labial; frontal pentagonal, straight anteriorly, posterior angle acute,

Figs. 257-259.^Achalinus spinalis. 2h x nat. size. 2.57, top of head; 258, side of head; 259,

UNDERSIDE OF HEAD. NO. 30731. U.S.N.M.

as wide as long, shorter than distance from tip of snout, scarcely one-

half as long as parietals; supraoculars very small, their width less than

one-fourth that of the frontal; parietals exceedingly large, twice as

long as distance of eye from tip of snout, pointed posteriorly; nostril

large, horizontally oval in the anterior of two nostrils which are deeph^

hollowed out; loreal longer than high, entering eye and in contact

with prefrontal and supraocular but not with posterior nasal; no

preocular; eye very small, smaller than loreal; a crescentic trace of

a postocular in angle between two anterior temporals; 2 + 2 tempo-

rals, upper anterior smaller than the others, in contact with supraoc-

ular; a large, elongate shield bordering the posterior half of the

parietals; six supralabials, first exceedingl}" small, sixth exceedingly

large, as large as the other five together, fourth and fifth entering eye;

mental deeply hollowed out, the surface forming a V-shaped ridge;

3 lower labials in contact with anterior chin-shields, which together

a Pertaining to the spine or backbone, referring to the black line along the middle of

the back.
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form a heart-shaped figure; 3 pairs of chin-shields, posterior shortest;

23 rows of small, nonimbricate, convex and keeled scales without

apical pits, the soft skin mostly visible between the scales; 165 ven-

trals; anal entire; 49 undivided subcaudals. Color (in alcohol) above

uniform '' walnut-brown," more rufous toward the middle of back,

with a ver}^ distinct black longitudinal stripe along the median line

involving the median scale row and the adjacent half of the scale on

either side; underside paler, more cinnamon colored, each scute with a

narrow light edge and a darker submarginal line; a median dusky

stripe on the underside of the tail.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 412

Snout to vent 347

Vent to tip of tail 65

The male seems to have a relatively longer tail with more subcaudals.

Thus the specimen in the Science College Museum, Tokyo, measures

410 mm. in total length, of which the tail is 90 mm. and contains 61

subcaudals.

The young is darker above in stronger contrast to the underside

and seems to lack the dark median stripe on the underside of the tail.

Variation.—Only a few specimens are in the museums, but these

show considerable variability. The six of which the individual scale

formulas are recorded, agree in having 6 supralabials; no preoculars

and no postoculars (except occasionally a trace) ; 2 + 2 elongated tem-

porals; the scale rows vary between 21 and 23, six being known with

23 and only one, the type, with 21; ventrals between 146 and 166;

subcaudals between 45 and 62 ; all have an undivided anal and undi-

vided subcaudals. The specimen described above seems to be unusual

in having the loreal separated from the posterior nasal by the pre-

frontal touching the second supralabial. The specimen figured (fig.

259) is also abnormal in possessing only two pairs of chin-shields. The
Tokyo museum specimen shows a curious apd rare anomaly in having
the frontal divided longitudinally by a suture, and it is interesting to

note that one of Sauvage's types of his A. hraconnieri, from China,

also has the frontal divided (though he does not say whether longi-

tudinally or transversely) ; this specimen also has one of the supraoc-

ulars divided.

Hahitat.—Under the supposition that ^4. hraconnieri, which is

recorded from eastern Kiangsi and from Ichang, in southern China,

represents a distinct form, the present species is restricted to Japan.

Thus far only ten specimens are known, seven of which are from
definite localities, which throw some light on the distribution of the

species. Of these three are from Kiusiu, viz, the two which Mr. N.

Takachiho collected at Hikosan, province of Buzen, near the northern
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extremit}^ of the island, and a fine specimen sent our museum by Rev.

Cyrus A. Clark from Miyazaki, toward the southern end of the same

island. The one in Museum Senckenbergianum in Frankfort on the

Main, which was obtained from Mr. B. Schmacker in 1889 came from

the Hakone Mountains in Hondo, and Doctor Wall mentions three

specimens in Owston's collection from "Mount Fuji." Two of the

latter are now in the United States National Museum (Nos. 34046,

34047).
List of specimens of Achaliniis spinalis.

Museum.
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Genus ENHYDRIS" Latreille.

1802. Enhydiis Latreille, Hist. Nat. Rept., IV, p. 200 i type, E. cxndea^Hydrus

cnhijdris Schneider) (not of Merrem 1820).

- 1830. Hypsirhina Wagler, Syst. Anaphib., p. 169 (type, //. aer).

1842. Ferania Gray, Zool. Miscell., p. 67 (type, II. sieboldii).

1843. Ilypsiscopus Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 25 (type, H. plumbea).

1843. Pythomorphus Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 25 (type, H. sieboldii).

1853. Eurostus Dumeril, Prodrom. Class. Ophid., p. 102 (type, E. dussmnierii).

1853. Trigonurus Dumeril, Prodrom. Class. Ophid., p. 103 (type, //. sieboldii).

The authors who employ the generic name, '

' Enhydris, Merrem,

1820," for two of the Hyclrid snakes which should correctly stand as

Lapemis, seem to have overlooked entirely the fact that Latreille,

as early as 1802, established the genus Enhydris for an entirely dif-

ferent set of snakes, embracing all Schneider's species of Hydrus,

from //. caspius on. This name, which can not be discarded, as it

is not a synonym of any name previously given, must have for type

one of the six species enumerated by Latreille, and as neither he

nor any of his successors have designated a tyi^e for the name, we
are obliged to resort to the method of elimination. The last species

mentioned by Latreiile, Enhydris dorsalis, is of dubious application.

The third, Enhydris ryncJiops, is the type of Daudin's Hurria (1803),

Goldfusz' Strephon (1820), and Cuvier's Cerberus (1829), while three

other species, viz, E. caspius, piscator, and palustris belong to the

genus Natrix {Tropidonotus) . A single species is thus left as type,

viz, Enhydris cxrulea, which is Schneider's Hydrus enhydris. This

species, or rather a synonym of this species, was afterwards (1830)

made the type of Hypsirhina, and there can be no doubt but that

the latter name will have to give way to Enhydris Latreille. The
same result is obtained by those who would fix the type by employ-
ing the "principle of tautonymy."
Two species have been recorded as occurring in Formosa and for

that reason are here included. They may be distinguished as fol-

lows :

a' Scales in 19 rows; supralabials 8; ventrals less than 150 E. plumbea, p. 300.

a- Scales in 21 rows; supralabials 7; ventrals more than 150 E. bcnnettii, p. 302.

ENHYDRIS PLUMBEA ?> (Bole).

1827. Homalopsis plumbea Boie, Isis, 1827, p. 550 (type-locality, Java).

—

Hypsirhina plumbea Gray, Zool. Misc., 1842, p. 66.

—

Guenther, Rept.

Brit. India, 1864, p. 280 (Java to Formosa).—Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 30,

1868, pi. v, figs. 2-3 (Java).—Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 24-25

Ber., 1885, pp. 123, 151 (China); Ber. Senckenberg. Naturf. Ges., 1894,

p. 134 (Hainan).—BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 5

(Formosa; China; Siam; Malay Peninsula; Java).

—

Wall, Proc. Zool.

« From evvSpti, a water snake.

'> Signifying lead-colored.
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Soc. London, 1903, p. 94 (Hongkong).

—

Enhydris plumbea Stejneger,
Journ. Sci. Coll. Tokyo, XII, Pt. 3, 1898, p. 222 (Taipa, Formosa).

1834. Hypsirhina hardwickii Gray, 111. Ind. Zool., II (pi. lxxxvii, fig. 1) (type-

locality, Pinang; type in Brit. Mus.).

Description.—Adultfemale; Science College Museum, Tokyo, No. 11a

;

Taipa, Formosa; November, 1S97; T. Tada, collector (%s. 260-262).

Rostral much broader than high, just visible from above; internasal

single, twice as wide as long, separated widely from rostral by nasals,

separated from loreal
;
prefrontals broader than long, broadly in con-

tact with supraocular; frontal longer than its distance from tip of

snout, equaling interparietal suture, nearly straight anteriorly, sides

parallel, twice as wide as supraocular at center of e3^e; parietals as

long as their distance from rostral, rather narrow posteriorly; nostrils

small, round, on upper surface of snout, in the posterior margin of the

anterior nostrils which are broadly in contact behind the rostral
;
pos-

terior nasal less than half the size of the anterior, smaller than

Figs. 260-262.—Enhydris plumbea. 2 X nat. size. 260, top of head; 261, side of head; 262, under-
side OF head. No. 11a, Sci. Coll. Tokyo.

loreal, which is slightly longer than high; eye small, its diameter less

than its distance from edge of lip ; one preocular, not in contact with
frontal; two postoculars; temporals 1+2; 8 supralabials, increasing

in height backward to the seventh, which is largest, and much higher

than eight, first in contact with loreal, separating posterior nasal from
second supralabial, fourth and fifth entering eye; five lower labials in

contact with anterior chin-shields; posterior chin-shields slightly

shorter than anterior, separated from each other by two scales; 19

rows of smooth scales without apical pits; 130 ventrals; anal divided;

31 pairs of subcaudals. Color (in alcohol) above uniform slate gray;
labials and two outer scale rows whitish with gray edges; underside
whitish, each scute with lateral edge and base narrowly margined
with dark gray and with a median basal spot of the same color; on
anal shield and the underside of the tail a sharply defined jnedian,

line of dark gray.
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Dimensio7is.
mm.

Total length 430

Snout to vent - 382

Vent to tip of tail 48

Variation.—Few deviations from the specimens described above

are recorded. In the other specimen from the same locahty the pos-

terior nasal is in contact with second supralabial. Sometimes only

the fourth supralabial enters the eye. The number of ventrals varies

between 120 and 134, subcaudals between 29 and 46. Coloration is also

rather constant ; a median dorsal series of small black spots may be

present and the whole underside may be unspotted.

Habitat.—Originally described from the Malay Arcliipelago this

species has since been found on the opposite mainland from Burma to

southern China. It occurs in Formosa, there being two specimens in

British Museum collected by R. Swinhoe, and two specimens were

collected by Tsunasuke Tada in 1897 at Taipa.

List of specimens of Enhydris plumhea.
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than high, visible from above; internasal single, widely separated

from rostral by nasals, small, not much broader than long, widely

separated from loreal; prefrontals smaller than nasals, in contact

with them and with supraoculars; frontal somewhat shorter than

its distance from tip of snout, nearly twice as wide as supraoculars

at center of eye; parietals rather broad, the lateral outline irreg-

ular and showing evidence of fusion with adjacent scales; nostrils

semilunar, on top of snout, in a large nasal which on the left side is

semidivided by a suture from nostril to first labial ; nasals broadly in

contact mth each other behmd rostral with prefrontals and first

supralabials; loreal trapezoid, longer than high, in contact with first

three supralabials; one preocular, not m contact with frontal; eye

small, its diameter less than distance from edge of lip; two postocu-

lars; 1+2 temporals; 8 supralabials, increasing in height backward

to the sixth, which is highest, first in contact with loreal, thus exclud-

FiGS. 263-265.—Enhydris bennettu. 2 X nat. size. 263, top of head; 264, side of head; 265,

UNDERSIDE OF HEAD. NO. 22128, U.S.N.M.

ing nasal from second, fourth entering eye; three lower labials in

contact with anterior chin-shields, which are followed by two pairs of

smaller chinshields, both separated by scales; 21 rows of smooth

scales without pits ; 164 ventrals; anal divided; 64 subcaudals. Color

(in alcohol) above drab gray, with two series of irregular dark brownish

gray dorsal spots, which anteriorly unite into short crossbars and on

the neck to a median longitudinal dark band ; outer four scale rows

white, the first and fourth having their lower and upper edge respect-

ively margined with dark gray, forming an upper and lower dark

indented edge to the lateral white band; labials and whole underside

whitish, each scale and scute edged with dark gray, the ventrals

with a median series of dark spots formed by a projection of the

dark basal edge, and a similar arrangement on the subcaudals, caus-

ing a zigzag longitudinal dark band on the median line of the under-

side of the tail.
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Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 377

Snout to vent 314

Vent to tip of tail 63

Variation.—In the few specimens of this species recorded the num-
ber of ventrals varies between 158 and 164, subcaudals between 47

and 54.

Habitat.—Apparently restricted to China. The authority for the

the occurrence of this species in Formosa is a specimen in the Indian

Museum (No. 12693) recorded by Mr. W. L. Sclater (I. c). It was

received from the Hongkong Museum in exchange.

List of specimens of Enhydris bennettii.

U.S.
N.M.
No.
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1803. Coluber cerberus Daudin, Hist. Nat. Rept., VII, p. 1G7 (based on Russell,

pi. xvii).

1820. Python elapiformis Merrem, Tent. Syst. Amph., p. 89 (substitute for Elaps
boaeformis Schneider).

1820. Python rhynchops Merrem, Tent. Syst. Amph., p. 90 (emendation).

—

Cerberus rhynchops Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, 1864, p. 279 (East Ind.

archipelago, Ceylon, India, Malay peninsula, Siam).

—

Boulenger, Cat.

Snakes Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 16 (India, Malay peninsula and archi-

pelago, Philippines, Peiew Islands).

1826. Homalopsis molurus Boie, Isis, 1826, p. 213 (type-locality, Moluccas).

1837. Homalopsis schneidcri Schlegel, Phys. Serp., I., p. 171 (Pondichery, Bengal,

Java, Timor, Amboina, New Guinea); II, p. 341 (schneiderii)

.

1837. Coluber obtusatus Reinwardt, in Schlegel, Phys. Serp., II, p. 341.

1837. Cerberus russelii Cuvier, in Schlegel, Phys. Serp., II, p. 342, footnote

(Pondichery).

1849. Cerberus acutus Gray, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., p. 65 (type-locality, Borneo;

type in Brit. Mus.).

1849. Cerberus unicolor Gray, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., p. 65 (type-locality, Philip-

pines; type in Brit. Mus.; Cuming, collector).

Description.—Adult male: Cliristiania University Zoological Museum,
No. 830; Formosa; Navara collector, 1894. Rostral pentagonal; the

large semidivided nasals broadly in contact with each other behind
the rostral; nostrils on upper side of snout; internasals small, trian-

gular, separated widely from rostral, in contact with loreal; prefron-

tals smaller than nasals, in contact with internasals, loreal, prefrontal,

supraocular, and frontal; fi'ontal irregularly divided into four smaller

scales; parietals broken up into small scales; supraoculars narrow;
loreal lozenge-shaped; one high preocular; two suboculars separating

eye from labials; one postocular; temporals 2 + 3, second row keeled;

supralabials 10 on one side, 9 on the other, very high and narrow,

the last three divided horizontally; 11 inferior labials, 4 in contact

with anterior chin-shields; two pairs of chin-sliields, the posterior

nearly entirely lateral to the anterior; 25 scale rows, all keeled,

except outer row; 145 ventrals; anal double; caudals, 63 pairs.

Color (in alcohol) above ash gray with narrow blackish crossbands

which do not reach the ventrals, about 25 between head and anus;

a narrow blackish band from nostril, tlu-ough eye, obliquely back-

ward on the side of the neck; underside, including posterior supra-

labials and the tlu^ee or four lower rows of scales wliitish with numer-
ous large blackish spots on the sides connected with the correspond-

ing spot by irregular dark gray blotches across the ventrals; lower

labials with a few small dusky spots.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 570

Snout to vent 447

Vent to tip of tail 123

26485—No. 58—07 20
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Variation.—The head scales of this species are subject to great

variation. The frontal shield may be intact or broken up; e3^e may
be surrounded by from four to six shields; internasals may be united,

etc. The scale rows vary between 23 and 27, ventrals between 132

and 160, and subcaudals between 49-72.

Habitat.—This species lives in rivers and along the seacoasts of

India east to Indo-China and the Philippines, and south to Ceylon

and throughout the Malay countries and archipelago to Borneo,

Celebes, Cerain, etc.

Its right to a place in this work is based upon a specimen collected

in Formosa by Mr. Navara, and now in the zoological museum of the

University of Christiania.

List of specimens of Hurria rynchops.

Museum.
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cP Scale.s without pits; head not, or scarcely, distinct from neck.

e^ Maxillary teeth posteriorly strongly enlarged; portion of rostral visible

from above as great as its distance from frontal Holarchus, p. 353.

e^ Maxillary teeth equal; portion of rostral visible from above less than its

distance from frontal Liopeltis, p. 337.

p No anterior temporal, parietal being in contact with supralabials

Calamaria. p. 375.

Genus ELAPHE" Fitzinger.

1826. Coluber Boie, Isis, 1826, p. 209 (type, C. flavescens; not of Linnaeus).

1833. Elaphe Fitzinger, in Wagler's Descr. et Icon. Amphib., Ill, text to

pi. XXVII (type, E. parrcysii).

1834. Callopeltis Fitzinger, in Bonaparte's Iconogr. Fauna Ital., fasc. VII (type,

C. leopardina).

1840. Elaphis Bonaparte, Mem. Accad. Sci. Torino (2), II, Sci. Fis. Mat., p. 402

(emendation).

1843. Pantherophis Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 25 (type. Coluber guttatus).

1843. Calopeltis Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 26 (emendation).

1853. Scotophis Baird and Girard, Cat. N. Am. Rept., I, Serp., p. 73 (type,

Coluber alleghaniensis)

.

1860. Leptophidium Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 497 (type, L.

dorsale).

1860. Proterodon Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad.,' 1860, p. 498 (type, P. tessel-

latus).

1862. Natrix Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1862. p. 338 (type. Coluber flavescens; not

of Laurenti).

1864. Phyllophis GvE^TJi^n, Rept. Brit. India, p. 295 (type, P. carinata).

The above synonymy refers chiefly to such names as have been
employed m connection with species treated of in this work.

The generic name Coluher is commonly applied to this genus, but

as will be shown under that heading further on, without strict observ-

ance of the rules of zoological nomenclature, inasmuch as the

authors who have specifically selected types for a restricted genus

Coluher have invariably selected species unknown to Linnaeus at the

time he instituted the genus. The first one to mention a specific

type was Fleming, in 1822, but he selected a Python unknown to

Linnaeus. The next one was Boie,^ who again selected a post-Lin-

nsean species, namely, Scopoli's C. flavescens.

« This name is apparently a blunder for Elaphis. The latter is generally considered

as derived from EXacpoi, a deer, referring either to the coloring of the snake, or to its

swiftness. Aldrovandi, who seems to be the source whence the modern authors

received the name, apparently considered it as of the same origin as Elaps and Elops.

See Aldrovandi Serpentum et Draconum Historia, Chapter XV, "De Elaphe, sive

Elape aut Elope."
b Isis, 1826, p. 209, and 1827, p. 518.
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KEY TO JAPANESE, KOREAN, AND FORMOSAN SPECIES OF ELAFHE.

a' Scale rows 19 E. quadrivirgatn, p. 327.

a- More than 19 scale rows.

h' Scale rows 21.

r' Less than 195 ventrals E. rufodorsata, p. 310.

(•- More than 195 ventrals E. conspicillata, p. 334.

Ir More than 21 scale rows.

(' One or two outer scale rows smooth, the others strongly keeled.

E. carinata, p. 308.

c- More than two rows of scales smooth,

rf' More than 85 pairs of subcaudals.

f ' Underside of tail black with a very distinct whitish band along the median

suture between the subcaudals.

/' Scale rows, 23-25; ventrals, 229-258; subcaudals, 90-111 pairs.

E. txniurus, p. 319.

/- Scale rows, 25-27; ventrals, 251-260; subcaudals, 104-124 pairs.

E. schmackeri, p. 322.

e- Underside of tail not longitudinally striped E. climacophora, p. 324.

d- Less than 85 pairs of subcaudals.

e' Eleven to thirteen median scale rows distinctly keeled
;
parietal suture not

longer than distance of frontal from rostral; postocular dark stripe crosses

commissure in front of angle of jaw; color uniform or with wide dark

spots and light cross bands E. schrenchii, p. 313.

e'^ Scales smooth with only faint traces of keels on the median ones; parietal

suture longer than distance of frontal from nostral; postocular dark band

reaches commissure at angle of mouth; color light with numerous narrow

blackish cross bands E. dione, p. 315.

ELAPHE CARINATAo (Guenther).

1858. Elaphis sauromates Guenther, Cat. Colubr. Sn. Brit. Mus., p. 93 (Ningpo,

China) (not of Pallas); Rept. Brit. India, 1864, p. 241 (part: Ningpo), pi.

XXI, fig. E.

1864. Phyllophis carinata Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, p. 295, pi. xxi, fig. b (type-

locality, China; type in Brit. Mus.); Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), I, 1888, p.

170 (Kiukiang).

—

Elaphe carinata Stejneger, Journ. Sci. Coll. Tokyo, XII,

Pt. 3, 1898, p. 221 (Formosa).

1891. Coluber phyllophis Boulenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), VII, May, 1891, p
280 (type-locality, Kiukiang, China; types in Brit. Mus.; Pratt, collector)

Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 55 (Kiukiang; Ningpo); Proc. in Zool. Soc

London, 1899, p. 165 (Kuatun, Prov. Fokien).

—

Guenther, Ann. Mus
Zool. St. P^tersbourg, I, 1896, p. 205 (Prov. Szechuen).—Wall, Proc

Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 92 (China).—Werner, Abh. Bayer. Akad
Wiss. (Muenich), II Klasse, XII, Pt. 2, 1904, p. 356 (Ningpo Mts. near

Shanghai).

Description.—Adult male; Science College Museum, Tokyo, No.

5; Taipa, Formosa; December, 1897; T. Tada, collector (figs.

266-268). Rostral about one-third wider than high, largely visible

from above; internasals longer than broad, nearly as long as pre-

frontals, the latter broadly in contact with supraocular; frontal con-

siderably longer than wide, longer than its distance from rostral, but

a Signifying keeled ; with reference to the strong development of the keels of the scales.
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shorter than parietals, the sides strongly convergent backward, the

width at the posterior hiteral angle being less than width of supra-

ocular; nostril large, between two nasals, the posterior of which is less

than half as wide as the anterior; loreal much wider than high; one

preocular, not in contact with frontal; a subpreocular; eye large, its

diameter equaling half its distance from tip of snout; tw^o postocu-

lars; temporals 2 + 3; eight supralabials, seventh largest, fourth and
fifth entering eye; five lower labials in contact with anterior chin-

shields, which are slightly longer than posterior; 23 rows of scales

all strongly keeled except outer two rows; 214 ventrals, angularly

bent laterally ; anal divided ; 97 pairs of subcaudals. Color (in alco-

hol) olive clay color, pale underneath; back with blackish ill-defined

cross markings the black color only involving the edge of the scales

Figs. 260-268.—Elaphe carinata. § X NAT. size. 266, top of head; 267, side of ukAU; 26S, under-

side OF HEAD. No. 5, Sci. Coll. Tokyo.

and the skin between; a longitudinal blackish band on ventrals near

the lateral angle and frequently interrupted; each ventral with the

posterior edge irregularly marked with black; subcaudals narrowly

edged with black so as to form a black median line ; all the upper and

lateral cephalic sutures marked with black.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 1, 455

Snout to vent 1, 155

Vent to tip of tail 300

Tip of snout to posterior end of parietals 34

The young (U.S.N.M. No. 36508) are much paler and underneath

uniform white; back with a few scattered black dots which, on the

anterior half of the bod}", form short and narrow cross lines; on pos-

terior half an obscure, pale brown longitudinal line on each side;

upturned ends of ventrals with small black dots, forming an irregular

longitudinal series; upper and lower labials with dark brown sutures.

Variation.—The commonest variation is apparently in the number
of temporals, the extremes recorded (for Chinese specimens) being 1+2
and 3 + 3. The scale rows are almost always 23, but Wall mentions
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a Chinese specimen with 21. Ventrals vary from 208 to 221 and cau-

dals from 80 to 97. According to Boulenger an unthvided'anal and

nine siipralabials are rare features. Four lower hibials in contact

with anterior chin-shields as often as five. The above figures are

derived from 17 specimens, of which only three are from Formosa.

This snake evidently grows to a great size, as Doctor Wall has

recorded a specimen measuring 8 feet 1 inch (2.44 meters.).

Habitat.—Peculiar to China, where it has been obtained from near

Shanghai, in the north, to Kuatun in Fokien in the south, and as far

west as Lung-ngan-fu in the western part of the province of Sze-

chuen.

In Formosa three specimens were collected by Mr. Tada in 1897,

and a fourth specimen is in the zoological museum in Christiania, col-

lected by Mr. Navara in 1894.

List of specimens of Elaphe carinata.
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1854. Ablahes sex-lineatus Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., VII, Pt. 1, p. 324

(type-locality, China; types in Paris Mus.).

—

Coronella sexlineata Jan,

Icon. Ophid., livr. 14, 1865, pi. vi, fig. 2 (China; type).

1886. Simotes herziBoKTTGF.u, Zool. Anzeig., IX, 1886 p. 519, (type-locality, hills

near Shanghai; type in Mus. Senckenberg. ; Herz, collector).

Descnption.—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 21192; Seoul, Korea;

October 8, 1883; P. L. Jouy, collector (figs. 269-271). Rostral very

much broader than high, just visible from above; internasals small,

rerj narrow in front, suture betv/een them considerably shorter than

between prefrontals, which are large and in contact with supraocular;

frontal slightly longer than its distance from tip of snout, as long as

interparietal suture, slightly broader in front than behind, not in

contact with preocular; parietals long; nostril small, semicircular,

situated a little above the center of the larger semidivided nasal;

loreal large, somewhat longer than high; one preocular, not in con-

tact with frontal; no subpreocular; two postoculars, upper larger

269

270

Figs. 269-271.—Elaphe rufodorsata. 2 X nat. size. 269, top of head; 270, side of head; 271

UNDERSIDE OF HEAD. NO. 21192, U.S.N.M.

than lower; temporals 2 + 3; seven supralabials, third and fourth

in contact with eye (on left side eight, fourth and fifth in contact);

five lower labials, in contact with anterior chin-shields; posterior chin-

shields shorter than anterior; 21 rows of smooth scales; ventrals 177;

anal divided; 51 pairs of subcaudals; no ventral lateral keel. Color

(in alcohol), above olive gray, with four series of small dark brown
spots, the inner two ocellated, the outer solid, which on the posterior

half of the body join to form four continuous dark bands, extending

to the tip of the tail; top of the head with a very distinct V-shaped

mark, angle forward on the frontal and limbs extending far back on

the neck, the edges of the mark strongly outlined by blackish brown

;

a similarly colored fleur-de-lis-shaped figure on the fronto-parietal

suture; a blackish brown angular line on the prefrontals, continuing

backward obliquel}" through the eye to angle of mouth and sides of
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neck; underside whitish, ventrals outhned with black, and checkered

with large sc^iiare blotches; a black median line on the suture between

the subcaudals.
TJimensions.

mm.

Total length 561

Snout to vent 470

Vent to tip of tail 91

Variation.—The normal number of supralabials is seven, but occa-

sionally eight are found; thus in both of our Korean specimens there

are eight on one side, and Doctor Werner found a similar number among

five Chinese examples. Twenty-one scale rows seem to be the con-

stant number. Boulenger mentions that two preoculars occur rarely.

In the Korean specimen in the museum of the ]\Iichigan University

the temporals show the unusual number 1+2. Doctor Wall men-

tions that in 15 Chinese specimens examined by him only one had

four lower labials in contact with anterior chin-shields. Ventrals

range between 162 and 190, subcaudals between 47 and 68.

Hahitat.—China, from Peking to Hainan, according to specimens

in British Museum. ° It occurs also in eastern Siberia from Lake

Baikal to Amurland and Ussuri, where it has been taken at Vladivos-

tok and Possiet Bay, near the Korean boundary, while the United

States National Museum has two specimens collected by the late Mr.

P. L. Jouy at Seoul, Korea, October 8, 1883. Another specimen from

Korea, collected by Mr. G. A. Olinger, is in the museum of the Michi-

gan University, and a third in the St. Petersburg Museum.

Swinhoe obtained it at Tamsui, in Formosa, and sent the speci-

mens to British Museum.

List of specimens of Elaphc rufodorsata.

Museum.
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ELAPHE SCHRENCKIIu Strauch.

1873. Elaphis schrenckii Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Petersbnurg (7), XXI, no. 4,

pp. 100, 272 (type-locality, Khinggan Mil. Post, eastern Si])eria; type,

No. 3706 St. Petersb. Acad.Mus.; Schrenck, collector).

—

Coluber schrenkii

BouLENGKR, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), V, Feb. 1890. p. 139 (Ussiiri River;

Brit. Mus.); Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 48 (Ussuri R.; Seoul,

Korea).—Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, pp. 92, 100 (Amurland;

Korea; N. Japan).

—

Nikolski, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S. Peterburg (8),

XVII, no. 1, 1905, p. 260 (Amurland; Korea, etc.).

1888. Elaphis rirgaius Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 26-28 Ber., p. 72

(Korea; Mus. Senckenb.; Moellendorff, collector) (not of Schlegel).

1898. Coluber schrencH Bo-ETTGEn, Kat. Schl. Mus. Senckenberg., p. 51 (Korea).

Description.— Male adult; U.S.N.M. No. 21187; Seoul, Korea;

August, 1887; P. L. Jouy, collector. Rostral much broader than

high, visible from above; internasals longer than broad, much smaller

than prefrontals, which are in contact with supraocular; frontal

shorter than its distance from tip of snout, equaling interparietal

suture, much wider anteriorly than behind, the sides strongly con-

vergent backward; supraoculars narrower than frontal; parietals

rather short, equaling frontal and half of interprefrontal suture; nos-

tril large, round, between two subequal nasals; loreal longer than

high; one preocular, not in contact with frontal; one small subpre-

ocular (absent on left side) ; two postoculars (lower fused with fifth

supralabial on right side); temporals 2 + 3; eight supralabials, sev-

enth largest, fourth and fifth entering eye; four lower labials in con-

tact with anterior cliin-shields
;

posterior chin-shields shorter than

anterior; 23 rows of scales, the median ones distinctl}^ keeled, the

keels becoming more and more indistinct on the sides, disappearing

entirely on the outer four or five rows; 214 ventrals, with indistinct

lateral angle; anal divided; subcaudals, 70 pairs. Color (in alcohol)

above dark isabella-color, with scattered black specks occupying part

of a scale; on the neck these spots become more numerous, and to-

ward the tail the edges of the scales become dusky, wdth indications

of longitudinal lines; head above like the back, with irregular dusky

spots; supralabials wliitish, except the last, all with black posterior

edge; a black line obliquely from eye to edge of lip anterior to corner

of mouth; indications of a pale black-edged line between nostril and

eye; lower labials with dusky posterior edges; underside whitish,

the anterior ventrals dark-edged.

a For Dr. Leopold von Schrenck, the celebrated Russian natiu'alist and explorer of

Amurland. He was born in the Kharkov government on April 24, 1826, and died in

St. Petersburg on January 20, 1894, when director of the Anthropological-Ethnographi-

cal Museum of the Academy of Sciences. He traveled in eastern Siberia and in

Saklialin during 1854-1856.
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Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 1, 580

Snout to vent 1, 330

Vent to tip of tail 250

The young have a very characteristic head pattern. Thus, in the

specimen in the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences (No. 15255), from

Seoul, Korea, the ground color is brownish with white black-edged

bands and spots, as follows: A broad band from upper postocular

over temporals past the last supralabial, confluent with the white

underside; a black line from lower postocular over suture between

seventh and eighth supralabials to edge of lip ; a w hite spot on frontal

anteriorly, and a small one on each of the parietals near the frontal;

an interrupted white cross band on supraoculars; a festooned white

band across anterior half of prefrontals; a white spot on rostral; a

white horizontal band from nostril to preocular; seinicircular black

markings on anterior supralabials ; an inverted Y-shaped white mark
on upper neck; back with rhomboidal brown black-edged spots sepa-

rated by whitish cross bands.

Halfgrovm specimens, such as U.S.N.M. No. 21 189, show traces of

this pattern, especially on the posterior part of the body and on sides

of head ; this specimen also has indication of a checker pattern on the

underside.

Very old specimens are often nearly uniform pale isabella-color.

Variation.—Apparently the most variable feature of the scutella-

tion of this species is the frequent absence of the subpreocular. Thus,

out of 11 specimens Strauch found it lacking on both sides in five,

while of my five Korean examples it is absent in three on one side.

Only in one of our specimens is there a ninth supralabial on one side,

while in the Michigan University specimen from Korea the number of

supralabials is reduced to six on one side and seven on the other. The
number of scale rows appears to be very constant, all the 19 speci-

mens on record or examined by me having 23. The number of ven-

trals is also confined within narrow limits, namely, 208 to 226. The
subcaudals do not exceed 76 and rarel}^ go as low as 61. One speci-

men (U.S.N.M. No. 21186) has an undivided anal, and I also believe

that it is undivided in the young specimen in the Philadelphia

Academy of Sciences.

Hahitat.—Eastern Asia from the River ^Vi-gun, the tributary of the

Amur, ranging east to the sea. The cotypes were collected in the

Khinggan Mountains by Doctor Radde, accordmg to Schrenck, but

as I can not find that Radde ever visited the main body of tliis chain,

which is situated in Chinese Manchuria, it is most likely that he ob-

tained his specimens along the borders of the rivers Argun and Amur,
which skirt the mountains mentioned. Dybow^ski collected it at

Vladivostok and Posiet Bay, near the Korean frontier, and m Korea
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itself it has been collected more recently by Moellendorff, Campbell,
Ferebee and Joiiy. It seems to be rather common in Korea, espe-

cially around Seoul whence Jouy brought us four specimens.

Strauch enumerates two specimens in the St. Petersburg Museum
as having been collected by Mr. Goschkewitsch in Japan, and as this

gentleman was for some little time Russian consul in Hakodate, i

Strauch assumes that they were collected in Yezo. The occiu'rence of

this species in Japan is entirely unconfu'med and the probability is

that the specimens really came from the mainland opposite, though
possibly sliipped from Japan. In this comiection it is well to remem-
ber that Elaphe dione is also credited to Yezo by the same authority

on material from the same source. Neither the one nor the other

species has been found on Japanese territory by other collectors."

List of specimens of Elaphe schrenckii.

Museum.
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(northern Pcchili, China).

—

Mehely, Zichy's Dritte Asiat. Forschungsr.

,

II, 1901, p. 58 (Peking).—Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 91

(China).

—

Nikolski, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S. Peterburg (8), XVII, No.

1, 1905, p. 249 (Vladivostok, Korea, etc.).

—

Elaphis cHone Dumeril and

BiBRON, Erpet. Gen., VII, Pt. 1, p. 248.

—

Guenther, Rept. Brit. India,

1864, p. 240 (Kaukasus; Peking).—Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 21, 1867, pi. in,

fig. A (Sarepta, Russia).

—

Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Petersb. (7), XXI,
No. 4, 1873, pp. 82, 270 (eastern Russia, Sil)eria, Amur, Ussuri, Korea,

Japan); in Przevalski's Mongoliya i Strana Tangutov, III, 1876, p. 46

(Ordos).

—

Moellendorpf, Journ. N. China Br. R. Asiat. Soc. (n. s.),XI,

1877, p. 104 (Peking; Manchuria).

—

Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk.

26-28 Ber., 1888, p. 131 (East Europe to North China and Korea).—Wer-
ner, Abh. Bayer. Akad. Wiss. (Muenchen), II Klasse, XXII, Pt. 2, 1904,

I?.
356 (Tsingtau, China; Peking).

1802. Coluber diana Latreille, Hist. Nat. Rept., IV, p. 159 (emendation).

1831. Coluber eremita Eichwald, Zool. Special., Ill (p. 174).

1837. Coluber maeoticus Rathke, Mem. Sav. Etrang. Acad. St. Petersb., Ill, p.

433, pi. I, figs. 9-11 (type-locality, Caspian Sea at the mouth of Riv. Ural;

Goebel, collector).

Description.—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 14610; Korea; Dr. N. M.
Ferebee, collector. Rostral much broader than high, visible from

above; internasals much broader than long, only half as long as pre-

frontals which are broadly in contact with supraocular; frontal

nearly as long as its distance from tip of snout, somewhat wider in

front than behind; parietals longer than frontal, interparietal suture

longer than distance of frontal from rostral; nostril large, between

two nasals, the anterior slightly larger than the posterior; loreal

longer than high; one preocular, not in contact with frontal; one

subpreocular; two postoculars; temporals 2 + 3; eight supralabials,

seventh largest, fourth and fifth entering eye; five lower labials in

contact with anterior chin-shields, which are as long as the posterior;

25 rows of nearly smooth scales; 204 ventrals; anal divided; 65 pairs of

subcaudals. Color (in alcohol) light tawny-olive above, with numer-
ous irregular narrow dusky crossbars, about one to one and a half

scale wide; head with slightly darker, black-edged markings consisting

of an irregular chevron mark on parietals and upper neck, a cross mark
on prefrontals and frontal extending backward oblicjuely through

eye and reaching commissure at the angle of mouth; supralabials,

including lower edge of seventh and eighth, pale yellow; underside

pale yellowish with irregular dusky spots which near the obtuse

lateral angle of the ventrals assume the character of an interrupted

longitudinal line.

Divtensions.
mm.

TiHal length 825

Snout to vent 677

Vent to tip of tail 148
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In the young (No. 21193) (fig. 272) the markings are darker and
more distinct ; the pattern on the head shows a fleiir-de-hs figure on the

interparietal suture ; the hiteral dark spots on the underside are l:)lacker,

broader, with a convex anterior outline; there are three pale dorsal

Hues, the median one not well defined and interrupted by the dark

crossbars, the lateral ones on the fifth, sixth, and seventh scale rows

continuous and cutting ofi^ a series of blackish lateral spots from the

dorsal dark crossbars.

This pattern is often retained in tolerably large specimens.

Variation.—The variation in our Korean material is quite insig-

nificant; thus all possess a subpreocular, but, as might be expected

in a species of so wide distribution, many anomalies are found

when a large series is studied. Strauch examined 84

specimens from nearly the entire range, and has enu-

merated the deviations he found. Thus five specimens

lacked the subpreocular on both sides and five on one

side ; thirteen had three postoculars on both sides and

six had three on one side; four specimens had nine

supralabials on both sides and two specimens only seven

on both sides, wdiile eleven had nine or seven on one

side only. The number of scale rows varies in about

even proportions between 23 and 25 in 43 speci-

mens." As to the subcaudals, Strauch mentions as a

curious anomaly only found in some east Siberian and

west Chinese specimens that some of the subcaudals

are entire.

The number of ventrals varies betw^een 172 and 214.

In this a slight tendency to geographical variation can

be traced. Thus in 42 specimens from Siberia the

ventrals vary between 180 and 214 in those west of the Yenisei River,

but between 172 and 195 in those from east of that river. In 17

Chinese specimens they vary again between 180 and 213 ventrals,

while in five Korean specimens the number is 203-207.

One of our specimens (No. 21190) shows the anomaly of having on
both sides a small shield cut off from the third supralabial between it

and the loreal. Another (No. 1433 1 ) has two presuboculars on each side.

Ilahitat.—A species of extraordinarily wide distribution, ranging,

as it does, from the valley of the Volga in southeastern Russia through

Fig. 272.— Elaphe
dione. 2 x nat.
SIZE. Top of
HEAD. No. 21193,

U.S.N.M.

a Curiously enough, in 21 specimens in British Museiim enumerated by Boulenger,

of which 12 were from China, from which country Strauch had no specimens, 13 have
25 scale rows, 6 have 27, and only 2 have 23. All our Korean specimens have 25, and
I am inclined to regard this as the normal numlier. This agrees with Doctor Wall, who
found 23 in 3, 25 in 10, and 27 in 1 Chinese specimens, and with Doctor Werner, who
in 4 specimens from China found 3 with 25 and 1 with 27 scale rows, the latter in a spec-

imen from Tsingtau.
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temperate Asia to the Amur country in the north and south through

eastern Cliina to Kiukiang, and possibly even to the island of Hainan."

Dybowski, according to Strauch, collected it on the banks of the

Amur between Seljonoi-Less and Khabarovka, and also at Posiet

Bay. It is also recorded from the Ussuri, the Sungari, and upper

Amur, and the Hamburg Museum has a specimen each from Vladi-

vostok and Pokrovka, collected by Dieckmann (Nos. 2168, 2169).

The St. Petersburg Museum also has a specimen from Vladivostok,

collected by Doctor Zander.

Schrenck and Doctor Ferebee obtained specimens in Korea and

Jouy brought home three specimens from Seoul.

Two specimens obtained in 1861 by the St. Petersburg Academy from
the Russian consul in Hakodate, Mr. Goschkewitsch, are credited by

Strauch to Japan, but, as explained under the head of Elaphe schrenckii,

I do not place any faith in their having been collected in any of the

Japanese islands.
List of specimens of Elaphe dione.

Museuni.
Sex and

age.

AVhen
collected.

By whom col-

lected or froni
whom received.

Do.

Do.

14321' Young

14331

14610

Ala Tan, Sibe-

ria.

Female" Amur land . .

.

Male 6 . - Korea

Do
Do
Do

Brit. Mus.

.

St. Petersb.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

21190,

21193

21194

h.

2910

2911

2953

2954

3704

Female «

Young c

Female .

Male <* .

.

(«)

(0

{')

{')

(0

Mus.St. Petersb.

....do

Dr. N. M. Fere-

bee.

25

Seoul, Korea...

do

do

Ussuri River .

.

Bikinda, Us-

suri.

Dshare, Amur.

[Japan?]

do

Korea

1883.

Oct. 8

June, —
Aug. —

P. L. Jouy ...

....do

....do

Warsaw Mus.

205

207

^

204

23J
179

25: 183

34-4

2+4

2+3

2+3,

2+3|
2+2-3'

Goschkewitsch

....do

a P. 317. 6 Description, p. 316. c Fig. 272. d Boulenger, Cat. II, p. 45. « Strauch, p. 271

a This locality is given on the authority of a specimen in British Museum said to

have been collected at Hojhow by J. Neumann. It should be noted in this connection,

however, that several rather more northern forms have been attributed to the same

locality upon material received from the same source, such as Natrix tigrina, Dinodon

rufozonatus, Zamenis spinalis, Elaphe rufodorsata, Agkistrodon hlomhoffii. None of

these species have been found in that island by other collectors (see Boettger, Liste

der von der Insel Hainan bekannten Kriechthiere, in Ber. Senckenberg. Naturf. Ges.,

1894, pp. 129-136.

—

Cope, On a Collection of Batrachia and Reptilia from the Island of

Hainan, in Proc. Phila. Acad., 1894, pp. 423-428.

—

Boulenger, On the Reptiles, Ba-

trachians, and Fishes collected by the late Mr. John WTiitehead in the Interior of

Hainan, in Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, pp. 956-962, pis. lxvi-lxix), and the sug-

gestion that these northern species might have come from the mountainous interior is

not supported by the result of ^^^litehead's expedition. It seems most conservative,

therefore, to wait for corroboration before the island of Hainan be given as an

undoubted locality for those species.
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ELAPHE T/ENIURUS« Cope.

1858. Elaphis rirgatiis Guenther, Cat. Colubr. Sn. Brit. Mus.. p. 95 (part: speci-

men c, Chikiang, Cliina) (not of Schlegel).

1860. Elaphe fa^-niarus Cope, Proc. Pliila. Acad., 1860, p. 565 (type-locality, Ning-

po, China, type in Phila. Acad. Mus.; McCartee, collector).

—

Elaphis

tasniurus Guenther, Kept. Brit. India, 1864, p. 242 (Chikiang; Ningpo).—

•

Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Petersb. (7), XXI, no. 4, 1873, pp. 103, 272

(Possiet Bay).

—

Moellendorff, Journ. N. China Br. R. Asiat. Soc.

(n. s.), XI, 1877, p. 104 (Tachiosse, NW. of Peking).—Boxjlenger, Ann.

Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIX, 1887, p. 170 (part: Chikiang; Shanghai; Pe-

king).

—

Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 26-28 Ber., 1888, pp. 71,

131 (Shanghai; Formosa).

—

Coluber tseniurus Boulexger, Favina Brit.

India, Rept., 1890, p. 333 (part: Manchuria; China; Darjeeling); Ann.

Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), V, Feb. 1900, p. 139 (hills northwest of Peking);

Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 47 (part: western hills of Peking;

Shanghai; Chikiang; mountains of Kiukiang; Darjeeling).

—

Boettger,

Ber. Senckenberg. Naturf. Ges., 1894, p. 138 (South Cape, Formosa);

p. 144 (Wusung near Shanghai); Kat. Schl. Mus. Senckenberg., 1898,

p. 51 (Shanghai; Formosa).

—

Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 92

(Yangtze Valley; Shanghai).

—

Nikolski, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S.

Peterburg (8), XVII, no. 1, 1905, p. 259 (Possiet Bay; Novgorodsk).

1879. Elaphis yunnanensis Anderson, Zool. Res. Yunnan Exped., p. 813 (type-

locality, Momien, Yunnan).

Several forms of varying degree of distinctness seem to cluster

around E. tseniurus^ The typical form wliich extends fi-om the

Himalayas over China and Korea to the Amur Province is character-

ized by having 23-25 scale rows, 226-258 ventrals, and 90-111

subcaudals, a formula derived from about 20 specimens. A slightly

differentiated form with 25-27 scale roAvs, 251-260 ventrals, and
104-124 subcaudals inhabits the southern group of the Riu Kiu
Islands, as demonstrated by 5 specimens examined by me. • This

is Boettger's Coluber sclimaclceri. Finally, the form wliich Fischer

called E. grahowskyi" seems clearly entitled to recognition, there being

a considerable gap between typical E. tssniurus and the specimens

« From zaivia, band; oi>pd, tail.

b Coluber tseniurus ridleyi Butler, Journ. Bombay Nat. Hist. Soc, XII, 1899

(p. 426), is unknown to me, as that publication is not now received in Washington.

f 1885. Elaphis grabowshji Fischer, Archiv Naturg., LI, Pt. 1, 1885, p. 59 (author's

separate p. 19), pi. iv, figs. Sa-e (type-locality, Batu Hapu, Pengaron,

southeast Borneo; type in British Museum; Grabowski, collector).

1887. Elaphis tscniurus Boulenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIX, p. 170

(part: Pajo, Sumatra).

—

Coluber txniurus Boltlenger, Cat. Sn. Brit.

Mus., II, 1894, p. 47 (part: SE. Borneo; Sumatra).

—

Flower, Proc.

Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 668 (Kuala Lumpar, Malay peninsula).

I have added the last reference on the strength of a specimen in the United States

National Museum (No. 26234) collected by Dr. W. Ij. Abbott in Trong, Lower Siam.

It is undoubtedly an E. gtabowskyi with 25 scale rows, 295 ventrals, and 111 sub-

caudals; 9 suprala])ials, and preoculars broadly in contact with frontal. Mr. Flower

gives no scale formulas of his specimens, l)ut it seems highly probable that they are

the same as Abbott's.
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from Borneo, Sumatra, and the !Malay peninsula so far as the scale

formula is concerned, which in four specimens is as follows: 25 scale

rows, 278-295 ventrals, 94-111 subcaudals.'^

Description.—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 14608; Korea; Dr. N. M.

Ferebee, collector (fi2:s. 273, 274). Rostral slightly broader than high,

largely visible from above; internasals longer than broad, half as large

as prefrontals, which are narrowly in contact with supraocular; frontal

equaling its distance from rostral, a little shorter than interparietal

suture, somewhat broader in front than behind; parietals longer than

the distance of frontal from tip of snout, strongly convergent be-

hind; nostril rounded, large, between two nasals, the posterior slightly

larger than the anterior; loreal lozenge-shaped, longer than high; one

preocular, not in contact wath frontal; one small subpreocular; two

Figs. 273-274.—Elaphe t.eniurus. IJ X nat. size. 273, top of head; 274, side of head.
No. 14608, U.S.N.M.

postoculars; temporals 2+3 (on left side 2+4); eight supralabials,

posterior ones not specially enlarged, fourth and fifth entering eye;

six lower labials in contact with anterior chin-shields (on left side

seven), fu'st pair rather elongate; chin-shields subequal; 25 rows of

scales, of which the outer seven on each side are smooth or nearl}^ so,

the others feebly but distinctly keeled; 229 ventrals, with a distinct

lateral angle; anal di\4ded; subcaudals. 111 pairs. Color (in alcohol)

pale olive clay-color above; on the middle of the back a black rope-

ladder pattern, consisting of two narrow lateral black lines at regular

intervals connected by a black cross line of approximately the same
width, this pattern gradually disappearing on the posterior third of

the body; on the sides two or three ill-defined series of irregular black

spots which on the posterior third of the body graduall}^ consolidate

o- Two of the specimens, the scale formulas of which are here included, viz, Doctor

Fischer's two original specimens, now in British Museum, have respectively 278 and

282 ventrals and 98 and 94 sul)caudals according to Boulenger's count. Fischer him-

self, in the original description, counted 281-284 ventrals and 101-104 subcaudals.
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into a broad (about 6 scale rows) longitudinal blackish band with

vertical series of white spots about four scales apart; underside pale

yellowish with a dusky spot on each ventral at the lateral angle, these

spots posteriorly consolidating into a broad black longitudinal band
separated from the lateral broad band by a wliite one which occupies

outer scale-row and the adjacent portion of the upturned ventral;

these bands are continued on the tail to the tip, so that the tail is

black with four whitish or yellowish bands, one on the median line

underneath, one on the median line above, and one on each side;

head above imiform clay-color with a broad, horizontal postocular

black band which ends above the angle of the mouth l)ut does not

reach it; a small dusky spot on preocular; labials and throat uni-

form unspotted pale yellowish.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 1,345

Snout to vent '.

] ,030

Vent to tip of tail 815

The young are essentially" colored like the above, except that

the markings are more sharpl}" defined; the vertical light marks
on the lateral black band are suffused with brownish; top of head

without any marks whatever.

Variation.—This species, which appears to be so constant in colora-

tion, on the other hand is rather variable in its scutellation. Thus
of about 22 specimens three are recorded as having an undivided

anal; the temporals are rather variable, from 1+2 to 2+4; nine

snpralabials are sometimes noted; Doctor Wall records a specimen

in which the loreals were confluent with prefrontals on both sides.

As stated before, the number of ventrals ranges between 226 and

258, and the subcaudals between 90 and 111. The majority of

specimens recorded seems to have 25 scale rows, but in about 40 per

cent the number is 23.

The relation of the preocular to frontal and consequently the

prefrontal to supraocular is also variable. As a rule, I believe

the latter are in contact, but in one of our specimens (No. 31718)

the}" are separated by the preocular being broadly in contact with

the frontal.

Habitat

.

—Ranging from Darjeeling in the west to Formosa and
the Amur Province in the east, this species has the regular Himalayo-
Chinese distribution. The extreme northeastern point from which
it has been recorded is Possiet Bay, in the Amur Province near the

Korean boundar}^, but it seems to be common in the mountains

west and northwest of Peking. A fine large specimen is in the

U. S. National Museum (No. 14608) collected in Korea by Doctor

Ferebee.

26485—No. 58—07 21
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Doctor Boettger reports two specimens in Museiun Senckenberg-

ianiim from Formosa, though without recording their scale formula.

However, as he is the author of E. schmackeri and also had specimens

from Shanghai for comparison the determination can not well be

doubted.

List nf specimens of Elaphe Itrniiirus.

Museum.
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me now (No. 5, Sci. Coll. Tokyo, figs. 275-276) the outer nine scale

rows are smooth, but the seven middle ones have distinct though

feeble keels. This specimen measures as follows

:

Uimensions.
mm.

Total length t, 870

Snout to vent 1, 445

Vent to tip of tail 425

The type as recorded by Doctor Boettger measures 2,080 mm., in

total length, of wliich 445 belong to the tail. This species conse-

(|uently grows to a considerable size.

Variation.—Very much as in Elaphe tseniurus, though the range

between the extremes of the number of ventrals and subcaudals is

much less, as might be expected from the much more restricted

habitat.

In most specimens the preocular is not in contact with the frontal,

but in the Hamburg Museum specimen these two shields touch on

275

Figs. 275-276.—Elaphe schmackeri. Nat. size. 275, top of head; 276, sjde of head. No. 5, Sci.

Coll. Tokyo.

the right side, and in the specimen before me (No. 5) they practically

touch on both sides. In the type, on the contrary, they are widely

separated.

A single anal is found in No. 89, Science College Museum, and in

this the lower temporals of both rows are consolidated so as to make
only 2 + 2 temporals, but normally they are 2 + 3

In the Hamburg Museum specimen there are 10 supralabials and

the Ishigaki shima specimen recorded by Dr. Wall has ten on one

side.

Habitat.—So far as known, this form of E. tseniurus is confined to

the southern group of the Riu Kius. The type in Museum Sencken-

bergianum is supposed to be from Miyakoshima, from which island
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there is also a large specimen with mutilated tail in the Imperial Mu-
seum, Ueno Park, Tokyo (No. 6), and another in Science College

Museum, Tokyo (No. 5). Another large specimen (No. 89) is in the

same museum, collected by Mr. Tashiro in Iriomote shima, and a spec-

imen from the same island in the Hamburg Museum (No. 2590) col-

lected by Doctor Lenz on March 13, 1897, was obtained in the moun-
tains of the interior, according to a note attached to it.. Dr. Wall

has recently recorded a specimen from Ishigaki shima.

List of specimens of Elaphe schmackeri.

Museum.
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Description (figs. 277-278).

—

Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 31874;
Kochi, Shikoku; May, 1902; Dr. H. M. Smith, collector. Rostral

visible from above, much broader than high; internasals about as

broad as long, smaller than prefrontals which are in contact with

supraocular; frontal as long as its distance from rostral and as the

interparietal suture, much broader in front than behind; parietals

longer than distance of rostral from tip of snout, much narrowed and
pointed behind; nostril large, rounded, between two subecjual nasals;

loreal longer than high; one preocular, not in contact with frontal;

one subpreocular; two postoculars; temporals 2 + 3 ; supralabials eight,

seventh largest, fourth and fifth entering eye; four lower labials in

contact with anterior chin-shields, which are of about the same
length as the posterior; 23 rows of scales, most of which are distinctly

Figs. C77-278.—Elaphe climacophora. 2 X nat. size. 277, top of head; 278, side of head. No.

30551. U.S.N.M.

keeled, but outer two rows, at least, perfectly smooth; 228 ventrals;

anal divided; 111 pairs of subcaudals; the ventrals angularly bent

laterally. Color (in alcohol) dark umber browai above w^ith four

somewhat obscure darker longitudinal bands, the lower ones occupying

four scale rows, viz, second to fifth, the upper ones tliree rows, viz,

eighth, ninth, and tenth; head uniform, with a blackish oblique band
from eye backward to the edge of the lip crossing and occupying the

whole of the last supralabial; other supralabials pale, lower labials

and throat whitish; rest of underside bluish slate gray, the ventrals

pale-edged behind and with the lateral angle marked by a narrow

longitudinal line.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total lengtli 1, 365 .

Snout to vent 1, 040

Vent to tip of tail 325
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The young, for instance No. 34050, have no longitudinal dark bands;

on the back there are numerous brown transverse, black-edged spots,

separated by whitish cross bands and alternating on the sides with a

series of brown spots; whole underside whitish, posteriorly with

dark edges to the ventrals; an oblique blackish band from eye back-

ward crossing the last supralabial, but otherwise no pattern on head;

supralabials narrowdj^ edged with dusky.

Variation.—Only one specimen with an undivided anal is recorded.

The subpreocular is more variable; it is absent on one side in our

No. 34003; in the Hamburg Museum No. 2427 it is lacking on both

sides, though indicated on the right side by a minute granule; Doctor

Wall has found it absent in one specimen in a lot of eleven; Hil-

gendorf in 16 specimens found it absent in one on both sides and on

one side in one. He also found three postoculars on both sides in

two specimens and on one side in one specimen, while one postocular

only was present once on both sides and twice on one side. Doctor

Wall records two specimen, with three anterior temporals on both sides.

In all specimens examined by me the prefrontals are in contact with

supraocular. The two specimens from Shikoku have the parietals

unusually pointed behind. In the young the frontal is longer relative

to its distance from tip of snout.

The normal number of scale rows appears to be 23, but 25 per cent

of the specimens recorded below have 25. Ventrals range between

224 and 244, subcaudals between 97 and 122.

Habitat.—Formerly believed to be confined to Japan proper where

it appears to be common from Kiusiu to Yezo, there being numerous

specimens from various localities in the museums. ° Doctor Werner

has recenth^ recorded two specimens in the Munich Zoological Museum
said to have been collected by Doctor Haberer in Tsingtau and

Hankow, China. It should be remembered, however, that he also

collected in Japan and that he has credited two more Japanese species

to China, which have not been obtained there by any other collector

(see pp. 331, 336).

There are two specimens (No. 7) in the Imperial Museum, Ueno
Park, Tokyo, which are said to be from Okinawa shima, but the

locality given is almost certainly erroneous.

o Tokyo; Mount Fuji; Yokohama; Kochi, Shikoku (U. S. Nat. Mus.). Mount Onsen,

Shimabara, Kiusiu; Nagasaki; Nikko; Miyanoshta (Brit. Mus.). Tokyo; Nikko (Sci.

Coll. Tokyo). Hakone Mts; Miyanoshta.; Nikko (Mus. Senckenberg.). Nagasaki;

Yamato; Kawachi (Hamburg Mus.). Nagasaki (Stockhohn Mus.).
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List of speciyntns of Elaphe dimacophora

.
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S. Peterburg (8), XVII, No. 1, 1905, p. 203 (Japan: Unzen; Hongkong).—

Compsosoma quadrivirgatinn Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., VII,

Pt. 1, 1854, p. 301 (Japan).

—

Elaphis quadriviryatus Guenther, Cat.

Colubr. Sn. Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 94 (Japan).—Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr.

24, 1867, pi. I, fig. 1 (Japan).

—

Hilgendorf, Sitz. Ber. Ges. Naturf.

Fr. Berlin, 1880, p. 114 (Hakodadi; Tokyo; Nambu, NE. Hondo).—

Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 68 (Tokyo; Hakone; Nii shima; Koze

shima; Awaji; Suwo; Yezo).

—

Elaphis quadrivirgata Martens, Preuss.

Exped. Ost-Asien, Zool., I, 1866, p. 112 (Nagasaki); 1876, p. 379 (Yoko-

hama).

—

Hilgendorf, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, I, heft 10,

1876, p. 30 (Yezo; Tokyo).

—

Fritze. Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens,

V. heft 46, 1891, p. 238 (Yezo).

1826. Coluber vulneratus Boie, Isis, 1826, p. 212 (type-locality, Japan; Blomhoff,

collector)

.

1837. Coluber virgatus Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Japon., Kept., Ophid.,

pi. i» (error; not of text).

1860. Elaphis bilineatus Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 497 (type-

locality. Volcano Bay. Yezo; Doctor Morrow, collector).

1860. Leptophidiinn dorsale Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 498 (type-

locality, Hakodate, Yezo; Stimpson, collector).

1867. Elaphis quadrivirgatus var. interrupta Jan, Icon. Opliid., livr. 24, pi. i, fig.

2, cover p. 2 (type-locality, Japan; type in Mus. Milano).

1867. Elaphis quadrivirgatus var. atra Jan, Icon. Ophid.. livr. 24, pi. i, fig. 3,

cover p. 2 (type-locality, Japan; type in Mus. Milano).

—

Coluber quadri-

rirgatus var. atra Boettger, Kat. Schl. Mus. Senckenberg., 1898, p. 53

(Japan).

I liaye no doubt that LeptopJiidium dorsale, Hallowell is correctly

referred here as a synonym. The type seems to be kist, but I have

before me a young E. quadrivirgata from Yezo (U.wS.N.M. No. 23435),

which agrees with Hallowell's description in every particular, except

in the number of ventrals (100, which of course is erroneous and prob-

ably a misprint for 200) and in the shape of tlie pu})ii which Hallowell

says is "ovoid," but the latter statement is easily accounted for.

Description (figs. 279-2SI).—Adult female: U.S.N.M. No. 31819;

Yamagawa, province of Satsuma, Kiusiu; June 14, 1903; Dr.

Hugh M. Smith, collector. Rostral much broader than high, visi-

ble from above; internasals about as long as broad, smaller than pre-

frontals which are broadl}^ in contact with supraocular; frontal as

long as its distance from tip of snout and as the interparietal suture^

broader in front than behind; parietals one-fourth longer than dis-

tance of frontal from tip of snout; nostril large, roundish between

two subequal nasals; loreal squarish, about as high as long; one pre-

ocular, not in contact with frontal; one subpreocular; two postocu-

lars; temporals 2 + 3; supralabials eight, fourth and fifth entering

eye; five lower labials in contact with anterior chin-shields which

are of the same length as the posterior; 19 rows of scales, the 11

median faintly, but distinctly keeled, the outer four on each side

smooth; ventrals 203, obtusely angulate laterally; anal divided; 87

o Reproduced in this work on Plate XXI.
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Elaphe quadrivirgata. I From Temminck and Schlegel.

For explajnation of plate see page 555.
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pairs of subcaudals. Color (in alcohol) above tawny-olive, with four

longitudinal, dark brown stripes, the outer ones involving the third

and fourth scale rows, the middle ones the sixth and seventh scale

rows; the lower stri])es end at the vent, the upper ones continue on
the tail to the tip; dark brown stripe from eye obliquely backward

Figs. 279-281.—ELAPHE QUADRIVIRGATA, ADULT. IJX NAT. SIZE. 279, TOP OF HEAD; 280, SIDE OF HEAD;
281, COLOR PATTERN AROUND THE MIDDLE OF THE BODY. NO. 36r)48, U.S.N.M.

across the eighth supralabial and ending at the angle of the mouth;
underside and lower half of suprahihials light yellowish.

Di»u'ntiions.
mm.

Total length 890

Snout to vent 695

Vent to tip of tail 195

The young may, or may not, have a coloration like that of the adult,

a feature to be mentioned more in detail under the head of variation.

When unlike the adult, as in Nos. 23435, from Yezo (figs. 282-283),

and 34026, from Yokohama, the longitudinal stripes are absent, and
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instead there are numerous more or less complete narrow, dusky,

transverse zigzag lines often with pale edges, or these cross lines are

interrupted so as to form a lateral series of dots and a dorsal cross

line, often (|uite oblif[ue; on the posterior half of the upper surface

of the head there is a brown, black-edged pattern somewhat resem-

bling an ornate M , and anterior to this a semilunar band across pre-

frontals and supraoculars, as well as various marks of similar color

on top and sides of the snout and on the supralabials ; a brown black-

edge postocular band crossing the last supralabial; ventrals faintly

marked with brownish except on lateral angle which is visible as a

wliitish line.

Variation.—The number of scale rows and of supralabials seem to

be absolutely constant in this s]:)ecies, and only two aberrations with

regard to the latter are on record, namely, two specimens examined

by Doctor Wall, who in one found on one side three supralabials

283

Figs. 2S2-283.—Elaphe ijuadrivirgata, young. Enlarged. 282, color pattern of top of head
AND neck; 2a3, COLOR PATTERN AROUND THE MIDDLE OF THE BODY. No. 2343.'), U.S.N.M.

entering the eye instead of two and in another 9 supralabials on

one side, fifth and sixth touching the eye. An undivided anal occurs

sometimes, and curiously enough it is found in no less than three

specimens out of the five on record from Shikoku (Nos. 81876-31878).

The subpreocular is also occasionally wanting, sometimes on both

sides. Doctor Hilgendorf found three postoculars only once on one

side, while several in our series show this anomaly, thus Nos. 23434

and 23435, while No. 4677 has them on both sides. The normal

number of temporals is 2 + 2, but about 35 per cent of the specimens

examined by me have 2 + 3, while I have only found 1 + 2 in three

specimens, namely, Nos. 33978, 33979, and 34016. The number of

ventrals varies between 193 and 215, subcaudals between 70 and 99.

The coloration is very varial^le. In the first place, there are two

distinct color phases, the normal pale one with the distinct four stripes,

the other a melanistic phase, more or less uniform blackish brown

with the stripes more or less obscured according to the darkness of the
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o-round color. Of 45 specimens examined by me only six are mela-
nistic, while in British Museum there is the same number in a total of

14 specimens. The black specimens are not confined to any one
locality, but are found in all the islands, Yezo, Hondo, Shikoku, and
Kiusiu, nor is this phase peculiar to the adults, as shown by No. 13754,

which is quite youno;. In most of these black specimens, the labials,

throat, anterior ventrals, and several longitudinal series of spots on
the sides of the neck are more or less whitish.

In the pale, striped specimens there is also considerable variation.

Thus the width of the stripes is not always the same, they being some-
times of eciual width, sometimes the outer ones wider than the median
ones, sometimes vice versa; sometimes the median stripes involve one
row of scales only, the seventh, sometimes two, the sixth and seventh,

or even three, viz, the eighth. The underside is also subject to great

variation from nearly uniform whitish, or yellowish, to uniform slate-

blue, with a distinct whitish line marking the lateral angle.

The most remarkable variation in coloration is probably that of the

young, for while the majority appear to have a very distinct pattern

of dusky dorsal cross lines and an ornate pattern on the head, as

described above, others of exactly the same age are practically colored

like the adults. Thus No. 34018, which shows as yet no longitudinal

stripes, measures 413 mm. in total length, while the two striped young,

Nos. 13754 and 34544, are respectively 375 and 378 mm. long. Of
these the latter is pale and shows faint traces of a pattern on top of the

head, sometimes also noticeable in larger specimens; the former is

melanistic with a pale-brown underside.

Habitat.—This species seems to be confined to Japan proper.

Numerous specimens are in the various museums from Kiusiu, Shi-

koku, Hondo, and Yezo. That it also occurs in the seven islands of

Idzu is shown by a specimen from Nil shima in the Science College

Museum, Tokyo (No. 92). Dr. Wall has recently recorded two
specimens from the island of Yaku, south of Kiusiu.

A specimen in British Museum is said to have been collected by Mr.

J. H. Leech at Gensan, Korea, but the locality is uncorroborated and
highly suspicious. Mr. Leech also collected in Japan, and there is

probably some error involved."

Such is probably also the case with regard to a specimen in the

Science College Museum, Tokyo (No. 8), said to have been collected

by Mr. Tashiro in Okinawa shima. The occurrence of this snake in

the Riu Kius is highly improbable.

Similar remarks apply to Doctor Slunin's specimen from Hongkong
in the St. Petersburg Museum.

oSee p. 29, under Hynobius leechii. It should be noted, however, that Werner has

recently referred an aberrantly colored specimen to this species, which Doctor

Haberer is said to have collected at Hankow, China, and which is now in the collection

of the Academy of Sciences in Miuiich. The unfortunate part is that Doctor Haberer

also collected in Japan (Werner, Bayer, Akal., p. 383), and added two other Japanese

snakes to the Chinese fauna (see E.climacophora, p. 326 and conspicinala, p. 336).
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ELAPHE CONSPICILLATA" (Boie).

DJIMEGURI.

1826. Coluber conspicillatus Boie, Isis, 1826, p. 211 (type-locality, Japan; Blomhoff,

collector); Bijdr. Natuurk. Wetensch., II, Pt. 1, 1827, p. 262.—Schlegel,

Phys. Serj)., 1837, II, p. 171 (Japan).

—

Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna

Japon. Kept., 1837, p. 85; Ophid, pi. iii (Japan).

—

Hilgendorf, Mitth.

Deut8cli. Ges. Ost-Asiens, I, heft 10, 1876, p. 30 (Tokyo).—Fritze, Mitth.

Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, V, heft 46, 1891, p. 239 (not seen in Yezo).—

Boulenger, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 51 (Yokohama; Nikko;

Haruna Hills).

—

Boettger, Kat. Schl. Mus. Senckenberg., 1898, p. 52

Hondo).—Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 100 (Nagasaki); 1905,

II, p. 513 (Hondo, Tanega II.).

—

Elaphis conspicillatus JyvuEuih andBiB-

RON, Erpet. Gen., VII, Pt. 1, 1854, p. 285 (southern islands of Japan).

—

Hilgendorf, Sitz. Ber. Ges. Naturf. Fr. Berlin, 1880, p. 114 (Tokyo).—

Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 68 (Tokyo; Osaka; ^ikko).—Elaphis

conspicillata Martens, Preuss. Exijcd. Ost-Asien, Zool., I, 1866, p. 112;

1876, p. 379 (Nagasaki).

1860. Proterodon icssellatus Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 499 (type-

locality, Japan).

—

Dinodon ? tessellatus Boulenger, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus.,

1, 1893, p. 364.

1878. Coronella perspicillata Mueller, Verhandl. Naturf. Ges. Basel, VI, Pt. 4,

p. 595 (lapsus).

The specimen whicli served Hallowell for the type of the new genus

and species Proterodon tesselhtus was probably never entered in the

catalogue of the National Museum, and seems to have been lost.

Boulenger has referred it, with a query, to the genus Dinodon,'' but I

have no doubt that Hallowell described a fully adult Elaphe conspi-

cillata, which he failed to recognize as such, because of the disap-

pearance of the characteristic markings on head and back. Scale

formula, coloration, and all, agree with E. conspicillata. Even the

dental formula, as given by him, does not deviate so very far from

what I find in my specimens, in which the posterior teeth are decidedly

smaller than those preceding them.

Description (figs. 284-28Q) .—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 34025;

Mori, near Yokohama; October, 1902; Owston, collector. Rostral

very much broader than liigh, visible from above; internasals squar-

ish, broader than long, much shorter than prefrontals which are in

contact with supraoculars; rostral as long as its distance from tip of

3nout, and longer than interparietal suture, twice as large as the rather

narrow supraocular; parietals much longer than distance of frontal

from tip of snout; nostril large, rounded, between two nasals, of

which the posterior is considerably larger than anterior; loreal rather

small, wider than high; one preocular not in contact with prefrontal;

no subpreocular or subocular; two postoculars; temporals large,

o Signifying spectacled, from conspidlla, medieval Latin for a. pair of spectacles;

referring to the black markings on the head of the young.
b Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1, 1893, p. 364.
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1+2; supralabials 7, sixth largest, third and fourth entering orbit;

four lower labials in contact with anterior chin-sliields wliich are

longer than posterior; 21 rows of scales, with feeble keels visible on

the middle nine rows; 207 ventrals, scarcel}" angulate laterally; anal

divided; 74 pairs of subcaudals. Color (in alcohol) above uniform

drab-gray, the outer seven or eight scales with black bases and lateral

margins, and a black spot on the upturned outer portion of every

other or third ventral; head above with a few black marks, viz, an

inverted V on the frontal and ])arietal region with a black line on the

]>(isterior thhd of the interparietal suture ; three black dots on pre-

frontals; a black line on the internasals along the suture with the

rostral ; on the sides of head a black mark on suture between first

and second supralabials and another under eye on suture between

third and fourth supralabials, this mark coming to the lower lip on

the suture between fourth and fifth lower labials; an oblique black

285

Figs. 284-286.—Elaphe conspicillata. 2 X nat. size. 284, top of head, with color pattern; 285

SIDE OF head; 286, underside of head. No. 36547, U.S.N.M.

line from postoculars to lip across the middle of the sixth (penultimate)

supralabial ; underside whitish checkered with bold black spots, under-

side of tail with a narrow, often interrupted, black zigzag line on the

median suture.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 771

Snout to vent 623

Vent to tip of tail 148

The young, as a rule, have a much more distinct color pattern, such

as No. 6164, consisting of narrow, black, white-edged dorsal cross

bands alternating with vertical bars of the same width and color,

sometimes divided into two rows of spots; the pattern on the head is

much more distinct, and the black lines continuous, the most marked
being the inverted V, a curved line on the prefrontals between the

eyes, and the black band back of the upper outline of the rostral.
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Variation.—There is not any great variation in the scutellation.

The number of scale rows seems to be constant, 21 '^j and so is the

absence of a true subpreocular (the anomah)us scute figured in fig. 285

is really only an accidental subocular separated off on one side from

the upper posterior corner of the third supralabial). Temporals are

also nearly always 1 + 2, thougli Boulenger mentions the occurrence of

2 + 2. In one of our specimens the anal is undivided; ventrals vary

between 200 and 227, subcaudals between 60 and 76. In two speci-

mens there are eight supralabials on one side, in one six. One speci-

men, No. 3401 1, is abnormal in lacking the loreal on one side.

In the young there is some apparent variation in the color due to

the fact that the strongly marked first color pattern gradually gives

way to the uniform tint of the adults. Apparently some specimens

retain the early pattern later than others; thus No. 31852, although

18 mm. longer than No. 34013, which has nothing left of the original

pattern on the back but numerous irregular and scattered black dots,

shows the young pattern in its least modified form. These remarks

refer chiefly to the pattern on the back, because that of the head

remains strong and plain long after the back has become uniform.

Some of the head markings remain longer than others, especially the

most characteristic ones, viz, the line crossing the penultimate sup-

ralabial, the two lines crossing the lips below the eye and between

first and second supralabials, and the black postrostral line.

Habitat.—Apparently confined to Japan, but not so common as E.

quadrivirgata or E. climacophora, and comparatively few specimens

with definite localities attached are in the museums. The Leiden

Museum specimens collected by von Siebold and Buerger probably

came from Kiusiu. The Stockholm Museum has a specimen (No. 536)

from Nagasaki, collected by Dr. O. Nordciuist. The Berlin Museum
has it from Nagasaki and Tokyo, and British Museum from Yoko-

hama, Nikko, and the Haruna Hills. Dr. Wall has recently received

a specimen from Tanega shima, south of Kiusiu. Our museum, finally,

has it from Tokyo, from Oide, Shinshiu, where Jouy collected it in

1882, and from Mount Fuji. Dr. Hugh M. Smith collected it in

Shikoku. The only observation as to the altitude attained by this

species in the mountains is furnished with a specimen in British

Museum, which Lord Dormer collected in the Haruna Hills, 2,500 feet

above the sea.

Giglioli and Salvadori record ** a young specimen as Callopeltis con-

spicillatus taken by the "Vettor Pisani" expedition at the Avahuna

River, Olga Bay, Russian Coast Province, during September, 1879.

« A specimen in the Munich Museum said to have been collected at Hankow, China,

by Doctor Haberer, is recently reported by Doctor Werner (Abh. Bayer. Akad. Wiss.

(Muenchen), II Klasse, XXII, Pt. 2, 1904. p. 357) as having 23 scale rows. Altogether

it is a very dubious record (see pp. 326, 331).

b Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887, p. 595.
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Until further details relative to this specimen be obtained it is permis-

sible to suspect that a mistake in identification has been made, and
that in reality it is an E. schrenJcii. I must add, however, that there

are several specimens in the Hamburg Museum (Nos. 849-852) col-

lected by Doerries in the " Amurgebiet," which are identified there

as E. conspicillata.

List of specimens of Elaphe conspicillata.

Museum.

U.S.N.M..

Do
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Liopeltis is almost coextensive with Boiilenger's Ahlahes (part

of Ahlabes Dumeril and Bibron, 1854) for which he selected ^1.

haliodeirus as the type { = Gongylosoma Fitzinger, 1843), with the

exception of the latter species, which Cope says has hypapophyses

present throughout the vertebral column. The species are very

difficult to distinguish generically from Elaphe, the chief character

being the absence of apical pits to the dorsal scales. These are

very obscure in some of the Elaplie, for instance E. rufodorsata,

and can only be discovered by a very carefid examination of the

dry scale. This latter species, therefore, has been referred repeat-

edly to the genus here treated of.

This genus is mostly oriental in its distribution, extending in the

west to the Himalayas and in the south to the Malayan Islands.

In China it does not reach farther north than Shanghai and is also

unknown in Japan proper. The Chinese species extends, however,

to Formosa, and there are two species apparently peculiar to the

Riukius.

KEY TO THE RIUKIU AND J^ORMOSA SPECIES OF LIOPELTIS.

a^ Scale rows 15.

6'. Posterior chin-shields much shorter than the anterior L. major, p. 338.

6^. Posterior and anterior chin-shields subeciual L. scmicarinata, p. 340.

or. Scale rows 17 L. hcrviinse p. 343.

LIOPELTIS MAJOR « (Guenther).

1858. Cydophis major Guenther, Cat. Colubr. Snakes Brit. Mus., p. 120 (type-

locality, near Ningpo, China; type in Brit. Mus.); Rept. Brit. India, 1864,

p. 230 (Ningpo; Hongkong) pi. xvii, fig. L; Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), 1,

1888, p. 170 (near Kiukiang, China).

—

Ahlabes major Boettger, Ber.

Senckenberg. Naturf. Ges., 1894, p. 140 (Lueshan Mts., Kiukiang).

—

Boulenger, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 279 (eastern China;

Formosa); Proc. Zool. Soc. London., 1899, p. 165 (Prov. of Fokien).

—

Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 93 (Hongkong; Formosa).

1860. Herpetodryas chloris Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 503 (type-

locality, Hongkong; type, U.S.N.M. No. 7335; Brooke, collector).

Description.—Half grown male; U.S.N.M. No. 7335; type of Her-

petodryas chloris Hallowell; Hongkong Island, China; Ma}^, 1854;

Mr. Brooke, collector (figs. 287-289). Rostral somewhat broader

than high, visible from above; internasals very small, much smaller

than prefrontals, which are broadly in contact with supraocular;

frontal much longer than its distance from tip of snout, equalling the

interparietal suture, slightly wider in front than behind, wider than

supraoculars; parietals long, twice as long as the frontal's distance

from rostral, followed by two enlarged scales or scutes, which are

larger than internasals; nostril large, oval, in the anterior portion of

an elongated nasal; loreal much longer than high, about the same

a Signifying larger; rather large.
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length as nasal but lower; one preocular widely separated from frontal;

two postoculars, upper largest; temporals 1 +2, large, with straight

edges; 8 supralabials, fourth and fifth entering eye, seventh largest,

sixth nearly triangular; four lower labials in contact with anterior

chin-shields, which are longer than posterior; 15 rows of smooth

scales; 163 ventrals, not angulate laterally; anal divided; 86 pairs of

subcaudals. Color (in alcohol) above blue, in life bright green;

under side white or, in life, yellow.

Diinnisions.
mm.

Total length 684

Snout to vent 506

Vent to tip of tail 178

A young specimen from the province of Fokien, China, is described

by Boulenger" as having irregular black transverse spots on the

nape and anterior part of the back, and traces of an interrupted

black lateral streak.

287
289

Figs. 287-289.—Liopeltis majok. 2 X NAT. size. 287, top of head; 288, side of head; 289 undep-

siDE OF head. No. 733.5, U.S.N.M.

Variation.—Boulenger describes this species as having a divided

nasal, but I can not make out any such division in our specimen.

Doctor Wall mentions a specimen having seven labials, with the third

and fourth touching the eye on one side. Ventrals range between 163

and 177; subcaudals between 70 and 90.

Habitat.—Apparently restricted to the lower Yangtse Valley and

coasts of eastern China, between Hongkong and Shanghai, as well as

to Formosa, from which island Swinhoe brought four specimens to

British Museum. Doctor Wall saw two additional specimens from

Formosa in the Hongkong City Hall Museum. In the Chinese

province of Fokien it has been found as high as 3,000 to 4,000 feet

altitude.

oProc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 165.
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List of specimens oj Liopeltis major.

Museum.
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habitat of the type of C. nebulosus, which is said to have been
''obtained by Mr. Whitely at Nagasaki" is undoubtedly erroneous,

and it is ahnost certain tliat all the birds and reptiles recorded as

obtained by him at that place were not actually collected there.

They are of much more southern origin, most probably from some
group of the Riu Kius.

Description.— Young—Science College Museum, Tokyo, Japan, No.

15; Miyakoshima, Saki shima group; figs. 290-292. Rostral about as

broad as high, visible from above; internasals very small, the suture

between them less than one-half the suture between the prefrontals;

frontal much longer than its distance from the tip of the snout and

equally suture between parietals; nostril large, extending nearly the

entire height of the nasal; loreal trapezoidal higher behind, slightly

longer than high; one preocular not in contact with frontal; two post-

291

Figs. 290-292.—Liopeltis semicarinata. 2 X nat. size. 290. top of head; 291, side of head; 292,

UNDERSIDE OF HEAD. No. ITi. Scl. CoLL. ToKYO.

oculars; temporals 1+2, large; eight supralabials, seventh and eighth

largest, si.xth rather smaller than fifth, fourth and fifth entering eye;

four lower labials in contact with anterior chin-shields, which are as

long as the posterior; 15 scale rows, median nine rows with a slight

indication of keel at the base, outer three on each side smooth, all

without apical pits; ventrals, 189; anal divided; subcaudals, 80 pairs.

Color (in alcohol) above olive gray, with numerous obscure ''nebulous"

spots of dusky on the anterior third of body posteriorly grading into

two indistinct dark longitudinal lines on each side, including a paler

band about two scales wide, a dusky narrow line frequently inter-

rupted marking the boundary between scales and ventrals; top and

sides of head, except labials, uniform olive gray with a minute black

spot on each parietal near the middle of the suture between them;

entire lower surface and supralabials uniform whitish, the last two

with posterior margins blackish.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 285

Snout to vent 225

Vent to tip of tail
,

60
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The aduU male (U.S.N.M., No. 7316r/; type; Naha, Okinawa

sliima; November, 1854; Wright, collector, figs. 293-295) is in all

essential features of scutellation like the om^ described above, except

that the snout is proportionally more elongated, with resulting longer

internasals and longer loreal. The coloration is more uniform above,

with faint indications of longitudinal dusky streaking, which is very

marked on the side of the neck as interrupted longitudinal black

streaks; last two supralabials marked as in the young.

Tyinunsions.
mm.

Total length 492

Snout to vent 385

Vent to tip of tail 107

This snake grows to be more than SOO nun. long.

Variation.—Variation both as to scutellation and coloration is

rather slight in this species. The most noteworthy abnormalit}^ is pre-

sented by U.S.N.M., No. 11127, which has the fifth supralabial on

293 295

294

Figs. 293-295.—Liopeltis semicarinata. 2 X nat. size. 293, top of head; 294, side of head;

295, underside of head. No. 7316o, U.S.N.M.

both sides divided by a horizontal suture so as to cut off a large pos-

terior subocular. The number of scale rows, oculars, temporals, and

supralabials seems to be absolutely constant, the ventrals and sub-

caudals vary between narrow limits. The greatest deviation from

the normal is shown by the t^^pe of O. nehulosus, which is said to have

only 174 ventrals, while in the other recorded specimens this number

oscillates between 185 and 192; the subcaudals vary from 70 to 82.

The most aberrant coloration is shown by one of five large indi-

viduals in the Science College Museum, Tokyo. It has four very dis-

tinct brown longitudinal stripes on the whole length of the body from

nape to vent, while the upper two stripes continue to the end of the

tail. These specimens were collected by Mr. Tashiro in Okinawa

shima.

Hahitat.—Restricted to the Riu Kiu Archipelago. The types were

collected during the Rodgers North Pacific Exploring Expedition at
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Naha, Okinawa shima, from whicli island there are now specimens in

various museums, thus in Science College Museum, Tokyo, and in

the Imperial Museum (Ueno Park), Tokyo, British Museum, and
Hamburg Museum (No. 1491), and Doctor Fritze states that it is not

rare there in summer. That it also occurs in the southern group is

shown by a ^Science College specimen (No. 15) and two in Museum
Senckenbergianum, all from Miyakosliima. Finally, Doctor Fritze

enumerates it as one of the species occurring in Amami-5-shima of

the northern group, a statement possibly based upon specimens

collected by Doctor Doederlein. Doctor Wall also records three speci-

mens from this island as having been secured by Owston's collectors.

Its alleged occurrence in Japan proper is entirely unsupported.

Whitely's specimen, upon which Guenther founded his Oydojns

nehulosus is said to have been obtained in Nagasaki, but all his birds

and reptiles credited to that locality most certainl}^ came from some
of the Riu Kiu Islands.*^

List of specimens of Liopeltis semicarinata.

Sex and
age.

1 When
;
collected.

Do ,11127

Do '.36518

Sci. Coll.,

Tokyo.

Brit. Mus ..

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

1854.

Near Naha, Oki- i Nov. -

nawa shima.

do do.

".Japan"

Okinawa shima.

15 I Young f I Miyakoshima . .

Do
I

7.3166 Female ft

Malec..

....do.d

Male / . .

...do./ .

...do./ .

Female /

...do./ .

Young /

do.<7 .

"LooChoo Lslds'

do

do

do

do

Great LooChoo I

Nagasaki (?]

By whom col-
lected.

Wright. 15 186

do 15 190

Perry exped .... 15^ 191

Tashiro ' 15' 187

1,^' 189

Nov.

Pryer collection 15 190'

do 15^ 190,

do 1.5' 190'

do 15 192

do 15' IS7!

Hoist
'

15 1851

Whitely
\

15 174l

2 77 1+2

1+22 78

2'....jl+2

2!. ...1+2

2 801+2

821+2

761+2

...|l+2

701+2
72*1+2

761+2

74 1+2

a Type; description p. 342, figs. 293-295.

b Type.
< P. .343.

d Sci. Coll. No. 7.

c Description, p. 341, figs. 30-292.

/ Boulenger, Cat. II, p. 279.

g Boulenger: type of C. vebulosus.

LIOPELTIS HERMINiE 6 (Boettger).

1895. Ablahes hrrnrinaf Boettger, Zool. Anz., XVIII. July 8, 1895, p. 2(59 (tjT)e-

locality, Miyakoshima, Sake shima group, Riu Kius; tyjje in Mus.

Senckenbei-g.
)

; Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 33-36 Ber., 1895, p. 110 (Miya-

koshima); Kat. Schl. Mus. Senckenberg., 1898, p. 78 (Miyakoshima).

—

Boulenger", Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 643.—W.vli., Proc. Zool.

Soc. London, 1903, p. 101 (Loo Choos); 1905, II, p. 515 (Iriomote).

oSee alsoAVall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1905, II, p. 515, footnote.

b Named for —

?
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Description.—Adult male; U.S.N.M.No. 34014; Ishicraki shima,

E-iii Kill Archipelago; June, 1899; Owston collection (figs. 296-297).

Rostral as high as broad, just visible from above; internasals very

small, much less than one-half the size of the prefrontals, which are

broadly in contact with supraoculars; frontal as long as its distance

from tip of snout and as interparietal suture, broader than supra-

oculars, considerably broader in front than behind; parietals broad,

much longer than frontal ; nostril large between two nasals, of which

the posterior is much the larger; loreal, long and low, twice as long

as high ; one preocular widely separated from frontal ; two postoculars

;

1+2 large temporals; 8 supralabials, fourth and fifth entering eye,

seventh largest, twice as high as eighth, which is very small, smaller

Figs. 296-297.—Liopeltis hermin.e. 1| X nat. size. 296, top of head: 297, side of head. No.

34014, U.S.N.M.

than the temporal immediately above it; four lower labials in contact

with anterior chin-shields which are longer than the posterior (on

one side, shorter on the other) ; 17 rows of scales, which are smooth

except on the posterior fourth of the body, where they show a faint

keel at the base; 162 ventrals; anal divided; 52 pairs of subcaudals.

Color (in alcohol) above, olive gray, each scale with an ill-defined

median dusky spot near the tip, thus forming faint dusky longitudinal

lines; underside whitish, some ventrals with a gray line along the

base, and the subcaudals more or less mottled with gray; four

median supralabials white, with dark gray sutures, the others olive-

gray, like the top and sides of the head.

Dimensions.

mm.

Total length 745

Snout to vent 610

Vent to tip of tail 135

Variation.—The only noteworthy deviation from the above descrip-

tion shown by the type specimen in the Senckenberg Museum is the two

undivided subcaudals following the first two pairs; the ventrals are

practically identical in number, while the subcaudals are slightly more
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numerous in the type ; in the latter the subcaudals have a dark gray

longitudinal stripe on each side. Doctor Wall in one specimen counts

47 subcaudals only, and in one he records 19 scale rows "in mid-
body; anteriorly and posteriorly the normal 17 scales were present."

This specimen, from Iriomote shima, has 159 ventrals and 60 sub-

caudals.

Habitat.—Thus far only known from the Saki shima group, Riu
Kiu Archipelago. Mr. B. Schmacker's Japanese collector obtained

a single specimen in Miyakoshima. Two more specimens in Mr.

Owston's collection were recorded by Doctor Wall, one of which
is now in the United States National Museum. It was collected in

Ishigaki shima, June, 1899. Another is now recorded by him from

Iriomote shima.
List of specimens of Liopdlis herminse.
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1820. Coluber blumenbachii Merrem, Syst. Amph., p. 119 (type-locality, Ben-

gal).

—

Coryphodon blumenbachi Jan, Elenc. Ofid., 1863, p. 64 (Bengal;

Ceylon; Japan); Icon. Ophid., livr. 24, 1867, pi. in, figs. 2-3 (Ceylon;

Bengal).

1839. Coluber dhuvina Cantor, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1839, p. 51 (type-locali-

ties, Carnatic, Orissa, Bengal, Nepal, Assam, Arracan, Tenasserim).

1860. Leptophis trifrenatus Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 503 (type-

locality, Hongkong; type, U.S.N.M., No. 7510).

1867. Coryphodon blumenbachi var. carinata Jan, Icon. Opliid., livr. 24, pi. in,

fig. 4 (type-locality, "Japan;" type in Mus. Genova) (not C. carinatus

Guenther, 1858).

Description.—Adult male: IT.S.N.M. No. 7510, type of Leptophis

trifrenatus; island of Hongkong;; April, 1854; Lieutenant Brooke,

298

Figs. 298-3(10.—Ptyas mucosus (type of trifrenatus). Nat. size. l98, top of head; 299, side

OF head; .300, UNDERSIDE OF HEAD. No. 7510, U.S.N.M.

collector (figs. 298-3(H)). Rostral broader than high, somewhat pro-

jecting; internasals as long as broad, much smaller than prefrontals,

which are in contact with supraocular; frontal as long as its distance

from rostral and as the interparietal suture, nmch broader in front

than behind, the lateral edges distinctly concave; supraocular large,

as wide as the frontal at its lateral convexity; parietals broad, as long

as the distance of frontal from tip of snout; nostril large, vertically

elliptic betw^een two subequal nasals; three loreals, one larger anterior

followed by two smaller, one above the other; one preocular not in

contact w^ith frontal; a subpreocular; eye rather large, its diameter
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eqiialiiicr its distance from nostril; two postoculars; 2 + 2 temporals;

eij^ht siipralabials, seventh and eighth largest, fourth and fifth entering

eye, fifth narrow and high, in contact with lower postocular and lower

anterior temporal; five lower labials in contact with anterior chin-

shields which are shorter than the posterior; one pair of postgeneials;

17 rows of scales, the middle three of which are feebly keeled, the

others quite smooth; 190 ventrals; anal divided; 111 pairs of sub-

caudals. Color (in alcohol) tawny with irregular narrow cross lines of

black which is confined to the edges and tips of the scales; head above

uniform, sides paler, labials and temporals edged behind with brown-

ish black; underside whitish, the ventrals marked with a narrow
brownish line at the posterior margin, becoming darker and broader

behind, and in addition every fifth ventral has on each side a sharply

defined, narrow dark brown bar along the base or anterior margin.

Di7))ensions.
mm.

Total length 1, 665

Snout to vent 1, 250

Vent to tip of tail 415

The young are said to have usually light cross bands on the front

half of the body.

Variation.—Ventrals are recorded as varying between 187 and 208,

subcaudals between 95 and 140. The number of loreals is somewhat

variable, and Doctor Wall records one specimen with nine supralabials

on one side, fifth and sixth touching the eye.

This species grows to be more than 2 meters long.

Hahitat.—The rat-snake has a wide distribution over the entire

southern continental Asia. In the Himalayas it is found at an alti-

tude of over 5,000 feet. In southeastern China it occurs from Hainan

to Chusan. Swinhoe collected two specimens in Formosa, where,

according to Guenther, the species is not rare. These specimens are

in British Museum. A third specimen, from Taiwan fu, South For-

mosa, was sent by Mr. Schmacker to the Senckenberg Museum.

The locality of the specimen in the Genova Museum, upon which Jan

based his variety carinata and which is said to have come from Japan,

is undoubtedly erroneous.

List of specimens of Ptijns vnicosvs.

U.S.
N.M.
No.
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PTYAS KORROSa (Schlegel).

1837. Coluber knrros Schlegel, Phys. Serp., II, p. 139 (type-locality, Java; types

in Leiden Mus.; Reinwardt, collector); Abbild. Amph., 1839, p. 99, pi.

xxvii; pi. XXVIII, figs. 1-6.

—

Coryphodon korros Jan, Icon. Ophid., 11 vr.

24, 1867, pi. IV, fig. 2 (Oude, India).

—

Plyas konos Cope, Proc. Phila.

Acad., 1860, p. 563 (Siam).

—

Steindachner, Novara Exped., Zool., I,

Rept., 1867, p. 65 (Amoy).

—

Zamenis korros Boulenger, Fauna Brit.

India, Rept., 1890, p. 324; ('at. Sn. Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 384 (Himalayas

to Southern ("hina, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, and Java).

—

Wall, Proc.

Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 90 (Hongkong; Formosa).

1837. Coluber cancellatus Oppel in Schlegel's Phys. Serp., II, p. 139 (specimen

label in Paris Museum).

Descriptioii.-'Achdt: U.S.N.M. No. 26233; Trong, Lower Siam,

Malay Peninsula; Dr. W. L. Abbott, collector. Rostral slightly

broader than high, visible to a considerable extent from above; inter-

nasals slightly broader than long, smaller than jirefrontals, which do

not quite touch the supraoculars; frontal longer than its distance

from rostral, and longer than the interparietal suture, much broader

in front than l^ehind, the lateral outline quite concave; supraoculars

narrower than frontal at its narrowest point; parietals broad and

truncate behind, their length equaling the distance of the frontal from

tip of snout; nostril large, vertically elliptic, between two nasals, the

anterior of which is slightly larger; two loreals, the anterior largest,

as high as long, in contact with preocular above the posterior loreal,

which is rather small; one preocular, barely in touch with frontal;

one subpreocular; eye large, its diameter equaling its distance from

center of nostril ; two postoculars ; 2 + 2 temporals ; eight supra-

labials, seventh largest, fourth and fifth entering eye, fifth not in

contact with temporal; five lower labials in touch with anterior chin-

shields, which are shorter than the posterior; 15 rows of smooth

scales; 161 ventrals; anal divided; 140 pairs of subcaudals. Color

(i^ alcohol) above anteriorly olive, each scale with a faint submar-

ginal dusky line, on the posterior half of the body becoming gradually

tawny olive, the dark lines becoming marginal and black; no distinct

marks on head; sides of snout and six anterior supralabials pinkish

buff; whole underside uniformly whitish suffused with pinkish buff.

Dimensions.—The specimen described is a skin in alcohol, the total

length measuring about 1,210 mm.
Boulenger measures one specimen in British Museum as follows:

Total length, 1,500 mm.; tail, 600 mm.
The young are said to have transverse series of pearl-colored spots

forming cross bands.

Variation.—The number of loreals is commonly two or three, but

Doctor Wall reports one Chinese specimen having only one loreal on

o-Korros, according to Schlegel himself, is the Javanese name for another snake

'Elaphe nielanurns), and was wrongly applied by him to the present species.
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both sides. The number of ventrals varies between 161 and 177, the

subcaudals between 122 and 145. Doctor Wall gives the latter as

110-116, but some error seems to be involved in this statement, as

our five specimens from the Malay Peninsula corroborate Boulenger's

figures, there being from 133 to 140 subcaudals. In our six specimens
the preocular touches the frontal in only one specimen, namely, the

one described above, in all the others the prefrontals and supraoculars

are in decided contact.

Habitat.—This snake belongs to the group of species which extend
from the eastern Himalayas eastward through southern China, in this

case at least as far north as Amoy, and southward through the Malay
Peninsula to Sumatra and Java.

It is admitted to the fauna of Formosa on the strength of a speci-

men stated by Doctor Wall to be in the Hongkong City Hall Museum.
The records of this collection, as explained by him, can not now be

trusted, and while it is true that no other collector has obtained it

there, the general distribution of the species is such as to make its

occurrence in Formosa probable.

List of specimens of Ptyas korros.

U.S.
N.M.
No.

26233

22877

''2878

22879

22880

22953

Age. Locality.

Adult a . Trong. Lower Siam

....do '.do

do .. .' do

...do...! do

do .. .1 do

do do

When
col-

lected.
By whom collected.

Dr. W. L. } bbott

.

do

do

do

do

do
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Strauch, in Przewalski's Mongolij^a i Strana Tangutov, III, 1876, p. 46,

pi. VIII { Ala-shan Desert).

—

Mueller, Verh. Naturf. Ges. Basel, VII, Pt. 3,

1885, p. 681 (Mongolia).

—

Boulenger, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893,

p. 394 (Korea; north China; Hainan).

—

Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

1903, p. 91 (Yangtse Valley; Huangtsun, N. China).

—

Werner, A))h.

Bayer. Akad. Wiss. (Muenchen), II Klasse, XXII, Pt. 2, 1904, p. 355

(Tsingtau, China).

—

Nikolski, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, 8. Peterburg (8),

XVII, No. 1, 1905, p. 226 (Ala-shan; Ordos).

1866. Zamenis bocourti Jan, Nouv. Arch. Mus., Paris, II. 1866, Bull., p. 6 (type-

locality, Siam; type in Paris Mus.; Bocourt, collector).

1867. Zamenis cataphoranotus Jak, Icon. Ophid., livr. 23, pi. ii, fig. 2 a (type-

locality, Bangkok, Siam; type in Paris Mus.).

There being no specimen of this species in our collection, I give the

following somewhat condensed account of the tj^pe specimen derived

from Doctor Peters's original description.

i>esmpfion (figs. 301-303).

—

Adult; BerlinMnseum; type; "Mexico"
(erroneously). Snout projecting, rounded; prefrontals broader than

long, not longer than internasals; frontal very long, anteriorly broad

and very obtusely angulate, the lateral outline forming a shallow con-

cavity, posteriorly forming an acute angle with rounded apex ; supra-

302

Figs. 301-303.—Zamenis spinalis. Enlarged. 301, top of head; 302, side of head; 303, under-
side OF HEAD. From Jan, Icon. Ophid., liv. 23, pl. ii, fig. 2.

oculars anteriorly narrower than behind, where they are broader than

the frontal at the same point; ])arietals scarcely longer than frontal,

rounded behind; nostril between the upper ]:)art of the two nasals;

loreal trapezoid, longer than high; preocular not in contact with

frontal; one subpreocular; two ])ostorbitals; temporals 2 + 2 on left

side, 1 -f 2 on right, the upper anterior temjjoral on this side being-

coalesced with the parietal; eight supralabials, fourth and fifth enter-

ing eye; five lower labials in contact with chin-shields, of which the

posterior are slightly longer than the anterior; 17 rows of smooth

scales; 203 ventrals; anal divided; 96 pairs of subcaudals. Color,

above olive greemsh brown; a yellow black-bordered longitudinal

line beginning near the anterior end of the frontal alons; the middle of

a See this work, figs. 301-303.
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the back nearly to the end of the tail, occupying the median dorsal

scale row and the adjacent halves of the rows on either side; an indis-

tinct cross band at the por^erior edge of the prefrontals, preoculars and
postoculars, an indistinct narrow longitudinal band on the temporals,

the greater part of the supralabials and the whole underside yellow;

on the upper part of the supralabials a black irregularly serrated

band which is interrupted on the fifth supralabial and again appears,

though narrower, on the posterior portion of the neck; a black spot

anteriorly on the lateral angle of each ventral; an indistinct blackish

line on the end of the ventrals and that part of the first scale row lying

between them, the scales themselves white in the middle so as to form
a pale longitudinal line above the black one.

iJimensions.
mm.

Total length 835

Snout to vent 615

Vent to tip of tail 220

Variation.—This species seems to be subject to the usual variations,

such as ''preocular separated from or just touching the frontal,"

"temporals 1 +2, 2 + 2, or 2 + 3." Boulenger says: "Eight (excep-

tionally nine) upper labials, fourth and fifth (or fifth and sixth) enter-

ing the eye," basing his diagnosis on four specimens, while Doctor

Wall, who apparently examined 11 specimens, probably mostly from

the Yangtse Valley, says that the normal arrangement is nine, with

the fifth and sixth touching the eye, and that only two specimens had

eight supralabials. He also mentions one specimen with two loreals,

one behind the other, and one with the subpreocular absent on one

side; two specimens had four lower labials in contact with anterior

chin-shields on both sides. All his specimens had 2 + 2 temporals.

With regard to the number of supralabials, it may be added that

Doctor Werner in the two females, from Tsingtau, examined l^y him
found eight. It is greatly to be regretted that the exact localities of

the other specimens recorded have not been given with each individual

scale formula. Minimum of ventrals recorded by Doctor Wall is 179;

maximum by Doctor Werner is 211; subcaudals both minimum and

maximum by Doctor Wall is 84 and 100.

Hahitat.—This species was originally described as from Mexico,

but it has since been discovered that its real habitat is eastern Asia,

where it is recorded from Siam, the island of Hainan, the Yangtse

Valley, and from northern China, ^longolia, and Korea. A specimen

from the latter country is in British Museum.
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List of specimens of Zamenis spinalis.

Musmiin.

St.Petersb.

Berlin

British

Do
Do
Do

Munich

Do

No. Sex.

(a)

Female

Male

....do..

....do..

Female

....do..

Locality.

Ala-shan Desert.

"Mexico"

Korea

Near Peking

North China

Hainan

Tsingtati

do

When
col-

lected.

By whom recorded.

Strauch, 1. c, p. 46

Peters

Boulenger,Cat.I,p. 394.

do

do

do

Werner, 1. c

do

^
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fourth and fifth entering the eye; five lower labials in contact with

the anterior chin-shields, which are shorter than the posterior; scales

in 16 rows, the two median strongly keeled; a second dorsal pair

may be feebly keeled; ventrals 187-194; anal divided; subcaudals

108-116. Color, anterior half of body olive above, with black edges

to the scales and a yellow or orange, black-edged vertebral stripe;

upper lip and belly yellow, the olive of the upper parts extending

down to the ends of the ventrals; on the posterior part of the body

the upper surfaces turn to black and the lower to dark olive or gray.

Dimensions. mm.

Total length 1, 950

Snout to vent 1, 420

Vent to tip of tail 530

Variation.—Doctor Werner has counted as many as 120 subcau-

dals in a Ningpo specimen and Doctor Wall as few as 96 ; the latter

also gives 199 as maximum of ventrals observed by him. He also

notes the following variations: Loreal, in one specimen two super-

posed shields on one side; temporals, a single anterior in one speci-

men on one side; anterior chin-shields in contact with four lower

labials on both sides in one specimen.

HaUtat.—Southern China, from Shanghai to Hongkong on the

coast west to Lun-ngan-fu, province of Sze-chuen, in the interior.

Doctor Werner has recorded its occurrence in Formosa on the

strength of a specimen in the Museum of the IMunich Academy of

Sciences, said to be from Tamsui.

Genus HOLARCHUSa Cope.

1854. Simotes Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., VII, Pt. 1, p. 624 (tyi^e, S. russelii

=arnensis) (not of Fischer, 1817).

1887. Holarchus Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, p. 54 (no species mentioned).

1893. Dicraulax Cope, Amer. Natural., 1893, p. 480 (type, Holarchus tnnotatus=

Simotes purpurascens .)

The generic name Shnotes, by which the snakes of tliis genus

have long been designated is preoccupied by Simotes of Fischer for a

group of mammals as early as 1817. It has consequently to be

replaced. Cope proposed Holarchus, in 1887, as a term for those

species of the genus which have an undivided anal. It is not believed

that this character alone, which moreover is not always constant, is

sufficient ground for a division of the genus, and as Holarchus is the

name next in date after Simotes it must stand for the combined genus.

a From oXo<;, whole, undivided; dpx6<;, anus.

2G485—No. 58—07 23
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HOLARCHUS FORMOSANUS " (Guenther).

1863. Simotcs swinhonis Swinhoe, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (3), XII, 1863, p. 225

{nomen nudum; not of Guenther, 1864) (Tamsui, Formosa).

1872. Simotes fonnosanus Guenther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), IX, Jan. 1872, p. 20

(type-locality, Takao, Formosa; type in Brit. Mus.; Swinhoe, collector).

—

Fischer, Abh. Naturw. Ver. Hamburg, IX, 1886, p. 12 (south Formosa;

Oldenburg Mus.; Ruhstrat, collector).

—

Mueller, Verh. Naturf. Ges.

Basel, VIII, Pt. 2, 1887, p. 263 (south Formosa).—Boettger, Offenbach.

Ver. Naturk. 26-28 Ber., 1888, p. 129; Kat. Schl. Mus. Senckenberg.,

1898, p. 73 (Hainan I., China).

—

Boulenger, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., II,

1894, pp. 222, 359, pi. viii, fig. 2 (Takao, Formosa; Swatow, China); III,

1896, p. 640 (central Formosa).

—

Stejneger, Journ. Sci. Coll. Tokyo,

XII, Pt. 3, 1898, p. 221 (Taipa, Formosa).—Schenkel, Verh. Naturf.

Ges. Basel, XIII, Pt. 1, 19—, p. 161.

1878. Simotes bicatenatus Mueller, Verh. Naturf. Ges. Basel, VI, Pt. 4, 1878, p.

595 (Fumun, Prov. Kanton, not of Guenther).

1894. Simotes hainanensis Boettger, Ber. Senckenberg. Naturf. Ges., 1894, p.

133, pi. Ill, figs. 2a-c (type-locality, Hainan; type in Mus. Senckenberg.;

Schmacker, collector).

Saiivage in 1877 has described a Simotes from Cliina as S. vaillantiJ'

The chief points of 'difference seem to be the double anal and single

preocidar, but as these characters are not absolutely constant in S.

formosanus it may possibly turn out to be the same species.

This species seems also closely allied to //. violaceus which occurs on

the continent from Bengal to southern China, and which differs

chiefly in having only 17 scale rows and fewer subcaudals. The two

species appear to occur together in some localities, thus, for instance,

in Hainan."

Description.—Adult male; Science College Museum, Tokyo, No.

17A.; Taipa, Formosa; September, 1897; T. Tada, collector (figs. 304-

306) . Rostral higher than broad, projecting, turned over on top of the

snout, the portion visible from above nearly as long as the internasal

and prefrontal sutures; internasals oblic^ue, much broader than long,

smaller than prefrontals, which are in contact with supraocular; fron-

tal very large, twice as broad as supraoculars, nearly as broad as long,

longer than distance from tip of snout, and nearly as long as pari-

etals, which are broad and truncate behind; nostril round, between

two nostrils of which the anterior is much the larger ; loreal higher than

long; one preocular, not in contact with frontal; one subpreocular;

two postoculars, the lower ones on both sides in this specimen abnor-

mally coalesced with fifth supralabial; temporals 14-2
, on right side

an additional small anterior temporal; eight supralabials, all higher

than long, the first three lower, the fourth suddenly higher, sixth,

a From Formosa.

&Bull. Soc. Philom. Paris (7), I, p. 107.

c Cope's Holarchus dolleyamts (Proc. Phila. Acad., 1894 (publ. 1895), p. 423, pi. x,

fig. 1), with 17 scale rows and 36 subcaudals, seems to belong to Holarchus violaceus.
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seventh, and eighth largest, fourth and fifth entering eye; three lower

labials in contact with anterior chin-shields, which are much longer

than posterior; 19 rows of perfectly smooth scales; 167 ventrals,

strongl}^ angulate laterally; anal undivided; 46 pairs of subcaudals.

Color (in alcohol) above pale dral) with numerous narrow and serrate

chocolate-brown crossbars dissolved laterally into small spots; a

somewhat indistinct longitudinal, median whitish stripe more or less

interrupted by the dorsal crossbars; head above more clay-colored with

a somewhat intricate symmetrical pattern of brown dark-edged figures

which are again outlined by a light edge, viz, an inverted V on the nape

with the apex on the interparietal suture; a median figure on frontal

like an exclamation mark; an oblique band on each side across parietal,

posterior temporals, and hind edge of last supralabial; a pale dark-

edged line across anterior part of frontal and supraoculars through the

eye to the upper lip, crossing"the suture between fifth and sixth supra-

labials; an angular mark with apex toward the nostral on internasals

Figs. 304-006.- -IIOLAECHUS FORMOSANUS- 2 X NAT. SIZE. 304, TOP OF HEAD; 305, SIDE OF HEAD;

306, UNDERSIDE OF HEAD. No. 17a, SCI. COLL. TOKYO.

and prefrontals; and a few dark marks on some of the supralabials;

underside whitish shaded with pale drab toward the lateral ventral

angle, which is thus marked off as a fairly distinct white line.

I)ime7isions.
mm.

Total length 557

Snout to vent 449

Vent to tip of tail 108

The younger specimens, for instance No. 34045, are much darker in

coloration, the color above being dark drab with a rufous median

dorsal line interrupted by very short, blackish crossbars; sides pos-

teriorly nearly uniform, with a narrow dusky longitudinal line on the

fourth scale row; markings on head essentially as in adults.

Variation.—Occasionalh^ specimens are found with a divided anal.

The parietals in the three specimens examined by me show the

curious characteristic of being in contact with the lower postocular
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behind the upper one, except on one side in two examples in which

the outer part of the parietal is separated off so as to form a small

abnormal upper temporal of the first row.

The ventrals, in twelve recorded specimens, vary between 162 and

173, the subcaudals between 46 and 55.

Habitat.—Originally described from the island of Formosa, where

it has been recorded from Tamsui, Takao, Taipa, and now from Byo-

ritsu, on the strength of a specimen in the U. S. National Museum
recently acquired from Mr. A. Owston. It has since been found in the

province of Kwangtung, southern China, and in the adjacent island

of Hainan.
List of sperimcns of Holurclnts fonnosanus.

Museum.
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Ophites, which, according to what has been shown , is equivalent

to Lycodon, as hitherto limited by Boulenger and others, is not rep-

resented with certainty within the territory covered by this work.

However, reference must be made to two species which have been

credited to it, namely, Ophites alhofuscus, of which Guenther says '^ that

it "occurs also in Formosa," the other being Mueller's '' Eumesodor.

carinatus Cope (?)" from Japan.

^

As to Opliites albofuscus, I have found no further corroborative

evidence, and as this species seems to be confined to Sumatra and
Borneo, Guenther's specimens probably belonged to some other

species. It is then permissible to guess that he referred to the two
specimens of Dinodon septentrionale ruhstrati, which Swinhoe sent

from Formosa.

Mueller's " Eumesodon carinatus Cope (?),^ Japan, juv." in the Basel

Museum,'' judging from his description of the dentition ("the second

tooth and the one before the last are somewhat stouter and longer

than the others") is not a " Eumesodon" (Dinodon) at all, but in all

probability an Ophites. The description does not exactly tally with

any of the known species, but comes probably nearest to 0. suh-

cinctus, from which it differs, however, in having smooth scales

"except in the sacral region [Lendentheil], where there are three

rows of tectiform scales" and two anterior temporals. The most
noteworthy similarity is probably that the "upper preocular is fused

with prefrontal," a feature quite characteristic of 0. suhcinctus, with

which the rest of the scale formula also agrees, viz, Sc. 17; v. 211;

a. 1 (exceptional); c. 80. As for the locality, "Japan," it should

be noted that it is simply a surmise of Mueller's, based upon the fact

that the snake was found in a jar which also contained a Japanese

mole (Talpa wogura). The jar, however, was labeled "Java," and

Java is just the type-locality of Ophites suhcinctus. It should be

noted, however, that Mueller later « referred the specimen to Dinodon

orientale (Ophites japonicus)

.

Dinodon is a very compact little genus of four species. Its center

of distribution seems to be China. One species may extend as far

west as the Himalayas, one is thus far found only in Hondo, Japan,

another in Kiusiu and the Riu Kius, while a third extends from Hainan

in the south to Vladivostok in the north.

a Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), I, 1868, p. 426.

b As to Ophites [Lycodon] aulicus, see footnote on p. 358.

c- Cope has given no sucli name, so far as I know; probably Mueller meant E. semi-

carinatus.

d Verb. Naturf. Ges. Basel, VII, 1885, p. 685.

« Idem, VIII, Pt. 2, 1887, p. 270.
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The genus is not found in any portion of the Malayan region. In

the latter it is represented by the genus usually known as Lycodon."'

KEY TO THE SPECIES OP DINODON.

a' Anal entire; a preocular.

^' Scales smooth; less than 210 ventrals.

c' Ventrals 189 (185)-209 (average 198); cross-bars on lx)dy and tail more than

60 D. 7'ufozonatum, p. 358

c- Ventrals 178-195 (average 189); cross-bars on ]>ody and tail less than GO.

D. rufozonatitm walli, p. 364

h- Scales feebly keeled; more than 210 ventrals.

c^ Portion of rostral visible from above half as long as the interprefrontal suture.

D. seinicarinattmi, p. 366
<"'- Rostral just visible from above D. septentrionale, p. 370

a- Anal divided ; no preocular D. orientale, p. 372

DINODON RUFOZONATUM b (Cantor).

1840. Lycodon rufozonatus Cantor, Zool. Chusan (pi. xi) (type-locality, Chusan,

China; type in Brit. Mus.; Cantor, collector).

—

Guenther, Kept. Brit.

India, 1864, p. 319 (Chusan); Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), I, 1868, p. 426

(Formosa).

—

Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 36, 1870, pi. iv, fig. 3 (Chusan).

—

Steindachner, Sitz. Ber. Wien Akad. Wiss., Math. Naturw. CL, LXII,

Pt. 1, 1870, p. 338; author's separate, p. 13 (Peking).

—

Mueller, Verh.

Naturf. Ges. Basel, X, Pt. 1, 1892, p. 205 (Vladivostok).—Dmorfo?i rn/o-

zonatus Peters, Sitz. Ber. Ges. Naturf. Fr. Berlin, 1881, p. 89.—Bou-
lenger. Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 361 (Hainan; Formosa;

Tsushima; northern China).

—

Boettger, Kat. Sclil. Mus. Senckenberg.,

1898, p. 38 (part: Formosa).

—

Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, pp.

89, 100 (part: Formosa; Korea; Tsushima).

—

Werner, Abh. Bayer.

Akad. Wiss. (Muenchen), II Klasse, XXII, Pt. 2, 1904, p. 354 (Ningpo

Mts. near Shanghai).

1854. Dinodon canccllatum Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., VII, Pt. 1, p. 477

(type-locality unknown; type in Paris Mus.).

1856. Coronella striata Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1856, p. 152 (type-locality,

Ningpo, China; types in Phila. Acad. Mus.; McCartee, collector).

—

Euniesodon siriatus Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 263.

1885. Dinodon rufozonatus var. formosana Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk.

,

24-25 Ber., p. 125 (type-locality, Formosa; type in Mus. Senckenb.);

26-28 Ber., 1888, p. 144 (Formosa).

a Lycodon aulicus {Coluber aulicus Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 10 ed., I, 1758, p. 220) is

credited to Foi'mosa by Doctor Wall (Proc. Zool. Soc. London. 1903, p. 88) on the

strength of a specimen in the Hongkong City Hall Museum now so labeled. He states

that the specimen from Hongkong ,which Boettger. upon the authority of von Moellen-

dorff, recorded as being in that museum (Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 26-28 Ber., 1888,

p. 84) is found there no longer, but, on the contrary, that the only specimen of L.

aulicus in that institution is from Formosa. It is greatly to be aj^prehended that the

specimen in question, or rather its label, has been a victim of the typhoon mentioned

by Doctor Wall in the introduction to his paper (p. 84). He there expressly states

that the circumstances render the accuracy of some of the records open to question.

In view of the probability that the original Hongkong specimen and the one now
labeled as from Formosa are one and the same, I find it inadvisable to admit Lycodon

aulicus to the fauna of Formosa on the strength of this record.

b Signifying with red belts, or bands.
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Description.—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 14614; Korea?; Dr. N. M.
Ferebee, collector. Rostral about one and a half times as broad as

high, the portion visible from above equaling about one-third its dis-

tance from frontal; internasals very much smaller than prefrontals,

which are broadly in contact with supraocular; frontal short and

broad, its length equaling its distance from rostral and shorter than

interparietal suture, its width anteriorly nearly equaling its length,

and its width at a line through the center of the eyes twice as great as

that of the supraoculars at the same line; parietals large, twice as long

as prefrontals; nostril large, between two nasals, of which the poste-

rior is the larger; loreal twice as long as high, entering eye below the

small preocular, which is widely separated from frontal; two post-

oculars; temporals 2 + 3, the upper one of the second row bordering

the parietal very large; 8 supralabials, third, fourth, and fifth enter-

ing eye, sixth, and seventh subequal, largest; five lower labials in

contact with anterior chin-shields, which are considerably longer than

the posterior; 17 rows of scales, which are smooth except a few median

dorsal rows]on the posterior fourth of the body, which show faint keels

at the base of the scales; 197 ventrals; anal entire; 71 pairs of sub-

caudals. Color (in alcohol) pinkish buff (in life said to be coral red)

with about 58 broad, dark brown cross-bars on upper side of body and

23 on tail, the bars being separated by narrow bands, about the width

of a scale, of the ground color; a series of alternating dark blotches on

the sides involving the four outer scale rows and the upturned end of

the ventrals; top of head isabella-color with ill-defined pale borders to

many of the shields; labials and underside uniform pale, that of the

tail with irregular dusky blotches.

Dimensions.

mm.
Total length 1, 063

Snout to vent 863

Vent to tip of tail 200

In a younger specimen, from the country between Tientsin and

Peking (No. 29701), all the dark markings are solid black, even the top

of the head and the light edges to the head shields are better con-

trasted. There is, moreover, a somewhat ill-defined black transocu-

lar spot from' nostril to the temporal region with radiating black

edges to the supralabials.

Variation.—With the exception of the scutellation of the sides of

the head this snake is not subject to great variation. Thus of 29

recorded specimens only one has 2 scale rows over the normal number,
17.'* The number of supralabials 8 is fairly constant, 7 occurring only

a Dr. J. S. Thompson, U. S. N., in a letter dated February 9, 1907, informs me
that he has a specimen from Formosa with 19 scale rows.
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rarely. Temporals also are nearly always 2+3, but Boettger records

a Formosa specimen with 2+2 and Doctor Wall one specimen with a

sing;le temporal in the first row. He also mentions a specimen with

three postoculars on both sides and one with three on one side. The
greatest variation is seen in the relation of the loreal and the conse-

quent relation of the supralabials to the eye. In our specimens it

reaches the eye in one, but not in the other. In 16 Chinese specimens

examined by Doctor Wall it touched the eye in 11 and did not

reach it in 5, while in the large series of Chinese specimens recorded

by Boulenger, viz, 23, the proportion must have been quite different,

as in the description of the species he says "loreal elongate, sometimes

entering the eye." The resultant variations in the relation of the

supralabials to the eye are given by Boulenger as rare, viz, second,

third, and fourth, or only fourth and fifth entering eye. The number
of lower labials in touch with anterior chin-shield is also subject to

some variation. Doctor Wall having found four on both sides in one,

and six on one side in two specimens. The normal range of variation

in the number of ventrals seems to be between 189 and 209, 185 as

recorded by Boulenger in a young Shanghai specimen being quite

abnormal; 57 subcaudals in another specimen of the same origin is

also considerably below the normal range, which appears to be 62 to 83.

It will be noted that the Formosa specimens average a greater number
of subcaudals than the specimens from the mainland of China, but the

overlapping is not only very great but appears to be uncorrelated

with other characters.

The. number of dark cross-bars on body and tail varies considerably

within the limits of 68 and 99 in the specimens in which they have

been recorded, the greatest range being on the body, viz, 50 to 75, as

against 18 to 24 on the tail.

Habitat.—The present species extends over a large portion of eastern

China, including the islands of Hainan,"^ Formosa, and Chusan, rang-

ing northward at least as far as Vladivostok, from which locality a

specimen has been recorded by Mueller as being in the Basel Museum.
It also occurs in Korea, but no definite locality has been recorded, the

only specimen of certain Korean origin being in the Michigan Univer-

sity museum.
Hoist sent two specimens from Tsushima to British Museum.
It has not been recorded from Japan proper. A fine specimen of the

continental type, in the United States National Museum (No. 14614),

collected by Dr. N. M. Ferebee, U. S. Navy, is credited on the record

book to Nagasaki, but there is no original label or any other original

document to corroborate this locality of this specimen which came
with a collection all the other specimens of which are from Korea. As

« Regarding this locality, see under Elaphc dionc, p. 318, footnote.
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the entries of that particular time when this specimen was received

are not to be entirely depended on, it seems most probable that this

specimen was really collected in Korea.

In Formosa the species seems to be common and to agree with the

continental form in the number of dorsal spots. British Museum has
numerous specimens from the island, the Senckenberg Museum has

one, and the Hamburg Museum several collected by Doctor Warburg
both in the soxithern and the northern part of Formosa (Nos. 1526,

1527). Similarly, the museum in Christiania has two specimens col-

lected by Mr. Navara.
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DINODON RUFOZONATUM WALLI/' new subspecies.

1895. Dinodon rufozonatus Boettger, Olt't'iibach. Ver. Naturk. 33-3G Ber.,

1895, p. 108 (Miyakoshima group, Riu Kins) (not of Cantor); Kat. Schl.

Mus. Senckenbcrg. , 1898, p. 38 (part: Miyakoshima) .^

—

Wall, Proc.

Zool. Soc. London, 1903, pp. 89, 100 (part: Japan, Loo Choos; 1905, II,

p. 515 (Miyako; Ishigaki; Iriomote).

Diagnosis.—Similar to typical Dinodon rufozonatum., but witli

fewer ventrals, viz, 178-195 (average 189), and fewer dark cross-bars

on body and tail, viz, 22 to 32 on body and 15 to 20 on tail, or to-

gether on both, 41 to 52 (average 45); a pale inverted V on the nape;

underside more or less mottled with brown (figs. 307-309)

.

Type.—^U.S.N.M. No. 34007; Ishigaki shima, Yaeyama grou}); June,

1899; Owston collection.

Habitat.—Riu Kiu Archipelago.

Remarks.—While in Frankfort on the Main in 1898 Doctor Boettger

had the great kindness to show me the specimens of this species in the

307 308

Figs. 307-309.—Dinodon RUFOZONATUM WALLi. 2 X nat. size. 307, top of head; 308, side of head;

309, UNDERSIDE OF HEAD. No. 11, SCI. COLL. TOKYO.

Senckenberg Museum. Unfortunately, I did not have time to ex-

amine them in detail, but I made the note that the Formosa specimen

appeared to have about t^^dce as many dorsal spots (56 according to

Boettger) as those from the Riu Kius. This observation I have had

an opportunity to test on only eight additional specimens, but in these

I find a similar proportion inasmuch as in five specimens from the

southern Riu Kius,'' the dorsal spots are only 32, 29, 29, 25, and 26,

respectiveh", while in two specimens from Korea and one from north-

ern China, Tientsin, or Peking, the numbers are 75, 58, and 50. "^

Doctor Wall, who examined a large number of Chinese specimens

and four from Ishigaki shima (three of which are the ones now in the

a Named for Capt. F. Wall, of the Indian Medical Service, author of a Prodromus

of the snakes hitherto recorded from China, Japan, and the Loo Choo Islands, as well

as several papers on Indian snakes.

& Science College Museum, Nos. 11, 12, and U.S.N.M. Nos. 34006-8.

c For further color distinctions, see remarks under Variation, p. 365.
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U.S.N.M. mentioned above), as well as one alleged to be from

^' Japan," made similar observations, and also called attention to the

lower number of ventrals and higher number of subcaudals in the

latter. The numbers of these plates as given by him do not overlap,

but from the tables presented by me (pp. 362 and 366) it will be seen

that there is considerable overlapping. Wliile it may thus be inexpe-

dient to give the Riu Kiu form a binominal appellation, there can

be no doubt that it should be recognized nomenclatorially.

It appears that all the names in the synonymy of D. rufozonatum

are based upon Chinese or Formosan specimens with more than 192

ventrals and less than 73 subcaudals. The type localities of D. rufo-

zonaium, D. r. var. formosana, and 0. striata are known and agree in

the scale fornnda. The type of D. cancellatum is from an unknown
locality, but the scale formula as well as the number of black bars on

back and tail are conclusive. Hence the necessity of giving a new
name.

The number of ventrals and dorsal dark cross-bars being the cliief

distinctive characters of this subspecies, as indicated above, it appears

superfluous to present a detailed description of a Riu Kiu specimen,

but a few remarks on the individual variation within the form pecu-

liar to the archipelago may not be out of place.

Variation.—In the five specimens before me the loreal is in every

case excluded from the eye by the preocular. That this relation is not

constant, however, is shown by Boettger's statement that in some of

the four Miyakoshima specimens examined by liim there is found

two preoculars on one side, or on both sides in some, while mostly

there is only one. Other variations noticed by him are three post-

oculars on one side in one (also found in one of the specimens before

me), and only two supralabials entering the eye in another. Ventrals

vary between 178 and 195 in nine recorded specimens; subcaudals

between 73 and 87. The largest number of dark cross-bars in five

specimens is 52, the smallest 41.

In the youngest specimen before me (Sci. Coll. No. 11) the dark

markings on the upper side are nearly solid, though even in this many
of the scales in the interior of the blotches have narrow pale edges.

In all the other specimens, however, which are much larger, these pale

edges are much broader, so that the cross-bars appear lighter brown
with dark margins, the paler interior having mostly a streaky

appearance.

The t3^pical D. rufozonatum from the mainland seems to have the

cross-bars solid-colored.

Hahitat.—This race seems to be confined to the southern and middle

groups of the Riu Kiu Archipelago.

Mr. Tashiro has collected specimens in the Yaeyama group, both on

Iriomote shima and on Miyakoshima. The Senckenberg Museum
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also lias specimens from the latter island and tlie Hamburg Museum
from the former (No. 2579). United States National Museum has

thi'ee specimens from Ishigaki shima, and Doctor Wall examined

three more from the same island. Finall}^, Doctor Warburg also

collected it in Okinawa shima. (Hamburg Mus. No. 1545.)

Doctor Wall also mentions a specimen in Owston's collection as

from "Japan." No other locality is given, and until further evidence

is produced it is permissible to question the occurrence of this species

in Japan proper.

List of specimens of Dinodon walli.

Museum.
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of the former was apparently donated to the Philadelphia Academy
and served as type of Cope's E. semicarinatus; the other three are

still in the U. S. National Museum as No. 7354, but the identity of

each specimen was not maintained, and it is now impossible to point

out with certainty their individual origin. So much is certain, how-
ever, that the specimen now designated as No. 7354c is the type of

Hallowell's L. fasciatus, his description being based on that one

alone. I venture the guess that this is the second of the Perry expedi-

tion specimens and that the other two are Stimpson's specimens

from "Japan."

There is indirect evidence that Hallowell was mistaken about these

two specimens of Lepidocephalus fasciatus being from "Japan" as

distinct from "Loo Choo." Altogether he recorded only the follow-

ing land snakes as being collected by the Rodgers expedition (W.

Stimpson)

:

From ' Loo Choo: "

P. 492. Bothrops Jlavovindis, 1 specimen from Amakarima Island, and

P. 493. Euryphohs semicarinatus, 2 specimens from near Napa, Loo Choo, caught

by Mr. Wright, Nov., 1855.

From "Japan:"

P. 498. Leptopfiidium dorsale, 1 specimen, "taken on a hillside near Hakodadi,

Island of Jesso, June, 1855, by W. Stimpson."

P. 498. Lepidocephalus fasciatus, 2 specimens.

P. 499. Amphiesma tiynnum, 2 specimens "caught at Niphon, Japan, May, 1855,

bjf Mr. Stimpson. "a

Dr. W. Stimpson, in his manuscript catalogue of specimens

brought home by the Rodgers Expedition, enumerates the following

specimens

:

From '

' Loo Choo "

:

No. ^1??(. 2. Amakirrima, April, 1855.

;k-200. Snakes taken near Napa, Loo Choo, Nov., 1854 (Wright).

;^-199. Snake shot in a paddyfield, Loo Choo, Nov., 1854 (W. S.).

X-187. Snake caught at Loo Choo, under a stone in low land, Nov., 1854 (W. S.).

From Japan

:

No. ^^-249. Snake taken on a hillside near Hakodadi, I. of Jesso, Japan, June

1855 (W. S.).

;k-275. Simoda, Island of Niphon, Japan, May, 1855 (Mr. Brooke).

;'-277. Simoda, Island of Niphon, Japan, May, 1855 (W. S.).

It is plain that No. Am. 2 is Bothrops flavoviridis; No. ^-200 is

Eurypholis semicarinatus; No. ;^-249 is Leptophidium dorsale: and

Nos. ;^-275 and y-211 are the two specimens of Amphiesma tigri-

num. Thus all the specimens enumerated by Hallowell and Stimp-

son are accounted for except the latter's Nos. ;k-199 and ;-'-187 from

"Loo Choo" or Okinawa shima, and the former's two specimens of

«The other snakes recorded are Elaphis bilineatvs, collected by Doctor Morrow,

and Proterodon tessellatus, without any record of locality or collector.
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Lepidoceplialus fasciatus. There can scarcely be tlie slightest doubt,

therefore, that they are identical, and that Hallowell's locality,

"Japan," for this species, is erroneous.

Description (figs. 310-311).—^fMf male; U.S.N.M., No. 7354a;

parat3^e of Lepidoceplialus fasciatus; Okinawa shima; November,

1854 ? ; W. Stimpson, collector I Rostral a little less than twice as broad

as high, the portion visible from above equaling about two and a

half times its distance from frontal and about one-half the inter-

prefrontal suture; internasals small, less than half as large as the pre-

frontals which are broadly in contact with supraoculars; frontal

broad and short, slightly longer than broad, its length less than inter-

parietal suture and ec[ualing its distance from rostral, the anterior

outline nearly straight, the lateral outline curved to the posterior

apex; supraoculars narrow, much narrower in front than behind;

parietals long, nearly as long as frontal and prefrontal together;

Figs. 310-311.—Dinodon semicarinatum. IJ x nat. size. 310, top of head; 311, side of head.

No. 73.54r, U.S.N.M.

nostril large, between two nasals of which the posterior is much the

larger; loreal long and narrow, twice as long as high, upper and lower

edges parallel; one small preocular widely separated from frontal;

two postoculars; temporals 2 + 3; the upper temporal of the third

row very large, bordering the posterior half of the parietal exter-

nally; 8 supralabials, third, fourth, and fifth entering eye, the upper

portion of the third being greatly extended posteriorly for the pur-

pose, sixth and seventh largest; five lower labials in contact with

anterior chin-shields which are somewhat longer than the posterior;

17 rows of scales, the four outer rows on each side smooth, the other

with a feeble though distinct keel on the basalhalf of each scale; 229

ventrals with a strongl}^ marked lateral angle; anal entire; 100 pairs

of subcaudals. Color (in alcohol) pale yellowish with 40 dark cross-

bars on the body and about twenty on the tail, these bars having

solid blackish margins while the scales inside the bars have yellow
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centers; alternating with these cross-bars there is a series of lateral

blackish spots mostly on the four outer scale rows and more or less

connected with an irregular series of single or double spots on the

upturned ends of the ventrals; nape black with two yellowish spots

on the outer posterior angle of the parietals and the adjacent scales;

top of head blackish with ill-defined yellowish markings; sides of

head yellowish, most of the shields, including the supralabials, nar-

rowly edged with blackish; underside uniform pale yellowish, that of

the tail with irregular blackish brown spots medially.

Dimensions.

mm.

Total length 880

Snout to vent 690

Vent to tip of tail 190

The younger specimen, Sci. Coll. Mus., Tokyo, No. 10, is essentially

like the adult. It grows to a considerable size, as a specimen from

0-shima with defective tail measures 1,510 mm. in length.

Variation.—This snake does not seem to be subject to great vari-

ation, as the only abnormalities in the specimens recorded are two

posterior temporals on both sides in one, nine supralabials on one

side in another specimen and only two supralabials, namely, fourth

and fifth, touching the eye in a third specimen. The ventrals vary

between 211 and 234, and the subcaudals between 92 and 105 in the

perfect specimens on record. The lowest extreme of the latter is

given by Boulenger as 65, but this figure is derived from Hallowdl's

account of the type of Lepidocephalus fasciatus in which, however,

the tail is mutilated.

Habitat.—Both the Perry Expedition and the Rodgers Expedition

brought home specimens of this species, those from the latter being

said to hail from ' Mapan' ' in contradistinction to the former as being

from the Riu Kius, but as shown above this statement is undoubtedly

erroneous. Later collectors, including Mr. Tashiro, have also obtained

it in Okinawa shima, and in British Museum there is a specimen from

''Oho shima" collected by Lieut. A. Carpenter, R. N., from which

island Mr. Nakagawa also brought a specimen in 1891 to the Science

College Museum. Recently other specimens from Okinawa shima

and Amami-o-shima have been recorded by Dr. Wall.

In the National Museum, Ueno Park, Tokyo, there is a specimen

(No. 23) of this species said to be from the province of Hiuga, southern

Kiusiu. If the locality given is correct, it is the only record of the

species in Japan proper, but the occurence there needs confirmation.

26485—No. 58—07 24
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List of specimens of Dinodon semicarinahmi.

Museum.
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The collective species Dinodon septentrionale is recorded from the

eastern Himalayas or Khasi Hills, in Assam, and the Karen Hills, in

Burma, to eastern Cliina and Formosa.

The exact relation of the specimens from the various localities is

not very well known, but there seem to be several color forms, of

which the easternmost and the westernmost are the extremes, viz,

the typical subspecies D. septentrionale from Assam or Himalaya, and
Burma, on the one side, and D. septentrionale ruhstrati, from Formosa,

on the other. Specimens from the Chinese coast province of Fokien,

according to Boulenger,'^ are "intermediate in the pattern of color-

ation" between these two forms. The status of the form which

occurs in the moimtains of Kiukiang is still uncertain on account of

scantiness of the material.

It is unfortunate that the full scale formulas of the three Fokien

specimens has not been published, as altogether the formulas of only

seven specimens have been recorded, and the more so since the latter

seem to indicate a possible difference in the number of subcaudals in

one of the races. I find, namely, that in the three Formosan speci-

mens in which the tail was complete the subcaudals number, respect-

ively, 103, 104, and 97, while in the three continental specimens on

record they are stated to be 83, 87, and 88.

Under these circumstances it seems best to maintain, for the present

at least, the subspecific distinctness of the Formosan specimens.

A partial translation of Doctor Fischer's original description of the

scutellation and coloration of the Formosan specimens is subjoined,

as I have not seen any specimens of this form.

Description.—South Formosa; Mus. Oldenburg; Ruhstrat, col-

lector. Rostral just reaching the upper side of the snout; interna-

sals slightly broader than long, longer than the prefrontals; frontal

pentagonal, as broad as long, shorter than the interparietal suture;

nostril between two nasals, of which the posterior is much higher

than the anterior; loreal pentagonal, twice as long as high, its pos-

terior angle reaching under the preocular; latter well developed,

quadrangular, twice as high as long, resting on the third supralabial

and part of the loreal, extending to the upper surface of the head,

though not reaching the frontal; two postoculars, the lower resting

on fifth and sixth supralabials; temporals 2 + 3, the two anterior in

contact v.ith both postoculars; eight supralabials, of which third,

fourth, and fifth join the eye; ten infralabials, the fii'st six in con-

tact with the cliin-shields ; the posterior chin-shields somewhat nar-

rower and but slightly shorter than the anterior; between these and

the ventrals two or three rows of elongated throat scales; scales in

17 rows, only the six or eight median rows ^ weakly keeled; ventrals

a Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 165.

6 Must be " seven or nine," as the number of scale rows is uneven.—L. S.
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221 to 223, laterally with a distinct but not sharp angle; anal single;

103 pairs of siibcandals, followed by a horny tip. Head to the mid-

dle of the frontal deep black, thence to the third scale row on the

nape gray in the old specimen, pure wliite in the quite young one;

ground color above reddish gray; numerous (47 to the anus in the

old, 36 in the young) deep brown, light-edged crossbands descending

on the sides almost to the ventral surface, the spots as in 0. oHentalis,

cut on the posterior two-thirds of the body by a light longitudinal

line on the fourth scale row, so that the portions thus cut off form a

separate row of spots; alternating with these the upturned portion

of many ventrals have a small brown spot, thus forming another

series of spots on each side; the tail above also has a series of dark

brown transverse spots, which in the young specimen extend to the

ventrals, forming (18) complete rings; the brown dorsal spots grad-

ually diminish in width posteriorly, the first one on the nape extend-

ing over 17 scales, while those following become gradually shorter,

until on the second third of the body the light interspaces exceed

them in width (especially in the young specimen) ; underside of head

and body yellowish white, the tail of the old specimen grayish brow^n,

of the young divided by complete dark rings.

Dimensions.—Young specimen: Total length, 250 mm. ; tail, 60 mm.
Hahitzt.—The distribution of the species has been given above

under the preliminary remarks.

The subspecies, D. ruhstrati, as here understood, is confined to the

island of Formosa, where it has been collected by Mr. R. Swinhoe,

and later by Mr. Ruhstraht, the specimens brought home by the

former being in British Museum, while those by the latter are in

the natural history museum in Oldenburg.

List of specimens of Dinodon nihstrali.

Museum.
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1880. Ophitesjaponims Guenther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), VI, Dec, 1880, p. 462

(type-locality, Nikko, Hondo; types, in Brit. Mus.; Maries, collector).

—

Mueller, Verh. Naturf. Ges. Basel, VIII, Pt. 2, 1887, p. 270 (Japan).—
Dinodon japonicus Boulenger, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I., 1893, p. 363

(Nikko, Hondo).

—

Boettger, Kat. Schl. Mus. Senckenberg. , 1898, p. 38

(Hondo).—Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 100 (Kiusiu); 1905,

II, p. 513 (Yamanashi, Hondo).

—

Nikolski, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S.

Peterburg (8), XVII, No. 1 (1905), p. 224 (Nagasaki).

Hilgendorf's Ophites orientalis was described in the Sitzungs-

Bericht of the meeting held October 19, 1880, which was probably

published very shortly after that date. Guenther's 0. japonicus, on

the other hand, appeared in the December number of the Annals and

Magazine of the same year. There is, therefore, apparently a very

brief priority in favor of Hilgendorf's description. It may be inter-

esting to note that Hilgendorf as early as 1876 indicated this species,

but refi'ained from naming it.**

Description.— Young; U.S.N.M. No. 34052; Mount Fuji; August,

1898; Owston collection. Rostral broader than high, the portion

visible from above scarcely as long as suture between internasals;

the latter small, less than half as long as prefrontals, the suture

between the former only half as long as that between the latter;

prefi'ontals broadly in contact with supraoculars and with eye; fron-

tal as broad as long, and as long as its distance from rostral, shorter

than interparietal suture; supraoculars small, less than half the size

of frontal; parietals large, nearly twice as long as frontal; nostril

large, round, between two subequal nasals; loreal narrow, twice as

long as high, entering eye below prefrontal; no preocular; two post-

oculars; temporals, 2+3; a very large upper temporal of the third

row bordering the posterior half of parietal externall}^; 8 supralabials,

sixth largest, fourth and fifth entering eye; 5 lower labials in contact

with anterior pair of chin-shields, which are somewhat larger than

posterior; 17 rows of scales, all of which are smooth on the anterior

half of the body, but on the posterior half the median 5 to 7 rows

have a faint keel at the base of each scale; 207 ventrals, distinctly

angulate laterally; anal divided; 74 pairs of subcaudals. Color

(in alcohol) above dull ecru-drab'' with dark brown cross-bars, 38 on

the body, 15 on the tail, these bars being broader than the intervening

light ground color on the anterior part of the body, but becoming

gradually narrower posteriorly so as to be narrower than the light

interspaces; the latter are paler colored along the edges of the dark

cross-bars; on the posterior half of the body the lower part of the

bars are separated off by a narrow light line between fourth and fifth

scale row; on the sides of the middle third of the body there is an

aMitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, I, heft 10, July, 1876, p. 30.

6 Hilgendorf says: "Oberseite in frischem Zustande, schmutzig Ijraunroth, ziemlich

hell."
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alternating series of vertical brown spots between the lower end of the

cross-bars; top of head uniform dark brown; lower part of supra-

labials and entire temporal region, including the posterior lateral

portion of the parietals, whitish; underside whitish with a few dusky

inarblings on the middle and occasional dark spots on the sides of the

ventrals of the posterior half; dorsal cross-bars nearly meeting on

underside of tail.

Dimensions.

mm.
Total length 290

Snout to vent 235

Vent to tip of tail 55

The adult specimens are essentially like the one described above,

but this snake does not seem to reach any considerable size. Bou-

lenger measures a total length of 660 mm. and the species probably

does not grow much larger.

Variation.—Comparatively little variation is shown in the scutel-

lation of this species, and then mostly in the temporals, the second

row occasionally having only two scales. There seems also to be

some variability in the number of . supralabials in touch with the

eye, inasmuch as both Hilgendorf and Boulenger state that in their

specimens the third also enters into relation with it. In all those

specimens in our museum, however, the third supralabial is excluded

from the eye, the loreal being in broad contact with the -fourth supra-

labial. Ventrals vary between 199 and 208; subcaudals between 68

and 75 pairs.

Habitat.—Apparently restricted to Japan proper. Hilgendorf in

describing the species mentioned seven specimens from the neighbor-

hood of Tokyo, mostly from the Botanical Garden, and for this reason

he suspected that the species had been accidentally introduced.

This suspicion seems to be unfounded in view of the many specimens

which have been found in various localities both in Hondo and Kiu-

siu. The two specimens in the British Musum were collected by Mr.

Maries at Nikko; Doctor Nordquist found a specimen at Murayama,
and United States National Museum has a specimen each from Isobe

near Yokohama and from "Mount Fuji;" a specimen (No. 5) from

the province of Iga is in the Imperial Museum, Ueno Park, Tokyo.

Finally Doctor Wall mentions one specimen from Yamanashi, Hondo,

and one from Kiusiu. It was collected there as early as 1879 by Dr. O.

Nordquist near Nagasaki, where another specimen, now in the St.

Petersburg Museum, was collected by Doctor Slunin in 1888. Both
the Nordquist specimens are in the Riksmuseum at Stockholm, where

I was permitted to examine them in 1905, thanks to the khidness of

the curator. Dr. Einai- Loennberg.
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List of specimens of Dinodon orientate.

375

Museuin.

U.S.N.M..

Do....

Do....

Sci. Coll.,

Tokyo.

Stockholm

Do....

Berlin

Brit. Mus .

Do....

No.

34052

34543

36542

64

Sex and

Young a

Halfgr..

...do.b.

Female

418. ...do .

419 Male..

Youngc.

Female d

...do...

Locality.

Mount Fuji

Isobe,near Yoko-

Tokyo.

do.

When
collected.

Aug. —
1904.

May 10

By whom col-
lected or from
whom received.

Murayama.Hondo
Nagasaki, Kiusiu.

Tokyo

Nikko.

....do.

1879.

Nov. 27

Dec. —
1874.

A. Owston

....do

Sci. Coll., Tokyo

Dr.O.Nordquist

....do

Doctor Hilgen-

dorf.

(". Maries

do

17 201

17 203

I

[200

17!Jor

[[2O8

17; 202

17| 205

m

2 74

2I.

73

2+3

2+2

2+2

75:2+3

72j2+3

74 2+2

742+2

68j2+3

702+3

1 Description, p. 373.

b Sci. CoU., No. 64a.

c Type, Hilgendorf
, p. 116.

dCotypes of O. japonicus, Boulenger, Cat. I, p. 364.

Genus CALAMARIAa Boie.

1827. Calamaria Boie, Ferrusac, Bull. Sci. Nat., IX, p. 236 (type, Coluber cala-

marius).

1834. Changulia Gray, 111. Ind. Zool., II, (pi. lxxxvi), (type, C. albiventer).

The range of the genus embraces the Malayan archipelago , extend-

ing into Burma, southern Cliina, and the Philippine arcliipelago.

One species is from the southern and middle group of the Riu Kiu
arcliipelago, and one is here recorded from Formosa for the first time.

Of the Calamarias with four supralabials there is a small compact
group containing C. hrevis, from an unknown locality; C. pavimentata,

from Java; C. siamensis from the Indo-China peninsula and southern

China; 0. herezowskii from the upper Yangtse Valle}^ and Formosa;

C. septentrionalis from the lower Yangtse and the coast of China ; and

C. pfefferi from the Riu Kiu Archipelago. Boulenger has united C.

pavimentata and C. siamensis under the former name, but while I have

no specimens for comparison, the figures and descriptions show such

contradictions that I can not consider the question finally settled. A
long narrow head is characteristic of C. hrevis and C. pfefferi, which

also agree in the lack of a yellow collar and light spots. They are

probably nearly related. On the other hand O. siamensis, herezowsJcii,

and septentrionalis are very closely allied and I have some doubts

whether they are properly separated and whether the specimens from

« Signifying like a reed, from KaXafio^, a tube, a straw.
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Cliina and Indo-China may not be grouped to better advantage and

more consonant with their geographical distribution, questions I am
unable to solve at present on account of lack of material.

The two species which are found within our territory may be distin-

guished as follows:

a' Head wide; the width of parietals together more than half the distance from tip of

fenout to their posterior end ; suture of frontal with supraocular shorter than with

prefrontal; a yellowish, more or less interrupted nuchal collar; ventrals uniform

pale C. berezowskii, p. 376.

a- Head narrow; the width of the parietals together equals one-half their distance from

tip of snout to their posterior end; suture of frontal with supraocular longer than

with prefrontal; no collar; ventralsstrongly spotted with black.

C. pfeferi, p. 378.

CALAMARIA BEREZOWSKII a Guenther.

1896. Calamaria berezowskii Guenther, Annuaire Mvis. Zool. St. Petersbourg, I,

p. 205, pi. I, fig. A (type-locality, Luu-ngan-fu, Prov. Sze-chuen, China;

types in Mus. St. Petersb.; Berezowski, collector).

A specimen of a Calamaria which seems to belong to this species,

collected by Mr. Tsunasuke Tada at Taipa, Formosa, was accidentally

omitted from my account of the collection made by him,^ and is here

introduced into the Formosan fauna for the first time.

There is nothing in Doctor Guenther's description or figures of 0.

herezowskii by which I can separate this specimen from it. One would
naturally expect the Formosa specimen to agree mth C. septentrionalis

which occurs from Hongkong, on the mainland opposite, to Cliusan in

the north and to the mountains north of Kiukiang on the Yangtse

River, in the interior, but this form is described as having the rostral

scarcely visible from above and the tip of tail rounded. Our speci-

men has' the same wide frontal as C. herezowskii, which according to

Guenther is the character distinguishing it from 0. siatnensis. The
latter has been taken as far north as Canton.

Curiously enough, the Formosa specimen shows no special inclina-

tion towards C. pfefferi from the Riu Kius, and it is quite likely that

a form of the latter type may eventually turn up in Formosa also.

Description.—Adult male; Science College Museum, Tokyo, No. 12;

Taipa, Formosa; September, 1897; T. Tada, collector (fig. 312).

Rostral high as broad, the portion visible from above more than half

as long as suture between prefrontals; no internasals; prefrontals

slightly smaller than frontal, in contact with fii'st and second supra-

labials; frontal slightly longer than broad, the width equaling its dis-

tance from tip of snout and the interparietal suture, about thi-ee times

o Named after Mr. M. Berezowski, the Russian explorer, who in 1892-1894 traveled

in the Chinese provinces of Kansu and Sze-chuen. During this journey he collected

the types of this species.

b Journ. Sci. Coll. Tokyo, XII, Pt. 3, 1898, pp. 215-225.
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as wide as supraoculars, six-sided forming an obtuse angle in front and

a nearly right angle behind, sutures with supraoculars shorter than

those with prefrontals; parietals in contact with fourth supralabial,

shorter than their distance from tip of snout, rather broad; nostril

small, in a very small and narrow triangular nasal between rostral,

first supralabial and prefrontal; one preocular; one postocular; no

temporals; a large shield bordering posterior half of parietal behind

fourth supralabial; four supralabials, first and third sub-

equal, small, second twice as large as third, fourth as long

as second and third together, second and tliird entering

eye; first lower labials in contact with each other behind

mental ; three lower labials in contact with anterior chin-

sliields, which are in contact with each other and as long as

the posterior; 13 rows of smooth scales, without pits; 160

ventrals; anal undivided; 23 pairs of subcaudals; tail

rather tapering, pointed at tip. Color (in alcohol) above ^^^ si^—c^L-
cinnamon-brown, each scale darker edged so that the amamabere-

whole upper surface appears finely reticulated, the mar- n°a7'^"ize^

gins on the sides more emphasized on the lateral scales top of head.

so as to almost form narrow longitudinal lines; on upper coll^toky"

neck two large yellowish spots, or an interrupted yellow-

ish collar, four scales from the head, and on the posterior angle of each

parietal a similar but smaller round spot; top of head and occiput

between parietals and collar much darker brown; upper and lower

labials irregularly marked with dark browm ; underside uniform wliitish,

ventrals with the lateral edge brownish like the scales; subcaudals

marked with dark brown so as to form an ill-defined median band

;

no pale spots on tail.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 195

Snout to vent 177

Vent to tip of tail 18

The female has shorter tail with fewer subcaudals.

Habitat.—This species is only known from the two types collected

by Mr. Berezowski in the Chinese province of Sze-chuen, and the spec-

imen brought home by Mr. T. Tada from Taipa, Formosa, where he

obtained it in September, 1897. It is probably also to be found in the

intervening territory.
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List of specimens of Calamaria berezowskii.

Museum.
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obtuse angle in front and an acute one behind, sutures with supra-

oculars longer than those with prefrontals; parietals in contact with

fourth supralabial, longer than their distance from tip of snout; the

suture between them twice as long as that between prefrontals, rather

narrow, especiall}^ posteriorly; nostril small, in a small nasal between

rostral, first supralabial and prefrontal; one preocular; one post-

ocular; no temporals; a large single shield bordering posterior half of

parietal behind fourth supralabial; four supralabials, fourth largest,

three times as large as second which is somewhat larger than first and
third, second and third entering eye; first pair of lower labials form-

ing a suture behind mental : two pairs of subequal chin-shields in con-

314

Figs. 313-316.—Calamaria pfefferi. -1 x nat. size. 313. top of head, avith chlor pattern; 314,

SIDE OF head; 315, UNDERSIDE OF HEAD, ENLARGED; 316, COLOR PATTERN AROUND MIDDLE OF

BODY. No. 14, Sci. Coll. Tokyo.

tact with each other; scales smooth, in 13 rows without apical pits;

160 ventrals; anal undivided; 15 pairs of subcaudals; tail ending in

a very short spine. Color (in alcohol) above brownish gray with 9 par-

allel darker stripes commencing directly behind the parietals; of these

stripes the median one covers the entire width of the vertebral scale

row, while the others only occupy the lines between the scale rows,

viz, on each side, one between the ventrals and first scale row, and

one between first and second and one between second and third rows,

and finally one between fourth and fifth rows ; head slightly paler than

the body with a few rather irregular and ill-defined darker markings;

an ill-defined dark band from nostril through eye and over upper

portion of fourth supralabial; labials below this band and entire
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underside pale yellowisli, each ventral usually marked with two well-

defined, but irregularly placed, dark brown spots which, however,

show a tendency to an arrangement in two longitudinal rows; under

the tail a broad well-defined median band of similar color occupying

the suture between the subcaudals and also extending down the

middle of the anal ; no nuchal collar, nor any yellowish spots at base of

tail.

I)imcnsio7is.
mm.

Total length 162

Snout to vent 152

Vent to tip of tail 10

The male is distinguished by a longer tail with a larger number of

subcaudals.

Variation.—A specimen from Okinawa shima in the Hamburg
Museum (No. 1567) collected by Doctor Warburg is very similar in

scale fornmla, viz, sc. 13; v. 158; a. 1; c. 15; oc. 1-1; 1.4; 1st pair of

lower labials in contact behind mental; second pair of chin-shields

in contact; frontal four times as broad as supraocular; parietals

longer than frontal. Coloration is also essentially like the one

described above, there being no collar, and no yellow spots at base

of or at end of tail, but there are two dorsal stripes more; the median

dark stripe is two scales wide and separated by an interspace of equal

width on both sides from the other stripes, of which there are five on

each side; bell}^ irregularly spotted with dark brown; a broad dark

stripe along middle of underside of tail.

Science College Museum No. 13, from Okinawa shima is also similar

in coloration, lacking collar and spots on tail, but has 26 pairs of sub-

caudals, being a male.

Habitat.—Thus far this Calamaria is only known from the Riu Kiu

Islands, where it has been collected both in the southern group, viz,

on Miyakoshima, and in the middle group, on Okinawa shima, a

specimen from each of these localities being in the Tokyo Museum.

A third- specimen, from the latter island where Doctor Warburg col-

lected it, is in the Hamburg Museum.

List of specimens of Calamaria pfefferi.

Muspiim.
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There does not seem to be any convincing proof that these snakes,

although provided with grooved fangs at the posterior end of the

maxilla, are particular!}^ close allies of the other opisthogl3'ph snakes,

such as the Homalopsinse. Nor do the Langahinse which, like the

latter and the Natricine snakes, have the hypopophyses present

throughout the vertebral column, and which form a group cliiefly

confined to Madagascar, appear to belong here.

Like the coronelline subfamily the present one contains forms of

\^ery varied habits, arboreal, terrestrial, and subterranean, diurnal

and nocturnal, etc.

Their distribution is chiefly tropical and southern both in the Old
and the New World. The subfamily is therefore represented within

our limits by only two genera, each with a single species, both
recorded from Formosa.
They may be distinguished as follows:

a' Maxillary teeth subeqiial in front of the enlarged posterior grooved fangs; nostril

between two nasals; scales with apical pits; scale rows 21 ; more than 200 ventrals;

anal double Boicia hrsepelini, p. 381.

a- Third or third and fourth maxillary teeth much enlarged; nostril in an undivided
nasal; scales without pits; scales in 17, or rarely 19, rows; less than 180 ventrals;

anal entire Psammodynastes pulverulentits, p. 383.

Genus BOIGA" Fitzinger.

1826. Boiga Fitzinger, Neue Classif. Rept., pp. 29, 31 (type, Coluber irregularis).

1843. DipsadomorpTius Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 27 (type, Dipsas trigonata).

1843. Macrocephalus Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 27 (type, Dipsas drapiezii).

1843. Gonyodipsas Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 27 (type, Dipsas irregularis).

1843. Eudipsas Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 27 (type, Dipsas cynodon).

1843. CepTialopMs Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 27 (type, Dipsas deyidrophila).

1853. Opetiodon Dumeril, Prodr. Class. Ophid., p. 98 (type, 0. cynodon).

1853. Triglyphodon Dumeril, Prodr. Class. Ophid., p. Ill (type, T. irregulare).

1857. ro.ricorf;-i/a^ H.\LLOWELL, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1857, p. 60 (type, T. blandingii).

1877. Pappophis MacCay, Proc. Linn. Soc. New S. Wales, II, p. 39 (type,

P. laticeps).

1895. LiopTiallus Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1894, p. 427 {type, Dipsas fusca).

Fitzinger's Boiga, of 1826, clearly takes precedence over his Dip-
sadomorpJius of 1843, as shown by me.''

BOIGA KRiEPELINIc Stejneger

1902. Boiga h-xpelini Stejneger, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington. XV. p. IG (type-

locality, Kelung, Formosa; type in Naturh. Hist. Mus., Hamburg, Xo. 1565;

Doctor Warburg, collector).

—

Dipsadomorphus kraepelini Wall, Proc. Zool.

Soc. London, 1903, p. 94 (Formosa).

a "La Boiga" is a name given by the early French ophiologists to some brilliantly

colored tropical snake. The name is probably of barbaric origin. Agassiz suggests its

connection with Boa. but apparently with no good reason.

& Proc. Biol. Soc, Washington, xV, 1902, p. 16.

e Dedicated to Prof. K. Kraepelin, director of the Xatural History Museum in

Hamburs;.
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Description of type specimen.—Naturh. Mus. Hamburg, No. 1565;

Keliing, Formosa; Doctor Warburg, collector. About 11 solid max-

illary teeth, subequal, slightly separated from grooved fangs, which

are not much enlarged; head very distinct from neck; eye large,

equaling its distance from anterior border of nostril, with vertically

elliptical pupil; roatral wider than high, barely visible from above;

internasals much broader than long, much shorter than prefrontals;

frontal as long as broad, as long as its distance from rostral and as

the interparietal suture; nasals large, posterior concave; loreal

higher than long; 2 preoculars, the upper one reaching the upper

surface of the head, but separated widely from frontal; 2 post-

oculars; temporals 4 + 5, scale-like, irregular; 9 supralabials, of

which the third, fourth, and fifth enter the eye; 5 (on one side 6)

lower labials in contact with anterior chin-shields, which are much
larger than the posterior pair; body compressed, about twice as

high as wide; scales in 21 oblique rows, smooth, with apical pits,

the vertebral row scarcely enlarged, the scales pointed behind; veii-

trals, 245, flat underneath, obtusely angulate laterally; anal double;

subcaudals, 142 pairs. Color brownish gray, with about 57 darker

cross-bars composed of black-edged scales from neck to anus, these

cross-bars extending on the sides to about 4 scale rows from the

ventrals; only faint indications of alternating lateral spots; top of

head uniform brown; underside pale with a median area more grayish

and laterally bordered by an irregular dusky line following the ventral

angle.

Variation.—The color description of specimen No. 1569, Hamburg
Mus., wliich was also collected by Doctor Warburg near South Cape,

Formosa, is as follows: Ground color paler and more grayish than

the type (No. 1565), with better defined cross bands, which alternate

with a row of lateral spots approximately covering the third, fourth,

and fifth rows from the ventrals; the ventral median area darker

and better defined; head with a median dark line on internasal and

prefrontal sutures and middle of frontal, reappearing on the anterior

part of upper neck as a median elliptical, brown spot; a smiilar

brownish band from posterior half of supraoculars posteriorly to

side of neck, where it joins another originating on the upper part of

the rostral and running obliquely through nostril and eye over pos-

terior supralabials to side of neck; between these lines a pale gray

band with whitish edges; supralabials also pale, more or less marked

with dusky and with a dusky spot on the suture below the center

of the eye.

The specimen in the Hongkong City Hall Museum examined by
Doctor Wall had six temporals on one side and ten labials on one

side: fiv lower labials in contact with anterior chin-shields on both

sides.
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Remarks.—Kraepelin's Boiga differs from most of the other species

of the genus in having a double anal and a scarcely enlarged vertebral

scale series; also in the very short posterior cliin-shields, and espe-

cialty in the numerous small temporals.

Habitat.—This species is only known from Formosa, where two
specimens were collected by Doctor Warburg, one at Kelung, in the

northern part, the other near South Cape. A tliird specimen from
Formosa is in the Hongkong Museum, as reported by Doctor Wall.

List of specimens of Boiga hrsepelini.

Museum.
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small, narrow, iirceolate, the posterior outline rounded, the lateral

sutin-es greatly concave; supraoculars excessively large, much larger

than frontal, very broadly in contact with prefrontals; parietals

large, the suture between them longer than the frontal; nostril a

round hole in the middle of a single nasal; canthus rostrrilis sharp,

overhanging the very concave loreal region; a small lozenge-shaped

loreal; a single, large, concave preocular; three postoculars; tem-

porals 2 + (l small) +3, the lower anterior on left side coalesced with

supralabial; mouth very deeply cleft, with 8 supralabials, first long,

in contact with loreal, 4, 5, and 6 in contact with eye; 8 lower labials,

3 in contact with first pair of cliin-sliields, of which there are three

pairs; scales smooth, without pits, in 17 rows; ventrals 175;'^ anal

single; subcaudals 60. ** Color (in alcohol) brownish gray densely

Figs. 317-319.—Psammodynastes pulverulentus. 2Xnat. size. 317, top of head; 318, side of

head; 319, UNDERSIDE OF HEAD. No. 34707, U.S.N.M.

spotted with dusky and pale ochraceous, forming a very obscure

pattern; a dark narrow band from tip of snout to posterior end of

frontal, followed by a V-shaped mark, the opening resting on the

upper edge of the preoculars, the apex on the posterior end of the

interparietal suture; a similar band, from upper postocular along

outer edge of parietal; all the bands on the head composed of nar-

rower dusky lines with a pale line between them; from apex of

parietal V a solid dark line along the median line of the upper neck;

an obscure dusky transocular band; underside brownish gray with

two narrow dusky lines, one on each side of the median line; the

grayish ground color is produced by innumerable dusky specks

powdered all over the surface.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length :«2

Snout to vent 313

Vent to tip of tail 69

o According to Boulenger (MS.).
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Variation.--The lateral head-sliields arc subject to considerable

variation. Tims there is often a second loreal underneath the ordinary

one; the temporals are more or less irregular in many instances; the

number of preoculars is sometimes t\yo, while the postoculars vary

between two and four. In a large series of specimens from the whole

range of the species the minima and maxima of the ventrals have been

found to be 146 and 175, the latter in the Formosa specimen described

above, and of the subcaudals respectively 44 and 66.

The coloration is very variable, especially the ground color, which

varies from nearly uniform raw umber to nearly blackish, with inter-

mediate shades spotted with darker and paler in great profusion.

Habitat.—^N^idelj distributed fi'om the eastern Himalayas to the

Malay peninsula and archipelago, Indo-China, Philippine Islands, and

Formosa.

The only record of its occurrence in the latter island is the female

specimen in the British Museum, collected by Mr. Hoist at Taiwan fu,

and described above. I owe the opportunity to make this description

to the kindness of Doctor Boulenger.

As yet Psammodynastes pulverulentus has not been recorded from

the mainland of China and would thus appear to be an exception to

the rule that the Formosan snakes have reached that island from

China. On the other hand, its wide distribution in the Philippine

Archipelago might tempt one to conclude that this species had arrived

in Formosa from the south. With our present defective knowledge of

the herpetology of China, such a conclusion would be too hasty, how-

ever. It is moreover a significant fact that this snake is at home in the

eastern Himalayas, and in the mountains of Assam and Burma, where

so many other Formosan species, also occurring in China, have their

nearest relatives and probable origin. There is every reason to believe

that P. imlverulentus may yet be discovered in the mountains of

southern and western China.

List of specimens of Psammodynastes pulverulentus.

Brit. Mus.

.

U.S. N. M

Do....

Do....

Do.

Do.

94.1.26.9

23753

26220

34707

34708

34769

Sex.

Female"

....do...

....do ...

Male b .

....do..

Locality.
When

collected.

Near Taiwan
I

fii, Formosa.
' lS9(i.

Troiig, Lower I Sept. -

Siain.
I

....do '

j

1904.

Mount Apo, July

Mindanao

,

v. I.

do

do

By wiiom col-

lected.

Mr. Hoist..

Dr. W. L. Ab-

bott.

do

...do...

Julv 9

Dr. K. H.

Mearns.

.do.

.do.

CO

2+3

2+2

2+3

2+3

2+3

2+3

a Description, p. 383.

26485--NO. 58—07 25

b Figs. 317-319.
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Family ELAPID^.

This family contains all the so-called "proteroglyph" snakes, or

snakes with a permanently erect grooved poison fang in the anterior

portion of the horizontal maxillary bone.

The members of the family are divided into two snbfamilies, one

containing the terrestrial species which have retained the general

physiognomy of the majority of snakes, the other embracing forms

which have become strongly modified for marine life, as follows:

«' Tail cylindric Elapin.ts, p. 386.

a- Tail strongly compressed, oar-shaped Hydrin,« p. 400.

Subfainily EIL.AFI]Sr.^:.

As stated above, the general physiognomy of these snakes is that

of the great majority of snakes, the Natricidx, and the resemblance

of some of the species in each family is so complete as to have deceived

experts on a superficial examination. The generally small eye with

vertical pupil, frequent absence of a loreal, and even width of head

with body will serve to characterize many of the Elapines, but the

presence of the poison fang is the only reliable criterion.

It is the more to be regretted that these snakes can not be readily

and at a glance distinguished from the numerous harmless species,

as they are the deadliest and often the most dangerous of all snakes.

Thus the Indian cobra, found in Formosa, and the so-called hama-

dryad belong to this subfamily. The "krait,". which grows to be

over 4 feet, and which is represented by a separate form in For-

mosa {Bungarus niulticinctus) is also very destructive of life where

it is common. On the other hand, the smaller species, although their

poison in proportion is equally deadly, are not very dangerous to man,

partly because of the smallness of their mouths, partly, it seems,

because of the supposed gentleness of some of them.

The Elapine snakes are truly tropical in their distribution. Only

one genus, Elaps, occurs in America, wliile on the other hand the

majority of the Australian snakes belong to this family.

Only four species, belonging to four genera, come within our limits,

viz, three in Formosa and one in the Riu Kins, although it would not

be surprising if additional species were discovered in the former island.

They may be distinguished as follows

:

KEY TO THE FORMOSAN AND RIU KIUAN GENERA.

a^ Median dorsal scale row not enlarged; subcaudals all, or mostly, in pairs.

h^ Neck not (lilatal)le, not surrounded by more scale rows than niiddlc of body;

internasal not bordering the nostril.

c' One to three small teeth on maxillary ))ehind fangs Iltviibiouidnis. j). 387.

c- No teeth on maxillary behind fangs CaUiophis, p. 391.

b'^ Neck dilalal)le; more scale rows around neck tlian uround michlle of luuly; inter-

nasal ])ordering the nostril Axya, p. 394.

a- Median dorsal scale row enlarged; subcaudals single Bunyarus, p. 397.
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Genus HEMIBUNGARUS« Peters.

1843. Bmchyrhynchus Fitzixgeh, Syst. Rt'pt., p. 28 (type, Elups callujaslvr) (not

of Laporte, 1833).

1862. Hemibungarus Peters, Mon. Ber. Berlin Akad. Wiss., 1862, p. 037 (type,

Elaps calligaster)

.

The only difference between the genera Ilemlhungarus and Cal-

liophis appears to be the presence of several (1-3) small solid teeth

on the maxillary bone behind the grooved fang in the former, and it

is ([uestionable whether these so-called genera really represent genetic

groups. The two species occurring within our limits, namely, Cal-

liophis macclellandii in Formosa and Hemibungarus jayonicus in the

Riu Kill Islands seem to be so closely related to each other that the

latter appears less nearly allied to any of the other species of Ileml-

hungarus. The only difference, besides that of dentition, consists in

the greater length of the parietals in H. japonicus and in a slightly

different pattern of coloration. Thus far no Hemibungarus has been
recorded from Formosa, but this island is as yet so imperfectly known
that no conclusion can be based on this fact.

The relationship of these snakes (through Calliopliis) is undoubtedly
Ilimalayo-Chinese, but beyond this statement it would be hazardous

to generalize for the present.

The two forms described in the following pages under the names
of H. japonicus and H. boettgeri are evidently very closely allied in

spite of their very different coloration. The scutellation is almost

identical, though it must be pointed out that in the former (9 s])ecimens)

the number of ventrals averages higher, namely, 208.5 (maximum 2 16,

minimum 196), the corresponding figures for the latter (11 specimens)

being 193.5 (204 and 183). While the scale formulas thus show some
overlapping, the difference in coloration is so striking and apparently
so constant, without any intermediary specimens, that I do not feel

compelled to use trinominals for these forms, especially in view of

their geographical isolation, the former being confined to the O-shima
subgroup, the latter to the Okinawa subgroup of the Riu Kiu
Archipelago.

The}'^ may be distinguished as follows:

0* Red (white in alcohol) with one, or three, narrow dark-brown longitudinal striijes,

and distant rings of the same color; ventrals 196 to 216 H. japonicus, p. 387.

H- Black, with four narrow longitudinal red stripes (whitish in alcohol) on back, and
distant white half-rings; ventrals 184 to 200 //. boctUjcri, p. 389.

HEMIBUNGARUS JAPONICUS & (Guenther).

HAI (according to Dr. Ijima).

1868. Callopliis japonicus Guenther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), 1, 1868, p. 428, pi.

XVII, fig. c (type-locality. Nagasaki [?J; type in Brit Mus.; Whitely,
collector).

—

Heviihungarusjaponicus Boulenger, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus.,
Ill, 1896, p. 395 (part: Oo-shima).

—

Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
1905, II, p. 51^ (part: Amami-o-shima).

a From 77///-, half-; and Bungarus, a nearly related genus of snakes.
b Signifying Japanese.
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Description.— Young: U.S.N.M. No. 31817; Amami-o-shima , Riu

Kill Archipelago ; Dr. H. M. Smith collection. Rostral broader than

high, easily visible from above; internasals broader than long, the

suture l^etween them scarcely more than one-half that between the

prefrontals which are broadly in contact with supraoculars; frontal

longer than its distance from tip of snout and than interparietal suture,

much broader than supraoculars; parietals very long, longer than

frontal; nostril large, round, at the posterior margin of the anterior

nostril, which is larger tli^n the posterior and in contact with second

supralabial; no loreal; a single preocular situated above the center of

the eye in contact with posterior nasal; eye rather large, the diameter

greater than its distance from edge of lip ; two postoculars ; temporals

1 + 1 , second one very large ; a large shield bordering the outer poste-

rior half of parietal; 7 supralabials, sixth and seventh largest, third

rather high, third and fourth entering eye; four lower labials in con-

tact with anterior chin-shields which are as long as the posterior,

fourth lower labial very large; 13 rows of smooth scales without apical

pits; 196 ventrals; anal divided; 31 pairs of subcaudals. Color (in

alcohol) pale cream-color (in life said to be red) with a narrow dark-

brown median line, one scale wide, from frontal to tip of tail; 16 dark-

brown rings around the body and tail, about 3 scales broad on back

and two ventrals broad below, the intervals between them about three

to four times as wide; top of head dark brown except the median por-

tion of each parietal, the brown col ^r on the sides of the head extend-

ing some distance past the last supralabial; on the underside a large,

roundish blotch of dark brown extending over four ventrals between

the rings.

Dimensions.
m >n

.

Total length 221

Snout to vent 200

Vent to tip of tail 21

Judging from the adult female in British Aluseum, the full-grown

specimens do not differ essentially from the young described above.

Variation.—The scutellation seems to be very constant, though the

ventrals range between 196 and 216 in the nine specimens recorded.

The subcaudals on the other hand only vary between 28 and 31 pairs.

The coloration is also rather constant, except that some specimens,

for instance the type and the young specimen in British Museum, col-

lected by M. Ferrie, have an additional dark-brown stripe along each

side of the body. Its presence is not a sign of youth as shown by the

specimen described above. The number of rings around the body

varies slightly; thus in the specimen in the Imperial Museum in Ueno
Park, Tokyo, there ar(^ 1 2 rings on the body, one at the vent and one on

tail. In this specimen the dark bands on the back are plainly ecjged

with whitish.
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Since the above was written Doctor Wall has reported upon four

specimens from Amami-o-shima, obtained by ^fr. Owston's collectors.

Of these two agreed in having three longitutlinal dorsal black lines

narrower than the white intervals. One of these had indications of

another line in the flanks on each side. One had 12 and the other

14 black annuli. The ventrals and subcaudals were 208 + 29 and

198 + 28. Two others were pale pink witli a. single, narrow, vertebral

black line. One of these had 15 and the other 13 black annuli, and

the ventrals and subcaudals were 215 + 28 and 214 + 30.

Habitat.—This form appears to be restricted to the 0-shima sub-

group of the Riu Kiu Archipelago, inasmuch as all the specimens sup-

plied with exact data have been taken in "Oo-shima," or as we prefer

to call it, Amami-o-shima, in order to avoid confusion with the many
other 0-shimas.

Whiteh^'s specimen, upon wdiich Guenther founded the species, was

said to have come from Nagasaki. We know now that all his speci-

mens credited to that locality came from other places, the present one

almost certainlv from Amami-o-shima. "
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that they were all alike in havinij:; five longitudinal Ijlack dorsal lines

broader than the pink intervals. There were 9-12 narrow black

annuli around the bod}- and 1-2 (2 usually) on the tail. The ventrals

and subcaudals are 204+28, 183 + 28, 194 + 30, 202+?, 197 + 27,

129 [192?] + 29.

Hahitat.—This richly and unic[uely colored form seems to be con-

fined to the middle grou]) of the Riu Kiu archipelago, inasmuch as all

the specimens of which we have detailed record are from Okinawa
shima or "Great Loo Choo." Doctor Fritze collected the type on the

west side of that island.
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Southern Cliina); Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus.. Ill, 1896, p. 399 ^part: forma

{ypica, Assam; Pegu; Formosa; South China"); Prop. Zool. Soc. F/mdon,

1899, p. 1G6 (Kuatun, Fokien, China).

1854. Flaps pcrsonatns Blytii. Journ. Assiat. Soo. Bengal, XXIII, no. ?>, ]>. 298

(type-locality, Assam).

1861. Elaps macddlandi REiNriAROT, Vid. Meddel. Xaturh., For. Kjoebenhavn,
1860, p. 247 (part: Assam).

1864. Callophis annularis Guenther, Kept. Brit. India, p. 350, pi. xxiv, fig. i

(type-locality, "India")."

CalliopMs univirgatus,^ which is said to differ only in coloration,

liaving a narrow black line down the middle of the back and no regu-

lar dorsal crossbars, is the western re])resentative of the present

species. It inhabits Sikkim and Nepal, apparently to the exclusion

of typical 0. macclellandii.

Description (figs. 323-324).

—

Adult imde; British Museum; For-

mosa; R. Swinhoe, collector. Rostral barely visible from above;

32.3

Figs. 323-324.—Calliopios macclellandii. (From Boulenger, Fauna Brit. India, TIept., r. 383.)

.323, TOP OF head: .324, side of head.

internasals nearly entering nostrils; nostril in posterior edge of a

large nasal, followed by a somewhat smaller postnasal; prefrontals

large, broadly in contact with supraoculars; frontal about as long

as its distance from tip of snout, slightly shorter than parietals; one

large preocular in contact with postnasal, prefrontal, supraocular,

and third supralabial; two postoculars; temporals 1 + 1; 7 supra-

labials, third and fourth entering eye, first small, third large, as large

n In Boulenger's catalogue (III, p. 399) it is stated that the type in British Museum
is fi-om South China and presented by Mr. J. C. Bowring.

'' 1858. Elaps univirgatus Guenther, Cat. Col. Sn. Brit. Miis., p. 231 (type-hn-al-

ity, Nepal; types in British Mnseum; Hodgson, collector).

—

Callophis

iinivirgata Guenther, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1859 (p. 83, pi. xvn
Nepal).

186 1. Elaps macddlandi Rkiniiardt, Vid. Meddel. Naturh. For. Kjoebenhavn,

I860, p. 247 (part; Darjeeling).

1861. Callophis macdellandii Guenther, Proc Zool. Soc. London, ]8()1, p. 219

fNepal).

1896. Cnllnphis wardcUandii- var. unirirgalu! Boulenger, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus.,

Ill, p. 399 (Nepalj Darjeeling).
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as sixth; 6 lower labials, four in contact with anterior chin-shields,

fourth very large; posterior chin-shields about as large as anterior;

13 rows of smooth scales; 240 ventrals"; anal divided; 34 pairs of

siibcaudals." Color (in alcohol) above dull reddish gray, with 31

yellow-edged l)lack rings on the body and 4 on the tail, the bands

being one scale wide on the back and two ventrals wide on the under-

side; halfway between the rings on the back two black spots about

5 scales apart to within 4 rings from the vent, and on the under-

side a single rounded large black blotch on the median line; a black

collar about three scales wide just back of temporals and including

the extreme posterior angle of the parietals; another black 1)and

from edge of lip through eye and involving anterior third of frontal

and the prefrontals; snout in front of this band, as well as the rest

of the head between the two black bands yellow.

Dimensions.
vim.

Total length *100

Snout to vent -^63

Vent to tip of tail 37

Variation.—The only feature worthy of notice is the great range

in the number of ventrals, as shown by the Indian and Chinese

specimens in British Museum, the extremes being 182 and 240. It

should be noted, however, that the latter figure is that of the only

specimen thus far recorded from Formosa, and that there is a wide

gap between it and the other specimens in this respect. It is not

beyond the bounds of probability that the Formosan specimen may

represent a separate form characterized by a greater number of

ventrals.

Habitat.—Extending from Assam and Burma in the west to south-

ern China and Formosa in the east. It is recorded from the moun-

tains north of Kiuldang, and also from high altitudes (3,000 to 4,000

feet) in the province of Fokien.

A single specimen collected by Swinhoe and now in the British

Museum is known from Formosa.

List of specimens of Calliophis macclellandii.

Brit.
Mils.
No.

Sox and ago. Locality.

Male" Formosa

Half grown '>' Kiulviang Mountains, China.

Male b ' Soutliern Cliina

do. c Kuatun, Kokien

When
col-

lected.

By whom collected.

R. Swinhoe

A. E. Pratt

J. C. Bowring. .

.

J. D. La Touche.

m
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Genus NAJA" Laurenti.

1768. Naja Laurenti, Synops. Repl., p. 90 (type, Najanaja).

1830. Urseus Wagler, Nat. Syst. Amph., p. 173 (type, Najahaje).

1830. Aspis Wagler, Nat. Syst. Amph., p. 173 (type, Naja najn) (not of Lau-

renti, 1768).

1831. Tomyris Eichwald, ZooL Spec, III (p. 171) (type, T. oriana).

1836. Harnadryas Cantor, Asiat. Pvesearcli., XIX, p. 187 (type, Jf. hannah) (not

of Huebner, 1806).

1843. Dendmspis Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 28 (type, jV. Iningarus).

1858. Pseudohaje Guenther, Cat. Colubr. Snakes Brit. Mus., p. 222 (type, P. nigra).

1864. Ophiophagus Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, p. .340 (type, 0. elaps).

One species of these deadly snakes occurs within our territory, inas-

much as the eastern representative of the terrible Indian cobra has

been found in the extreme south of Formosa.

NAJA NAJA'' ATRA > (Cantor).

1842. JSiaja aim Cantor, Ann. Nat. Hist., IX, 1842, p. 482 (type-locality, Cliusan,

China).

1859. INaja tripudians var. scopinucha Cope, Proc. Pliila. Acad., 1859, p. 343

(type-locality. Canton River; type in Mns. Acad. Pliila.: Doctor Rnsch-

enberger, collector).

1860. Naja haji Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 504 (Hongkong) (not

N. haje (Linnaeus)).

1866. Naja tripudians var. aira ^Iartens, Preuss. Exped. Ost-Asien, ZooL, I,

p. 177 (Chusan Archipel.).

1867. Naja lutescens var. larvata Steinuachner, Novara Exped., ZooL, I, Rept.

p. 84 (Hongkong) (not of Cantor).

1876. Naja tripudians var. nnicolor Martens, Preuss. Exited. Ost-Asien, Zool., I,

p. 382 (substitute name).

1885. Naja tripudians Bcettger, Offenl)ach. Ver. Naturk. 24-25 B{>r., pp. 127, 154

• (Canton) (not of Merrem); Ber. Senckenberg. Naturf. Ges., 1894, p. 134

(Hainan); p. 137 (Hongkong).

—

Wall, Proc. Zool Soc. London, 1903,

p. 97 (Hongkong; Hainan).

1896. Naia tripudians \ixr.fasciata (pait) Boxilenger, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., Ill,

p. 383 (Kiukiang; Canton; Hainan; Siam).

—

Boettger, Kat. Schl. Mus.

Senckenl)erg., 1898, p. 121 (Canton; Hainan) (not of Gray?).

1896. Naia tripudians var. spntatrir (part) Boulenger, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus..

Ill, p. 384 (Chusan Ids.) (not of Boie).

In treating of the association of subs])ecies constituting the species

Naia tripudians (= Naja naja) Boulenger'' has attempted a sub-

division based chiefly tipon color differences. A glance at the list of 71

specimens given by him, shows that the "subspecies," or ''varieties,"

or "forms" thus distinguished are not correlated with geographical

distri})ution. In view of Doctor Boulenger's statement that "the

o Said to be derived from Nag, the Indian word for snake.

^ 1758. Coluber naja Linn/Eus, Syst. Nat., 10 ed., I, p. 221 (type-locaUly, India

orientalis); 12 ed., I, 1766, p. 382.

f Signifying black.

d Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 381.
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forms enuinerated [])y him] might l)e regarded as distinct species but
for the absence of any sharp demarcation-hnes between them," this

lack of correlation might be explained. Nevertheless, even if we
regard them as species, their geographical distribution becomes dis-

connected, confused, and unintelligible.

It seems that a better subdivision might have been obtained by
taking the scale formula as a primary basis and color only as a second-

ary character.

It might then be jDossible to separate out a form Naja 7iaja oxiana

(Eichwald), from Transcaspia, Afghanistan, and Gilgit, characterized

by a large number (averaging 268) of ventrals and caudals together,

the sum of these giving more definite results than each separately,

owing to the variable location of the vent.

The s])ecimens from India proper, Ceylon, and possibl^^ Burma
and the Malay peninsula seem to be fairly well characterized by tlie

large number of scales around the neck, 29 to 35, rarely 27, and
should probably stand as Naja naja.

The cobras from the Malay Archipelago have about the same average

number of ventrals plus caudals as the Indian cobras (235 in the

former as against 238 in the latter), but the number of scales around
the neck is smaller, viz, only 21 to 25. These may be Boie's Naja
naja sputatrix, or they may fall into several more subspecies.

Finally, the Chinese and Siamese specimens seem to hold an inter-

mediary position so far as neck scales are concerned, viz, 25 to 27, but
with a minimum of ventrals plus caudals (average of 9 specimens 216.)

These are also fairly uniform in color and appear entitled to the

subspecific appellation Naja. naja atra (Cantor)

.

The demarcation-lines here drawn up are not very sharp, but they

seem better than those l)ased primarily on color and have the advan-

tage of a more rational geographic distribution than the others. More-
over, like Boulenger's scheme, this is only a provisional arrangement
which needs to be tested with a very large material. In tliis con-

nection I would earnestly warn against using specimens, to the origin

of which there attaches the least suspicion. Only b}^ utilizing

material which in every detail is authentic and beyond dispute will

it be possible to reach a satisfactory solution.

Description.— Young; British Museum, No. 99.4.24.102; South
Cape, Formosa; J. D. La Touche, collector. Rostral very broad,

the height only two-thirds of the width; internasals somewhat longer

than prefrontals; frontal pentagonal, broader than supraoculars;

parietals as long as frontal and prefrontals together; nostril separating

the two large nasals; no loreal; one prefrontal in contact ^\itll

supraocular, prefrontal, internasal, posterior nasal, and third suj^ra-

labial; diameter of eye as large as its distance from anterior rim of
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nostril; two ])ost oculars, upper much the larger; large temporals,

2 + 1 ; a large scale in the posterior angle between the pacietals, and

a larger one on each side of the parietals in continuation of the larger

u])per temporal; seven su]>ralabials, third and fourth entering eye,

third very high, broadly in contact with posterior nasal, fifth high,

touching upper postocular; four lower labials in contact with

anterior chin-shields which are larger than ]:)osterior pair; 25 scales

round the neck, and 21 round the body;" 178 ventrals;^ anal

divided; 42 pairs of subcaudals." Color (in alcohol) uniform black-

ish brown, except sides and lower part of head, as well as 16 anterior

ventrals, which are whitish; on the upper neck a pair of white-rimmed

"spectacles" and 13 very narrow yellowish cross lines, the ainterior

of which is faintly indicated on the ventrals also.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 352

Snout to vent • .304

Vent to tip of tail 48

As to how large the cobra grows to be in Formosa there is no infor-

mation, but specimens from other localities are known to exceed 1^

meters in length.

Variation.—The species is subject to a considerable amount of

variation as might l)e expected from its wide distribution. The

more essential features of this have been touched upon in the pre-

liminary remarks following the synomymy (see p. 394).

Distribution.—The species Naja naja has a wide distribution in

southeastern Asia, from Transcaspia to the Philipjiines, but the present

subspecies, as defined above, seems to be confined to China south of

Shanghai, including Hainan, Frencli Indo-China, continental Siam,

and Formosa.

Its occurrence in Formosa is now demonstrated by a young speci-

men m British Museum collected near wSouth Cape by Mr. J. D. La
Touche. I owe the opportunity to examine and describe this speci-

men to the courtesy of Dr. G. A. Boulenger.

«* According to Boulenger's count.
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List of specimens of Naja naja atra.
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len<i;er under the oldest nanie, B. candidus. The typical form seems

to be confined to islands in the Malayan Archipelago; another, var.

cseruleus, extends over entire India (exclusive of the Himalayas and

Ceylon) and the Malay Peninsula; the third, the one here treated of,

is recorded from Toungoo, in lower Burma, not far from the Karennee
Hills, and from A^arious localities in southern China. The first is

considered most distinct, and there seems to be no good reason for

connecting it nomenclaturally with our Chinese form. Of the Indian

tropical form Boulenger ssijs that it is "almost completely connected"

with B. multicinctus. This "almost" only prevents me at present

from speaking of the latter as Bungarus csendeus multicinctus.

Another very closely allied form, differing chiefly in the less-pro-

nounced enlargement of the median dorsal scale row, B. lividus,

inhabits Assam. The Ceylon krait B. ceylonicus, is another nearly

related form.

Description.—Adult male; Science College Museum, Tokyo, No. 15;

Taipa, Formosa; November, 1897; T. Tada, collector (figs. 325-

327). Rostral broader than high; visible from above; internasals,

Figs. 325-327.

—

Bungakus multicinctus. nat. size. 325, underside of head; 326, side of head;

327, top of head. No. 15, Sci. Coll. Tokyo.

broader than long, half as large as prefrontals which are broadly in

contact with supraoculars; frontal as long as its distance from tip of

snout and interparietal suture twice as wide as supraoculars at center

of eye; parietals much longer than frontal, nearly as long as their

distance from tip of snout; nostril large, vertically elli]>tic, between

two nasals, the posterior narrowed behind so as to meet the preocular

in a very short suture; no loreal; one long preocular, anteriorly in

narrow contact with posterior nasal; eye rather small, its vertical

diameter shorter than its distance from edge of lip; two postoculars;

temporals 1 4- 2 ; seven supralabials, last three largest, second in contact

with ]ireocular, third and fourth entering eye; foui" lower labials in con-

tact with anterior chin-sliields which are longer than the posterior pair;

15 rows of smooth scales, without apical ])its, the median row greatly

enlarged, more than twice as large as the other dorsals; 210 ventrals;
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anal entire; 46 undivided subcaudals. Color (in alcohol) above
dark seal brown with 45 narrow whitish cross lines or bars, 31 on the

body and 14 on the tail, about one scale mde on the back, widening
near the belly so as to equal two of the outer scale rows, the light-

colored lateral scales often with a median dark line; head uniform
dark, somewhat paler on laluals; underside whitish more or less

clouded with l)rown, and the dark brown of the sides descending on
the body over the ends of the corresponding ventrals, while forming
continuous, though somewhat irregular, rings on the tail.

Dimejisions.
mm.

Total length 860

.Snout to vent 743

Vent to tip of tail 117

The young (U.S.N.M. Xo. 36514) is essentially like the adult

described above, but has a whitish crescentic mark on each side of

the neck behind the head.

This species reaches a length of more than a meter.

Variation.—The scale formula varies but little though 1+ 1 tem-
porals occur besides 1+2. The ventrals vary in this form between
198 and 221 , the subcaudals between 44 and 52.

The variation in coloration has reference chiefly to the number
of wliite cross lines. Thus, the adult described above has 45, and
the young 51 (40 on body 11 on tail), while as many as 60 have
been recorded.

Habitat.—Southern China, from the provinces of Kiangsi and
Fokien to Kw^angtung and Kwangsi. Farther west it has been
collected at Toungoo in Lower Burma, by Mr. E. W. Gates.

In Formosa it was first found by Swinhoe, and Mr. Tashiro has

since informed us that it is found both in the northern and southern

part of the island. He states that it was common around Taipa,

whence he brought two specimens.

List of spcciinens of Bimyarus multicincius.
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The high, compressed tail, shaped Hke the blade of an oar, dis-

tinguishes these snakes at once from all others and stamps them as

inhabitants of the water. As a matter of fact these snakes are not

only aquatic, but truly marine, some of them to an extent that

renders it correct to designate them as pelagic.

Not only has the shape of the tail become specialized in these

snakes, ])ut the whole body is strongly compressed in some; in others

the general shape has been greatly modified, so that the whole posterior

portion of the body is abnormally enlarged while the front part is

drawn out into an excessively elongated and narrow neck finished

off with a small head not wider than the neck. Owing to the com-

pressed form of the body the ventrals have been reduced in most

of the forms to an extent which makes it difficult to recognize them
as such. Even the scales of the body have become highly altered in

many forms, being polygonal and juxtaposed with short keels or

knobs or spines, sometimes in pairs, and totally unlike the scales of

other snakes. That the nostrils are placed on top of the snout and

provided with valves it is scarcely necessary to mention.

Not all the species are as greatly differentiated as above mentioned.

A small group, the habits of wliich are still partly terrestrial, live

near the shores and occasionally and temporarily climb among the

rocks or even sometimes venture farther inland. These have still

fairly well-developed ventrals to some extent fit for terrestrial

locomotion, and their scales are imbricate. To this group belong

the genera Laticauda and Emydocephalus.

Being ''proteroglyph, " all these marine snakes are poisonous.

Nevertheless, several forms are perfectly harmless to man, such as

the Laticauda occurring so frequently around the Riu Kiu Islands

wliich the fishermen handle without fear and without accident.

The sea snakes, broadly speaking, inhabit all the tropical and sub-

tropical seas outside of the Atlantic Ocean. In spite of much good

work of late in this group, the species and their distribution are as

yet but poorly understood. The lack of definite boundaries to their

habitat and their liability to be carried beyond their natural limits

by currents make it difficult to decide how many species to include

in the present work. It has therefore been thought best to take

cognizance of a few more species than have actually been recorded

from the coasts of the territory covered by this work, when they are

known to occur in the adjacent seas. Such species, however, have

been included in brackets.

Doctor Boettger, in 1888 (Zool. Anz., pp. 395 seq.), published a

paper on the external sexual characters of the sea snakes based upon

an examination of 46 specimens belonging to two genera {Disteira

and Lapemis), all from the Philippine Islands. He came to the coji-
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elusion that the males differ in having fewer ventrals, fewer scale

rows around the neck, more anals, longer tail and smaller circum-

ference of body relative to total length, and much more developed

spines on the ventrals. In all three species examined by him he found

a chfference of about 20 ventrals between the maximum of the males

and the minimum of the females. Thus in Lapemis hardvncMi

{Hydrophis loreatus) he found in the males 135-168 ventrals (average

153) and in the females 186-237 (average 202), the difference between
the averages being 49 ventrals. His result was calculated to carry

conviction as it was based upon a series of no less than 31 specimens.

Nevertheless, if we inquire into the data furnished by Boulenger

regarding the specimens of the same species in British Museum "

we find in a much smaller series (14 specimens, 5 males and 9 females)

proportions essentially different. In his list the ventrals of the males

range between 130 and 155 (average 140), those of the females 136-200

(average 156), consequently an overlap of 19 ventrals instead of a gap

of 18. The British Museum specimens are not from one locality,

however, but cover the whole area from India to the Philippines, and
it might be supposed that this cUscrepancy had a geographical signifi-

cance. Such is not the case, however, for three females from Negros,

Philippine Archipelago, consequently from practically the same
locality as Boettger's specimens, have 140, 156, and 180 ventrals,

respectively, thus nearh^ covering the whole range of Boettger's 18

males (135-168) without reaching the minimum of his 13 females

(186).

These apparent discrepancies seem at present inexplicable, and
indicate one of the many difficulties with which the student of these

snakes has to deal.

My own observations bear out Boettger's conclusions only partly.

In our four specimens of Disteira godejfroyi the female has more scale

rows, more ventrals, and fewer subcaudals. On the other hand, in 20

specimens of Disteira melanocephala there is apparei,itly no difference

among the sexes except that the males average a few more subcaudals

than the females.

KEY TO THE GENERA OF HYDRIN.E IN JAPANESE AND CHINESE WATERS.

a' Ventrals wide, at least four times as wide as long.

6' Nasals widely separated by internasals; supralal)ials nornuil . . .L«/(Va(/f/o, p. 402.

6^ Nasals broadly in contact on median line of snout; middle supralabials fused into

a large plate on each side Eiiii/florcphahis. p. 413.

or Ventrals rudimentary, less than twice as wide as long.

6' Two pairs of chin-shields, anterior always, posterior nearly always in contact.

Distrira. p. 418.

b'- Chin-shields scarcely differentiated, not in contact.

"Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, p. 301.

26485—No. 58—07 26
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c' Snout, from oyo 1o 1i]) Hhortor than width of liead at posterior corner of supra-

oculars.

(/' Mental not concealed in a deep groove [Lapemis], p. 435.

cP Mental concealed in a deep groove of the chin [Enhydrina], p. 437.

c- Snout, from eye to tip equaling or longer than width of head at posterior corner

of supraoculars Hydrus, p. 438.

Genus LATICAUDA" Laurenti.

1768. Laticauda Laurenti, Syn. Rept., p. 109 (type, L. scutata).

1802. Platurus Latreille, Hist. Nat. Rept. IV, p. 183 (type, P. fasciutus).

Five species of this genus are provisionally recognized, oi which

Laticauda muelleri'' seems to be a L. laticaudata with a ventral keel.

A Laticauda frontalis^ has recently been described as differing from

L. semifasciata in having an undivided rostral and shield-like tem-

porals.

Only two species are known with certainty to have been taken on

the coasts of the territory covered by this work, but a third may be

reasonably expected to occur and its characters are therefore given

in conjunction with the others. They may be distinguished by the

following

:

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF LATICAUDA IN JAPANESE AND CHINESE SEAS.

a^ Rostral undivided horizontally; belly without a median keel; two i)airs of contig-

uous chin-shields; temporals 1-f 2; top of snout yellow.

6' Scale rows 19; no unpaired shield between the prefrontals; upper lip dark l^rown.

L. laticaudata. yt. 402.

b- Scale rows 21 to 25; normally an unpaircnl shield between the prefrontals: upper

lip yellow [L. colvbrina, p. 406.]

a^ Rostral divided horizontally; belly with a median keel on posterior half; one pair

of contiguous chin-shields; temporals 2+3; top of snout dark brown.

L. semifasciata, p. 409.

LATICAUDA LATICAUDATA rf (Linnaeus).

1758. ( 'oluhcr laticaudatus Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 10 ed., I, p. 222 (part: type-local-

ity, thelndies; tjpv in Mus. Stockholm) ; 12 ed. , 1, 1766, p. 383.

—

Anders-

son, Bihang Svensk. Vet. Akad. Handl., XXIV, 1899, Pt. 4, no. 6, p. 18

(tyj)e).

—

Platurus laticaudatus Girard, Herpet. U. S. Expl. Exjied., 1858,

p. 180 (Fiji Is.).—Peters, Mon. Ber. Berlin Akad. Wiss., 1877, p. 417

(part: Fiji, Tonga, Philippine Is.).

—

Boulenger, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill,

1896, p. 307 (Bay of Bengal to western Pacific; Loo Choo Islands).

—

Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, i)p. 96, 101 (Formosa; Loo Choo

Islands); 1905, II, p. 517 (Okinawa).

1768. Laticauda scutata Laurenti, Syn. Rept., p. 109 (substitute name for C. lati-

caudatus Linnaeus).

a From latus, broad; cauda, tail.

t> Platurus muelleriBov-LKNaFM, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 309 (South Pacific).

' Platurus frontalis De Vis. Ann. Queensland Mus., No. 6, 1905, p. 48 (New Guinea).

t^From latus, broad; caudatus, tailed.
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1802. Flaturus fasdalus Latreille, Hist. Nat. Rept., TV, p. 185 (Indies).

—

Fischer, Abh. Naturw.Ver. Hamburg, III, 1856, pp. 28, 70 (part: speriin.

Hamburg Mils., Indian Ocean).

—

Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860,

p. 493 (Naha, Okinawa shima).

—

Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

1887, p. 149 (Loo Choo Islands).

1817. Platurus laurenti Rafinesque, Amer. Month. Mag., I, p. 432 (substitute

name; not of Daudin, 1803).

1836. Coluber platrjcaudatus Oken, Allgem. Naturg., VIII, p. 566 (lapsus).

1858. Platurus laticaudatus var. Guenther, Cat. Colubr. Sa. Brit. Mus., p. 272

(New Guinea, Bengal, Siam, Van Diemen's Land).

1859. Flaturus Jischeri 3AS, Rev. Mag. ZooL, 1859 (p. 149); author's separate, p. 25,

pL D (t>q:)e-locality, Indian Ocean; type in Mus. Milano); Icon. Ophid.,

livi-. 40, 1872, pi. I, fig. 2 (tyi^e).—Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, 1864,

p. 356, pL XXV, fig. A (Bengal; Siam; New Guinea; New Hebrides)-.

—

Anderson, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1871, p. 189 (Calcutta).

1871. Platurus affinis Anderson, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1871, p. 190 (tyi^e-

locality, Fallahs Mullah, Calcutta; type in Ind. Mus., Calcutta).

The Coluber laticaudatus of Linnieiis (Syst. Nat., 10th and 12th edi-

tions) was based upon his account of the same species in ^luseum

Adolplii Frederici, which was piibhshed in 17.54 and not binominal.

Two specimens were apparently described in that work. It now
turns out from Andersson's examination of the types °' that Linn«us

had before him a specimen of each of the two species lately known as

Platurus laticaudatus and P. coluhrinus, the former with 19 scale rows,

the latter with 23. His 0. laticaudatus is consequently a composite

species, and the application of the name by the first reviser who
separated the component forms must stand.

The two species were steadily confounded by all authors, just as

Linnaeus had done, though under various names, such as Platurus

fasciatus and Flydrophis coluhrinus, until 1858, when Girard, for the

first time (and not Peters in 1877, as occasionally stated), clearly sepa-

rated, described, and named them. He tied the name laticaudatus,

which had scarcely been used at all in the herpetological literature

since the time of Linnaeus, to the species with 19 scale rows, and
applied Hydrus coluhrinus of Sclmeider correctly to the other, this

being the oldest name used for a specimen of the latter, though

Sclmeider himself did not realize its distinctness from the Linnaean

species, of which, as we have seen, in reality it only formed a part.

Girard's nomenclature has been followed by nearly all subsequent

writers.

The fact that Linnaeus in the Systema Naturae only gives the scale

formula (i. e., number of ventrals and subcaudals) of the specimen

with 2.3 scale rows (220-42) is not sufficient reason for fastening the

name C. laticaudatus to the species represented by this specimen, in

view of the above argument, and is, moreover, sufficiently set off by

« Bihang Svensk. Vet. Akad. Handl., XXIV, 1899, Pt. 4, No. 6, p. 18.
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his reference to the plate in Museum Adolphi Frederici, wliich is said to

represent the other specimen.

Wliether the above synonymy inchides one or more distinguishable

forms may perhaps yet be open to question; at least I have not been

able to fully make up my mind from our material which is entirely too

insufficient, however. . As far as it goes it seems to indicate two color

forms. At least our specimens can be divided according to the follow-

•ing concurrent color characters, thus

:

o^ Light horseshoe-shaped mark on top of head bent down behind the eye, reaching

the lip; none, or one, light ring on neck incomplete below; light rings on belly

4-5 ventrals wide L. laticaudata ( Nos. 8994, Java; 29448, Nicobars).

a^ Light horseshoe-shaped mark not bent down l)ehind the eye; usually two light

rings on neck incomplete below; light rings on belly 1-3 ventrals wide.

L. laticaudata affinis (Nos. 30761, Pulo Mansular, W. Sumatra; 7381, Riu

Kius,; 2i399, China Seas; 32669, Formosa; 33937-41, Riu Kius).

It should be noted that our eastern specimens belong to L. affinis,

and it would be interesting to know to what extent the characters

mentioned above hold good in a large series. In this connection it

niiy be stated that the character of the incomplete light rings on the

neck below is the least constant, as might be expected. It holds in

seven of our nine specimens of L. affinis, but two of the Riu Kiu

specimens (Nos. 33937 and 33939) have only one incomplete ring.

Since the above was written I have examined two specimens from

Formosa in the Christiania Museum (No. 832) wliich in the main bear

out the above.

Description (figs. S2S-330).—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 32669; For-

mosa; 1894; Mr. Navara, collector. Rostral undivided, higher than

broad, just visible from above; internasals broader than lojig, nearly

triangular, their suture with rostral very short
;
prefrontals in contact

throughout, anteriorly very broad with an acute outer angle descend-

ing on side of face between nasal and preocular without quite reaching

the second su})ralabial, broadly in contact behind with supraocular;

frontal long, pointed behind, much longer than distance from tip of

snout; as long as parietals, broader than supraoculars; parietals

short, not longer than frontal, the suture between them shorter than

distance between frontal and rostral; nostril in the posterior half of

an undivided nasal which is three times as long as high, slightly lower

in front and narrowly in contact with preocular beneath the pre-

frontal; one preocular; eye small, its diameter less than its distance

from edge of lip; 2 postoculars; temporals 1+2, slightl}^ larger than

the adjoining labials; 7 supralabials, first much wider above than

below, third and fourth entering eye; mental very small, smaller

than first lower labials; 7 lower labials, the last foiu- exceedingly nar-

row, three anterior only in contact with anterior chin-shields which

are somewhat smaller than the posterior, the latter broadly in contact;

19 rows of smooth scales without apical jnts; 243 ventrals; anal
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divided; 47 pairs of siibcaudals. Color (in alcohol) bluish gray

above, yellowish underneath, with broad blackish brown rings around

the body, there being 47 on neck and body and 5 on tail, the first on

neck incomplete below; wddth of black rings above about four scale

rows and about three ventrals underneath, the light interspaces

Figs. 32S-330.-Laticauda Ilaticaudata. 2 X nat. size. 328, top of head; 329, side of head;

.330, UNDERSIDE OF HEAD. No. 7.3S1, U.S.N.M.

respectively 2^ above and 2 below; head blackish brown, rostral,

snout, and eyebrow region as far as anterior angle of parietal and first

temporal, yellow; labials brownish black as well as throat and lower

neck, the latter with a median line of yellow.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length
^*'^

Snout to vent •
"-"•'

Vent to tip of tail
^^^

The female and young are essentially like the above, the former

somewhat larger with a shorter tail, No. 33937, for instance, our

largest specimen, measuring S90 mm. with a tail 95 mm. long.

Variation.—The scale formula is fairly constant in this species,

oculars, temporals, supralabials, and anal showing no deviation from

the normal in a large series. In the specimens recorded from the

waters adjacent to our territory the ventrals vary between 230 and

243, the subcaudals between 30 and 47.

As for the color variation of this species it is sufficient to refer to the

preliminary remarks (on p. 404). The number of black rings on the

body in ten specimens from Japanese waters ranges between 39 and 55.

jlalifat—Widely distributed along the coasts from India to the

South Pacific islands and Tasmania. The species seems common

about the Fijis and the Friendly Islands, and Fischer mentions a

specimen from the Society Islands.

On the coasts of southeastern Asia it is not rare—for instance, m the

Philippines—and to the north it has been found as far as Okinaw^a

shima. A specimen from Naha, collected by Heine, of the Perry
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Expedition, was recorded by Hallowell (U.S.N.M. No. 7381), and two

specimens obtained by Fryer's collector, probably in the same island,

are in British Museum. Two other specimens, also from Okinawa

shima, are in the Imperial Museum, Ueno Park, Tokyo (Nos. 11, 12),

as well as one from the Yaeyama group (No. 13). In the latter

it must be common, for we have five specimens from Ishigaki

shima through Mr. Owston, and British Museum has one from the

same locality and collector through Doctor Wall. Similarly on the

coasts of Formosa, whence I have examined two in the University

Museum of Christiania, collected by Mr. Navara, and one from the

same source in our o^v^^ museum, obtained through the kindness of

Frof. Robert Collett.

List of speciinens of Laticauda laticaudata.

Mnspum.
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1803. Platurus fasdatus Daudin, Hist. Nat. Rept., VII, p. 226 (part), pi. lxxxv,
fig. 1.—Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 40, 1872, pi. i, fig. 1 (New South Wales).

1847. Laiicauda scutata Cantor, Joiirn. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, XVI (p. 1046) (not of

Laurenti).

—

Platurus scutatus Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, 1864, p. 356

(Bay of Bengal to Chinese seas and New Zealand).

1856. Platurus fasdatus var. colubrina Fischer, Abh. Natiu-w. Ver. Haml^urg,

III, p. 30.

1858. Platurus laticaudatus var. b Guenther, Cat. Col. Sn. Brit. Mus., p. 272

(Fiji Is.; Amboina; Sulu I.; Isle of Pines; India).

1885. Platurus laticaudatus var. colubrina Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk.

24-25 Ber., p. 155 (China Sea).

Description.—Halfgrown; U.S.N.M. No. 15236; China Seas; J. G.

Swan, collector.—Rostral one-third higher than broad, scarcely vis-

ible from above ; a pair of internasals narrowly in contact with rostral;

three prefrontals, the median impaired shield pentagonal, entirely sep-

aratmg the lateral ones, broadly in contact with the internasals in

front and the frontal behind; frontal long, as long as parietals, much
longer than its distance from tip of snout, wider than supraoculars;

parietals short and broad, the two dimensions about equal; nostril

large, behind the middle of a long and narrow undivided nasal which

is broadly in contact behind with preocular and third supralabial;

one high preocular; diameter of eye equaling its distance from edge of

lip; two postoculars; 1 + 2 temporals, a small supernumerary shield

being interpolated on the left side between anterior temporal and

fifth and sixth supralabials; 7 supralabials, first somewhat broader

above than below, sixth largest, third and fourth entering eye; men-
tal very small and narrow; only anterior two lower labials reaching

chin-shields, the posterior ones being very low, scarcely more than

covering the labial edge; two pairs of chin-shields in contact through-

out, posterior pair larger than anterior; 25 rows of smooth scales

without apical pits; 230 ventrals, without median keel; anal divided;

32 pairs of subcaudals. Color (in alcohol) gray above, each scale

pale at tip, yellow on sides and below, with 28 solid blackish brown
rings around the body and 3 on tail, the rings being w^idest (about 5

scale rows) on middle of back, narrowest (about 1^ ventral) on belly,

the pale interspaces above averaging about 4 scale rows in width,

and 6 to 7 ventrals on underside; a broad yellow band from sides of

neck across occiput, two scale rows behind parietals; head in front

of this nearly to anterior edge of frontal blackish brown; snout, a

superciliary, line, entire upper lip and tip of lower lip yellow; a black

band narrowly surrounding eye and extending over lower postocular

and temporals; lower lip also blackish brown, the black of top of

head, postocular band, and lower labial band united by a vertical

black band behind angle of mouth.
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Dhnensions.
mm.

Total length 692

Snout to vent 626

Vent to tip ( )f tail 66

Adult specimens of this species are known having reached a length

of nearly 1,300 mm.
Variation.—As in the other species of this genus the scale formula

is A^ery constant. A specimen (No. 149) from Queensland, in the

Zoological Museum in Christiania, which I was allowed to examine

through the kindness of Prof. Robert Collett, is remarkable for lack-

ing the azygous shield between the prefrontals, thus resembling L.

laticaudata in this res]:)ect, though otherwise a normal L. coluhrina,

as shown by its 23 scale rows and yellow supralabials.'^

Habitat.—No specimen has been recorded from any definite locality

within the limits of this work.^ There are in collections, however,

several specimens said to have been taken in the ''China Seas," or

"China Sea." As the latter is l)ounded by Formosa in the north,

while on the other hand the range of this species mosth^ coincides

with that of L. laticaudata, it seems quite probable that L. colubrina

may be found in the seas about Formosa and the Riu Kius now that

attention has been called to it.

As stated above, its general distribution is almost identical with

that of L. laticaudata inasmuch as it is found from the Bay of Bengal

to the western part of the South Pacific at least as far east as the

Friendly Islands, extending southward to Australia and New Zealand.

List of specimens of Lalicmida colubrina.
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LATICAUDA SEMIFASCIATA "
( Reinwardt).

ERABU-UNAGI.

Plate XXII.

1837. Platurus sehii/acdatus Reinwardt. in Schlegel, Pliys. Serj)., II, p. 516 (type-

locality, Moluccas; typo, Leiden Mus. No. 1468; Reinwardt, collector).

1837. Ilydrophis colubrina Schlegel, Phys. Serp., Atlas, pi. xviii, figs. 18-20;

Fauna Jap., Rept., 1837, p. 92 (Liukius); Ophid., pi. xb (probably Rein-

wardt's type).

—

Platurus colubrinus Fischer, Jalirb. Wiss. Anst. Ham-
lnu'g, V, 1888, p. 18 (Okinawa shima; Tonga; Society Is.).

1856. Platurus fasciatus var. semifasciata Fischer, Abh. Naturw. Ver. Hamburg,
III, p. 30, p. 70 (Reinwardt's type).

18C0. Platurus fasciatus var. Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 489 (Loo

Choo; Cleopatra I.).

1874. Platurus schistorhynchus Guenther, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1874, p. 297,

pi. XLV, fig* B (type-locality. Savage Island; types in Brit. Mus.).—Bou-
LENGER, Fauna Brit. India, Rept., 1890, p. 395 (China Seas); Cat. Sn.

Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 309 (Savage I.; Loo Choo Is.).—Wall, Proc. Zool.

Soc. London, 1903, p. 101 (Loo Choos); 1905, II, p. 517 (Miyako; Okinawa;
Amami).

1876. Platurus fasciatus Hilgendorf, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, I, heft

10, pp. 30, 31 (Prov. Satsuma) (not of Latreille).

—

Doederlein, Mitth.

Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, III, heft 24, July 1881, p. 149 (Amami-o-shima);

heft 25, Dec. 1881, p. 210 (Liukiu Is.: Erabu shima).—Okada, Cat. Vert.

Japan, 1890, p. 69. (Okinawa shima).

1876. Platurus laticaudatus Peters, Mon. Ber. Berlin Akad. Wiss., 1876, p. 534

(Matuka, Fiji Is.) (not of Linnajus); 1877, p. 417 (part: Berlin Mus.

No. 9663, Tonga; 9071, Samoa).

RiBinwardt's P. semifasciatus must take precedence over Guenther's

P. schistorhynchus. I have examined Reinwardt's type in the Leiden

Rijksmuseum (No. 1468; probably the same individual which
Schlegel has figured, Fauna Japonica, pi. x, especially fig. 2) from the

"Moluques," and find it an unquestionable specimen of this species,

with divided rostral, one pair of adjacent chin-shields, and keeled

posterior ventrals.

Concurrent with the two apparently disconnected habitats of this

species there seems to be an average difference in the number of

ventrals. Thus in the eastern group (Tonga, Savage I.), in six recorded

specimens the ventrals vary between 177 and 202 (average 187),

while in eight western specimens (Riu Kius, Moluccas), they vary

between 197 and 212 (average 205). Unfortunately there are two
other specimens recorded which to some extent spoil tliis harmony,
viz, one from the Riu Kius recorded by Boulenger '^ with only 188

ventrals, the other, from the Society Islands, recorded by Fischer,'*

with no less than 229 ventrals. With regard to the latter, I am

o From semi-, half; fasciatus, banded.
b Reproduced in this work on Plate XXII.
c Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, p. 309: specimen e.

d Jahrb. Wiss. Anst. Hamburg, V, p. 19: Hamburg Mus. No. 384.
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strongly inclined to doubt either the accuracy of the count, the

locality, or the identification, the number being so out of all propor-

tion. I may finally remark that in the only Savage Island specimen

examined by me (U.S.N.M. No. 28194) the number of light body rings

is only 23. Guenther, in the original description of his Savage Island

specimens, also gives 22 as the number of the body rings. In our

Riu Kiu specimens the number of body rings varies between 35 and 43,

and in the type of L. semifasciato the number is apparently about 38.

No detailed record of the other specimens is accessible. It is conse-

quently at the present moment impossible to decide whether we really

have to do with two separable races, one with an average number of

205 ventrals and 38 body rings, typical L. semifasciata, from the

Riu Kius and the Moluccas, and another form averaging 187 ventrals

and 23 body rings, L. semifasciata scMstorliynclius, from the Friendly

Islands.

Figs. R:^l-8:f3.—Laticauda semifasciata. IJ x nat. size. 331, top of head; 332, side of head;

333, UNDERSIDE OF HEAD. No. 7515, U.S.N.M.

Description (figs. 331-333).—//a7/"$rrou'7i; U.S.N.M. No. 7336; Yoko
shima (Cleopatra Island), Tokara group, Riu Kiu Archipelago; May,

1855; Captain Stevens, collector. Rostral broader than high, upper

edge broad and truncate, scarcely visible from above; three inter-

nasals, one unpaired anterior adjoining the rostral, of which it is in

reality only a detached portion, and two posterior normal ones broadly

in contact; three prefrontals, a median pentagonal one, posteriorly

broadly in contact with frontal, and two lateral ones, broadly in con-

tact with frontal and with supraocular; frontal large, much longer

than its distance from tip of snout and than the parietals, supraoculars

as broad as frontal at the middle
;
parietals very short, not longer than

broad, much shorter than frontal; nostril large, semilunar, near the

middle of the long and narrow undivided nasal; no loreal; one pre-

ocular, broadly in contact with nasal; eye rather small, its vertical

diameter less than its distance from edge of lip; two postoculars;
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temporals 2 + 8, only slightly differentiated from the adjacent scales;

seven supralabials, third and fourth largest and entering eye, first as

wide above as below ; seven lower labials, of which the first pair behind

the small mental does not reach the edge of the lip, the labials from the

third backward very low, only the first three in contact with chin-

shields, of which only the anterior pair is clearly differentiated, the

posterior being represented by two scales separated by one of nearly

the same size; 23 rows of smooth scales without apical pits; 205 ven-

trals, on the posterior half of the body by a median blunt keel and a

corresponding notch in the posterior edge of each scute; anal divided;

40 pairs of subcaudals. Color (in alcohol) bluish gray, darker above,

paler underneath,with 43 dark brown rings around the body and seven

on the tail, the bands being widest on the median line of the back, viz,

about 3^ scales wide, and there separated by a pale interval only two

scales wide; the rings are about 2^ ventrals w^ide on the underside and

the light intervals about the same width; head uniform dark brown,

with a yellowish horseshoe-shaped mark, the convexity of which rests

on the prefrontals extending backward on the outer edge of supra-

0(^ulars, upper postocular and upper temporals to and joining the first

pale cross line on occiput a scale row behind the parietals; snout and

labials dark brown like the rest of the head.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 582

Snout to vent 507

Vent to tip of tail
"5

The young (in alcohol) are of a light bluish gray with blackish

brown rings and markings. The latter as the snake grows larger

become lighter and the former tlarker and brow^ner, while the demar-

cation between them becomes more obscure until in very large speci-

mens the markings become almost obliterated. In the larger speci-

mens therefore the dark gray cross markings correspond to the whitish

cross markings in the j^oung.

This species grows to a considerable size. The largest specimen in

our collection (No. 5546) measures 1,097 mm. in total length, with a

tail 136 mm. long, while the type measures, respectively, 1,118 mm.

and 140 mm.
Variation.—There is very little variation in the scale formula proper,

for only in one specimen (No. 5546) have I seen 4 temporals on one

side, the normal number of 3 occurring on the other. In eastern speci-

mens the number of ventrals is rarely as low as 188, but ranges usually

between 197 and 212, while the subcaudals vary between 32 and 43

pairs. Sometimes anomalies are found in the internasals; thus in

No. 106 of the Imperial Museum, Tokyo, there is a small unpaired

shield behind the detached part of the rostral, broadly in contact

with it and with the unpaired median prefrontal, and in our No. 7515
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there are two imsymmetrical shields detached from the left internasal,

as shown m fig. 331.

The variation in color and ])attern has been referred to alcove (pp. 410

and 411).

Habitat.—Thus far this species has been recordetl from only two

disconnected areas very far apart, namely, from the Malay Archipelago
(Amboina, according to Peters, and the type from the "Moluccas")

and the Riu Kius in the west and from the Fiji, Samoa, and Tonga
(Friendly) islands, the neighboring isolated Savage Island, and possi-

bly the Society Islands in the east. No specimen from the interven-

ing seas have been recorded, so far as I know.

In the Riu Kius this species appears to be common, as it can scarcely

be doubted that this is the species of which Doederlein speaks as

Platurus fasciatus, and which according to him is caught in consider-

able numbers at Erabu sliima, in the northern group, so numerous in

fact that the snake takes its name, Erabu-unagi, from that island,

whence it is shipped to Japan to be used as a medicine. The Rogers

Expedition brought home three specimens from Yoko shima (Cleo-

patra Island), which lies between the Tokara (Linschoten) group and

Amami-o-shima, where Doederlein collected it. The Imperial

Museum in Tokyo has specimens from Okinawa shima, where Doctor

Warburg and Fryer's collector also obtained it. Doctor Wall men-

tions 29 specimens collected at Mi^^ako shima. Finally, I have

examined a specimen in the Hamburg Museum (No. 2633), collected

by Doctor Lenz in Iriomote shima of the Yaeyama group.

List of specimens of Laticauda semifasciata.

Museum.
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Genus EMYDOCEPHALUS" Krefft.

1869. Emydocephalus Krefft, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1869, p. 32i (tyi)c, E. an-

nulatus).

Boiilenger, with specimens of another species of tliis genus before

him, still persists (Willey, Zool. Results, 1898, p. 57) in placing these

snakes in the genus Aipijsurus which he has diagnosed as having the

''maxillary a little longer than the ectopterygoid [transpalatine]
;

"

''poison-fangs . . . followed, after a short interspace, by 6 to 10

grooved teeth."

In the genus EinydocepJialus, on the contrary, the maxillary bone is

shorter than the ectopterygoid, very much as in Laticauda (see Bou-
lenger, Fauna Brit. India, Kept., p. 394, fig. 116a) even slightly more
reduced. Behind the fang there is no trace of another tooth, such as

is found in Laticauda, not even an impression on the surface of the

bone. Add to this the remarkable and apparently constant fusion of

the median lalnals, which some authors might regard as a good generic

character in itself, and the status of Emydocephalus seems assured.

vSo far as I can see, it is more closely allied to Laticauda than to Aipy-

surus, the chief difference being the presence of internasals and the

consequent more lateral position of the nostrils.

The genus, which is as yet but very poorly known, seems to contain

three species, the one here described, fi'om the Riu Kiu and Formosan
waters; E. chelonicephalus, from the Loyalty Islands; and E. annu-

latus, with single anal, and strongly tuberculated scales, from a

locality, probably somewhere in Australian waters.

In discussing the specific characters of the species constituting the

genus Aipysurus, Doctor Guenther '' speaks of the head sliields being

much subdivided in old examples, impljdng that they are not so much
subdivided in the young. While our present species is not strictly

congeneric with those treated of by Doctor Guenther, it seems nearly

enough related to make it proper to question the above inference. I

have before me an adult female with two embryos ready to be ex-

pelled, and in all three the scutellation of the head is so identical that

the conclusion seems justified, that no change takes place as the snake

grows older, and that where a difference occurs it is due either to indi-

vidual or to specific variation.

EMYDOCEPHALUS IJIM^Eo Stejneger.

1898. EmydoccplmluH ijlmx Stejneger, Journ. Sci. Coll. Tokyo, XIII, Pt. 3, p. 223

(typo-locality, Riu Kiu Sea; type, U.S.N.M. No. 36517; Tashiro, collector).

1899. Aipysurus annulahts Boulenger, Zool. Record for 1898, Rept. Batr., p. 21

(not of Krefft).—Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, pp. 95, 101; 1905,

II, p. 517 (Okinawa).

•'From £/<i3j, turtle; KS(pcxXy, head.

ftRept. Brit. India, p. 357.

c Named in honor of Pruf. I«io Ijima, Science College, Imperial Univerisily, Tokyo.
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It has been intimated by Boulenger (Zool. Rec. for 1898, Rept.

Batr., p. 21) that this species is identical with Krefft's E. aniiulatus

(of unknown habitat) and Bavay's E. cJielonicephalus, from the

Loyalty Ishmds. I shall express no opinion here as to whether he

is riglit in thinking it "advisable to consider, provisionall}^, at least,"

the latter which has a rostral bearing a conical, spine-like tubercle to

be the same species as Rrefft's snake," but I must dissent most emphat-

ically from having E. ijimse included with any of them. Its four pre-

frontals, divided anal, enlarged posterior vertebrals and smooth scales

seem at once to forbid such a procedure, notwithstanding the fact that

all the specimens of this genus show a remarkably small range in the

number of their ventrals. That we have not to do with individual

or sexual variations is proven by the fact that I have seven specimens,

mature ones of both sexes as well as young ready to be born, which

agree in all essential points. They all possess the enlarged ver-

tebrals and four prefrontals, thus making out a pretty conclusive

case for the distinctness of this species. Doctor Wall, who examined

three of the specimens now in the National Museum, remarks that

"an examination of the specimens [of E. chelonicepJialus'i] in British

Museum shows that a certain slight enlargement of the vertebrals

is present at some spots, but no specimen has four prefrontals." It

should be mentioned, however, that in a specimen recently received

by British Museum from Mr. Owston (No. 1903.6.29.23) as collected

in the Yaeyama Islands, the two outer prefrontals are fused with

the inner ones, and that Doctor Wall has since recorded another with

similarly fused prefrontals.

Descri'ption.—Adultfemale; Science College Museum, Tokyo, No. 1

;

Riu Kiu Seas; 1888; Tashiro, collector (figs. 334-337). Head
short; body rather short and stout; rostral broader than high, pen-

tagonal, the labial border with a posterior projection which fits into

the mental groove; nasals as long as frontal, tmce as long as suture

between prefrontal, and wider than long, in contact on median line

and with very large semilunar nostrils situated on top near posterior

border, the concavity directed forward; two pau's of prefrontals, the

median pair large, pentagonal, in contact with nasals, frontals, supra-

ocular and outer prefrontals which are small and nearly square and

in contact with median prefrontals, nasals, preocular, and supra-

ocular; frontal rather small, hexagonal, about as broad as long; supra-

oculars similar, but slightly longer; parietals rather large, about as

«One of our specimens of E. ijimx, U.S.N.M. No. 33942, has also a very pointed

conical tubercle on the rostral as well as numerous other pointed asperities or tubercles

on the anterior facial shields. Another (No. 33943) has tubercles on other head

shields, though the one on the rostral is not so prominent and pointed as in the other.

Both of these specimens are males. The third is a female with entirely smooth shields.

This character then seems to be sexual and not specific.
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broad as long; one preociilar, pentagonal; two postoculars, the upper

largest, followed by two similar, but slightly larger, temporals; three

supralabials, only the fii'st and last being of normal size, the second

forming a large plate corresponding to at least four ordinary supra-

labials, and bordering the eye below^; mental deeply notched in front

and divided by a deep median groove, followed behind by a pair of

narrow shields which do not reach the commissure; behind these a

pair of large chin-shields in contact, followed by another pair sep-

arated by an unpaired shield slightly smaller; three lower labials, on

right side, four on left, first and thhd (and fourth) quite small, second

forming a large j)late corresponding to the second supralabial; dorsal

335

Enlarged median dorsals.

Fias. 334-337.—Emydocephalus ijim^e. nat. size. 334, top or head; 33r), side of head; 336,

UNDERSIDE OF HEAD; 337, SCUTELLATION AT MIDDLE OF BODY. NO. 1, SCI. COLL. TOKYO.

scales large, strongly iml^ricate, 15 rows around neck, 17 around

middle of body, subequal, except median row which on the posterior

four-fifths of the body and tail is greatly enlarged, twice as wide as

the others, hexagonal and gastrostege-like ; the scales are smooth, but

under the magnifying glass show a few slight tubercle-like elevations;

ventrals 140, wide with a rounded median keel in the posterior half;

anal large, regular, divided; subcaudals, 23, undivided; basal half

of tail with four scale rows on each side between the marginals above

and below, the terminal half with three such rows; a large terminal

rounded shield, irregularly frayed along the edges. Color (in alcohol)
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of a rich dark chestnut with narrow, bright ochraceous yellow cross-

bands round the entire body, one to two scales wide on the back and

two to tliree scales on the sides, and about four scales distant; a

similar yellow band from angle of mouth tlirough anterior temporals,

upper postocular, outer half of supraocular to median prefrontals;

a few hregular yellowish marks on second supralabial and on tlu'oat.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length. 890

Snout to vent -. 778

Vent to tip of tail 112

Variation.—A young specimen (U.S.N.M. No. 36517), ready to be

born and taken from the abdomen of the above described specimen,

is a perfect counterfeit of the old snake differing only in the following

particulars: (1) It has 17 scale rows around the neck as well as around

the middle of the body; (2) the mental is large, nearly heart-shaped,

with a deep median groove, and the pau of narrow shields between

the mental and the first pah of chin-shields is wanting. In other

respects, notably the size and shape of the head-shields, the remark-

able consolidation of the labials in both jaws, in the great width of

the median dorsal scale row as well as in color, the two specimens

agree completely. Enough of another young, still attached to the

mother was freed from the egg membranes to ascertain that these

points are equally developed in this specimen.

A fourth specimen is the male from Botel Tobago, mentioned by
me when fh"st describing the species. Although about a third smaller

than the mature female described above, it appears to be adult, and

agrees in almost every particular with that specimen. The only

point of difference is that the rostral has a slightly elevated point,

somewhat indicative of the spine in E. chelonicephalus. This charac-

ter seems to be confined to the male sex. The specimen in question

has 17 scale rows; 142 ventrals; a double anal; and 28 undivided

subcaudals. Total length 613 inm.; tail, 93 mm. The fact that this

specimen, as well as the three others in the National Museum, agrees

with the adult. female in having a pair of narrow shields immediately

behind the small grooved mental and before the first pair of regular

chin-sliields, proves that the condition in the young specimens in which

these pseudo-chin-shields are fused with the mental is an individual

aberration only.

These "postmentals" or "pseudo-chin-shields," however, seem to

be the first pair of sublabials which have been crowded away from the

lip. The posterior lower projection of the rostral fits snugly into

the anterior notch and groove of the mental and closes the mouth

effectively.
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The number of scale rows varies between 17 and 19, though the

former seems to be the normal number; ventrals between 134 and

143, subcaudals between 23 and 28.

A specimen in British Museum, as previously mentioned (p. 414),

has the outer prefrontals fused with the inner ones.

Since the above was written Doctor Wall has reported upon six

examples obtained by Mr. Owston's collectors in Okinawa. Four

had a sharp spine on the rostral, which was absent on the other two.

The prefrontals were very irregular. There were four in three speci-

mens, two in one specimen, and three (2 right, 1 left) in two speci-

mens. In all one or both parietals were split by a suture behind.

The' scales were 1 7 in mid-body when the vertebral row was enlarged,

which was usually the case, though often to a variable degree. In

two specimens the scales were 19, the vertebrals being divided into

three rows subequal to the other dorsals. Ventrals numbered 138

to 143.

Habitat.—This species is only known from the "Riu Kiu Sea,"

where Tashiro collected the gravid female in 1888, and from Botel

Tobago Island, east of the south end of Formosa. A specimen was

caught there on the rocks at ebb tide by Mr. Tsunasuke Tada, May
1897. Three specimens obtained by Mr. A. Owston's collector, on

Ishigaki Island of the Yaeyama group, during the month of May,

1899, are now in the United States National Museum, and two are in

British Museum, one from Yaeyama Island and one from Iriomote.

Doctor Wall now records six specimens from Okinawa.

List of specimens of Emydocephalli s ijivix.

Museum.
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Genus DISTEIRA" Lacepede.

1803. Hydrophis Daudin, Hist. Nat. Kept., VII, p. 372 (part; not of Latreille,

1802).

1804. Disteira Lacepede, Ann. Mus. d'Hist. Nat., Paris, IV, p. 210 (type, I).

doliata).

1804. Leioselasma Lacepede, Ann. Mus. d'Hist. Nat., Paris, IV, p. 210 (type, L.

striata).

1830. Enhydris Wagler, Nat. Syst. Amph., p. 166 (typ(?, Hydrophis cyanodnctus)

(not of Latreille, 1802).

1834. Microcephalophis Lesson, in Belanger's Voy. Indes Orient., Rept. (p. 320);

Atlas, Rept., pi. iii (type, M. gracilis).

1842. Liopula Gray, Zool. Misc., p. 60 (type, Hydriis (iracilis Shaw).

1842. Liopola Gray, ZooL Misc., p. 60 (err. typogr.).

1842. Aluria Gray, Zool. Misc., p. 61 (type, A. ornata).

1848. Noterophis Gistel, Naturg. Thierr., p. ix (substitute for Enhydris Wagler).

1849. Chitvlia Gray, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., p. 56 (type, Ch. mornata).

1849. Kerilia Gray, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., p. 57 (type, K. jerdonii).

1852. Thalassophis Schmidt, Abh. Naturw. Ver. Hamburg, II, Pt. 2, p. 75 (substi-

tute for Hydrophis Daudin).

1887. Distira Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus. No. 32, p. 61 (emendation).

The large central group of Hydrid snakes, about 40 species, has

been gathered into two genera by Boulenger according to whether the

maxillary teeth following the first pair of poison fangs are grooved

{Disteira) or "solid "
( Microcephalophis = Hydrophis Daudin, 1803, not

Latreille, 1802). Recently some doubt has been thrown on the

validity of this separation, inasmuch as Mr. West, in a typical

Disteira, viz, D. cyanocincta, found that "the first two or three only

of these teeth showed any indications of a groove." ^

Relying, however, on the division established by Boulenger, I

identified some of my specimens in which no grooved teeth were

observable under a magnification of 10 diameters, as Microce])halophis

melanocephalus.'' Three years later some similar snakes came under

my notice, which, investigated by the same means, showed distinct

grooves in the maxillary teeth, and as their other characters did not

correspond to those of any other Disteira, I described them as a new
species, D. orientalis.'' While preparing detailed descriptions for the

present work, however, I was forcibly struck by the fact that in all

external characters the two species were absolutely identical. ]\lr.

West's experience with D. cyanocincta and other parallel cases with

various opisthoglyph snakes then occurred to me. The specimens at

my command were consequently subjected to much greater magni-

fications, with the result that I find all the teeth grooved in all the

specimens examined by me. To see the groove plainly it was often

a From 5ts, double; drelpa, keel.

b Proc. Zool, Soc. Londim, 1895, p. 823, pi. xlvi, fig. 8.

cjourn. Sci. Coll. Tokyo, XII, Pt. 3, 1898, p. 224.

d Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, XIV, 1901, p. 191.
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necessary to use a binocular microscope magnifying 45 diameters,

and to make sure of the presence of grooves on the anterior face of

the maxillary teeth of Disteira gracilis it was even necessary to raise

the power to 65 diameters. From my experience it is then plain that

there is no real difference between the "grooved" and the "solid"

maxillary teeth in these snakes, that it is merely a question of degree.

Under these circumstances there seems to be no other course than

to unite the two supposed genera (and species!), the name Disteira

being available for the thus consolidated genus. The term Hydrophis

must disappear from our nomenclature, as Latreille, in 1802, framed

it as a substitute pure and simple for Hydrus, while Daudin, in 1803,

substituting Pelamis for the latter reemployed the former for the

bulk of the Hydrid snakes.

Within the enlarged genus the limits and characters of the species

•offer some of the most difficult problems to the ophiologist. These

snakes, in many respects so excessively specialized, often show a

correspondingly excessive amount of individual variation, and as

the series available for study is insignificant except in the case of a

few species the result must of course be in great doubt.

If, for instance, we take the latest monographic account of these

snakes, namely, Boulenger's treatment of them in the Catalogue of

the Snakes in British Museum, by far the ablest treatise on the genus,

based upon the largest material in any collection, we find that of 22

species recognized by him in the genus Hydrophis he had 77 specimens,

or an average of 3.5 specimens to each species.'* If we analyze this

material for the variability of the number of ventrals we come to the

result that the range of the ventrals, that is, the difference between

the greatest and smallest number of ventrals—of the specimens of

each species in British Museum is greater in proportion as the series

of specimens examined increases. This is startlingly shown in the

following; table:

Number of
specimens
in British
Museum.
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The 27 specimens of D. melanocephala examined by me are practi-

cally from the same locality, and so is the Miyakoshima specimen

recorded by Boett^er. Even the type of the species collected by
Sir. E. Belcher may well have been picked up at the same island. In

these 29 specimens the rano;e of the ventrals only amounts to 56, while

in the 13 specimens enumerated by Boulenger as H. fasciatus it

amounts to 147. His 13 specimens, however, cover a range from

Malabar to China. If we eliminate the two types of Guenther's

Ilydrophis atriceps, with 364 and 353 ventrals, respectively, which

I am inclined to refer to D. melanocephala, the variation in the

ventrals is reduced to only 98.

The rational explanation seems to be that the indivi(kial variation

in a fairly large series from the same locality is within reasonable

bounds, and that the so-called "species" must be broken up on

different lines from those which have been established by Boulenger.

This question is particularly important to us in the present connec-

tion, as some of the species which are reported from the waters adja-

cent to the region here treated of are very closely related, their

differences consisting mostly in slight gaps between their scale

formulas. The three species alluded to agree in having a very small

head and a long body very slender anteriorly. As a rule they have a

single large anterior temporal, and two pairs of small chin-shields in

contact.

Carefully noting what is said in the following under the (Uscussion

of each species the various forms treated of may be distinguished by

the following:

KEY TO THE SPECIES OP DISTEIRA IN CHINESE « AND JAPANESE WATERS.

a' Frontal shield longer than broad.

6' Ventrals more than 295.

c^ A single anterior temporal (normally).

d} Scale rows around the neck more than 23 (25-.33).

<;' Scale rows around body 38, or less (38-32) ; ventrals less than 371 (.301-370).

D. melanocephala. p. 421.

e'^ Scale rows around body 40, or more (40-5(5); ventrals more than 399

(400-500) [D.fasciataj p. 427.

fP Scale rows around neck less tlian 23 ( 19-21) [D. gracilis] p. 427.

c^ Two anterior temporals D. cyanocincta. p. 428.

b^ Ventrals less than 295 D. godcffroyi, p. 4.30.

a^ Frontal shield as broad as long [D. viperina] p. 434.

a The six Snakes mentioned by Peters (Mon. Ber. Berlin Akad. Wiss., 1872, p. 859)

under the name of Ilydrophis diadevia Guenther, from the coast of China imd Siam

(Berlin Mus. Nos. 4428, 7428, and 4747) can scarcely behmg to that species, if it is

identical with D. obsoira. for which Boulenger gives the following scale formula:

Scales around neck, 3.3-40; around body. 40-50; ventrals, 310-438. Peters's speci-

mens have 31-33 neck scales, 37-40 body scales, and the one specimen of which the

ventrals were given has 296. This scale formula does not agree with any of the

species as diagnc>sed by Boulenger,
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DISTEIRA MELANOCEPHALA" (Gray).

Plate XX 1 11.

184y. Hydrophis snhlxvis, var. vielanocephald (tRAY, ('at. Sn. lirit. Mus. . p. 53

(part: type-locality, ''Indian Ocean;" type in Brit. Mus.; Sir E. Belcher,

collector).

18(i4 '^Hydro-phis atriceps Guenther, Kept. Brit. India, p. 371. pi. xxv, figs. /-/'

(type-locality, Siam; types in Brit. Mus.).

1895. Hydrophis faseiatus Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 33-30 Ber., 1895,

p. Ill (Miyakoshima. Riu Kiu); Kat. Schl. Mus. Senckenberg.. 1898.

p. 113 (Miyakoshima) (not of Schneider).

1896. Hydrophis melanocephaliis Boulenger, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, p. 283,

pi. XV b (Indian Ocean; type).

—

Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903,

pp. 95, 101 (" Loo Chocs"); 1905, II, p. 516 (Ishigaki; Irioniote).—Mcro-

cephalophis melanocephalus Stejneger, Journ. Sci. Coll. Tokyo. XII,

Pt. 3, 1898, p. 224 (Pescadores lis.).

1901. Disteira orientalis Stejneger, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, XIV, Dec. 12,

1901, p. 191 (type-locality, Okinawa shima; type No. 29, Imper. Mus.,

• Tokyo).

1903. Distira subdnda Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London. 1903, p. 95 (part: "Japan,

Loo Choos;" not of Gray).

The line drawn between this and the following species, D. fasciata,

viz, at the ;370-399th scale rows, is possibly an arbitrary one, but I am
inclined to believe that in this way we obtain better results and come

nearer the truth. It is not certain, however, that other characters

coincide with such a division, and possibly it might be better to sepa-

rate the two forms according to the scale rows around the body, but

the records are very defective on this point. On the other hand, there

may even be three forms, one more or less confined to the coasts of

India and the Bay of Bengal, with the maximum average of ventrals

and body scales; another intermediate form from the Malay island

world and atljacent coasts of the mainland, and a third, with a more

eastern habitat, including the China Seas, having the mininmm num-
ber of ventrals and scales.

''

a From uiXai, black; KscpaXi'j, head.

^ Reproduced in this work on Plate XXIII.
c There is a very serious obstacle to the defining of these forms from the recoi'ds, viz,

the difficulty in counting the scales and scutes of these snakes exactly. In the records

we find the most divergent figures for the same specimens. Thus among the snakes

included by Boulenger in this species, British Museum Nos. a, d, and e seem to be three

of the four specimens mentioned by Guenther (Kept. Brit. India, p. 371) as H. lindsayi.

These four he gives as having, respectively, 345, 390, 424, and 449 ventrals, while

Boulenger's count is 402, 412, and 452. Guenther states that the number of ventrals oi

the type of his H. atriceps is 376; Boulenger counts 364. Guenther descriljes Gray's

H. ocellata as having 296-334 ventrals, mentioning three specimens, one of these the

type; according to Boulenger (p. 291), these three specimens (including the type) have

274, 275, and 290 ventrals; Guenther examined four H. ornata, among which the type

and that of H. inornata and gives the ventrals of the species as 252-260; according to

Boulenger the ventrals of the two types mentioned are 232 and 240.
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The case would perhaps be less complicated if we knew all the data

relatins;- to the types of Guenther's //. atriceps. They seem to have a

suthciently low number of ventrals to be included within IJ. nielano-

cepJiala, but I can find no details relating to the ninnber of scales round

the body. Guenther gives the number of scales around the neck as 26

and 28, respectively, consequently well within the limits oil), melano-

cephala, and I have consequently referred them, provisionally at least,

to lli(> latter rather tlian to D.fasciaia.

.,.;

;

3:;<( Boettger's //. fascia-

tus, frcmi ''Miyakoshi-

ma," with 27 scales

round the neck, 38

round the body, and 355

ventrals, is clearly iden-

tical with the twenty-

one specimens from the

same locality now be-

fore me.

With regard to my
Disteira orien talis

,

which was based upon

specimens with poste-

rior maxillary teeth

plainly showing grooves

under a low magnification, and consequently believed then to belong

to a different genus, see remarks above under the genus (p. 418).

Description {iigs. 33H--347).—Adult female ; U.S.^.M. No. 33945;

Ishigaki shima, Yaeyama group, Riu Kiu archipelago; April-May,

Figs. 338-340.—Disteira melanocephala. 2 x nat. size. 338,

TOP OF head; 339, SIDE OF HEAD; 340, rostral. No. 4, Sci.

Coll. Tokyo.

^
Figs. 341-344.— Disteira melanocephala. 2 X nat. size. 341, top of head; 3.^2, side of head;

343, UNDERSID3 OF HEAD. 2§ X NAT. SIZE. Mi, ROSTRAL. NO. A40, UiGH SCHOOL, KUMAMOTO

1899; A. Owston collection. Rostral much wider than high, well

visible from above; nasals very long, the suture between them twice as

long as that between the prefrontals; the remicircular valvular nostril

situated near the outer posterior corner of the nasal; frontal hexag-
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onal, slightly longer than its distance from rostral, shorter than

parietals, half as wide as long, wider than supraoculars; parietals as

long as frontal and prefrontals together; noloreal; one preocular; one

postocular; one large anterior temporal; 7 supralabials, second in con-

tact with prefrontal, third and fourth entering eye, sixth very small;

3 lower labials in contact with anterior chin-shields; posterior chin-

shields nearly as large as anterior, separated by a small scale; 25 rows

of smooth, imbricate scales

round the neck, 35 rows

round the middle of the

body, the scales on the body

being imbricate and pro-

vided with a short keel

which reaches neither base

nor tip of scale; about 340

ventrals which often are so

reduced as to be distin-

guished with difficulty from

the scales, each ventral with two incomplete keels; anal divided, with

an elongated smaller shield on each side; 40 subcaudals; terminal scale

of tail small, only differentiated on. one side. Color (in alcohol)

above cinereous, white below, with 50 blackish rings round the body
and 5 on the tail; head black with superciliary region and snout

irregularly paie, the posterior supralabials being likewise light colored

with a brownish tinge.

Dimensions.

Head very small; neck and anterior part of body very slender, increasing in thick-

ness backward, the greatest height of the body being nearly 4 times the diameter of

the neck. mm.

Total length 1, 125

Snout to vent ], 027

Figs. 345-347.—Disteira. melanocephala. nat. size.

345, TOP OF head; 346, side of head; 347, underside
OF head. No. 14, Imper. Mus. Tokyo.

Vent to tip of tail

Width of head

Diameter of neck

Greatest height of body.

Greatest height of tail .

.

98

15

11

42

26

The male is relatively much slenderer posteriorly.

Adult male; Imperial Museum, Ueno Park, Tokyo, No. 29; Oki-

nawa shima, Riu Kiu Archipelago (figs. 348-350). Rostral nearly as

high as broad, somewhat projecting, the portion visible from above

longer than interprefrontal suture; nasals long, the suture between

them twice as long as the one between the prefrontals, nostrils semi-

lunar close to the outer posterior angle; frontal long and narrow, the

length equaling distance from tip of snout and length of parietals, the

width at the middle equaling that of the supraoculars; parietals long,
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the suture between them shghtly longer than internasal suture; no

k)real; one preocular; one postocular; one anterior temporal; 7 supra-

labials, sixth smallest, second largest, broadly in contact with pre-

frontal third and fourth entering eye; 3 lower labials in contact with

anterior chin-shields which are somewhat shorter than the posterior,

the latter broadly in contact anteriorly; 25 rows of smooth scales on

the neck, 33 shortly keeled or tuberculated ones on the middle of

body; 323 bicarinate ventrals, often scarcely differentiated; 4 sub-

equal, elongate anals in a line- 43 subcaudals; terminal scales of tail

350

Figs. .S4S-350.—Disteiea melanocephala. nat. size. 348, side of head: 349, scutellation at

MIDDLE OF BODY fj X NAT. SIZE) I S.SO, SIDE OF TAIL. No. 2.1, IMPER. MUS. ToKYO.

but slightly differentiated. Color (in alcohol) very pale yellow, more

ochraceous on back, with 50 blackish rings on back, six on tail, wider

on the back and belly and confluent on the anterior third of the latter

into a black ventral band, the dark rings narrower than the ])ale inter-

spaces; head blackish with an irregular yellow spot on most of the

shields, except posterior su])ralabials; lower labials, chin, and throat

blackish; ti|) of tail l)lack.

hiiiinmnnsi.

Head small; neck and body slender, csppcially anteriorly. mm.

Total length 1, 080

Snout to vent itS5

Vent to tip of tail 95

Width of head 8

Diameter of neck 7

Greatest height of body 27

Greatest height of tail 21

The young resemble the adults except that the black color is more

extended, so that the coloration of the snake may be described as
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black with narrow whitish rings Avhich are mostly interrupted on the

underside, the whole lower neck and a more or less complete longi-

tudinal band on the ventrals })eing black; head entirely black with a

whitish postocular band and a pale spot on each of the prefrontals;

tail black with a few lateral, vertical, white bars or spots.

Variation.—The extreme specialization of these snakes is accom-
panied by a correspondingly great variability. Thus the reduced

ventrals are so irregular and so often subdivided to the size of the

adjacent scales that their number in a large series shows an excessive

range, a feature alluded to above under the preliminary discussion of

the species (p. 420). The head shields also show considerable varia-

tion, though to a less degree. The supralabials are 7, as a rule, but 8

are occasionally found, and 6 very seldom; three of them may enter

the eye; two postoculars occur, but one is the normal number; pos-

terior chin-shields in contact as a rule, but occasionally separated by

a scale. The most notable variation, however, is the occasional,

though rare, j^resence of two anterior temporals, because the scale

formula of such specimens reads like that of D. cyanocincta, in which

two anterior temporals is the rule. The arrangement, however, is

different, for while in the former the two anterior temporals are pro-

duced by the horizontal division of the larger temporal located above

the very small sixth supralabial, in the latter it is caused by the hor-

izontal division of the fifth supralabial. In the former case we have

the very small sixth supralabial between the much larger fifth and

seventh, while in the latter the three are subequal or the sixth inter-

mediate in size between the other two.

In the Pescadores Island specimens the small sixth supralabial on

the left side is abnormally fused with the fifth, as shown in fig. 339;

but on the other side it is normal.

Habitat.—The locality whence came the type of this species is

given as "Indian Ocean," but as it is one of specimens brought home
by Sir E. Belcher, this probably means only that it was obtained

during his cruises in the "Samarang" in which case it is just as likely

to have been collected in the China Sea or even in the waters about

the Riu Kius, where it is evidently a common snake, as I have exam-

ined 24 specimens from the southern group (Saki shima), one from

Okinawa, and one from the Pescadores in the Formosa Channel.

Here also belongs the Il.fasciatus recorded by Boettger from'^Miyako-

shima." Finally there is the specimen in the Rijksmuseum in Lei-

den (No. 1483). It is labeled "Hydrophis striatus, von Siebold,

Japan." However, it is not the specimen figured under that name
in Fauna Japonica (Ophid., pi. vii), but most probably the specimen

referred to in the text (p. 89) as ' 'harponne pres des iles Lioukiou au
27me degr^ de lat. bor." apparently the only specimen collected by
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von Siebold." It would therefore almost appear as if this species were

confined to the neighborhood of the Riu Kiu Islands.

JasI vf specimens of Disteirn welanoccphala.

U.S.N.M.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Kumamoto ..

Senckenberg..

Brit. Mus
Do

Sci. Coll.,

Tokyo.

Imp. Mus.,

Tokyo.
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Hamburg.

Do.

Leiden .

No.

33946

33947

33948!

33949

1

33950

33951

I

33952

33953

33954

33955

33956

33957

33958

33959

33960

33961

33962

33963

A 40

Sex and
age.

Female "

Male . . .

.

...do....

Female .

Male

...do....

Female .

..do....

Male

Female .

Young.

.

...do....

..do....

..do....

Male

Female .

Male

Female .

Male

Young b

(')

Feinale<i

..do. f..

Male /..

Locality.
When col-

lected.

1899.

Ishigiiki -shima,
|

Apr.-May.

Riuku.

By whom col-
lected or from
whom received.

25746

1483

Female 9

Male A.

do

do

do

do

do

do

do ,

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

....do

do

....do

....do

....do

Miyakoshima ..

'.'Izidian.Ocean'

Iriomote shima.

Pescadores Is-

lands.

Mivakoshuna .

.

Okinawa ."shiina,

Riu Kiu.

Iriomote shiina,

Riu Kiu.
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.do.

.do.
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.do.
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.do.
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\

SirE. Belcher.

Doctor Wall.

T. Tada

1897.

Mar. 13

.do. do

von Siebold.

^
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[DISTEIRA FASCIATA" (Schneider).]

1799. Jlydrusfascuitus Schneider, Hist. Ampli. I, p. 240 (type-locality, unknown;

types in Berlin Mas., Nos. 2836-2837).

—

DisUira fasciata Fitzinger, Xeiie

Class. Rept., 1826, p. 55 (India).

—

Hydrophis fasciatus Peters, Mon. Ber.

Berlin Akad. Wiss., 1872, p. 849, pi. i, fig. 1 (types, description).—Bou-

LENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 281 (coasts of India to China

and New Guinea).

1837. Hydrophis (jradlis Schlegel, Phys. Serp., II, p. 507 (part: Padang,

Sumatra) (not Hydras gracilis Shaw, 1802).

—

Jan, Icon. Ophid.,livi-. 41,

1872, pi. IV, fig. 2 (Java).

1842. Aturia lindsayi Gray, Zool. Misc. (p. 61) (tyjie-locality, China; type in Brit.

Mus.; W. Lindsay, coll.).

1864. Hydrophis chloris Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, p. 370 (not H. cloris Daudin,

1803) (Madras; Pinang).

For the characters supposed to separate this species see the "key"

(p. 420) and the discussion under the foregoing species (p. 421). In

view of the statements there made a detailed description is deemed

superfluous.

Habitat.—Boettger has recorded Hydrophis fasciatus fi'om Miyako-

shima, but I have given my reasons elsewhere (p. 422) for referring

this specimen to D. melanocephala. Under these circumstances this

species has no standing in the Japanese fauna, but I have included

its synonymy here because of the uncertainty of the status of this and

allied forms.

As generally understood, Z>./rts«fl/(7 has a wide distribution from the

coasts of India to the Philippines.

[DISTEIRA GRACILIS 6 (Shaw).]

1802. Hydnis gracilis Shaw, Gen. Zool., Ill, Pt. 2, p. 560 (type-locality not given).

—

IHsteira gracilis Fitzinger, Neue Classif. Rept., 1826, p. 55 (India).

—

Microcephalophis gracilis Lesson, in Belanger's Voy. Ind. Orient., Rept.

(p. 321), Atlas, Rept., 1834, pi. iii (Bay of Bengal).

—

Hydrophis gracilis

Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, 1864, p. 373 (Madras).

—

Boulengbr, Cat.

Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 280 (Persia to Malay Archipelago).

—

Hydro-

phis {Microcephalophis) gracilis Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk.

26-28 Ber., 1888, p. 90 (Hainan).

1827. Hydrophis kadell-nagaviBoiE, Isis, 1827, p. 554 (based on Russell'slnd. Serp.,

II, pi. XIIl).

1852. Thalassophis microcephala Schmidt, Abh. Naturw. Ver. Hamburg, II, Pt. 2,

1852, p. 78, pi. II (type-locality, Java; types in Hamburg Mus. ).

—

Hydrophis

microcephahis Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., VII, Pt. 2, 1854, p. 1356

(Pondichery).

—

Hydrophis microcephala Fischer, Abh. Naturw. Ver.

Hamburg, III, 1856, p. 52 (Java).

1856. Hydrophis leprogaster Dumeril and Bibron, in Fischer, Abh. Naturw. Ver.

Hamburg, III, 1856, p. 53 (substitute for Th. microcephala; type-locality,

Pondichery; type in Paris Mus.).

The differentiating characters of this species being chiefly those of

proportion and scale formula, a detailed description is not necessary

a Signifying banded. 6 Signifying slender.
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in the present connection. The essential points may be gathered

from the ''key" (p. 420). ,

Habitat.—The slender sea snake has a wide distribution from the

(lulf of Omar, between Arabia and Persia, to the Malay Archipelago

and the South China Sea.

It has been recorded as far north as the island of Hainan and

Macao, but not yet from Japanese waters. It is included here^liow-

ever, to hel]) identification in case its range extends that far.

DISTEIRA CYANOCINCTA" (Daudin).

1803. Hydrophis cyanocirictus Dauuin, Hist. Nat. Kept., VII, p. 383 (type-local-

ity, Bengal; based on Russell's Ind. Serp., II, pi. ix).

—

Boettger, Offen-

bach. Ver. Naturk. 26-28 Ber., 1888, p. 88 (Hainan).

—

Hydrophis cyano-

dncta HiLGENDORFF, Mittli. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, I, heft 10, July,

1876, p. 31.

—

Distira q/anocinda Boulenger, Fauna Brit. India, Kept.,

1890, p. 410; Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 294 (Persian Gulf to Japan;

Formosa).

—

West, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1895, p. 823, pi. lxvi, figs. 1,

8, 17 (poison gland; maxilla).

—

Wall, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, pp.

96, 101 (Hongkong).

1804. Leioselasma striata Lacepede, Ann. Mus. d'Hist. Nat., Paris, IV, p. 210, pi.

LVii, fig. 1 (type-locality, "Nouvelle Hollande"j.

—

Hydrophis striata

ScHLEGEL, Phys. Serp., II, 1837, p. 502, pi. xviii, figs. 4-5 (Japan Seas);

Fauna Japon., Rept., 1837, p. 89 (part), Oph. et Saur., pi. vii (Japan

Seas).

—

Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 69 (Okinawa Sea).

1817. Hydrophis chittal Rafinesque, Amer. Month. Mag., I, p. 432 (India; liased

on Russell).

1849. Hydrophis subannulata Gray, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., p. 54 (type-locality,

India).

1849. Hydrophis aspera Gray, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., p. 55 (type-locality, Singapore;

type in Brit. Mus.).

1859. Hydrophis westermani Jan, Rev. Mag. Zool., 1859, p. — ; author's separate,

p. 26, pi. e (type-locality, Indian Ocean; type in Mus. Milano).

1863. Hydrophis u'estermanni Jan, Elenco Sist. Ofid., p. Ill (emendation); Icon.

Ophid., livr. 39, 1872, pi. v, fig. 1 (type).

1870. Hydrophis trachyceps Theobald, Cat. Rept. (p. 70).

1871. Hydrophis crassicollis Anderson, Journ. Asiat. Hoc. Uengal, XL, 1871,

(p. 19).

1887. Hydrophis taprobanica Haly, Tai)rol)anian, II, (p. 107).

1887. Hydrophis phipsoni Murray, Journ. Bombay Nat. Hist. Soc, II, (p. 32.

pi. -).

Description.—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 33931; Inatori, Idzu,

Hondo, Japan; December 22, 1903; A. Owston collection (fig. 351).

Rostral nearly as high as broad, the portion visible from above about

as long as interprefrontal suture; nasals large, the suture between

them twice as long as that between prefrontals; nostril in outer

posterior corner of nasal; prefrontals not larger than supraoculars

with wliich they are broadly in contact; frontal long, longer than its

a Signifying blue-belted.
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diytauce from rostral, but shorter than that from tip of snout, shghtly

brdader than supraocuhirs
;
parietals longer than frontal, the inter-

parietal suture equaling the distance of frontal from rostral; no

loreal; one preocular; eye small, not larger than preocular; two

postoculars; two anterior obli({ue temporals, the lower one being the

upper cut-off portion of fifth (sixth on right side) supralabial; 7

supralabials on left side, 8 on right, second

largest, fifth, sixth, and seventh (sixth, sev-

enth, and eighth on right side), very low,

subequal, third and fourth (third and fifth

on right side, the interpolated fourth not

reaching the orbit) entering eye; 3 lower
kig.Soi.-disteira cyanocincta.

labials in contact with anterior chin-shields ijxtimesnat. size, side view
1 . 1 ] .1 , • 4^^ ^ 4-4. „ • OF HEAD. No. 33931, U.S.N.M.

which equal the posterior pair, the latter m
contact throughout; 33 rows of scales on neck, 41 on middle of body,

the latter with a bituberculate keel; 329 ventrals which are nearly

smooth; four elongate, subequal anals; 38 subcaudals; tip of tail

with a slightly enlarged scale. Color (in alcohol) pale yellowish,

back suffused with gray, the skin between scales black ; 53 dark gray

crossbands, broadest and darkest, nearly black, on back, 5 on tail;

top of head olive gray fading into a paler tint on labials and throat.

Dimensions.

Head small, neck fully as wide, Ijody very elongate, its greatest height not far

from the vent, posteriorly considerably compressed.
Ill III

.

Total length 1. 290

Snout to vent 1, 180

Vent to tip of tail 110

Width of head 14

Diameter of neck 15

Greatest height of body 46

Greatest heigh t of tail . 24

The male is less elevated behind and the scales and ventrals strongly

tuberculate.

Variation.—Of the head shields probably the supralabials are sub-

ject to the greatest variation, 7 being the normal, while the eighth may
be interpolated at various points and thus make the formula appear

more unstable than it really is. The arrangement of the anterior

temporals is characteristic ; the difference from that of D. Tnelanocepliala

was pointed out under the latter species. The coloration is rather

variable inasmuch as occasionally specimens have been found having

the upper surface uniformly dark without cross-bands or rings, while

on the other hand individuals having a black longitudinal band along

the underside uniting the dark rings are common.
Habitat.—This is one of the most widely distributed and commonest

of the sea snakes, extending as it does from the mouth of the Euphrates
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in the Persian Gulf and Maskat in Aral)ia to Japan and, according to

Peters, even to the Kingsmill Islands (Gilbert Arcliipelago) in the east.

Whether the specimen figured in Fauna Japonica (Plate VII) be the

one collected by von Siebold or by Buerger (see p. 426 under D. m.elano-

cephala) there can be but little doubt that it was taken in Japanese

or rather in Riu KJuan waters. That it is rather common around

Formosa seems proven by five specimens in British Museum collected

by Swinhoe.

Stray specimens may occasionally drift far enough north to be

taken in Japan proper as is shown by the specimen in the U. S. Na-

tional Museiun which was taken off Inatori, Idzu, on December 22,

1903.
List of speririiens of IHsfeira cyanocincla.

Museum.
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the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London for 1903. They
can not well be referred to that species because of the small number
of scale rows, especially around the neck. Their scale formula agrees

well with that of D. major, which seems to have the same distribution

as D. ornata, but their rostral is much broader than high, as is the case

in the latter and not as broad as high. They also agree in many respects

with D. cyanocincta, which occurs as far north as Formosa at least, but

the maximum of tlieir ventrals is 246, while the minimum of ventrals in

the latter species is said to be 281, and, save in exceptional cases, above

300. In Boulenger's synopsis of the species,^ D. cyanocincta on the one

hand and D. ornata, major, and godeffroyi on the other are distin-

guished by the latter having the ''second pair of chin-shields, if dis-

tinct, separated by several scales," while in the former they are said

to be "in contact on the middle line " "or separated by a smgle scale,"

but evidently this -distinction does not hold, at least not for the present

species. Peters, in the original description of D. godeffroyi, expressly

states that in the larger specimen of the types both pairs of chin-

shields are in contact, while in the smaller one the posterior pair is

separated by two scales which are pointed anteriorly. In our four

specimens scarcely two are exactly alike, though there can not be the

faintest doubt that they all belong to the same species. One (No.

33934) has the two posterior chin-shields in contact; in two (Nos.

33933, 33935) they are separated by one, and to some extent also

by a second scale, while in the fourth (No. 33936) they are separated

by two scales exactly shaped as described by Peters.

The distance from the type locality, the Kingsmill, or Gilbert

Islands, is certainly considerable, but so little has been collected in

the intermediate region that no adverse argument can be derived

from the remoteness of the Riu Kiu Islands.

In one sense our specimens are intermediate between all the species

mentioned. This has already been demonstrated with regard to the

relations of the posterior chin-shields. In the number of scales

around the neck (viz, 30-34) they assume a position between D.

cyanocincta, with 27-33, and D. ornata, with 35-42. In scales around

the body (33-43) they agree better with D. cyanocincta (39-43) than

with D. ornata (40-50), while in the number of ventrals (227-246)

they come within the limits of the latter (210-300) and not within

the former (281-426).^ It is just possible that the case is similar to

the one pointed out under D. fasciata and melanocephla (p. 421) and

that the limits of the three species are not properly defined.

It may be that the distinction is not so much one of scale formula

as of other characters. Thus, according to Boulenger. D. major,

a Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, pp. 286-287.

& The type specimens of D. godeffroyi are said to have 294 and 284 ventrals, respec-

tively, consequently more than the exceptional minimum pf a few D. cyanocincta.
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with which our species agrees best, in scale fornuihi, has the rostral

''as deep as broad," and only one pair of chin-shields, while ours has

the rostral much broader than high and the second pair of chin-shields

well developed. In D. ornata this feature is apparently not so

marked, for Boulenger speaks of the ''posterior chin-shields, if dis-

tinct, separated by two or three scales." In D. cyanocincta the rostral

is but "slightly broader than deep," and the scales "subinibricate,"'*

while in our specimens the difference between breadth and depth of

the rostral is considerable and the scales can not be termed subim-

bricate on the posterior part of the body at least. I do not know
whether the size of the terminal scale of the tail is of any consequence.

Boulenger does not mention it in his descriptions, but in Jan's figure ^

which Boulenger cites under D. ornata it is ([uite large, while in our

specimens no such enlarged terminal scale is differentiated. Peters

expressly mentions that in D. godeffroyi the terminal tail scales are

small.

I may add that our specimens agree on the whole very well with

Peters's figures, except that the first supralabial is considerably higher

353

Figs. 352-35-1.—Disteira godeffroyi. IJ x nat. size. 352, top of head; 353, side of head; 354,

UNDERSIDE OF HEAD. No. 33933, U.S.N .M.

than shown in his fig. 3. The anal shield, or scales (fig. ?>d), agree

exactly with the arrangement in our female (No. 33933), while in the

three males there are four rows of small scales between the lateral

large scutes instead of two. This arrangement of the preanals,

together with the greater relative shortness of the body, seems to

h? among the best characters of this species.

DescrijJtion.—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 33933; Ishigaki shima,

Yaeyama group, Riu Kiu archipelago; April to May, 1899; A. Owston

collection (figs. 352-354). Kostral much broader than high, well

visible from above; nasals long, with the crescentic valvular nostril

close to the posterior edge ; internasal suture as long as interi)arietal

suture and three times as long as the one between the prefrontals;

a "Scales all imbricate" in key, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 287.

''Icon. Ophid., livr. 40, pi. vi, fig. 1.
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frontal as lont^ as its distance from rostral, once and a half as long-

as wide, shorter than parietals; parietals as long as frontal and
interprefrontal suture together; no loreal; one preocular; two post-

oculars; 8 supraoculars, seventh and eighth very small and low,

fifth a low triangidar piece separated off from sixth, second in con-

tact with prefrontal, very high and large; 8 lower labials in contact

with anterior pair of chin-shields which arc larger than posterior,

the latter separated by two scales; 34 rows of slightly tuberculated

scales on neck, 43 on middle of body, the tubercles on the latter

more strongly developed; 246 bituberculated ventrals; preanal

region covered with scales, four of which form the anterior edge of

the vent, the outer ones on each side slightly longer than the others;

39 subcaudals; terminal scale of tail but slightly enlarged. Color

(in alcohol) buffy white with a tinge of gray on the back and throat;

46 slaty-gray crossbars on neck and body and 8 on tail, broadest

on middle of back, where broader than the light interspaces, grad-

ually narrowing to the middle of the sides whence they extend as

narrow, paler-colored bands to the abdomen, which many of them
cross; head nearly uniformly isabella-colored ; the last three bands

on the tail blackish.
Dirnermons.

Head rather large; neck thick; body shurt, high, and very compressed.
mm.

Total length 790

Snout to vent 690

Vent to tip of tail 100

Width of head 19

Diameter of neck 19

Greatest height of l)ody 51

Greatest height of tail 27

The males are much slenderer posteriorly, the greatest height of

body being less than twice as high as the neck.

Variation.—Under the preliminary discussion of this species

(p. 431) reference is made to the variation of chin-shields and num-
ber of ventrals in this species. The supralabials are also subject to

considerable variation, chiefly caused by the irregular breaking up

of the posterior shields and the consequent uneven arrangement of

the fragments edging the lip. This irregidarity in the posterior

supralabials also afl^ects the adjacent temporals inasmuch as a

shield becomes a labial or a temporal according to whether the lower

portion of it is cut off so entirely as to exclude the upper portion

from the edge of the lip, or not.

Habitat.—The distribution of D. godeffroyi, as here understood, is a

curiously disconnected one, inasmuch as the only specimens referred

to it are known from the Kingsmill Islands in Polynesia, and from

26485—No. 58—07 28
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Isliigaki shima in the Riu Kiu Archipelago, while the other two speci-

mens in British Museum have no locality attached to them. Doctor

Wall now records three from Okinawa.

List of sjx'cimnis of Distcira [lodcffroyi.

33933

33934

33935

33936

Locality.

Female a

.

Male

...do

...do

Ishigaki I., Riu Kiu..

do

do

do

When col-
lected.

1809.

April-May.

do

do

do

By whom col-

lected or from
whom received.

i B

A. Owston ..

...do

...do

...do

rt
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Dimensiom.

920
Total length g20
Snout to vent

j^q

//.ftito^.-Distributed from Arabia in the west t« China in the east,

1 hotu'-h apparently rather rare.
, tt i

B ill Museum ha. one specimen from Hongkong, and Her. col-

lecte.l one at Hainan, wluch is now in the Senckenborg Museum.

It Urnot yet bee, reeorde.l from any locality w.tluu our terntory

but^t seems Mghly probable that it occurs around Formosa at least

occasionally.
[Genus LAPEMIS" Gray.]

1834. i„p».iG.M 111. I"<'-Z~- "(P'-^^^^^^'^.g
,.t^' Ma,h.-Na,. CI..

1861. Pelamydoifu Fitzinoer, Sitz. Her. Akid. >' i --

XLII p 409 (typi', HydropUa pelmtivhuln bchlegoil.

Anart from the fact that Merrem's Enl,ydrk of 1820 is preoccupied

by Late 1 e for an entirely different kind of snake, that name c.n no

be u^d for a genus with Hydrus mrtus for type, as restricted by

Boutoter in 1890, because Wagler, as early as 1830, restricted it to

H J.::^!*., one of the species included by Merrem m his Enkydr^s.

[LAPEMIS HARDWICKIIb Gray.]

Plate XXIV.

fuvrdwickii GUENTHER, Rept. Brit. India, 1864, P" ^80, P^- ^^; '
^^g; '^

1 oiit,. Pinana-^y—MuELLER, Verli. Natiirf. Ges. Basel, \ ii, i't- i,

'sr^l a! h ?°ipa"l (p. 7, (China Sea).-W~ W««.
Zl'iZn. Fauna Br,,' India, Rep,.. 1890. p. 397; Cat^ Sn. Br,t. Mu.

III! 1896, p. 301 (Bay of Bengal to Chinese Sea and Now G,nnea).-W.....

Proe. Zool. Soe. London. 1903. p. 96 (Man.la; Bangle,*).

o^R, OffenbLh. Ver. Xaturk. 17-18 Ber., 1878, p. 8 (Japan).-OKAi>.,

Pet Vprt Tauan 1891, p. 69 (Okinawa Sea).

1843. C»-"-« «--. ^-- ''^- ^-- H-',^' <••• ^*> ('>'>-•»-'«>'•

Borneo- type in Brit. Mus.-, Beloher.collcetor).

1856 w^ X"") p*»""°* ™'- "»•*'"irr
H-imbure III p. 67, pi. iii»(Java; Hamburg Mus.).

« Anagram of Pelamis.

bFor Gen. Thomas Hardwicke, who collected the type.

c Reproduced in this work on Plate XXIV.
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1871. Ilijdrojtliis /(uircndud Andkrson, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, XL, Pt. 2,1871

\p. 19).

187(j. Hydrophis jidavioides Hiu;endork, Mitth. Deutych. (les. OsJt-Asiens, I,

heft 10, p. 31 {lapsus).

1885. Hydrophis harduicki Boettger, Offenljaeh. Ver. Naturk. 24-25 Ber.,

p. 155 (emendation).

1888. Hydrophis hardwickei Boettcjer,. Offenl)ach. Ver. Naturk. 26-28 Ber.,

p. 150 (emendation).

Jan's Hydrophis prohlematicus (liev. Mag. Zool., 1859, author's

separate, p. 25) with 27 scale rows on the highest part of the body

and 230 ventrals, can not well be this species. It is said to be from

Manila.

There being no specimen from the waters adjacent to our territory

available for description a modified copy of Boidenger's diagnosis in

his Catalogue of Snakes is deemed sufficient for identification.

Diagnosis.—Rostral as deep as broad or slightly broader than deep;

parietals large; one pre- and one to three post oculars; a loreal some-

times present; two or three superposed anterior temporals; 7 supra-

labials, fourth or third and fourth entering eye; chin-shields very

small and separated by scales, or quite indistinct; 25 to 33 scales

round the anterior part of the body, 34 to 37 round the middle, with

tubercles [very feebly developed or a short keel]; ventrals usually

very indistinct, 130-200. Coloration [above with dark transverse

bands, l)roadest in the middle; these bands] often forming ctmiplete

rings round the body.
Dimensions.

mm.

Totallength. 750

Snout to vent 670

Vent to tip of tail 80

Habitat.—The claim of Lapemis hardwickii to a place in the Japa-

nese faima is doubtful. Schlegel enumerates and figures the species

in Fauna Japonica, as Hydrophis pelamidoides , but the only reason

given in the text is as follows: "A specimen of this curious reptile,

collected in the seas south of Japan, has recently been brought to

Holland. We hesitate the less in admitting this Hydrophis among
the number of animals belonging to the fauna of Japan, inasmuch

as it furnishes us an opportunity for publishing an exact figure of this

species." The implication is that the specimen was not actually

taken in Japanese waters, and so far as I know no later capture is on

record. However, Mueller reports recently a specimen in the Basel

Museum from the China Sea, and as the species appears to be common
on the west side of Luzon, there is everj^ chance that it may eventu-

ally be taken within our limits.

To the west the species is known in the Bay of Bengal and in the

south to the coasts of New Guinea and Java.
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Enhydrina valakadyn. (From Jan.)

For explanation of plate see page 555.
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[Genus ENHYDRINA" Gray.]

1834. Polyodontes Lesson, in Belanger'y Voy. Indcs Orient., Kept. (p. 325);

Atlas, Rept., pi. iv (type, P. annulahis 1 1 not Polydontes Montfort, 1810, nor

Pohjodonta Megerle, 1812).

1849. Enhydnna Gray, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus.. p. 47 (type, Ilydnis ralakadyn).

[ENHYDRINA VALAKADYN'' i Boiej.]

Plate XXV.

1827. Hydrux ralakadyn Boie, Isis, 1827, p. 554 (type-locality, Tranquebar, India).

1827. Disteira russelil FiTziNfiER, Lsis, 1827, p. 733(l)ase(l on Russell's Ind. Serp.,

II, pi. XI).

1834. Polyodontes innulatus Lesson, in Belanger's Voy. Indes Orient., Rept.

(p. 325);' Atlas, Rept. pi. iv (type-locality, ).

1837. Hydrophis schistosa Schlegel, Phys. Serp., II, p. 500; Atlas, pi. xviii, figs.

1-3 (not of Daudin, 1803).

—

Hydrophis schistosus Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr.

41, 1872, pi. II, fig. 1 c ("Japan;" Mus. Milano).

1842. Hydrophis bengalcnsis Gray, ZooL Miscell., p. 62 (type-locality, Bengal;

type in Brit. Mus.; Hardwicke, collector).

1842. Hydrophis subfasciata Gray, Zool. MLscelL. p. 62 (type-locality, Bengal;

type in Brit. Mus.).

1849. Enhydrinn valakadyen Gray, Cat. 8n. lirit . Mus., p. 48 (emendation).

1872. Hydrophis fasciatus Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 41, ]>!. in, fig. 2 (Bay of Ben-

gal) (not of Schneider).

1890. Enhydrina valakadini Boulenger, Fauna Brit. India, Rept., p. 406 (emen-

dation); Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 302 (Persian Gulf to PapuasiaV

1892. Enhydrina vikadien Boettger, Oi'fenl)ach. Ver. Naturk. 29-32 Ber., p. 89

{lapsus) fMadras).

1899. Enhydrina velakadien Flower, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 688 ilapsns)

(Siam).

Tliis i.s ])ossibly the snake which von Siebokl meant when
mentioning ''Hydrophis fmn.ventris mihi," referring as he does to

Bosc's "Hydrophis ardoise " (Nouv. Diet. d'Hist., Nat., XV, p. 491).

The reference is found in a scarce pamphlet published by von Sie-

bokl in Batavia in 1824 under the title "De historiae naturalis in

Japonia statu," etc. A reprint in pamphlet form was issued in

Wuerzburg by some of his friends in 1826, and reference is also made
to it in Oken's Isis for 1827. From these latter two issues has been

taken the above reference, which is found on page 18 and page 142,

respectively, the heading under which it occurs being Spicilegia

Faunae Japonicae.

There is no specimen in our museum from Chinese or Japanese

waters, and a detailed description of a specimen from a distant

locality is not deemed satisfactory. For the purposes of identifica-

tion a transcrij)t of Boulenger's diagnosis in his Catalogue of Snakes

is given.

a Signifying like Enhydris, the generic name given liy Latreille 1o another water

snaki'.

^Valakadyen is the native name according to Russell, its first de.scriber.

c Reproduced in this work on Plate XXV.
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Diagnosis.—Rostral deeper than broad; frontal small, longer than

broad, shorter than its distance from the end of the snout or than

the ])arietals; one pre- and one or two ])ostocidars; 7 or S supra-

labials, fourth or third and fourth entering the eye; usually a single

anterior temporal; [symphysial shield narrow, partly concealed in a

dee]) groove in the chin]; chin-shields small or indistinct; 40 to 60

scales round the neck, 50 to 70 round the l)ody; scales feebly imbri-

cate, with a small tubercle or short keel, which is stronger in the

males; ventrals ver}" slightly enlarged, 230-314. Young olive or

gray above, with black transverse bands, broadest in the middle, and

tapering to a point on the sides; in the adult these bands are usually

less distinct, some specimens being uniform dark gray above; sides

and lower parts whitish.
IHmensions.

mm.

Total length 1, 300

Snout to vent 1, 110

Vent to tip of tail 190

Habitat.—The Valakadyen is introtluced here mainly on the strength

of a specimen recorded by Jan as being in the Milano Museum with

the locality "Japan." This is ordinarily a very doubtful authority,

and the chances are that the specimen was not taken in Japanese

waters. Yet, with the possibility that it may be the species which

von Siebold referred to in 1824 (see p. 437), I have thought it best

to include a brief characteristic, as it may occasionally, at least,

drift as far as Formosa, or farther, notwithstanding the fact that

it has not been reported by others north of Cochin China.

This species is know^n from Arabia in the west to the Malay Archi-

pelago, Papuasia, and Siam in the east. It is said to be " incredibly

numerous" in the Bay of Bengal, at Pinang and Singapore.

Genus HYDRUS" Schneider.

1799. Hydrus Schneider, Hist. Aniph., 1, p. 2'.V6 (type, H. bicolor).

1802. Hydrophis Latheille, Hist. Nat. Rept., IV, p. 193 (substitute for Hydrus

Schneider).

]S03. Pdamis Dauuin, Hist. Nat. Rept., VII, p. 357 (sul)stitut(> for Hydrnplns

Latreille).

1830. Pelamys Wagler, Syst. Amph., p. Kili (emencUilion).

1848. Elaphrodytes Gistel, Naturg. Thierr., p. ix (sul)stitute f(ir Hydrus).

The type of Hydrus, as ascertained by the process of elimination,

is //. platurus. I^iatreille changed the name Hydrus into Hydrophis

simply because the French name ".hydre" was preoccupied for

another animal, the Hydra. It is, therefore, a synonym pinv and

simple and must have the same type as Schneider's Hydrus. I)au-

din's Pelamis of the following year has precisely the same status,

o From bSpoi, a water snake.
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as he invented another name for no other reason than "elles habi-

tent dans la nier." Hydrophis and Pelamis are consequently una-

vailable as names for other genera.

HYDRUS PLATURUS" (Linnaeus).

1766. Anguis platura Lixn.eus, Syst. Nat., 12 ed., I, p. .391 (type-locality un-

known; type originally in Fr. Ziervogel's pharmacy, Stockholm).

—

JSydrophis platura Latreille, Hist. Nat. Rept., IV, 1802, p. 197 (islands

of the Pacific Ocean).

—

Hydrns platurus Boitlenger, Fauna Brit. India,

Rept., 1890, p. 397; Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 267 (Indian and

Pacific oceans: Ooshima, Loo Chools.; Formosa).

—

Boettger, Kat. Schl.

Mus. Senckenberg. , 1898, p. 112.

—

Stejneger, Journ. Sci. Coll. Tokyo,

XII, Pt. 3, 1898, p. 223 (Kilung, Formosa; Pescadores Is.).—Wall, Proc.

Zool. Soc. London, 1903, pp. 95, 101 (Hongkong; Formosa; Loo Choos);

1905, II, p. 516 (Okinose, Sagami).

—

Nikol.ski, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk,

S. Peterburg (8), XVII, no. 1, 1905, p. 291 (Possiet Bay).

1788. Anguis platurosGuEhiN, Syst. Nat., I, Pt. 3, p. 1122 (Pine Isle, Pacific Ocean;

Forster, collector) (emendation).

1799. Hydrus bicolor Schneider, Hist. Amph., I, p. 242 (type-locality not speci-

fied; specimen in Mus. Blochianum).

—

Pelamis bicolor Daudin, Hist.

Nat. Rept., VII, 1803, p. 366 (Bengal).—Swinhoe, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.

(3), XII, 1863, p. 225 (Kelung, Tamsui River, Formosa).

—

Strauch,

Mem. Acad. Sci. Petersb. (7), XXI, no. 4, 1873, p. 199 (Possiet Bay,

Siberian Coast Province).

—

Hilgendorf, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost.-

Asiens, I, heft 10, July, 1876, p. 30 (Prov. Kaga, Hondo; Setanai, Prov.

Kunashiri, Yezo).

—

Martens, Preuss. Exped. Ost.-Asien, Zool., I,

1876, p. 382 (Strait of Formosa).

—

Doederlein, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges.

Ost-Asiens, III, heft 25, Dec. 1881, p. 210 (west coast of Hondo and

Yezo).—Boettger, Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 26-28 Ber., 1888, p. 91

(Hongkong).

—

Ilydrophis {Pelamis) bicolor Fischer, Abh. Naturw. Ver.

Hamburg, III, 1856, p. 61 (Indian Ocean; west coast Mexico).

—

Hydro-

phis bicolor Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 40, 1872, pi. ii, fig. 4; pi. in, fig. 2

(China Sea).—Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 69 (Noto; Hoki; Totomi;

Idzumo).

1817. Pelamis schneideri Rafinesque, Amer. Month. Mag., I, p. 432 (substitute

name for Hydrus bicolor Schneider).

1837. Hydrophis pelamis Schlegel, Phys. Serp., I, p. 187; II, p. 508; Atlas, pi.

xviii, figs. 13-15 (substitute name); Fauna Jap., Rept., 1837, p. 90 (voy-

age Ix'tween Java and Japan, north to 27° N. lat.).

—

Boettger, Offen-

bach. Ver. Naturk. 17-18 Ber., 1878, p. 8 (Japan).

1837. Hydrophis pelamis var. Schlegel, Fauna Jap., Rept., Ophid., pi. viii

(Borneo).

1842. Pelamis ornata Gray, Zool. Miscell., p. 60 (type-locality, India; type in

Brit. Mus.).

1854. Pelamis bicolor var. variegata Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., VII, Pt. 2,

p. 1337 (Macassar, Celebes).—Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 40, 1872, pi. iii, fig 3.

1854. Pelamis bicolor var. sinuata Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. G6n., VII, Pt. 2,

p. 1338 (locality unknown).

1856. Hydrophis {Pelamis) bicolor var. alternans Fischer, Abh. Naturw. Ver.

Hamburg, III, 1856, p. 63 (substitute for var. variegata).

1863. Hydrophis bicolor var. maculala Jan, Elenco Sist. Ofid., p. 109 (Indian

Ocean); Icon. Ophid., livr. 40, 1872, pi. iii, fig. 1.

oFrom TtXari'i;, flat; oiipa., tail.
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There are several well-marked color varieties which have received

varietal names. Their exact status has not been made clear, but

while it is true that they do not seem to represent local races, there is

nevertheless a certain regularity in their distribution. Thus the ordi-

nary black-backed form seems to be almost exclusive in the Pacific

Ocean; spotted individuals, such as the one figured in Fauna Japonica,

l)late VIII (from the west coast of Borneo) appear to occur mostly in the

Indian Ocean. All the specimens from eastern China, Formosa, Riu

Kiu, and Japan, so far as the records show, are of the black-})acked

form.

Description (figs. 355-^57).—Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 17518;

harbor of Nagasaki, Kiusiu; December 15, 1883; P. L. Jouy, col-

lector. Head very depressed ; snout elongate, the distance from eye to

tip of snout equaling the width of head at ])osteri()r end of supra-

355 357

Figs. 355-357.—Hydrus platurus. IJ x nat. size. 355, top of head; 35ti, side of head; 357,

UNDERSIDE OF HEAD. No. 8, Scl. COLL. TOKYO.

oculars; rostral nearly as high as broad, w^ell visible from above; nasals

not much longer than prefrontals, the suture between the former about

twice as long as between the latter; frontal much longer than its dis-

tance from tip of snout and nearly as long as parietals, much wider

than supraoculars; parietals long, with irregular outlines, a small inter-

calated shield in the suture between them; no loreal; a long preocular,

pointed anteriorly; tw^o suboculars; two postoculars; three anterior

temporals; ten supralabials, second largest, in contact with pre-

frontals, fourth to tenth small and low, none entering eye; no differ-

entiated chin-shields; 61 scale rows around middle of body, the scales

hexagonal, juxtaposed, smooth; no difi'erentiated ventrals or sub-

caudals; two slightly enlarged scales, one at each side in front of vent;

terminal scale on tail somewhat enlarged. Color (in alcohol) on back

dark seal-brown, sides and underparts abruptly clay-colored, the
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boundary between the two colors being a straight Une until a short dis-

tance in front of the vent where it becomes wavy; top of head like

back, supralabials like underside, lower labials washed with brown;

tail straw-yellow, with a series of about six dark brown roundish

blotches along the upper and the lower edge and a median series of

smaller ones on the sides.

IHitiensions.
mm.

Total length 609

Snout to vent 528

Vent to tip of tail 81

Width of head across center of eyes 14

Length of shielded portion of head 31

Greatest height of body 38

Greatest height of tail 20

The males have a somewhat slenderer body, fewer scale rows, and

the scales have a central tubercle.

Variation.—This species is exceedingly variable; especially the

shields of the sides of the head are subject to so numerous modifica-

tions that it is hardly profitable to enumerate them in view of the

striking aj)pearance of this snake, which makes the identification of the

species one of the easiest. It may l)e mentioned, however, that the

supralabials may vary between 7 and 1 1 ; one or more loreals may be

present; suboculars may be present or not; two anterior chin-shields

may be sometimes recognized in a pair of enlarged scales never in con-

tact, however. In our specimens the number of scale rows varies

between 49 and 61, the higher figures belonging to the females, while

Boulenger gives 45 to 47 as the normal number.

The coloration is also very variable, and mention has already been

made of the spotted form from the Indian Ocean (p. 440) . In the black-

backed form which is the only one found in the eastern waters, the tail

is most subject to variation, inasnuich as the spots on the upper and

lower edges may join so as to form ])lackish cross-bands, or they may
disappear on the lower edge entirely. In many specimens there may
be seen on the sides between the blackish color of the back and the

more or less dirty clay-color of the l)elly a broad yellow band.

Habitat.—Probably the most widely distributed species of snake,

occurring as it does on all the coasts and islands of the Indian and

Pacific oceans within the Tropics ami even extending its range in

many places considerably beyond the tropical waters, thus in the

southern hemisphere to the Cape of Good Hope and to New Zealand.

In the northern hemisphere it has been found on the eastern coasts

of Asia as far north as Yezo and the Russian Coast Province

Beyond the tropics, however, these snakes are only carried occa-

sionally by the warm currents. Thus while they are yet of regular

occurrence around Formosa, they become gradually scarcer in the
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lliu Kills, although stray individuals are picked up rather frequenth^

on the coasts of Japan proper. A Forinosan specimen is in Britisli

Museum collected by Swinhoe, and Mr. Tada also obtained it in that

island and recorded it from the Pescadores Islands; British Museum
furthermore has a specimen collected by Mr. Ferrie in Amami-o-
sliima, Riu Kiu, and Doctor Wall saw two or three more specimens in

Mr. Owston' s collection from the shores of the Riii Kins. Authentic

records for Japan proper show specimens obtained on the eastern

and the western shores. Thus Jouy collected one in the harbor of

Nagasaki on December 15, 1883; Okada mentions it as having been

found in the provinces of Idzumo, Hoki, and Noto, and Hilgendorf

records a specimen from the province of Kaga, all in Hondo, in the

Sea of Japan; the latter author also mentions having seen a speci-

men from "Setanai (Prov. Kunasiri) "
" in the exhibition of the

government of Hokkaido. Doederlein mentions another specimen

from Yezo, probably also from the west coast.

From the east coast we have in the U. S. National Museum two

specimens from the Bay of Sagami, one from the Bay of Suruga, and

one from Inatori, province of Idzu, opposite 0-shima; Doctor Wall

mentions another specimen from Sagami Bay, and Okada records

the species from Omaya Saki, province of Totomi.

On the mainland side of the sea of Japan, Dr. B. Dybowski collected

a specimen in Possiet Bay, near the Korean boundary, the specimen

,

according to Strauch, being in the museum in Warsaw.

List of specimens of Hydnis plat urns.

Museum.
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the latter name would be still more far-reaching were we compelled
to derive the new family name from it." lender these circumstances

it seems preferable to give a new family name derived from the

generic term of the African vipers nearest related to the genus Coluber.

Tliis genus is Laurenti's (hhra, wliich is equivalent to Bitis given

much later. To have adopted the family name Causidx and giving

it a much wider significance than intended by its originator would
also lead to confusion.

The chief characteristic of this group is the shortness of the maxil-

laries on which the large poison fangs are placed immovably. The
maxillary bone is so connected with the other bones of the skull as to

be readily movable in a vertical direction so that the fangs can be

raised or folded back at will. This apparatus is essentially the same
as that of the Crotalids and will be described more in detail under the

latter, the chief difference being that in the vipers the maxillary is not

scooped out, while in the Crotalids it has a deep hollow for the loreal

pit.

The vipers are confined to the Old World and are found mosth" in

Africa. A number of forms also inhabit the palearctic region, one

species thus coming within our ])rovince, while only a single viper

inhabits the Indian region proper, and none the Malay arcliipelago

or Australia.

Genus COLUBER b Linnaeus.

1758. Coluber Linn.^sus, Syst. Nat., 10 ed., I, p. 216 (type, C. herus).

1768. Yipera Laurenti, Syn. Rept., p. 99 (type, V. illyrica).

1820. Pelias Merrem, Syst. Amph., p. 148 (type. Coluber berus).

1820. Berus Goldfusz, Handb. Zool., II, p. 144 (type, Vipera berus; not of Oken,

1816).

1822. Chersea Flemixc;, Philos. Zool., II, p. 295 (type, C. vulgaris= Coluber berus).

The name Coluber was instituted by Linnaeus in 1758 for the great

majority of snakes and the "genus" so designated embraced poison-

ous as well as nonpoisonous snakes. The term since then has been

applied to widel}" different groups of serpents, and there is hardly a

name in ophiology which has been more in dispute, or attributed to

more kinds of snakes than that of Coluber. It has been restricted

so as to fall entirely within the Pythonidije , the Yiperidse, or the agly-

phodont Natricoids. All sorts of schemes for ascertaining the type

to which the name might be fastened have been tried,'' but without

satisfactory results, and even the same author has at various times

applied it to widely different genera.

^According to the International Code, art. 5, "the name of a family or sul)faniily is

to be changed when the name of its type genns is changed."
b General Latin term for snake,

c See, for instance. Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. jMlis., NI, p. 389.
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In order to settle the question according to the International Code

of Zoological Nomenclature we must turn to its article 30, which

reads as follows:

If the original type of a genus was not indicated, the autlior wlio first subdivides the

genus may apply the name of the original genus to such restricted genus or subgenus as

may be judged advisable, and such assignment is not subject to subsequent change.

In no case, however, can the name of the original genus be transferred to a group con-

taining none of the species originally included in the genus; nor can a species he

selected as type which was not originally included in llie genus, or wliidi the author of

the generic name doubtfully referred to it.

Linnaeus, of course, did not indicate a type, and "the author who
first subdivides the genus may apply the name of the original genus to

such restricted genus or subgenus as may be judged advisable, and

such assignment is not subject to subsequent change." The first one

to do this is unquestionably Laurenti, in 1768. He dismembered the

enormous genus Coluber of Ijinnieus and left comparatively few species

in it. Five of these are additional to those inchided by Linnaeus in

his original (^oluher of 1758, and are conseciuently ineligible as types,

l)ecause a species can not "be selected as ty])e which was not origi-

nally included in the genus." The type nnist of necessity, therefore,

he selected from among the remaining Linna^an species, viz, C'oliiher

sfolatus, huccatus, sihon, chersea, and herus, the two last-mentioned

being in reality only one species. It now so happens that only one of

these has been designated by a subsequent writer as type of the

genus Coluber, viz, C. berus, which was so designated by Prof. Robert

Collett,in 1878," and in the words of article 30 "such assignment is not

subject to subsequent change."'' The result is fully consonant with

the "recommendation" acc(mipanying article 30, more particularly

that part of paragraph C, which provides that "if the genus contains

both exotic and nonexotic species, from the standpoint of the original

author, the type is to be selected from the nonexotic species," inas-

nuich as C. berus is the onl}^ nonexotic species among the eligible spe-

cies. Tliat this result also agrees with Laurenti's "intention" has

been well shown by Cope,*" who expressly remarks that "the poison-

ous species are, then, the types of the Coluber of Laurenti."

In a large collection of Russian and Siberian reptiles received by
the ITnited States Naticmal Museum in 1885 from Dr. Alexander

vStratich there are three specimens named Vipera berus whicli in the

invoice are marked thus: No. 32, Dui aiif Sachalin; No. 84, Smei-

nogorsk (Altai); No. 88?, Dui auf Sachalin.

o Christiania Vidensk. Selsk. Forhandl., 1878, no. .3, p. 6.

^ It might even be maintained that the same selection was made as early as 1820 by

Merrem (Syst. Amphib., p. 148). He subdivided also the genus Coluber, but unfor-

tunately he did not retain the name for any of thesul)divisions. But in instituting the

genus Pelias for Coluber bernshe expressly mentions Laurenti's Coluber us the equivalent.

c Proc. 11. S. Nat. Mus., XI, p. 389.

'
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The original parchnient tags with the numbers are still attached

to the specimens which represent two species as follows: No. 32

(U.S.N.M. No. 14325) Coluber hems; No. 84 (14324), Coluber berus;

and No. 88 (14318), Coluber renardi. It should be noted that the

question mark following 88 in the invoice is not found on the parch-

ment tag; also that there is another No. 88, viz, a Natrix Tiydrus,

from Mangyshlak, Transcaspia (U.S.N.M., No. 14327). This {[ues-

tion mark in the invoice throws some doubt upon the accuracy of the

whole entry rendering the locality Dui on the island of Sakhalin for

Coluber renardi very dubious in the face of the fact that this species

hitherto has not been recorded from any locality east of the Altai

Mountains. On the other hand, it must not be forgotten that Col-

uber berus and C. renardi occur in the same localities in western

Siberia, and that Strauch himself did not distinguish between the

two species. Nevertheless, C. renardi can not be admitted to the

fauna of Sakhalin upon the strength of our specimen alone, the

locality of which must be regarded as erroneous until corroborated

by additional material.

Coluber renardi"- is ([uite distinct from C. berus. Our specimen

(female) has 21 scale rows, 145 ventrals, and 25 subcauilals and shows

all the characteristic features of the species, such as: Snout pointed,

hollow with swollen canthal edge; one apical scale only in contact

with the rostral; upper preocular long, anteriorly touching nasal;

nostril small, located in the lower half of the nasal. The scutellation

of the top of the head is almost identical with Boulenger's figure c

on Plate LXIV.''

COLUBER BERUS' Linnseus.

1758. Coluber berus Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 10 ed., I, p. 217 (type-locality, Europe);

12 ed., I, 1766, p. 377.—Laurenti, Syn. Rept., 1768, p. 97.— Vipera berus

Davdin, Hist. Nat. Rept., VI, 1803, p. 89.

—

Middendorff, Sibir. Reise,

II, II, Pt. 1, 1853, p. 247 (Udskoi Ostrog; sources of the Riv. Tugur).—
Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Petersb. (7), XXI, no. 4, 1873, pp. 206,

279 (Ussuri; Hadshi Bay; Udskoi Ostrog; Uisut Island; Sakhalin; Niko-

layevsk; Possiet Bay).

—

Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 45, 1874, pi. ii.

—

Nik-

OLSKi, Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S. Peterburg, LX, Prilozhen. no. 5, 1889,

p. 290 (Sakhalin); Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S. Peterburg (8), XVII, no. 1,

1905, p. .303 (Russia to Sakhalin).—Boulenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6),

a 1861. Pclias renardi Christoph, Bull. Soc. Nat. Moscow, XXXIV, Pt. 2, p. 599

(type-locality, Sarepta, SE. Russia).— Vipcra rcnarrfi Boulenger, Proc.

Zool. Soc. London, 1893, pp. 598, 757, pi. lxiv (Southeastern Russia to

eastern Turkestan); Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 475 (southern

Russia and central Asia).

Named for councilor of State, Doctor Renard, then editor of the Bulletin of the

Imperial Society of Naturalists of Moscow.

6 Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1893.

(Berus as the name of a water snake, probably Natrix natrix, is said to be used first

by such medieval writers as Albertus Magnus, Vincent de Beauvais, etc.
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V, Feb. 1890, p. 139 (Possiet Bay to Sakhalin); Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill,

1896, p. 476 (Sakhalin).

—

Pelias berus Dobrotvorski, Izvest. Sibir. Otd.

Geogr. Obstchest., I, 1870 (p. 23) (Sakhalin).—Doederlein, Mitth.

Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens, III, heft 22, Dec. 1880, p. 89 (Sakhalin).

1822. Chersea mlgaris Fleming, Philos. Zool., II, p. 295.

—

Berus vulgaris Swain-

son, Classif. Fish. Amph. Kept., 11, (Lardner's Cab. Encycl.), p. 362.

The numerous synonyms based upon European color varieties are

here omitted.

No distinctions have been pointed out between east Asiatic and

European specimens, and no tangible ones seem to exist. It is per-

haps worth noticing that the number of ventrals of all the eastern

specimens recorded is rather high, viz, between 143 and 158, averag-

ing about 150, while in a large number of western specimens (167)

the average is about 145. This tendency toward a lower number

358

Figs. 358-360.—Coluber berus. L', x nat. .size. ;«s. Tor ok head; 359, side oi head; 300, under-

side OF head. No. 1432.5, U.S.N.M.

of ventrals in the west is shown by a still lower average of 143 ven-

trals in 54 British specimens or even 137.5 in 11 specimens from the

Pyrenean peninsula.

Description.^Adult female; U.S.N.M. No. 14325; Dui, island of

Sakhalin (figs. 358-360). Rostral slightly higher than wide, well

visible from above; snout above covered by about 16 scales, the

fragments of internasals and prefrontals, of which two join the rostral

and two larger ones cover the canthus rostralis between naso-rostral

and supraocular; frontal as long as its distance from tip of snout,

wider than supraoculars, from which it is separated by a series of

scales; parietals irregularly broken up, the two large shields adjoining

the frontal somewhat smaller than the latter; nostril large, in the

middle of the posterior nasal, the anterior nasal, or prenasal, not

entering nostril and therefore also known as naso-rostral; three

loreals behind posterior nasal, one above, two below; eye on sides

and below surrounded by nine scales, ten on right side; temporals

numerous scales, more or less irregular, those of the anterior row not

larger than the postoculars; nine supralabials, fourth and fifth largest,
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situated under the eye antl separated by a single row of scales; four

lower labials in contact with anterior chin-shields which are much
larger than the posterior; 21 rows of scales, all except outer row
keeled and with two apical pits; 146 ventrals; anal entire; sub-

caudals in pairs, 22+ (tail defective). Color (in alcohol) above

tawny-olive with a brownish black, very distinct zigzag band along

the middle of back and tail, and a series of obscure, alternating,

lateral spots; top of head brownisli black continuous with a similarly

colored chevron mark opening backward on occiput; a brownish

black band from nostril through eye over lower temporals to the side

of neck passing over the last supralabial at angle of mouth; canthus

rostralis and supralabials yellowish, the latter mostl}" with a black line

along the posterior suture; chin and throat yellowish, mottled with

dark slate color; whole underside uniform slate black, each ventral

narrowly edged with pale olive.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length (tail defective) 568

Snout to vent 520

The proportion of tail to total length in the female averages as 1 to

9.33.

In the male the tail is considerably longer, with more numerous
subcaudals, the proportion to total length averaging as 1 to 7.33.

The viper very rarely exceeds 700 mm. in total length.

Variation.—The specimen described above represents the average

of this species, but both scutellation and coloration are very variable.

The degree of breaking up of the normal shields of the head is thus

very different in different individuals, so that two specimens exactly

alike can rarely be found; thus the frontal may be in contact with

the supraoculars, or on the other hand it may be separated from the

parietals by a series of scales; number of scales around the eye varies

between 6 and 13, of supralabials between 6 and 10. The variation

in nunvber of ventrals and its correlation with the geographical dis-

tribution has been alluded to above (p. 446).

The coloration is also exceedingly variable, at least in European
specimens, the ground color varying through all the shades of brown
and olive from silvery gray to black, and the pattern showing endless

modifications of the one described above which may be said to be

typical.

Habitat.—The common viper extends from western Europe to the

Japanese and Okhotsk seas in the East.

Numerous specimens were collected in the island of Sakhalin by
Prof. F. Schmidt, in 1863. Nikolski says that this snake is very com-

mon on the island, that Dobrotvorski noted it in the southern part and

that Poljakof collected a specimen in the neighborhood of Korsakovski.
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Maack obtained it in Ussuri, and von Schrenck in various parts of

Amurland. Dybowski sent to the museum in Warsaw, Poland, a

specimen taken at Possiet Ba}' near the boundary between Korea

and the Russian Coast Province, according to Strauch, who also men-
tions its occurrence at Udskoi Ostrog.

The United States National Museum has one specimen from

Sakhalin obtained from the St. Petersburg Academy. The museum
in Hamburg has three specimens collected by Dieckmann at Nikola-

yevsk (No. 2162).

List of speciintns of Coluber hems.

Museimi.
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seen from the accoinpanyiiig cut (fig. 361) that if the latter bone
(a) be moved forward or backward, the maxillary {d) hinges on the

lachrymal (prefrontal) {e) and that if the ectopterygoid be pushed
forward the fang is erected.

For a more detailed description of the poison apparatus, the poison,

etc., see my Poisonous Snakes of

North America.*

, The Crotalid snakes are found

in both hemispheres. They are

entirely absent,however, in Africa

aild the southwestern corner of

Asia, as well as in Australia.

The}" are practically unknown in *, ^^=^-^ (JL

Europe also, except that one spe-

cies enters the extreme south-

eastern corner.
. .

Fig. 361.—Poison apparatus of a Ce-otalid
Ihe general impression that snake, right side, a, external pterygoid

the Crotalidse are overwhelmingly ^^ (ectopterygoid or transpalatine); 6,

_*=_'' internal ptery'goid bone (entoptery-goid) ;

American in their distribution is c, palatal bone; (f, maxillary bone; e,LACHRY-
,•1

1 ,in MAL bone (prefrontal). (AfTER MITCHELL.)
Gn tirely erroneo LIS , as nearly 40 per

cent of the known species occur in Asia, and I am strongly of the

opinion that the family originated in the Old World and spread to

America afterward. The rattlesnakes which are peculiar to the

latter continent are the latest specialization of the type.

KEY TO r\PANESE GENERA OF CROTALID.E.

a} Top of head with large symmt trical shields Agkistrodon, p. 449.

a^ Top of head covered with scale s Tmneresurns, p. 465.

Genus AGKISTRODON & Beauvois.

1799. Agkistrodon Beauvois, Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc, IV, p. 381 (type, A.

mokasen).

1802. Scytale Latreille, Hist. Nat. Rept., Ill, p. 158 (same type).

1803. Cenchris Daudin, Bull. Soc. Fhilom. (Paris), III, No. 72, March 1803, p. 188

(same type).

1819. Scytalus Rafinesque, Am. Journ. Sci., I, p. 84 (emendation).

1826. Tisiphone Fitzinger, Neue Class. Rept., pp. 34, 63 (type, T. cuprea).

1826. Trigonocephalus Boie, Isis, 1826, p. 214 (not of Oppel, 1811).

1836. Acontias Troost, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., Ill, p. 190 (type, A. leuco-

stoma; not of Cuvier, 1829).

1836. Toxicophis Troost, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., Ill, p. 190 (same type).

1849. Halys Gray, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., p. 14 (type, Trigonocephalus halys Boie;

not of Fabricius, 1803).

1854. Ancistrodon Baird, Serp. N. Y., p. 13 (emendation) (not of Roemer, 1849).

Among the species of the genus Aghistrodon which extends from the

northern borders of the Caspian Sea throughout most of the Asiatic

a Rept. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1893, pp. 365-380 and 457-480.

&From ayKidrpov, hook; 68(hv, tooth. The correct transliteration would be

Andstrodon.

26485—No. 58—07 29
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mainland and in North and Central America there is a small compact

group consisting of the species A. halys, hlomhqffii and Jiimalayanus

occupying the vast territory from the Caspian Sea in the west to the

Pacific Ocean in the east, and from Lake Baikal in the north to the

Himalayas in the south. They are closel}^ interrelated, in fact so nearly

allied that their descent from a common ancestor can not have taken

place at a very distant period. Of these, A. hlomhoffii, which is the

only species occurring within our limits, shows certain differentia-

tions accordmg to locality, making it advisable to discriminate

between several forms.

The Agkistrodon interwedius which Strauch described in 1868 and

characterized as an A. hlomhoffii with 23 scale rows, Boidenger, on the

other hand, diagnoses as an ^. Jialys without the snout turned up.

Practically both seem to be right, for as far as I can see A. inferme-

dius, as accepted by them, is not a well-defined form (mvich less a

species as this term is used conventionally) , but an aggregation of more

or less intermediate specimens. In the sense in which they have

been adopted hitherto neither have a definable range. According to

Strauch not only does A. hlomhoffii occur in the same localities on the

mainland as A. intermedius, but the latter occurs also in Japan pro-

miscuously with the former, as individuals with 23 scale rows occur

both in southern and northern Japan. The trouble is that the number

of scale rows is not constant, the inconstancy apparently varying to

some extent with the locality. On the other hand, to what extent the

turning up of the end of the snout may serve in all instances as a char-

acter to separate A. halys I can not say for lack of material, and for

that reason I shall at present treat the latter as a good species.

For the study of A. intermedius and A. hlomhoffii I have collected

about 100 more or less complete scale formulas of individual speci-

mens, all of which will be found in the appended tables.

Table la is a record of 27 specimens of undoubted Japanese origin."

They show^ A. hlomhoffii in its purity with a normal scale fornuila of.

21 scale rows; 132-146 ventrals (average 141.3); 44-56 pairs of sub-

caudals (average 49.2) ; and 7 supralabials. Two of the specimens

in the United States National Museum, viz, Nos. 31866 and 34040,

have 23 scale rows, and Strauch mentions that in the Leiden Museum
he found some specimens from Japan also with 23 scale rows, while

Hilgendorf records one of his Tokyo specimens as having 23 rows.

On the other hand, the number of supralabials (7) seems to be abso-

lutely constant in Japan.

Table II contains formvilas of 20 specimens from Korea, south-

eastern China, and Formosa, viz, 21-23 scale rows; 138-151 ventrals

« For reasons given farther on (p. 452), I have not included in this table certain

specimens in the St. Petersburg Academy Museum, recorded by Strauch as being

from Japan.
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(average 143.8); 29-46 subcaudals (average 35). The siipralabials

are not given in detail, but judging from Boulenger's account all the

specimens examined by him had 7. One of my Korean specimens has

8 supralabials on one side. It will be seen that these formulas agree

tolerabl}^ with those from Japan except that the subcaudals are much
fewer.

Tables III and IV embrace the specimens recorded from the region

lying to the north and northwest of those contamed in Table II— i. e.,

from the Russian Coast Province and the River Amur to eastern Turk-

estan. They represent mostly the specimens attributed to A. inter-

medins by Strauch and Boulenger. They agree m having an mter-

mediate number of subcaudals, viz, 36-49 (average 41) and [32] 37-53

(average 43.7) , respectively. They also agree fairly well in the number
of ventrals, viz, 151-163 (average 155.8) and [147] 154-179 (average

163.5), respectively, but it will be seen that these figures greatly ex-

ceed the corresponding ones of Tables I and II. There is, however,

one marked difference between Tables III and IV, since it will be found

that among the specimens collected east of the Khmgan JMountains

in Manchuria (Table III) the great majority (70.6 per centMn a total

of 17 specimens) have 21 scale rows, while of those from the Khingan
IVIountains and the country to the west, viz, JVIongolia, Transbaikalia,

and eastern Turkestan, the greater number (76 per cent, in a total of

29 specimens) have 23 rows or more.

Before proceeding farther a few words may be said regarding

Table lb. The two specimens from Yaeyama in the United States

National JVIuseum agree structurally and in their scale formulas

exactly with the Japanese specimens, but they differ exceedingly

from the latter in color. Their ground color (in alcohol) is a "tawTiy

olive, "'^ uniform on top of head, but indistinctly varied and mar-
bled on back and sides with blackish and with indications of pale

cross bands; a band slightly darker than the ground color through

eye and temples; lips whitish, as is also the whole underside; each

ventral sprinkled with irregular blackish brown dots and spots on

the basal half. It seems probable that they represent a permanent
local color race, and are so recognized further on.

The differences between the specimens listed in Tables I-IV may
be sATioptically expressed as follows:

a' Ventrals 151 or less.

6' Subcaudals 43 or more Tal)les land I« (.Japan and Yaeyama Islands).

b- Subcaudals 46 or less Table II (SE. China; Korea; Formosa).

d^ Ventrals 147 or more.

¥ Scale rows (in 70.6 per cent) 21.. Table III (Coast Province; Amu rland, west to
• Khingan Mountains).

b- Scale rows (in 79 per cent) 23 Table IV (Khingan Mountains to East Turke-

stan).

aRidgway, Nomencl. Colors, 1886, pi. in, No. 17.
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It will be seen that a considerable amount of intergradation occurs.

Thus it would be impossible to say to which of the three forms (Tables

II, III, or I^') a specimen with 151 ventrals and 45 subcaudals were to

be referred, unless it had 8 supralabials, in which case it would

probably be correct to refer it to either Tables III or IV, with the

chances in favor of Table III, if it had 21 scale rows, and in favor of

Table IV if it had 23 rows. Unfortunately, the number of supralabials

is not given in detail in the recorded scale formulas, or we might per-

haps have been able to make a more definite statement. We only

know in a general way that quite a large number of the specimens

included in Tables III and IV have 8 supralabials, and I hold it t<) be

probable that there are more having 8 supralabials in Table IV than

in Table III.

I now call attention to Table V, containing the records of five

specimens in the Zoological Museum of the St. Petersburg Academy of

Sciences, which are reported to be from Japan. These, with a number

of other snakes, were sent to the academy in 1861 by JV'Ir. Goschke-

witsch, who was Russian consul at Hakodate, Japan; hence Strauch

concluded that they were from Yezo. Of the five Agkistrodons, he

referred No. 2225, with 23 scale rows, to A. intermedius; the other four,

with only 21 scale rows, to A. hlomhojfii, the typical Japanese species.

Upon this evidence rests the admittance of A. intermedius into the

fauna of Japan proper. A glance at Table V shows at once, however,

that the five specimens did not come from the island empire at all.

They belong most assuredly to Table III, within the limits of which

not only the extremes are easily accommodated but with the averages of

which their own averages nearly coincide (ventrals, respective!}^, 156.4

and 155.8; subcaudals 42 and 41). If we consider, furthermore, that

Mr. Goschkewitsch sent two other species, which nobody else has found

in Japan (namely, Elaplie dione, see p. 318, and E. sclirenckii, see p.

315), but which occur in the Amur Province, I think there can not be

a shadow of a doubt that all the specimens sent b}^ him were onh^

shipped from Japan but collected somewhere on the mainland, either

in the Coast Province or in Amurland.
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Table la.

—

Japan.

453

Museum. No.

IT. S.N. M 15421

Do... 15422

Do 15423

Do 15424

Do 15425

Do 15426

Do 17847

Do 23436

Do
I

31866

Do I 31867

Do
!

34023

Do
j

34024

Do
1
34040

Do I 34041

Do 34042

Do 34043

Sex and
age.

Sci. Coll. Tokj-o .. 59

St. Petersb 2231

Leiden I

DO
Brit. Mus ! o

Do '

6

Do c

Do
Do
Do

Female .

.

Young...

..do....

..do....

..do....

..do

Halfgr. .

Female .

.

Male

Female .

.

Male

Female .

.

Male

...do....

Female .

.

(o)

Female .

.

Authority.

Omachi, Hondo Stejneger

.

do do

do do

do do

do .' do

do do

Japan do

Yezo do ...

.

Shikoku do. . .

.

do ' do

YoTfohama ' do ...

.

do
'

do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

J apan Boie

Hachijo shima Stejneger.

Strauch. ..

Schlegel. .

.

do....

Japan

do

I

do...

Male I do rioulenger ,

Female .
.

'
Yokohama do

Male do do

...do..

Halfgr.

Young.

Tsu-shima
{

do.

do do.

do ' do.

Average.

139

142

132

144

139

141

143

140

142

140

144

137

144

146

143

142

139

140

136

142

140

145

142

146

138

145

141.3

1 Type of blomhoffii.

Table 16.— Yaeyama Islands.

U.S.N.M
I
34038

Do 34039

Brit. Mus Male a ...

Yayeyama ' Stejneger.

.

.do
!

do

Boulenger

.

(?).

Average

.

139

138

137

138.0

oType 6f affinis.
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Table II.—(^ost China; Korea; Formosa.)

U.S.N.M.

Do...

Do...

Do...

Mich. Uni

Brit. Mas

Do...

Do...

Do...

Do...

Do...

Do...

Do...

Do...

Do...

Do...

Do...

Do...

Do...

Do...

14612

14013

17507

17508

1

P

q

Sex and

Male o .

.

....do...

Young.

.

Male....

...do...

Female

.

Male

Female

.

....do...

....do...

Young..

Female

.

Male

....do...

Female

.

....do...

Young .

....do...

Locality. Authority.

Stejneger.

.

....do

....do

....do

....do

Boulenger.

....do

....do

Korea

do

Fusan, Korea

Seoul, Korea

Korea .'.-....

Hang-Cliau, China

Ichang, China

do

do do

Mountains north of Kiu- do

kiang. China.

do do

do , I do

do ' do

do do

Formosa do

do do

Hainan do

do do

do do

do
i

do

Average.

142

146

148

146

150

144

144

140

143

145

142

138

138

143

151

146

142

144

144

141

143.8

7-8

7

35.01....

a Type of brericaudus.

Table III.

—

Coast Province; Amurland, west to Khingnn Mountains.

St. Petersb
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Table IV.

—

Khingan Mountains to East Turkestan.

455

No.

St. Petersb.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Stockholm.

.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Brit. Mus.

.

Do
Do
Do

2216

2217

2218

2222

2223

2224

2226

3719

3720

2235

2239

2243

3721

Sex and
age.

Locality. Autlioritv.

1806

1807

1808

1809

1810

1811

Padun Strauch .

.

do do

Nikolski Zavod ' do

Khingan do ...

.

Daurian Steppes . - lo

Tarei Noor In....

Argun River do. . .

.

Bukukun do

Khingan do

Argun ' do

Ust Striclka do

Gobi I do

Khingan ' do

Ordos do

do ' do

Ala-shan Governin do

do
j

do....

Female . . i Altai Stejneger

.

Male do.

Female, -t do.

do do.

Male I do.

do do.

.do.

.do.

-do.

.do.

.do.

' Southern Mongolia ' Mtiheli

I

do do

Halfgr. ..i East Turkestan
;

Boulenger.

Female. .: Smeinogorsk do

Halfgr. . .1 Lob Nor
j

do

do do do

Average

.

162

164

161

157

163

167

160

163

161

160

154

147

155

179

169

163

168

172

175

163

171

l61

166

163

170

161

166

157

164

163.5 43.7

Table V.

—

"Japan" Goschkewitsch, 1861.

St. Petersb

Do ..:
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is the minimum of the former and 46" the maximum of the latter.

Yet, of the 36 specimens enumerated, only one (Brit. Mus. No. A),

or less than 3 per cent would be unidentifiable by that test. The

averages 49 and 35.3 are much more significant, and it is scarcely to be

doubted that we have to do with a form which it will be advantageous

to recognize hj name.

Contiguous to this South Chinese and Korean form we have

another occupying the mainland to the north and northwest. Its

chief characteristic consists in the greater number of ventrals, which

in 36 specimens vary between [147] 151-170 (average 158.4). In

addition numerous specimens have eight supralabials and about one-

half 23 scale rows instead of 21. With regard to the latter character

it is possible to divide the localities of these specimens into two classes,

the great majority of them occupA^ng the territory east of the Khin-

gan Mountains having 21 scales, those farther west 23. The percent-

age of exceptions in each group, namely, respectively 29 and 24 per

cent—is too great to make it advantageous to recognize two forms.

Unfortunately, the published records do not indicate whether the

number of supralabials is more constant. For the present at least

they must be united under the name of A. hlomlioffii intermedius, a

term consequently somewhat more comprehensive than Strauch's

original ^4. intermedius.

We have thus three, or possibly four, local forms which maybe recog-

nized by the following key:

a^. Ventrals 151, or less.

b\ Subcaudals 44, or more.

c'. Underside black, more or less blotched with whitish A. blomhoffii, p. 457.

C-. Underside whitish, sprinkled with blackish A. blomhoffii ? affmis, p. 461.

h-. Subcaudals 46, or less ^4. blomhoffii brevicaudus
, p. 463.

a-. Ventrals (147) 151, or more A. blomhoffii interviedius, p. 464.

The most interesting conclusion to be drawn from the above is that

the typical Japanese form is least closely related to the northern A.

intermedius, which occurs on the opposite side of the Sea of Japan,

and that their connection is only effected through the shorttailed

southern Chinese form, a conception entirely different from the one

formerly held, according to which there were two distinct species,

both occurring on either side of the Sea of Japan. The latter would

involve a previous northern line of intercommunication between the

two territories, while now it is seen that the connection between

these forms lies toward the south.

a It would appear that the number may exceptionally reach 50, which is the maxi-

mum noted by Doctor Werner for some specimens from Hankow. I will here again call

attention to the fact that possibly some of Doctor Haberer's specimens alleged to have

been collected at Hankow in reality may be from Japan, where he also collected. (See

under Elaphe dimacophom, p. 326; quadrivirgata, p. 331; and conspicillata, p. 336.)
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AGKISTRODON BLOMHOFFIIa (Boie).

MAMUSHI.

Plate XXVI.

1826. Trigonocephalus blomhoffii Boie, Isis, 1826, p. 214 (type-locality, Japan;

Blomhoff, collector); Bijdr. Natuurk. Wetensch., II, Pt. 1, 1827, p. 268.—

Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Jap., Kept., 1837, pp. 88, 96, 139;

Ophid., pi. VI & (Kiusiii; Hondo).

—

Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen.,

VII, Ft. 2, 1854, p. 1496 (Japan).—Bleeker. Natuurk. Tijdschr. Neder-

land. Indie, XVI, 1858. p. 204 (Japan).—Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St.

Petersb. (7), XXI, No. 4, 1873. pp. 251, 282 (partrspm. No. 2231: Japan,

Maximowitch, collector).

—

Hilgendorf, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-

Asiens. I, heft 10, July 1876. p. 30 (Tokyo).—Eastlake, Trans. Asiat.

Soc. Japan, XIII, 1885, p. 72 (Japan); Nature, XXXI, April, 1885,

p. 587.—Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 69 (Kaga; Kyoto; Tokyo;

Awa, H(jndo; Hachijo shima; Echigo; Awaji; Yezo; Toza).

—

Halys

hlomhoffii Guenther, Kept. Brit. India, 1864, p. 393 (part: Japan).

—

HiLGENDORE, Sitz. Ber. Ges. Naturf. Fr. Berlin, 1880, p. 117 (Tokyo).—

Ancistrodon blomhoffii Boulenger, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896,

p. 525 (part: Yokohama; Tsushima).

—

Wall Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

1903, p. 102 (part: Japan); 1905, II, p. 514 (Hondo; Yezo; Tanega I.;

Yaku I.).

1837. Trigonocephalus blomhoffi Schlegel, Phys. Serp., II, p. 552 (Japan).—
Fritze, Mitth. Deutsch. Ges. Ost-Asiens,V, heft 46, 1891, p. 238 (Yezo).—

Ancistrodon blomhoffi Boettger, Kat. Schl. Mus. Senckenberg. , 1898,

p. 137 (Hondo; Yezo).—Schnee-, Zool. Garten, XLI, 1900, p. 395 (color

description from life).

1859. Trigonocephalus blomhoffii \ar. megaspilus Cope, Pi-oc. Phila. Acad., 1859,

p. 336 (type-locality, unknown; type in Phila. Acad. Mus.; collected

by the Perry Expedition).

1862. Halys bloomhoffii Peters, Mon. Ber. Berlin Akad. Wiss., 1862, p. 671

{lapsus).

Description.—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 31867; Koclii, province

of Toza, Shikoku, May, 1903; Dr. Hugh M. Smith, collector (figs.

362-364). Rostral as high as broad scarcely visible from above;

internasals small, subtriaiigular, their suture half that between pre-

frontals which are broadly in contact with supraoculars; frontal

slightly longer than broad, as long as its distance from rostral and

as interparietal suture, nearly straight in front; supraoculars longer

than frontal and nearly as broad at the center of eye
;
parietals as long

as supraoculars, longer than distance of frontal from tip of snout;

nostril roundish in the posterior edge of the anterior nasal wliich is

twice as large as the posterior; two loreals one above the other, the

lower one bordering the pit anteriorly; a narrow subfoveal bordering

the pit below posteriorly, not reaching the eye; two preoculars, of

which the lower borders the pits above posteriorly; pit nearer eye

than nostril; two postoculars, of which the lower is long, narrow, and

a Blomhoff was director of the Dutch factory on Decima for more than ten years dur-

ing the early part of the nineteenth century. His collections were brought to Batavia,

where H. Boie described the reptiles and l)atrachians.

b Reproduced in lliis work on Phxte XXVI.
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crescentic, nearly reaching the lower preocular below the eye and
separating the latter from fourth supralabial; 2+4 temporals, of

which the lower ones in each row are large hexagonal flat shields,

those above being small scales, keeled on the row nearest the parietals:

the lower temporal of the third row large and shaped like those in

front of it; these three lower temporals form a series of large shields

larger than the adjoining labials; 7 supralabials, second smallest, third

and fourth largest, and those behind gradually decreasing in size,

third just entering eye; five lower labials in contact with anterior

chin-shields, which are much larger than the second pair, the latter

being scarcely differentiated from the scales beliind and between

them; 21 rows of strongly keeled scales with a pair of apical pits;

142 ventrals; anal undivided; 45 subcaudals, all divided. Color (in

alcohol) above brownish gray with a series of large, rhomboid, darker

363

Figs. 362-364.—Agkistrodon blomhoffii. IJ X NAT. size. 362, top of hE-\d; 363, side of head;

364, underside of head. No. 31867, U.S.N.M.

browm, black-edged blotches on each side close to the median

dorsal line, alternating, often confluent, descending on the sides to

the outer scale row, separated by a narrow^ paler grayish band the

edges of which nearest the black margin of the dark blotches incline

to whitish; top of head of lighter brown, with a dark irregular mark-

ing on each shield; a sharply marked blackish browm stripe on lower

preocular through eye where it widens to a very broad band on the

temples, passing across the last supralabial at the corner of the mouth,

the sharp edges of this band emphasized by a narrow white line above

and below, the one below having a small sharply defined white spot

on the anterior angle of the long crescentic lower postocular; under-

side irregularly mottled with whitish and blackish in about equal

proportions; tip of tail bro^\^lish white.

Diniensions.
mm.

Total length 513

Snout (o vent 438

Vent to tip of tail 75
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The young have clearer, brighter colors, more contrasting pattern,

and the tail always light colored toward the tip both above and below.

Variation.—The most obvious instability in the scale formula is

the varying number of temporals, but this variability is only confined

to the upper scales near the parietals. As a matter of fact the outer

edges of the later shields seem to be on the verge of breaking up into

small scales as evidenced by the many nicks and half-finished sutures

on their outer margins. The prefrontals also show sign of breaking

up, and there is a distinct regularity in this process. In nearly all the

specimens the inner anterior corner of these sliields is more or less

convex, and in a number of cases this slightly elevated region is cut

off by regular sutures so as to form an additional anterior pair of pre-

frontals adjoining the internasals. Such is the adult female, No.

34043, from Yokohama. Quite similar in this respect is the adult

female No. 15421, from Omachi, province of Shinshiu, and what is

even more interesting, no less than three of her five young just born

have these accessory prefrontals exactly like the mother, while only

two of them are normal.

The number of supralabials, 7, is remarkably constant. Less so is

the number of scale-rows, namely, 21, but 23 is rather of rare occur-

rence. The ventrals range between 132 and 146; subcaudals between

44 and 56 pairs.

The coloration is very variable. Wliile specimens lighter than

the one described above do occur, individuals much darker seem to

be more frequent, and it is not uncommon to find specimens with

the whole underside uniformly black or nearly so. "VVliile the tip

of the tail seems to be always light yellowish in the 3^oung I find

among the adults before me an even proportion of specimens with

dark and light tail ends, there being apparently no distinction as to

sex or locality.

The specimen from Hachijo shima (U.S.N.M. No. 36540), the south-

ernmost island of the Idzu group, kindly submitted to me by Doctor

Ijima, difl^ers greatly in coloration from the normal specimens. The

ground color is of a rich reddish brown with nearly all traces of black-

ish gone. In all other respects the specimen seems to be normal.

Doctor Ijima writes me that he has six more specimens from the same

locality of a similar coloration, but adds that the Science College

Museum also has a specimen (No. 58) from the sarne island of a dark

color similar to those from Hondo. In view of this fact I refrain from

imposing any sA^stematic name on this color variety.

Habitat.—As here understood A. hlomhoffii is restricted to the

islands of Japan, being represented on the mainland opposite by

closely allied forms, in Korea by A. hlomlioffii Irevicaudus, in the

Russian Coast Province bj^ A. hlomlioffii in term eelius.
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The niamushi occurs more or less frequently on the four principal

islands. Eastlake says that it "is most frequent in the neighborhood

of Kyoto, also the environs of Yokohama and the Hakone Mountains;

tolerably frequent in the north." In Yezo it was observed by Doctor

Fritze on the road to Kamigawa in the neighborhood of Soraclii-l)uto,

and the United States National Museum, thanks to the kindness of

Doctor Nozawa, has a specimen, which j^robably came from near

Sapporo.

It seems to be common in the seven islands of Idzu, at least on

Hachijo shima, from which island the Science C\illege has six s])( ci-

mens, the majority of an unusual bright reddish color.

Doctor Wall records two specimens from the islands south of

Kiusiu, namely, one from Yaku shima and one from Tanega ^hinla,

the former with 143, the latter with 142 ventrals, and both with 23

scale rows.

Hoist collected specimens on Tsu-shima, which are now in British

Museum.
List of specirnens of Agkistrodon hlomhoffii.

U.S.
N.M.
No.
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AGKISTRODON BLOMHOFFII PAFFINIS' (Gray).

1849. ? Trigonocephaliis nffinis (jray, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., p. 14 (tyi)e-locality

unknown; type in Brit. Mu8.; Capt. Sir Edward Belcher, collectorj.

Allusion has already been made (p. 451) to two specimens from
Yaeyama, in the United States National Museum, which in every

respect except color agree with the specimens from Japan proper. As
there stated their ground color (in alcohol) is a "tawn3'-olive/' uni-

form on top of head, but indistinctly varied and marbled on back and

sides with blackish, and with indications of pale cross bands; a band
slightly darker than the ground color through eye and temples ; lips

whitish, as is also the whole underside, each ventral sprinkled with

irregular blackish brown dots and spots on the basal half.

I venture to suggest that the type specimen of Gray's Trigono-

cephalus affinis in British Museum may belong to this form. At least

his brief description seems to justify such a suggestion. The speci-

men has no locality attached to it, but it was presented to the museum
by Capt. Sir Edward Belcher. As noted later under Trimeresurus

elegans (p. 471,) Belcher surveyed and collected on Ishigaki shima,

in the Yaeyama group for three weeks, and there is consequently a

possibility that the type of TrigonocejjJialus affinis came from that

island. Under these circumstances I adopt Gray's name provision-

ally and with the necessary reservation.

Finally I wish to call attention to specimen d in Boulenger's enum-
eration of the specimens of yl. hlomhoffii in the British Museum.^ It is

a female with 142 ventrals and 43 subcaudals, presented by Mr.

M. K. Rokugo, and said to have been collected in "Okinawa, Loo
Choo Islands." Nobody else has recorded the mamushi from the

middle group or Okinawa shima proper, and it is therefore rather

probable that the specimen in question came from some other locality,

possibly from the southern group.

It is not in the least probable that the Yaeyama Agkistrodon is

directly connected, in a genetic sense, with the typical A. hlomhoffii in

Japan. It seems much more likely that the former is a slight modifi-

cation of the Formosan stock w^hich has developed in the same direc-

tion as the Japanese form, viz, toward an increased number of sub-

caudals, assuming at the same tune a peculiar pale coloration. As a

slight indication of their relationship with the mainland form rather

than with the one from Japan, I may mention the absence of the white

spot on the anterior corner of the long lower postocular.

As previously intimated, the Yaeyama specimens are mainly dis-

tinguished from the t3^pical A. hlomhoffii by the coloration and a

detailed description of the lepidosis is therefore unnecessary. I wish,

however, to call attention to a peculiarity in their scutellation (fig. 365)

,

a Signifying related. ^Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, p. 526.
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which may or may not indicate a real difrerence. This feature con-

sists in the consolidation of the two scales a])ove the large lower

temporals of the second and third rows into a single elongate shield

which is in contact anteriorly with the large lower shield of the first

row without extending above it; at the same time the two lower

shields of the second and third rows are reduced in size and their

upper edges form a straight line parallel with the edge of the lip.

The arrangement does not appear abnormal and is absolutely identi-

cal in both specimens, though in No. 34039 it is only found on the

right side, while on the left it is as in typical A. hlomlioffii.

Color description.—Adult male; U.S.N.M., No. 34038; Yaeyama,
Riu Kiu Archipelago; October 12, 1900; A. Owston collection.

The ])redominating color (in alcohol) al)ove is

^^\^^^^^^^ a pals drab, with very faint indications of

slightly browner cross-bars with traces of

darker gray edges, the cross-bars separated

^ ,,. . bv narrow slightly paler interspaces; on the
Fig. 3b5.—Agkistrodon blom- ^ n

./ j ...
HOFFii ? AFFiNis. ij X NAT. outcr row of scalcs and the adjoining corner

f^^-J^^'^^^^^''^-
No. 34038.

^^^f ^i^g ventrals a series of irregular cinnamon-
U.S.N.M. ®

colored spots about 2-3 ventrals apart; head

uniform, the temporal region darker, especially on the upper border

of the adjoining supralabials on which the contrast with the pale color

of the rest of these shields is fairly well contrasted; only faint traces

of a whitish line above and below the dusky area on the temporal

region; lower postocular uniform drab without anterior white spot;

underside wliitish wath slight and irregular dark gray markings at the

base and outer corner of the ventrals.

Dimensions.
'

mm.

Total length 404

Snout to vent 340

Vent to tip of tail 64

Variation.—No. 34039 differs chiefly in being still paler and more

cinnamon-colored with even less traces of a pattern on the u]iper

side and on sides of head; on the other hand, the dark gray mark-

ings on the underside are distinctly darker but not larger.

The difference in the scutellation of the temporal region on the

two sides of this specimen has been alluded to above.

Habitat.—Uncertain as the whole status of this form is, the only

statement which can be made with certainty refers to the two speci-

mens in the U. S. National Museum, which were collected October

12, 1900, on Yaeyama, according to Mr. A. Owston.

Whether it occurs on any of the other islands it is impossible to

sa}^ now, but it appears probable that it is confined to the southern

group of the Riu Kiu Archipelago.
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List of specimens of Aqkisirodon blomholJii ? affinis.
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a])parently always some distance back from the coast; for instance,

at Ningpo, Ichang, Chekiang, Kiukiang, etc. It seems probable

that it is confined to the more mountainous districts without coming

down on the alluvial plains. Four specimens said to be from Hoi

How, island of Hainan, were presented by J. Neumann to the British

Museum. This locality needs corroboration ^ (see pp. 326, 331 and

336). In Korea it has been collected both at Seoul and Fusan by
the late P. L. Jouy.

Two male specimens from Formosa collected by Swinhoe are in

the British Museum.

lAst of iipecimens of Aghistradon hlomJioffii brevicaudus.

Museum.
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Smeinogorsk; Khabarovka, Ussuri); Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p.

525(Tarim Riv, Lob Nor).

—

Meiiely, Zichy's Dritte Asiat. Forschungsr.

,

II, 1902, p. 58 (Southern Mongolia: Chalute; Chere-muchor).

—

Nikolski,
Zap. Imp. Akad. Nauk, S. Petor1)urg, (8) XVII, no. 1, 1905, p. 326

(Amurland, Ussuri, etc.").

No specimen of this form is available for detailed description,

which, moreover, seems to be unnecessary, as the chief difference is

believed to consist in the greater number of ventrals and greater

average of scale rows and supralabials, features previously discussed

(pp. 450-456).

Habitat.—This form has a wide distribution from the Gulf of Tar-

tarv and the Sea of Japan, in the East, through southern Siberia

and Mongolia to the Government of Tomsk and eastern Turkestan,

in the West consequently extending over more than 50 degrees of

longitude. At its eastern boundary it has been found as far north

as Cape Tyr (above Nikolayevsk), on the Amur, and Decasties Bay,
on the Gulf of Tartary. On the west shore of the Sea of Japan it

goes southward at least to Possiet Bay. It seems to be common all

over the Ussuri and Amur country, aswell as along the coast, where,

in addition to the localities already mentioned, it has been collected

at Vladivostok and Olga Bay.

List of speclmenH of A;;kistrodon hlonihoffii ititennedius.

Stock-
hohn
Mus.
No.
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The snakes of this genus are distinguished from AgJcistrodon at

the first glance by the absence of the reguUir shields on top of the

head, which are here replaced by scales more or less similar to those

of the body.

It has not been demonstrated conclusively that they are gener-

ically identical with the numerous American pit-vipers of a similar

head scutellation, and which are usually known as Tngonoce2)halus

or Bothrops. The South American genus Lachesis is sufficiently

characterized by the peculiar scutellation of the tail.

It is not even certain that all the snakes here enumerated as Tri-

meresurus really belong to the same genus. There are various indi-

cations that T. gramineus represents a group of species which might

profitably be separated from the others As a matter of fact, until

the cranial structure of all the various forms wliich make up the

bulk of the Crotalidse is known, generic combinations must be very

uncertain in this family.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF TRIMERESURUS OCCURRING IN FORMOSA AND THE RIU KlUS.

a ^ A squarish loreal shield between nasal and upper preocular; nasal divided or semi,

divided; tail normal; color brownish.

b^ A single elongate subocular; more than 175 ventrals; more than 65 subcaudals.

c^ Less than 30 scale rows.

d^ More than 195 ventrals T. mucrosquamatus
, p. 467.

d^ Less than 195 ventrals T. elegans. p. 470.

c ^ More than 30 scale rows T. flavoviridis, p. 475.

&^ A series of several small suboculars; less than 155 ventrals; less than 60 subcau-

dals T. okinavensis, p. 479.

a- All elongate canthai shield between nasal and upper preocular; nasal flat, undi-

vided; tail prehensile; color green T. gramineus, p. 480.

The five forms here recognized occur within our territory only in

Formosa and the Riu Kiu Ai'chipelago. T. gramineus extends from

the eastern Himalayas to Formosa, but has not as yet been found in

the islands to the northeast of the latter. It represents a group of

species not very closely allied to the other four. These fall again

into two well-defined groups, viz, T. olcinavensis on the one hand,

and T. mucrosguainatus , elegans, and Jlavoviridis on the other. The
last three are plainly of common origin, and T. mucrosquamatus, which

is supposed to occur in Assam as well as in Formosa, may conse-

quently be regarded as the mother species," T. elegans having developed

from it on the southern group of the Riu Kius by a decrease in the

number of scales and scutes, while T. Jlavoviridis which became iso-

lated in the middle and northern groups developed in the other direc-

tion, viz, by an increase in scale rows. T. okinavensis, finally, has

thus far only been found in the central and northern groups, and

no near relative is known either from the southern Riu Kius or from

o See pp. 467-468 for a discussion of this species and its relation to T. jerdonii.
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Formosa. Nevertheless, it is possible to trace the origin of this form
also to the eastern Himalayan region, as its nearest and apparently

quite close relative is T. monticola wliich ascends to 8,000 feet in the

Himalayas and extends east into China at least as far as the prov-

ince of Szechuen. That this species, or closely allied forms, have
not as yet been found in Formosa and the intervening territory

is not so surprising when we consider how little we know of the

fauna of this region, and I have but little doubt that such a link

connecting the habitat of T. monticola and T. oMnavensis will be

discovered some day.

Reverting to the T. mucrosquamatus-elegans-Jlavovindis group, it

is evident that wliile T. elegans is geographically intermediate it is

not so located systematically and plwiogenetically, but that this form

and T. fiavoviridis have developed independently and in several

respects in opposite directions—from T. mucrosquamatus—in other

words, that in extending eastward and northward after having

reached Formosa, the ancestor of T. fiavoviridis did not invade the

central Riu Kiu group (Okinawa-Oshima) by way of the southern

(Yaeyama) group. The difference in the geological structure of

these two groups, as demonstrated by Doctor Yoshiwara recently,

probably accounts for this apparent incongruity, as their connection

with Formosa ma}^ have occurred at different geological periods.

TRIMERESURUS MUCROSQUAMATUS a (Cantor).

1839. ? Trigonocephalus mucrosquamatus Cantor, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1839,

p. 32 (type-locality, Naga Hills, Assam).

—

Trirneresurus mucrosquamatus

GuENTHER, Rept. Brit. India, 1864, p. 390 (type lost).

1870. Tiimeresurus mucrosquamatus Swinhoe, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1870,

p. 411, pi. XXXI (Formosa).

—

Fischer, Abh. Naturw. Ver. Hamburg, IX,

1886, No. 6, p. 18 (South Formosa); Jahrb. Wiss. Anst. Hamburg, V, 1888,

p. 21 (South Formosa).

—

Boulenger, Fauna Brit. India, Rept., 1890,

p. 428 (Assam; Formosa).

—

Stejneger, Journ. Sci. Coll. Tokyo, XII,

Pt. 3, 1898, p. 225 (Taipa, Formosa).

—

Lachesis viucrosquamatus Bou-
lenger, Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 552 (Formosa).

—

Wall, Proc.

Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 99 (Formosa).

Cantor's original specimen which came from Naga Hills, Assam,''

has been lost, and no specimens from that locality have been recorded

since. As the description is exceedingly brief it is consequently not

absolutely certain that the Formosan specimens have been cort-ectly

identified as T. mucrosquamatus. However, the number of ventrals

and subcaudals, respectively 218 and 91, agrees very well, and in

view of the close relationship of many Formosan snakes with those

o Signifying mucro, a sharp point, squamatus, scaly; hence, with pointed scales.

& Boettger (Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 26-28 Ber., 1888, p. 153) suggests a confusion

with " Nafa Hills," Okinawa shima, in which case Cantor's ~^.me would antedate

Hallowell's T. flavoiiridis. There is not the slightest probability, however, that

Cantor had any Riu Kiu specimen before him.
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of the Himalayan region it would be too rash to deny the possi-

bility of their identity.

Nevertheless, I wish to put on record my suspicion that the Naga
Hills and the Formosa specimens represent separate local develop-

ments of Trimeresurus jerdonii of Guenther,^ also from Assam, but

occurring all the way from Tibet to Ichang on the upper Yangtsc-

kiang. The scale formula of Cantor's specimen, the type of T.

mucrosquamatus, precludes its being identical with T. jerdonii,

but the latter comes pretty close to T. elegans, from the southern

Rill Kius, with which it also agrees very well in coloration.

Description.—Adult Tnalc; Science College Museum, Tokyo, No. 6;

Taipa, Formosa; October, 1897; T. Tada, collector. Rostral some-

what broader than high, barely visible from above; three small

scales behind the truncate upper edge of the rostral between the

anterior nasals; six scales, including the turned-over upper anterior

corner of anterior nasal, covering the canthus rostralis, the one

adjoining the latter being elongate and largest; supraoculars rather

narrow, about one-third as wide as interocular space; 15 scales in

a line between supraoculars; nostril in the posterior margin of the

anterior nasal which is much larger than the posterior, its upper

anterior corner being turned over on the canthus rostralis; two

small loreals, one behind the other, on a line with and of the same
width as the upper preocular; two long preoculars, of which the

lower is much narrower than the upper, but as long as the latter

and posterior loreal together, and forming the upper edge of the pit

;

three postoculars, including a long, narrow, crescentic subocular

which anteriorly is separated by one scale from the subfoveal shield

;

subocular separated from third supralabial by one scale and from

fourth by two series of scales; temporals numerous, the upper

smaller, scale-like, convex, the lower somewhat larger, flat; 9 supra-

labials (on left side only 8 by fusion of fifth and sixth), second forming

the anterior border of pit, and with third, fourth, and fifth the

largest supralabials, sixth to tenth suddenly much smaller, not

larger than the adjacent temporals; first supralabial which is sepa-

rated from anterior loreal by two scales is of the same size as the

last ones; two lower labials only in contact with anterior chin-

shields, third and following ones being separated from them by
scales; posterior, chin-shields scarcely differentiated and separated

by a pair of scales; 27 rows of pointed scales, all strongly keeled

and with two faint apical pores, except the outer one which is only

feebly keeled at base; 206 ventrals; anal entire; 95 pairs of sub-

caudals. Color (in alcohol) above drab with a median series of

irregular transverse, dark brown, black-rimmed and very narrowly

a Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1875, p. 233, pi. xxxiv (type-locality, Khasi Hills,

Assam; types in Brit. Mus. ; Dr. T. C. Jerdon, collector).
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white-edged spots, consisting of two halves, one on each side of

median line and not always evenly joined, in which case sometimes
a zigzag band is forming by connection with succeeding spots;

directly under each dorsal spot a smaller lateral spot of the same color,

these lateral spots disappearing on sides of neck and tail; top of

head with a distinct pattern of dark brown lines diverging from
snout backward and forming a lozenge-shaped figure on occiput

in the center of which an elongate dark line; a narrow dark line

from upper corner of the crescentic subocular over the temporal

region to beyond the angle of mouth passing above it on the scale

above the last supralabial; lips unifonn pale; underside pale drab

with several irregular series of large roundish, dark-edged whitish

spots, often transversely oblong, and not extending over more than

one shield.
Dimensions.

mm.
Total length 780

Snout to vent 588

Vent to tip of tail 192

This snake undoubtedly grows to be more than 1 meter long.

The young (Sci. Coll. Mus. Tokyo, No. 18) is colored essentially

as the adult, but the contrast between ground-color and the dark

spots is greater, and on the former, between the latter, there is on

the sides a shadowy pale brownish gray vertical line; the sides

of head, including labials, are not pale, but.dark brown, especially

a broad vertical band on second supralabial, though not as dark

as the postocular stripe w^hich is bounded below by a whitish line

and several of the labials and temporals are bordered behind by a

narrow whitish mark.

Structurally the only difference from the adults consists in the

upturned outer edge of the supraocular.

Variation.—The number of scale rows in this form is fairly constant,

nine out of eleven specimens having 27 and only two 25 rows; in

the same number of specimens the ventrals vary only between 200

and 216, and the subcaudals between 76 and 95. The supralabials

are more variable, namely, 8 to 11. U.S.N.M. No. 36515 has 10 on each

side, a small labial having been interpolated between third and fourth.

Habitat.— T. mucros'iuamatus , as here understood, is only known
with absolute certainty from Formosa, where it seems to be fairly

common in the lowlands, since nearly all who have collected there

obtained specimens. It is assumed that it is the same form which

was originally described by Cantor, in 1839, from the Naga Hills in

Assam, but it has not been collected there since that time, nor has it

been found in the intermediate territory of the Chinese mainland.

It is unquestionably related, however, to a species which occurs

from Assam and Tibet as far east as Icliang on the Yangtse, viz,
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T. jerdonii. It is at least equally closely allied to T. elegans on the

islands of the southern Riu Kiu group, while T. Jiavoviridis from the

Okinawa-Oshima group is slightly more differentiated.

List of specimens of Trimeresurus mucrosqvaviaius.

Museum.
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The locality whence Captain Belcher obtained the specimens upon
which Gray established the new species is not known. Gray suggested

'Svest coast of (North?) America?" Bj^ a study of Belcher's itinera-

ries both in the Sulphur and in the Samarang I have come to ih^

conclusion that the only likely place where he can have obtained

the specimens in question is Ishigaki shima, an island in the southern

group of the Riu Kius, where he stayed some time and undertook con-

siderable survejnng on shore", the very same island whence come two
of the specimens of this species examined by me. In fact I have but
little doubt that Ishigaki shima is the true type-locality.

With regard to the probability of this island also being the type-

locality of T. luteus, see remarks farther on under habitat of this pres-

ent species (p. 474).

Thanks to the courtesy of Doctor Boulenger, I have been able to

examine Gray's types of C. elegans. They consist of two young speci-

mens, No. 47.3.4.62, with the upper edge of snout and supraoculars

turned up, and with the temporals slightly but distinctly keeled,

and No. 47.3.4.64, an adult male, with temporals scarcely keeled.

There is, therefore, no doubt in my mind that Boettger's T. luteus is

the same.

T. elegans is very closely allied to the Formosan T. mucrosguamatus

,

and while there are various average characters which separate the two,

the number of ventrals is the onh^one which seems to offer an abso-

lutely reliable fliagnosis. In all the specimens of T. elegans examined
by me the supraoculars have the outer edge sharply turned up, but in

the only small Formosan specimen before me (Sci. Coll. No. 18) this

edge is similarly turned up. Neither the keeling of the temporals, nor

the size of the canthal scales offer any stable characteristics.

In the three specimens of each species now before me—the onh^ ones

I can now examine with regard to this character—I find another differ-

ence, viz, that in the three Formosan T. mucrosquamatus there are two
loreals, one behind the other, followed by a long horizontal upper pre-

ocular, while in the three Riu Kiu T. elegans there is only a single loreal

between the nasal and the elongate preocular.

Additional characters may be found in the lower number of supra-

labials, the somewhat wider su'f^raoculars, and resultant narrower

interorbital space in T. elegans as well as in the lower number of scale

rows, characters, however, which intergrade and offer no hard and fast

line of separation. The coloration is essentially the same, with a

"The "examination of Pa-tchung-san " [Ishigaki shima] "occupied us twenty-one

days," Belcher, Narrative Voy. Samarang, I, 1848, p. 75.

See also Doctor Adams's reference to a species of " Trigonocephalus " in the Meiaco-

shima group in his "Notes from a Journal of Research into the Natural History of the

Countries visited during the Voyage of H. M. S. Samarang under the command of Capt.

SirE. Belcher, C. B.." in Belcher's Narrative Voy. Samarang. II. 1848. pp. 305 and

306. This may be an alhision, however, to Agkistrodon affinis.
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tendency, however, to a less definite arrangement of light and dark

spots on the underside and to a more or less complete obliteration

of the lateral spots.

Description (figs. 366-368).— Young; Science College Museum,

Tokyo, No. 19; Iriomote shima; 1887; Tashiro, collector. Rostral

broader than high, barely visible from above, bordered behind by two

scales wdiich separate the anterior nasals, the latter not turned over the

canthus rostralis to the upper surface of the snout ; two larger scales on

canthus rostralis, the anterior separated from the rostral and from the

posterior one respectively by a small scale and the latter by a similar

scale from the supraocular, the outer edges of these scales being raised

like that of the supraoculars; upper head scales small, smooth, 13 in a

row between supraoculars, which are somewhat more than one-third

as wide as interorbital space; posterior nasal smaller than anterior,

followed by a single squarish loreal, behind which an equally broad,

elongate upper preocular; a second, much narrower and somewhat

longer preocular forms the upper edge of the pit; three postoculars,

366 367 368

Figs. 366-368.—Trimeresurus elegans. nat. size. 366, top of head; 367, side of head; 368,

UNDERSIDE OF^HEAD. NO. C 40, HiGH SrllOOL, KUMAMOTO.

including the long, narrow crescentic subocular which reaches the sub-

foveal, and is separated from fourth supralabial by two rows of scales;

upper temporals weakly keeled, lower ones smooth, those bordering

the supralabials larger than the latter; 7 supralabials, first small; sec-

ond forming the anterior border of the pit, third largest, fourth long,

but perceptibly lower than third, and not much higher than those fol-

lowing ; three lower labials in contact with anterior chin-shields, which

are larger than the posterior ones ; scales pointed, in 23 rows, all strongly

keeled, except outer row which is smooth; 188 ventrals; anal entire;

72 pairs of subcaudals. Color (in alcohol) pale brownish gray above

;

a series of darker brownish blotches, with paler centers, along the mid-

dle of the back, the respective halves of each blotch on each side of the

median line not always fitting together, but sometimes even com-

pletely alternating and thus forming in places an interrupted zigzag

band; tip of tail uniform light-colored (yellow?) ; on the sides obscure

traces of a dark spot below each dorsal Idotch; a somewhat ill-defined
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brownish band on top of head covering the two scale rows nearest to

the supraoculars and extending backward to the neck ; a well-defined

dark-brown band or line, one scale wide, starting from the posterior

margin of the orbit below the center of the eye and extending back-

ward beyond the angle of the mouth passing the latter on the scale

row above the last supralabial; a dark brown vertical line on the pos-

terior half of the second supralabial from the pit to the edge of the lip,

lower surface pale buff with ill-defined markings of pale brownish gray.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 370

Snout to vent 305

Vent to tip of tail 65

In the adult male from Ishigaki shima the coloration is essentially as

described above, but the lateral series of spots, one below each dorsal

blotch, is as well marked and dark colored as the latter; tip of tail is

without dark cross-bars but is not paler than the basal portion. This

specimen (Sci. Coll. Mus. Tokyo, No. 18) measures 655 mm. in total

length, of which the tail is 123 mm. This is considerable less than the

length reached by the species, as one of the types, according to Doctor

Boettger, measures 945 mm.
The edge of the supraocular is turned up in all the specimens, but

according to my observations on the specimens in the Hamburg
Museum less so in the old specimens than in the young ones.

Variation.—The present species is rather variable so far as the

scutellation of the head is concerned. In Boettger's t^'pes of T.

luteus, which he kindly allowed me to examine in 1898, the scales

covering the canthus rostralis are small and irregidar. Of four

specimens in the Hamburg Museum two have one large canthal scale

followed by three small irregular ones, while two have two large

scales followed by a small one, and of the three specimens before me
two have one and one two enlarged canthal scales. In his t3"pes, the

temporal scales are rather strongly keeled ; in the Hamburg specimens

three of the specimens have the upper temporals more or less strongly

keeled, in the fourth one the keels are only faintly indicated, and so

they are in my specimens. In one of the types of T. elegans the

temporals are slightly, but distinctly keeled, as already stated.

Usually there are two rows of scales between the subocular and the

labials, in one Hamburg specimen (No. 2582) only one such row.

The number of scales between the supraocidars varies between 10 and

13. Supralabials probably most commonly 7, but one of ni}^ speci-

mens has S on both sides, and two have 7 on one side, 8 on the other.

In the specimen in the Kumamato Fifth Iliglier Middle School the

long upper preocidar is divided vert icall}^ near the eye on both sides.
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Of 13 specimens eight have 25 scale rows and five have 23. Doctor

Wall records one with 24 scale rows. Ventrals vary between 183 and

191, subcaudals between 66 and 77.

The variation in color seems to be less great and consists in the

more or less perfect obliteration of the lateral series of spots, and in

the greater or less definite outline of the light and dark spots on the

underside.

Remarks hy collector.—Mr. Tashiro has furnished the following note

with the larger specimen collected by him on Ishigaki shima

:

''This species is not found on Okinawa shima, but is confined to the

Yaej^ama Islands. It is known b}^ the name of 'Habu,' the general

name applied to the snakes of this genus, of which there are about

five varieties, each with a special name. It lives in crevices in stone-

walls, hollow trees, etc. Its habits are more sluggish than the real

' habu ' ( Trimeresurus jiavoviridis) . The natives say that it is less

poisonous than the latter, yet I think it is by no means inferior in this

respect."

Habitat.—This species is confined to the southern group of the

Riu Kills, and seems to be fairly common both on Iriomote shima and

on Ishigaki shima. Boettger's types of T. luteus are said to have come
from '' Yaeyama auf Mijako shima," a somewhat confusing statement

which might have been suspected of meaning "Miyako shima of the

Yaeyama group," as formerly at least that island was considered part

of the group, though now excluded as a special subgroup, but in the

introduction to his paper ° Doctor Boettger says

:

" Aber die Thiere scheinen Icider nicht genau nach den Fundorten getrennt worden

zu sein * * * Die Schlangen sollen zum grossten Theil von Yaeyama oder

Patchungsan, einer der Miyako shima Inseln, herstammen."

But Patchungsan is the Chinese name for Ishigaki shima, and Doc-

tor Boettger evidently uses Miyako shima as the collective name of

the two southern subgroups. It is therefore exceedingly dubious if

the types came from Miyako shima proper, and the probability is that

they reall}" originate from Ishigaki shima. That the same species

occurs on Miyako shima has now been shown by Doctor Wall who
records three specimens from that island under the name of LacJiesis

mucrosquamatus

.

« Offenbach. Ver. Naturk. 33-36 Ber., 1895, p. 101.
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List of specimens of Trimtresurus elegans.
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has apparently been lost. From Doctor Stimpson's MS. catalogue

it is learned that the *Snper," as he calls it, was "killed on one of the

Amakirrima Isles (Loo Choo) by Mr. Macomb of the Hancock, April

1855," consequently on one of the small islands composing the Ke-

rama shima group just west of the south end ot Okinawa shima.

Hilgendorf's Trimeresurus riukiuanus on the other hand was
described from specimens obtained in the Nase district on Amami-
o-shima, the principal island of the northern group. The scale formulas

of the specimens from both groups agree very w^ell, and a direct com-

parison of a few specimens does not reveal any essential difference.

The material at hand, viz, one from the northern group and two from

the middle group, is not conclusive, however. The former seems to

have a somewhat longer snout with more, or smaller, scales between

the supraoculars, but until verified in large series from both groups

the two names must be regarded as synonymous. The low number of

scale-rows assigned to his specimen by Hallowell, viz, 31, is evidently

due to the fact that the specimen was mutilated.

Okada in his List of the Vertebrates of Japan enumerated both T.

flcivoviridis and T'. riul'iuanus as separate species, though possibly he

included the former wdth T. oJcinavensis which was not then described.

Doctor Fritze, however, enumerates all three from Okinawa. Inas-

much as he seems actually to have examined specimens of two species

it is probable that the one from Tokushimura was really a T. ohina-

vensis although enumerated as a T. Jlavoviridis.

Descnption (fig. 369).—Halfgrown female; U.S.N.M. No. 31818;

Amami-o-shima, Kiu Kiu; Dr. H. M. Smith collection. Rostral

almost as high as broad, nearly triangular, the

sutures with first supralabials and internasal

^^'"^^^^XX'. being very short, just visible from above ; a single

small scale behind the rostral separating the
Fig. 369. — Trimeresurus . -i c r i

•
i i

•
i t

FLAvoviRiDis. NAT. SIZE, autenor uostrils ; tour or five shields, mcludmg
SIDE OF HEAD. No. 1(1, ^|^g autcrior nostrils, forming the raised canthus
Sci Coll Tokyo

rostralis between rostral and supraocular, the

shield second from the supraocular being the largest; supraocular

long, pointed anteriorly, half as wide as interocular space; upper

head scales smooth, small, about 13 in a line between the supra-

oculars; nostril round, in the posterior margin of the anterior nasal

which is turned over the canthus rostralis to the upper side of the

head ; loreal nearly rectangular, slightly longer than high'; two pre-

oculars, very elongated, both in contact with loreal, the upper nearly

twice as long as the latter, the lower, which forms the upper posterior

border of the pit, much narrower than the upper; a long narrow

shield bordering the pit below, separated from long subocular by a

cou})le of small scales; eye rather large, vertical diameter equaling

its distance from edge of lip; a very long narrow crescentic subocular
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separated from tlie lower precular and from the subfoveal by several

small scales; from the fourth supralabial by two rows of scales, and
from the temporals by a single row of smaller scales; one postocular

on left side, three on right, in adition to siiboculars; lower temporals

large, upper ones small, smooth scales; 8 supralabials, first subtrian-

gular, second forming the anterior border of the pit, third largest,

fifth to eighth small, low; three lower labials in ccmtact with anterior

chin-shields, fourth and fifth being separated from them by scales;

anterior pair of chin-shields much larger than posterior, which are

scarcely differentiated from the other postgeneials and separated by
a pair of smaller scales; 35 rows of narrow pointed scales, of which

all except the outer are keeled and provided with two apical pits; 226

ventrals ; anal undivided ; tail defective, subcaudals 73 + , very few

missing. Color (in alcohol) above very pale isabella-color, on each

side of the median line with a series of elongated darker brownish spots,

which are nearly in pairs anteriorly but alternating on the posterior

two-thirds, mostly anastomosing across the median line; on the sides

a similar but very obscure series; on the upper side of the tail the

spots become united to regular cross-bars; occiput with a very

obscure pattern of several elongate divergent spots; sides of head

whitish with a narrow brown line from upper comer of subocular

across the temples to the sides of neck, one scale above last supra-

labial; all the brown markings are dark-edged with paler centers;

underside uniform whitish.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 612

Snout to vent 517

Vent to tip of tail 95

This species grows to a considerable size. Hilgendorf's types of T.

riukiuanus are 1.380 and 1.555 m., and Doctor Fischer records two

specimens measuring 1.433 and 1.285 m., respectively. A snake of

this kind over 5 feet long must be a pretty dangerous reptile.

Variation.—The number of scale rows shows considerable varia-

tion, viz, from 33 to 37, though 35 seems to be the normal number,

inasmuch as in 13 specimens more than two-thirds have this number.

Doctor Wall records a specimen with 40 scale rows. Ventrals vary

between 222 and 234, subcaudals between 75 and 90. Supralabials

usually 8, but a specimen in the Hamburg Museum has 7 on one

side, and other specimens are on record as having 9.

The size of the small scales on top of the head is not so variable as

the figures given for the ninnber of scales on a line between the supra-

oculars, namely, from 7 to 13 would indicate, since the discrepancy

depends chiefly upon the irregular size of these scales on the inter-

ocular region.
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The two specimens from Okinawa before me are smaller than the

one described above and show a more definite color pattern. The

lateral markings are so light as to be almost lost while the dorsal

blotches are shorter, with a greater tendency to combine into median

transverse marks across the middle line, thus forming angular cross-

bars deeply notched in front and behind and with a large pale spot on

each side of the median line. The pattern on the top of the head is

also very sharply defined and formed as shown in ITilgendorf's figure

of his type of T. nukiuanus (Plate XXVII, fig. 1 of this work)

.

Habitat.—This dangerous snake is confined to the islands of the

Okinawa and 0-shima subgroups of the Riu Kiii Archipelago, in some

of which it appears to be rather common. Amami-o-shima, and

—

according to Doederlein, also Kome shima, are particularly notorious

for the occurrence of the "liabu," while both he and Fritze assert that

it is much less common in Okinawa shima.

It is represented by closely allied species in the southern grouji and

in Formosa.

List of S'pecimens of Trimensiirus flavor iridis

.
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/ I
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....do
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....do
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1887.
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Dr. II. M.Smith.

Tashiro

Doctor War-
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Dr. J.G.Fischer.
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Mr. Hoist
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H. Pryer
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1 Type; specimen mutilated, the number of scale rows given is therefore probably not correct.

hDescription, p. 47fi.

.-Fig. 3:9.

rf Boulenger, Cat. Ill, p. 550.

« Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1887, p. 149.

f Types of T. riukimus, Hilgendorf
, p. 118. The scale fonnulas as here given for each individual may

not be e.xactly correct, as Ililgendor's statement is not quite explicit; however, they are correct for

the two specimens together.
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TRIMERESURUS OKINAVENSIS" Boulenger.

KUFAH (native name in OKINAWA SHIMA according to TASHIRO).

1892. Trimeresurus okinavensis Boulenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), X, Oct.

1892, p. 302 (type-locality, Okinawa shima; types in Brit. Mus.; Hoist,

collector).

—

Fritze, Zool. Jahrb. Syst., VII, 1894, p. 861; author's sepa-

rate, p. 12 (Okinawa).

—

Lachesis okinavensis Boulenger, Cat. Sn. Brit.

Mus., Ill, 1896, p. 549, pi. xxv, fig. 2 (Okinawa).—Wall, Proc. Zool.

Soc. London, 1905, II, p. 516 (Okinawa; Amami; Yaku).

1894. ? Bothrops flavoviridis Fritze, Zool. Jahrb. Syst., VII, p. 860; author's

separate, p. 11 (Tokuchiinura, Okinawa) (not of Hallowell?).

Description.—Adult fejnale; Science College Museum, Tokyo, No.

17; Oldnawa sliima ; March, 1887; Tashiro, collector. Rostral nearly

as liigh as broad, scarcely visible from above; beliind the trun-

cated upper edge three scales of the same size as the other upper head

scales in a line between the anterior nasals and the first canthal scale;

four canthal scales between anterior misal and supraocular decreasing

in size posteriorly ; supraoculars wider than one-third the interocular

space; 8 scales on a line between the supraoculars; head scales flat,

smooth anteriorly, faintly tubercular or keeled on parietal and occip-

ital regions; nostril large, rounded, in posterior margin of anterior

nasal wliich is much larger than posterior, its upper anterior edge just

visible from above, but not turned over the canthal edge; a small

loreal, nearly twice as long as high below second and third canthal

scales, in contact behind with the two preoculars, of which the upper is

twice as wide as the lower; pit very large; subfoveal shield entering

eye below preoculars; eye rather small; three small suboculars

separated from supralabials by two scale rows; two postoculars;

temporal scales numerous, the upper ones small, keeled, the lower

series next to the supralabials larger, smooth; 8 supralabials, first

small, triangular, separated from loreal by one scale, second broad,

forming anterior border of pit, third largest; two lower labials in

contact with anterior chin-shield; posterior chin-shield scarcely differ-

entiated; 23 rows of rather obtuse scales with obscure apical pits; all

keeled, except outer row, but keels not reacliing the tip of the scales;

128 ventrals; anal entire; 51 pairs of subcaudals. Color (in alcohol)

above brownish gray, with large transverse blotches of brown ante-

riorly and posteriorly narrowly edged with dusky; a series of lateral

spots on the middle of the sides, each one below the corresponding

dorsal blotch of wliich it is a detached portion and with wliich it is

not alternating; below and alternating with these another row of dark

brown spots situated on the two outer scale rows and the adjacent j)art

of the ventrals ; a broad dark brown, black-edged band three scales wide

from eye over temporal region to posterior end of lower jaw, its ante-

rior border crossing the last supralabial at the corner of the mouth;

above tliis a narrower whitish band, and a similar one below it on the

a From Okinawa.
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last four supralabials, crossing to the lower jaw; sides of face anterior

to tliis brown with two darker blotches across both lips at the level of

second and fourth supralabial; on the lower lip a tliird similar dark

brown blotch near the corner of the mouth; underside pale obscurely

clouded with brownish.
Dimensions.

771 m.

Total length 445

Snout to vent , 371

vent to tip of tail 74

Variation.—Supralabials vary between 8 and 7, ventrals between

127 and 134, subcaudals between 42 and 51 pairs in the three speci-

mens wliich have thus far been recorded. Doctor Wall reports one

specimen with 24 scale rows.

Ilahitat.—The few specimens known of this species have nearly all

come from Okinawa shima. According to a recent paper b}^ Doctor

Wall the collector of Mr. Owston obtained not only four specimens

in Okinawa shima, but also three in Amami-o-shima, and one m Yaku
shima. The latter occurrence is so extraordinary, however, that it

would be well to await corroborative evidence, as some mistake in

the labeling may be possible.

As I have stated elsewhere, there is no near relative of tliis species

known from Formosa, but as it is allied to the Himalayo-Chinese

Tririteresurus monticola, the latter or a related form maybe expected

to occur in that island.

List of specimens of Trimeresurus okinavensis.

Museum.
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p. 554 (southeastern Asia; Formosa).

—

Wall, Proc. Zool. 8oc. London,
1903, p. 99 (Hongkong; Formosa).

—

Lachesis graminea BoETroER, Kat.
Schl. Mus. Senckenberg. , 1898, p. 139 (south Formosa, etc.)

1802. Coluber viridis Bechstein, Lacepede's Naturg. Amph.,- IV, p. 252, pi.

XXXIX, fig. 1 (type-locality, Vizagapatam, India; based on Russell's

Ind. Serp., I, pi. ix).

—

Trimeresurus viridis Lacepede, Ann. Mus. Paris

IV, 1804, p. 209.

1839. Trigonocephalus erythrurus Cantor, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1839, p. 31 (type-

locality, Ganges Delta, India; type in Brit. Mus.; Cantor, collector.

—

Trimeresurus ei-ythrurus , Gventher, Kept. Brit. India, 1864, p. 38G.

—

_Swinhoe, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1870, p. 412 (Takow, Formosa).

1842. Trimesurus albolabris Gray, Zool. Miscell., (p. 48) (type-locality, China;

types in Brit. Mus.; Reeves, collector).

1853. Trimesurus elegans Gray, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (2), XII, p. 391 (type-local-

ity, Sikkim; type in Brit. Mus.; Hooker, collector) (not Craspedocepha-

lus elegans Gray, 1849).

Description (figs. 370-372) .—Adult male; U.S.N.M. No. 36516;

Taihoku (Taipa), Formosa; September, 1897; T. Tada, collector.

Rostral as liigh as broad, very narrow above, nearlv triangular

371

Figs. 370-372.—Trimeresurus gramineus. IJ x nat. size. 370, top of he.\d: 371, side of he.vd;

372, UNDERSIDE OF HEAD. NO. 2o SCI. COLL. TOKYO.

bordered behind by a single scale between the upturned anterior

corners of the nasal, just visible from above; canthus rostralis

sharp, formed anteriorly by the upturned edge of the nasal, the

upturned edge of an elongated shield corresponding to the loreal in

the other species here described and the upturned portion of the

upper preocular; head shields small, smooth anteriorly, keeled on

parietal and occipital regions; supraoculars very narrow, occupying

only the outer edge of the supraocular region, their width being

scarcely more than one-fifth the distance between them; about 12

scales on a line between the supraoculars; nasal large, smooth, undi-

vided, with a round nostril pierced near the lower edge; behind it

above, on the canthal ridge an elongated shic^ld, being the loreal of

the other species; below it, separating it from the first supralabial,

and between nasal and the upper portion of second supralabial which

26485—No. 58—07 31
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enters the pit, two small scales, one above the other, two elongate

anterior preoculars, the upper, wliicli is somewhat wider anteriorly

turned up over the canthal ridge, the low^er forming the upper border

of the large pit; the subfoveal as large as the lower preocular, pos-

teriorly entering eye between the latter and the subocular; a long,

narrow, crescentic subocular anteriorly in contact with subfoveal,

separated from fourth and subsequent supralabials by one and pos-

teriorly two rows of scales; three small postoculars on left side, two

on right; temporals numerous, lower ones largest, upper ones smaller,

keeled; 10 supralabials, first small, triangular, second very high,

forming anterior border of pit, third largest, fourth slightly larger

than fifth to tenth, which are subequal; 3 lower labials in contact with

anterior cliin-sliields, posterior chin-shields scarcely differentiated;

21 rows of narrow, pointed, keeled scales without apical pits; 161

ventrals; anal entire; 69 pairs of subcaudals; tip of tail rather

blunt. Color (in alcohol) above saturated uniform "parrot-green;"

from the subocular, under the center of the eye, a narrow, strongly

defined, pale-yellowish line, the lower row of temporals and across

the last supralabial to the side of neck and from there to near the tip

of the tail on the middle line of the outer scale row, the lower edge of

which is somewhat darker than the rest of the body; underside

paler green, washed with blue so as to be almost "beryl-green"

toward the sides; tips of tail colored like the rest of the body.

Dimensions.
mm.

Total length 618

Snout to vent 488

Vent to tip of tail 130

The female appears to have a relatively much shorter tail. No. 2a,

Science College Museum, measuring 525 mm. in total length, has a

tail only 92 mm. long.

Variation.—The Formosan specimens examined by me are very

uniform, both in scutellation and coloration, as will be seen from the

table at the end, but in individuals from all over the wide range of the

species there is displayed a corresponding range of variation. Thus,

19 and 23 scale rows are occasionally, though rarely, recorded; supra-

labials vary between 8 and 12, ventrals between 145 and 175, sub-

caudals between 53 and 75 pairs. The color variations consist in

more or less distinct blackish dorsal cross bands and the absence of

the lateral yellow line. The terminal portion of the tail is frequently

yellow or reddish, a color phase which until recently was regarded

as a distinct species under the name of Trimeresurus erythrurus.

Ilahitat.—This species is widely distributed from the Himalayas in

the north and west, through India, Indo-China, southern China, to the

Malayan peninsula, Sumatra, Java, and Timor in the south, and

Formosa in the east.
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In Formosa it was first collected by Swinhoe, who found it at

Takow, no less than seven specimens from him being in British

Museum. Both the Hamburg and the Senckenbergian Museum, in

Frankfort on the Main, have specimens from south Formosa, the

former (No. 1541) through Doctor Warburg, the latter through

Schmacker. Mr. Tada, who collected in Formosa for the Japanese

Government in 1896 and 1897, brought four specimens from Taihoku
(Taipa), and stated that it is common, especially in northern Formosa.

List of specimens of Triineresuncs yramhwKs.

Museum.
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The ]>r()]>or iiitcrrelationship between the various types of living

Chelonians has not been finally determined as 3'et. The greatest

stunibliiig ])lock has been the Dermochelys, which some authors, such

as Baur and Fuerbringer, regard as a highly specialized form more or

less closely allied to the other marine turtles, while others have taken

the opposite view, regarding it as one of the most primitive types and

so radically different from all the other chelonians as to make it expe-

dient to collect the latter in one great suborder and to keep Dermo-

chelys by itself in another. The former view is scarcely tenable, if

Goette* is correct in regarding the bony carapace of the majority of

turtles as an integral part of the skeleton as opposed to the dermal

origin of the dorsal mosaic of Dermochelys. On the other hand, the soft-

shelled turtles exhibit so many differences from those with a horny

covering that it seems inexpedient to include them in the same cate-

gory. For these reasons it has been thought best to adhere to the

division first proposed by Seeley, in 1882, but to substitute subordinal

names for those chosen then by him, these having the form of family

names, as understood by most zoologists.

The characters which define the three suborders may be tabulated

as follow^s:

a' No solid carapace, the vertebn* and rilis being separated from a sliell consisting of a

mosaic of numerous small polygonal bony plates imbedded in a leathery skin; no

descending process of the parietal bone; limbs without claws. .1. Athec^e, p. 485.

a'- A solid carapace of a few large symnretrical bony plates not separated from the

underlying vertebrae and ril)s; i)arietals with descending processes; limbs with at

least one claw each.

¥ Body covered with horny scutes arranged differently from the bony plates beneath;

epiplastra and hyoplastra in contact, not separated by entoplastron ; center

of last cervical and first dorsal vertebra; articulating with each other; fourth

digit never with more than three phalanges; jaws covered by horny sheaths

not concealed imder fleshy lips 2. Laminifer.\, p. 488.

b^ Body covered by an undivided leathery sliin without scutes; epiplastra separated

by entoplastron from hyo-plastra; last cervical vertebra articulating with first

dorsal by zygapophyses only; fourth digit A\ith more than three phalanges;

jaws concealed under fleshy lips 3. Chilot.e, p. 513.

The turtles occurring within our limits may be easily referred to

their resj^ective families by the following:

ARTIFICIAL KEY TO FAMILIES OF TURTLES.

a^ Limbs ciawless; back with live longitudinal keels or ridges (Athecie).

Dermochelid.e, p. 485.

a^ Liml)s with at least one claw each; back, if keeled, with at most three longitudinal

ridges,

fe' Outer body cnvcrin^ a soil skin wilhinil horny plates (CMlolx).

Trjonychid.^5, p. 514.

h'^ Outer body covering consisting of symmetrical horny plates (Lamini/era).

c^ Limbs not paddle-shaped ; claws four or five on each limb . . Testudinid.e, p. 488.

c^ Limbs paddle-shaped; claws two or one on each limb Cheloniid^, p. 506.

"Zeitschr. Wissensch. Zool., LXVI, 1899, pp. 407-434.
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Suborder ATHECJ./'

1871. Athecas Cope, Proc. Am. A.ssoc. Adv. Sci., XIX, p. 235.

1880. Dermatochdijidx Seeley, Quart. Joiirn. Geol. Soc, XXXVI, p. 412.

1889. Athfcata Lydekkeu, Cat. Foss. Kept. Brit. Mus., Ill (p. 223).

1890. Athcca Str.\uch, Mem. Acad. St. Petersbourg, (7) XXXVIII, No. 2, p. 38.

1891. Antheae Okai).\, Cat. Verl. Japan, p. 71 (misprint).

Family DERMOCHELIDiE.

Limbs paddle-sliaped, clawless; shell with five longitudinal dorsal

keels and covered witli a leathery skin.

The leather-back turtles mhabit the oceans between the Tro]Hcs,

occasionally straying to temperate coasts. When full grown they

reach an enormous size. Only one genus is known.

Genus DERMOCHELYS '' Blainville.

1816. Dermochdys Blainville, Bull. Sor. Philom. Paris, ISIG. p. 119 (type, T.

conacca).

1820. Sphargis Merrem, Syst. Amphib., p. 19 (same type).

1822. Coriudo Fleming, Philos. Zool., II (p. 271) (same type).

1828. Scytina Wagler, Isis, 1828, p. 861 (substitute for Sphargis).

1830. Dermatochelys Wagler, Nat. Syst. Amphib., p. 133 (emendation).

1832. Chelyra Rafinesque, Atlantic Journ., I, No, 2, p. 64 (type, T. coriacea).

DERMOCHELYS SCHLEGELII < (Garman).

1835. Sphargis merctirialis Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Japon., Rept., pp.
10 (part), 76, 139, pi. i; pi. ii, figs. 3-5; pi. iii (Japan) (not of Merrem).^
Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 71 (Tango).

1850. Sphargis coriacea Bleeker Natuurk. Tijds. Nederland. Indie, XV, (p. 260),

Padang, Sumatra (not of Linnaeus).

—

Tickel, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal,

Nat. Hist., 1862, No. IV, p. 367, pi.— (Tenasserim).—McCoy, Nat. Hist.

Victoria, II, Dec. xi, 1885, p. 1, pi. ci (Portland, Australia).

—

Derma-

tochelys c. Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, 1864, p. 55.

—

Derrnochelys c. Bou-
lenger, Cat. Chel. Brit. Mus., 1889, p. 10 (part); Fauna Brit. India, Rept.

1890, p. 50,—Burne, Proc, Zool. Soc. London, 1905, I, pp. 291 seqv.

(Japan; anatomy).

1884. Sphargis coriacea var. schlegejii Garman, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 25, p.

303 (Tropical Pacific and Indian Oceans).

1884. Sphargis schlegelii Garman, Bull. IT. S. Nat. Mus., No. 25, p. 295.

Dr. R. A. Philippi has recently described'' and roughly figured a

new species SpJiargis angustata from the coast of Chile. It is not

possible at present to say whether it is identical with D. scMecieVn

or not.

The exact status of this form is not known and no specimen from

the Pacific Ocean has come under my observation. Under these cir-

a From the Greek a, without, and SrfKtf, a closed box.

''From Ssp/xa, skin; ;^:£At;5, turtle.

c Named after Dr. Hermann Schlegel. See p. 145.

'^Anales de Universidad, Mem. Cient. Liter., CII-CIV, Oct. 1899, p. 730.
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cuinstances it does not seem necessary to submit any general descrip-

tion of this easily identified, gigantic animal. The 3"oung niay be

foiintl some day in the southern waters adjacent to our territory and
may then be referred to their proper place in the system by a compar-

ison with the appended text figures, which are taken from an Atlantic

specimen (figs. 373-376).

A specimen was recently captured in Japan and acquired for the

Roj^al (\)llege of Surgeons in London, where the skeleton is now

Fig. 373.

—

Dermochelys coriacea, young, nat. size.

TT.S.N.M.

ENTIRE ANIMAL FROM ABOVE. NO. 19790,

preserved. A detailed account of the muscular and visceral anatomy
of this specimen has been published recently by Mr. R. H. Burne.

Mr. Burne gives the following descri]>tion of some of the external

parts of this animal.

Description.— Young female; Museum Roy. College Surgeons, Lon-

don; Japan.

In color the animal was black above, blotched with irregular white spots, each of

which measured on an average 1-2 cm. in diameter. The ventral surface of the body,

limbs, and tail was dirty white, marked with irregular longitudinal bands and blotches

of black.
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The six longitudinal areas int,o which the carapace is divided by seven bony ridges

are apparently of equal breadth—11 cm. in the middle uf the trunk—gradually narrow-

ing towaixl the tail.

Figs. 374-376.—Dermochelts coRi.\rE.\, young. N.4.T. size. 374, underside of shell: 375, side
OF head; 370, underside of he.\d. No. 19796, U.S.N.M.

There are six rows of scutes half embedded in the thick plastral integument,

a double row along the mid-line, with two single row^ aliout 11 cm. apart on either side.

Dimemsinns.
mm.

Total length (following the curve of the carapace) 1, 350

Length between the bases of the flippers 680

Girth (under fore limb) 1, 350

Girth (midway between the limits i 1, 400

Girth (at base of hind limb) 910

Length of fore limb from its pt)int of emergence from the body ( fol-

lowing the outer curve) 820

Greatest breadth of hand 200

Length of hind limb (tibial border) 330

Girth of head at hinder extremity of the gape 530

From point of snout to inner canthus of eye 85

From point of snout to nostril 25

Habitat.—Tropical seas between the east coast of Africa and the

west coast of South America, occasionally straggling farther north.

Thus von Siebold obtained the specimen, from which the figure in

Fauna Japonica is taken, in Japan. In the Imperial ^luseum, Ueno
Park, Tokyo, there is one from the coast of the province of Tango, on

the Sea of Japan. A young female was recently acquired by the

Royal College of Surgeons, in London, from A. Owston.
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Suborder LAMIMFERA. "

1820. Laminifera IIempricu, Gniudr. Naturg., [). 102.

1880. Aspidochelyidae Seeley, Quart. Journ. (irul. Soc, XXXVI, ]>. 412.

1895. Cerachelya H.eckel, Syst. Phylog. Wirbelth., p. —

.

. This suborder, which comprises the Cryptodira uiul Pleurodira of

Cope and many later authors and which equals Dollo's TJiecophora

minus the soft-slielled turtles, as well as Baur's Paradiacosfoidea

minus the leather-back turtle, is trenchantl}^ characterized by the

horny plates which externally cover the shell.

Hem])rich, as early as 1820, established the present division as

opposed to- that of the Athecse. plus Chilotse., which he designated col-

lectively as Coriacea}

The hornv-shelled turtles belong to two different superfamilies, the

Tfsfudinoidese, corresponding to the group Cryptodira, and the

Chelydoidex, equaling the Pleurodira, but only members of the former

enter our limits, as at the present day the latter are confined to the

southern hemisphere. Of the numerous families composing the Tes-

tudinoidese only tw^o are intralimital, viz, the marine turtles, with

paddle-shaped limbs having less than three claws, and the subfamily

Emydinx of the family Testudinidis, having normal limbs with more

than two claw^s.

Family TESTUDINID.E.

Sribfaiiiily E;m:YDIIS"JE.

Web-footed turtles having the nuchal plate without costiform

lateral processes.

The terrapins constitute the bulk of the species and genera of turtles,

widely distributed in the temperate and tropical countries. They

live in streams, lagoons, or on land, and are both vegetable and animal

feeders. Some species are highly esteemed as delicacies.

SYNOPSIS OF THE EMY^DINE GENERA OCCURRING IN JAPAN, FORMOSA, AND KOREA.

fli Plastron not hinged; plastron and carapace joined by suture.

6' Triturating surface of upper jaw with a longitudinal median ridge. .Ocadia, p. 489.

h- Triturating surface of upper jaw without a median ridge.

& Choanie behind level of eyes; skin of hinder part of head divided into small

shields Geoclemys, p. 496.

c- Choanae between the eyes; upper surface of head with undivided skin.

d' Hexagonal neural plates with the anterior lateral edge shorter than the

posterior lateral edge Clemmys, p. 492.

d^ Some of the hexagonal neural plates with the anterior lateral edge longer than

the posterior lateral edge Geoemyda. p. 500.

a^ Plastron hinged; plastronand carapace joined directly by ligament. C'j/c^emys, p. 503.

ttFrom lamina, a thin plate [of horn, in this case], and fero, I bear.

&Grundr. Naturg., 1820, p. 101.
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Eacli of these genera is represented in the territory here included b}^

a single species only, which may Ix' more conveniently identified by
the following:

AR'I'IFK'IAL KKY.

a' Playtron eniaiginate behind.

6' Axillary and inguinal shields present : upper jaw not, hooked,
c' Whole top of head smooth.

d} Sides of head with numerous narrow longitudinal yellowish stripes; ^lastron
yellow, each shield with a large brown blotch Oca«lia sinensis, p. 489.

d~ Head nearly uniformly colored: plastron mainly black.

Clnnmys japnnica, p. 492.
c- Posterior half of top of head witli skin divided into small shields.

Gcoclcmys reevesii, p. 497.
b- No inguinal sliield; upper jaw strongly hooked Gcoemijda spengleri, p. 501.

a- Plastron rounded liehind Cydeinys flavomarginatn, p. 503.

Genus OCADIA " Gray.

1870. Ocadia Gray, Suppl. Cat. Shield Re])r. Brit. Mus., I, p. 35 (type, Emy.-i

sinensis).

Only a single species of tliis genus is known.

OCADIA SINENSIS Gray.

Plate XXVIII.

1834. Emys sinensis Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1834, p. 53 (type-locality,

southern China; type in Brit. Mus.; J. Reeves, collector); Cat. Shield
Rept. Brit. Mus., I, 1855, p. 21, pi. vii (Canton, China).—Swinhoe, Ann.
Mag. Nat. Hist. (3), XII, 1863, p. 219 (Taiwan fu, Formosa).—Guenther,
Rept. Brit. India, 1864, p. 27 (south Formosa).—Ocac/ia sinensis Gray,
Suppl. Cat. Shield Rept. Brit. Mus., I, 1870, p. 35; Proc. Zool. Soc. Lon-
don, 1873, p. 192 (skull, figure).—Boulenger, Cat. Chel. Brit. Mus.,
1889, p. 85 (Canton; Formosa).—Boettger, Kat. Rept. Mus. Sencken-
berg., I, 1893, p. 4 (Takao, Formosa).—Stejneger, Journ. Sci. Coll.

Tokyo, XII, Pt. 3, 1898, p. 225 (Taipa, Formosa).

1844. Emys henneitii Gray, Cat. Tortois. Brit. Mus., p. 21 (type-locality ^- North
America?"; type in Brit. Mus.); Cat. Shield Rept. Brit. Mus.', I, 1855,

p. 22, pi. x& (China?); Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1863, p. 176 (identity

with E. sinensis).—Sclater, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1862, p. 151

1870. Ennjs chinensis Gray, Suppl. Cat. Shield Rept. Brit. Mus., I, p. 28 (emended
name).

Description.— Young, probably second year; Science College

Museum, Tokyo, No. 29; Taipa, Formosa; September, 1,S96; T.
Tada, collector (figs. 377-381). Snout conical, projecting, vertical

profile oblique, straight; edges of jaws not denticulated, u])per jaw
without median or lateral hooks, distinctly notched mesially; tritu-

rating surface of upper jaw with a longitudinal ridge near the inner

edge; mandibular symphysis less than length of eye slit; skin on

a A coined word without meaning.

^ Lower figure reproduced in this work on Plate XXVIII.
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S78

entire top of head smooth; body rather depressed, the depth being

l>nt slightly more than half the width of the carapace; carapace with

377 three keels, a median, contin-

uous, broad, prominent, and

one on each side consisting of

four narrow, low keels, one

on each costal, in a discon-

tinuous series inasmuch as

being placed oblicjuely across

the costal shields the poste-

rior end of each keel extends

externally beyond the ante-

rior end of the one follow-

ing; nuchal broader than

long ; first vertebral squarish,

somewhat broader in front

than behind; all vertebrals

broader than long, about as

broad as the adjacent costals;

margin slightly turned up,

not serrated behind, though

the posterior corner of each

marginal extends slightly

beyond the one following;

eighth and ninth marginals

broadest
;
plastron flat, emar-

ginate beliind sharply bent

at the bridge, truncate ante-

riorly
;
posterior lobe as long

as the width of the bridge,

narrower than the shell ; ab-

dominal seam longest, equal-

ing gular and humeral seams

together, the latter being the

shortest; pectoral seam as

much longer than the femoral

seam as the latter is longer

than the anal seam ; inguinal

shield twice as large as axil-

lary ; toes webbed to the tips

;

tail long, a little more than

one-half the length of the

carapace, tapering to a point.

Color (in alcohol): Carapace raw umber, each shield with a large,

polygonal, excentric, well-defined reddish brown spot; each marginal

FlGS.377-378.—0cADI.V SINENSIS. NAT. SIZE. 377, CARA

pace; 37S, PLASTRON. No. 19, Sci. Coll. Tokyo.
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anteriorly narrowly edged with bright yellow; underside of shell ocher
yellow, each shield with a large reddish brown blotch at the outer
posterior corner, each marginal and each shield on bridge with a
narrow circle of dark brown, the reddish brown blotches being placed

Figs. 379-381.—Ocadia sinensis. IJ X ^at. size. 3(9, top of head; 380, side of head; 381, head
FROM FRONT. NO. 29, Scl. COLL. TOKYO.

excentrically to this ring; crown uniform olive-brown, the rest of head
and neck olive, with narrow longitudinal black-edged, pale yellow

stripes between pale olive stripes of nearly the same width; legs,

feet, and tail similarly striped.

Dimendons.
mm.

Greatest length of carapace 73 .

Greatest width of carapace 58

Greatest length of plastron 66

Length of hind lobe of plastron 24

Width of hind lobe of plastron 32

Width of opening of shell posteriorly 38

Width of bridge 24

Depth of shell 31

Width of head 12

Ivcngth of tail from vent 38

The adults are said to have shorter tails, the females shorter than

the males. In very, young specimens the tail is said to be about

two-thirds the length of the shell. The lateral keels usually disap-

pear in the adults, according to Boulenger, who records an adult

specimen with a length of shell of 230 mm.
Variation.—The edges of both jaws are described by Boulenger as

finely denticulated, and the pectoral seam as equaling or exceeding

the gular and humeral seams together; nuchal may be longer than

broad, and second and third vertebrals may be as long as broad.

Habitat.—The present species seems to be restricted to southern

China and the island of Formosa. On the latter it has been recorded

both from the northern and from the southern part. Swinhoe had it

from Taiwan fu and the Senckenberg Museum has it from Takao,

while I have examined a specimen from Taipa, and Mr. Tada notes

it as common in the Tamsui River, though he may possibly have

confounded it with Cyclemys flavomarginata.
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List of speviniena of Ocadiii s'nunsis.

Museum.
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which is not constant, as shown later on. Nor does it appear to be

very closelj^ alhed to any of the other species of Clemmys known with

certainty to occur on the Chinese mainland, viz, C. healii and C.

nigricans. Its nearest relative seems to be C. schmackeri, described

not long ago by Doctor Boettger from a young specimen, the locality

of which is given as ''China, probabl}' Hainan." It is permissible to

suggest that this species may occur in various parts of southern China,

and that the unconnected position of C. japonica, so curious in view

of the close relationship of the other two Japanese turtles, Amyda
japonica and Geoclemys reevesii, may be more apparent than real.

Clemmys japonica^ and Ocadia siiieiisis are very easily told apart b}^

color alone as indicated in the "key" above (p. 189), but in general

proportions, relations of shields, etc., they show many similarities,

383

Figs. 382-383.—Clemmys japonic.^.. Jnat. size. 382, carapace; 383, plastron. No. 23522, U.S.N.M.

although a more close examination of details will reveal a great num-
ber of important differences. Apart from the difference in the trit-

urating surface of the upper jaw, with a longitudinal ridge in the

latter and without one in the former, C. japonica has no median notch

to the edge of the upper jaw; its shell is more depressed and the hind

lobe of the plastron relatively broader; the posterior outline of the

carapace is also strongl}^ serrated.

Description (figs. 382-383).

—

Female, third year; U.S.N.M., No.

34066; Tokyo; February 23, 1904; A. Owston collection. Snout

but slightly projecting, vertical profile slightly oblique, straight;

edges of jaws not denticidated, upper jaw without hooks or median

notch; triturating surface of upper jaw narrow without any longi-

tudinal ridge; mandibular symphysis nearly equaling length of eye

slit; skin on entire top of head smooth; body rather depressed, the
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depth being considerabl}" less than half the length of carapace and

but slightly more than half its width; carapace with a single, median,

undulating keel; shields with deepl}' cut concentric lines toward

the border, the vertebrals and costals with well-marked bosses from

which issue radiating lines; nuchal rather large, almost as broad as

long; first vertebral slightly Avider than the others, which are as broad

as or broader than the adjacent costals, and all much broader than

long; edge of marginals from third to eighth turned up, behind the

latter each marginal extending considerably beyond the next with

its posterior corner, so that the outline is strongly serrate ; eighth and

ninth marginals broadest; plastron flat, angularly notched behind,

obtusely emarginate in front, bridge angle gently rounded, each

shield with deeply cut parallel lines mostly along the anterior and

interior margins; posterior lobe fully as long as the bridge, as wide

as the opening of the shell; abdominal seam much the longest,

longer than that of humerals and gulars together, femoral seam
longer than anal; inguinal shield somewhat larger than axillary;

toes webbed to the tips; tail rather long, more than one-third the

length of the carapace, tip rather blunt, base studded with numerous
high conical tubercles or blunt spines. Color (in alcohol) : Carapace

tawny-oliye, obscurely spotted ^\ith dusky; dorsal keel burnt umber,

this color spreading sidewise on the transverse seams of the vertebrals;

costals paler buff toward the outer margin, the dusk}^ or blackish

maculations being more distinct on this pale belt ; underside imi-

formly black; head above uniform olive; a narrow black line from

nostril to e3^e, and a narrow, pale, black-edged supratemporal band

from the posteriory corner of eye; neck olive gray with numerous

raised, slightly tuberculated longitudinal ridges which appear to be

paler; legs and feet blackish, with a pale band along the inner edge

of forearm and tibia; tail with obscure, pale, longitudinal bands, one

on each side of the median line.

Dimensions.
mm.

Greatest length of carapace 124

Greatest width of carapace 88

Greatest length of plastron 117

Length of hind lobe of plastroa 45

Width of hind lobe of plastro i 60

Width of bridge 1 42

Depth of shell 47

Width of head 19

Length of tail from ve.. I 45

The advlt is more elongate in proportion to widtli and depth than

the one described above. The male difl'ers but slightly from the

female, the plastron being scarcely concave, but the hind lobe of the

plastron is slightly narrower and the depth of the shell somewhat
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less. The recently hatched young (No. 23526, fig. 384) is nearly

circular, with relatively much longer tail than the older ones, and
the posterior marginals are notched externally so as to make the

outline exceedingly serrate; the nuchal is usualh' notched; and the

gulars are truncate anteriorly, each with a lateral notch. The pro-

portions at various ages can be seen from the measurements in the

table of specimens at the end of this article. The young of the

first year difi'er also in color, being Isabella-colored above with

very faint dusky maculations and

reticulations and pale outer edges to

the marginals ; the plastron is more or

less uniform blackish brown with pale

edges and the marginals are pale with

dusky markings on the seams; the

pale longitudinal stripes on neck and

legs are more distinct than later.

Variation.—The relative proportions

of the various shields and their seams

are subject to some variation. The
most important, perhaps, is that of the

femoral and anal seams, as the propor-

tion of these has been used as an im-

portant character in distinguishing the

various species of this genus. In most

specimens of C. japonica the femoral

seam is longer, often much longer than

the anal, but in our only very large

specimen (U.S.N.M. No. 9551) the anal

seam is 27 mm. and the femoral only

23 mm., consequently not less than 4

mm. shorter than the former. The
variations in color are neither con-

siderable nor important. Often the posterior corner of the anal

shields is pale or whitish, the pattern on the carapace more or less

distinct, -the stripes on side of head more or less obliterated or in

some specimens more emphasized than described above. One of our

specimens (No. 34067) has a pale black-edged stripe on the upper lip

at the angle of the mouth and a similar parallel stripe on the lower jaw.

Habitat.—Confined to Japan, so far as known.

Published records show that it occurs as far north at least as Tokyo.

Specimens from the neighborhood of this city and Yokohama are in

various museums. British ]\Iuseum has a specimen from Kol)e and

I have seen one from Kagoshima, Satsuma, in Kiusiu. Doctor

Lenz, in 1896, collected it in the provinces of Setsu, Kii, and Bizen

(Hamburg Mus. Nos. 184, 186, 187), and Okada records it from the

Fig. 384.—Clemmys japc.nica, young.
NAT. SIZE. No. 2352i;, U.S.N.M.
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provinces of Awaji, Biiij:;o, Siiwa, and Chikuzen.

Sciences in St. Petersbiirji; has it from Tsushima.

The Academy of
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This leaves only the species G. hamiltonii and G. reevesii in the

genus Geoclemys, and both being strictly congeneric it matters not

which one we select as the type. It is, consequently, quite irrelevant

that Gray himself in 1869 " included these in his new genus Damonia.

As the latter only includes species congeneric with G. hamiltonii and

reevesii, it becomes a synonym of Gray's Geoclemys of 1855. His

Geoclem^mys of 1869, as he then spelt it, on the other hand becomes

a synonym of Glemmys.

GEOCLEMYS REEVESIU (Gray).

Plate XXX.

1831. Emys reevesii Gray, Syimps. Kept., p. 73 (type-locality China; types in

Brit. Mus.; J. Reeves, jr., collector).

—

Ruetimeyer, Verh. Xaturf. Ges.

Basel, VI, Pt. 1, 1873, p. 48 (Japan).

—

Geoclemys reevesii Gray', Cat.

Shield Rept. Brit. Mus., I, 1855, p. 18, pi. vc (China).

—

Damonia reevesii

Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1869, p. 194.

—

Boulenger, Cat. Chel.

Brit. Mus., 1889, p. 95 (China; Japan).

—

Werner, Abh. Bayer. Akad.

•J

Wiss. (Muenchen), II Klasse, XXII, Pt. 2, 1904, p. 353 (Shanghai and

Hankow, China).— Clemmys v. Strauch, Chenol. Stud., 1862 (p. 104);

Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Petersb. (7), XXXVIII, No. 2; 1890, p. 74 (China;

Chemulpo, Korea).

—

Sclater, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1873, p. 517

(Ningpo).

1840. Emys vulgaris picta Schlegel, Abbild. Amph., p. 127, pi. xlii (type-

locality, Jupan; types in Leiden Mus.; Buerger, collector) (not E. picta of

Schweigger).

1851. Emys japonica Dumeril, Cat. Meth. Rept. Mus. Paris, I, p. 8 (Japan);

Arch. Mus. Paris, VI, 1852, p. 220 (not E. vulgaris japonica of Schlegel).

1873. Damonia unicolor Gray, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), XII (p. 78)(type-locality,

Shanghai, China; types in Brit. Mus.; R. Swinhoe, collector).

—

Clemmys

unicolor Sclater, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1873, p. 517, pi. xliv (cor-

rect type-locality, Ningpo).

—

Hilgendorf, Sitz. Ber.Ges. Naturf. Fr.

Berlin, 1880, p. Ill (Japan).

1889. Damonia reevesii var. unicolor Boulenger, Cat. Chel. Brit. Mus., p. 96

(Shanghai: [probably Ningpo, Sclater, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1873,

p. 577]).—Werner, Abh. Bayer. Akad. Wiss. (Muenchen), II Klasse,

XXII, Pt. 2, p. 353 (Hankow , China).

1891. Emys ? sinensis Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, p. 72 (Osaka) (not of Gray).

Description.— Male; U.S.N.M. No. 21181; Seoul, Korea; August,

1883; P. L. Jouy, collector (figs. 385-388). Snout rather pointed,

strongl}' projecting, vertical profile oblique; edges of jaws not den-

ticulated, upper jaw without hooks or median notch; triturating sur-

face of upper jaw broad, without any longitudinal ridge; mandibular

symphysis slightly longer than e^^e slit; anterior j)art of head covered

by a large smooth shield on crown and snout, another on each side

covering the whole temporal region, and the usual rostro-labial

shield; parietal and auricular regions covered by small polygonal

« Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1869, p. 19:^

bFor Mr. John Russell Reeves, jr., who collecicd the type.

c Reproduced in this work on Plate XXX.

26485—No. 58—07 32
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shields, most of those on the former with a central rounded tubercle;

body moderately depressed, its depth being less than half the length,

but considerably more than half the width of the carapace ; carapace

with nearly parallel sides, and three strong keels; shields with deeply

386

Figs. 385-386.—Geoclemys keevesii. JXnat. size. 385, carapace; 386, plastron. No. 211S1,

U.S.N.M.

cut concentric lines, radiating lines also fairly strong; nuchal small,

narrower in front, emarginate behind, as long as broad; first vertebral

pentagonal, broader in front than behind, not broader than the others

387

Figs. 387- -Geoclemys reevesii. IJ X NAT. SIZE. 387, TOP OF head; ;^K,s, side of head. No.

2U81, n.S.N.M.

which are of subequal width and of the same width as the anterior

three costals; edge of marginals from third to eighth turned up;

posterior marginals not projecting their corners so that the posterior

outline of the shell is nearly even, not serrated; ninth marginal broad-
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est; plastron very slightly concave, angularly notched behind, trun-

cate in front, bridge angle rounded, shields nearh^ smooth; posterior

lobe slightly longer than bridge, nearly as wide as opening of the shell;

abdominal seam longest, but only slightly longer than femoral, less

than humeral and gular together; femoral longer than pectoral;

gular seam longer than anal, humeral shortest; inguinal shield

larger than axillary; toes webbed to the tips; tail tapering, somewhat
compressed at tip. Color (m alcohol): Carapace chestnut brown, the

median keel blackish' brown; a small darker brown pentagonal spot

on the areola of each costal above the lateral keel; vertebrals and
transverse edges of costals narrowly outlined with yellow; shields of

underside blackish brown with all seains and outer edge of hmd lobe

of plastron edged with buff, the median seams broadly so; head,

neck, and limbs tawny olive; a number of yellow, black-edged stripes

and vermiculations on side of head, the principal being supratemporal

line ; a medio-temporal line ; a preauricular line ; a line posteriori}^ on

both lips and surrounding the angle of mouth; a small spot in front

of eye; several irregular lines and spots on lower jaw^; neck with

numerous longitudinal lines of ocellated, dull buff spots; limbs and
tail without distinct markings, though on underside of thigh there are

indications of lines of spots similar to those on neck.

Dimensions.
mm.

Greatest length of carapac'e 122

Greatest width of carapace 87

Greatest length of plastron - 119

Length of hind lobe of plastron 44

Width of hind lobe of plastron 53

Width of bridge. -• 42

Depth of shell 53

Width of head 21

Length of tail from vent 37

Variation.-—The specimens examined by me offer but very insig-

nificant variations in structure as well as in coloration. The latter,

however, is not constant, and specimens, more or less imiform black,

occur both in China, where they have given rise to ''JJamonia uni-

color," and in Japan. The specimens from the latter country, which

Schlegel described as Eniys vulgaris picta seem to belong to this color

variety-, but the yellowish marks on side of head and neck were very

conspicuous. That perfectly uniform black ones occur in Japan also

seems certain from Hilgendorf's notes on a specimen of " Clemys nni-

color," which he purchased alive in Tokyo, and whicli had "neck and

head . . . plain dusky without any kind of markings."

Hahitat.—Eastern and southern China, Korea, and southern Japan.

In China it is known from Tientsin to Canton and in the interior

at least as far as Hankow. It is also reported from Cochin Cliina.
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Its occurrence in Korea was first recorded by Strauch from a

specimen collected by Doctor Bunge at Chenmlpo in 1890 and now in

the museum of the St. Petersburg Academy (No. 7907). Two other

specimens from Korea, only one of whicli has a definite locality, are

in our museum collected by Jouy and Bernadou, respectively.

In Japan it seems to be rare and is probably restricted to the

southern part. It was the first addition to the herpetological fauna

of the country after the publication t)f the Fauna Japonica, and was

made public by Schlegel himself (as Emys vulgaris yida) from three

specimens collected by ]\Ir. Buerger, probably in Kiusiu. Since then

but few Japanese specimens have been recorded, mostly without

definite localities. I myself have only examined one from Kagoshima,

Satsuma, in Kiusiu. In the Hamburg Museum there are several

specimens collected by Doctor Lenz, in 1S96, in the province of Setsu,

Hondo (No. 188) . Okada records a turtle from Osaka as Emys?sinensis
which probably is the present species. British Museum has it from

Tsushima collected bv Hoist.

List of S'pcnmnis of Geoclemys reevesii.

u.s
N. M.
No.
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GEOEMYDA SPENGLERI o (Gmelin).

YAMA GAME i in Okinawa dialect, according to Okada).

Plates XXXI and XXXII.

1789. Testudo spengleri Gmelin, Syst. Nat., I. Pt, 3, p. 1043 (no locality given).

—

Geoemyda spengleri Gray , Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1834, p. 100 (China).

—

Nicoria spengleri Gray, Cat. Shield Kept. Brit. Mus., I, 1855, p. 17

(China).

—

Boulenger, Cat. Chel. Brit. Mus., 1889, p. 120 (Sumatra;

Borneo; southern China?); Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), X, Oct. 1892, p. 302

(Okinawa); Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1893, p. 237 (Okinawa).

—

Fritze,

Zool. Jahrb. Syst., VII, 1894, p. 859; author's separate, p. 10 (Tokuchi-

mura, Okinawa).

—

Emys? spengleri Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 72

(Okinawa shima).

1802. Testudo serrata Shaw, Gen. Zool., Ill, Pt. 1, p. 51, pi. ix, fig. 2 (no locality

given).

1804. Testudo tricarinaia Bory de St. Vikcent, Voy. lies d'Afrique, II (p. 308,

pi. XXXVII, fig. 1).

Description.—Female; U.S.N.M. No. 34053; Naha, Okinawa shima;

A. Owstoii collection. Snout short, not projecting, lateral profile

vertical, straight; edges of jaws not denticulated, upper jaw hooked

medially, without lateral notches; triturating surface of upper jaw

narrow without any longitudinal ridge ; mandibular symphysis shorter

than length of eye slit; head above covered with smooth skin; body
rather depressed, its depth being somewhat more than half the

width; carapace slightly wider behind, considerably emarginate in

front; three well-developed keels; shields (very badly eroded) with

distinct concentric lines; nuchal large, broader behind than in front,

broader than long; first vertebral pentagonal, slightly broader in

front than behind, as long as second and slightly longer than third

and fourth, all somewhat broader than long, and as broad as the

adjacent costals; edge of marginals from third to eighth slightly

turned up; anterior and posterior marginals with their posterior

corners greatly projecting, so as to make the anterior and posterior

outlines of the shell strongly serrate; first and second marginals

broadest; plastron flat, deeply emarginate behind, very obtusely

angulate in front with outer anterior corners of gulars projecting;

bridge angle gently rounded, shields smooth; posterior lobe slightly

longer than bridge, as wide as opening of shell; abdominal and pec-

toral seams subequal, longest, as long as humeral and gular together,

the latter shortest; femoral seam longer than anal, which in turn is

longer than humeral; axillary shield distinct, moderate; inguinal

shield wanting ; forearm anteriorly with large scales the tips of which

are pomted and projecting; web between toes emarginate; tail short,

rather broad, depressed, with seven pairs of ffat square shields on

upper surface toward the tip; base of tail and posterior aspect of

oFor Lorentz Spengler, intendant of the Royal "Kunstkammer" in Copenhagen,

from whom Wahlbaum received a shell of this species. Spengler was a conchologist

of note. He was born in 1720 and died in 1807.
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femur with numerous long, blunt spines. Color (in alcohol) : Cara-

pace tawny ochraceous more or less clouded with darker brown;

underside black, margins of plastral lobes, bridge angle as well as

larger or smaller areas on imderside of marginals wax-yellow; head

on top dark tawny olive; an indistinct band on canthus rostralis,

lower eyelid and on supratemporal region as well as entire neck above

pale isabella-color; sides and underside of head and neck blackish

with several more or less well-defined, pale isabella-colored markings,

viz, a narrow postocular line over tympanic region to sides of neck, a

line on posterior half of upper lip crossing the lower jaw at angle of

mouth and an irregular broad mark on throat with branches on lower

jaw and anterior neck; horny jaws pale brownish; limbs with a couple

of ill-defined stripes of same color, and tail above 'similarly pale.

Dimensions.
mm.

Greatest length of carapace 128

Greatest width of carapace 84

Greatest length of plastron 113

Length of hind lobe of plastron 41

Width of hind lobe of plastron 59

Width of bridge 38

Depth of shell 49

W' idth of head 21

Length of tail from vent 24

Variation.—Boulenger, in Chinese specimens, notes the following

sequence in the length of the plastral shields, beginning with the

largest: Abdominals, femorals, pectorals, humerals, anals, gulars,

while our specimen from Okinawa shima and the specimen from

Ishigaki shima in the Kumamoto school show the following sequence

with regard to their plastral seams, beginning with the longest:

Abdominal = pectoral, femoral, anal, humeral, gular. Boulenger also

notes the axillary shield as absent, while in ours it is very distinct and

well-developed.

Habitat.—The distribution of this species is still of considerable

uncertainty, as specimens with undoubted and explicit localities are

rare in collections. It is said to occur in Borneo and Sumatra, as well

as in southern China. It is not recorded from Formosa, but on the

other hand has been received from the Riu Kius.

Hoist sent two specimens from Okinawa to the Zoological Society

in London, and Doctor Fritze obtained three spe.cimens at Tokuchi-

mura on the west side of Okinawa shima. The Imperial Museum,
Ueno Park, Tokyo, also has a specimen from Okinawa, and recently

the United States National Museum has obtained, through Mr. Ows-

ton, a specimen from Naha (No. 34053).

Professor Ijima has sent me excellent drawings of a specimen belong-

ing to the Kumamoto Higher Middle School. It was collected in

Ishigaki shima of the Yaeyama subgroup in February, 1893.
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wdder beliind the iniddle, not emarginate in front; a well-developed

vertebral keel and an interrupted keel on each side dividing the costal

areoles; sliields with small areoles and wide niargms with numerous

deeply cut concentric lines; nuchal rather large, broader behind than

in front, longer than broad ; first vertebral somewhat narrower than

the others, and like these, with the exception of fifth, angularly

emarginate behind; second vertebral slightly longer than broad,

longest, the others broader than long, all except fifth narrower than

the adjacent costals; sixth to tenth marginals broadest, first slightly

narrower; lateral edge slightly turned up; none of the marginals

extending beyond the others, the whole outline being entire, not

serrate; plastron flat, each sliield with deep cut lines, rounded behind

and in front; a ligamentous hinge between pectoral and abdominal

shields; plastron fastened to carapace with ligament and as wide as

opening of shell; abdonmial seam longest; anal seam slightly longer

than pectoral, which equals humeral and gular seams together ; humeral

and femoral seams A^ery short, the last one shortest and less than one-

fourth the anal seam; axillary present, but inguinal sliield wanting;

forearm anteriorly with a few large scales, with free, not pointed, edges

;

digits with a slight web at base; base of tail and posterior aspect of

femur with numerous blunt tubercles. Color (in alcohol) : Carapace

blackish brown, each areole bright chestnut, median keel from middle

of second vertebral backward bright buff; plastron uniform blackish

bro^v^l, marginals underneath and a narrow outer margin on abdomi-

nal and pectoral shields pale buff; top of head dark drab, parietal

region exteriorly and posteriorly narrowly edged with black, a narrow

black-edged bridge of drab on the median line posteriorly joining with

the isabella-color of the neck; sides of head pale reddish gray; a nar-

row black line from upper corner of eye widening backward and bor-

dering beneath a broad pale band, which surrounds the sides and

posterior outHne of the dark parietal region; the pale, dark-edged

band is faintly indicated in front of the eye on the canthus rostralis;

neck isabella-color, with indications of longitudinal buff, dark-edged

stripes; legs dull ochraceous underneath, palms and soles dusky; tail

isabella-colored, with a dusky, longitudinal band on each side and a

dusky line on the middle line above and below.

Dimensions.
mm.

Greatest length of carapace 124

Greatest width of carapace 92

Greatest length of plastron 121

Width of hind lobe of plastron 69

Depth of shell 58

Width of head :
21

Length of tail from vent 20
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Variation.—As in many other turtles with deeply carved shields

there is great variation in the intensity of the sculpturing. Thus Xo.

34076, also a female but a few millimeters longer than the one described

above, is entirely smooth underneath and nearly so al)ove. Otherwise

there is but little noteworthy variation in the four specimens before me.

In the largest one just mentioned, the femoral seam is slightly longer

than the humeral, and the posterior half of the anal seam has become
obliterated ; in the two younger specimens the pectoral seam is rela-

tively somewhat shorter than in the two adults inasmuch as it does

not equal the length of the humeral and gular seams together. All

four are practically alike in color.

Hahitat.—This species has been recorded from southern China as

well as from Formosa, though some doubt has been expressed as to

the correctness of the Chinese habitat.

Swinhoe found it to be frequent in the Tamsui River, northern For-

mosa, where according to him it is the ]irevailing species."

Four specimens recently acquired by the U. S. National Museum
from Mr. A. Owston show that this species also occurs in Ishigaki

shima of the Yaeyama subgroup of the Riu Kin archipelago.

The C. amhoinensis of Okada and Doctor Fritze, said to occur in the

Yaeyama group, is undoubtedly meant for the present species.

Doctor Fritze states that from the latter islands it is occasionally

brought to Okinawa shima.

List of specimens of Cyclemys JJavornarginata.
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Family CHELONIID^.

Hard-shelled turtles with paddle-shaped limbs.

A small groiij) of half a dozen species inhabiting the tropical and
subtropical seas, often found hundreds of miles from land, but resort-

ing to sandy beaches in order to deposit their numerous round eggs.

Full-grown individuals reach an enormous size, 7 feet in length and

weighing 800 to 900 pounds. Some species—for instance, the green

turtle—are highly esteemed as food, while another furnishes the true

"tortoise shell" of commerce.

Our knowledge of the marine turtles has advanced very little since

the time when Doctor Guenther treated of them in his Reptiles of

British India (1864). Boulenger, in his Catalogue of the Chelonians

in the British Museum (1889), regards the species which are treated

of in the present work as identical with the Atlantic forms, though

under the loggerhead turtle he makes the admission that the enor-

mous variation in a large series "leaves no alternative but to further

multiply the number of species or to admit only one." It is not

impossible that he found similar alternatives in the other species.

My own material is too limited to decide the status of these forms,

and under these circumstances I consider it much more rational to

enumerate the West Pacific forms under names corresponding to

those employed by Guenther and Garman. Such a treatment is much
less calculated to cause confusion than the opposite one of joining

together those which are not with certainty known to belong together.

Dr. R. A. Philippi, of Santiago, Chile, has recently described a

number of new marine turtles from that country, but the descrip-

tions are not sufficiently explicit to justify any judgment as to their

actual status. Under these circumstances no attempt has been made
to correlate an}" of these new names with those of the marine turtles

of the western and northern Pacific.

Only one species of each genus being known to occur witliin our

territory, the key to the genera becomes a key to the species at the

same time.

KEY TO THE GENERA AND SPECIES OF CHELONIID.E OCCURRING IN JAPANESE WATERS.

a' Costal shields 5 pairs, or more Caret la olivacea, p. 507.

d~ Costal shields 4 pairs.

fc' One pair of prefrontal shields Chelonia japonica, p. 509.

b^ Two pairs of prefrontal shields Eretmochelys squamosa, p. 511.
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Caretta olivacea. (From Eschscholtz.)

For explanation of plate see page 556.
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Genus CARETTA" Rafinesque.

1814. Carefta Rafinesque, Specchio Sci. (Palermo), II, no. 9, 1 Sett., 1814,

p. G6 (type, C. nasiita= Testudo caret ta).

1835. Thalassochelys Fitzinger, Ann. "Wien Mus., I, p. 121 (type, Testudo caou-

ana=^ T. caretta).

1838. Caouana Oocteau in Sagra's Hist. Fis. Pol. Nat. Cuba, IV, Rept., p. 31

(type, Chelonia cephalo^T. caretta).

1843. Lepidochelys Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 30 (type, Chelonia olivacea).

The necessity for adopting Rafinesque' s Caretta for the present

genus has already been jjointed out by me in my Herpetology of Porto

Rico.^

CARETTA OLIVACEA' ( Eschscholtz).

AKATJMIGAME.

Plate XXXIV.

1829. Chelonia olivacea Eschscholtz, Zool. Atlas, Pt. 1, p. 2, pi.Hid (type-locality,

Manila Bay, P. I.)

—

Caretta olivacea Rueppell, Neue Wirbelth. Abyssin.,

1835 (p. 7, pi. III).— Thalassochelys olivacea, Strauch, Chelon. Stud.,

1862, (p. 63).—Garman, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus. No. 25, 1884, p. 301 (Trop-

ical Pacific and Indian oceans).

—

Caouana olivacea Gray, Cat. Tortois.

Brit. Mus., 1844, p. 53 (Philippine Isls.).

—

Guenther, Rept. Brit. India,

1864, p. 52 (seas of Philippine lis. and of China).

—

Lepidochelys olivacea

Girard, Herpet. U. S. Expl. Exped., 1858, p. 435.

1831. -Chelonia caretta /i olivacea Gray, Synops. Rept., I, p. 54 (China).

1835. Chelonia dussumierii Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., II, p. 557 (coast

of Malabar; types in Paris Mus.).

—

Dumeril, Cat. Meth. Rept. Mus. Paris,

I, 1851, p. 25.

1857. Lepidochelys dussuinieri Girard, Herpet. U. S. Expl. Exped., p. 437.

1880. Thalassochelys corticata Hilgendorf, Sitz. Ber. Ges. Naturf. Fr. Berlin, 1880,

p. 112 (Japan) (not of Girard, 1858).

1891. Chelonia caouana Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, p. 72 (not of Schweigger, 1814)

(Awa, Hondo; Toza; Bonin Is.).

—

Mitsukuri, Zool. Mag., Tokyo, III,

no. 35, Sept. 1891, p. 364 (breeding habits, etc.); Joum. Sci. Coll.

Tokyo, VI, 1893, p. 227 (Sagara, prov. Totomi), X, Pt. 1, 189(), pp. 11, etc.

(embryology).

The Asiatic loggerhead turtle is easily distinguished from the other

marine turtles of the Far East b}" having more than four pairs of costal

shields. Like the hawksbill it has two pairs of prefrontals, but the

shields on the carapace are not imbricate. The figure of the young
Atlantic loggerhead will help placing any specimen of the group in

the proper genus, but it should be remembered that the vertebral

and costal shields in C. olivacea are apt to be more numerous. No

a The name Caret (new Latin Caretta) according to Lacepede is the one by which the

hawksbill turtle is generally known in the country it inhal>its. Carey is Spanish for

tortoise shell.

b Report U. S. Nat. Mus., 1902, p. 714.

c Signifying olive-colored.

^ Reproduced in this work on Plate XXXIV.
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authentic specimen from Asiatic waters is in our collection, lience

no detailed description is feasible at present. (Figs. 389-392.)

Ilahitaf.—Notwitlistanding the fact that the present species is not
included in the list of Japanese reptiles in the Fauna Japonica, it is

Fig. 389. — Caretta caretta, young, nat. size, entire animal from above. No. 1482.3,

U.S.N.M.

probably the most common of the marine turtles in that part of the

world. Professor Mitsukuri writes that this species "deposits its eggs

390

Figs. 390-392.—Caretta caretta, young, nat. size. 390, shell from below; 391, head from
side; 392, underside of head. No. 14823, U.S.N.M.

on almost ever}- suitable stretch of sandy beach in the southern
half of Japan during the summer months of the jear." Special

localities are mentioned by Okada as Awa, Hondo, and Toza, also
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Bonin Islands, and Professor Mitsukuri collected a large number of

eggs at Sagara, province of Totonii, for embr3^ological studies. Dr.

S. Nozawa writes me that the Pacific loggerhead occasionally strag-

gles "to Yezo.

Genus CHELONIA« Latreille.

1800. C'helonia Brongniart, Bull. Soc. Philom. Paris, II. p. 89 (nomen nucimn).

1802. Chelonia Latreille, Hist. Nal. Rept., I, p. 22 (type, C. mydas).

1806. Chelone Brongniart, Mem. Sav. Strang. , I, p. 610 (emendation).

1814. Chelonias RafinesqIje, Specchio Sci. (Palermo), II, No. 9, 1 Sett., 1814,

p. 66 (emendation).

1838. Mydas Cocteau in Sagra's Hist. Fis. Pol. Nat. Cuba, IV, Rept., p. 22 (type

C. mydas) (not of Fabricius, 1799).

1843. Mydasea Gervais, Diet. d'Hist. Nat., Ill, p. 457 (same type).

1845. Euchelonia Tschudi, Fauna Peruana (p. 22) (same type).

1848. Megemys Gistel, Naturg. Thier., p. A'iii (substitute for Chelonia).

1858. Euchelys Girard, Herpet. U. S. Expl. Exped., p. 447 (type, E. viacropus).

CHELONIA JAPONICA iThunberg).

ARAUMIGAME.

1787. Testudo japonica Thunberg. Svensk. Vetensk. Acad. Nya Handl., VIII,

p. 178, pi. VII, fig. 1 (Japan).

—

Chelonia japonica Schweigger, Prodr.

Mon. Chelon., 1814, p. 21.

1814. Chelonia virgata Schweigger, Prodr. Mon. Chelon., p. 21 (seas of the Torrid

Zone).—DuMERiL, Cat. Meth. Rejjt. Mus. Paris, I, 1851, p. 24 (Indian

Ocean; New Guinea).—Swinhoe, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (3), XII, 1863,

p. 221 (Formosa).

—

Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, 1864, p. 53 (Formosa).—
Garman, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 25, 1884, p. 302 (tropical portions

of Western Pacific and Indian oceans).

1820. Carretta thunbergii Merrem, Syst. Amph., p. 19.

1831. Chelonia mydas Z japonica Gray, Synops. Re^jt., I, p. 53 (Japan).

1835. Chelonia viridis Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Jajion.. Rept. (part; not

of Schneider), p. 18 (part; Indian Archipelago to Japan), p. 139 (Japan);

pi. IV, figs. 4, 5, 6 (Indian Ocean), pi. vi. figs. 1. 2 (Moluccas).

—

Namiye,

Cat. Spec. Vert. Educ. Mus. Tokyo, 1881, p. 84 (Ogasawara shima).—

Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan. 1891, p. 72 (Bonin Is.; Koge shima).

1860. Chelonia mydas Hallowell, Proc. Phil. Acad. 1860, p. 486 (not of Linnseus)

(Bonin Lslands).

—

Chelone mydas Boulenger, Cat. Chel. Brit. Mus.,

1889, p. 180 (part; Malay Peninsula; Formosa; Bonin Islands).

An examination of Thunberg's plate'' leaves no doubt as to the

identity of the sea-turtle he describes, the four pairs of costal shields

and one pair of prefrontals being plainly shown and quite conclusive.

The figure is not a bad one for the time and is easily identified. It

has nothing to do with Caretta olivacea.

The "green" turtle is easily identified })y the single pair of long j)re-

frontal shields. Tlie carapace has only four pairs of costal shields, like

the hawksbill, but in the latter the dorsal shields are more or less

imbricate, so that no confusion between the two species should occur.

« From ^eAcuj'?/, turtle.

& Svensk. Vetensk. Acad. Nya Handl., VIII. 1787, pi. vii.
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Several views of a young specimen from the Bonin Islands, just
hatched %^ 393-395), will help in the identification of this species.

Habitat.—Widely distributed in the tropical part of the Pacific

393

:^94

Figs. 393-395.—Chelonia japonka, young nit si7f -^qi tj-xittoi. . «•uiM... JNAI. SIZE. ,<9d, ENTIRE ANIMAL FROM ABOVE- 3'I4
SIDE OF head: 39.5, PLASTRON. No 7706, U.S.N.M.

Ocean, but ai)parently less common on the coasts of Japan than the
other species, judging from the scant records available. It breeds on
the Bonm Islands, and may be the prevailing species there
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List of specimens of Chdonia japonica.

511

U.S.
N.M. Sex and age.

No.J
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Figs. 396-399.—Eretmochklys imbricata. ?> X nat. size. 396, shell from below, j X nat. size.

397, TOP OF head; 398, side of head; 399, right fore flipper, dorsal view; (No. 25645);

U.S.N.M.
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Being a tropical species of wide distril)ut ion in the eastern Pacific, it

is unnecessary to point out that it also occurs in Formosa.

Fig. 400.

—

Eretmochelys imbricata. A x nat. size, suell from above. No. 28645, U.S.N.M.

Suborder CHILOT^.o

1826. Trionychoidea Fitzinger, Neue Class. Rept., p. 7.

1832. Chilotx Wiegmaxx, Handb. Zool., p. 167.

1835. Labiata Fitzinger, Ann.Wien Mus., I, p. 107.

1837. Chiloti Burmeister, Handb. Naturg., p. 731.

1880. Peltochelyidx Seeley, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, XXXVI, p. 412.

1887. Diacostoidea Baur, Zool. Anz., 1887, p. 99.

1889. Trionychia Zittel, Palseozool., Ill, p. 513.

1894. Mecraspedota Vaillant, Ann. Sc. Nat. (7), Zool. XVI, Nos. 4-6, p —

.

This suborder consists of only one family, the soft-shelled turtles.

a From the Greek ^e?/\os, lip.

26485—No. 58—07 33
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Family TRIONYCHID^.

Turtles covered with a soft, leathery skm; lips fleshy; nostrils at

the end of a flexible proboscis; toes webbed, with three claws.

Distributed over the warm and temperate regions of the earth,

except Australia and South America, inhabiting lakes, rivers, and
swamps. They are exceedingly voracious and fierce, so that they are

often known as ''snapping turtles." Some species reach a large size

and several are liighly esteemed as food. There are about 30 species

known.
Genus AMYDA " Oken.

1816. Amyda Oken, Lelirb. Zool., II, p. 348 (type, Trlonyx eiiphraticits).

1830. Aspidunectcs Waoler, Nat. Syst. Amphib., p. 134 (type, T. a:gyptiacus=

T. trill ng ids).

1835. (hjmnopus Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., II, p. 472 (substitute for

Aspidonecles )

.

1835. riatypeltis Fitzinger, Ann. Wien Mus., I, pp. 120, 127 (type, T.ferox).

1835. Pelodisciis Fitzinger, Ann. Wien Mus., I, pp. 120, 127 (type, T. sinensis).

1843. Potamochelys Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 30 (type, T. javaniciis).

1844. Tyrse Gr.\y, Cat. Tortois. Brit. Mus., p. 47 (type, T. niIotica=T. triunguis).

1844. Triony.cGiiAY. Cat. Tortois. Brit. Mu.s., p. 49 (type, T.fcro.r) (not of Geoffroy-

Oken).

1864. Ra/etus Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1804 (p. 81) (type, T. euphraticus).

1864. Aspiliis Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1864 (p. 83) (type, T. cannifenis=

T. cartilagineus).

1869. Landemania Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1869, p. 215 (type, L. irroruta=

T. sinensis).

1869. Fordia Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1869, p. 219 (type, F. afrirnna=T.

trionyx).

1869. Callinia Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1869, p. 221 (type, T. spinifenis).

1873. Isola Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1873, p. 51 (type, I. pegnensis=T.

formosus).

1873. Ida Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1873, p. 55 (type, I. ornata= T. cartila-

gineus).

1873. Oscaria Gr.\y, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), XII, (p. 157) (type, 0. swinhoei).

1880. Yuen Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I, p. 18 (type, 1'. leprosus=

T. swinhoei).

1880. Psilognathus Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Cliinois, I, p. 24 (type, P.

laevis).

1880. Temnognathus Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I, p. 25 (type, T.

mordax).

1880. Gomphopelta Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I, p. 27 (type, G'.

ojficinsc).

1880. Coelognathus Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I. p. 29 (type, C.

novemcostatus) (not of Hessling, 1852).

1880. Tortisternum Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I, p. 31 ( type, T. novem-

costafirni i.

1880. Ccramopdtn Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I, p. 33 (type, C. lati-

rostris).

1880. Coptopelta Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I, p. 34 (type, C. septevi-

costata).

1880. Cinctisternum Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I, p. 36 (type, C.

bicinctum).

a This name is of uncertain origin, but apparently a variant of f^'/ivg, a river turtle.
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The reasons for the adoption of the generic term Amyda in prefer-

ence to Aspidonectis or Trionyx I have advanced in my article on
"Generic names of soft-shelled turtles. "«

To complete the liistory of the name Amyda it may be added that

Geoffroy St. Hilaire, in 1809, in the article creating the generic term
Trionyx, says that Schweigger, in a manuscript communicated to the

French " Institut," had given the name Amyda javanica to the species

called Trionyx javanicus by liimself. Tliis reference might suggest

to some the propriety of crediting Amyda to Schweigger, 1809, with

A. javanica = {cartilaginea) for type. The result, however, will be the

same as here arrived at, since the latter species is congeneric with

the species above adopted as the type for Oken's Amyda.

AMYDA JAPONICA i Temminck and Schlegelj.

,

STJPPON.

Platfe XXXV.

1835. Trionyx stellatus Yar.japon[icus] Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Japon.,

Rept., p. 32, pi. V, fig. 7; pi. vii (Japan).

1835. TrionyxjaponicusTv^MMiNCK and Schlegel, Fauna Japon., Rept., p. 139.

—

Schlegel, Abb. Amph. , 1840, p. 108, pi. xxxi (rivers of southern Jajjan).

—

HiLGENDORF, Sitz. Ber. Ges. Natur. Fr. Berlin, 1880 p. 112 (southern

Japan).

—

Mitsukuri and Ishikawa, Quart. Jour. Micr. Sci. (n. s.),

XXVII, Aug., 1886, p. 17.—Okada, Cat. Vert. Japan, 1891, p. 72 (Kago-

shima; Chikugogawa).

—

Mitsukuri, Zool. Mag. Tokyo, VII, 1895, p. 143

(oviposition); Bull. Fish. Bur. Washington, XXIV, 1905, p. 260, pis. i-iii

(turtle farm).

1866. Trionyx schlegelii Martens, Preuss. Exped. Ost-Asien, Zool., I, p. 112

(Yokohama) (not of Brandt, 1857).

The status of the soft-shelled turtles inhabiting Cliina and Formosa
{A. sinensis and schlegelii), Japan (A. japonica) and Amurland
{A. maachii) has not been worked out for lack of material. Boulenger

who unites all three, had apparently no Japanese specimens at hand
when he published his catalogue of the Chelonians. Hilgendorf,

however, who had both Chinese and Japanese specimens, declares

them to be different. He says that the young of A. sinensis, com-

pared with Japanese specimens of the same age, have ''a much stronger

median dorsal keel and different proportions of length between the

broader (basal) part of the ribs and the narrower (apical) end. The
basal portion in sinensis is shorter than the apical part, but longer in

japonicus.^^

My o\\Ti material is none too conclusive, for while I have quite a

number of young Japanese specimens I have only one specimen from

the mainland and two from Formosa. The Cliinese specimen before

me is from the country between Tientsin and Peking, consequently

a Science (n. s.), XXI, Feb. 10, 1905, pp. 228-229.
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practically from the same locality whence came Brandt's t^^e of

Trionyx schlegelii. It follows that if Brandt's T. maacJcii from the

Amur region is a distinct form, it is different from our Chinese

specimen also.

The absence of specimens from the drainage of the Yangtse River,

which may be supposed to represent the true Amyda sinensis, is

particularly to be regretted, as it prevents me from arriving at any

but the most inconclusive and preliminary results.

That my specimens represent tln-ee separable forms, however, 1

have but little doubt.

In the first place, in the Formosan specimens, wliich I call A. sinen-

sis, the shell is evenly arched, without any depression on either side

of the neural plates and without any median raised keel. The north

China specimen, as well as all my Japanese specimens, agree, on the

other hand, in having a well-marked depression on each side of the

neural plates of the upper shell, so that a broad and bhmt but very

distinct keel is formed along the median line. In addition, the For-

mosan specimens seem to have the dermal ridges on the back smooth

and continuous, while in the north China and Japan specimens the

great majority of these ridges are dissolved into lines of tubercles.

To demonstrate the difference between the north Cliina specimen,

which I call A. scMegelii, and the Japanese specimens (A. japonica)

the following table is presented

:

Comparative measurements of Japanese and Chinese soft-shelled turtles.
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In the first four columns I have given tlie exact measurements of

the membranous sliell, and in the last four columns I have reduced

the same dimensions to per cent of the length of the membranous cara-

pace. Although the series is small, the figures probably deserve some

confidence because of their remarkable uniformity and harmony. If

we examine the table, the first observation to impress itself upon us

is that the males and females from the same locality differ from each

other but very little in their proportions, except in the depth of the

shell—i. e., the greatest distance between A^entral and dorsal surfaces

on the middle line measured with curved calipers, the difference

amounting to 5 and 7 per cent, respectively. At the same time it

should be noted that the difference between the various individuals

of the same sex does not reach 2h per cent.

If we now compare the north China specimens with the Japanese

specimens, we observe that in the males the depth of the shell of the

former is 9 per cent greater than in the latter. Unfortunately we have

no female specimen from northern Cliina; but the difference between

the island specimens and the mainland male is so great that the latter

even exceed the females of the former by 4 per cent. The difference

may be very strikingly formulated b}" stating that in the males of A.

japonica before me the depth of the shell is one-fourth the length of

the carapace, while in the male A. scJiIegelii it is one-third the length

of the carapace.

The Formosan specimens appear to be slightly narrower and also

somewhat deeper than the Japanese without even approaching the

north China specimen in this respect, inasmuch as the latter, a male,

presents exactly the same proportions as the female of the more south-

ern form.

The Formosan and north China specimens agree in the lateral out-

line of the shell, for while in the Japanese specimens the greatest width

of the body is situated more nearly at the middle, in the former the

greatest width is farther back.

The material is so scant that I shall pass over another point wherein

the Formosan specimens and the north Cliina one seem to differ from

the Japanese, viz, in the somewhat shorter plastron of the latter.

Compared with the width of the body, the difference amounts to

nearly 10 per cent; but this measurement is less satisfactory than the

the others, and, as stated, the series is too small to give positive

results.

It would then appear that the Japanese soft-shelled turtles are

neither identical with the north Chinese nor with the Formosan forms.

The question therefore naturally arises, whether it may not agree

with the south Chinese species. As said before, I have no specimens

for comparison, and the literature offers very little of a definite nature.

Both Gray and Boulenger, examining Formosan as well as Chinese
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specimens, declared them to be identical, and in default of material I

accept their decision. In that case, the Japanese form must be
regarded as distinct. On the other hand, I must call attention to a

point which later may have a bearins; upon these questions. Doctor
lSie])enrock, in a very interesting paper on the S3^stematic arrange-

ment of the Tnonychidse" figures the plastral arrangement of a Tri-

onyx slnensifi (p. <'^21), which shows a very short plastron, especially

the posterior lobe, and he calls particular attention to this feature as

characteristic of T. sinensis (p. 822). The figure (see fig. 401) and
description fit exactly my
Japanese specimens, but

unfortunately Doctor Sie-

benrock does not give the

localit}" of the specimen fig-

ured. Now, on the other

hand, compare the plastron

of the specimens figured

l)y Gra}'.'' It is an exact

counterpart of m}" For-

mosan male (No. 34054) in

every respect, even to the

close approximation of the

epiplastra. It is not easy

to believe that Gray's and

Siebenrock's figures repre-

sent the same species.

However, with no cer-

tainty as to the exact local-

ity of the specimens fig-

ured, it is idle to speculate

upon the status of the soft-shelled turtles in Cliina, though it would

not be surprising if each of the tlu"ee mam river s^-stems of that

empire had its own form. This view is strengthened by sonie

remarks by Doctor Schnee"^ to the effect that it is possible to dis-

tinguish between a northern and a southern t}"pe, the latter being

much darker in China and with more strongly developed tubercles

than the former, peculiarities wliich he verified on large series of living

specimens in Canton and Shanghai.'^

Doctor Schnee in the same article (p. 207) has a note which will

«Zur Systematikder Schildkxotenfamilie Trionychidse Bell, nebst der Beschreibung

einer neuen Cyclanorbis-Art, von Friedrich Siebenrock, in Sitz. Ber. Akad. Wiss.

Wien, Math.-Natiirw. CI., XCI, Pt. 1, Oct. 1902, pp. 807-846.

&Cat. Shield. Rep,t. Brit. Miis., 1855, pi. xxxi.

cZeitschr. Naturwiss., LXXII, 1899, pp. 203-204.

d Thi.s difference in color may be due to the character of the rivers and lakes, as

already suggested by Heude (M6m. sur les Trionyx, p. 1)

Fig. 401.—Elements of the trionycuid plastron,

SHOWING plastral CALLOSITIES. § X NAT. SIZE. (FROM
SlEBENROCK.) C. COMMISSURE: ep. entoplastron; cpp.

epiplastron; lip. htoplastron: hyp. hypoplastron:
pa. ANTERIOR MEDIAN PROCESS; pjn. MEDIAN PROCESS;

pp. POSTERIOR MEDIAN PROCESS; xp. XIPHIPLASTRON.
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have to be taken into account in all future examinations and compari-
sons of Japanese specimens. He says that the price of the soft-shelled

turtle in Japan is so much liigher than in China that a regular impor-

tation takes place from China to Japan, and that therefore he is not
quite sure that the specimen which was shown him there really came
from Japan. It is plain then that in order to settle the question of

the status of the Japanese Amyda it will be necessary to show that

specimens identical with those from China are in reality indigenous

to Japan. '^

Before leaving tliis theme of the characterization of various forms

or species confounded under A. sinensis, I wish to call the attention of

future investigators to the somewhat fugitive pattern of the plastron

as a possible means of distinguishing the young 2 years old and
under.

Doctor Siebenrock ^ has described such a pattern on six specimens

of A. sinensis, from Annam, scarcely a year old: ''Anteriorly in the

middle there is an unpaired gular spot, wliich is the smallest or even

may be absent. The gular edge, moreover, has a black margin.

Furthermore, on the hyo-h^-poplastral interspace there are two spots

which usually unite into a short transverse band, and beliind this

there is again a large unpaired spot between the xipliiplastra. Lat-

erally there is on both sides a spot in the axillary and inguinal regions,

one in front of the hyoplastron and another behind the axillary one."

I find tliis pattern repeated in my Japanese specimens, of which I

have a large series, with one very notable exception, viz, there is a sin-

gle unpaired median mark on the hyo-hypoplastral interspace, and not

two lateral marks separated or united. I refer to Plate XXXV
illustrating this series, and it will be noted that instead of "two spots,

usually uniting into a short transverse band on the hyo-h^-poplastral

interspace," there is a large, unpaired median, triangular or broadly

spear-shaped spot on the same interspace. The essential element of

this large spot, the largest by far, is the median portion, wliich forms

the anterior angle of the triangle, since this part-persists even in cases

where the lateral extensions have not been fully developed. The
arrangement, consequently, appears to be quite the reverse of that of

the Annamese specimens and is not without considerable significance.

a In this connection it may be well to refer to an observation by Dr. John Anderson,

(Zool. Res. Exped. West. Yunnan, I, 1879, p. 792) to the effect that " there are appar-

ently two species of Trionyx found in Japan, one corresponding to the supposed fore-

going variety of T. stellatus, Geoff., but which is identical with T. perocdlatus. which

is the T. sinensis. Wiegm., and which appears to have been more recently redescribed

by Brandt under the name of T. sc/i?er/r/t, . . . The other rn'ony.r found in Japan
besides T. sinensis, Wiegm., is a form allied to T. javanicus. Geoffr. and which Gray

first referred to D. subplana. and which has been figured by Schlegel under the name
of T. japonicus.

&Sitz. Ber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, Math. Naiurw. 01., OXIl, Pt. 1, May, 1903, p. 349.
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Description (%s. 402-405).— Male, 4 years old; U.S.N.M. No.
21179; Japan; Imperial Government collection. Head moderate
pointed, the proboscis as long as width of interorbital space and one-

half the upper eyelid ; nostrils separated by a narrow septum, on each

Figs. 402-403.—Amyda japonica. 5 x nat. size. -102. side view; 403. view from above. No.
21177, U.S.N.M.

side of which a papilla is visible near the opening; interorbital space

equals one-half the horizontal diameter of orbit; carapace oval; the

anterior margin of the revolute nuchal border somewhat rugose with
two small tubercles on the median line; along the median line of the
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shell a raised keel anteriorly as broad as interorbital space and eye-

lids together, posteriorly not wider than this space plus half an eyelid

;

on each side of the keel a perceptible depression, the skin of

the carapace with numerous more or less disrupted, raised, longitudinal

lines studded with tubercles, these lines being more wavy and parallel

with the axis of the body near the middle of the back, and straighter,

less tubercular, and more parallel with the periphery toward the edge

of the carapace; the tubercles gather into a large cluster on the nuchal

Figs. 404-405.—Amyda japonica. ^ NAT. SIZE. 404, UNDEESIDE (IJ X NAT. SIZE); 405, SIDE OF HEAD.

No. 2n77, U.S.N.M.

portion of the keel, and a still greater number of lairger tubercles con-

gregate near the posterior end of the bony disk and the adjoining pos-

terior portion of the soft flap; plastron flat, smooth, the posterior

lobe short, its width at base equaling one-half the length of the plas-

tron; greatest height of body equals one-fourth the length of carapace.

Color (in alcohol) above clear greenish olive, with a few indistinct

brownish blotches on the carapace, underneath uniform pale buff;

head with a number of narrow blackish lines, as follows : A transverse
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line across anterior third of upper eyelid and interorbital space to

anterior corner of eye and from there obliquely downward across the

loreal region to the upper lip at the- base of the proboscis; a slightly

curved line from below center of eye obliquely backward above the

angle of the mouth disappearing some distance behind and below

the latter; a slightly curved line from posterior angle of eye above the

temporal region; a short blackish streak below the eye between the

last two lines; two broken lines across the middle and the posterior

Fig. 406.—Amyda schlegelii. side view. From Gray's Cat. Shield Kept. pl. xxxi.

third of upper eyelid; a few broken longitudinal lines on parietal and

occipital regions and a few dusky spots on snout and proboscis; lips,

chin, and throat with large round buff spots surrounded by a network

of blackish brown lines; sides of neck with a broad longitudinal buff

band, more or less interrupted anteriorly and faintly edged with

dusky; neck below this band suffused with olive and dotted with

indistinct roundish pale buff spots.

Dimensions.
mm.

Length of carapace 170

Greatest width of carapace 133

Length of plastron 124

Greatest depth of shell 43

Greatest width of head 27

Distance from plastron to tip of tail 73

Free portion of tail from connection with carapace 32

Thefe7nal€s differ chiefly in proportions, being nuich deeper through

the body and having a much shorter tail.

Foun^ recently hatched ; U.S.N.M. No. 23531; Yokohama; Octo-

ber, 1896; L. Stejneger, collector (plate XXXV, fig. 3). Essentially

as the one described above; the anterior border of the carapace

turned over as in the older specimens, but the median portion, instead

of being merely rugose, is more or less regularl}^ segmented, and the

posterior edge of several of the segments tuberculated, the median

segment being pushed a little ahead of the others and the tubercle

occupying the upper surface instead of the posterior edge; dorsal keel

very prominent. Color essentially as above, but extreme edge of
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carapace devoid of color, though without a well-defined pale margin;

underside with a number of symmetrical blackish spots, with slightly

paler centers, as follows: (1) On plastron, a small longitudinal spot

anteriorly on the median line between the epiplastra; a large trian-

gular median spot on the hyo-hypoplastral interspace, broader than

high, the apex turned forward; a heart-shaped median spot, deeply

notched in front, on the anterior processes of the xiphiplastra; a pair

of oval spots, one on each side in front of the bend of the hyoplastra;

a pair of roundish spots, one on each side in the outer angle between

the hyoplastra and the h3rpoplastra
; (2) on the soft skin, a pair of

oblique elliptic spots, one on each side beliind the bend of the hypo-

plastra; a pair of circular spots at the base of the tail; (3) on the

underside of the flap of the carapace: a longitudinal, ill-defined broad

band interrupted on the median line; (4) on the extremities: palms

and soles dark gray.

Dimensions.
mm.

Length of carapace 36

Greatest width of carapace 34

Length of plastron 29

Greatest depth of shell 12

The rate of growth is well illustrated by a table presented by Pro-

fessor Mitsukuri," as follows:

Age.
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lAst of specimens of Amyda japonica.

U.S.
N.M.
No.

21171

21172

21173

21174

2117.5

21176

21177

21178

21179

23528

23529

23530

23531

23532

23533

23534

23535

23536

23537

23538

34056

34057

34058

34059

34060

34061

34062

34063

34064

34065

Sox and agi'.

Young a.

....do.".

....do. n.

do. a .

do. a .

....do.''.

....do. <-.

Male d...

do. ' .

Young «.

....do. f.

do.g .

....do. A
.

....do...

do ..

....do...

....do...

do...

do...

do ..

Female d.

Male d. .

.

do. d
.

Female <*

.

Maled...

do. ft.

Young b .

do." .

do.a .

do." .

Locality.

Japan

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

Yokohama

.

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

Tokyo

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

When col-

lected.

Oct. — , 1896

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

Mar.—, 1903

do

do

do

do

Feb. 23, 1904

do

do

do

do.;....

By whom collected or
from whoTn received.

Imp. Jap. Governm.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

L. Stejneger.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

A. Owston.

Do
Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

o First year.

6 Second year.

cSecondyear; figs. 402-405.

d Third vear.

« Probably 4 years old ; description, p. 520.

/First year; pi. xxxv, fig. 9.

s First year; pi. xxxv, fig. 2.

ftFirstyear; pi. xxxv, fig. 3; description, p. 522.

AMYDA SINENSIS" (Wiegmann).

1834. Trionyx (Aspuhnectes) sinens/s Wiegm.^nn. Nova Acta Acad. Leop. Carol.,

XVII, 1834. p. 189. (type-locality, paddyfield on a small island in the

Tiger River, near Macao, China; Meyen, collector).

—

Trionyx sinensis

Strauch, Chelon. Studien. 1862 (p. 177).—Swinhoe. Ann. Mag. Nat.

Hist. (3), XII. 1863, p. 219 (S. W. Formosa).—Schnee, Zeitschr.

Naturwiss.. LXXII, 1899, p. 202 (Shanghai; Canton).—Nikolski, Zap.

Imp. Akad. Nauk. S. Peterburg (8), XVII, No. 1, 1905, p. 20 (part).

1842. Trionyx tuberculatus Cantor. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.. IX, p. 482 (Chusan,

China).

1844. Tyrse perocellata Gray, Cat. Tortois. Brit. Mus., p. 48 (type-locality Canton,

China; types in Brit. Mus.; Cantor, collector).— Trionp: perocellatus

a Signifying Chinese, Sina being another form for China.
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Gray, Cat. Shield Rept. Brit. Mus., 1855, p. 65 (China).

—

Landemannia ?

perocellata Gray, Proc. Zool. Sue. London, 1869, p. 216 (Formosa,

Swinhoe, collector); 1873, pp. 53, 54 (fig. of mandibles).

1869. Landemania irrorata Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1869, p. 216 (type-

locality, Shanghai, China; type in Brit. Mus.).

1880. Psilognathus lnvis Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I, p. 24, pi. ii

(type-locality, mountain and streams south of the town of Ning-kouo fou.)

1880. Temnognathits mordax Heude, M^m. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I, p. 26,

pi. Ill (type-locality, environs of Shanghai).

1880. Gomphopelta officinx Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I, p. 27, pl.iv

(type-locality. River Houai, where it leaves the province Ho-nan).

1880. Ccelognathus novem-costatus Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I,

p. 29, pi. V (type-locality, eastern extremity of lake Tch'ao).

1880. Tortisterniim novem-costatum. Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I,

p. 31, pi. VI (type-locality, lake Tch'ao, department of Lu-tcheou).

1880. Ceramopelta latirostris Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I, p. 33,

pi. VII (type-locality, environs of Ngan-k'ing fou).

1880. Coptopelta septem-costata Heude, Mem. Nat. Hist. Emp. Chinois, I, p. 35,

pi. VIII (type-locality, lakes of Tong-lieou (Ngan-houe).

1880. Cinctisternum bicinctum Heude, Mem. Hist. Nat. Emp. Chinois, I, p. 37,

pi. IX (type-locality, irrigation ditches in the marsh of Ngan-k'ing).

The interesting question as to the relationship of the individuals

with narrow or wide alveolar surfaces of the jaws, as illustrated by
Pere Heude's subdivision of the south Chinese species, can not be dis-

cussed here. It must be studied on the spot with proper regard to the

possibility of complications, due to local differentiations in the various

drainage systems as well as to the subsequent mixing of the latter

through irrigation canals. Boulenger has suggested '' a case of

dimorphism caused by a difference of diet," the fish-eating individuals

retaining the sharp beak of the young, while those feeding on mussels

with hard shells or on other hard substances are supposed to gradually

develop a broad crushing mandibular surface. He furthermore sup-

poses such individuals to interbreed, thus preventing the characters

from becoming permanent.*^

With regard to the identity of the Formosan and south Chinese

specimens and the related question of the distinctness of the latter I

refer to the discussion under A. japonica (pp. 517-519).

Description.— Female, 4 years old; U.S.N.M. No. 34055; Tamsui

River, Formosa; March, 1903; A. Owston collection. Carapace short

ovate in outline; the anterior margin of the r?volute nuchal

border segmented toward the median line, a single tubercle on the

latter in front of the border; no median keel, nor lateral depres-

sion, the carapace descending evenly to both sides from the rounded

back; skin of carapace smooth, with about 24 longitudinal raised

.

lines, which are entirely untuberculated, and nearh' all straight and

uninterrupted, except about three midway on each side, which are

wavy and occasionally interrupted; thes? lines terminate near the

a Cat. Chel. Brit. Mus., 1889, pp. 242-244.
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posterior end of the bony disk in a small tubercle behind which to the

end of the carapace there are numerous short raised lines similarly

terminated; a couple of rows of blunt tubercles in front of the bony
disk on the soft flap behind the overturned nuchal border; plastral

bones more or less discernible on underside as well as the callosities, of

which there is a pair on the hyo-hypoplastra and one on each of the

xipliiplastra. Color (in alcohol) above dark olive slate, underneath

drab; head with a few scattered blackish dots and traces of a oculo-

supratemporal black line, a subocular and an anterior oculo-labial line

;

neck below dusky with indistinct pale spots on throat and traces of a

lateral pale band; underside with a few dark blotches, the one filling

the outer angle between the hyoplastra and the hypoplastra as well as

the median blotch on the xiphiplastra being most conspicuous
;
palms

and soles dusky.

Dimensions.
mm.

Length of carapace 150

Greatest width of carapace 120

Length of plastron 118

Greatest depth of shell 51

Greatest width of head 29

Distance from plastron to tip of tail 48

Free portion of tail, from connection with carapace 18

The male of the corresponding age (U.S.N.M. No. 34054) differs

mostly in less depth of shell and longer tail. Eight pairs of costal

plates can be made out; in addition to the callosities on hyo-h3^po-

plastra and xipliiplastra there are indications of rugosities on each

arm of the entoplastron. No trace of keel or depression on carapace.

Hahitat.—It is impossible at the present stage of our knowledge to

indicate the precise range of this species in China. It seems to occur

in all the southern rivers and in Formosa; but how far north it

extends or where it meets the next species must be left to the future

to clear up.

List of specimens of Amyda sinensis.

U.S.
N.M.
No.
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Reference has already been made to the specimen from northern

Cliina, to which I apply the above name more because the locality is

the same as that of the t}^e than because the description applies

better to it than any of the others. It is quite likely that eventually

A. maackii may turn out to be the same thing as the Peking form, in

which case that name will take precedence. At present, however, I

deem it the wisest course to enumerate them separately.

If Ford's elegant figures of the half-grown specimen in British

Museum, from "China,"'* are as accurate as they are artistic, they

Fig. 407.—Amyda schlegelii. i X nat. size. View from above. No. 29700, U.S.N.M.

probably represent an individual of the present species. The dorsal

keel, the tubercular ridges, and the coloration agree completely with

our north China specimen, and especially the great depth of the body

as shown in the upper figure. Expressed in per cent of the total

length of the carapace, the depth is nearly 36, or in excess of the cor-

responding percentage in our male specimen of ^4. schlegelii (see

table p. 516).

Description.— Male, third year; U.S.N.M. No. 29700; north Cliina,

between Tientsin and Peking; 1901; M. L. Eobb, collector (figs.

a Cat. Shield Rept. Brit. Mus., 1855, pi. xxxi.

in this work, fig. 406, on p. 522.

Oatline of upper figure reproduced
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407-409). Carapace short ovate, with a broad, raised median keel
and a well-marked depression on each side of the latter; anterior
border turned over backward, the outer (anterior) edge being smooth.

Fig. 408.—Ann-DA schlegehi. \ x nat. s,ze. Underside. No. 29700, U.S.N.M.

the imier edge near the median Ime somewhat tuberculate with a

couple of rounded tubercles on top of the rim at the middle; carapace
with numerous strongly tuberculated longitudinal lines, the outer

Fig. 409.—Amyda schlegelii. i x xat. size. Side view. No. 29700, U.S.N.M.

ones more or less continuous and parallel with the outer edge, the

inner ones very irregular and interrupted; posterior end densely

tuberculated, as is also the nuchal region; depth of shell about one-
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third the length of carapace; plastron smooth. Color (in alcohol)

above olive gray with a few small blackish spots, below pale buff,

unspotted; on head a narrow black line across the interorbital space
anteriorly continued below as a slightly oblique line between anterior

angle of eye and edge of upper lip ; a similar line behind the eye over
the supratemporal region; sides of neck and throat olive with indis-

tinct pale spots and traces of a longitudinal, lateral pale band on neck.

Dimensions

.

mm.
Length of carapace 119

Greatest width of carapace 95

Length of plastron 93

Greatest depth of shell 41

Greatest width of head 21

Distance from plastron to tip of tail 43

Free portion of tail, from connection with carapace 25

Habitat.—Northern China, the specimen described being from the

province of Pechili. It is impossible at the present time to determine

its range even approximately.

List of specimens 0/ Amyda schlegelii.

U.S.
N. M.
No.
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margin of dorsal shield thickened, not tuberculated; posterior margin

of sternal shield [plastron] short, semilunar, rounded.

Dimensions.—Length of carapace, 353 mm; greatest width, 306 mm.
Habitat.—Found in the southern tributaries of the Amur River,

especially in the Sungari and Ussuri rivers, as well as in the Amur
River itself between the mouths of the tributaries mentioned.

According to Nikolski there are in the St. Petersburg Museum
specimens from the above rivers and also from Lake Khanka.

Whether the specimen from Korea (No. 9447) belongs to this form

it is impossible to say.

[Genus DOGANIAa (Gray).]

1836. Amyda Bonaparte, Chelon. Tab. Anal., p. 8 (type, Trionyx subplanus)

(nut of Oken, 1816.)

1844. Dogania Gray, Cat. Tortois. Brit. Mus., p. 49 (type, Trionyx subplanus).

1869. Sarbieria Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1869 (p. 200) (type, Trionyx fre-

natus).

The genus Dogania differs from Amyda in having all the pleuralia

separated by the neuralia, while in Amyda the last pair of pleuralia

are in contact behind the neuralia. Doctor Siebenrock has recently

shown^ that D. suhplana is unique in lacking the median process of

tlie hypoplastron. The head is also comparatively much larger and

the body much more depressed, the body being almost concave with

no median keel.

The occurence of Dogania suhplana—or a related species—in For-

mosa is very problematical. I can not find that an}^ specimens have

been examined and the only foundation for the record seems to be

the following statement by Mr. Gray:'' ''Mr. Swinhoe informs me
that this animal is common in the rivers of China and Formosa."

Swinhoe most likely confounded it with Amyda sinensis. Before

that time Gray liad also catalogued a specimen received from the

Leiden Museum as from " Japan," '^ but in Boulenger's Catalogue <^

this specimen is enumerated as from "Java," which is most likely

correct.

A description and references are appended, however, in order to

facilitate its identification should it really occur in Formosa.

I may add that there is a specimen in the Hamburg Museum
(No. 110), acquired in 1877 and identified as "Trionyx subplanus."

It is said to be from "Japan," but no reliance can be placed on the

record.

aA coined word without meaning.

b Sitz. Ber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, Math. Naturw. CL, XCI, 1902, p. 818.

c Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1862, p. 265; Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (3), XII, 1863, p. 158.

d Cat. Shield Rcpt. Brit. Mus., 1855, p. 69.

«Cat. Chel. Brit. Mus., 1889, p. 247.
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[DOGANIA SUBPLANA" ( Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire).]

1809. Trionyx suhplumis Geoffroy-Saixt-Hilaire, Nouv. Bull. Soc. Philom.
Paris, I, No. 22, July 1809, p. 3()6; Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, XIV, 1809,

p. 11, pi. V, fig. 2 (type-locality "unknown").

—

Boettger, Offenbach.

Ver. Naturk. 24-25 Ber., 1885, p. 135.

—

Boulenger, Cat. Chel. Brit.

]\Ius. , 1889, p. 24() (Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Borneo, Java).

—

Flower,
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 619, pi. xxxvi (Penang; Singapore).

—

Siebenrock, Sitz. Ber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, Math.-Naturw. CL, XCI, 1902,

p. 817, fig. 2 (plastron).

—

Dogania subplana Gray, Cat. Tortois. Brit. Mus.,

1844, p. 49; Cat. Shield Kept. Mus., 1855, p. 69, pi. xxxm ("Japan");
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1862, p. 265 (China, Formosa); 1873, p. 57,

fig. 3 (mandible); Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (3), XII, 1863, p. 158.

There being no specimen of this species at hand from the territory

covered in this work, I append l)elow the chagnosis given by Boulen-

ger in his Catalogue of Chelonians in British Museum, pp. 246-247.

Diagnosis.—Carapace very flat; costal plates eight pairs, the

last well developed and separated by the last neural plate; a single

neural between the first pair of costals; these plates ver}^ fineW

granulate and vermiculate; a large fontanelle, till late in life, between

the nuchal and dorsal plates; epiplastra narrowly separated from

each other in front of the entoplastron, whicli forms an obtuse or a

right angle; plastral rugosities scarcely developed, on the hyo-and
hypoplastra and on the xiphiplastra ; dorsal skin of young with.

interupted longitudinal ridges; head very large; snout (on the skull)

about as long as the thameter of the orbit, which is more than double

the interorbital width; postorbital arch extremely narrow, forming a

keel on its outer surface ; mandibular symphysis shorter than the

diameter of the orbit, without median ridge. Brown above, yel-

lo^^'ish beneath, and on the sides of the neck; head and neck with

yellowish dots; some young with an oblique dark streak behind

each eye.

Length of dorsal disk 25 centimeters.

Doctor Siebenrock describes the plastral arrangement of this

species as follows (op. cit., pp. 817-819): Entoplastron forms an

obtuse angle; epiplastra separated, the anterior straight arm as

long as the posterior oblique one ; not a trace of a median process of

the hypoplastron, so that an undi\aded membranous fontanelle is

formed between the entoplastron and the hyo-, hypo- and xiphi-

plastra. The plastron of this species is distinguished thereby from

that of all other species of Trionyx [Amyda]. The absence of the

median process is a very significant character for tlie determina-

tion of this species. Xiphiplastra with short and narrow posterior

angles which are separated by a rather ])r()ad interspace; xiphi-

plastral commissure short, on both sides connected by two teeth.

a Signifying somewhat flat.
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The callosities appear to develop rather late and only to a slight

degree, as they are not even indicated on the hyo-hyp(^plastra of

the young, while in equally large specimens of other species they

have already reached a considerable size.

Habitat.—Known with certainty only from the Malay peninsula

and archipelago. As for its alleged occurrence within our terri-

tory see remarks on p. 530.
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pp. 496-509.

1881 Okabk Rioyki [The treatmentof snake bite]. Toke. Zasshi Osaka, Sept. 5, 1881.

Not se.-n. Title from Mitchell and Rcichert's Bibliography.

1891 Okapa, S. Catalogue 1
of

|

Vertebrated Animals
j
of

1

Japan
|

by
|

S. Okada.
)

Tokyo, Japan: \
Kinkodo.

|

2551 (1891).

Qvo 2'' + 128 pp.

Batrlehia, pp. 6W57, -21 species; ReptiUa, pp. 68-72, -32 species.

1902 Osvw. G. Beitrage zur Anatomie des japanischen Riesensalamanders.
1902. OsA^VA,^^

^^^^_^ 1^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^_ ^ ,pp_ 221-427,44 pis.).

Use separate. Tokyo. 1902. 207 pp., quarto + 44 partly colored plates.

1881 Peters W. Ueber eine neue Art von Tachydromus aus dem Amurlande.

Sitz. Ber. Ges. Naturf. Fr. Berlin, 1881, pp. 71-72.

Tachydromus amurensis, new species, p. 71.

189- Phisalix C Action physiologique du venin de salamandre du Japon (bie-

''"
"^"Mia maxima). AUenuation par l-^^^^^^^V^^r CXXV fpT

nouille contre ce venin. Compt. Rend. Acad. Sci. Pans, CXXV (pp.

121-123).
'

Also in Bull. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, 1897 (pp. 242-244).

1897 Phisalix, C. Action physiologique du venin de salamandre du Japon (Sie-

(pp. 822-823).
, ^, ^

I860 POMPE V.N Meeroeuvoort, J. L. C. [Over den grooten Japanschen Salaman-

1860. POMPE^
^^^^^^^^ ^^.^^^^_ Nederland. Indie, XX, Pts. 4-6, p. 386.

1R84 Rkin J J Reptiles and Batrachians [of Japan]. Japan: Travels and R^-

1884. I^^-;j;^^;/^TP,„,l,,,d from the German. New York, Armstrong and Son,

1884, pp. 186-189.
, ,

. T 1 T> ^. A vnv Beitra'^ zur Kenntniss des Riesensalamanders
1876 Rein,J. J.andRoRETZ, A.\ON. iieiuao zm ive

(Crvptobranchus japonicus). Zool. Garten (Frankf. a. M.), X\II, No. -,

Feb. 1876, pp. 33-37, color, pi.
. -d-, v

1897 REisEK,Jos.
L'histologieder<.ildeCryptobranchus3aponicus.

Bibhogr.

\nat. Nancv, V (pp. 139-146, 1 pi).

ppomcus,VaiiderHoevon). Journ. ( oil. Sci. Tokjo, 1, ri
, VV
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1837-1844. ScHLEGEL, H. Abbildungen
|
neuer oder unvollstandig bekannter

|

Amphibien,
|
nach der Natur oderdem Leben entworfen

|
herausgegeben

|

und mit erlauternden Texte begleitet
[
von

|
Dr. H. Schlegel,

|
Conserva-

tor dos Niederliindischen Reichs-Museums etc. etc.
|
Diisseldorf,

|
Verlag

V. Arnz &Comp"'«
|
1837-1844.

Fol. 50 col. plates. Text 8^°, xiv + 141 pp.

The following Japanese species are included: Trionyx japonicus, pi. xxxi; Salamandra

nsRvia, pi. xxxix, fig. 4; S. subcristata, pi. xl, figs. 1-3; S. nebulosa, pi. xl, figs. 7-10;

Emijs vulgaris japon., pi. xli, figs. 1-3; Hrjla buergeri, pi. l, fig. 5. All these were prob-

ably published in 1844.

The work was issued in parts between the years 1837 and 1844.

First part consisting of 10 plates (pis. I-X) and two signatures of text (pp. 1-32)

appeared early in 1837, and was reviewed by Rudolph Wagner in Miinchener Gelehrte

Anzeigen, IV, No. 127, June 28, 1837, pp. 1043-1044.a

The second part, containing the second decade of plates (pis. 21-40) and pp. 33-64, was
published apparently in 1839. Sundevall (Arsber. Zool. Arbet., 1837-1840, pp. 183-184;

published 1841) speaks of the eleventh decade containing a monograph of the genus

Ti/phlops having been published in 1839, but he has evidently read Decas 11 instead

of Decas II.

The rest of this publication was probably issued together in 1844, at least I find no con-

temporaneous reference to matter contained in this part previous to that year, and

Wiegmann, in his "Leistungen" for 1840, 1841, and 1842, does not mention it. .In the

"Leistungen" for 1843, however, the work is referred to as completed, and the years

given as '

' 1837-1844,
'

' the same as on the title-page. The book, therefore, may have been

issued complete shortly after the T)eginiiing of 1844, as the preface is dated January, 1844.

That it did not appear in 1843 seems plain, moreover, from the fact that there is no refer-

ence to Schlegel's monographic synopsis of the genus Draco (pp. 81-96) in Fitzinger's

Systema Reptilium published in that year.

1899. ScHNEE [Paul K. G.]. Einige Notizen liber Weichschildkroten. II. Trionyx

sinensis, Wiegm. Zeitschr. Naturwiss., LXXII, pp. 202-208.

Remarks on specimens seen in Canton, Shanghai, and Kobe.

1900. ScHNEE [Paul K. G.]. Ancistrodon blomhoffi Boie. Zool. Garten (Frankf.

a. M.), XLI, Dec, 1900, pp. 395-396.

Description of color of living specimens.

1904. ScHOENiCHEN, Walther. Die Brutpflege bei den Amphibien und besonders

bei dem japanischen Riesensalamander (Megalobatrachus maximus).

Prometheus, XVI, 1904 (pp. 37-40; pp. 52-54. 15 figs.).

1895. Sherborn C. Davies, and F. A. Jentink. On the dates of the parts of Sie-

bold's "Famia Japonica'" and Giebel's "Allgemeine Zoologie" (first edi-

tion). Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1895, pp. 149-150.

1895. Shitkov, B. [M.]. Ueber die Fortpflanzung des Isodactylium Schrenki Strauch.

Zool. Anz., XVIII, May 6, 1895, pp. 165-lfi8.

1900. Shitkov, [B. M.]. Sibirskiya salamandri (Isodactylium Schrenkii Str.) i ikh

zhizn na vodie i vakvarii. Dnevnik Otdiela Ikhtiologii Imp. R. Obstch.

Akklimat. Zhivotn. i Rast., II, 1900, pp. 41-42.

Not seen.

1902. Shitkov, B. M. Kakogo paltsa nedostaet na konetsnostyakh Isodactylium i na

perednikh konetsnostyak Urodela. Izv. M. Obstch. Lyub. Est. Antr. i

T. D., XCVIII. Tr. Zool. Otd., XIII, Dnevn. Zool. Otd., Ill, No. 4, p. 45.

Not seen.

1906. SiEBENROCK, F. Zur Kenntnis der Schildkrotenfauna der Insel Hainan.

Zool. Anz., XXX, Aug. 28, 1906, pp. 578-586.

On p. 584 there are three lists of the turtles of Japan, of the Riu Kiu Islands, and

of Formosa.

o I am indebted to Dr. Charles W. Richmond for calling my attention to this review.
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1824. SiEBOLD, p. F. DE.« De Historiae naturalis in Japonia statu, nee non de aug-
mento emolumentisque in decursu perscrutationuni exspectandis. Dis-

sertatio, cui accedunt spicilegia faunae Japonicae, auctore P. F. de Siebold,

Med. Doct. complurium societatum membro. Bataviae, 1824.

Original not seen. Title from the reprint in Olcen's Isis, 1827, pp. 135-14;{. It is stated
to be in 4° and to contain 16 pp.

1826. Siebold, Philippus Franc, de. De
|
Historiae Naturalis

|
in

|

Japonia
|

Statu
I

nee non
|
de augmento emolumentisque in

|
deeursu perscruta-

tionum ex-
|
spectandis

|
Dissertatio,

|
eui aeeedunt

|
Spicilegia Faunae

Japonicae
|
auctore

|

Philippe Franc, de Siebold,
|
Medicinae Doctore,

I

Complurium Societatum Membro.
|

— Ex Officina Literaria
|
Car. Phil.

Bonitas, Commerc. Assessoris
|
Wirceburgi MDCCCXXVI.

s™, 20 pp.

Among the Amphibia, p. 18, reference is only made to Hydrophis flaviventris "mihi."

1898. Stejneger, Leonhard. On a collection of batrachians and reptiles from

Formosa and adjacent islands. Journ. Sci. Coll. Tokyo, XII, Pt. 3, pp.
215-225.

Rana longicrus, new species, p. 216; Japalura mitsukurii, new species, p. 218;

Emydocephalus ijimse, new species, p. 223.

1901. Stejneger, Leonhard. Diagnoses of eight new batrachians and reptiles from

the Riukiu Archipelago, Japan. Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, XIV, Dee.

12, 1901, pp. 189-191.

Microhyla okinarensis, new species, p. 189; Rana narina,new species, p. 189; Rana
namiyei, new species, p. 190; Buergeria ijimse, new species, p. 190; Buergeria ishikaivse,

new species, p. 190; Eumeces kishinouyei, new species, p. 190; Calamaria p/e#m, new
species, p. 191; Disteria orientalis, new species, 191.

1902. Stejneger, Leonhard. A new opisthoglyph snake from Formosa. Proc

Biol. Soc. Washington, XV, Feb. 18, 1902, pp. 15-17.

Boiga krsepelini, new species, p. 16.

1904. Stejneger, Leonhard. A new species of lizard from the Riukiu Archipelago,

Japan. Smithson. Misc. Coll. (Quart. Iss.) XLVII, Nov. 9, 1904, pp.
294-295.

Takydromus dorsalis, new species, p. 294; type, U.S.N.M. No. 34162.

1899. Stone, Wither. A small collection of reptiles and batrachians from eastern

Mongolia. Proc. Phila. Acad. Sci., 1899, pp. 183-184.

Nine species.

1870. Strauch, Alexander. Revision der Salamandriden-Gattungen nebst Be-

schreibung einiger neuen und weinger bekannten Arten dieser Familie.

Mem. Acad. Sci., St. Petersbourg (7), XVI, No. 4, 110 pp., 2 pis.

1873. Strauch, Alexander. Die Schlangen des Russisehen Reichs, in systema-

tischer und zoogeographischer Beziehung. Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Peters-

bourg (7), XXI, No. 4, 288 pp., 6 pis.

Particularly important in this connection for its exhaustive treatment of the speci-

mens from Amurland and the Coast Province. As for the specimens alleged to have

been collected in Japan by Consul Goschkewitsch see pp. 315, 318, and 452 of this work.

o Dr. C. L. Reuvens, in his doctor dissertation "' Die Myoxidae or Schlaefer
'

' (Leiden,

1890), p. 66, footnote (compare p. 7), makes a curious mistake in ascribing the ''De

Historiae Naturalis in Japonia Statu" to a G. T. de Siebold as distinct from P. F. de

Siebold, the author of Fauna Japonica ("G. T. de Siebold ist nicht zu verweehseln

mit P. F. de Siebold, dem Autor der Fauna Japonica "
) . In the Wiirzburg reprint of the

pamphlet in question now before me it is plainly attributed to the latter: ''Auctore

Philippo Franc, de Siebold, Medicinae Doctore."
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1876. Strauch, Alexander. Opisanie pn'siiiikayiistchikhsya i zemnovodnikh,

sobrannikh ekspeditsiei podpolkovnika Przewalskago. In Przewalski's

Moiigoliya i Strana Tangutov. S.-Peterburg, 1876.

1890. Strauch, Alexander. Bemerkungeri iiber die SchildkroLon-saminlung iin

Zoologischen Museum der kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu

St. Petersburg. Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Petersbourg (7), XXXVIII, No. 2,

127 pp., 4 pis.

1863. SwiNHOE, R. A list of the Formosan reptiles; with notes on a few of the

species, and some remarks on a fish (Orthagoriscus, sp.). Ann. Mag. Nat.

Hist. (3), XII, Sept. 1863, pp. 219-226.

1835-1838. Temminck, C. J., and Schlegel, H. Fauna Japonica
|
auctore

|
Ph. Fr.

de Siebold.
|
Reptilia

|
elaborantibus

|
C. J. Temminck et H. Schlegel.

|

Cum mappa geographico-zoologica et tabulis lithogr. XXVIII.
|
Lugduni

Batavorum.
|
Ex officin. lithogr. auctoris et typis J. G. Lalau.

|
1838.

Fol. XXII + 144 pp. + double page map + ix + 10 + viii plates.

The '

' Reptilia
'

' of the Fauna Japonica was apparently issued in three separate parts,

namely, I Chelonii, II Ophidii, and III Saurii et Batrachii, the plates being numbered
separately in each part, but the pagination of the text running on continuously. The
publication appears to have been as follows:

1835. Fauna Japonica auctore Ph. Fr. de Siebold. Chelonii. Ehiborantil)us C. J.

Temminck et H. Schlegel. Lugd. Batav. (1835). 80 S. mit 9 unkolorirten

Steindrucktafeln in Fol.

The above is the title of the first part, as given in Miinchen Gelehrte Anzeiger, II,

No. 90, 5 May, 1836, p. 74.3. It is there stated that Fitzinger's paper on the Chelonians

(.\nn. WienMus., 1, 1835) "gleichzeitigmit dieseni Thcil der Fauna Japonica erschien."

On p. 751 a list of the plates 1-9 is given, but no reference is made to the map represent-

ing the "Distribution geographique des Cheloniens" which accompanies the bound
volume of the Reptilia.

Also rexaewedin Wiegmann's Archiv., 1836, II, p. 259, in the "Leistungen" for 1835.

1837. Fauna Japonica auctore Ph. Fr. de Siebold. Ophidii. Elaborantibus G. J.

Temminck et H. Schlegel. Lugd. Batav. (1837) S. 81-93 und i-xxx mit

10 unkolorirten Steindrucktafeln in Fol.

The second part of the Reptilia (third of the Fauna Japonica) is thus quoted by A.

Wagner, in the Miinchen Gelehrte .Vnzeiger, V, No. 134, July 7, 1837, p. 41. This part,

according to him, contained two different memoirs, the first one, by Schlegel, treating

of the Japanese snakes (pp. 81-93 + pis. i-x) ; the other, by Temminck, giving a re\'iew

of the faunas of the Sunda Islands and of Japan (pp. i-xxx).

The latter, which is dated November, 1835, but first distributed through the book

trade during the Easter "Messe" at Leipzig in 1837,'^ is evidently Temminck's "Coup
d'Qeil."6

Wagner (on p. 55) calls special attention to the Triton japonUuii mentioned by Tem-
minck in this work.

This part is also reviewed in Magazine of Zoology and Botany (ed. by Jardine, Selby

and John ton), II, 1837, No. IX, p. 266 (published August 1, 1837).

1838. The title pagej of the entire reptile volume bears this date and may be taken as correct

for the pul)lication of the third part, embracing the Saurii and Batrachii (pp.

85-144, pis. i-viii). On p. 140, the last page of the text (exclusive of index), is printed

o"Diese Abhandlung is vom November 1835 datirt; durch den Buchandel ist sie

indesz erst seit des letzten Ostermesseangezeigt und verbreitet." Wagner, Miinchen

Gelehrte Anzeiger, V, p. 43.

^ I have seen only two copies of this memoir, the full title of which is as follows:

Coup d'oeil
|
sur la Faune des iles de la Sonde

|
et de

|
I'empire du Japon.

|
Dis-

cours pr^liminaire
|
destine a servir d'introduction a la Faune du Japon.

It is a folio of xxx pp., with Temminck's name at the end only. The copy which

I examined in the library of the Jardin des Plantes, in Paris, was bound with the

mammals of the Fauna Japonica.
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the date "Janv. 1838." In this part was also included Siebold's " Prgface sui\-ie d'un
apergu historique et phj-sique sur les reptiles du Japon" (pp. i-xxn, which is .signed

"Mai, 1838." As Wiegmann, in his " Leistiingen" for 1838 (Arch. Naturg., 1839, II, p.

38tj), complains that the Royal Library in Beriin had not as yet received the part in

question, it is plain that he knew of its publication iu 1838. It was re\-iewed in the
"Isls" for October, 1838 (pp. 852-854), hence its appearance must have been between
May and October; probably at the "Mlchaehsmesse" (September).

It should be added, for the sake of completeness, that Tschudi, in a letter written not

later than August, 1837, from Leiden (printed in Leonhardand Bronn's Neues Jarhbuch
fiir Mineralogie, etc., 1837, Pt. 5, Sept., pp. 545-547) says that "Im 7 Hefte der Fauna
japonica ist er schon abgebildet," meaning Schlegel's Salamandra maxima, which is con-

tained in the third part of the reptile volume. There is no doubt that the plates ar.d

possibly also the text of this part were finished in 1837, and we know that Schlegel dis-

tributed a few copies of the plate in question during that year, but Tschudi's statement

does not invalidate the contention that the part as such was not published until the

Michaelismesse of 1838.

It wU be seen that the dates of publication of the herpetological parts of Fauna
Japonica differ somewhat from those given by Sherborn and Jentink.a

They may be tabulated as follows;

Chelonii

pp. 1-SO, pis. i-ix 1835 (Ostermesse?)

Ophidii (+Coup d'oeil)

pp. 81-93, pis. i-x..|
1837 (Ostermesse)

pp. I-XXX )

Saurii et Batrachii

pp. 85-144, pis. I-VIII 1838 (Michaelismesse?)

1877. Troschel [F. H.]. Ueber Onychodactylus japonicus Bonap. Arch. Naturg.

XLIII, Pt. 1, pp. 199-215, pi. XV.

Elaborate history, synonym}', and descriptions of male and female adults, male

and female larvae.

1837. Tschudi, J. J. Ueberden Homo diluvii testis, Aiidrias .Scheuchzeri. Neues

Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geognosie, Geologieund Petrefactenkunde (Leon-

hard and Bronn, editors, Stuttgart), 1837, Pt. 5, Sept., pp. 545-547.

The generic names MegalobatTachus and Andrias are first proposed in this paper.

1902. Wall, F. Extraordinary magnitude of a snake's meal. Journ. Bombay Nat.

Hist. Soc., XIV [•?], p. 375, pi.

Elaphis rirgatus swallowing a Lcpus brachiurus near Arima, Japan.

1903. Wall, F. A Prodromus of the snakes hitherto recorded from China, Japan,

and the Loo Choo Islands; with some notes. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903,

pp. 84-102.

Part 1. List of Chinese Ophidia [including Formosan], pp. 85-99.

Part 2. List of Japanese and Loo Choo Islands Ophidia. pp. 99-102.

1906. W^\ll, F. Notes on a Collection of Snakes from Japan and the Loo Choo

Islands. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1905, Il,pp. 511-517.

1864. Wallace, Alfred R. On some Anomalies in Zoological and Botanical Geog-

raphy. Natural History Review (^Loudon and Edinburgh), IV. No. xiii,

Jan., 1864, pp. 111-123.

On pp. 114-115 Mr. Wallace endeavors to expbiin how it is "that the snakes of Japan

are Indian and the batrachians Palsearctic."

1904. Werner, Franz. Ueber Reptilien und Batrachier aus Guatemala und China

in der Zoologischen Staats-Sammlung in Miinchen. II. China. Abh.

Bayer. Akad. Wiss. (Munchen), II Klasse, XXII, Pt. 2, pp. 353-380.

1903. Yamada, YosHiSABURO. Ilatakedojo ni tsukite. [Ethology and description of

Hynobius nebulosus.] Dobutsugaku Zasslii, Tokyo. XV, 1903 (pp. 73-75).

Not seen. Title from Int. Cat Sci. Lit., Zo< 1., 1903, Pt. 1, p. 429, and Pt. 3, p. 119.

a Proc. Zool. Soc. London. J 895, j). 149.





LIST OF LOCALITIES IN JAPAN PROPER, RIU KIU ARCHIPELAGO, AND
FORMOSA, MENTIONED IN THIS WORK, WITH THEIR PRINCIPAL
SYNONYMS.

The spelling of many localities is often so different in the various

zoological and geograpliical writings quoted in this work that it seems
important to give a list of the various names and their different syn-

onyms, the more so since there is as yet no generally adopted standard

spelling, Tokyo and Tokio, Kjusiu and Kyushu, etc., occurring indis-

criminately often in the same publication. For this reason no attempt

has been made at uniformity in the text of this work.

Agincourt; small island of the northern extremity of Formosa.

Aizu; district in the province of Iwashiro, around the town of Wakamatsu.
Aki; province, near western extremity of Hondo, facing the Inland Sea; capital

Hiroshima.

Amakarima, Amakerrima, or Amakirima Island; same as Keramashima.
Amami-o-shima

; large northern island of the middle group of the Riu Kiu Archipelago,

also known as Oshima (Satsuma); Oho-shima; Oushima, etc.

Amami-o-shima; subgroup of the Riu Kiu Archipelago consists of the large Amami-
o-shima, from which Kakeroma shima is separated by a narrow strait, Tokuno
shima, Okinoerabu shima, Yoron shima, and a few smaller islets.

AoMORi; town at the head of Aomori Bay, near Tsugaru Strait, the terminus of the

Northern Railway.

Asahigawa; river in the San-yodo.

Awa; there are two provinces of this name, one, also called Boshii, on Hondo,

occupying the end of the peninsula east of the Bay of Tokyo, the other on the east

side of Shikoku.

AwAJi; province embracing the large island at the eastern entrance to the Inland Sea,

between Shikoku and Hondo.

AwoMORi; same as Aomori.

Bangkimtsing; locality in southern Formosa.

Bingo; province near the western end of Hondo, facing the Inland Sea.

BiTCHu; province near the western end of Hondo, east of Bingo, facing the Inland Sea.

BiWA, liAKE; in the province of Omi, Hondo, not far from Kyoto. It is 36 mil(>s long

by 12 miles wide. The altitude above the sea is 328 feet.

Bizen; province near the western end of Hondo, facing the Inland Sea, east of Bitchu.

BoNiN Islands; Japanese Ogasawara shima, a small archipelago of volcanic origin,

situated on the 142d meridian east of Greenwich and between 20° 30' and 27° 45''

north lat. It consists of three groups, Mukoshima, Chichi shima, and Haha shima.

Borodino Islands; small group in the Northern Pacific, southeast of the Okinawa

group, Riu Kiu.

BosHiJ; alternate name for Awa, Hondo.

BoTEL TOBAGO ; high island situated due east from the south(>rn end of Formosa.

Type-locality of Japalura viilsukurii Stejneger.

26485—No. 58—07 35 545
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Buzen; province in northeastern part of Kiusiu.

Byoritsu; town in northern Formosa near the west coast, 68 miles from Taihokii.

Cecilia Archipelago; same as Tokara group, Riu Kiu.

Chichibu; district in the western corner of the province of Musashi.

Chichi shima; middle grouj) of the Bonin Islands.

Chikugogawa; river in northern Kiiisiii forming the boundary between (he provinces

of Chikugo and Hizen.

Chikuzen; province in northern Kiiisiii facing the strait of Tsushima.
Chishima, the thousand islands; Japanese name for the Kuril Islands.

Chitose forest; on the road between Sapporo and Shikotsu Lake, Yezo.
Chusenji, or Chijzenji Lake; near Nikko; it is about 7 miles long by 2h miles wide,

its level being 4,375 feet above the sea.

Cleopatra Island; same as Yoko shima.

Coffin Islands; same as Haha shima.

Dagoshima; probably error for Dogashima.
Daibutsu; colossal bronze statue of Buddha at Kamakura, province of Sagami.

Daihoku; same as Taihoku.

Daipe; same as Taipa.

Daisen; volcano in the province of Hoki, 6,050 feet high, the loftiest mountain on
the southwest coast.

Decima; same as Deshima.

Deshima; small island in the harbor of Nagasaki, the seat of the Dutch factory.

Dezima; same as Deshima.

Dogashima; village near Miyanoshta, Hakone, about 1,300 feet above the sea.

Enoshima; small island in Sagami Bay, connected at low tide by a sand spit with the

main island, Hondo.

Erabu shima; one of the islands of the Miyako subgroup, Riu Kiu.

Etchu; province in the island of Hondo, bordering the sea of Japan just east of the

peninsula of Noto.

Fakone; same as Hakone.
Fatsizio; same as Hachijo. .

Fuji-SAN, also called Fuji-yama, or Mount Fuji; in the province of Suruga, 12,390

feet high.

Fusi-yama; same as Fuji.

GiiLAN, or Giran ; town on the east coast of Formosa, near the northern end.

Goto islands; a group of islands directly west from Nagasaki, the largest of which are

known as Fukue and Nakadori shima.

Great Liukiu, or Loo choo; same as Okinawa shima.

Hachijo shima; southernmost of the Seven Islands of Idzu. It is located in the Kuro-
shiwo, is about 12 miles long, and the highest point 2,840 feet above sea level.

Haha shima; southern group of the Bonin Islands.

Hakone; mountainous district at the base of the peninsula of Idzu, southeast of

Mount Fuji. Lake Hakone, with the village at its south end, is 2,378 feet above

the sea and about 4^ miles long. Type-locality of Onychodactylus japonicus

(Thunberg).

Harbor Island; same as Kikaiga shima.

Harima; province in the southwestern part of Hondo, at the eastern end of the Inland

Sea.

Hata; village in the Hakone Mountains.

Hateruma shima; southernmost island of the Yaeyama subgroup, Riu Kiu.

Hayakawa; river originating in Lake Hakone.
Hida; province in central Hondo, south of Etchii.

Higo; province in western Kiiisiii facing Shimabara Bay, north of Satsuma.
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Hikosan; village and mountain in the province of Buzen, Kiusiu. The altitude of

the village above the sea is 1,850 feet, that of the mountain 3,850 feet.

Hiruzen; mountains in the San-yodo.

Hitachi; province on the east coast of Hondo, northeast of Tokyo.

Hizen; province in northwestern Kiusiu, in which Nagasaki is situated. .

HitJGA; province on the southeast coast of Kiiisiu.

HoA-PiN-su; one of the islets forming the Pinnacle group, northeast of Formosa.

HoKi; province in the western end of Hondo, facing the Sea of Japan, opposite the

Oki Islands.

Hokkaido; Japanese name for the island of Yezo and its adjoining administrative

dependencies, such as the Kuril Islands.

HoKO-To; Japanese name for the Pescadores Archipelago.

Hokwato; Japanese name of Agincourt Island.

Hondo, or Honshu; main island of Japan, often called Nippon, or Niphon, by earlier

writers.

Idzu, or Izu; province on the island of Hondo, forming the peninsula east of Tokyo
between the bays of Sagami and Suruga.

Idzumo, or Izumo; province in the western extremity of Hondo, facing the Sea of Japan,

west of Hoki.

Iga; province situated inland in southern Hondo at the base of the peninsula between

the bays of Owari and Osaka.

Iheya Islands; small cluster of islands northwest of the north end of Okinawa shima,

Riu Kill.

Iki shima; large island off the northwest coast of Kiiisiu, between the latter and Tsu-

shima.

Inaba; province in southwestern Hondo, facing the Sea of Japan, east of Hoki.

Inatori; town in the province of Idzu, opposite 0-shima, less than 10 miles north-

east of Shimoda.

Iriomote shima; largest island of the Yaeyama subgroup, Riu Kiu. .

Ise; province in southern Hondo, on the east side of Owari Bay.

IsHiGAKi shima; easternmost island of the Yaeyama subgi'oup, Riu Kiu.

Itigawa; river in the province of Tamba.

Iwami; province in the extreme western portion of Hondo, facing the Sea of Japan.

Iwashiro; interior province of northern Hondo, between 37° and 38° north latitude.

Izu; same as Idzu.

Izumo; same as Idzumo.

Jeso, Jesso, or Jezo; same as Yezo.

Jokohama; same as Yokohama.
Kaga; province on the west coast of Hondo, facing the Sea of Japan south of Noto.

Kakeroma shima, or Kageruma shima; island south of Amami-6-shima, Riu Kiu,

separated from it by a narrow strait.

Karafuto; Japanese name for Sakhalin.

Katona shima; same as Kakeroma shima.

Kawachi; province of southern Hondo, east of Osaka.

Kazusa; province in Hondo, occupying the basal }>ortion of the peninsida east of the

Bay of Tokyo.

Kelung; port situated near the northern extremity of Formosa.

Kerama shima; small cluster of islands due west of the south end of Okinawa shima,

Riu Kiu, the largest of which is Tokashiki shima.

Kidzugawa, or Kizugawa; river in the province of Yaraashiro, joining the river

Yodogawa a short distance south of Kyoto.

Kii; province in southern Hondo, occupying the southern extremity of the penin-

sula between the bays of Owari and Osaka.

Khrun; Japanese name for Kelung.
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KiKAiGA shima; one of the islands of the Amami-6-shima subgroup, Riu Kiu.

KiLiTNG ; same as Kelung.
Kioto; same as Kyoto.
Kitjsitj, or KYtJsHtJ; extreme southwestern island of the four large ones c-onstituting

Japan proper.

KiYOTAKi toge; mountain in the province of Kawachi.

Kobe; large city in province of Setsu, on Osaka Bay.

KocHi; on the southern coast of Shikoku, the cajiital of the province of Tosa.

Koriyama; town in the province of Yamato, 3 miles from Nara.

KoTO-SHo; Japanese name for Botel Tobago.

Krapto; same as Karafuto.
KucHiNOERABU SHIMA; ouc of the islands of the Osunii group, Riu Kiu.

KuKiEN San; Chinese name for Iromote shima.

KuMAMOTo; capital of the province of Iligo, Kiusiu.

Kunashiri; islaiKl off the northeast extremity of Yezo.

Kurd shima; (] ) one of the islands of the Osumi group, E.iu Kiu; (2) one of the islands

of the Yaeyama subgroup, Riu Kiu.

Kyoto; old capital of the Mikado, j^rovince of Yamashiro.

Kyushij; same as Kitjsiixj.

Lew-chew Islands; same as Riu Kiu.

LiNSCHOTEN Archipelago or Group; same as Tokara Group, Riu Kiu.

LiouKiOT'; French spelling for Liukiu; same as Riu Kiu.

LiuKiu; Chinese pronunciation of Riu Kiu.

Loo CHOo; same as Riu Kiu.

Loo (,'hoo Island, or Great Loo Choc; same as Okinawa shima.

LucHXj; same as Riu Kiu.

Meiacoshima; same as Miyakoshima.
MiAcosHiMA Islands; same as Miyakoshima Islands as a collective name for the

southern Riu Kiu. Same as Saki shima.

Mimazaka; a province in the central portion of the western extension of Hondo.

Ming; province in central Hondo between Owari and Echizen.

Miyadugawa; river in province of Tamba.
Miyakeshima; middle island of the Seven Islands of Idzu. Not to be confounded

with Miyakoshima.

MiYAKO Islands, as a group name often applied to the whole southern Riu Kiu group,

or synonymously with Sakishima.

MiYAKO shima; the eastern large island of the Saki shima group, Riu Kiu, with Erabu

shima, Tarama shima, and Minua shima, forming the Miyako sul:>group.

Miyazaki; town on the east coast of Kiiisiii in the province of Hiuga.

Mukoshima; northern group of Benin Islands.

Murayama; village at the foot of Mount Fuji, on the south side of the volcano.

Musashi; province in Hondo, in which Tokyo is situated.

Nafa; same as Naha.
Nagasaki; principal city of Kiusiu, in the province of Hizen.

Nagato; province in Hondo, forming the western extremity of this island.

Naha; capital city of Okinawa shima.

Nangasacki, and Nangasaki; same as Nagasaki.
Napa; same as Naha.
Nara; city in the province of Yamato, not far from Kyoto and Osaka.

Nase, or Naze; a town and district on Amami-o-shima, the type locality of Tnmere-

surus riukianns Hilgendorf.

Nemuro; town at the northeastern extremity of Yezo.

Nil shima; one of the northern islands of the Seven Islands of Idzu.
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NiKKo; mountain district about 100 miles north of Tokyo, in the province of Shimo-
zuke. In a more restricted sense the name ajjplies to the locality of the mausoleums
of the Tokugawa shoguns. The altitude of the latter is about 2,000 feet above the

sea.

NiPHON, or Nippon; often used by older writers to designate the main island, now
known as Hondo.

NiSHiOMOTE shima; same as Iriomote shima.

NoTo; province on the west coast of Hondo, forming a curved peninsula in the Sea
of Japan, about the middle of the island.

Ogasawara; Japanese name for the Bonin Archipelago.

Ohoshima; same as Amami-o-shima.

Okinawa shima; by earlier writers called Great Loochoo, is the largest island of

the Riu Kiu Archipelago, situated about halfway in the chain of islands between
Kiiisiu and Formosa.

Okinawa subgroup, Riu Kiu, comprises the southern islands of the middle group, of

which Okinawa shima is the largest. Many other islands belong to this subgroup,

some of them forming minor groups such as the Kerama cluster and the Iheya
cluster.

Okinoerabu shima; one of the islands of the Amami-6-shima subgroup, Riu Kiu.
Omachi; village in the northern part of the province of Shinshiu, not far from the

boundary of the province of Etchu.

Omaya Saki, or Omaezaki; province of Totomi, the promontory marking the western

end of Suruga Bay.

Omi; province in southern Hondo, surrounding I>ake Biwa.

Onomichi; city on the inland sea in the province of Bingo.

Onsen; mountain near Shimabara, province of Hizen, Kiusiu. Type-locality of

Tachydromus holsti.

Ooshima; same as Amami-o-shima.

Osaka; large cit^ in southern Hondo at the mouth of the Yodogawa.
Osakigawa; river in southern Hondo, in the jjrovinces of Mimazaka and Harima.

Osen, Mount; erroneous for Mount Onsen.

0-shima; common name for various islands, the principal ones being Vries Island or

Idzu-no-Oshima; and Amami-6-shima, also known as O-shima (Saitsuma) and by
older authors as Oushima, Ohoshima, etc.

Oshima-Okinawa group; large middle group of the Riu Kiu Archipelago, subdivided

into the northern Amami-6-shima subgroup and the southern Okinawa subgroup.

OsuMi, a province in Kiiisiii at the southeastern extremity of the island.

OsuMi GROUP of the Riu Kiu curve comprises the larger islands south of and nearest to

Kiiisiii, to which they seem to belong biotically and geologically, the principal

ones being Tanega shima, Yaku shima, Kuchinoerabu shima, and KiU"o shima.

Oxjsima; same as Amami-o-shima.

Owari; province on the south coast of Hondo, at the head of the deep Owari Bay.

Oyama; province of Sagami, a celebrated mountain, 4,150 feet high, about 22 miles due

west of Yokohama. Also the village at the foot of the mountain.

Parry group; same as Mukoshima.

Pa-tchung-san; Chinese name for Ishigaki shima.

Peel Island; same as Chichi shima.

Pescadores; small group of islands on the west coast of Formosa, on the Tropic of

Cancer. Japanese name H6ko-t6.

Pinnacle group; number of small islands northeast of Formosa and north of the

Saki shima group, Riu Kiu, the principal island being Hoa-pin-su.

Port Lloyd; same as Chichi shima.

Ralousima; see p. 23 of this work.
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Riu Kiu ; Jajjansese pronounciation of the name of the chain of islands between Kiiisiu

and Formosa, known otherwise as Liukiu, Loo Choo, Luchu, Lioukiou, etc.

The Eiu_Kiu curve naturally falls into four main groups from north to south as

follows: Osumi group, nearest Kiiisiu; Tokara group, oi Linschoten Archipelago

;

Oshima-Okinawa, or middle, group; and Saki shima, or southern group. The
Oshima-Okinawa group falls again into two subgroups, the Amami-6-shima sub-

group and the Okinawa subgroup. The Saki shima group also subdivides into

the Miyako subgroup and the Yaeyama subgroup. In addition some outlying

groups and islets are referred to the Riu Kiu Archipelago, such as the Piimacle

group and the Borodino group.

For the islands composing these groups see under name of each of the latter.

Rokagawa; river in western Mino.

Sagalien; same as Sakhalin.

Sagami; province in central Hondo, at the western entrance to Tokyo Bay.

Sagara; Totomi province.

S.«ighalien; same as Sakhalin.

Sakhalin; Russian name for the large island to the north of Yezo, the southern half of

which again belongs to Japan since 1905.

Saki shima group; southern group of islands of the Riu Kiu curve, composed of the

Miyako and Yaeyama subgroups.

San-indo; name of the district occupying the Sea of Japan slope of the western exten-

sion of Hondo, in contradistinction to San-yodo, embracing the Inland Sea

provinces.

San-yodo ; district occupying the Inland Sea slope of the western extension of Hondo.
Sapporo; capital of Hokkaido, in the interior of Yezo.

Sasayama; village in the province of Tamba, 60 kilometers west-northwest of Kyoto;
altitude 250 meters above sea.

Satsuma; province occupying the southwestern extremity of Kiusiii.

Sendai; large city in the province of Rikuzen, northeastern Hondo.

Sendai; small town in the province of Satsuma, KiCisiii.

Seta; village near south end of Lake Biwa.

Setanai; village in the province of Shiribeshi, west coast of Yezo.

Setsu, or Settsu; province in Hondo, at the head of Osaka Bay. The cities of Kobe
and Osaka are located in this province.

Seven Islands of Idzu; series of volcanic islands stretching north-south from the

province of Idzu. The principal islands comprising this archipelago are : 0-shima
or Vries Island; Nii shima; Miyakeshima; and Hachijo shima.

Shikoku; fourth of the principal islands of Japan, bounding the Inland Sea on the

south.

Shikotsu Lake; crater lake about 20 to 30 miles in circumference, about 39 miles

from Sapporo, Yezo.

Shima; province in Hondo at the western entrance to Owari Bay.

Shimabara; town in the province of Hizen, Kiiisiii, at the entrance of Shimabara Bay,

not far from Nagasaki.

Shinshixj, or Shinshu, also called Shinano; inland province in central Hondo, east

of Hida and Mino.

Shiribeshi; province on the southwest coast of Yezo.

Shuri; town on Okinawa shima.

SiMODA, or Shimoda; town in the province of Idzu.

SuDZAKA yama; mountain in southern Hondo, where the boundaries of the three

provinces of Ise, Iga, and Omi meet. Type-locality of Megalobalrachus japonicus

Temminck).)

Sulphur Island; same as Tori shima.

Sumiyoshi; famous temple 3^ miles from Osaka.
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SuRUGA Bay; deep indentation on the south coast of Hondo, west of the peninsula of

Idzu.

Suwo; province near the extreme western point of Hondo, facing the; Inland Sea.

SuzuGA YAM a; samc as Sudzaka yama.

Taihoku; Japanese name for Taipa or Taipe, especially the inner walled purliou of

the town.

Tainan; same as Taiwan-fu.

Taipa, or Taipe; Japanese Taihoko, the capital of Formosa, near the northern extrem-

ity of that island.

Taiwan; Chinese and Japanese name for Formosa.

Taiwanfu; former name of Tainan, the capital of southern Formo.sa, on the west coast

of the island under 23° North latitude.

Tajima; same as Tazima.

Takao; port in south Formosa, south of Taiwanfu.

Takow; same as Takao, Formosa.

Tamba; province at the base of the western extension of Hondo, not far from Kyoto

and Osaka.

Tamsui; seaport near the northern extremity of Formosa.

Tanega shima; one of the islands of the Osumi group, Riu Kiu.

Tango; province near the base of the western extension of Hondo, facing the Sea of

Japan.

Tazima; province on the western extension of Hondo, west of Tango, and facing the sea

of Japan.

Tchi-tchi-shima; same as Chichi shima.

ToKARA group; a series of small islands in the Riu Kiu Archipelago between Yaku
shima and Amami-6-shima. The southernmost island of this group is Yoko shima.

Tokuchimura; village on the west side of Okinawa shima, the type-locality of

Callophis boettgeri Fritz e.

Tokuno shima; one of the islands of the Amami-o-shima subgroup, Riu Kiu.

Tokyo ; capital of Japan.

Tori shima; small, volcanic island, lying due west of Tokuno shima, of the Amami-

o-shima .subgroup, but geologically reckoned to the Okinawa subgroup, Riu Kiu.

TosA, or Toza; province in Shikoku, occupying nearly the entire southern coast of the

island.

ToTOMi; province on the south coast of central Hondo, between Suruga Bay and

Owari Bay.

Toyokagawa; river in the pi'ovince of Tazima.

Toza; Same as Tosa.

TsuKUBA Mountain; northeast of Tokyo, in the province of Hitachi.

Tsu-shima; two large islands in the strait separating Japan from Korea.

Unzen-dake; same as Mount Onsen.

Vries Island; same as 0-shima, Idzu.

Waheizan; Japanese name for Hoa-pin-su.

Yaeyama Island; same as Ishigaki shima.

Yaeyama Islands; subgroup of the Saki shima group, consisting of the Ishigaki

shima, Iriomote shima, Yonaguni shima, Hateruma shima, etc. Sometimes used

in the same sense as Saki shima, thus including M'yakoshima.

Yaku shima; one of the islands of the Osumi group, Riu Kiu.

Yamagawa; town in the province of Satsuma, at the western entrance to Kagoshima

Bay near the south end of Kiusiii.

Yamashiro; province in southwestern Hondo, in which Kyoto is situated.

Yamato; province in the center of the large peninsula of southwestern Hondo, between

the Bays of Owari and Osaka.

Yayeyama; same as Yaeyama.
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Yedo, or Yeddo; old name for Tokyo. By a curious mistake the locality Yedo on old

labels, or in museum catalogues has several times been corrected to Yezo, causing

great confusion.

Yezo, or Yesso; northernmost of the four principal islands of Japan. It is a geogi-aph-

ical term applied to the island alone and is consequently not exactly synonymous

with Ilokkaido.

Yodogawa; river in southwestern Hondo, draining Lake Biwa, and emptying into the

Bay of Osaka.

Yokohama; large city at the entrance of Tokyo Bay.

YoKo SHiMA, orYoKOATE SHiMA; SOUthommost island of the Tokara group, Riu Kiu.

YoNAGUNi SHIMA; Westernmost island of Yaeyama group, Riu Kiu.

YoRON SHIMA; southernmost island of the Amami-o-shima sul^group, Riu Kiu.

YuMOTo; watering place, near Nikko, north of Chiizenji Lake, about 5,000 feet above

the sea.



EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate I.

Sketch map of Japan and adjacent territory.

Plate II.

Figs. 1-3. Diemiclylus pyrrhogaster, fig. 1, animal from above; fig. 2, from Iho side;

fig. 3, from below. Natural size. From Schlegel, Fauna .Taponica,

Saurii et Batrachii, pi. iv, figs. 1-3.

Plate III.

Figs. 1-3. nynobius nsevius, fig. 1, animal from side; fig. 2, anterior jjortion of

animal from below; fig. 3, from above. Natural size.

4-0. Hynobius nebulosus, fig. 4, anterior portion of animal from below; fig.

5, from above; fig. 6, entire animal from side. Natural size. From
Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Saurii et Batrachii, pi. iv, figs. 4-9.

Plate IV.

Figs. 1-3. Hynobius lichenatus, fig. 1, animal from above; fig. 2, from below; fig. 3,

open mouth. From Boidenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XII, 1883,

pi. V, figs. 1-lb.

4-7. Hynobius peropus, fig. 4, animal from above; fig. 5, from below; fig. 6,

head from side; fig. 7, open mouth. From Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Grad.

Brit. Mus., 1882, pi. ii, figs. 1-lr.

8. Hynobius leechii, open mouth. From Boulenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.

(5), XIX, 1887, p. 07.

Plate V.

Figs. 1-4. Onychodactylus japonicus, fig. 1, larva; fig. 2, fore foot; fig. 3, hind foot;

fig. 4, toe with nail, from side. From Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Saurii

et Batrachii, pi. v, fig. 4.

5-6. Geornolge fischeri, fig. 5, adult animal from above; fig. 6, open mouth.

From Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1886, pi. xxxix, figs. 2 and 'lb.

7-8. Salamandrella keyserlingii, fig. 7, animal from above; fig. 8, from side.

From Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Petorsbourg (7), XVI, No. 4, pi. ii,

figs. 2a-b. Natural size.

Pl.\te VI.

Figs. 1-3. Onychodactylus japonicus, adult, fig. 1, animal from side; fig. 2, from

above; fig. 3, from below. Natural size. From Schlegel, Fauna

Japonica, Saurii et Batrachii, pi. v, figs. 1-3.
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Plate VII.

Figs. 1-2. Bornhina orientalis, fig. 1, animal from above; fig. 2, from Ix'low. Natural

size. From Boulenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), V, 1890, pi. ix, fig. 2.

Plate VIII.

Bnfo fonnosus. Natural size. From Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 188.3, pi.

XXIII.

Plate IX.

Figs. 1-8. Hyla arborea japonica. Fig. 1, Daibutsu, Hondo; fig. 2, Tsushima. From
Boulenger, Taill. Batr. Europe, pi. xv, figs. 6, 5. Fig. 3, Japan. From
Sfhlegel, Fauna Japonica, Saurii et Batrachii, pi. iii, fig. 5.

4. Ilyla chinensis, China. From Guenther, Cat. Batr. Sal. Brit. Mus. 1858,

pi. IX, fig. c.

Plate X.

Fig. 1. Ra7ia nigromaculata, animal from above.

2-4. Rana rugosa, fig. 2, animal from above; fig. 3, side of head; fig. 4, animal

from below. From Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Saurii et Batrachii, pi.

Ill, figs. 1, 3, 4.

Plate XI.

Fig. 1. i?anajaj3omm, animal from above. From Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Saurii

et Batrachii, pi. iii, fig. 2.

2-3. Rana amurensis, fig. 2, animal from above; fig. 3, from below. From Bou-

lenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), V, pi. ix, fig. 1.

Plate XII.

Figs. 1-3. Polypedates buergeri, fig. 1, animal from above; fig. 2, head from side; fig.

3, animal from below. From Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Saurii et

Batrachii, pi. iii, figs. 7-8.

Plate XIII.

Figs. 1-3. Gekko japonicus, fig. 1, animal from above; fig. 2, from below; fig. 3, head

from side. Natural size. From Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Saurii et

Batrachii, pi. ii, figs. 1-4.

Plate XIV.

Japahira polygonata. Natural size. From Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887,

pi. xvii, fig. 1.

Plate XV.

Figs. 1-3. Eumeces latisaitatus, fig. 1, adult from above; fig. 2, from below; fig. 3,

young from above. . Natural size. From Schlegel, Fauna Japonica,

Saurii et Batrachii, pi. i, figs. 1, 3, 4.

Plate XVI.

Figs. 1-5. Mabuya longicaiidata, fig. 1, animal from above natural size; fig. 2, top of

head; -fig. 3, underside of head; fig. 4, side of head, UXnatural size;

fig. 5, dorsal scales, 2Xnatural size. Fmni Fischer, Abh. Naturw. Ver.

Hamburg, IX, pi. i, figs. 2a-f.
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Plate XVII.

Figs. 1-2. Sphenomorphus indicus, fig. ] , animal from side; fig. 2, top of head of same.
Natural size. From Boulenger, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., Ill, 1887, pi. xvi
fig. 1-la.

3. Lygosaurus pellopleurus, animal from above. Natural size. From Bou-
lenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887, pi. xviii, fig. 2.

Plate XVIII.

Figs. 1-3. Takydromus tachydroinoides, fig. 1, animal from above; fig. 2, from below;
fig. 3, from side. Natural size. From Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Saurii

et Batrachii, pi. i, figs. 5-7.

Plate XIX.

Figs. 1-2. Natrix tigrina, fig. 1, entire animal; fig. 2, top of head. Reduced from
Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Ophidii, pi. iv, fig. 1.

Plate XX.

Figs. 1^. Natrix pryeri, fig. 1, head and neck from side; fig. 2, from above; fig. 3,

lumbar region from above; fig. 4, from below. Natural size. From
Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887, pi. xviii, fig. 3.

Plate XXI.

Figs. 1-2. Elaphe quadnvirgata, fig. ], entire animal; fig. 2, top of head and neck.

Reduced from Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Ophidii, pi. i,

fig. 1.

Plate XXII.

Laticauda semifasciata. Reduced from Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Japonica,

Ophidii, pi. X, fig. 1.

Plate XXIII.

Figs. 1-5. Disteira melanocephala. Natural size. Figs. 1-3, side, upper and lower

views of head and anterior part of body; fig. 4, side view of middle of

body; fig. 5, side view of tail. From Boulenger, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus.,

Ill, 1896, pi. XV.

Plate XXIV.

Lapemis hardwickiL Reduced from Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 41, pi. in, fig. 1.

Plate XXV.

Figs. 1-3. Enhydrina valakadyn, fig. 1, entire animal; fig. 2, top of head; fig. 3, under-

side of head. Reduced from Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 41, pi. ii, fig. 1.

Plate XXVI.

Figs. 1-2. Agkistrodon hlomhoffii, fig. 1, entire animal; fig. 2, head from side.

Reduced from Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Ophidii, pi.

VI, fig. 1.

Plate XXVII.

Figs. 1-4. Tnmeresurus Jiavomridis, figs. 1-3, side, upper, and lower views of head;

fig. 4, side view of middle of body. From Hilgendorf, Sitz. Ber. Ges.

Naturf. Fr. Berlin, 1880, pi. — , figs. G-9.
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Plate XXVIII.

Ocadia sinensis. From Gray, Cat. Shield Ropt. Brit. Miis., pi. x.

Plate XXIX.

Figs. 1-2. Clemmys japonica, fig. 1, animal from above; fig. 2, from below. Reduced
from Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Chelonii, pi. viii, figs. 2-3.

Plate XXX.

Figs. 1-3. Geodemys reevesii, fig. 1, animal from side; fig. 2, from above; fig. 3, from

below. From Gray, Oat. Shield Rept. Brit. Mus., pi. v.

Plate XXXI.

Geoemyda spengleri. Natural size. Specimen from Ishigaki shima, in Kumamoto
Higher Middle School.

Plate XXXII.

Figs. 1-2. Geoemyda spengleri, fig. 1, carapace; fig. 2, plavstron. Natural size. Same
specimen as figured on preceding plate.

Plate XXXIII.

Fig-i. 1-2. Cydemys flavomarginata, fig. 1, animal from above; fig. 2, shell from below.

\ X natural size. From Guenther, Rept. Brit. India, pi. v, figs. A-A'.

Plate XXXIV.

Caretta olivacea. J X natural size. From Eschscholtz, Zool. Atlas, pi. iii.

Plate XXXV.

Figs. 1-10. Amyda japonica. Young. Underside, to show variation of black mark-

ings on plastron. § X natural size. Nos. 23529-23538, U.S.N.M.
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abbreviatus, Hydrophis 435

Ablabes 338

baliodeirus 338

herminae 343

major 338

rufodorsatus 310

semicarinatus 340

sexlineatus 311

vittatus 352

Al>lepliarus boutonii 225

nigropunctatus 225

poecilopleurus 225

Acanthopneuste coronata 202

ijimee 202

Acaudata 48

Acerci 48

Achalinus 257, 263, 294

braconnieri 295, 296, 298

rufescens 295, 296

spinalis 258, 294, 295, 296, 297

achatina, Hylaplesia 87

Achelata 1

Acontids 449

leucostoma 449

Aetinemys 492

marmorata 492

acutns, Cerberus 305

wgyptiacus, Trionyx 514

aer, Hypsirhina 300

affinis, Agkistrodon blomhoflii 456, 461

Laticauda 404

laticaudada 404

Platurus
.'

503

Trigonocephalus 461

africana, Fordia 514

Agamida; 163,164,182,192

Agamoide;e 163

agilis, Lacerta 251

Rana 161

Agrldstrodon 449, 461, 466

blomhoiTii 2.58, 450, 452, 455, 456,

457,459,461,462,463,464

affinis 456,461

brevicaudus. 4.56, 459, 463
intermedins. 456,459,464

halys 450

himalayanus 450

intermedins 450, 451, 452

mokasen 449

Aipysurus 413

annulatns 413

albiventer, Changulia 375

Page.

albofuscus. Ophites 357, 370

albolabris, Trimesurus 481

alleghaniensis. Coluber 307

alternans, Hydrophis bicolor 439

Amblycephaldise 255

Amblystoma 24

amboinensis, Cuora 503, 505

Emys 503

Ambystoma 24

AmbystomidiE 3, 11, 24

Amphibia 1

Amphiesma 264, 286

flavipunctatum 288,290

platyceps 286

stolatum 264, 280

subminiatum 264

tigrinum 272, 278, 367

Ampliiumoidea" 3

amurensis, Bnfo variabilis 70

Rana 93, 117, 119, 121

Tachydromus 245

Takydromus .... 229, 238, 245, 246, 247

Amyda 514, 515, 519, 530, 531

cartilaginea 515

japonica 493, 515, 517, 525

javanica 515

maackii 515, 527, 529

schlegelii 515,516,617,526,527

sinensis 515, 516, 519, 524, 530

Anabystoma.
Ancistrodon .

blomhoffi .

.

intermedins

24

....: 419

457

464

andersoni, Tylotriton 12, 14

Andrias 3

japonicus 6

Anguidse 255

Anguis platura 439

platuros 439

angustata, Sphargis 485

Anilildse 255

Anilios 260

australis 260

Anilius 260

Anisodon 383

lilljeborgi 383

Anisodon tes 383

annectens, Hyla 76

annularis, Calloph i.s 392

Natrix 265, 266, 291

Tropidonolus 291

annulata, Hydrophis pelamidoide;-! 435

00

1
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aiinulaliis, Aipysuriis 413

Kmydocephalus 413, 414

Polyodontes 437

Anoura 48

AnthecEe 4S5

Anura 48

Aiiuri 48

Aphanobranchiata 3

arborea chinensis, Hyla 86

Hyla 76, 7^, 82, 84, 85, 87, 161

immaculata, Hyla 76, 81, 82, 83

japonica, Hyla 76, 77, 78, 82, 83, 84

meridionalis, Hyla 77

savignyi, Hyla 77, 78

arboreus, Calamita 75

argus, Eremias 248, 249, 251

Podarces 248

arguta, Eremias 249

Argyrophis 260

bicolor 260

truncatus 260

amensis, Simotes 353

arvalis, Rana 120

Ascaphus 50

truei 60

asiatica, Bufo vulgaris 66

asiaticus, Bufo bufo 59, 60, 66

asper, Bufo 55

aspera, Hfdrophis 428

Aspidochelyidie 488

Aspidocloniou 397

semifasclatum 397

Aspidonectes 614, 515

sinensis 624

Aspidorhinus 247

Aspidorhynclius 260

Aspilus 514

Aspis 394

Atheea 485

Athecaj 184, 485

Athecata 485

atra. Coluber quadri virgatus 328

Elaphis quadrivirgatus 328

Naja 394

naja 394, 395

tripudians 394

atriceps, Hydrophis 420, 421 , 422

Atropis 251

Atropos 465

Aturia 41,S

lindsayi 427

ornata 418

Auletris 76

aurata, Hyla 76

australis, Anilios 260

Autosauri 163

B.

bairdii, Lycodon 383

baliodeirus, Ablabes 338

Baliopygus 93

Batrachia 1 ^ 48

Batrachi 47

Batrachii 1 , 48

Batrachus 55

Batracii 1

Page.

beal ii, Clemmys 493

Socalia 492

bengalensis, Hydrophis 437

bennetti, Hypsirhina 302

bennettii, Emys 489

Enhydris 300,302

berdmorei, Leiurus 176

berezowskii, Calamaria 375, 376
Berus 443

vulgaris 446

berus. Coluber 443, 444, 445
Pelias 446

Vipera 443, 444, 445

Biancia 182

nigcr 182

bicarinata, Tiliqua 214

bicarinatus, Euprepes 214,216

Tiliqua 214

bicatenatus, Simotes 354

bicinctum, Cinctisternum 514,528

bicolor alternans, Hydrophis. 439

Argyrophis 260

Hydrophis 439

Hydrus 438, 439

maculata, Hydrophis 439

Pelamis 439

sinuata, Pelamis 439

variegata, Pelamis 439

bilineata, Hurria 304

bilineatus, Elaphis 328

Elaps 280

Bitis 443

blandingii, Toxicodryas 381

blomhoffi, Ancistrodon 457

Halys 463

Trigonocephalus 457

blomhoffii affinis, Agkistrodon 456, 461

Agkistrodon 258,

450,452,455,456,467,

459, 461, 462, 463, 464

brevieaudus,Agkistrodon. 456,459, 463

Halys 457,463

intermedius, Agkistrodon . 456, 459, 464

megaspilus, Trigonocephalus 457

Trigonocephalus 457, 463, 464

blumenbachi carinata, Coryphodon 346

Coryphodon 346

blumenbachii. Coluber 345, 346

boseformis, Elaps 304, 305

Boana 76

boans, Rana 76

bocourti, Zamenls 350

boettgeri, Callophis 389

Hemibungarus 387, 389

Boidaj 255

Boiga 257, 381

kraepelini 381

Boiginse 2.56, 263, 381

Bombiua 50, 51

maxima 51

orientalis 51

salsa nigriventris 51

pachypus 51

bombina, Bombina 51

Bombinator 50

igneus 51
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Kombiiiiitor orientalis 51

strumosus 55

Bombitator 50

boscai, Felonectes 15

Bothrodytes 264

Bothrops 46G

flavoviridis 307, 475, 479

Botrophis 465

boutonii, Ablepharus 225

Cryptoblepharus 225

nigropunctatus, Cryptoblepbanis. 2'25

bowringii, Doryura 176

Hemidactylus 172,176, 177

Brachyrhynchus 387

braconnieri, achalinus 295, 296, 298

Ophielaps 294, 295, 296, 297, 298

bramimis, Eryx 260

Typhlops 280

brenchleyi, Eremias 248, 251

brevicaudus, Agkistrodonblomhoffii. 455,459,463

brevis, Calamaria 375, 378

Hydrophis 435

biiccatus, Coluber 444

Buergeria ... 121 , 143, 144

ijimfe 121

ishikawse 132

subversicolor 151

buergeri, Hyla 143, 150

Polypedates 144, 150, 151, 153, 154

Rana 151

Rhacophorus 151

Buffo 55

Bufo 55, 88, 95

asper 55

bufo 68, 161

bufo asiatifus 59, 66

gargarizans 59, G8

japonicus 60, 69

calami ta 55, 70, 72, 161

formosus 57, 58, 59, 60, 64, 65, 69

japoiiica 65

japonicus 56, 57, 58, 60, 66

raelanostictus 60, 72, 161

meranostictus 72

prsetextatus 56, 67, 59, 60, 69

raddei 60, 70

saehalinensis 59, 65

smithi 59, 60, 64

variabilis amureiisis 70

viridis 72, 161

vulgaris 55, 56, 57, 59, 66, 69

asiatica 66

japonica 66

japonicus 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 66, 69

sachalinensis 65

bufo aslaticus, Bufo 59, 60, 66

Bufo 68,161

gargarizans, Bufo 59, 68

japonicus, Bufo 60, 6!)

Bufonidae 54, 65

Bufotes 55

Bungarus 257, 386, 397

cseruleus nmlticinctus 39S

candidus 398

cseruleus 398

multicincta 39"

Page.

Bungarus candidus multicinctus 397

Bungarus ceylonicus 398

fasciatus 397

lividus 398

multicinctus 386, 397, 39H

scmifasciatus 3'„7

bungarus, Naja 394

C.

Caducibranchiata 3

CBeriilea, Enhydris 300

Rana 76

cserulescens, Hydrophis 419

cseruleus, Bungarus candidus 398

multicinctus, Bungarus 398

Calamaria 'Jr,7, 307, 375, 376

berezowskii 375,376

brevis 375,378

pavimentata 375, 378

pfefferi 375, 376, 378

septentrionalis 375, 376

siamensis 375, 376, 378

calamarius, Coluber 375

Calamita 55, 75, 76

arboreus 75

calamita, Bufo 55, 70, 72, 161

Calamitse 1

Calamites 76

Calemys 492, 496

muhlenbergii 492

calligaster, Elaps 387

Callinia 514

Calliophis 257, 386, 387, 391

gracilis 391

macclellandii 387, 391, 392

univirgatus 391, 392

Callopeltis conspicillatus 336

leopardina 307

Callophis 391

annularis 392

boettgeri 389

japonicus 387, 389

Calopeltis 307

canceJlatum, Dinodon 356, 358, 365

cancellatus, Coluber 348

candidus, Bungarus 398

cferuleus, Bungarus 398

multicincta, Bungarus 397

multicinctus, Bungarus 397

Caouana olivacea 507

eaouana, Chelonia 507

Testudo 507

capercies, Onychocephahis 260

Ciirotta 507, 510

nasuta 507

olivacea .506, 507, 509, 511

rostrata 511

squamata 511

squamosa 511

thunbergii 509

caretta, Testudo 507

Thalassochelys 507

carinnta, Coryphodon blumenbachi 346

Elaphe 808

Mabuya 213

Phyllophis 307, 308
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Page.

carinatiis, (lorypliodon 34('>, 352

ICiimesodon 357

cariniferus, Trionyx 514

cartilaginca, Amyda 515

cartilaginous, Trionyx 514

caspica, Emys 492

japonica, Emys 492

caspius, Enhydris 300

Hydras 300

cataphoranotus, Zamenis .' 350

Cataphractse 483

Caudnta 2

Caudati 2

Causidie 443

celtenops, Tardus 202

Cenchris 449

cephalo, Chelonia 507

Cephalophis 381

cephalum, Pelturagonia 182

Cerachelya 488

Ceramopelta 514

latirostris 514, 525

Ceratophallus 2G4

Cerberus 300,304

acutus 305

rhynchops 305

russelii 305

nnicolor 305

Cerberus, Coluber 301, 305

Cercopi 2

Cerebus 304

ceylonicus, Bungarus 398

Chaibassia 500

tricarinata 500

Chalinocnemis 180

Changulia 375

albiventer 375

Chascax 56

Chelone 509

imbricata 511

uiydas 509

Chelonea 483

Chelonia 49, 483, 509

caouana 507

caretta olivacea 507

cephalo 507

dussumierii 507

imbricata 511

japonica 506, 509, 511

mydas 509

japonifsj 509

olivacea 507

virgata 509

viridis 509

Chelonias 509

chelonicephalus, Emydocephalus 413,414,416

Chelonides 483

Chelonii 483

Chelonlida' 484, 506

Chelonites 483

Chelopus 492

Chelydoidefo, 488

Chelynse 483

Chelyra 485

Chersea 443

vulgaris 443, 446

Page.

chersea, Coluber 411

ChiloUc 4S4, 488, 513
Chiloti 513

ehinensis, Emys 489

Eumeces 195, 196, 208, 213

Gecko 166

Hyla 70,82,81,86,87

arborea 86

H ynobius 25

immaculata, Hyla 82

Mabouia 202, 208

Platydactylus 166

Rana 94, 95

esculenta 95

Tiliqua 208

Tropidonotus 291

chittal, Hydrophis 428

Chitulia 418

inornata 418

chloris, Herpetodryas 338

Hydrophis 427

chloronota, Rana 182

chrysarga, Natrix 265, 286

Tropidonotus 263

chrysolaus, Turdus 202

Cinctisternum 514

bicinctum 514, 528

cinereus, Hydros 304

Cistoclemmys f,03

flavonuirginata 503

Cistudo lutaria 492

Clemmys 488, 492, 493, 497

bealii 493

japonica 4S9, 492, 493, 495

nigricans 493

schmackeri 493

unicolor 497, 499

climacophorus, Coluber 324

Elaphe 25S, 308, 324, 336

cloris, Hydrophis 427

Cobra 443

Cobridte 256, 442

coctEei, Hemidactylus 17(), 177

Coelognathus 514

novomcostatus 514, 525

Coluber 257, 263, 307, 442, 443, 444

alleghaniensis 307

berus 413, 444, 445

blumenbachii 345, 346

buccatus 444

calamarius 375

cancellatus 348

cerberus 304, 305

chersea 444

climacophorus 324

conspicillatus 334

dhumna 346

dhumnades 352

(liana 316

dione 315

eremita 316

flavcscens 307

gramineus 480

guttatus 307

irregularis 381

korros 348
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Coluber laticaudatus 102, 403, 406

maooticus 316

mucosus 345

natrix 263, 264

obtusatus 305

phyllophis 308

platycaudatus ; 403

quadrivirgatus 324, 327

atra 328

renardi 445

rufodorsatus •. 310

schmackcri 319, 322

schrenckii 313

sibon 444

stolatus 280, 444

tseniurus 319

trabalis 349

virgatus 324,328

viridiflavus 349

viridis 481

vulDeratus 328

Colubridse 263

colubrina, Hydrophis 409

Laticauda 402,406,408

eolubrinus, Hydrophis 403, 406

Hydrus 406

Platurus 403, 406, 409

Compsosoma quadrivirgatum 328

eonspicillata, Elaphe 258, 308, 334, 337

Elaphis 334

conspiclllatus, Callopeltis 336

Coluber 334

Elaphis 334

Cof>liias wagieri 465

Coptopel ta 514

septemcostata 514, 525

Coriacea 488

coriacea, Dematochelys 485

schlegelii, Sphargis, 485

Spargis 485

Coriudo 485

coronata, Acanthopneuste 202

Coronella perspicillata 334

sexlineata' 311

striata 358, 365

Coronellinee 256, 263, 306

corrugata, Rana 139

eorticata, Thalassochelys 507

Coryphodon 345

blumenbachl 346

carinata 3J6

carinatus 346,352

korros 348

Costata 50, 55

Costati 50

Cosymbotus 165, 178

platyurus 178

Craspedocephaius elegans 470, 471, 481

craspedogaster, Natrix 264, 268, 285, 286

crassicollis, Hydrophis 428

Crocodilini 161

Crossurus 178

Crotalidse 256, 257, 448, 449, 466

Crotaloidete 256

Crotaphitis 93

26485—07 36

Page-.

uruenla, Rana 113

Cryptoblephanis 193, 225
boutonii 225

nigropunetatus . 225
pcBcilopleurus 163

Cryptobrancliidse 3

Cryptobranclius 3

japonicus 6,

7

maximus 7

sieboldia 7

Cryptodira 488

cumingii, Otosaurus 2I6

Cuora 503

amboinensis 503, 505

flavomarginata 503

trifaseiata -. 503

cuprea, Tisiphone 449

curtus, Hydrus 435

cyanocincta, Disteira 41S, 420, 425, t28, 431, 432

Hydrophis 428

cyanocinctus, Hydrophis 418, 428, 435

Cyclemys 488, 503
flavomarginata 489, 491 , 503

orbiculata 503

Cyclophis major 337-, 338

nebulosus 340, 341, 342, 343

tricolor 337

cynodon, Dipsas 381

Opetiodon 381

Cynops 15

pyrrhogaster 16

subcristatus 16

Cystoelemmys 503

flavomarginata 503

li.

Dactylonyx 42

Dactyloperus 180

insulensis 180

Damonia 496, 497

maerocephala 496

reevesii 497

unicolor 497

unicolor 497, 499

delalandii, Onychocephalus 260

Delesura 2

Dendraspis 394

Dendricus 143

Dendrohyas 76

Dendromanes 88

dendrophila, Dipsas 381

Dermatochelyidie 485

Dermatochelys • 485

coriacea 485

Dermochelida; ^i^l, 485

Dermochelys 484, 485

schlegelii '485

Derotremata 3

dhumna. Coluber 346

dhumnades, Coluber 352

Zaocys 352

Diacastoidea ^13

diana, Coluber S16

Dianodon 356

Diapsida 161,162
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Page.

Dicmulax 353

Diemk'tylus 11, 16,16

ensiciuidii 16, 21, 22, 24

orientalis 20

pyrrhogaster 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23

sinensis 20

Diemyetylus 15

pyrrhogaster 16

Dinodon 257, 306, 356, 357

eancellatum 356, 358, 365

japonicus 373

orientale 258, 357, 358, 372

rufozonatum 358,364, 365

walli 358,364

rufozonatus 364

f ( irmosana 358, 365

rulistrati 372

semicarinatum 258, 358, 366

semicarinatns 366

septentrionale 358,371

rnh.-trati ... 357,370,371

septentrionalis 370

ruhstrati 370

tessellatus 334

dione, Coluber 315

Elaphe 308,315, 452

Elaphis - 316

Diploderma 182

polygonatum 182, 188

Diplopelma 88

Diplophallns 264

Dipnoa 1

Dipsadomorphus 381

krapelini 381

Dipsas cynodoii 381

dendropliila 381

drapiezii 381

ferruginea 383

fusca 381

irregularis 381

trigonata 381

DiscoglossidaB 50, 55

Disteira 400,401,418, 419,430

cyanocincta .... 418,420,425,428, 43], 432

doliata 418

fasciata 420, 421, 427, 431

godeffroyi 401, 420, 430, 431, 432, 433

gracilis 419,420,427

major 431

melanoeephala 401,

420, 421, 422, 427, 429, 430, 431

orientalis 418, 421, 422

prsescutata 434

russelii 437

subcincta 421

viperina 420, 434

Distira 418

ornata 430, 431, 432

Dogania 530

subplana 530, 531

doliata, Disteira 418

Hydrophis 434

doi^ale, Leptophidium 307, 328, 367

dorsalis, Enhydris .'

, - . 300

Takydromus 229

Doryura bowringii 176

l^age.

drapiezii, Dipsas 381

Dryophytes 76

dussumieri, Chelonia 507

Eurostus 300

Lepidochelys 507

dybowskii, Rana 113, 116

E.

Ecaudata 47

Ecaudati 47

eiffingeri, Polypedates 144, 153

Rana 153

Elaphe 257, 258, 306, 307, 338

carinata 308

cinacophora 25.H, 308, 324, 336

conspicillata 258, 308, 334, 337

dione ; 308, 315, 452

moellendorffii 322

parreysii 307

quadrivirgata 258, 308, 327, 328, 336

rufodorsata 259, 308, 310, 338

schmackeri 308, 322
schrenckii 308, 313, 318, 337, 452

tajniurus 308, 319, 322, 323

schmackeri 322

Elaphis 307

bilineatus 328

conspicillata 334

conspicillatus 334

dione 316

(jiiadrivirgata 328

quadrivirgatus ^ 328

atra 328

interrnpta 328

sauromates 308

schrenckii 313

tseniurus 319

virgata 324

virgatus 313, 319, 324

yunnanensis 319

Elaphrodytes 438

Elapida- 256, 386

elapiformis. Python 305

Elapinse 256, 386

Elaps 386

bilineatus 280

boseformis 304, 305

calligastcr 387

macclellandi 392

macclellandii 391

personatus 392

elaps, Ophiophagus 304

elegans, Eumeces . , 194, 195, 202, 203, 207

Craspedocephalus 470, 471, 481

Lygosoma 202

Trimeresurus 461,

466,467,468,470,471,473

Trimesurus 470, 481

Ellipsoglossa 25

nania 26, 30

Emmenia 492

grayi 492

Emydinae 488

Emydocephalus 400, 401, 413

annulatus 413, 414

chelonicephalus 413, 414, 416
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Emydocephalus ijimre 413, 414

Emydosauria 161

Emys amboinensis 503

bennettii 489

caspica 492

japonica 492

uhinensis 489

japonica 492, 497

palustris japonica 492

punctata 492

reevesii 497

sinensis 489, 497, 500

spengleri 501

trijuga 496

vulgaris 492

japonica 492, 497

picta 497, 499, 500

Engystoma ornatum 87, 88

pulchrum 88

Engystomidse 54, 55, 87

Enhydrina 402, 437

valaliadien 437

viiiadien 437

Enhydris 257, 299, 300, 418, 435

bennettii 300, 302

cserulea 300

caspius 300

dorsalis 300

liardwickii 435

palustris 300

piscator 300

plumbea 300, 301

rynchops 300

enhydris, Hydrus 300

maculata, Hypsishina 302

ensicauda, Diemictylcs 15, 16, 21, 24

Molge pyrrhogaster 21

Triton 21

ensicandatus, Molge pyrrhogastra 21

Entacanthus 337*

Entechinus 337

Epedaphus : 76

Epidalea 55

Eremias 228, 247

argus 248, 249, 251

arguta 249

brenchleyi 248, 251

velox 248

Eremiopliis 349

eremita. Coluber 316

Eretmochelys 511

imbricata 511

squamata 511

squamosa 506, 511

Eriglossa 163

Eryma 492

laticeps 492

erythrurus, Trigonocephalus 481

Trimeresurus 481, 482

Eryx braminus 260

eschrichtii, Typhlops 260

esculenta, cliinensis, Rana 95

japonica, Rana 94

marmorata, Rana 95

nigromaculata, Rana 95

Rana 93,94,95,96,98,161

Page.
Euchelonia 509

Euchelys 509

Eudipsas 38I

Eumeces 193, 194

cliinensis 195, 208, 213

elegans 194, 195, 202, 203, 207

fasciatus 201

japonicus 195

kishinonyei 195, 196, tlO, 213

latiscutatus 194,

195, 196, 201 , 202, 203, 207, 212

okadK 195,200,275

marginatus 195, 196, 203, 205

modestus 218

pulclira 202

quinquelineatus 195,196

japonicus 195

schneiderii 193

siamensis 214

Eumesodon 356, 357

carinatus 3.57

semicarinatus 356, 366, 367

euphraticus, Trionyx 514

Euprepes 214

bicarinatus 214, 21

6

ruhstrati 214

Euprepis 213

longicaudata 214, 215

euproctus, Typhlops 260

Eurastus 300

dussumierii 300

Eurypholis 337

semicarinatus 337, 310, 367

everetti, Rana 136

exigua, Mocoa 219

F.

fasciata, Disteira 420, 421, 427, 4bl

Naja tripudians 394

fasciatus, Bungarus 397

Eumeces 201

Hydrophis 420, 421, 422, 425, 427, 437

Hydrus 427

Lepidocephalns 366, 367, 368, 369

Platurus 402, 403, 409, 412

semifasciata, Platurus 409

fayreriana, Hydroi)his 436

Ferania 300

ferox, Trionyx 514

ferruginea, Dipsas 383

flscheri, Geomolge 41

Platurus 403

fissipes, Microhyla 88, 89

fiavescens. Coluber 307

flavipunctatum, Amphiesma 288, 290

flaviventrls, Hydrophis 437

flavomarginata, Cistoclemmys 503

Cuora 503

Cyclemys 489, 491, 503

Cystoclemmys 503

flavoviridis, Rothrops 367, 475, 479

Sachesis 475

Trinicresurus.4()6,467, 470, 474,475,476

Fordia •"'l-l

al'rieana 51^

formosana, Dinodon rufozonatus 368, 365
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fcirinosiunis, Hularchu.s 354

Simotes 354

Takydromns 229, 2 Jl, 236, 238

formosus, Bufo 57, 58, 59, 60, G4, 65, 69

TrionyX 514

Fornicata 483

1"ranklinii, Onychophis 260

frenatus, HemidactyUis 163,172,178

Trionyx 530

fusca, Dipsas 381

Rana 113

fiiscus, Zapyrus 352

G.

gargarizans, Bufo bufo 59, 68

Gecko 165

ehinensis 166

japonicus 165

marginatus 178

swinhonis 166

Gecus 165

Gehyra intermedia 166

mutilata 180

Gekko 165

japonicus 165, 166, 176

swinhonis 166, 169

Gekkonidffi 163,164

Gekkonoidese 163

Geoclemmys 492, 497

guttata 492, 496

Geoclemys 488, 496, 497

hamiltonii 496, 497

muhlenbergii 496

pulchella 496

reevesii 489, 493, 496, 497

seba 496

subtrijuga 496

Geoemyda 488, 500

spengleri 489, 500, 501

Geoemys 500

Geomolge 25, 47

flscheri 47

gigas, Salamandra 7

Glossolega 12

Glyptemys 492, 496

insculpta 492

godeffroyi, Disteira 401,420,430,431,432,433

Hydrophis 430

Gomphopelta 514

officinse 514, 525

Gongylosoma 338

Gonyodipsas 381

gracilis, Calliophis 391

Disteira 419, 420, 427

Hydrophis 427

Hydrus 418, 427

Microcephalopliis 418; 427

Rana 127

Gradientia 2

graminea, Lachesis 481

gramineus, Cohiber 480

Lachesis 480

Trimeresurus 466, 480

gratiosa, Hyla 76

grayi, Emmenia 492

guichenoti, Mocoa 218

I'age.

guttata, Geoclemmys 492, 496

guttulatus, Lamprosaurus 194

Gymnopus 514

H.

habereri, Natrix 291

hainanensis, Simotes 354

haje, Naja 394

haji, Naja 394

Halys 449

blomhoffi 463

blomhoflRi 457,463

intermedia 464

intermedius 464

halys, Agkistrodon 450

Trigonocephalus 449

Hamadryas 394

hannah 394

hamiltonii, Geoclemys 496, 497

hannah, Hamadryas 394

Haplopnoa 161

hardwickei, Hydrophis 436

hardwicki, Hydrophis 436

hardwickii, Enhydris 435

Hydrophis 435

Hypsirhina 301

Lapemis 401, 435, 486

Hemibungarus 257, 386, 387, 391

boettgeri 387, 389

japonicus 387, 389

Hemidactylus 165, 172

bowringil 172, 176, 177

coctsei 170, 177

frenatus 163,172, 178

inornatus 172

longiceps 172

marmoratus 175

mutilatus 180

nanus 166

navarri 180

peronii 180

pristiurus 180

pumilus 176

variegatus 180

herminpe, Liopeltis 3 !S, 343

Herpetodryas chloris 338

tricolor 337

herzi, Simotes 311

Heteromorpha 48

Hierophis 349

himalayanus, Agkistrodon 450

Hinulia 216

indica 216

indicum 216

nsevia 216

Holarehus -• 257, 307, 353

formosanus 354

trinotatus 353

violaceus 354

holsti, Rana 93, 105, 111

Tachydromus 239, 242, 243

homalocephala, Ptychozoon 170

homaloccphalum, Ptychozoon 170

Homalopsinfe 256,263,299,381

Homalopsis molurus 305

plumbea 300
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Homalopsis schneideri 305

schneiderii 305

Homolepida 221

pelloplt'iiriim '222

Homomorplia 2

Hoplobatrachus reiiihardtii 94

horsfieldii, I'latydactylus 170

Pteropleura 170

Ptychozoon 170
Huria 304

Hurria 257, 299, 300, 304
tiilineata 304

ryncliops 304
schneideriana 304

Hurrianus 304

Hyas 76

Hydra 438

Hydrinre 256, 257, 386, 400
Hydrophilophis 263

Hydrophis 41.H, 419, 436, 438, 439

abbreviatus 435

aspera 428

atriceps • 420, 421, 422

bengalensis 437

bicolor 439

alternans 439

maculata 439

brevis 435

cserulesceiis 419

chittal 428

chloris 427

clorls 427

colubrina 409

colubriniis 403, 406

crassicollis 428

cyanocincta 428

cyanocinetus 418, 428, 435

doliata 434

fasciatUH 420, 421, 422, 425, 427, 437

fayreriana 436

flaviventris 437

godetfroyi 430

gracil is 427

hardvvickei 436

hardwicki 436

hardwickii 435

jayakari 434

kadell-nagam 427

leprogaster 427

loreatus 401

melanoceplialus 421

microcephala 427

microcephalus 427

pelamidoides 435, 436

annulata 435

pelamis 439

pelamoides 436

phipsoni 428

platura 439

plumbea 434

problematioiis 436

sehistosa 437

sehistosus 437

striata 428

striatiis 425

subannuiata 428

Page.
Hydrophis subfaciata 437

sublscvis melanocephala 421

tabrobanica 428

trachyceps 428

viperiniis 434

westermanl 128

westermanni 128

Hydrosalamandra 4

siljoldi 7

Hydroscopes 25

Hydrus 300,402,419,438

bicolor 438, 439

caspius 300

cinereus 30i

colubrinus 406

curtus 435

enhydris 300

fasciatus 427

gracilis 418, 427

piscator 288

platurus 438, 433
rynchops 304

valakadyii 437

hydrus, Natrix 445

Hyla 75, 76, 143

annectens _ 76

arborea "6, 77, 82, 84, 85, 87, 161

chinensis 86

immaculata 76, 81, 82, 83

japonica 70, 77, 78, 82,83, 84

meridionalis 77

savignyi 77, 78

aurata 76

buergeri 143, 150

chinensis 76, .'2, 84, SC, 87

immaculata 82

gratiosa 76

japonica 77, 84, 85

leucomystax ; 157

palmata 76, 143

quadrilineata 157

regilla 76

sexvirgata 157

simplex 76,81

stepheni 76, 77, 81, 84, 85

versicolor 76

viridis 75, 77

japonica 77

Hylaplesia 87

achatina 87

Hylaria 76

Hylidse 54, 55, 75

Hyliola 76

Hylorana longipes 157

Hynobius 24, 2."»

leechii 25.29

lichenatus 25, 33, 35, 30

naivius 25, 2fi, 29, 31 , 32, 33

nebulosus 25, 30, 32

nigresceiis 25,34.36

peropus 25, 32, 36

Hypsirliina 300

aer 300

bennetti 302

bennettii 302

enhydris maculata 302
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Hypsirhina hardwickii 301

maculata 302

plumboa 300

sieboldii 300

Hypsiscupus 300

plumbca 300

I.

lapalura 182

Ida 514

oriiata 514

Idiopliidcs 254

igneus, Bombinator 51

ijimce, Acanthopiieuste 202

Buergoria 121

Eniydooephalus 413,414

Raiia 93, 121, 144

illyrica, Vipera. .' 433

imbrlcata, Chelone 5U
Chelonia 511

Eretmoclielys 511

Testudo 511

immaonlata, Hyla arborea 76,81,82,83

chinensis 82

immaculiventris, Triton snbcristatus 16, 18

inconspicuus, Typhlops 260

indica, Hinulia 216

indicum, Lygosoma 216

indicus, Sphenomorphus 216

inornata, Chitulia 418

iiiornatus, Hemidaetylns 172

iiisculpta, Glyptemys 492

insulensis, Dactylopenis 180

intermedia, Geliyra 166

Halys 464

intermedins, AgliistrodoTi 450, 451

blomhoffii 456,

459, 464

Ancistrodon 464

Halys 464

Trigonoceplialns 464

interrupta, Elaphis quadrivirgatus 328

irregnlare, Triglyphodon 381

irregularis. Coluber 381

Dipsas 381

irrorata, Landemania 514, 525

isliika\v;e, Buergeria 132

Polypedates 58

Rana 94, i;{2, 144

Isodactylinm 37

Kchrenkii 38

wosncssenskyi 38

Isola 514

peguensis 514

Ixalus 165

japonieiis 155, 157

J.

janiori, I'latydactylus 100

.1m piilura 182, 192

niits\ikurii 182,184,187,190

polygonata. 182, 183, 184, 185, 187, 188, 192

swinhonis. . 182, 183, 184, 185, 189, 190, 192

variegata 182

y unnanensis 187

japonica, Amyda 493, 515, 517, 525

Page.

japonica, Bufo 65

vulgaris 66

Chelonia .506, 509, 511

mydas 509

Clemmys 489, 492, 493, 495

Emys ; 492, 497

caspica 492

palustris 492

vulgaris 492, 497

Hyla 77, 84, 85

arborea 7(>, 77, 78, 82, 83, 84

viridi.s 77

Lacerta 42

ornativentris, Rana 108

Rana ... 93, 97, 104, 107, 108, 111, 114, 115,

116,117,119,157,275

escnlenta 94

temporaria 94, 107

Salamandra 42, 43

Testudo 509

japonicus, Andria.s 6

Bufo 56, 57,58, 60, 66

bufo 60,69

vulgaris 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 66

Callophis 387, 389

Cryptobranehus 6

Dinodon 373

Eumeces 195

quinquelineatus 195

Gecko 165

Gekko 166, 166, 176

Hemibungarus 387, 389

Ixalus 155, 157

Megalobatrachus 6,11

Onychodactylus 42, 43, 47

Ophites 357,373

Platydactylus 165

Polypedates 144, 155

Salamandra 42

Tachydromus 239

Tachysaurus 236,239

Trionyx 515

stellatus 515

Triton 6

javanica, Amyda 515

javanicus, Trionyx 514,515,529

jayakari, Hydrophis 434

jerdonii, Kerilia 418

Trimeresurus 468, 470

johanseni, Rana muta 113

K.

kadell-nayam, Hydrophis 427

Kerilia 418

jerdonii 418

key.serlingi, Salamandrella 38

tridaetyla, Salamandrcl la 38

keyserlingii, Salamandrella 37

khasien.sis, Natrix 264, 268, 285

kishinouyei, Eumeces 195, 210, 213

kolombatovici, Bombina .salsa 51

korros. Coluber 348

Coryphodon 348

Ptyas 345,348

Zamenis 348

krsepelini, Boiga 381
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kraepelini, Dipsadomorpluis 381

kraussi, Onychochelys 511

kuhli, Ptychozoon 170

kiihlii, Rana 139

Labiata 513

labyrinthica, Scaptophryne 88

Lacerta 228, 251

agilis 251

japonica 42

platyuros 178

sehneideriana 178

taehydromoides 238

thunbergii 43

vivipara 251 , 252

Lacertffi 162

Lacertidae 163, 164, 228

Lacertilia 163

Lacertina 162

Lacertoideffi 163

Lachesis 466

flavoviridis 475

graniinea 481

gramineus 480

lutea 470

luteus 470

muerosquamatus 407, 470, 474

okinavensis 479

l*vis, Psilognathus 514, 525

Laminifera 484, 488

Lampropholis 218

Lamprosaiirus 194

guttulatus 194

lanaria, Mauremys 492

Landemania 514

irrorata 514, 525

Landemannia perocellata 525

Langahina; 381

Lapemis 300, 400, 402, 435

liardwickii 401, 435, 436

loreatus 435

larvata, Naja lutescens 394

laterale, Leiolopisma 163,218

modesta, Lygosoma 218

reevesi, Liolepisma 219

Lygosoma 216, 219

lateralis, Lygosoma 218

Natrix 265, 274

tigrina 265,278,279

Rana 102, 103

Scincus 218

Tropidonotus 278

Latieaiida 400, 401, 402,413

affinis 404

colubrina 402, 4OG.408

laticaudata 402, 404, 408

aTtinis 404

muelleri 402

scutata 402

semifasciata 402, 40SJ, 410

srhistorhynehus... 410

latifuiKiata affinis, Laticauda 404

Laticauda 402, 404, 408

laticaudatus, ColubtT 402,403,406

Platunis 402, 403, 406

Page.

Uiticeps, Eryma 492

Pappophis 381

latirostris, Ceramopelta 514, 525

latiscutatus, Eumeces 194,

195, 196, 201, 202, 203, 207, 212, 275

okadw, Eumeces ]',15, 200

Plestiodon 195

laiirenti, Platurus 403

leberis, Regina 264

leechii, Hynobius 29

Leiolepisma 218

Leiolopisma 193, 218

laterale 163, 218

telfairii 218

Leioselasma 418

striata 418, 428

Leiurus berdmorei 176

leopardina, Callopeltis 307

Lepidocephalus 356

faseiatus 366, 367, LKW, 369

Lepidochelys 507

dussumieri 507

ollvacea 507

Lepidosauria 162

Lepidota 163

leprogaster, Hydrophis 427

leprosa, Theloderma 143

leprosus, Yuen 514

Leptophidium 307

dorsale 337, 328, 367

Leptophis trifrenatus 346

Leptotyphlopidse 255

leucomystax, Hyla 157

Polypedates 144, 157. l.'is, idl

Polypedotes 143

Rhaoophorus 157

sexvirgata, Rhaoophorus 157

leucostoma, Acontias 449

lichenatus, Hynobius 25, 33, 35, 36

lilljeborgi, Anisodon 3S3

limnoc'haris, Rana 94, 127, 128

lindsayi, Aturia 427

Linguata 54. 55

Liolepisma 218

laterale reevesi 219

Liopala 418

Liopelma 50

Liopeltis 257, l;07, n::i, 338

hermina 338, 343

major 338

semicarinata 338, 340

L,iophallus 381

Liopola 418

Lipinia 218

pulchella 218

livida Rana 132

lividus, Bungarus ..98

Lobipes 76

Lomatodactylus 165

vittatus 165

lougicaudata, Euprepis 21 1, 215

Mabuya 214

longiceps, Heniidactylus 172

longicrus, Rana 93, 104

longipos, Hylorana 157

longissimum, Ophtlialinidiuui 260
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loreatus, H ydrophis 401

Lapemis 435

Loricata 161

lumbricalis, Typhlops 260

lutaria, Cistudo 492

lutea, Lacliesis 470

lutescens larvata, Naja 394

Lachesis 470

luteus, Trimere.surns 470, 471, 473, 474

Lycodon ^57, 358

bairdii 383

rufozonatus 358

Lygosaurus 193,221,222

pL'llopleurus 221, 222

Lygosoma 218, 221, 222

elegans 202

indicum 216

laterale modesta 218

lateralis 218

melanopogon 216

nigropunctatum 218

pellopleunim 222

reevesi 216, 219

reevesii 219

>r.

maackii, Amyda 515, 527, 529
Trionyx ,516, 529

Mabouia chineiisis 202, 208

Mabouya 214

Mabuia longicaudata 214

siamensis 214

Mabuya 193, 213, 214

carinata 213

longicaudata 214

macclellandi, Elaps 392

macclellandii, Calliophis 387, 391, 392

Klaps 391

maerocephala, Damoiiia 496

Macrocephalus 381

macrodou, Rana 161

maeropus, Rana 155

maculata, Hydrophis bicolor 439

Hypsirhina 302

enhydris 302

Polypedates 157

quadrilineata, Rhacophorus 157

major, Ablabes 338

Cyclophis 337, 338

Disteira 431

Liopeltis 338
malabarica, Rana 103

Malacopoda • i

marginatus, Eumeces 195, 196, 203, 205

Gecko 178

Plestiodon 205

marmorata, Actinemys 492

Rana 94, 95, 96, 98

esculenta 95

marmoratus, Hemidactylus 175

martensi, Rana 108, 119

martensii, Rana 108

Tropidonotns 266

Mastioophis spinalis 319

Mauremys 492

lanaria 492

Page.

maxima, Bonibina 51

Salamandra 6

Sieboldia 6

niaximus, Cryptobranchus 7

Megalobatrat'hus 6

Mfcra-spodota 513

Meditoria 260

megacephalus, Polypedates 157

Megara 465

Megalobatrachus 4

japonicus G

maximus 6

sieboldi 6

megaspilus, Trigonocephalus blomhoftii . . . 457

Megemys .509

melanocephala, Disteira 401, 420,

421, 422, 427, 429, 430, 431

sublpevis 421

melanocephahis, Hydrophis 421

Microcephalophis 418, 421

Melanochelys 496, 500

trijuga 500

melanopogon, Lygosoma 216

melanostictus, Bufo 60, 72, 161

meranostictus, Bufo 72

mercurialis, Sphargis 485

meridionalis, Hyla arborea 77

mierocephala, Hydrophis 427

Thala.ssophis 427

mierocephalophi.s 418

gracilis 418, 427

melanocephahis 418, 421

mierocephalus, Hydrophis 427

Microhyla 87,88

fissipes 88, 89

okinavensis 88, 89

ornata 88, 161

undulata 89, 90

mitsukurii, Japalurn 182, 184, 187, 190

Miura 48

moco, Oligosoma 218

Mocoa 218

exigua 219

guichenoti 218

modesta, Lygosoma laterale 218

modestus, Eumeces 218

moellendorffii, Elaphe 322

mokasen, Agkistrodon 449

Molgse 3

Molge 15,25

pyrrhogaster 16

etisicauda , 22

pyrrhoga.stra 16

ensieauda 22

ensicaudatus 22

striata 26, 43

wol terstorfti 20

molurus, Homalopsis 305

Monopnoa 161

monticola, Trimeresurus 467, 480

mordax, Temnognathus 514, 525;

Morphuromolga'i 3

moschatiis, Racophorus 143

mucosus, Coluber 345

Ptyas 345
Zamenis 345

mucrosquamatus, Lachesis 467, 470, 474

Trigonocephal us 467
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miiorosquamatus Trimeresiirus 460,

4t.7.4tiS,4(i9,470,471

muelleri, Laticai d 402

niHhlentiergii, Ciileuiys 492

Geoclemys 490

multicincta, Bungarus candidus 397

multicinetus, Bungarus 380,35)7,898

eserulcus 39S

candidus 397

mullifasciatus, Scincus 213

raultilineatus, Typlilops 200

muta johanseni, Kaua 113

Rana 113

Mutabilia 3

mutilata, Gehy ra 180

mutilatus, Hemidaotylus 180

Peropus 180

Mydas 509

mydas, Chelone 509

Chelonia 509

japonica, Chelonia 509

Mydasea '^^

X.

ntevia, Ellipsoglossa 26, 30

Hinulia -16

Salamandra 20

nspvius, Hynobius 25, 26, 29, 31, 32, 33

Naia tripudians 394

sputatrix 394

Naja 257,386,394

atra 394

naja atra, Naja 394, 395

naja oxiana, Naja 395

sputatrix, Naja 395

Naja tripudians atra 394

fasciata 394

scopinucha 394

unicolor 394

bungarus 394

haje 394

luteseens larvata 394

naja 394,395,396

atra 394,395

oxiana 395

sputatrix 395

namiyei, Rana Q'li 136

Nanemys -IS'^- ^96

nanus, Hemidactylus 166

narina, Rana ; 94,134

nasuta, Caretta 507

Typhlops 260

Natricidie 256, 2r>2, 386

Natricinae 256, 263

Natricoidese 256

Natrix 257, 258, 263, 264, 290, 300, 307

annularis 265,260,291

chrysarga 265, 286

craspedogaster 264, 268, 285, 280

liabereri 291

hvdrus 445

khasiensis 204,268,285

lateralis 204,274

nuehalis 205,294

piscator 244, 204, 265, 260, 28S, 290

pryeri 265,260,284,280

stolata 205,206,280

Page.

Natrix stolatus . . ^ 280

swinhonis 204, 205, 266, 293

tigrina 258,265,272,279

lateralis 265, 278, 279

tigrinus 2ti4

torquatus 264

vibakari 258, 264, 265, 266, 268, 285, 268

vittata 264

vulgaris 263, 264

natrix, Tropidonotus 263

Coluber 263, 264

navarri, Hemidactylus ISO

nebulosa, Salamandra 30

nebulosus, Cyclophis 340, 341, 342, 343

Hynobius 25, 30, 32

Nerodia 264

sipedon 264

Nicoria 500

spengleri 501

niger, Biancia 182

nigra, Pseudohaje 394

nigreseens, Hynobius 25, 34, 30

nigricans, Clemmys -193

nigriventris, Bombina salsa 51

nigromaculata, Rana 93,

94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 101, 124, 125

eseulenta 95

nigropunctatum, Lygosoma 218

nigropunctatus, Ablepharus 225

Cryptoblepharus bontonii. 225

nilotica, Trionyx 514

Noterophis -H^

Notophthalmus 15

novemcostatum, Tortisternum 514, 525

novemcostatus, Coelognathus 514, 525

nuehalis, Natrix 205, 294

Nuda 1

Nycteridium 1''8

schneideri 1"8

O.

obtusatus. Coluber 305

Ocadia 488, 489

sinensis *89, 493

officinse, Gomphopelta 514, 525

okadie, Eumecos latiseutatus 195, 200

okinavana, Rana 93, 102, 103

okinavensis, Lachesis l''^

Microhyla 88,89

Trimeresurus 406, 407, 470, 479

Oligosoma -^'"^

moco 218

oil vaoea, Caouana 50/

Caretta 500, 507, 5t)9, 511

Chelonia 507

caretta J^'

Lepidochelys ''0'

Thalassochelys
^'

Onichodactyhis •>(,, 4/

Onychocephalus 260

capensis 260

delalandii 200

Onychochelys ^^^

kraussi — 511

Onychodactylus 25, 4-

japonicus 42,43,47

si'hlegeli ^2, 43
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Onyehophis 260

I'raiiklinii 260

t)iiychopus 42

Onycopus sieboldii 43

Opetiodon 381

cynodon 881

Ophes 254

Ophides 254

Ophidia 264

Ophidii 254

Ophidosaurii 162

Ophielaps 294

braconnieri 294, 295, 290, 297, 298

Ophiophagiis 394

elaps 394

Ophisaurus 255

Ophites 356, 357

albofuscus 357, 370

japonicus 357, 373

orientalis 372, 373

ruhstrati 370

septentrionalis 370

subcinctus 357

Ophthalmidium 260

longissimum 260

tenue 260

orbiculata.'Cyclemys 503

orientale, Dinodon 258, 357, 358, 372
orientalis, Bombina 51

Bombinator 51

Diemictylus 20

Disteira 418, 421, 422

Ophites 372, 373

Tropidonotus 278, 279, 280

ornata, Aturia 418

Distira 430, 431, 432

Ida 514

Microhyla 88, 161

Pelamis 439

ornativentris, Rana japoiiica 108

(irnatum Eugystoma 87,88

( Jscaria 514

swill hoei 514

otocryptis 191, 192
( )tc isaiinis 216

cumingii .' 216

iiwstimi, Parus 202

Polypedates 144, 149

oxiaiia, Naja naja 395

Tomyris 394

Oxyglossus 92

P.

pachypus, Bombina salsa 51

palmata, Hyla 76, 143

palmatus, Racophorus 143

palustris, Enhydris 300

japonica, Emys 492

PantluTophis 307

Pappophis 381

laticeps 381

Paradiacostoidea 488

parreysii, Elaphe 307

Parus owstoni , 202

varius 202

pavimentata, Calamaria 375, 378

Page.

pa vimentatus, Sciiicus 193

peguensis, Isola 514

pelamidoides annulata, Hydrophis 435

Hydrophis .".
. 435, 436

pelamidoidis, Hydrophis 435

Pelamis 419, 438

b:color 439

siiiuata 439

variegata 439

ornata 439

schneideri 439

pelamis, Hydrophis 439

pelamoides, Hydrophis 436

Pelamydoidis 435

Pelamys 438, 439

Pelias 443

berus 446

pellopleurum, Homolepida 222

Lygosoma 222

pellopleurus, Lygosaurus 221, 222

Pelodiscus 5] 4

Pelonectes 15

Pelophylax 93

Peltochelyidse 512

Pelturagonia 182

cephalum 182

Peripia ISO

peroeellata, Landemannia .525

Tyrse 524

perocellatus Trionyx 524, 526

peronii, Hemidactylus '.. 180

Peropus 165, ISO

mutilatus 180

peropus, Hynobius 25, 32, 36

Perostia 483

personatus, Elaps 392

pfefferi, Calamaria 375, 376, .'{78

Phaneroglossa 54

phancroglossa', Rana:- 54

Philautus l.=6

phip.soni, Hydrophis 428

Pholidota 161

Phragmitophis 337

Phryne 55

Phrynoidis 55

Phyllophis 307

carinata 307, 308

phyllophis. Coluber 308

picta, Emys vulgaris 497, 499, 500

pi.seator, Euhydris 300

Hydrus 288

Natrix 244, 264, 265, 266, 288, 290

Tropidonotus 2X8

plancyi, Rana 93, 101

])latnra, Anguis 439

Hydrophis 439

platuros, Anguis 439

Platnrus 402

affinis 403

colubrinus 403, 406, 409

fasciatus 402, 403, 409, 412

semifasciata 409

lischeri 40ii

laticaudatus 402, 4U3, 403

laurenti 403

schistorhynchus 409
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Page.

Platurus, semifaciatus 409

platurus, Hydras 43S, 439

platycaudatus, Coluber 403

platyceps, Amphiesma 286

Platydactylus 165

chineusis 1C6

horsfleldii 170

jamori 166

japonicus 165

yamori 166

Platypeltis 514

platyuros, Lacerta 1'8

PUityurus 178

platyurus, Cosymbotus 178

Stellio 178

Plest iodon 193

latiscntatus 195

margiiiatos 205

pulchrum 208

quinquelineatum 195

sinense 208

Plethodontidse H
Pleurodeles 12

Pleurodira 488

Pleuropoda 254

Plistodon 194

plumbea, Enhydris 300,301

Homalopsis 300

Hydrophis 434

Hypsiacopus 300
[

Pneumaturomolgaei 162

Pnoepus 172

Podarees argus 248
;

Polydontes 437

polygonata, Japalura. 182, 183, 184, 185, 187, 1S8, 192

polygonatum, Diploderma 182, 188

polygrammicus, Typhlops 260

Polyodonta 437

Polyodontes 437

annulatus 437

Polypedates 80, 93, 121, 143, 144, 155

buorgeri 144, 150, 151, 153, 154

eiffingeri 144, 163

ishikajvse 58

japonicus 144, 165

leucomystax 144, 167, 158, 101

maculatus 157

megacephalus 157

owstoni '. 144, 149

rugosus 143, 157

sehlegelii .... 77, 144, 145, 147, 148, 149

viridis 144,147,149

Polypedetes 143

Polypedotes 143, 144

leucomystax 143

porosa Rana 95

Tomoptema 95

Porpopoda 163

Potamochelys •">14

prffiscutata, Disteira 434

prcetextatus, Bufo 56, 57, 59, 60, 69

Prenderntia 162

pristiurus, Hemidactylus 180

problematicns, Hydrophis 436

prcecilopleurus, Cryptoblepharus 163

Proteocordylus 3

Page.

Proterodon 307

tessellatus 307, 334

pryeri, Natrix 265, 266, 284, 286

Tropidonotu.s 284

Psammodynastes 257, 383

pulverulentus 381,383,385

Psammophis pulverulenta 383

Pseudo-boa 397

Pseudohaje 394

nigra 394

Pseudosalamandra 25

Pseudosauria 3

Pseudotyphlops 260

Psiloderma 1

Psilognathus - 514

Isevis 514, 525

Pteropleura 170

liorstieldii 170

Ptyas 257, 306, 345

korros 345, 348

raucosus 346

Ptychozoon 165, 1 70

homalocephala 170

homaloeephalum 170

horsfleldii 170

kuhli 170

Ptychozouni 170

pulchella. Geoclemys 496

Lipinia 218

pulchra, Eumeces 202

pulchrum, Engystoma 88

Plestiodon 208

pulverulenta, Psamniophis 383

pulverulentus, Psammodynastes 381,383,385

pumilus, Hemidactylus 176

punctata, Emys • 492

puniceus, Trigonocephalus 465

purpurascens, Simotes 353

Pygomolgsei 48

pyrrhogaster, Oynops 61

Diemictylus 15,

16,18,19,20,21,23

ensicauda, Molge '-1

Molge 1'"'

Triton 16

typiea, Triton... 16

pyrrhogastra ensicauda, Molge 21

ensicaudatus, Molge 21

Molge 16

Salamandra '16

Pythomorphus 300

Python 307

elapiformi-i 305

rhynchops 305

Pythonida3 '*^3

Pyxiclenimys •- 503

quadrilineata, Hyla 1^''

Rhacophorus maculatus 157

quadrivirgata, Elaphe 258,308,327,328,336

qua<lrivirgatum, Compsosoma 328

quadrivirgatus atra, Coluber 328

Klaphis 328

Coluber 324,327

Elaphis 328
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(liiailrivirgatus internipta, Elaphis 328

quini'unciatus, Tropidonotus 288

quiiuiuelineatum, Plcstiodon 195

<iuiiuiueliiicatus, Eumeces 195, 199

japoiiiciis, Eumeces 195

Scincus 195

K.

Racophorus 143

masehatus 143

palmatus 143

reinwardtii 143

sehlegelii 145

raddei, Biifo 60, 70
Rafetus '.

514

Ramphotyphlops 260

Rana 93, 95, 121, 132, 144, 155, 157

agilis 161

amurensis 93,47,119,121

arvalis 120

boans 76

buergari 151

caerulea 76

chinensis 94, 95

chloronota 132

corrugata 139

cruenta 113

dybowskii 113, lie

eiffingeri 153

esculenta 93, 94, 95, 96, 98, 161

chinensis 95

japonica 94

marmorata 95

nigromaculata 95

everetti 136

fusca 113

gracilis '. 127

holsti 93, 105, 111

ijimse 93, 121, 144

ishilfawffi 94, 132, 144

japonica 93, 97, 104, 107, 108,

111, 114, 115, 116, 117, 119, 157, 275

ornativentris 108

kulilii • 139

lateralis ^ 102, 103

limnocharis 94, 127, 128

li vida 132

longicrus 93, 104
maerodon 161

macropus 155

malabarica 103

marmorata 94. 95, 96, 98

martensi 108, 119

martensli 108

niuta 113
• johansenl 113

namiyei 94, 136
narina 94, 134
nigromaculata 93,

94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 101, 124, 125

okinavana 93, 102, 103

plancyi 93, 101

porosa 95

reinhardti 94

ridibunda 90

rufa 113

Pag-e.

Rana rugosa 94, 95, 96, 99, 123, 124, 125, 192

rugulosa 139

swir.hoana 94, 132
syl vatica io7

temporaria 93, 106,

107, 111, 113, 114, 110, 117, ] 19, 161

japonica 95, 107

tigerina 94, 95, 128, 138, 139
tigrina 139, loi

tsushimensis 93, 1 1(5

viridis 94

vittigera 127, 139

Ranacea 1

Rante 47

phaneroglosste 54
Ranaria 93

Ranidae 54, 55, 92
Raniformia 48

Ranina 88

symetrica ys

reeve.si, Liolepisma laterale 219

Lygo.=!oma laterale 216, 219

reevesii, Damonia 497

Emys 497

Geoclemys 489, 493, 4t6, 497

Lygosoma 219

Tiliqua 218

unicolor, Damonia 497

regilla, Hyla 76

Regina 264

leberis 264

reinhardti, Rana 94

reinhardtii, Hoplobatrachus 94

reinwardtii, Racophorus 143

Rhacophorus 143

renardi. Coluber 445

Reptilia 161
Rhabdophis 263

Rhacophorus 76, 80, 143, 144

buergeri 151

leucomystax 157

sexvirgata 157

maculatus quadrilineata 157

reinwardtii 143

schlegeli 145

sehlegelii 145

Rhiptoglossi 162

Rhynchocephalia 161, 162

rhynchops, Cerberus 305

Python 305

ridibunda, Rana 96

Ristella 222

riukiuanus, Trimeresurus 475, 476, 477, 47S

rostrata, Caretta 511

rufa, Rana 113

rufescens, Achalinus 295, 296

rufodorsata, Elaphe 259, 308, 310, 338

rufodorsatus, Ablabes 310

Coluber 310

Tropidonotus 310

rufo-guttata, Tiliijua 208

rufozonatum, Dinodon 358, 364, 365

walli, Dinodon 358,364

rufozonatus, Dinodon 364

formoFana, Dinodon 358, 365

Lycodon 358
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Page.

rugosa, Rana 91, 95, 9G, 99, 1 23, 1'2 1, 125, 129

rugosus, Polypedates 143, 157

rugulosa, Rana 139

ruhstrati, Dinodon 372

septentrioiiale ... 357,370,371

septentrionalis 370

Euprepes 214

Ophites 370

Tiliqua 214

russelii, Cerberus 305

Disteira 437

Simotes 353

Tortrix 260

rynchops, Enhydris 300

Hurria 30*

S.

sachalinensis, Bufo 59, 65

vulgaris 65

Salamandra gigas 7

japonica 42, 43

japonicus , 42

maxima 6

nae via.-. 26

nebulosa 30

pyrrhogastra 16

suberistata 16

unguiculata 43

Salamandra' 3

Salamandrella 24, 37

keyseMingi 38

keyserlingii 37

tridactyla 38

uraleiisis 38, 39

wosnessenskyi 38

Salamandridse 3, 11

Salamandroidese 3, 11

Salientia 47

salsa, Bombina 51, 53

pachypus, Bombina 51

sanctijohannis, Tropidonotus 290

Sarbieria 530

Saura 163

Sauree 162

Saures 163

Sauri 162

Sauria 162

Saurii 162

Saurobatrachi 2

sauromates, Elaphis 308

savignyi, Hyla arborea 77, 78

Scaptophryne 88

labyrinthica 88

Scelotretus 165

schistorhynchus, Latieauda semifasciata . . 510

Platurus 409

schistosa, Hydropliis 437

schistosus, Hydrophis 437

schlegeli, Onychodaetylus 42, 43

Rhacophorus 145

schlegelii, Amyda 515, 516. 517, 5"26, 527

Dermoclielys 485

Polypedates. . . 77, 144, 145, 147, 148, 149

Rhacophorus 115

Sphargis 485

coriacea 485

Page.

schlegelii, Trionyx 515, 516, 526

schmackeri, Clemmys 493

Coluber 319, 322

Elaphc 308, 322
tteniurus 322

schneideri, Homalopsis .305

Nycteridium 178

Pelamis 439

schneidcriann, Hurria 304

Lacerta 178

schiieiderii, Eumeces 193

Homalopsis 305

schrencki, Coluber 313

schrenckii, Elaphe 308,313,318,337,452

Elaphis 313

schrenki, Isodactylium 38

schrenkii, Coluber 313

Isodactylium 38

Scinax 76

Scincida- 163, 164, 193
Scincus lateralis 218

multifasciatus 213

pavimentatus 193

quinquelineatus 195

sloanei 213

unicolor 218

scopinucha, Naja tripudians 894

Seotophis 307

scutata, Latieauda 402

Scytale ,
_
449

Scytalus 449

Scytina 485

seba, Geoclemys 496

semicarimxta, Liopeltis 838, 340

semicarinatum, Dinodon 258, 358, 366

semicarinatus, Ablabes 340

Dinodon .
.' 366

Eumesodon 356, 366, 367

Eurypholis 337, 340, 367

semifasciata, Latieauda 402, 409, 410

Platurus fasciatus 409

schistorhynchus, Latieauda.. 410

semifasciatum, Aspidoclonion 397

semifasciatus, Bungarus 397

Platurus 409

septemcastata, Coptopelta 514, 528

septentrionale, Dinodon 358, 371

ruhstrati, Dinodon .. 357,370,371

septentrionalis, Calamaria 375, 376

Dinodon 370

Ophites 370

ruhstrati, Dinodon 370

Tachydromns 232, 238

Takydromus. 229, 232, 235,243,247

Sarpentes 1(52, 254

Serpentia 254

serrata, Testudo 501

sexlineata, Coronella 311

sexliaeatus, .\blabes 311

Tachydromus 239

Takydromus 239

sexvirgata, Hyla 157

Rhacophorus'leucomystax 157

siamensis, Calamaria 375, 376, 378

Eumeces 214

Mabuia 214
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Page.

siboldi, HydrosHlammidra 7

sibon, Coluber 414

sieboldi, Mogalol)atrachu.s 6

Sieboldia 4

maxima 6

sieboldia, Cryptobranchiis 7

Siebcfldiaiia 4

sieboldii, Hypsirhina 300

Onycopus 43

Tritomegas (>, 7

Sieboldtia 4

Simotes 353, 3o4

arnensis 353

bicatenatus 354

formosauus 354

hainanensis 354

herzi 311

purpurascens 353

russelii 353

svvinhonis 354

vaillanti 354

simplex, Hyla 76, 81

sinense, Plesfiodon 208

sinensis, Amyda 515, 516, 519, 624, 530

Aspidonectes 524

Diemictylus 20

Emys 489, 497, 500

Ocadia 489, 493

Trionyx 514, 518, 524, 529

sinuata, Pelamis bicolor 439

sipedon, Nerodia 264

Siphneus 87

sloanei, Scincus 213

smaragdinus, Takydromus 229, 231, 232, 236

smithi, bufo 59, 60, 64

Socalia .' 492

bealii 492

Sozura 2,

3

Spasmocnemis 180

spengleri, Emys 501

Geoemyda 489,500, 501

Nicoria 501

Testudo 500, 501

Sphargis 485

angustata 485

coriacea 485

schlegelii 486

mercurialis 485

schlegelii 485

Sphenodon 161

Sphenomorphus 193, 216

indicus 216

spinalis, Achalinus 258, 294, 295, 296, 297

Masticophis 349

Zamenis 849

spiniferus, Trionyx 514

Spondylnrus 213, 214

sputatrix, Naja naja 395

tripudians 394

Squamata 162

squamata, Caretta 511

Eretmochelys 511

Testudo 511

Squamosa 162

squamosa, Caretta 511

Eretmochelys 506, 61

1

Page.

Steirophis 263

stellatus'iaponicuN, Trionyx 515

Stellio platyurus 178

stephcni, Hyla 76, 77, 81, S4, 85

Sternothserus 503

trifasciatus 503

Sterrichrotes 483

striata, Natrix 265, 266, 280
.stolatum, Amphiesma 264, 280

stolatus. Coluber 280, 444

Natrix 280

Tropidonotus 280

Strephon 300, 304

Strepsich rotes 254

Streptostylica 162

striata, Coronella 358,365

Hydrophis 428

Leioselasma 418, 428

Molge 26, 43

striatus, Hydrophis 425

strumosus, Bombinator 55

subannulata, Hydrophis 428

subcincta, Disteira 421

subcinctus, Ophites 357

subcristata, Salamandra 16

subcristatus, Cynops 16

immacnlivcntris, Triton 16,18

Triton 16, 22

typica, Triton 16

subfasciata, Hydrophis 437

sublsevis melanocephala, Hydrophis 421

snbminiatum, Amphiesma 264

subminiatus, Tropidonotus 263

subplana, Dogania 530, 631

subplanus, Trionyx 530, 531

subtrijuga, Geoelemys 496

subversicolor, Buergeria 151

swinhoana, Rana 94, 132

swinhoei, Oscaria 514

Trionyx 514

Tropidonotus 293

swinhonis, Gecko 166

Gekko 166, 169

Japalura. . 182, 183, 184, 185, 189, 190, 192

Natrix 264, 265, 26C, 293

Simotes 354

Tropidonotus 293

sylvatica, Rana 107

symetrica, Ranina 88

Synapsida 161, 483

T.

Tachidromus 229

Tachybates 172

taehydromoides, Lacerta 238

Takydromus 229,

231, 238, 239, 245, 246, 247, 290

Taehydromus 229

amurensis 245

formosanus 235

holsti 239, 242, 243

japonicus 239

septentrionalis 232, 238

sexlineatus 239

taehydromoides 238
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Page.

Tachydromus wolteri 247

Tachysaurus 229

japoniciis 236, 239

Tadpoles 159

taeniurus, Coluber 319

Elaphe 308, 319, 322, 323

Elaphis 319

schmackeri, Elaphe 322

Takydromns 228, 229

amurensis 229, 238, 245, 246, 247

dorsalis 229

formosanus 229,232,235,238

septentrionalis . 229,232,235,243,247

sexlineatus 239

smaragdinus 229, 231, 232, 236

tachydromoides 229,

231, 238, 239, 245, 246, 247, 290

wolteri 229, 243, 246, 247

Talpa wogura 357

taprobanica, Hydrophis 428

Taricha 15

telfairii, Leiolopisma 218

Temnognathus 514

mordax 514, 525

tempera ria japonica, Rana 94,107

Rana 93,

106,107,111,1)3, 114,116,117,119,161

tenue, Ophthalmidium 260

tessellatus, Dinodon 334

Proterodon 307, 334

Testudinata 161, 162, 4S3

Testudinea 483

Testudines 483

Testudinidffi 484, 48S

Testudinoideffi 488

Testudo 49

caouana 507

earetta 507

imbricata 511

japonica 509

serrata 501

spengieri 500, 501

squamata 511

tricarinata . . . ; 501

Thalassoehelys 507

• earetta 507

corticata 507

olivacea 507

Thalassophis 418

mieroeephala 427

viperina 434

Thamnodynastes 383

Thecophora 488

Theloderma 143, 144

leprosa 143

thnnbergii, Carretta 509

Lacerta 43

tigerina, Rana 94,95,128,138,139

tigrina lateralis, Xatrix 265, 278, 279

Natrix 258, 265, 272, 279

Rana 139, 161

tigrinnm, Amphiesma 272, 278, 367

tigrinus, Natrix 264

Tropidonotns 272, 278

Tiliqua bicarinata 214

bicarinatus 214

Page.

Tiliqua chinensis 208

reeve.sii ' 218

rufo-guttata 208

ruhstrati 214

Tisiphone 449

cuprea 449

Tomopterna porosa 95

Tomyris 394

oxiana 394

torquatus, Natrix 264

Tortisternum 514

novemcostatum ;' 14, 525

Tortrix russelii 260

Toxicodryas 381

blandingii 381

Toxicophis 449

trabalis. Coluber 349

trachycep.s, Hydrophis 428

Trachyhyas , 143

tricarinata, Chaibassia 500

Testudo 501

tricolor, CyclophLs 337

Herpetodryas 337

tridactjia, Salamandrella keyserlingii 38

trifasciata, Cuora 503

trifasciatu.s, Sternothseru.s.. 503

trifrenatus, Leptophis 346

Triglyphodon 381

irregulare 381

trigonata, Dipsas 381

trigonoeephala, Vipera 465

Trigonocephalus 449, 466

afflnis 461

blomhoffi 457

blorahoffii 457,463,464

megaspilus 4.57

erythrurus 481

halys 449

intermedius 464

mucrosquamatus 467

puniceus 465

Trigonurus 300

trijuga, Emys 496

Melanochelys 500

Trimeresura 465

Trimeresurus 449, 465, 466

elegans 461 , 466, 467, 46s. 470, 471, 473

erythrurus 481, 482

flavoviridis 466,

467,470,474,475,476

gramineus 466, 480

jerdonii 468, 470

luteus 470, 471, 473, 474

tnonticola 467, 480

mucrosquamatus 466,

467,468,469,470,471

okinavensis 466, 467, 476, 479

riukiuanus 475, 476, 477, 478

viridis 465, 481

Trimesurus .' 165

albolabris ^ 481

elegans 470, 481

trinotatus, Hohirchus 353

Trionychia 513

Trionychida? liM, 614, 518

Trionychoidea 513
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Page.

Triony X 514, 515, 531

segyptiacii.s 514

cariniferus 514

cartilagincus 514

euphraticus 514

ferox 514

formosus 514

frenatus 530

japonk'us 515

javanicus 514, 515, 529

maackii 516, 529

nilotica 514

pcrocellatus 624, 526

sclilegelii 515, 516, 526

sinensis 514, 518, 524, 529

spiniferus 514

stellatus japonieus 515

subplanus 530, 531

svvinhoei 514

trionyX 514

triunguis 514

tuberculatus 524

tripudians alra, Naja 394

fasciata, Naja 394

Naia 394

scopinucha, Naja 394

sputatrix, Naia 394

unicolor, Naja 394

Tritomegas . 4

sieboldii 6,

7

Triton 37

ensicauda 21

japonieus 6, 7

pyrrhogaster typiea 16

pyrrogaster 16

subcristatus 16, 21

immaeuliventris 16, 18

Triturus 15

triunguis, Trionyx 514

Tropidolaemus 465

Tropidonotus 263, 264, 300

annularis 291

chinensis 291

ehrysargus 263

lateralis 278

martensii 266

natrix 263

orientalis 278, 279, 280

piscator 288

pryeri' 284

quincunciatus 288

rufodorsatus 310

sanctijohannis 290

stolatus 280

subminiatus 263

swinhooi 293

swinhonis 293

tigrinvis 272, 278

vibakari 266

Tropinotus 263

truei, Ascaphus 50

truncatus, Argyrophis 260

tsushimensis, Rana 93, 116

tuberculatus, Trionyx 524

Turdus celsenops 202

chrysolaus 202

I'aKc

Tylopoda 483

Tylototri ton 11,12

andersoni 12

Tylotriton 12

Typlilopidtc 255, 256, 259

Typhlopoideje 256

Typhlops 257, 260

braminus 260

eschrichtii 260

euproctus 260

inconspicuus 260

lumbricalis 260

multilineatus 260

nasutus 260

polygrammicns 267

typiea, Triton pyrrhogaster 16

subcristatus 16

Tyria 349

Tyrse 514

perocellata 524

U.

undulata, Microhyla 89, 90

unguiculata, Salamandra 43

unicolor, Cerberus 305

Clemmys 497, 499

Damonia 497, 499

reevesii 490

Naja tripudians 394

Scincus 218

univirgatus, Calliophis 391, 392

Urreus 394

uialensis, Salamandrella 38, 39

Urodela 2

Urodeli _ 2

Uropeltidfe 255

Uropliora 2

V.

vaillanti, Simotes 354

valakadien, Enhydrina 437

valakadyen, Enhydrina 437

valakadyn, Hydrus 437

variabilis amurensis, Bufo 70

variegata, Japalura 182

Pelamis bicolor 439

variegatus, Hemidactylus 180

varius, Parus .,
202

velakadien, Enhydrina 437

velox, Eremias 248

verrucosus, Tylototriton 12

versicolor, Hyla 76

vibakari, Natrix... 258, 264, 265, 266, 268, 285, 286

vibikari, Tropidonotus 266

vikadien, Elnhydrina 437

violaceus, Holarchus 354

Vipera 442

benis.. 443, 144, 445

illyriea 433

trigonocephala 465

Viperidse 263, 442, 443

viperina, Disteira 420, 434

Thalassophis 434

viperinus, Hydrophis 434

virgata, Chelonia 509

Elaphis 324
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virgatiis, Coluber 324, 328

Elaphis 313, 319, 324

viridescens, Triturus 15

viridiflavus, Coluber 349

viridls, Bufo 72, 161

Chelonia 509

Coluber 4»1

Hyla 75, 77

japonica, Hyla - 77

Polypedates 144, 147, 149

Rana 94

Trimeresurus 465, 481

vittata, Natrix 264

vittatus,Ablabes 352

Lomatodactylus 165

vlttigera, Rana 127, 139

vivipara, Lacerta 251, 252

Zootoca 252

vulgaris asiatiea, Bufo 66

Berus 416

Bufo 55, 56, 57, 59, 66, 69

Chersea 443, 446

Emys 492

japonica, Emys 492, 497

Bufo 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 66, 69

Natrix 263, 264

picta, Emys 497, 499, 500

sachalinensis, Bufo 65

vulneratus. Coluber 328

\V.

wagleri, Cophias 465

walli, Dinodou rufozonatum 358

waltl, Pleurodeles 12

Page.

westermani, Hydrophis 428

westermanni, Hydrophis 428

wogura, Talpa 357

wolteri, Takydromus 229, 243, 24.i, 247

wolterstorffi, Molge 20

wosnessenskyi, Isodaotyluim 38

Salamandrella 38

X.

Xenopeltidffi 255

V.

yamori, Platydaetylus 166

Yuen 614

leprosus 514

yunnanensis, Elaphis 319

Japalura 187

Z.

Zamenis 257,258,306,349

boeourti 350

cataphoranotus 350

korros 348

mucosus 345

spinalis 349

Zaoccys 352

Zaocys iOe, 362

dhumnades 362

Zapyrus 362

fuscus 352

Zootoca. 251

vivipara 252
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